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ABSTRACT 

Ms. Christina Stojanova 

The Eastern European Crisis of Self-Knowledge 1948-1 989 
Relationship between State and Society as Reflected in Eastern 
European Fiction Film - A Genre Approach 

The thesis analyzes the dynamic relationship among the totalitarian state, society and cinema and 

their interplay in producing the crisis of self-knowledge that plagued Eastern European societies 

during Communism. 

The study is accomplished from an interdisciplinary and comparative point of view. Its 

interdisciplinary core involves film, communication studies and political economy/science. The 

analysis is based on the experience of seven countnes-Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the GDR, 

Hungary, Poland, Romania, and Yugoslavia-collectively known as Eastern Europe, during ?he 

period from the imposition of totalitarian rule throughout the region (1 94448) until its collapse in 

1989. To meet its objectives, the dissertation has developed a wide array of original 

methodological tools, based on theories and concepts, borrowed from the three main areas of this 

interdisciplinary study. Its most important methodological contribution is the construction and 

application of an original genre approach that adequately captures the dynamics in the 

relationships of the state, society and cinema. 

The thesis is an in-depth study of the origins and nature of each of the three principle players: the 

state, society and cinema and the role of the intelligentsia as the ptincipal mediator in their 

interactions. The film process emerges as a form of displaced negotiations between state and 

society. The new genre approach provides analytical tools for the critical analysis of the product, 

the individual film. It facilitates the balancing of the political, the social and the aesthetic in the 

critical analysis of the product. 



Every object must 
be studied with the 

precision appropriate to it 
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INTRODUCTION 

This dissertation is a result of more than six years of arduous interdisciplinary 

research in the fields of film theory, cultural studies and communications, political 

economy and science, as well as social, cultural and film history of Eastern Europe, under 

the guidance of my advisors, Prof. David Eley (Communication Studies), Prof. Thomas 

Waugh (Film Studies) and Prof. Margie Mendell (Political Economy). It is based on a . 

corpus of 376 Eastern European fiction films made in Bulgaria. Czechoslovakia, the 

GDR. Hungary. Poland, Romania and Yugoslavia between 1948 and 1989, and some 50 

hours of interviews and conversations with Eastern European film scholars, critics. 

filmmakers and high-ranking administrators whom I have met over the last four years on 

different occasions. A highlight of these invaluable encounters, rich in original 

information. is the taped lectures from the reading course on Comparative Aesthetics of 

Eastern European Cinema I took in the summer of 1994 with Prof. Galina Kopaneva, 

professor in film history and theory at Charles University in Prague. 

Eastern European cinema will remain among the most controversial legacies of 

Communism. It was a totalitarian institution par excellence, but it allowed the production 

of films that were covertly or overtly defiant toward the political, moral and aesthetic 

status quo. It produced a large amount of propaganda films, which were quickly 

forgotten. but they have become increasingly important after the collapse of Communism 

as precious evidence of the methodical efforts by the state to condition society. 

Paraphrasing Yevgeny Yevtushenko's famous dictum a "poet in Russia is more than just a 

poet", we could say that in Eastern Europe a film was never just a film. Films had wide 

and often unpredictable political implications and social effects. This dissertation is about 

the complex social, political, and aesthetic phenomenon of the Eastern European cinema 

from 1948 to 1989. 



Purposes and Objectives 

The purpose of this dissertation is to explore the dynamic relationship among 

state. society, and cinema, and their interplay in producing the crisis of self-knowledge 

that plagued Eastern European societies during Communism. The crisis was a result of a 

social malaise deliberately induced by totalitarianism and described by Vaclav Have1 as 

"life in lies." 

The study is based on the experience of seven countries-Bulgaria, 

Czechoslovakia, the GDR. Hungary, Poland, Romania and Yugoslavia-and covers the 

period from the imposition of totalitarian mle throughout the region (1944-48) until its 

collapse in 1989. The study is accomplished from an interdisciplinary and comparative 

point of view, with the help of an original methodological apparatus. 

Thesis Description 

The Literature Survey examines the existing approaches to Eastern European 

cinema in books psblished in English over the last four decades. i t  studies the ways the 

authors position their critical malyses with regard to the three basic components of the 

Eastern European cinema, the aesthetic. the political and the social. From the late 1960s 

to the mid- 1970s, Eastern European film studies oscillated between the aesthetic and the 

political poles and tried to reconcile them in an aesthetic-political reductionism. 

From the late 1970s into the 90s Eastern European film studies saw significant 

endeavours by non-Eastern European authors to restore the balance among the three basic 

components. While dissident directors and films continued to feature highly, a Iarger and 

more coherent picture of Eastern European cinema, culture, society, and politics began to 



emerge. This is explained as the result of bringing in interdisciplinary analytical tools 

from cultural and social studies, political science, and communications. 

Eastern European cinema remains largely unexplored from a comparative point of 

view in the West as well as in Eastern Europe.' While the survey does not elaborate on 

the reasons for this lapse, it analyses the existing parallel and comparative studies in light 

of the priorities of this dissertation. 

Part 1 examines the nature of the relationship between the Eastern European state 

and society in order to grasp the reasons for the crisis of self-knowledge and (in Karl 

Polanyi's terms) to enmesh cinema in its larger social and political context. The 

exploration of the origins and nature of the Eastern European state identifies it as a 

totalitarian state. It is viewed as an autonomous entity, whose methods for totalising 

No attempt has been made so far by Eastern European film scholars to conceptualise in comparative (or in 
any other) terms. and from a new theoretical perspective. the aesthet~c similarities and socio-political 
parallelism in the history of their national cinemas. Before the collapse of Communism such an endeavour 
would ha\te been unthinkable as cultural relations among Eastern European countries were severely 
restricted and held under close surveillance for fear of dissent contamination. Quite a number of studies and 
monographs. reflecting and theorising on the national film experience were indeed published over the years 
by ~ndigenous scholars in each Eastern European country. Very few of them. however. can be used as a 
scientific point of reference with a reasonable degree of objectivity, for books on cinema were considered a 
highly ideological priority and therefore were closely monitored. The medium that was mostly used to 
reflect upon national film experience was the specidised film journals. 

The collapse of Communism brought to the fore other explanations for h e  unpopularity of the 
comparative approach. One of them is the absence of consensus regarding the concept of Eastern Europe. 
Eastern European social and culrural historians -- with the commendable exclusion of politicat economists - 
- are generally reluctant to apply the comparative approach in their respective fields on the grounds that 
Eastern Europe represents an anificial and compromised geopolitical construct which has lost its meaning 
with the collapse of Communism, and that such an approach would downplay the originality of their 
indigenous experience. This attitude goes back to the time of national awakening and struggle for 
independence when each country was eager to differentiate itself from its neighbours, and to vigorously 
deny all similarities and common experience. The complex of hyper-individuation was used by the Great 
Powers several times during the 2oLh century with devastating results for the small Eastern European 
countries. The failure to conceptualise the legacy of Communism in comparative terms has deepened the 
unresoi\.ed crisis of self-knowledge and will contribute to the detrimental effect of Globalisation on 
indipsnous cultures. 

There is another. subjective reason for this lack of enthusiasm for rewriting the official history of 
Communist national cinemas. Eastern European scholars from older generations lack the necessary 
methodological tools to approach their national cinemas from a comparative or any other revisionist point 
of view. They also lack the will to question established priorities and icons; post-Communist cinema 
industries are devastated and a new history is inevitably bound to havc an emotionally divisive effect. The 
younger film scholars have been exposed to new interdisciplinary methodologies and have caught up with 
the achievements of Western film theories. They. however. lack interest in their national cultural history. In 
the age of cultural GlobaIisation they prefer to invest efforts in studying and teaching American cinema thus 
further contributing to the marginalisation of their national cinemas at home and abroad. 

3 



society were determined by "impersonal rationality, divorced from conscience.'"-This part 

introduces and justifies the division of the totalitarian period into two phases-terroristic 

and post-terroristic (Feher, Heller & Markus). The periodisation is used throughout the 

dissertation as a methodological and structural principle. The creation of Society of New 

Type and of the New Man, are analysed as the fundamental goals of totalisation. along 

with its methods, and its socio-cultural and psychological effects. Finally, this part dwells 

on the totalised society and more specifically on its self-destructive (or adaptive) 

movements. It also discusses the protective (or counter-) movements (in K. Polanyi's 

terms) that are the result of the nascent civil society. 

The ineffectiveness of the Eastern European intelligentsia in fulfilling its mission 

as conscience and leader of the nation was decisive for the crisis of self-knowledge. In his 

elaboration on the "cybernetic" dimensions of power and the limitation of autonomy in 

Eastern Europe, Prague-born political scientist Karl Deutsch outlines the three 

fundamental kinds of knowledge or information a society, in order to steer itself and to 

survive. has to have access to: "first. information about the world outside: second. 

information from the past, with a wide range of recall and recombination; and third. 

information about itself and its own pans."3 If any of these kinds of knowledge cease to 

be available. a society becomes an "automaton. a walking corpse."4 

Part I1 discusses the role of the Eastern European intelligentsia as the agency in 

managing the sources and the substance of the three kinds of knowledge and therefore as 

being instrumental in forcing the society into a destructive crisis of self-knowledge. 

"After Machiavelli reduced politics to a technology of power, modem political theory has converged 
to~vards an autonornization of h e  state. ,.. The 'Machiavellian' state may well fx 'impersonal', but it 
remains circumscribed within the field of politics: it has no ambition to change 'human nature'. The 
Marxists scholars (even Gramsci in his study of Machiavelli, no less) maintain that humankind is no more 
than a 'fixed ensemble of historically determined social relations'; consequently, by changing these 
conditions regimes can transform human nature." Jacques Rupnik. 1988. 'Totalitarianism Revisited" in 
Cicil Society and the Srare, edited by John Keane (London, New York: Verso, 1988, 1993). p. 280 

Karl Deursch. 1965. The Nemes of Government, New York. p. 129. 
' Ibid. 
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The historical formation of the intelligentsia is examined on the backdrop of the 

Eastern European national liberation movements; modernisation; and the major ethnic, 

social and ideological divisions between the wars. The failure of the intelligentsia to 

provide leadership for the major social movements from the period is explained with its 

growing internal fragmentation and with its own deepening crisis of self-knowledge. The 

intelligentsia's crisis came to a head during Communism, when it became sharply divided 

into conformists and dissidents. The reasons for the intelligentsia's unwillingness to - 

recognise its self-senring character are studied in conjunction with its failure to act as 

moral leader. 

The significance of a precious few dissident intellectuals. "living in truth", in 

partially resolving the intelligentsia's own crisis and forming the nucleus of dissident 

social and cultural counter-movements, is also discussed. 

Part 111 is transitional. It bridges the previous and the subsequent parts by 

reviewing country by country important patterns in the interplay among state, 

intelligentsia, and cinema that emerged in the inter-war period and prepared the ground 

for the fundamental transformation that took place after the Communist take-over. This 

pan is also a trip back to the future as it provides massive evidence of the inability of the 

Eastern European cinema to function under laissez-faire circumstances. The study of the 

performance of most national states and cinemas in the face of the aggressive foreign 

competition in the inter-war period has established some important, but disheartening 

patterns that have ominously re-emerged after the collapse of Communism. 

Part IV explores the establishment ( 1  96-48)  and the subsequent evolution of 

post-war Eastern European cinema during the terroristic and post-terroristic phase in light 

of the totalitarian concept and propaganda theories. The dualistic nature of Eastern 

European cinema as both cultural industry and ideological institution made it an 

invaluable instrument in the process of the totalisation of society. It is studied therefore in 

the context of a superstructural formation called (P. Kenez) the propaganda state, whose 

purpose was to manage the sources and to control the substance of knowledge. 
5 



As an ideological institution, Eastern European cinema was regulated by a set of 

restrictive and proscriptive rules, which reflected the priorities of the totalitarian state. 

The imposition of Zhdanovism in 1948-49 as an extremely rigid form of normative 

aesthetics is examined in light of its crucial importance in shaping the matrix of Eastern 

European cinemas and their further evolution. 

The hierarchy of genres introduced by Zhdanovism is discussed as a convenient 

way to streamline the filmmaking process. It also delineates sensitive areas of the official 

social policy-the historical genres as means of legitimation of power? and the 

contemporary genres as means of system integration (in Heller's terms). As a large 

number of works from the corpus came into existence within this hierarchy, the question 

of genre in Eastern European film theory and practice is discussed as a necessary step 

towards constructing a new genre approach. The pertinence of an original genre 

methodology for the study of Eastern European fiction film is predicated on the nature of 

genre as a form of ideological communication. a vehicle for delivering a single, 
C 

unobstructed message. 

As a result of complex corpus analysis, a mega-genre, or "totalitarian genre 

paradigm" emerges. It is defined as the ultimate aesthetic device for perpetuating the 

crisis of self-knowledge. Within the totalitarian genre paradigm, genre families are 

identified as well as the most prevalent individual genres. These genres are further 

analysed in light of the principal purposes of this study, the relationship between state and 

society reflected in fiction film. 

Part V features seven overviews, one on each Eastern European cinema industry. 

The sect ion maps out the development of each Eastern European cinema within the 

conceptual framework of K. Polanyi of the double movement. Therefore, tendencies and 

processes in official cinema are viewed as being interrelated with dissident film 

movements. This part discusses the important and lasting changes that were brought by 

Zhdanovism and its derivatives to Eastern European cinema and the role of filmmakers as 

representatives of the intelligentsia therein. This part also analyses selected films as a 
6 



product of complex political, social and aesthetic processes. Films, made during the 

transitional period ( 1 945-48) are favourably compared to the first films, made 

immediately afterwards, according to Zhdanovist principles whose brutal implementation 

and further functioning are explored through the grid of the totalitarian genre paradigm 

and in relation to the terroristic and post-terroristic phases, as indications of crises of 

legitimation of the totalitarian power or as ways of masking social and historical deficits. 

As the fiIm analysis demonstrates, the rigidity of Zhdanovist aesthetics was - 

softened considerably during the post-terroristic phase, but its fundamental principles 

were never repealed. Their destructive impact was alleviated to a great extent by the more 

adaptive derivative of Zhdanovism, referred to here as the Socialist Normative Aesthetics. 

The practical and theoretical manifestations of SNA are examined, along with selected 

films as illustrations of the ways SNA negotiated form and style through the grid of the 

totalitarian genre paradigm. With the normalisation of the system and internalisation 

(Arendt) of its values, SNA, in its turn, became the object of negotiations on a more 

sophisticated institutional and personal level, where the ability of filmmakers to act as 

rational and moral agents (Have!) made dl the difference between official and dissident 

films. 

In conclusion, and following K. Polanyi's concept of the "double movement". the 

normative aesthetics of Zhdanovism and its derivative are therefore interpreted as a form 

of aggressive movement, analogous to the totalising drive of the totalitarian state 

ideology. whose purpose was to eradicate diversities. Similarly, Zhdanovism aimed at 

annihilating aesthetic deviations and at creating uniform genre cinema, reflecting the 

priorities of the Party. 

Finally, in order to demonstrate the adequacy of the genre approach for analysis of 

Eastern European cinema, i t  is applied to the film Smiling Land (Usmevava Zem, dir. V .  

Gajer, 1952, Czechoslovakia) to test its viability in revealing the aesthetic mechanism for 

perpetuating the crisis of self-knowledge on the level of individual work. 



Appendix 

The appendix includes genre charts, based on patterns of occurrence on a counuy- 

to-country basis as well as on a genre-by-genre basis. The pattern of binary oppositions 

found in different genres is also arranged in a chart. The appendix contains r6sum6s of the 

films from my corpus, organised country by country and chronologically. A reference 

index is included? with the English translation of each title, and the year of production. 

Methodology and Contributions 

An important objective of the dissertation is to lay the foundations of an original. 

interdisciplinary and comparative, conceptual grid for the study of history of Eastern 

European fiction film. based on the exploration of the crisis of self-knowledge and in  

light of the paradigm of the double movement. The goal is to find concepts and cognitive 

tools that are compatible with one another and with the purpose of the dissertation. 

There is enough evidence. scientific as well as empirical. to justify a consistent 

comparative analysis of the similar and even identical processes and phenomena in 

Eastern European cinema. The successful and extremely productive comparative 

approaches applied by the scholars from the Hungarian neo-Marxist school of social 

philosophy and political economy, and by the independent thinkers from the 

Czechoslovak literary-philosophical school, to the social, cultural and political history of 

Eastern Europe, has been an encouraging example in this endeavour. 

Therefore an elaborate methodological apparatus is constructed on the basis of 

political economy, political science, communications and cuItural theories, film theories, 

Iiterary studies. and the philosophy of knowledge. The selection of sources reflects the 

evolution of the major concepts and approaches over the years, from the 1950s through 

the 90s, in North America as well as in Eastern Europe. Another important objective of 
8 



the dissenation has been to create a balanced picture and to bring out little known aspens 

of the Eastern European critical and theoretical thought. 

In the beginning of each part there is an analysis and explanation of the pertinence 

of the methodological and theoretical apparatus applied. 

The concept of crisis of self-knowledge is borrowed from Marx, who believed that 

the working class under capitalism could acquire some degree of class power only if it 

formulated its class-consciousness. By analogy, Eastern European societies were forcibly 

denied any venues for acquiring knowledge about themselves and their respective self- 

consciousness in order to be rendered tractable and easy to manipulate. 

The original academic contribution of Part I is the thorough study of the 

evolution of the totalitarian concept and its relevance for the purposes and objectives of 

the dissenation in general. and in particular, as a cognitive tool for examination of the 

state-society relationship in Eastern Europe after the Communist take-over. The notion of 

double movement is applied for the first time to the relationship between totalitarian state 

and society. The concept of the double movement has provided an invaluable framework 

for analysing the general dynamics in the relationship between state and society in the 

sphere of politics, culture and aesthetics. I have borrowed it from the groundbreaking 

work The Great Transformation: The Political and Economic Origins of Our Time 

(1914) of the Hungarian-born economist, social philosopher and historian Karl Polanyi. 

He describes the society's inevitable efforts to protect itself against subordination and 

manipulation by the onslaught of the self-regulating market as the "double movement."5 I 

apply the concept on the basis of the analogy, introduced by J. Godbout, a follower of 

The lessons of history. drawn from the perils of marketisation of society, of commodification of land. 
labour and money are profoundly explained in The Greut T m n s f o r ~ n .  In Polanyi's words. the process 
of commodification is "only a short formula for the liquidation of every and any cultural institution in an 
organic society." He goes on to say that the " market economy was a threat to human and natural 
components of the social fabric" and "what eIse would one expect than an urge on the part of a great variety 
of people to press for some son of protection?" 
Karl Polany i .  1934. The Grear Transformarion. (Boston: Beacon Press), pp. 150- 159. 
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Polanyi's. between the autonomous, self-regulating market and the self-regulating statk.6 

Godbout points out that the self-regulating state, like the market, can be outside society. 

The moment its legitimacy is founded on (or confused with) rational-bureaucratic 

legality, there is the risk that legitimacy and conscience will be absorbed by the institution 

or the totalitarian upparat. At this point the temptation to fundamentally change the 

economic. social and cultural relations, and ultimately to transform human nature 

becomes very real indeed. Therefore the naturd movements of society and culture to . 

protect itself against this danger can be defined, in accord with the logic of Polanyi's 

argument. as counter-movement. 

Throughout the dissertation I refer to "double movement" or "protective counter- 

movements" whenever I wish to describe the attempts of society or intelligentsia or 

filmmakers to actively oppose the totalising drive of the autonomous (or totalitarian) state 

and dissolve the core of the crisis of self-knowledge through "life in truth" on the social 

margins and isolated acts of dissidence-books, films, scholarly publications, or through 

collective social and aesthetic counter-movements. If the Hungarian Revolution. Prague 

Spring and Solidarity can be defined as protective counter-movements against the 

onslaught of the totalising state, then the Polish School, the Czechoslovak New Wave. 

Novi Film. the Migration Cycle and the Cinema of Moral Concern can be defined as 

aesthetic counter-movements against the onslaught of the nonnative aesthetics. All social 

and aesthetic counter-movements represent attempts to disclose the truth about "the world 

In his article "The Self-Regulating State", Jacques Godbout uses the analom of the self-regulating market 
in order to prove that the state. like the market, when disembodied from society, tends 'to become 
autonomous and escape the control of society, and like the market - become self-regulating.' Even under a 
democracy. according to Godbout. when the 'citizens discharge themselves of their social obligations. the 
state. like the market. can lose its links with the community.' This tendency of the state 'to become 
autonomous and escape the control of society' has flourished under Communism, where the state is the sole 
agent of centralised redistribution and the society is aggressively denied its autonomous rights to control i t s  
communities. to define norms and values from inside, and the state has come eventually to replace social 
neiworks and reciprocity relations. which are. in Polanyi's view, the 'substance of social fabric'. 
Jacques Godbout. 1989. The Self-Regulating State', in The Legacy of Karl Polnnji: Market, Stare and 
Sociec at the End of rhe Twenrieth Cenrun. edited by Marguerite Mendell and Daniel Sdee. (St Martin's 
Press. New York. I991 ) pp. 120-123. 
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outside"; about the past, "with a wide range of recall and recombination"; and about the 

society and "its own parts." 

The methodological grid for Part I1 is based on the notion of the class character 

of the Eastern European intelligentsia. Therefore. the concept of class is studied in light 

of its post-Marxian developments. This part is based on extensive research in social, 

cultural and literary history of the region. It also features excerpts from interviews and 

conversations, result of the original research for the dissertation. 

While mostly text-based on both Western and Eastern European pubiications, 

Part III introduces original information about the inter-war history of Eastern European 

cinema (especially about the Romanian, Bulgarian and the Yugoslav) that has been either 

obscured or has never been published in English. It also establishes the methodological 

and chronological substructure for the subsequent two parts. 

Part IV represents an original academic contribution to the study of Eastern 

European cinema. In order to reveal and andyse the interplay among the political. the 

social and the aesthetic on all levels of Eastern European cinema - institutional. 

ideoIogical and cultural, as well as on the level of film structure, an elaborate theoretical 

apparatus is constructed. The inherent relation between the totalitarian concept and 

propaganda theories are highlighted and then applied to the examination of the role of 

Eastern European cinema as a cu!tural industry. 

The normative aesthetics of Zhdanovism, as a relatively little studied field in view 

of its tremendous impact on the cultural development of the region, is analysed in depth 

as a system for translation of Party priorities into artistic terms and on the basis of its 

generic links with Socialist Realist aesthetics. 

In order to justify the construction of a genre approach to Eastern European 

cinema. the inherent links between ideology, myth and propaganda are studied in light of 

theories in propazanda and communication. The bipolar structure of genre that helps 

sustain the antagonistic value system of official "myths" (or lies) is interpreted as an in- 

depth mechanism for ideologica1 cornmunication. 
1 1  



In order to construct a genre approach to Eastern European cinema, semantic, 

modal and structural approaches are applied to the corpus. A genre paradigm emerges. 

displaying stable modal and structural, and variable semantic, characteristics. The corpus 

is then examined and classified in the light of the new totalitarian genre paradigm. 

Part V analyses the cinematic experience of the seven Eastern European countries 

in light of the methodological apparatus that is created in the previous part. Films and 

processes are discussed in accordance with the Zhdanovist aesthetics and through the grid 

of the newly constructed paradigm and genre classification. 

Socialist Normative Aesthetics is introduced as an original concept, describing the 

more lenient successor of Zhdanovism during the post-terroristic phase. The theoretical 

and practical apparatus of the Socialist Normative Aesthetics is examined in light of its 

propensity for sustaining its congenital links to its predecessor, Zhadnovism. on the basis 

of examples from theoretical texts and from the practice of the Czechoslovak and 

Bulgarian cinema. 

The interaction between official and dissident films and movements is interpreted 

as a form of double movement, thus creating a fairly adequate idea of the history of 

Eastern European cinema where official and dissident films can be better understood and 

evaluated as equally important parties in a dynamic process. 

Corpus 

The corpus consists of 376 fiction films7 from seven Eastern European countries 

(Bulgaria - 80. Czechoslovakia - 57, GDR - 25, Hungary - 65, Poland - 57, Romania - 45, 

Yugoslavia - 47). In order to examine how the state-society relation is reflected in 

Eastern European cinema. the majority of the films are official. Some dissident films are 

also included, but their numerical presence is by no means representative. 

' Average length 90 min. 



Three clarifications are in order concerning the corpus: the terminology applied, 

the scope. and the contents. Theoretically speaking, oficial rrfght seem superfluous for 

describing films, created between 1948 and 1989 in Eastern Europe. Under Eastern 

European totaiitarian regimes, dl films were supposed to be official. In practice, however. 

s relatively small number of films, challenging the ideological status quo, managed to 

emerge. I have called these films dissident8 as the terrn has an identical frame of 

reference in the East as well as in the West. While it is a bit confusing to describe an 

Eastern European film as being dissident, the terrn dissident (dissident literature, dissident 

art and generally dissidents) signifies a specific Eastern European phenomenon. Defining 

pan of the corpus as dissident not only interprets its nature by half (in S. Suleimanes 

terms) but also clarifies more than half of what is meant by official films. 

While dissident Eastern European films and directors are fairly well represented in 

distributors' collections. in video stores and in the collection of Cinematheque 

~u~bkcoise9 .  there is very little information in Canada about the official films made 

between 1938 and 1989, let alone prints or videotapes. That is why I made an open list, 

based on scattered references to films described as propagandist, schematic, mediocre, 

Zhdanovist and Socialist Redist, as well as to genre descriptions as it  is a well known 

fact that certain themes, or "genres" enjoyed special privileges with the authorities in 

Eastern Europe. Therefore films on the war and the construction of socialism had priority 

olxr other films. 

The second explanation concerns the scope of the corpus. Albanian and Soviet 

cinema are left out. The exclusion of Albania is as unjust as it  is inevitable. During the 

current research, it was impossible to find any Albanian films from the period in question. 

Besides, due to Albania's isolationist policy before 1989, I have never seen an Albanian 

film and cannot therefore even write out of memory. 

The dissident phenomenon wiil be extensively analysed in Parts I and I1 of the dissertation. 
Thanks to the generous help and understanding of Mr. Robert Daudelin, Director and Curator of 

Cinimathkque QuCbecoise, I was able to see their full collection of Eastern European films, made during 
the period under scrutiny. 
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The question with Soviet cinema is more complex. The simplest argument for 

non-inclusion is numerical: such a study would have entailed an immense amount of 

films, with Soviet cinema inevitably taking centre stage and marginalising other national 

cinemas. 10 The methodological grounds for non-inclusion are even stronger. The 

tremendous influence of the Soviet cinema on Eastern European Communist cinema is 

recognised in the pertinent Iiterature. In the late 1940s, Soviet cinema represented the 

nearly perfect model of totalitarian cinema as a result of nearly 30 years of trials and - 

errors. Eastern European cinemas. on the other hand, became more or Iess adequate 

implementations of this model. The fact that the Soviet model was enforced and sustained 

with SO much controversy makes it extremely difficult to justify a comparative approach 

based on otherwise obvious structural and functional similarities. 

Thus armed with my tentative list, I went for my field research. It turned out to be 

quite a daunting task. for after the collapse of Communism the official films have become 

very difficult to access. I saw most of the films at Narodny Filmo~? Archiv (National Film 

Archive) of the Czech Republic in Prague. Others I saw at the Bulgarska Nazionalna 

Filtnorekn (Bulgarian Film Archive) and some here. in Montreal. at Cinkmath6que 

QuCbCcoise. The bulk of the Romanian films included I saw at a major retrospective of 

Romanian cinema organised by Cinematheque QuebCcoise in May 1993. Some 

Hungarian films I saw on video. 1 I 

The NFA in Prague has in stock all films that have been imported for distribution 

from other Eastern European countries over the period in question. That means the 

selection was already been filtered by the authorities in charge for distribution. During the 

period of relative political relaxation, from 1965 through 1968, the time of the Prague 

l o  David A. Cook has resolved this problem in a fashion that takes into an adequate consideration both the 
historical and the aesthetic realities. He has separated the Soviet avant-garde from Stalinist cinema and 
Soviet cinema from Eastern European cinema. The Soviet avant-garde is covered in "Soviet Silent Cinema 
and the Theory of Montage ( 191 7-3 1 )." Stalin's totalitarian cinema is included in the chapter "Europe in 
[he Thirties." Soviet post-war cinema is reviewed in "The Former Soviet Union. 1945 - Present." And 
Eastern European cinema after 1945 is given one chapter: "European Renaissance: East.'' 

Courtesy of the invahabte help and support of Ms. Katalin Vajaa. 
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Spring. the flow of official films was slowed down in favour of films (mainly Polish arid 

Yugoslav) which otherwise would have been censored as either revisionist or too liberaI. 

This allowed me to see a good deal of Yugoslav films, officid as well as part of the Novi 

Film collection. 

I had the help of curators specialising in each national cinema who (although 

initially taken aback at my interest in those filmsl2) extended their invaluable help 

promptly and made sure my selections of nationd films were representative. I am not 

going to discuss here the ethics of this grass-roots censorship13. although in the literature 

survey I will analyse forms of aesthetic and political reductionism and their restrictive 

effect on the field of Eastern European film studies. 

The third explanation concerns the contents of the corpus. 

The number of Bulgarian films is disproportionately high due to one subjective 

and one objective reason. The subjective is more than clear: my Bulgarian origin and 

first-hand knowledge of BuIgarian cinema. The objective is that Bulgarian cinema, along 

u'ith the Romanian and to some extent the Yugoslav cinema, are largely underrepresented 

in  the West. I have tried to be fair and balance out my corpus in an attempt to make up for 

what I call Nonh American obsession with Central Europe that has affected not only film. 

but Eastern European studies in general. 

The smallest collection comes from the GDR. While there was no  language 

barrier for me. none of the archival institutions I had access to seemed to have been 

I'  At the National Film Archive in Prague. where I saw the bulk of the films, curators and clerks alike were 
unpleasantly surprised by my interest in this "Communist garbage" (some of them used stronger words), and 
could nor understand why I chose these films over the New Wave films which are already considered the 
national pride. 

Polish cinema seems to bc the closest guarded field in foreign language literature as titles of ofr'icial films 
are carefully taken out from all serious publications in English and in French. The catalogue for the 
Geoqes-Pompidou cinema series, Le Cinima Polomis (1992) is a case in point. In all catalogues of these 
series, the section tableau synoptique represents an extremely thorough documentation and reliable 
reference to all fiims produced throughout the history of a given cinema. In the Polish catalogue. however. 
the tableau (compiled by Juliette dlAssay, Jean-Loup Passek and Maciej Dakzynski) refers only to films 
and film-related events considered prestigious. No official films from the time of Communism are included, 
although there are sporadic references to them throughout the texts of the catalogue. 
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interested in importing a big amount of East German films.14 Nevertheless. the selectibn 

presented here is representative. 

Through cross-references and by consulting specialists, anthologies and film 

histories, published by each country and especially the catalogues from the Georges 

Pompidou Cinema Series, edited by Jean-Loup Passek, 15 I made sure that my corpus is 

operative, sufficiently representative and serves as a firm ground for my arguments. 

I*: I approached the DEFA archive in Babelsberg. Germany. but the fees they wanted to charge per 
screening were forbiddingly high. 
I S  Invaluably helpful in my research were the following catalogues and reference books (in alphabe~ical 
order by countries): 

Bulgaria: 
Buiaarskr Igrulnl Frlrm - Il~usfrorano Filmugra$a (Bulgarian b t u r c  Films: An Annotated Filmography). Volume one ( I9 15- 1948 ). 
cd~trd  b) P b d j i l o v  and Volume tuo (1918-1970). allred by G. Gcncheva (State Publ~shinp House "Dr. P Beron" Sofia. 1987) 

Czechoslovakia: 
I Crsh~t~l~rrmsl;rjilrrr~ r.c r.rlmo~.e dtsrnbucr: karalog dlouhr hrme ,-r.ukowjilmy 1930 - 1987 ~C:cchoslovak Films m Film 
Drsrriburicrn Curalogue ujFeuture-lcngrh Sound Frlmr 1930-1987). published In 1988 by Czakoslovenski Filmsiu Usbv. 
2 tQ Crnerru 7i.hrque er Sloruyue 1996 A C~mloguc from Ihe Gcorges Pornpidou Cinema Series. edited by Jean-Loup Pasxk. 
I Ed1 uons du Cmlrr Ctorgcs Pomp~dou. P m s )  

GDH: D u  :br.elre Lcben dcr Frlmradr BabeLrberg: DEFA Sptelfilm Karalog 1 W 6 - 1 9 9  (The Sccond Lfe of Babelsberg Frlmctn 
Caraloguc of DEFA Frcrron Ftlmr 1946-1992). Henuspegeben vom Elrunuxum Potstam (Henschel Vedag Berlin. 1994) 

Hungary: 
I .  .4fupur Frlmgrujia - Jarc(sfilmrk 1931-1997 (Hungarian Fearurc Film. 193I-lW7). Magyar Filmintuct Budapest 1998 
(Publlshrd by the Hungarian film Insitute a d  *chive. Budapest 1998). 
2 Lc Cr~lima Hongrors. 1979. A Cadoguc from h e  Ckorga Pompidou Cimma Series. edited by Jean-toup Passck. (Editions du 
Crnur Georges Pomptdou: Pans). 

Poland: 
I Ldsykun Pokkrch filmow fubulamych 1930-1 996 [Caraloguc of Poltsh Ficrion Films 1930-19%) edited by J .  Slodowsk) 
(W)dawnictu.o W ~ e d w  I Zycte. S. A. Warszawa. 1996). 
2. Le Crnimu Polonars.l99$. A Catalogue fmm the Gcorges Pompidou Cinema Series. edited by Jean-hup Pjsstk. (Editions du 
Centre Crorges Pompidou: Paris). 

Yugoslaviil: 
I F ~ l n o ~ r a f i ~ a  Slor-cnskth cclowccrnihfilmow 1931 -1993 (Filmography of Slowne Fcurure Films 1931-1993 (National Thcatrc 
and Film 3luseurn. Ljubljana. 1994) 
2 LP Cinerrw Yt~ugoslarv. 1986. A Catalogue from the Gcoqes Pompidou Cinema Series. edited by Jcan-bup Pasxk. (Editions du 
Cenuc Georgcs Pompldou. Pms) 



LITERATURE SURVEY 

This part of my paper wilI review the literature on Eastern European cinema 

published in English after W. W. Il to the present. in order to examine what concepts and 

approaches have been applied in the field. to identify the areas that have not been 

discussed and evaluate their pertinence for the purposes of my study. My critical 

observations are not intended so much to evaluate the quality of these comprehensive 

scholarly studies as to delineate the temtory that remains unexplored and by discussing - 

and criiiquing the masters, to establish my own place in the trade. 

The survey is carried out in the light of the priorities of my study. to examine the 

relationship between the Eastern European totalitarian state and society under 

Communism as reflected in film. and the role of the intelligentsia therein. My principal 

concern is to understand how the critics under scrutiny handle the balance between the 

aesthetic. the social and the political in the Eastern European cinema. As most of the 

books were published before the collapse of Communism. their interest in dissident films 

and directors is understandable. However. it tends to restrict rather severely their critical 

evaluation of both the state-society relationships reflected in official films and the role of 

the officiaI film directors therein. Nevertheless. most of the publications under review 

offer references to and anaIysis of issues that are pertinent for my study. In this section I 

i l l  m p  out the main areas that are under-represented. misrepresented. or omitted and 

examine the reasons for these distortions and omissions. 

I will argue that the main reason for the unbalanced picture of Eastern European 

cinema is related to the chalienge of bridging the aesthetic. the political. and the social 

components of the analysis. Most publications from the 19605 and 70s tend to omit the 

social and concentrate on the aesthetic and/or the political, thereby creating a dualistic, 

deterministic trap. In the later 1970s into the 90s. East European film studies have seen 

different attempts to avoid the tension between the two poles, mainly by bringing in 

approaches from cultural studies. 

I examine The hfost Important Art and Balkan Cinema: Evolrctiora After the 

Rel-olrcriotz as the most eloquent examples of what I call aesthetic-political reductionism 
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and of socio-political pragmatism as its derivative. These two books also represent major 

(and so far. the only') attempts at comparative and parallel studies of Eastern European 

cinema. and therefore are most pertinent for my study. 

After having established the basic traits of aesthetic-political reductionism. I will 

review in its light the other works that have laid the foundations for Eastern European 

fiim studies in the West. Being rooted in the cultural traditions of the Eastern European 

intelligentsia. aesthetic-political reductionism is also an expression of its crisis of self- 

knowledge. In order to position the literature survey within the paradigm of my study. I - 
include a detailed discussion of the social background of its outstanding adherents- 

Antonin I. Liehm. Josef Skvorecky. Boleslaw Michalek, and Istvan Nemeskuny. who, 

moreover. represent different strata of the Eastern European intelligentsia. 

I review the non-Eastern European contributions as various efforts from a much- 

needed external perspective to come at an understanding of Eastern European cinema in 

the lisht of its social and cultural history and the history of world cinema. 

The survey has another. parallel purpose: to sketch the history of posr-war Eastern 

European cinema as it emerges from the English-language literature. by identifying key 

personalities. works, movements. and schools. and their links with political movements 

'\\'hiis the contribution of Soviet film historiography to the comparative study of Eastern European cinema 
cannot be considered a reIiabls historiographic reference. it is indicative of the aesthetic priorities of 
totalitarianism. Between 1956 and 1980. the prestigious Soviet publishing house lsskuswo (Art) regularly 
published the Ekran series of volumes of essays on individual Eastern European filmmakers and national 
cinemas. The Ekran series and the publications oTThe All-Soviet Research Institute for Cinema Art under 
the title The Cinernn Arr of Our Friends were highly selective and do not give a comprehensive picture of 
Eastern European cinema. Their biases. however. demonstrates the changes in the strategic and ideological 
prior~ties of the dominant Soviet culture and of its attempts to shape the subjugated cultures after its image. 
Official films about the anti-Fascisr resistance or events in the history of the Communist Party always 
featured high on the agenda of these publications. 

The collection Current Problems in the Cinema of rhe Socialisr Counrries (1982) is a case in point. 
Ir  contains seven articles on Eastern European national cinemas. One is on thc contemporary Hungarian 
cinema. which I will quote as example of a thorough and original scholarly analysis. The other six are about 
"devs!oprnent and evolution" of the anti-Fascist theme and about the importance of the so-called "political 
fifrns" relating to heroic events in the history of the Eastern European Communist Parties between the wars. 
These anicles focus on films that were made five or ten years prior to publication of the collection. The 
article on the Czechoslovak cinema, for example. for suategic reasons goes back to films from 1930s. 
Although the articles were prepared during the height of the Solidarity crisis. N. M. Sumenov. a renowned 
specialist in Polish cinema and culture, chose to write about Dearh of a President. a film made in 1977 by I. 
Ka\vaIerowicz. Ignoring the very existence of the Cinema of Moral Concern with its dissident 
controversiality. Sumenov writes about a safe film on a safe historical subject, the assassination of the first 
democratically elected president of Poland in  1922. and the role of the Polish Workers' Party in h e  
subsequent dramatic confrontation with the nascent forces of Fascism. 
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and upheavals throughout the region during the period in question. This will facilitate. 

further reference to issues related, for the most part. to the dissident Eastern European 

cinema. 

Twenty-five books on the history of Eastern European cinema following W. W. II 

have been published between the late 1960s and the present (1998). These include 1 1 

monographs on national cinemas. five studies on individual directors and one on 

animation. as well as eight general publications. The general publications fall into three 

categories: comparative studies (2). colIections of essays (3), and general histories (3).' . 

The monographs (in alphabetical order by the country under discussion therein) 

are : 

Bulgaria: Tile Bulgarian Cinema i 1986) by Ronald Holloway. 

Czechoslovakia: All the Bright Young Men and Wonterz: A Personal Histop of the 

Czech Cinema ( 197 1 ) and Jiri Menzel and the Histon of the Closely Watched 

Trains ( 1982) by J. S kvorecky: Closel~. Watched Films: The Czechoslor.ak 

Esperiet~ce (1973) and The Milos Fonmn Stories (1975) by Antonin J .  Liehm; 

The Czeclzoslovak hrebr- Wave ( 1985) by Peter Hames. 

Hungary: Word and Itnage: A Histon of the Hungarian Filnr ( 1968) by Istvan 

Kemeskurty: Histan Mttst Ansrreer to Matt ( 1978) by Graham Petrie: The 

Hrttzgarian Cinema of Marta Meszaros: Screen Memoirs ( 1993) by Catherine 

Portuges: World Cinenza: Hurrgan ( 1996) by Bryan Bums. 

Poland: The Cirlerna of Ronzart Polanski ( 1970) by Ivan Butler: The Cinema of 

A t z d ~ e j  Wajda ( 1973) by Boleslaw Michalek; World Cinema I: Poland ( 1986) 

by Frank Bren: Modern Cinema of Poland ( 1988) by Boleslaw Michalek and 

Frank Turaj. 



Yugoslavia: Z is for Zagreb: A Brief Histop of the Zagreb School of Anirnarion 

( 1972) by Ronald Holloway; Liberated Cinema: The Yugoslav Experience ( 1985) 

by Daniel 3. Goulding; Slovenian Film1 945 - 85 (1985) by Ronald Holloway. 

The histories are Eastern Europe: An Illusrrated Guide ( 1969) by Nina Hibbin, 

the first reference book with full filmographies of leading Eastern European directors and 

actors from the 1960s. followed by Nerr* Cinema in Eastern Europe ( 197 1 ) by Alistair 

Whyte. and The Mosr Important Art: Soviet and Eastern European Film Afier 1945 

( 1977) by Mira Liehrn and Antonin J. Liehm. 

The comparative studies are Cinema Beyond rhe Danube: The Camera and 

Polirics ( 1971) and Balkan Cinema: Evolririon Afrer the Revolution ( 1  982, 1979). both by 

Michael J. Stoil. 

Politics. Art and Comminnem in the Easr European Cinema (1983). edited by 

David W. Paul. is a collection of theoretical essays on problems of aesthetics in Eastern 

European film. 

The anthology Post New.- Wave Cinema in rlze So~ier Union and Easrenz Europe 

( 1989). edited by Daniel J .  Goulding. is the most recent history of Eastern European 

cinema before 1989. 

I .  THE IMAGE OF THE EASTERN EUROPEAN CINEMA BETWEEN 

THE A ESTHETIC AND THE POLITICAL 

In the above publications and in articles. mainly in Films and Filming, Sight and 

Solmd. Cineasre, Take One, Film Quarterly and the now defunct East Eltropeart 

Qltnrreri?.. a picture of post-war Eastern European cinema emerges that is one-sided and 

limited. leaving the bulk of production from the period largely ignored. 

The cinemas of Central-Eastern European countries are traditionally better 

represented than those of other Eastern European countries because the former are 

- This literature survey does not include entries in general histories on world cinema that were published 
during the period in question. 
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established earlier and are professionally more experienced. They have produced a huge 

number of films before W. W. II and had the support of a powerful lobby of compatriots 

who by then were working in the Western European and North American cinema and 

elsewhere. 

Another explanation for the better representation of the Hungarian. Polish and 

(pre- 1968) Czechoslovak cinema is that these countries became more open to the world 

in the mid-50s. while Romania and the GDR remained closed up to the late 1980s. By the 

time Bulgaria began to open up to the world in the mid-70s, the priorities in the field were 

already established. Even the fact that FIPRESCi (La Federation de la Presse 

Cinimatographique/The International Film Critics Federation) honoured Bulgarian 

cinema with a special colloquium in 1976 did not affect the status quo. On the other hand. 

lack of openness seems to be a poor excuse for the relative under-representation of such a 

po\~.erful cinema as the Yugoslav. 

A significant factor is that there were no scholars of Yugoslav. Bulgarian. 

Romanian. or (East) German origin in the field. so there was no one who was closely 

associated with the indigenous cuItural. political and anistic milieu and could do for these 

cinernzs what Antonin J .  Liehm and Josef Skvorecky did for the CzechoslovaJc. Boleslaw 

blichalek for the Polish. and Istvan Nemeskurty for the Hungarian cinemas and film 

studies. In other disciplines, this has not been the case because well recognised scholars 

ha\-e put their native countries on the North American academic map. These include the 

B uigarian historian Maria Todorova with her groundbreaking study of the region, 

Constl-ucting rhe "Other" Europe: The Balkans ( 1985): the Romanian anthropologist 

hlircea Eliade on Romanian folklore and religious rites in his studies on the symbolism of 

world religions. and the revisionist Marxist Yugoslav political scientist Milovan Djilas 

\\.hose social analysis in The Nett? Class (1956) led to better understanding of the 

Communist establishment in his country. These authors provided a key for understanding 

the country in question in the context of their particular disciplines. Whether their 

arguments were universally accepted or vehemently opposed is not the point; what is 

important is that they opened a debate and made it possible for other voices and opinions, 

U'estern as well as Eastern European, to emerge. The absence of a basic indigenous 



perspective, with all its originality and controversial ity, has been a crucial limitation for 

the study of Bulgarian and Romanian film. especially in the complicated case of the 

cinemas of the member republics of the Yugoslav federation. The universal interest in 

Dusan Makavejev never materialised in a more general argument about the state of 

cinema in the federal republic. The thorough scholarly efforts of Daniel J.  Goulding 

remain alone in the largely unexplored interdisciplinary field of Yugoslav cinema and 

culture. Unfortunately. the only work that examines the history of Yugoslav cinema 

within its cultural, political and artistic context. Ranko Munitic's Jugoslaveriskifilrnski 

slucaj ( The Yugoslar, Film Affair, 1980) has not been translated into Eng!ish. As Galina 

Kopaneva said. 

The importance of the migration of Eastern European intellectuals is rarely taken into 
consideration when discussing the limits to the openness of the Eastern European cinema. There 

a huge exodus of intellectuals from the aristocratic and military elite after the war (e.g.. C. 
Xiilosz. W. Gombrowicz). and after 1956. from H u n g q  and after 1968. from Czechoslovakia. 
Those people %rote and published in the West and this was exuemeiy supportive for the internal 
dissidents. helping them retain their courage and continue the struggle. Unfortunately. neither 
Bulgaria nor Yugoslavia nor Romania had such a strong dissident lobby in the West. Georgy 
blarko\ came a bit too late and for too shon a period of time to really affect the already 
consolidated systcm for intellectual manipularion.' 

Nor is it  accurate to say that the Central-Eastem European cinemas have been 

sented their entirety. Out of the bulk of their film production, created over almost 

half a centuq, ( 1945- 1989). only a few directors and fiIms have received attention and 

cotwage: the rest have been ignored. 

These considerations and causal factors. for all their significance. have been 

o\.ershadowed by two basic parameters that have been instrumental in creating this 

reductionist picture: the aesthetic and the political. Attempts to emphasise the aesthetic 

and ignore the political and the social as much as possible became popular at the end of 

the 1960s and beginning of the 70s, when Western critics understandably tried to avoid 

the complications of Cold War politics. In his Nerr. Cinema in Eastem Europe (197 I ) ,  for 

instance. Alistair Whyte concentrates on the artistic merit of well-known Eastern 

Prof. Galina Kopaneva of the faculty of philosophy. Charles University. From a series of lectures on 
comparative history and aesthetics of Eastern European cinema she gave me in Prague. June-September 



European films from the 1960s. tracing how they were influenced by major aureurs and 

the French New Wave. Whyte ignores the indigenous political and social context of the 

works and places them within a universal cultural and humanistic context. This approach 

undermines considerably the value of his otherwise interesting analyses and observations. 

for i t  seems unnatural to pretend that the Eastern European cinemas are like any others 

from the Western world. Nina Hibbin also ignores the political in her Easrern Eurape: .An 

IZlusrrated Griide ( 1969). albeit for different ideoIogica1 reasons. Along with 

filmographies of leading directors, actors and actresses, she refers to Eastern European - 

cinemas in an enthusiastic fashion, as the ultimate achievement of the newly found 

Socialist freedom of expression. 

On the other hand. it  has been impossible for scholars to avoid the political 

dimension of Eastern European cinema altogether, because i t  was total and omnipresent 

in ail aspects of life. At the other end of the spectram. there appeared an approach that I 

identify as socio-political pragmarisnt. which is preoccupied with the potitics of cinema 

at the expense of its aesthetics. It was not a popular approach, most likely because of its 

strong Cold tVar implications. Its only advocate is -Michael J. Stoil with his two books. 

Cinema Bejond the Damrbe: The Camera arzd Polirics ( 1  974) and Balkan Cinema: 

E ~ d u r i o n  afrer the Revolmiorl ( 1982. 1979). His first work represents a well researched. 

eclectic and enthusiastic effon to balance the political and the aesthetic. Unfortunately. 

and in spite of his specifically stated best intentionsbnd some attempt to identify what 

makes certain aesthetic devices more suitable for the expression of ideological content 

than others. his study remains within the confines of the political. On the other hand. it is 

the first ambitious attempt towards comparative study of Eastern European film history 

from the beginning of the century and Stoil deserves credit as the first scholar to attempt 

to trace contemporary developments in the Eastern European cinema in light of its pre-W. 

B7. II history. 

In his second book, again in a comparative context. Stoil interprets Eastern 

European cinema as a potitical tool for social change. He is the first, and so far the only, 

199.2. as part of my thesis research. The lectures were in Russian and the translation is mine. CS Tape # 1 .  
p .  3. 



Western scholar to grasp the extreme importance of Zhdanovist normative aesthetics for 

the politicisation of the Eastern European cinema and to offer a comprehensive 

introduction to the political parameters of Zhdanovism and its principles, and to refer to 

their impacr. As we shall see, however, working from socio-political considerations alone 

means ignoring entirely the aesthetics of Eastern European cinema, something equally 

unnatural. 

The need to decipher the implications and allusions of Eastern European films and 

to make them explicit for the Western viewer adds yet another dimension. an inevitable 

and crucial one. to the criteria for their evaluation. Oven or coven criticism of the regime 

in a film played as decisive a role as artistic merit in  its reception. This contributed to the 

impression. as misleading as it was persistent. that every art film from Eastern Europe is 

also dissident. This assumption has inevitably reduced the scope of critical attention to 

films that hare the apparent advantage of being easiIy associated. rightly or wrongly. with 

major political and social upheavals. 

Thus Andrzej Wajda and his Ashes and Diorrtonds ( 1957) became synonymous 

n.ith the October 1956 Gdansk upheavals and with the Polish school; Roman Polanski 

and his Ktrife ir i  rhe Warer ( 1  962) remains a symbol of the unruly "second wave" of 

Polish directors from the time of the political stabilisation of the 1960s. Istvan Szabo and 

The .-lye of rhe Daydreaming ( 1964) and Miklos Jancso and The Red arld the Write 

( 1  967) are considered in the history of Hungarian cinema as uncontested icons of the 

liberalisation of Hungarian society and art during the 1960s. Jiri IMenzel's Closelj 

CVa~ched Tmirzs ( 1 966) and Milos Forman's Loves of a Blond ( 1964) have become 

identified as epitornising the Prague Spring and the Czechosiovak New Wave. Dusan 

Makavejev and Tragedy of a Srri~chboard Operator ( 1967) and W. R..: M~steries of the 

Organisnz ( 1972) were immediately associated with tendencies in Yugoslav politics, and 

only afteru~ards with Yugoslav culture. Once again Wajda became the flag-bearer for the 

Polish Cinema of Moral Concern and the Solidarity movement from the late 1970s and 

early 80s Lvith his Marl of lro~z (1976). Following this logic, Hungarian films from the late 

1970s and early 80s on subjects more familiar in the West, ranging from the recent (the 

-- 

'' M ~ c h a e l  Jon Stoil. 1973. Cinema Bej.ond ~ h e  Dartube: The Cantera and Polirics (Meruchen. N.J.: The 
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1956 uprising) to the distantly historic (the Reform era). and made by well-known 

directors', have had more exposure in the West than films reflecting contemporary 

Hungarian reality. A case to point are the films of Marta Meszaros who reached the peak 

of her fame in the West in the 1980s with her anti-Stalinist autobiographical trilogy 

( D i a n  for Mx Children, Napld gyrrnekeirnnek. 1982: Diary for My Loves, Napld 

s:erelnreintnek, 1987; Diar). for My Father and Morher, Napld apunznak. anyanznak. 

1990). and not with her powerful contemporary sociographic films from the 70s like 

Riddarzce (Scabad 1Pleg;et. 1973); Adopton (Oriikbef~~ada's, 1 975): Nine Months (Kilenc 

hdrlap. 1976): The Two of Them (& ketten, 1977). 

The estabIished perceptions and judgements regarding the lesser known national 

cinemas have been even more difficult to change. The Yugosiav cinema remained mostly 

associated with Dusan Makavejev and the Zagreb school of animation until E. Kusturica 

came to the fore in mid-80s. Bulgarian cinema stayed linked to the Bulgarian school of 

animation. Romanian cinema was denied even a symbol (or stereotype). and in the 1980s 

vanished enrirely from the pertinent literature. East German cinema shared its fate, but 

resurfaced again in Daniel J. Goulding's I989 anthology. 

2. AESTHETIC-POLITICAL REDUCTIONISM AND ITS VARIATIONS 

I ha\.e defined the approach that resolved to a great extent the tensions between 

the aesthetic and the political extremes in Eastern European film studies as aesrlieric- 

polifical red~tc~ionis~n. Its aesthetic criteria were determined according to the Western 

film theories from the 1960s and early 70s. In tune with auteurism in the neo-Romantic 

Bazinian sense. the field of Eastern European studies has been compressed to a handful of 

renotkrned filmmakers and their most notable works. 

The principal champions of aesthetic-political reductionism are A. J. and M. 

Liehm, B. MichaIek, and I. Nemeskuny. They are powerful creative personalities in their 

pp -- - - 

Scarecrow Press). p. ix. 
' \'era .4,zgi (dir. Pal Gabor, 19-78): The Srud Farm ( A  Menesgada. dir. Andras Kovacs. 1978): Time 
Srnndr Srill (Megdl! a: idii. dir. Peter Gothar. 198 1 ): Mephisro (dir. lstvan Szabo. 198 1 ): Anorher Way 
IE$>.masra nez1.e. dir. Karol? M a w .  1982). 
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own right, who, along with their aesthetic value system, brought specific cultural, 

historical and poIitical considerations into the field- Aesthetic-political reductionism 

became popular in the West as it helped scholars to grapple with the politicisation of 

Eastern European art. It was a fair!y efficient attempt to bridge the gap between the 

aesthetic and the political and to transcend the limits encountered in considering either of 

the two poles in isolation. 

However. aesthetic-political reductionism creates a true but Iopsided picture, 

~vherein Eastern European films are seen mainly as the fruit of ongoing high-level 

exchanges between the Party and the artistic intelligentsia, i-e., the filmmakers, while the 

society remains invisible on- and off-screen. 

With expansion in the field of East European film studies in the second haJf of the 

1970s and in the 80s. scholars were able to reduce the tension between the aesthetic and 

the political by expanding aesthetic-political reductionism. primarily in the direction of 

cultural studies. The more successfuf attempts to e~r ich  the approach and resolve its 

tensions in favour of the aesthetic take Eastern European cinema out of its claustrophobic 

political greenhouse and. without ignorins the ideological implications. place it  in the 

larger context of the country's social history (G. Petrie. P. Hames. C. Portuges. B. Bums) 

and/or in the context of the aesthetic evolution of European cinema (P. Hames. G. Petrie). 

and apply ne\v Western theories to aspects of film or to well-known filmmakers (C. 

Portuges ). 

D. J .  Goulding, in his monograph on the Yugoslav cinema, and S. D. Leonhard. 

in her essay on the GDR cinema from the anthology Post Nerr- Wave Cinema, lean to the 

political end of the spectrum as they tend to bring forth the formative importance for 

cinema of ideological fluctuations. They. too. are rather successful in resolving the 

tensions between the political and the aesthetic by referring extensively to official 

documents. articles. and critical exchanges in the local press, which. along with their own 

aesthetic account. create a fairly adequate idea of the form and style of the films under 

consideration. 



There is yet another, third way out of the tensions between the aesthetic and the 

political: the journalist approach applied by F. Bren and R. Holloway, in his history of the 

Bulgarian cinema. It is the least demanding off the three approaches. 

2.1. Parallel and Comparative Studies 

I am choosing the works of Mira and Antonin J. Liehm and of Michael Stoil as the 

introduction to this survey of the literature published in English on Eastern European 

cinema. because their attempts to create a comparative methodology for analysis and 

interpretation of Eastern European cinema from the Communist period come closest to 

my own efforts in this direction. 

The Most Imporfant Art 

Mira and Antonin J .  Liehm became the most prominent practitioners of aesthetic- 

political reductionism with The Most I)~tponartr Art: S o ~ i e r  and Eastem European 

Cinema afrer 1915. It was amended in the late 1980s. and translated into French by 

Michel Euvrard (Les cirrenzas de I'esr de 1935 a nos jours, 1989). Mira Liehm also edited 

a collection of papers on Eastern European cinema in 1977 in Italian (II cinema 

1re1l'Go-opa deli'Esr 1960-1977). With all its controversial aspects. and in spite of its 

subjectivity and inevitable omissions. The Most Importarzr Art has remained the backbone 

of Eastern European film studies in the West. and in the East.6 The sources of the book 

range from rare official documents and articles. to excerpts from interviews, poems and 

novels. to histories of the Romanian. East German. and Bulgarian national cinemas that 

have received little. if any, attention both before and after the publication of the Liehms' 

book. 

-- - 

The only post-Communist atrempt to date to create a comparative history of Eastern European cinemas is 
the collection of essays From Yolra To Malra. Vol. I (Moscow, 1993). published by the Russian Research 
Insrirute for Cinema .&I. It represents an unfinished effon to revisit the history of Eastern and Central 
European cinemas from a new perspective. Irs structure and conceptual frame of reference have been 
influenced by The Most Imponanr Arr. 
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As recent exiles from Eastern Europe, Mira and Antonin Liehm were equipped 

with insider knowledge of the structure and functioning of the Communist system and its 

cultural policy. As professional Iiter;try and film critics and scholars, they were privileged 

to have had practically unlimited access to film production from all the Eastern European 

countries. This gives them an extremely valuable advantage, as films from other Eastern 

European countries were subject to even closer scrutiny by local Eastern European 

censors than FIIms imported from the West. This meant that dissident films from other 

"fraternal" countries were known. if at all. only by a handful of artistic ideologues and a 

small number of committed critics, like the Liehms themseives. 

Faced with the daunting task of managing a gi_eanric corpusi of fiction films 

produced in eight countriesE over the course of some 30 years. the Liehms do their best to 

a\.oid turning the book into a series of unrelated encyclopaedic entries on political events. 

films. and directors. They resolve this structural problem by in~roducing a periodisation of 

Eastern European film histoq-. predicated on political events that determined the fate of 

the region as a whole and of each country in particular. but were also linked to artistic 

achievements of individual auteurs who, in their view. shaped the aesthetic process and 

ultimately the physiognomy of their national cinemas. 

The book is divided into four major parts. The first part is appropriately called 

"Before ..." and presents a brief introduction to the general interwar history of the region 

as well as a concise review of national film production before 1935. The period under 

scruriny. 1935 - 75. is divided into three pans, each covering roughly ten years. 

The three major pans-"Hope and Reality"9, "Degrees of Dissent"l0, and "The 

Possibilities of A n  and the An  of the Possible*'"--could actually be interpreted as rhesis 

-- - -  - 

' Although the authors mention in the introduction of Tile Most 1 n ; p o ~ a n r  Arr that "it was patently necessary 
ro limir the scope of the book to fiction film" (p. 3) and that only "marginal note is taken of documentary 
film. shon film and animated film" and "only when it seems essential" (p. 3). they never establish their 
corpus clearly and basically treat all films produced across the region during the 30 years under 
cons~deration. as potential objects of interest. 
' ~ u l ~ a r i n .  Czechoslovakia. GDR. H u n g q .  Poland. Romania. USSR. Yugoslavia. 
' The first period begins immediately after the war and closes in 1953 (for some countries. 1956). 
Politically. this closure is linked to the relative relaxation following Stalin's death in 1953. which was to be 
brought to an abrupt end by the Polish October and the Hungarian National uprisings. 

In aesthetic terms, this period ends when. according ro the Liehms. the new socialist film industries 
became more or less consolidated and some national cinemas reached an "artistic turning point." In other 
words. some filmmakers already made their first attempts to challenge the stern regulations of thc 
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(Zhdanovism), antithesis (forms and degrees of dissent), and synthesis (consolidation,.or 

adaptation and sedimentation) of the normative aesthetic principles. Each of the major 

parts contains eight stories or essays. one for each country, 24 essays altogether. The 

political and cultural climate is introduced at the beginning of each essay in a concise and 

learned fashion. and is corroborated by pertinent official documents. The alternating 

cycles of political stagnation and short-lived political liberalisation serve as kernels for 

these essays. The titles suggest a narrative flavour: "Starting from Scratch: Romania, 

1945-55". "Optimism in Mourning: German Democratic Republic, 1956-63". "The . 

Possibilities of Art and the An of the Possible: Hungary after 1963". and so forth: the 

titles contribute to the dramatic build-up of a coherent and predictable master narrative 

Zhdanovist nonnative aesthetics. The Liehms themselves admit the conditional nature of this periodisation 
on a counrry-to-counu-y basis. claiming that "if we say that the first stage of the development of a 
natlonalised Romanian film industry ended in 1956. as it did in the neighbouring lands. it is not because 
Rcrnanian film followed its neighbours to arrive at an anistic turning point. but simply because that )-ear 
marked the completion of the first stage of building the technical foundation for film in Romania. including 
movie-theatres." Op. Cit.. pp. 139- 150. 
'' The second period covers the years from 19% to 1963 (for some countries 1956 to I96 1 ). The political 

e w e -  stagnation brought about by the upheavals in Poland and Hunzar), in the fall of 1956 takes political c- 
stage. The Liehms thoroughly examine the overall negative effects of these upheavals on cinemas across the 
region. 

T'ne aesrheric-political dominant of the period is expressed in its title "Degrees of Dissent." In their 
c s s a ~ s  about [his period. the Liehms are actively looking for signs of cultural relaxation and gradual 
dissolution of Zhdano\ist cultural uniformity in  each country. They usually find such evidence in the 
professionalism and formal achievement in the works of rccognised aureurs from the previous period- 
including J. Wiess and J. Krejcik from Czechoslovakia and 2. Fabri. F. Mariassy. I. Szots and M. Jancso 
from Hungary. In addition. they imply that the artistic evolution in the works of the auteurs continued its 
slow but un~vavering progress. while the administrative setbacks seem to have strangled only "mediocre 
artisans." 

Certainly. the films and directors belonging to the Polish School as well Polanski's Krrife in rhe 
llarer ( 1961). receive the lion's share of attention and acclaim in this section. (Chapter titles "Andrzej 
Xlunk's Poland". "The Romanticism of Andrzej Wajda". "The Polish School", "The Fading of the Polish 
School". "The Rozewicz Brothers. J.  Kawalerowicz. A. Ford" [pp. 174-2923). The interest to the Polish 
School prevails in the second sub-section on Poland ("The End of the Polish School" [p. 3721). 

"A subjective approach. diamelrically opposed to the practices of Socialist Realism, reigned 
supreme to an increasing degree in the films of the Polish School. Polish directors approached reaiity more 
and more through the main character or characters. sometimes identifying directly wirh them. Their means 
of expression were ... of a complex, frequently eclectic form with the frequent use of expressionistic and 
symbol~c image." (p. 18 1 ). 
I I The fourth and final part of the book, "The Possibilities of Art and the An of the Possible". covers the 
third period. ending in 1975. Two major political crises mark this period: the occupation of Czechoslovakia 
b> LVarsaw pact troops in August 1968. and the bloody suppression of workers' demonsualions in northern 
Poland in 197 1 .  The different consequences for each national cinema are pointed out. According to them. in 
Poland cultural liberalisation continues almost undisturbed as 



about the perennial struggle for artistic freedom and excellence against the political 

repression and artistic mediocrity represented initial1 y by Zhdanovism and Iater on by 

various forms of normative constraints." 

Critical subjectivity characterises the style of the book and demonstrates the 

authors' in herent preference for the Central-Eastern European cinemas. Their respect for 

the cultural and cinematic traditions of the Czechoslovak, Hungarian and especially the 

Polish filmmakers comes through in numerous instances. It is accompanied by a 

patronising attitude towards the younger Bulgarian" and Romanian" cinemas. This being 

said. their account of these two national cinemas (as well as the accounts of the cinemas 

of the former Soviet Republics of Georgia, Moldova and the Ukraine) are the only 

historical reviews published to date in English. 

Consolidation of growing professional skills and expanding artistic maturity, as 

wrell as the appearance of new generations of gifted aurertrs, are the dominants of the final 

period. Once again. certain artrercrs and national cinemas. like the Hungarian and the 

Polish. and especialIy the spectacuIar success of the pre-1968 Czechoslovak cinema are 

uncontested champions of both aesthetic ingenuity and political dissent. and continue 

bravely to overcome administrative hardships and hurdles. while the majority of directors 

(and countries) keep complying with the requirements from above and continue to 

usual. The au~hors are very careful. ho\vever. when elaborating on circumstances surrounding the political 
"normziiisation" in Czechoslovakia that pushed its national cinema back into the restrictive mode of cultural 
Stalinism. 
1: According 10 the developments of this struggle. every country emerges with its own image which is not 
much different from the stereotype that was already established in  the West in  the 70s - in politics as well as 
in Easrern European (film) studies. Thus the Hungarian. the Czechoslovak New Wave and especially the 
Polish cinemas emerge as the winners in this struggle as they succeed relatively early to per rid of restrictive 
Zhdanovism. Bulgarian. Romanian and especially East German cinemas whose struggle against 
Zhdanovisrn and its mutations was prolonged and largely unsuccessful, come through as mainly opportunist 
and conformist. 
" The essay on Bulsarian cinema. "A Surprise: Bulgaria. 1956-1964". illustrates the limitation of Liehms' 
approach. although they deserve credit for getting   he genera1 picture right. The film On the Smal l  Island 
thru malhjh osrroi3. dir. Rangel Vulchanov. 1957) is highlighted as the main event of the period. While the 
authors' choice is understandable and legitimate. its justification poses some problems. On rhe Snmll island 
is described as a film "based on the same ideological and artistic sources as the works of the 'Polish 
school"' that had brought "true passion and poetry into the provincialism of Bulgarian film", much of which 
"surpassed even the discoveries of the Polish 'new wave'." Op. Cit., p. 235. 
I I After the three essays published in The Most Impomnr Arf ("Starting from Scratch: Romania. 1945-55". 
"On its Own TM.O Feet: Romania. 1956". "Film and Reasons of the State: Romania after 1963") and 
cstcnsive reference in Balkan Cinema: Evolution Afrer the Revolurion. Romanian cinema completely 



produce "mediocre". "schematic" and "official" works. In the Liehms' hands, therefore, 

aesthetic-political reductionism proves to be inadequate when applied to a national 

cinema with very few dissident directors and films. such as the Romanian or the East 

German where nearly all films are "schematic" and "official"." Aesthetic-political 

reductionism simply fails to grasp the complexity and serious social implications of 

official film production. 

Aesthetic-political reductionism is particularly inadequate in the case of the 

Yugoslav cinema. which is predominantly conservative and official but also highly - 

artistic. In the light of the mainstream poIitical understanding of the 1970s. the Yugoslav 

cinema was supposed to have suffered restrictions of a lesser magnitude. as it was 

perceived as being rather liberal after the mid-50s. Therefore the constraints of the 

n0rrnatix.e aesthetics on Yugoslav cinema are downplayed. and even ignored as in the 

case n.ith the counteroffensive launched by Tito's aesthetic ideologues against Nevi Film 

"Black Film") that resulted in the banning of a number of works in the late 1960s and 

early 70s. a fact that is not mentioned in The Mosr Important Art. 

This approach is similarly inadequate for analysing the place and role of directors 

~ h o  do not meet its aesthetic-political criteria. They are marginalised as being second- 

and third-rate and their work is characterised as mediocre. In their essay on Hungary in 

1945-54. for example. the Liehms write. "Fryges Bin was always more of a prolific artist 

than a talented one. Together with Manon Keleti and Viktor Gertler. he belonged to the 

class of filmmakers who are ready. willing and able to make any film. any time."Ib 

-- - - - - - - - - 

\mishes from the field. The reason seems to be the almost total absence of dissident films in this closely 
monitored cinema. 
I f ;  The cssay on Romania called "Film and Reasons of the State: Romania after 1963" is a case in point. 
TWO films arc singled out under individual sub-headings. The Foresr of rhe Hanged (1964. dir. Liviu Ciulei) 
and Recorzsrnccrion (1969. dir. Lucian Pintilie). This is the period when Romania embarked openly on its 
indigenous road to Stalinism ha t  was to come to a bloody end in 1989. Instead of looking for an 
explmarion for this disturbing phenomenon and thoroughly analysing its early signs. the authors dismiss all 
films that comply with the official Party line as mediocre resulu of a "compromise" and therefore unworhy 
of serious atrention. The huge bulk of nationalist official films are lumped together ("The Dacians. The 
Hsiduks. and Others"; "A New Face for Old Topics"). This is unfortunate. for this was the cauldron where 
Ceausescu's magic brew of terroristic chauvinism was simmering and where all the fault fines of the ailing 
Romanian society could be detected under the mask of prosperity. positive heroes and mythologisation of a 
glorious past. 
16 hl- gL .A. Liehm. Op. Cit.. p. 15 1 .  
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Further. in their essay on Poland in the period 1956-63, under the telling sub- 

heading "The Revolt of the Script-writers and the Victory of Mediocrity" the Liehms 

describe director Jan Rybkowsky as a representative of the "official line". "Since 1955." 

they write, "he had made a film every year, changing his genre and style according to 

what was called for. ... Rybkowsky was later joined by Ewa and Czeslaw Petelski."" It is 

difficult to understand the Liehms' criteria for drawing a sharp distinction between an 

"honest craftsman" like Jerzy Passendorfer and Rybkowsky or the Petelskis, and it  is not 

clear what motivates the authors' sympathy for the former and their ire toward the latter. 

as a11 four made a number of official films on W. W. II. d l  well crafted and all of them 

we11 received by the authorities. 

in the essay on Czechoslovakia after 1963. director Zbynek Brynych is 

reprimanded for becoming "the showcase director of this period [of the "normalisation" 

after i 9691. bringins to the screen conformist scripts in every conceivable genre."" He is 

mentioned as one among quite a few so-called second- and third-rate directors. Next to 

him features Otakar Vavra. who in the Liehms' words "reappeared" at this time of trouble 

to resuscitate the Historical-Revolutionary and the Battalia Zhdanovist genres in the first 

nvo films of his W.W.11. and thus joined other collaborators who were making 

"mediocre" and "sub-mediocre" films.20 

The Liehms adopt a priori an assumption that they and their readers are persons of 

moral and aesthetic superiority. The criteria underiying their selections and their 

judgements are therefore beyond any need to be articulated. let alone examined and 

problematised. On the one hand Eastern European cinema is seen as a result of exchanges 

brt\s.een Party and intelligentsia elite. in a kind of displaced negotiation. On the other 

hand. i t  is seen as auteur cinema where the director-auteur, in spite of administrative 

hurdles. restrictions, and dangerous consequences, bears all the responsibility not only for 

the artistic form of hisher film, but also for its poIitical message. 

i -  I b ~ d .  p. 192. 
15 Ibid. p. 305. 
19 The first film is Dojs of Berrajal ( D n j  zradj. 1972) about the Munich agreement. The second is 
Sokolovo (1975). about a famous battle during W.W.11. The third film from the trilogy, The Liberarion of 
Prague (0sr.oboreni Prahy) was made in 1977. 
'O Ibid. 
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The authors' moral and aesthetic superiority conflates two major traditional - 
features of the Eastern European artistic intelligentsia: its self-imposed role as moral 

Ieader crun perennial opponent of official policy, and its traditional aesthetic elitism. 

harbouring the traditional contempt for "low" and "mass'' art. To sustain the coherence 

of their auteurism, the Liehms take the reductionist approach one step further, implying 

an assumption on their part that every work of "high" art is also iconoclastic. Conversely, 

official films and films made explicitly for entertainment. are dismissed as "iow" art 

forms by definition. 

The Socio-Political Pragmatism of Michael J. Stoil 

.Michael J. Stoil stands out as the only champion of socio-political pragmatism as 

a scholarlj approach to Eastern European (or rather Balkan) cinema. He has undertaken 

the thankless task of paying due attention to official film production in Eastern Europe 

from both a comparative and an interdisciplinary point of view and has published two 

books on So~viet and Eastern European cinema: Cinema Beyond h e  Dambe: The Camera 

mzd Politics ( 1974) and Balkart Cirlenza: Evolrtrion Afrer the Revolrrrion ( 1979). His work 

on the relationship between the Soviet state. society and cinema is comparable to the 

studies of Peter Kenez. The Bid1 of rAe Propaganda State: Soviet Method of Mass 

Mobilization: 191 7-29 ( 1985) and Cinema and Soviet Sociery: 191 7-53 ( 1992). Kenez's 

findinss do provide a rich basis for comparison and analogies with Eastern European 

realities. but the). remain confined to the Soviet experience. 

Stoil's original contribution is the rehabilitation of official film production. 

Buildinp on media theories of mass mobilisation and propaganda, as well as on political 

elite theories. he creates an ideological profile of Eastern European cinema based on film 

content. He extrapolates political content as the most sensitive indicator of changes in 

Party policy in accord with the fundamental postulates of totalitarian aesthetics where 

primacy of content over form is the supreme priority. He explains the gradual change of 



content in films produced by the four Balkan nations" over a 30-year period ( 1945-75) in 

terms of ideological "secularisation". In Stoil's view, this secularisation or political 

liberalisation is the inevitable side effect of the ageing of the regime.' Stoil argues that 

secularisation. or gradual softening, of the strict "Zhdanovist guidelines"" was needed to 

make cinema more "effective for the social purpose of transforming society"" in the 

direction indicated by the regime. In his examination of the effectiveness of content 

change. Stoil does imply the existence of social response. but society remains outside the 

scope of his study." 

Stoil states that his intentions are to examine changes in "plot formations and 

characterisation"'%s a direct function of the elite's policy and to "de-mystify film 

content." The result is evaluated as evidence of movement towards historical and social 

truth. His task to combine "film criticism with political and social analyses" and provide 

a "more complete picture of Eastern European cinema" remains better formulated than 
.- 

accomplished due to flaws in his methodological apparatus.-' 

In spite of the efforts to forge an organic link between the social. the politicd and 

the aesthetic. StoiI stays within the confines of the political. Formal and stylistic analysis 

remains the k-eak point in his argument. Films are viewed only as direct and non- 

problematised extensions-or propaganda took-of the regime's social policy. Analyses 

I I Albania. Bulgaria. Romania and Yugoslavia. Consuucting a separate subject area for Balkan cinema 
under Communism uas indeed redundant and could be justified only geographically. The Bulgarian. 
Romanian. Yugoslavian and even AIbanian cinemas had more in common with the other Eastern European 
nst~onal clnemas than ~virh the Greek or Turkish cinema from that period. On the other hand. the adjective 
"Balkan" is e.uclusive (and burdened ~vith negative connotations). which also tends ro diminish the 
tlt'fr.cti\mws of Stoil's findings as a basis for a universall appIicabIe approach to other Eastern European 
cinemas. 
7 7  

-- According to Stoil, "The process of secularisation envisions the regimes frequently tinkering with the 
conrenl of mass media. sometimes allowing greater freedom and sometimes re-imposing controls. in order 
to increase the utility of the mass media ro the regime. ... The process of secularisation in a mobiiisation 
regime is a search for instrumental means to achieve a given result that are more effective than means 
supplied by a rigid reliance on ideology." Balkan Cinenu: Evalurion afier rhe Rcr.olurion. (UMI Research 
Press: Ann Arbor. Michigan. 1982). p.5. 
': 
-- I b ~ d .  p. 6. . . 
" Ibrd. 
-<  
'- He states. for example. that "suict Zhdanovist guidelines were found ineffective for the regime's 
purposes". while films created after relaxation of Zhdanovist guidelines were found to be "more effective." 
The only evidence he offers for the effectiveness of the content changes are the changes themselves as he 
fails to bring into play references to audience responses and to any other studies that could corroborate his 
findings rcgardins the effectiveness of the social change. Ibid. 
'' Ihid. p. 60. 



of individual films do not go beyond a basic summary of their story line. Changes in plot 

and characterisation move from simple to more compIex and vice versa, illustrating the 

oscillation between political stagnation and secularisation. Names of filmmakers and/or 

actors are not menti~ned.'~ 

By ignoring formal diversities, Stoil reaches some paradoxical conclusions. Thus 

profoundly dissident works like the Yugoslav films I Have Even Met Happy Gypsies 

(Skrrpljaci perja, dir. A. Petrovich, 1967) and The Tragedy of a Switchboard Operaror 

(Ljrrbaixi slrrcaj ili tragedQa sluzebnice PTT, dir. D. Makavejev. 1967) are categorised in 

the sub-genre of "apolitical crime film". along with "detective musicai comedies" like 

the Romanian official film series Brigade Miscelia~zeoris from the early 1 970s. on the 

ground that all of them demonstrate the inevitable "triumph of the socialist state over the 

lau.breaker:" 

In effect. the apolitical crime drama. despite its attempt at realism and psychological complexity. 
rs basically ... a parable of the inevitable damnation of the lawbreaker. ... This theme holds 
validity e\.en in Romania. where the apolitical crime is treated without the realism of the 
depiction in Yugoslav and Bulgarian cinema. The caricatured cops and robbers in Romanian 
clnenia may sing and dance during their chase scenes. but the triumph of the state over the 
lawbreaker is equally ine~irable.'~ 

The logic of his approach has led him to an even more restrictive reductionism 

than the  Liehrns' dissident nrctertrisrrt. He ignores the existence of artistic devices that 

contest Zhdanovism on the formal level: furthermore. he rejects the very notion of 

dissident films by reducing them solely to their didactic function or thesis. In many 

dissident films it is either very difficult to formulate such a thesis. or. if it can be 

formulated. it has little if anything to do with the true meaning of the film as in the case 

of the turo Yugoslav films mentioned above. 

Nevertheless, Balkan Cinema represents a marked evolution in Stoil's 

interdisciplinary attempt to rehabilitate the neglected official film production. Baikn 

Cinema has been a very useful reference for my own study as it is indicative of the 

inevitable methodological hurdles and conceptual confusion that one is bound to 

7 - - I shall return to this issue later. 
%'lth the norable exception of Dusan Makat-ejev on p. 109, in connection with W. R. - Wsreries of the 
Organisnt ( 197 1 ), whose popularity in the West could not have been ignored. 



encounter when studying Eastern European cinema from an interdisciplinary point of 

view. 

2.2. Personalities and Histories 

Antonin J. Liehm, Josef Skvorecky 

and the Czechoslovak New Wbve 

Xew Wave (1963-69) fiims and directors are the focus of all the monographs an& 

entries in anthologies on Czechosiovak cinema. which refer. more specificdty. to either 

hlenzel or Forman. The role of emigre intellectuals like Antonin J. Liehm, his wife Mira 

Liehm. and Josef Skvorecky has been crucial in creating and sustaining this image of 

Czechoslovak cinema in the English-language Iiterature through the 1970s and early 80s. 

Skvorecky and Liehm. along with other men of letters like Kundera. Klima, Simecka. 

Havel. Hrabl. Vaculik and Lustig. were at the helm of the Prague Spring and promoted 

the New Wave cinema in particular. 

Antonin J. Liehm is an archetypal representative of the revisionist Communist 

intelligentsia who had been challenging censorship. the ideology that supported it and 

~enerally the totalitarian regimes across Eastern Europe. In V. Kusin's words, he. like any 
b 

Czech irlrelligenr, is "endowed with the three basic traits of his nation: nationalism. 

democratism and an incIination to heresy ." As G. Kopaneva noted: 

Antonin Liehm belongs to that generation of Party intellectuals who stood up to their role as 
moral leaders in the 60s not only in Czechoslovakia, but also in Poland. Hungary. Yugoslavia 
and Bulgaria. These were people who took part in the Resistance. honest people. people with 
principles and moral standards, open people who were not afraid to say the truth. ... They were 
born in [he 20s and their mentality was formed by the values of the First Masaryk republic.'0 
Their teachers. parents and relatives were people with strong social-democratic convictions. On 
the other hand. this generation adored the Soviet Union. or rather what it stood for. although none 
of them had first-hand knowledge of it; i t  was impossible. Generally speaking, this generation 
came to a rude awakening in 1968.'' 

'' Op. Cit.. pp. I IO- I I I 
30 Tomas G. hlasaryk was president of the First Czechoslovak Republic. 19 18-35. 
" G. Kopaneva. Lecture series. Tape # l .  p. 3. 



In his capacity as a respected literary and film critic, A. J .  Liehm was a leading 

figure in the Czechoslovak film industry in the 1960s. In 1967 Liehm. I. Klima and V. 

Vaculik were expelled from the Communist Party for subversive activity. Liehm, dong 

with Vaculik. Dr. J .  Brod and Prof. 0. Wichterle, formulated the famous "Two Thousand 

Words". an open letter to Dubcek's government published June 27. 1968. urging more 

democracy.'' The wide popularity of this letter and the fact that it was signed by hundreds 

of thousands of people from all walks of life. is believed to have served as the proverbial 

straw that broke the back of Soviet patience and precipitated the invasion by the Warsaw 

Pact forces. 

After the invasion, A. J .  Liehm and A. Polednyak (director of Barrandov film 

production studio 1959-70) found themseIves on the list of most-wanted intellectuals for 

"using culture as a breeding ground for anti-socialist and revisionist ideas" and for 

"eroding socialism."" Polednyak spent only a few months of his two-and-a-half-year 

prison sentence before he repented publicly on television in 197 1 for his "anti-socialist 

activities". A similar fate awaited Liehm and his family had they not fled the country after 

the So\-iet invasion.% 

It \+.as. however. The Mosr Imporram Art: So~.iet  and Easrenl Eltropean Cinema 

cgirr- 1944 that ~vould remain the most significant contribution of .4ntonin J. and Mira 

Liehm to Eastern European film history. They did their best to temper their moral 

indignation and personal bitterness for the sake of the historical and scholarly objectivity 

of their survey of the post-war Eastern European cinemas. Nevertheless, the three essays 

on Czechoslovak cinema. written in exile during the early 1970s. the worst years of the 

Czechoslo\xk "normalisation". set the nostalgic and sombre tone of the whole of The 

Most Inzporrunt Art. The last essay of the three, "The Miracle and the Young Wave: 

- - - - - - - 

- 3  

'- Based on ~nformation from The Nerc. Encyclopaedia Brirarrnica. 1990. Volume 16, pp. 905-30. -. 
" Galina Kompanichenko. 1979. "Czechoslovak Cinema on the Road Again". In The Film Arr of Our 
Fnerzds: An Atlrholog\-. (Moscow: Znanie Publishing House). p. 1 15. 
'' .A Llehm penned. along with his wife. the bulk of the publications in English on Czechoslovak art and 
clncma from the 1960s. E-g.. "Czechoslovak Cinema and Literature from the 1960s" in Czech Lirerarure 
sirlce 1956: il Synposium. 1980. Ed.  William E. Harkins and Paul I .  Trensky. In addition to his 
monographs on Czech cinema. A. Liehm's entry "MiIos Forman: the Style and the Man" in the anthology 
Potirics. A n  end Commirmenr focuses on M .  Forman. 
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Czechoslovakia after 1963", although carefully worded, is the most personal and 

emotional. 

Skvorecky's fate and professional career were profoundly shaped by the events of 

rhe 1960s. He. along with Hrab13' and Kundera. wrote the stories or the scripts for the 

most controversial films of the New Wave. The Joke (Zert. dir. J. Jires. 1969) is based on 

a novel by Kundera. and was amongst the leading titles on the list of films "banned 

forever" by the Czechoslovak government in 1973. 

J .  Skvorecky. who would become famous in the West after I970 when his 1958 . 

novel The Cobvards (Zbabelci) was published in English, wrote the scripts for and (co-) 

directed six New Wave films.!6 Evald Schom's The End ofA Priest (Konecfarare, 1969) 

is S kvorecky's most notable work. In this otherwise simple and naive comedy about an 

adventurer who passes himself as a priest in a remote village, Skvorecky attacks some 

ob\.ious targets: the priest is "crucified". Christ-like. between the Communist 

schoolteacher and the member of the secret police. This apparently was sufficient for the 

film to wind up on the "banned forever" list. 

Skovercky's monograph on Menzel. Jiri Menzel and the Hisrop of the Closely 

\\ii!c/zed TI-aim, and especially his nostaleic personal history of the Czech cinema, All  the 

Briylrr Yurrrzg .Me12 and Wonterr: A Personal Hisron of the Czech Cinema (translated by 

Michael Schonberg). are charmingly indiscreet reflections on the lives and times. the 

lo\.es and the fiIms of "all the bright young men and women", the New Wave filmmakers. 

The author never misses an opportunity to express his moral indignation at the regime 

before and after the Prague Spring. He is additionally embittered by the covert and oven 

. - . . 
- .  B. Hrabl was the most prolific of them all. Pearls ar rile Bottonr (Perlick? rra drre, 1965). an omnibus film 
of seven experimental miniatures by various directors that is considered to be a son of New Wave 
manifesto. was based on his short stories. One of the shorts. I. Passer's A Boring Afrernoon (Fudni 
odpoledtre. 1965). was shown as a separate film. Pearls at rhe Borrom was also on the "banned forever" list. 
Hrabl is most closely associated with J. Menzei's career. After Closelx Watched Trains (Osrre sledor*ane 
~.laX-\.. 1 966 ) he scripted Larks on a String (Skrivanci na niri. 1 969). another "banned forever" film. 
30 Among others. the highly conuoversial Crime in the Girls School ( 1965. co-directed with Menzel). 
u,here. as Peter Hamcs writes. the "crimes" committed "range from orthodox sex. stealing cars, lesbian sex. 
and posing for Pla~-boy magazine (urongly interpreted by their English teacher as a magazine for sporting 
~ o u t h  1. to looking at pornographic slides." According to Hames. "Despite the pleasures of the flesh and all 
the beautiful Czechoslovak actresses shot in the nude. Crime in rhe Girls School is widely considered a 
minor work that does little to prepare for the aesthetic complexity and power of Closely Watched Trains." 
Sk~.orecky teamed up with Menzel again for his last film before emigration. Crime in rhe Night-club ( 1  969). 
P e w  Hames. 1985. The C:echosio~~ak Nerr. Wa1.e (Berkeley: University of California Press). pp. 172-73. 
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anti-Semitism of the attacks against New Wave directors, which targeted the "Zionist 

Fonnan and his cronies, the pornographer Menzel" and Skvorecky himself as the 

principal "seducers" of the nation, Iuring it into the abyss of "Zionism, social democracy. 

Titoism. re~~isionism. cosmpopolitism, anti-Socialism, counter-revolution, modernism, 

psychologism, naturalism, fascism," and so one3' 

Therefore his passionate adulation of the New Wave achievements is countered by 

his intense disappointment with the failed Spring and his genuine compassion for the 

people who suffered and were still suffering the consequences of the "normalisation". 

The author's anger towards the cuItural apparatchiks (or as he calls them. the "Kliments", 

after Jan Kliment. the ominous secretary for ideology at the Ministry of Culture in the 

1950s and early 60s and again after 1969) is inseparable from his aesthetic resentment for 

official films. While the "young men and women" are idealised. directors. writers and 

critics who co-operated with the authorities are ironised and even derided. K. M. Walto. 

for example. a well-known director of official films from the first generation of post-war 

filmmakers. is described as a "pre-war manufacturer of sentimental petit-bourgeois 

comedies about the loves of millionaires and servant girls" who quickly became 

"nationaiised by the new regime."js 

The problem here is not that the description is inaccurate--on the contrary. it is 

strikingly correct. historically and aesthetically. What is wrong is that too much irony and 

sardonic desperation damages the credi biIity of the writer's criticism. This is unfortunate. 

for at times his anger obscures the valuable and rare information the book discloses and 

the ~ x A l  -informed account of the relationship between the authorities and filmmakers 

before and during the most severe crisis in the history of Czechoslovak cinema. All rhe 

Bright Yoitng Men and Wonlen will go down in the English-language history of Czech 

cinema as a brilIiant, highly personaiised witness report, written in the best literary 

tradition of J .  Hasek's Good Soldier Svejk (1920) and M. Kundera's The Book of Laughter 

ajzd Forgetting ( 1972). With the passage of time, however. its scholarly merit could be 

further undermined by its aggressive reasoning and by the growing incomprehensibility of 

its political allusions. 

'' 3 .  Skvoreiky.  Op. Cit.. p. 213 



The emotional component in the writings of M. and A. Liehm and particularly . 
Skvorecky seems to be inescapable for Eastern European dissident art critics and 

historians publishing in the West. The total politicisation of the Eastern European 

societies and cultures had erased the iines between the personal and the public and 

between the aesthetic and the political and made it difficult for a politically engaged but 

eenerally dispassionate view on cultural phenomena and artefacts to appear. This requires 
b 

the inrsllectual courage of a Vaclav Have1 or that of the Hungarian school of political and 

social thought. working in exile,'9 or the considerable time required for the glue of fear . 

and anxiety that had held together the personal and the public to melr away. it is even 

more difficult. if not impossible. to reach the high ground of detached objectivity in the 

a m  where the political and the aesthetic. the personal and the public. are so closely 

intertw.ined.au 

Boleslaw Michalek, The Polish Cinema and Andrzej Wajda 

The literary sources under scrutiny consider the Polish School (1953-62) as the 

most significant artistic movement not only in Poland but across Eastern Europe until  i t  

usas overshadowed by the iconoclastic passion of the Czechoslovak New Wave ( 1963-69) 

as a much stronger Eastern European aesthetic counter-movement. The Polish Cinema of 

Moral Concern ( 1976-8 1 ) did not break new aesthetic ground but it did stand up to the 

dissident challenges of the Czechoslovak New Wave as a powerful counter-movement. 

Andrzej Wajda. a leading figure of both movements with his best known films 

Ashes a n d  Diarrtorzds (1957) and Mar2 of Marble (1976). takes undisputed centre-stage in 

'' I. Skvorccky. Op. Cit.. p. 29. 
14 - Konrad 8: Szelenyi; Feher. Heller & Markus. 

11 )  Frantisek Daniel, another emigre intellectual (former Dean of Prague Film Institute and a literary advisor 
at Barrando\. film studio in the 60s) uies very successfuIly a different approach. His essay 'The Czech 
Difference" in Polirics. A n  and Cornmirmenr. is an original culturological study on the absence of pathos 
and predominance of irony in Czechoslovak films from the 60s (as opposed to the excessive pathos and 
absence of irony in the Polish cinema). His essay. like the anthology as a whole. suggests a series of 
unexplored approaches to Eastern European cinema. 
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the monographs and general historical surveys on Poland. Out of the 13 papers published 

in Politics, A n  and Comnimzent, for example, six are related to Polish cinema and 

W aj da."' 

Wajda's special place in the English-language literature. as much as it is 

objectively determined by the artistic. social and cultural importance of his works, is aIso 

predicated on the passionate consistency of his critic and biographer. veteran Polish film 

historian and script-writer Boleslaw Michalek (1925-97). Michalek was the archetypal 

Eastern European intelligertri, a symbol of 20th century Polish culture, like Wajda 

himself. whom he calls the "Essential Pole"." Their lives were shaped by the events that 

shaped Polish post-war history and film. Much like ~Mjacek in Ashes and Diamonds, they 

both came from noble families and were Home Army (AK) insurgents. Unlike him, 

instead of dying on the "garbage heap of history" after the Warsaw uprising. MichaIek 

left the country to come back in 1953 with a diploma from Haute Ecole des  Sciences 

Politiques et Sociales in Brussels. Wajda chose to stay and became a student at the 

Academy of Fine -4rts in Krakow. but transferred and graduated from the newly opened 

film school in Lodz. 

Michalek's "firm belief that cinema is an integral part of culture and represents a 

direct emanation from social life" as well as his wide knowledge of world cinema. made 

him quickly one of the most popular Polish film critics. Thus he inevitabIy crossed paths 

u.ith iVajda and the other young Polish School directors: he became a father figure for 

them and. in Wajda's words. "gave them the courage to be what they became."" Quoting 

K. Zanussi. G. Kopaneva said that the Polish intelligentsia considered the "institution of 

the intellectual salon " as very important: 

1 l Two papers related directly to him: Boleslaw hlichalek's "Andrzej Wajda's Vision on One Counuy's Past 
and Present" (pp. 169-87) and Wajda's own piece "The Artist's Responsibility" (pp. 293-9). Two others 
focus on Ashes and Diamonds and Kanal: "Pathos and Irony in East European Film" (pp. 28-47) by Yvette 
Biro: "The Fickle Dialectics: ReaIism and the Cinematic Hero in Films from Socialist Europe" (pp. 100-30) 
b! David Paul and Rebecca Fox. The final two pieces are on the Gdansk film festival held in September 
1980. where hfarr of Iron was the undisputed hit: "Gdansk Journal: September 1 9 8 0  (pp. 280-3) by Ernest 
Callenbach and "Gdasnk Macabre" (pp.285-92) by Diane Kaiser Koszarski. 
Polirics. Arr and Comnlirnlenr in the East European Cinema. 1983. Ed. David W. Paul (London: The 
hlacmillan Press). 
'' Boleslaw hiichalck & Frank Turaj. 1988. The Modem Cinenln of Poland (Bloomingon: Indiana 
University Press). p. 129. 



During socialism. the traditional intellectual salon was substituted for by cultural clubs: the club 
of journalis~s, of filmmakers. of theatre actors. That is where theatre and film premieres and 
newly pubIished book  were discussed and where public opinion was shaped. From Warsaw. this 
information was spread across the country. The pubIications and discussions in the official media 
were of no importance as the whole of Poland quoted the opinions of the salons. The authorities. 
the Party newspaper. the ideological department of the Central Party Committee were eager to 
know what was discussed rn these salons in order to f ix their policy accordingly. for they could 
do nothing to neuualise them. During periods of political stagnation. the salons moved to private 
homes and they could not possibly come to arrest your guests or forbid them to talk. Therefore 
they were desperate for informers in order to take the salons from inside. But it was almost 
impossible. as many influential guests and opinion makers were elite party members. like 
Boleslaw Michalek who was the most respecred figure amongst Potish film critics or the vereran 
dtrecror Jerzy ~ a w a l e r o w i c z . ~  

As an artistic advisor and script-writer at Wajda's film unit "X". Michalek wrote 

the scripts for political aIlegories set in the inter-war years", and worked with A. Holland 

on the scripts for Man of Marble (Czlorvek z rnannrtnt. 1976) and Man of lrorz (Czlowek 2 

:e lax .  198 1 1. as well as collaborating with many other young filrnrnaker~."~ Michalek. as 

a true godfather of the movement. "contributed to establishing the name of Cinema of 

Moral Concern (or Moral Anxiety) as a euphemism for the political concerns and 

anxieties that prepared the advent of ~o l i da r i t~ . "~ '  An artistic and moral guru in the 

Eastern European tradition, Michalek helped his disciples become in their turn and 

rhrough their films. moral leaders of the nation."' 

Michalek's life-long contribution to Polish cinema explains his kind of aesthetic- 

political reductionism. In his writings he avoids getting involved in passionate arguments 

about social and political issues. Certainly, Michalek had strong political opinions and 

they were eloquently emphasised in the very choices of directors and films he brought to 

the attention of the Engiish-speaking world. His critical account of Socialist Realism. for 

esample. is an implicit expression of his political leanings. It is among the most thorough 

J 3 The biographical references are taken from Jerzy Plazewski's obituary. published in the January 1998 
edition of the RPRESCI Internet newsletter. 
44 G. Kopaneva. Lecture series. Tape #1,  p. 3. 
45 Iiaualcrowicz's Dearh of a President (Smierc Pre~denra.  1977) and Majcwski's The Gorgon Af/air 
iSprabca Gorgonoir.~. 1977). 
4b J .  Domaradzki and R. Bugajski. among others. 
4 - From J .  Plazewski's obituary. 
JS During the Martial Law. after Wajda's unit was disbanded. he took refuge with Zanussi's "Tor" unit- An 
ambassadorship to Rome after 1989 and an honorary lifetime presidency of FTPRESCI came as the major 
finale of his extraordinary life. 
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analyses of the aesthetic parameters of the normative aesthetics, and will be therefore 

quoted extensively in my study. However, apart from a few brief mentions of films that 

were made according to "Stalinist standards" in the late 1940s and the first half of the 

50s, he rarely, if at all, wrote explicitly about official films. And if he did. he tried to 

bring out their aesthetic merit. With aristocratic magnanimity, he referred to them in an 

objective and distanced manner, suggesting that political changes could not significantly 

affect the overall positive development of the Polish cinema, or if they did. it was only 

temporary. When reality made him take a stand on important political and social issues, 

he did so reluctantly and at the risk of looking inadequately optimistic or of contradicting 

himself. Discussing the general situation in the Polish cinema during the 1960s, for 

example. he said that, on the one hand, 

[[]here was no return to Socialist Realism. The term was laid to rest permanently. at least in 
Poland. Normative aesthetics. defined "types", Stalinist standards-none of these had a revi~al . '~  

But. on the other hand. that 

[dloes not mean that the authorities became indifferent to cultural activity. They simply ceased to 
be sensitive to \ iolations of various aesthetic principles and showed signs of obvious irritarion 
only when portrayals became too bleak, or when content seemed clearly politically antipathetic.9 

He readiiy admitted the existence of censorship. but as long as it did not interfere with 

the creati\.e process. it did not matter. 

In my experience the most important period of creating is when you're shooting; once you have 
the script. ... My experience is that, in that time. the filmmakers feel absolutely free and give no 
thought to censorship. This is important for the actual process of the film.s' 

Michalek was so tolerant of censorship and its limitations that he favourably compared 

Polish film censorship with the control exercised by any Western producer on hisher 

film: 

'' B. Michalek d F. Turaj. Op. Cit.. p. 35. 
Ibid. 



Of course. once it is ready. there are sometimes arguments from the censor. ... One scene is . 
damned as too daring ... but it is at the moment when the thing is done. So there is no stress 
during the making. You know. even in Western production this is not really the case because the 
producer is with you. satching ~ o u  and supznrising everything. ... Not in this system, I mean at 
the crucial time.5T 

These statements betray the composure of an Olympian and the 

wisdom of a living master, who in a profoundly prophetic way realised and accepted the 

simple truth that artistic freedom was inverseIy proportional to the cost of the artefact. 

The question therefore was not whether the authorities should or should not exercise 

control over cinema and censor it- They would in any case. The challenge, in Michalek's 

\view. uVas to minimise and contain their intervention or  at least pretend it was not that 

important." 

Istvan Nerneskurty and the History of the Hungarian Cinema 

Ist\,an Kemeskurty's history of Hungarian cinema. Word and Image (translated by 

Zsuzsanna Horn). covers the period from the first screenings at the Budapest Velence 

Cafe in 1896 through the mid-1960s. At the time he was writing. Nerneskurty was 

principal literary advisor to and then head of the fourth film production unit at the 

Budapest feature film studio. He belonged to Kadar's loyalist inteHigentsia, with their 

moderate re~~isionist and pragmatic beliefs in the evolution of the system. 

He discusses the history of Hungarian cinema before and after the Communist 

take-over. from a standpoint that is in harmony with the cultural liberalism that was 

5 l Frank Bren. 1 986. World Cinema I :  Poland (London: Fliks Books). p.52. 
'' F. Bren. Op. Cit.. p.52. 
Z i 
- -  In the 1970s. Frank Turaj. his American collaborator and co-author joined Michalek. In addition to the 
monograph on the Cinema of Andrxj Wajda. Michalek co-authored with Turaj the historical survey 
.Wodenl Cinenru of Poland, with six chapters devoted to "The Polish School, 1956-1962" and 'The Cinema 
of hioral Concern" and to their principal directors: Wajda, Kawalerowicz. Munk and Zanussi. The entry in 



already well established as he wrote. Therefore the aesthetic-political reductionism he . 

practises is of a slightly different kind. His narrative foIlows the deterministic evoiutionist 

principles of dialectic materialism where every developmental stage is a step towards the 

inevitable successes of Hungarian cinema in the 1960s, some setbacks on the way 

notwithstanding. Pre-war mistakes and challenges are described as incorrigible, while 

those that occurred after the film industry was nationalised. such as the period when 

schematism was dominant (Nemeskurty being part of the group who coined the term), are 

considered to be part of the inevitable process of trial and error on the way to harmony . 

and perfection.'" 

Nemeskuny's critical regard understandably softens as he moves into the 1960s. 

The last chapter closes the book with high praise for directors and films that were that 

period's undisputed landmarks". He considers them along with films that belong to the 

category of official production and were never heard of outside Eastern Europe. such as 

the work of K. Makk (Brigade # 39, The Fanarics) and T. Renyi (Tales of a Long Trip. 

1962). Nernsskurty has admiration for the -Makk and Renyi's attempts to put "more life" 

inro the treaning principles of the official normative aesrhetics. He compliments the 

filmmakers for their successes in  avoiding schematism when representing positive heroes 

and the achievements of the Hungarian society under Kadar. Nemeskuny's interest in 

official cinema is a true rarity in a survey of a national Eastern European cinema. 

thc anthalq> Posr .Yat I1bt.e Cirrenza by Turaj is callcd significantly "Poland: The Cinema of Moral 
Concern." 
13 

From the establishment of film industry ( 19 12- 14). he moves to the "film m" period ( 19 15- I7 1. marking 
thc contribution of  Bela Balazs. Sandor Korda and Michael Cuniz. He covers the film production boom in 
the period of the Hungarian Soviet Republic (Aprii-August 1919) and the cinematic "dead silence" of the 
pro-Fascist Honhy regime ( 1920-291, then the decade of fairy-tale melodramas and "dream cars" ( 1930-38 1 
and then war-time ( 193944)  when "the guns directed h e  muse." 

The last two chapters. "Cinema of the Hungarian Pcople: The First Ten Years" and "The Sixties". 
cowr the period from the second nationalisation in I938 to the mid- 1960s. The author's insider viewpoint is 
also thc officiaI one and he is naturally concerned to prove that Hungarian cinema has made substantial 
progress in shedding vestiges of schematism on the road to liberalisation. 'lhe political and aesthetic 
suspense is suggested by the sequence of chapter titles and finds i t s  resolution in the last chapter. The 
tension builds from "An Answer to the Past. 1948-9" to "Singing Makes Liye Beaur$ul: Propaganda as 
Chief Aim, 1950-2", through "Nearer to Life, 1953-4" and "FuIler Development, 1955-8" to the final 
optimistic note of resolution in "The Sixties: Decade of Directors." 
" 5. Fabriar T~mo Half-rimes in Hell is cited along with M. Szemes*s Albo Regia as the best films from 1961. 
Others incIude M. Jancso's Canrara ( 1962). M y  Wax Home ( 1  964) and The Round-Up ( 1965); L. Ranody's 
SX? lark ( 1 963 ): A. Kovac's D i f i c d r  People ( 1961) and Cold Daj.5 ( 1966); 1. Szabo's The Age of 
Da~dreanrirlg ( 1961 ). 
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published in English. In his overall critical evaluation of the book. Alexandre Troshin is 

right in claiming that, 

Nemeskuny's book bears ail the characteristics of the time it was written. both in approach and 
interpremtion. It was written before 1968. which is very imponant for understanding why the 
author still cherished the illusions of his generation about h e  possible evolution of socialism. In 
spite of the fact that he is critical of schematism in cinema during che Kikosi era. his approach is 
schematic as well. especially regarding Hungarian cinema from the 1930s. He just rushes through 
and avoids i t  deliberately. 

Five or six years ago I arranged for screenings at the Budapest archive to see all these 
films from the 1930s and early 30s. Most of them are almost identical melodramas and lyrical 
comedies zbout Cinderella's who get married to wealthy men. They cenainly do not represent an 
aesthetic challenge, but they are important evidence for the state of Hungarian mass culture from 
chat period. Instead of analysing the social and psychological importance of this popular genre 
model. Nemeskuny dismisses it as an art servile to the regime. and gets by with only brief 
outlines of plot. 

On the other hand. he attempts to analyse in depth the transitional period of 194518 as a 
second birth of Hungarian cinema. It is time. however. to revisit this period as well. Nemeskurty 
*.rote in the 1960s and there was not enough distance between his time and the films discussed: 
[his ~nevitably affected his critical interpretation. Much remained untoId for obvious reasons. 
Ewn more was omitted from his discussions of the films from the 1950s and rhe 60s. . . . 
NcvertheIess. Nemeskurty's book did its job of popdansing Hungarian cinema and put it in the 
context of Hungarian history and politics. and as such will presewe its importance as 
characteristic evidence of a critical style and method typical for a certain period in Hungarian 
film h i s i o r i ~ g r a ~ h ~ . ' ~  

3. THE WESTERN CONTRIBUTION 

3.1.The Aesthetic-Cultural Dominant 

Hungary 

The coverage of Hungarian cinema in English-language film studies is, I believe, 

the most consistent and balanced of all the Eastern European countries. Moreover, 

Hungarian film studies present a rare example of continuity where each new publication 

does not start from scratch but builds on existing work, adding its own piece to the 

general mosaic. Such a flow of research and contribution is sorely missing in the English- - 
language publications on other national cinemas of the region, where one or at best two 

specialists sustain the scholarly fieid. 



Two out of the three books by Western scholars on Hungarian cinema are general 

histories: Graham Petrie's Histon Must Answer to Man: The Contemnporaty Hungarian 

Cirzenza ( 1978) and Bryan Bums' World Cinema: Hungary ( 1996). That they are not 

restricted to individual filmmakers is yet another point of strength in Hungarian film 

studies. 

Petrie's work is the first comprehensive study of an Eastern European cinema 

penned by a Western author. With the informed patience of a pioneer, Graham Petrie 

developed his own image of Hungarian cinema with balanced objectivity and respect for- 

Nerneskuny's founding efforts. Petrie outlines his intentions and methodology in the 

preface: to introduce a "tradition of film that is still almost completely unknown to 

English-speaking audiences." in an attempt to make Western viewers overcome what he 

calls "notorious cultural laziness. or blindness. or arrogance."" Petrie centres his work on 

Miklos Jancso. "working on the assumption that at least something is already known 

about his films." Two other Hungarian directors who did not need lengthy introductions 

in the West towards the end of 1970s were Istvan Szabo and Istvan Gaal.'" 

*t. From an intcr\,iew conducted in June 1995 during the Sochi International Film Festival in Russia. 
4 -  

Graham Petrie. 1978. Hisron Musr Anstct-r ro Marl (Budapest: Corvina Books j. p. 2. 
'' Pwie  organises his historical suney in chapters titled after well known Hungarian films. These titles 
ser\.e as metaphors for different periods in the history of Hungarian cinema: "The Soil Under Lbur Feet". 
"Somerr4ere in Eftrope: Miklos Jancso". "The Age of Daj,dreaming: Istvan Szabo". "Landscape and 
SiIencs: Istvan Gaal", "Horizon: The Sixties and Early Seventies". "Consolidation: The Mid-seventies." 
The ritle in chapter one is that of the famous Fryges Ban fi!m from the 1930s: the chapter covers the 
formative period of the Hungarian post-war cinema. Chapter two discusses Jancso's works from the 1960s. 
I t  1s also h e  central and the longest chap~sr. The title of Radvanyi's film suggests that i t  was Jancso who 
muslly put the cinema of his country on the map of Europe and the world in the 1960s. In chapter three it 
becomes clear that it was Jancso who set the highest standards for the Hungarian cinema. He was the 
"genuine original: whether one likes his films or not, it  has to be admitted that [here is no director quite like 
him in the world today." (p. 106). Other directors. even of the magnitude of Istvan Szabo and "despite a 
clcariy defined personal style and a collection of themes and images almost as obsessive as those of Jancso". 
belonged ro the "mainstream of contemporq filmmaking" (p. 106). a mainstream which, fetrie points out. 
took its cues from the most powcrful aesthetic influences available during the 1960s: the nouvelle vague and 
the Polish School. Nevenhcless, Szabo's film The Age of Da~dreaming (1964) is a paradigmatic work. 
u.hoss title expresses the spirit and essence of the still young Kadar era which came ro an end with the 
Prague Spring. 

Chapters four introduces Istvan Gaal. the third Hungarian director well known in  the West. 
Chapters five and six bring to the attention of the Western readerhiewer directors from the younger 
generations who became prominent in the late 1970s and through the 80s: Pal Gabor. Marta Meszaros. 
Ferenz Kosa. and Judit Elek. The films of Jancso, Szabo. Kovacz and GaaI receive attention throughout the 
book. 
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Petrie recognises the social (and class) awareness of Hungarian cinema as a legacy 

from the times of the Hungarian Soviet Republic. Petrie's main concern remains the 

artistic merit of the films. which he believes has been ignored in the dispute as to whether 

or not politicaI content is a decisive factor for analysis of films from Eastern Europe. "To 

some in the West." he writes. "they are merely Socialist propaganda, and t k e f o r e  bad: to 

others they are Socialist propaganda, and therefore good."5g To resolve this critical 

dilemma he chooses those aspects of the aesthetic analyses, which allow him to bring out 

social-psychological. and culturological issues without politicising the argument. This 

approach, as we shall see, examines the films against the backdrop of Hungarian history. 

Petrie approaches characters' destinies as being directly detemined by the inexorable 

march of history. 

Petrie's book is a good example of critical analysis that is organically integrated 

~ \ . i t h  a vivid recounting of the films themselves. The theoretical grid is presented in an 

elegant and accessible writing style. In addition. his critical pieces allow for informed 

insight into the lives and personal motivation of the filmmakers themselves, in their 

historical con text? 

Catherine Portuges. another North American scholar committed to Hungarian 

cinema. recognises Petrie's contribution to the field by describing his Hisron Mrrsr 

.41zs\tx~r ro Man as "extremely valuable". In her monograph The Himgariarz Cinema of 

Mcrrra Mesznt-0s: Screeu Memories ( 1994). she acknowledges Petrie as one of the few 

authors to shon. sensitivity and understanding of the films of Meszaros and J.  Elek. and to 

devote more than passing reference to the category "women filmmakers". In fact. 

Portuges herself is the first North American scholar to apply modem film theories of 

gender and representation to an Eastern European corpus. 
C 

j" 
I b ~ d .  p. 2. 

(rij Graham Petrie remains one of the scholars most committed to Eastern European cinema. For a long time 
hc was the only Canadian academic to conuibute to the evolution of Eastern European film studies. His 
entry in the work Politics. Arr and Commirmenr. "Miklos Jancso: Decline and FalI?" takes up the analysis of 
Jancso's work where it was left off in Hisron Must Answer to Man. His recently published anicle on 
Hungarian silent cinema ("Hungarian Silent Cinema Rediscovered" in The Hungarian Quanerly. vol. 38. 
autumn 1997) shows that his interest has expanded to unexplored territories. In March 1989 Peuie 
organised a conference at McMaster University on Eastern European Directors. working in the West. The 
proceedings of this conference were published in a book, called Before the Wall Came Down: Soriet and 



Bryan BumsT6' World Cinema: Hungary covers the history of Hungarian cinema 

from its origins until the mid-90s through a series of auteur analyses of films. which he 

places in the brief outline of each director's filmography. It is a well researched work. 

built on solid knowledge and respect for previous scholars' findings and conclusions. The 

author has chosen films that he perceives as being important but which for one reason or 

another have remained outside the focus of other scholars of Hungarian cinema. When 

discussing Fryges Ban, for example, he chooses Genrn- Shylarking (Uri nturi, 1939). 

definins i t  as "Ban's masterpiece", instead of The Soil Under Your Feet: when writing - 

about Gyorgy Revesz, he chooses Gala Dinner (Wnnepi vacsora, 1956) over Lnrzd of 

h g e l s  (A~ tg ja lok  foldje, 1962). 

Jancso and Szabo receive the most attention. followed closely by A. Kovacz, I. 

Gaal. K. -blab and M. -Meszaros. Bums has the advantage of writing about Hungarian 

cinema after the collapse of Communism. so the introductory essays to the three major 

pansb2 of his study elaborate freely on issues that have not been disci~ssed at all, in some 

cases because they were considered taboo. For example. he analyses. in a positive light. 

Hungarian pre-war films from the 1930s. and devotes time and energy to a review of the 

unfoitunate melodrama Dream Car (Meseauto. dir. Bela Gaal. 1933). that is so despised 

by Nemeskurty. He tries to write in a more balanced way than Nemeskurty about Felix 

Mariassl-'s Zhdanovist icon Anna Szabo (S:abone. 1949). although he also tries explain 

a\$ a y  its straightforward Zhdanovist traits. considering them. like Nemeskurty. as the 

"idealism and the naivety of the early days of Communism."" On the other hand, his 

discussion of Is tun (Steve) Szekely-the director who. according to Nemeskurty. made 

- - 

Easr European Filmmakers Working in the Wesr ( 1990). edited by Graham Petrie and Ruth Dwyer. In  
1994. G. Petrie. together with Vida Johnson. published The Filnzs of Andrei Tarkovsk?.: A Visual Fugue. 
b 1 Bqan Burns' book appeared seven years after the last update on the history of the Hungarian cinema was 
published. namely, David Paul's entry in Posr New- Warle Cinema ("Hungary: The Magyar on the Bridge") 
i n  1989. Paul's essay offers an interesting ovemiew of Hungarian cinema from the 1970s and 80s. 
concenuating first on the "giants" and then on the "other directors." Paul sets his auteur observations in the 
context of Hungarian history. politics and even economics and. interestingly. in the context of the national 
psychological peculiarities. which he calls "hungarity." His essay is very informative and covers a fairly 
\vide spread of rime, films and personalities. 
'' 1 .'The beginnings. The 1930s. Wanime and after. 193917. Establishment and revolution." 2. The great 
generation. "Revolutions and reformations. 19%- 1972." 3. "Achievements and uncenainty, 1972-95." 
'' Bryan Burns. 1996. Cl'orld Cinema: Hungary (London: Flicks Books), p. 27. 
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one- fourth of all the films produced in Hungary in the 1930s--does not even mention 

Szekely's most popular film, The Rakocsi March ( 1  933). 

Unfortunately, perhaps because of the restrictions of the auteur principle he 

adopts, Bums leaves out what Alexandre Troshin (following his Hungarian colleagues) 

calls the "sociographic cycle". Bums does discuss the first film from the cycle 

Phomgraphy (Fotografia. 1972), considering it an important work of Pal Zolnay's, but he '. 

merely mentions other "talented and youthful acolytes" like Bela TarP and Laszlo Vitezy 

who are major exponents of this trend. Bums adequately describes it as aesthetics of 

"psychdogical authenticity and concern with the texture of everyday experience, 

inevitably critical of the social status quo.'"5 Bums considers Istvan Darday to be a 

founder of the sociographic movement of "psychologicd authenticity" and its 

"practitioner, proponent and facilitator". He chooses, however, to reflect on Darday's first 

film. Holiday in Britain (Jutalomutazas, 1974), choosing it over Darday's much more 

interesting black-and-white documentary adaptation of Chekhov's Three Sisters to the 

dull quotidian of Hungarian socialism (Filmregeny: Harom Hoverffilm Novel: Three 

Sisters. 1 977). 

What is imponant for my study is that Bums offers an analysis of films of some o f  

the official directors from the 1950s and the 60s- including Laszlo Ranody, Zoltan 

Varkonyi. and Imre Feher. On the other hand. the author all but ignores the 

"de~endable"~ Marton KeletP7 and Viktor Gertlef8 and they are referred to only as 

masters of "careful, didactic works" from the 1940s and 50s.(j9 

@ This is the only reference to Bela Tan and his art in the literature under scrutiny. Western viewers and 
critics discovered Bela Tarr and his groundbreaking films only recently in spite of the fact that he has been 
working actively since 1977. 
65 B. Bums, Op. Cit.. p. 166. 
66 Ibid. p. 36. 
67 The director of another important film profoundly despised by Nemeskuny, Singing Makes Life Beautiful 
(Da1olr.a szeo a; eler. 1950) and a number of official films from the late 1940s and early 50s. 
66 Director of the notorious Baptism by Fire (Tuzkerestrseg. 195 1 ). commissioned by the Propaganda 
Department of the Hungarian Ministry of Defence, and numerous official films. 



Czechoslovakia 

Apparently it has not been easy for a Western scholar to find hisher own place 

among such personally motivated and eloquent predecessors as Antonin J. Liehm and 

Josef Skvorecky, especially on the territory of the New Wave cinema. The British film 

scholar Peter Hames is the most recent newcomer to Czechoslovak film studies with The 

Czechoslovak New Wave (1985), a well researched, rich and objective history of 

Czechoslovak cinema from its beginning to the early 1980~ . '~  

Hames' major contribution to the interpretation of the New Wave films, and by . 

extension of Czechoslovak cinema and culture, is that he takes them out of their Eastern 

European political environment and analyses them in the context of other European 

aesthetic trends and film movements." Unlike other aesthetic movements. the New Wave 

films do not share a common aesthetic platform and have absorbed all kinds of aesthetic 

influences. including 

Ksorealism. "cinema-veritd". the "nouvelle vague". the "nouveau roman", the theatre of the 
absurd. Kania. and a return to the iyrical and surrealist uaditions of the interwar period?' 

In Hames' view, the "break with the normative tradition of Socialist Realism was 

an essential first phase to create freely and in accordance with an inner need." The second 

and more important phase was to tell the truth about society. V. Chytilova's famous 

b4 B. Burns. Op. Cit.. p. 29. - U Hames has been publishing articles on Czechoslovak cinema since the early 1970s. including "Czech 
hlares". in F i l m  and Filming 20 (April 1974); "Frantisek Vlacil." Film (ser.2). no. 20 (November 1974); 
"Czech Cinema: Encouraging Signs", Film (~er .2 )~  no. 66 (October 1978): "The Return of Vera Chytilova". 
Sight and Sound 48 (summer 1979); "Jiri Menzel and Bohuil fIrabal". Film (ser.2)- no. 97 (June-July 
1981 j. 

Afier the publication of The C:echoslovak New Wave. he reconfirmed his commitment to the field 
with his e n q  in the collection Posr New-Wave Cinema. significantly called "Czechoslovakia: After the 
Spring". where he  summarises the main points of The C:echoslor.uk New Wave and updates it with some 
new titles. At the conference on Cenual and Eastern European National Cinemas held at the University of 
Wcs~ern Ontario October 9- 1 1 .  1998. Hames delivered a well-informed paper entitled ''The Czech 
Republic: From Normalisation to Competition" in which he discussed the present and future of the Czech 
cinema in the context of three major issues: a) Globalisation and post-modemism vs. small national 
cinemas; b) local audiences' interest towards their indigenous cinemas; c )  commercial success of small 
national cinemas abroad. 
71 Harnes emphasises the aesthetic eclecticism of the New Wave films. In the chapters "The Realist 
Influence", "The Forman School", and "Literature, Fantasy, and Experiment" he demonstrates how these 
films have become part of the world's artistic heritage. In his discussion of Forman, for example, he speaks 
about rhe profound effect of cin6ma-veritti on the Forman School, and then goes on to compare the 
problems and the style of Ken Loach's film Family Life (197 1 )  to Black Peter (1964) and Loves of a Blonde 
(1965). Op. Cit.. pp. 120-4. 
" Ibid. p. 8. 



dictum that "not telling the truth should be made illegal for artists"" can, according to 

Hames. be considered a motto for the whole movement. And each filmmaker chose the 

aesthetic means that would help himher to express that truth. Hames' interest in the 

inherent interrelation between film movements and social processes is extremely 

important for my study. Unfortunately. he only outlines the issue in the introduction 

without exploring it in depth. 

Hames is one of the few Western scholars to accept and employ the notion of the 

Eastern European intellectual as an "aristocrat of the spirit"" (a term which he borrows 

from V. Kusin. a dissident political scientist. well known in the West) and to recognise 

the role of Eastern European filmmakers as self-appointed moral Ieaders of their 

respective nations. He recognises that the "pre-eminence of the intelligentsia in the 

movement for change" was partly related to the intellectual poverty enforced during 

Novotny's regime. partly to the intelligentsia's "traditional inclination to resist the 

regime's peculiar combination of arbitrariness and stupidity." and partly to "the traditional 

role of intellectuals as the nation's conscience."" 

Follotving the periodisation and priorities established by Skvorecky and the 

Liehms." Hames succeeds in striking an good overall balance between the political. the 

social and the aesthetic. Obviously. being a foreigner, he could write much more freely 

and objectively and this has made research on the aftermath to the Prague Spring 

in\.aluabIe. His well documented report on the "normalisation" measures taken by the 

ideological apparatlrs. and their profound effect on the Czechoslovak cinema, has been 

extremely helpful and is referred to extensively in my study. Hames. although in my view 

he does not work within this paradigm, nonetheless encounters the limits of aesthetic- 

-- - - - 
' I b ~ d .  -. 
' I b ~ d .  p. 27. 
-' Ibid. 
-c Hames' first parr/period is "The Post-war Years" (Skvorecky. "Grandfathers and Fathers": Liehms. 
"From New Realism to Fairy Tales. 1945-55"). Hames' second part is called "The First Wave" (Skvorecky. 
"The Fathers-Their Sins and Their Sons"; Liehms' ''The Second Generation. 1956-62"). The third part is 
the core of Hames' book. and contains three chapters that deal with difierent aesthetic influences: T h e  
Realist Influence"; "The Forman School"; "Literature, Fantasy. and Experiment" (equivalent to Skvorecky's 
"Portrait of the Anists as Young Men and Women" and "Portrait of the Artists as Middle-aged Men". and 
the Liehms' "The Miracle and the Young Wave"). The "normalisation*' in Hames is covered under the 
neu~ral heading "The Cinema Since 1968" (as opposed to Skvorecky's rather ominous "The Shape of 
Things To Come"). 
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political reductionism. He is quite comfortable with the political implications of a film 

\krhile on the territory of the New Wave. Discussion of official films created before and 

especially after the Wave by prominent New Wave directors is, however, a different 

matter. Like most Western scholars, he experiences general difficulties when films and 

directors who do not belong to dissident counter-movements have to be critically 

evaluated. In such cases Hames is extremely delicate and careful. Like his predecessors, 

he goes to great iengths to present these films in most favourable light possible or to 

simp1 y ignore their existence. 

3.2. The Ideological Dominant 

The GDR 

After the three essays in The Mosr Itnporrarzr Art ("Out of the Ruins: DEFA: 

German Democratic Repubiic. 1945-56". "Optimism in Mourning: German Democratic 

Republic. 1956-63.'. and "Beyond the Wall: German Democratic Republic after 1964"). 

the GDR cinema resurfaced in the essay "The Fickle Dialectic: Realism and the 

Cinematic Hero in  Films from Socialist Europe" in Paul's Politics. Art and Comntirmer~t. 

~vith analyses of Konrad Wolfs Liss?. ( 195?) and Frank Vogol's The Seventh Year ( 1969). 

The Iast publication on the GDR cinema (in the literal sense of the wordj appeared 

in Posr hre\t- ZCrar,e Cirzerna. Sigrun D. Leonhard's essay "Testing the Borders: East 

German Film between Individualism and Social Commitment", finally gave due credit to 

East German cinema in an English-language publication. It is one of the best pieces in the 

anthology and one of the most useful for the purposes of my study. The author 

concentrates on important methodoIogicaI issues related to the aesthetics of official film 

production. Her evaluation of the mutations of post-Zhdanovist normative aesthetics is 

one of the most adequate and profound accounts I have come across. Her discussion of 

the roIe of art under Communism is concise and instructive: 

In its view of the perfectibility of the human race, in its belief in a movement towards the solution 
of social conflicls and conuoi over the natural world. in its limitation of the importance of 
religion and its affirmation of reason as the prime instrument and source of insight. the ideology 



of socialism shows irself indebted to enlightenment philosophies. The parallel extends to the 
definition of art. In both systems. it  was subordinated to philosophy. which i t  served by 
expressing difficult and abstract ideas in a useful and pleasing way. In times that assign a higher 
rank to philosophy and ideology than to an. the formal side of art is neglected. and little 
expermentation takes place.r 

This brings us to the fundamental probIem of normative aesthetics, that of the 

predominance of content over form: 

All an in the GDR labours under the late effects of the prescribed aestheuc program. Socialist 
Realism. uncompromisingly enforced in the fifties. then increasingly modified to accommodate - 
changing aesthetic needs and conceprs. At [he same time. however, the definition of an as a 
social activity in the service of socio-political progress continued. and continues to this day. to be 
the core of socialist aesthetics. just as formalism-that is. all art in which the question of form 
becomes more important than its content-is still rejected. In the eyes of the committed socialist 
critic. formalist art loses its humanistic and democratic character." 

In order to overcome the "contradictions of the aesthetic norm" and survive between what 

the author calls the "Scilly of prohibitions and the Charybdis of requirements: between 

trying to address issues of some importance and themes that are taboo," filmmakers have 

to resolve another fundamental and equally impossible aesthetic problem. that of the 

(positive) hero: 

After 1983, a vinusl panic seems to set In about the lack of characters that would qualify as true 
heroes. ... Even though the critics approach the problem from different angles. most of them 
agree that contemporary GDR films lack the following ingredients necessary to be successful: 1 ) 
a central hero who can evoke empathy and invite identification on the part of the spectator. a hero 
who actively participates in the larger social development of its time: 2) a story that has social 
relevance and does not apply only to outsiders. or to highly idiosyncratic individuals. bul that 
tackles the pear social and politicaI questions of the age. These criteria are reiterated or varied at 
c\*cT). one of the many symposia and conferences and in a number of academic articles.79 

It is easy to recognise here the echo of the discussion about ZhdanovismsO from the late 

1930s and early 50s. The rhetoric is much softer but the analogies with the Bulgarian 

"scares" and the official statements from the Czechoslovak "normalisation" are there.'' 

-- 
' ' Sigrun D. Leonhard. 1988. In Posr hre\c. Ubl -e  Cinema in rhe Sovier Union and Easrern Europe. ed. 
Caniel J.  Goulding (Bloomington: Indiana University Press). p. 54. 
'"bid. p. 53. 
7'4 Ibld. pp. 74-75. 
80 For detailed discussion of Zhdanovisrn, please see Pan IV of this study. 
S I For detailed discussion of the "scares" and "normalisation". please see Part IV of this study. 



Contrary to the followers of the aesthetic-political reductionism. Leonhard never 

speaks about dismantling normative aesthetics. or even about signs of liberalisation. And 

when discussing East German films from the 1970s and especially the 1980s. she uses the 

term "testing the borders" of the official prescriptions and proscriptions. This testing 

takes place predominantly in the territory of the Family Drama ("A New Style of 

Realism*'; "A Special Case: Rebellious Women": "Walking a Fine Line: Films On Young 

People"). but can also be observed in the anti-fascist genre ("New Tendencies in the Anti- 

Fascist Film"). Again. her obsewations on the importance of these films are keen and 

compatible with the circumstances surrounding the production of official W. W. I1 films 

throughout Eastern Europe: 

The special status of the anti-fascist film within rhe DEFA tradition. which. in my opinion. relates 
directly to its success. results From the fact that in the topic of Fuschismusanal~se (anal!sis of 
fascism). the interests of the government and those of the filmmakers met and merged. ... This 
relative freedom from constraints produced a sense of control. assertiveness. and directness that 
is absent from many films dealing with the more sensitive conremporq issues. This fruitful 
meetins of interests also applied to matters of form. The official aesthetic doctrine of Socialist 
Realism was relati\ety easy to combine with ItaIian neorealism. which became the declared 
model ior many GDR film directors in the fifties and six tie^.^' 

3.3. The Journalistic Perspective 

Poland 

The book by the Australian actodtheatre director/writer Frank Bren. World 

Cirrerm 1: Polarzd (1986) is an originz! and eclectic attempt at a historicaI study, 

introducing virtually unknown facts and episodes from the "breakthrough in animation 

photography by the famous photographic designer and engineer Pictr Lebiedzinski ... 

around 1893"" to the report on "The 1985 Gdansk Feature Festival". The phenomenon of 

Yiddish cinema. the emergence and dissolution of the avant-garde group START, the 

unique art of film posters in Poland. commercial films, censorship. the Polish acting 

school, are but a few of the unique items in the book, presented with journalistic panache 

and a certain dose of sensationalism. 

" S .  D. Leonhard. Op. Cit.. p. 77 
EI F. Bren. Op. Cit., p. 4. 



For example, instead of Wajda or Polanski, Bren chooses to discuss Andrzej . 
Munk as  a core figure of the "second wave"; instead of analysing the film Ashes and 

Diamonds, he chooses to concentrate on its star, actor Zbygnew Cybulski. The author 

does honour the Polish School ("Kana1 and the Frozen Years") and the Cinema of Moral 

Concern ("The Cinema of Moral Anxiety"); they. however, are not presented as near- 

mythical eruptions of talent and emotions. but as artistic phenomena among many others 

pertaining to Polish cinema and culture. 

Bren comes up with unexpected perspectives and details that a traditional 

scholarly analysis would probably omit and thus his historical survey acquires a particular 

flavour. His attempt to represent all major names and events from the history of Polish 

cinema as being equally important, to follow a loose chronological framework and to 

replace critical analysis with anecdotes and excerpts from interviews, leaves the reader 

with abundant but random building material and the post-modem freedom to find the 

missing links and elements and create herhis own image of Polish cinema. 

Bulgaria 

The monograph The Bulgarian Cinema (1985) by Ronald Holloway is a richly 

illustrated and detailed reference catalogue on Bulgarian cinema from its first fiction film. 

the comedy The Bulgarian Is a Gallant Man (1 9 15. dir. V. Gendov) to the mid- 1980s. 

Essays are complemented by bio-filmographies of selected Bulgarian directors and 

scriptwriters. Part II contains summaries of all Bulgarian films made between 191 5 and 

1985. 

The essays featured in part P reflect to a large extent the upbeat official view- 

point that was prevalent when Holloway wrote, and read more like a tourist guide than 

serious writing. Holloway himself claims that his "approach to the material is journalistic 

S ?  F. Bren. Op. Cit.. p. 4. 
M Part I features three major sections: the first, "Art and History", recounts episodes from Bulgarian cultural 
and ethnic history and reflects on how they are presented in films; the third, "Cinema in Bulgaria", covers 
"uends and comments on key films that fostered the development of Bulgarian cinema, both domestically 
and internationally." The Bulgarian Cinema (London, Toronto: Associated University Press. 1985). p. 1 1. 
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rather than academic," but I would define it as condescending. The bio-filmographies in 

part I are selected on the basis of a compromise between the need to include well-known 

dissident filmmakers, including directors Rangel Vulchanov, Ivan Terziev, Georgi 

Djulgerov. and Eduard Zahariev and scriptwriters Yordan Radichkov and Georgi Mishev, 

and the necessity to pay tribute to the most representative official filmmakers, such as 

Zakhari Zhandov, Lyudmil Staikov, Vulo Radev, and Georgi Stoyanov. 

The film summaries in part I .  are rather uneven; some are detailed and 

knowledgeable. others inadequate and vague, and yet others consist of only one sentence. 

There is no mention of which films were banned and for how long. To my mind this 

extravagant book has very little if anything to do with the true and modest spirit of the 

Bulgarian cinema. It responds more to the lavish visual sophistication of the high-budget 

W.W.11 films and the official pomposity of the generously financed blockbusters from the 

nationalist historical cycle. The cycle was commissioned in the 1980s to commemorate 

the 1300th anniversary of the foundation of the Bulgarian state? 

In his entry on Bulgarian cinema in Posr New Wave Cinema ("Bulgaria: The 

Cinema of Poetics"). Holloway offers an uncensored version of the official history he 

authored a few years earlier. To his credit, he discusses briefly the films on the "town- 

and-country theme"'. which is actually the landmark migration cycleg7. Overall, he gets 

the picture right. although his references are mostly descriptive and without sociological 

or cultural commentary. It is interesting to read his essays in The Bulgarian Cinema 

alongside his essay from Posr New Wave Cinema, because in this way one has access to 

both the official and the dissident side. The result is an interesting and, to a large extent, 

adequate picture of the virtually unknown contemporary Bulgarian cinema? 

'' There is yet another. more sinister explanation for the appearance of  chis book. Ir was meant as a pan of  
an elaborare PR operation that came to a head towards the late 198Cs. Its purpose was to justify and explain 
to the world the reasons for the so-called "renaissance process". the vioIent and mandatory change of the 
names of members o f  the counuy's ethnic Turkish minority to Bulgarian names. 

R. Holloway. 1989. "Bulgaria: The Cinema of Poeticsi'. in Posr New Wave Cinema. pp. 23 1-232. 
8 i David A. Cook calls the cycle "migration films" and refers to it in a very informed fashion in his work A 
Hisrcg. of Narrarive Film. (New York: W. W. Nonon & Co. 3d ed. 1996). p. 763. 



Conclusion 

As film studies have evolved over the last decade or two, so has the theoretical 

apparatus that acknowledges the importance of "low" as well as "high" textual forms and 

that furnishes tools for their analysis. The result of the new methodologies has been a 

blurring of boundaries and an exposing of the inner contradictions of the "overly" 

political or "purely" aesthetic. In studying "official" or "schematic" propaganda films we 

can no longer restrict ourselves to filing an inventory of the prevailing thematic content . 

and to unmasking the intentions behind the making of this or that film or group of films. 

or for that matter to explaining their manipulative character as a result of the presumably 

malIeable directors letting themselves be used by the authorities. By the same token. no 

longer can any fiction film avoid ideological and sociolo-political interpretation. since we 

are now aware of the presence of ideologies and social parameters in any--even the 

purest I'rrr? pow- I'arr-film. regardless of what the director might have intended. 

- -- - 

6 5 R. Holloway also contributed a piece on Bulgarian animation in Politics, A n  and Commirmenr ("Short 
Film in Eastern Europe: An and Politics of Cartoons and Puppets"). 
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PART I. 

THE ORIGINS, ESSENCE, AND MECHANISM OF 

TOTALITAIUAMSM 

The concept of totalitarianism is a key analytical tool for understanding the 

dynamic relationship between state and society in Eastern Europe in the period between 

the Communist take-over in 1934-48 and the collapse of the Communist system in 1989. 

The totalitarian concept has only recently been revived in Eastern European studies; an - 

examination of its history and theoretical evolution explains why and shows its relevance 

for my study. Two basic, interrelated approaches emerge: the lireran-philosophical and 

the socio-polirical. I believe that they represent the most adequate frame of reference for 

the study of Eastern European society. culture and art during the Communist era and 

therefore I have adopted them as the principal methodological device for this study. 

The literary-philosophical approach defines the essence of the totalitarian 

phenomenon in ethical terms. By adopting the methods of political science and political 

economy. the socio-political approach seeks to expose the mechanism of totalitarianism. 

Both approaches are concerned with exploring the origins of the totalitarian phenomenon 

as well as its devastating eflecr on individuals and societies. 

In this section, using now one, now the other approach, I examine the sources, 

de~elopment and goals of the totalitarian ideology and the origins and essential 

characteristics of the totalitarian state. Then I analyse the methods used by the totalitarian 

state for totalising society as well as the phases and effects of the totalisation process. 

Finall),, I examine the totalised society, its character and functioning, and in particular its 

adaptive and protective, or as Polanyi has it, counter movements. 

I .  THE TOTALITARIAN CONCEPT 

The emergence of the totalitarian concept in American political science from the 

early 1950s was precipitated by the need for a scientific tool to analyse the newly created 



regimes in the Eastern Bloc countries, and was Iargely inspired by Hannah Arendt's - 
seminal opus The Origins of Totalitarianism (195 1 ). She believed that totalitarianism. far 

from being an expression of backwardness, or a relapse into some kind of pre-modern 

(Asiatic) barbarism, is rather an "offspring of modem Western culture." Or, as she has 

herself formulated it in the preface to the first edition of The Origins, "The subterranean 

stream of Western history has finally come to the surface, and usurped the dignity of our 

[democratic] tradition."' 

The classical model2 of a totalitarian state was aniculated in 1956 by Zbigniew . 

Brzezin ski and Carl Friedrich in their book Tofalirarian Dictatorship and Aurocrucy. and 

is closely related to Arendt's analysis of totalitarian rule.' The classical model was largely 

discarded in the early 1960s by a dissenting group of North American academics (they 

called themselves "revisionists") as being too narrowly tied up to Cold War intolerance to 

be useful for objective scientific purposes. 

The basic shortcoming of the classical totalitarian model was. on the one hand. its 

emphasis on the primacy of politics. and. on the other, its treatment of economic and 

social structures as derivative and therefore unworthy of consideration. The goals of 

' Agnes HcIIor- 1987. "An Imaginary Preface to the 1981 Edition of Hannah Arendt's The Origins of 
Toralirarianism". in Ferenc Feher and Agnes HeIler. Easrern LPfr. LVesrern Lefr: Toralirarianisnl. Freedom 
atzd Democracy (Atlantic Highlands: Humanities Press International. Inc.). p. 243. 
- The class~cai model of a totalitarian state is based on six points: 

* an official i d e o l o ~  "con~wting all vital aspects of man's existence" 
' a "single mass party" 
" a dictator. Frrehrer or \'odld. the leader of that pany 
* a "near-complete monopoly control of mass communication" 

"similar coniroi of means of armed combat" 
* "bureaucratic cenualised control of the economy" 

Zbignieu K. Brzezinski and Carl J. Friedrich. 1956. Toraiirarian Dicrarorship and Aurocraq. (Cambridge: 
H m w d  University Press). pp. 9-1 0. 

According lo Agnes Heller. Arendt stresses as principal features of totalitarianism the charismatic fuhrer 
principle and indiscriminate repression on a mass scale. functioning as a vehicle of political and ideological 
totalisarion. She considers mass suppon for the ideology of the Ehrer by the blinded masses (to use her 
mford. the "mob") to be vital during the initial stages of consolidation of the totalitarian movement and the 
imposition of totalitarian government. Arendt has "made the imponant distinction between totalitarian 
movement and totaIitarian rule." In Heller's view. Arcndt makes a sharp distinction between toralilarianism 
and traditional dictatorship, as the former appears to be an "intrinsically modem expression of a deeply 
problematic development and disillusionment with parliamentarianism. including uaditional political 
interests. the withering away of classes and the emergence of 'classless' society of a kind." Heller also notes 
that Arcndr speaks of totalitarian rule when one single party is "the sovereign of the stare (source of all 
powers!" and \\.hen this so\.ereign "outlaws pluralism." Since that party is the source of all powers. it is by 



Soviet-type totalitarian regimes, however, were economic and social transformation, 

justified in terms of Marxist-Leninist ideology. From the standpoint of the classical 

totalitarian model it was important to establish the transformational aspirations of the 

regime. but less important to aalyse exactly how it sought to  sfo om the economy, 

society and culture-and to evaluate the results. In later years the classical model would 

come to be perceived as being too absorbed with the Soviet-type totalitarianism, 

explaining it by means of Marxist-Leninist ideology, particularly the Leninist theory of 

party organisation. But the classical model gained popularity in the 1950s and early 60s 

among Western scholars who were "more preoccupied with the changes in ideology and 

propaganda. Thus very little attention was paid to the study of Soviet-type societies or 

social history."' The societies were seen mainly as a passive object of manipulation by 

the regime. and not as having dynamics induced by. but independent of. the regime. Ln 

other words. these societies were not perceived as capable of generating any movements. 

either protective or adaptive. 

The principal flaw of the totalitarian concept' \vas its inability to grasp. define and 

evolve the notion that "the Absolutist State does totalise. but it is not the state that is 

totalitarian. rather it is the society which is being totalised by the state? 

Recently. renewed interest in the totalitarian concept has been motivated above all 

b!. the need to penetrate into the essence and expose the mechanism of the Communist 

s>'stem. The need 10 explain the way the system functioned. the reasons it collapsed, and 

the legacy it  has left in a11 vital spheres-political, economic, social. ethical, cultural- 

has made all the more urgent the necessity for a methodological approach that will reveal 

adequately not only \char happened under Communism in Eastern Europe, but also Itow 

and \t./v. i t  happened. 

definition "the source of legislative power. which directly represents its will. and in consequence outlaws 
every contrary will." Op. Cit.. pp. 236-56. 

Sheila Fitzpatrick. 1989. "Constructing S~alinism: Reflections on Changing Western and Soviet 
Perspectives on h e  Stalin Era" in The Sxalin Phenontenon, edited by Alec Nove. (London: WiedenfeId & 
Nicholson. Ltd. 1993). p. 80. 
' The six-point model. however. was never revoked. In spite of the limitations of its preoccupation with the 
slaw power structure, it is still used for determining whether a rule can be defined as totalitarian or not. 
"mnc Feher. Agnes Heller and Gyorgy Markus. 1983. Dic~urorship Over Needs. (Oxford: Basil 
Blackwcll). p. 162. 
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The totalitarian concept was invoked not simply as a return to a forgotten 

methodology in American political science, but because now on a new bend of the 

historical curve. it represents a school of scientific thought backed up by a large body of 

literary works and studies in political economy. social philosophy, cultural studies, and 

communications. that has been created in the East as well as in the West during the last 

30 years.' 

Initially, those East European intellectuals and political scientists who dared to 

critique the Socialist system and its viability were reluctant to employ the concept. They- 

were basically revisionist8 Marxists. as the ruling elite had labelled them. and came from 

~vithin the Party ranks. Most of them were either former underground anti-fascist 

resistance fighters or seasoned Communists and had shed their blood fighting for the 

triumph of the Soviet-type system in their countries. And even though an increasing 

number were disappointed with the arrogant and inconsistent Soviet policy of interference 

in the internal policies of their countries. they nevertheless remained devout Mamist- 

Lsninists and believed the system could be reformed. 

During the period of de-Stalinisation. roughly between 1956 and 1968, the so- 

called revisionists came up with various projects to improve the system from abovee9 

Their attempts to "de-totalise" totalitarianism were abruptly brought to an end by the 

Soviet in~~asion of Czechoslovakia in August 1968. which smashed the most genuine and 

potentially successfu1 attempt peacefully to reform the system both economically and 

Escalating Cold War intolerance and the deepening crisis of the Communist system further widened the 
conceptual gap between the prevalent understanding of the Soviet system in the West and in the East. or. 
morc specificallj*. between Western academics and Eastern European dissident thinkers. The history of the 
totalirarian concept as an epistemological tool serves to illustrate this. The instance which reveals most 
clcarl> h o ~  much the concept has taken two separate paths in Eastern and Western Europe is. according to 
J x q u e s  Rupnik . the way the concept of totalitarianism was employed in the discussion about disarmament 
between Western peace movements and representatives of East European dissident opinion. Western 
pacifists tended to focus their attention on the danger of war. The dissidents preferred to stress the roots of 
the conflict. which they understood in terms of the logic of a totalitarian system that risks transforming an 
internal state of war into an external one. Jacques Rupnik. 1988. 'Totalitarianism Revisited" in Civil Socien 
and rhe Srare . edited by John Keane (London: Verso), pp. 265-6. 
"omad and Szelenyi refer to hem as teleological revisionists. See chapter on the Eastern European 
intelligentsia below. 
' These included the experirnenls with self-management in Yugoslavia and with a mixed economy in 
Hungary. 



politically. With the end of the Prague Spring. Marxist revisionism suffered a "clinical 

death"I0 in Eastern Europe. 

The disgruntled former Marxist revisionists had to come a very long way to accept 

that the over-centralised and autonomous type of state imposed by indigenous Communist 

revolutions (Albania." Yugoslavia"). through rigged elections riddled wirh intimidation 

and terror. and pro-Communist parliamentary coups (Bulgaria". Hungary". Poland". 

Romaniat6). or after manipulated "free"e1ections (Czechoslovakia"), was a totalitarian 

t-vpe of state. 

The view of the renowned Polish dissident and social scientist Jacek Kuron that 

"the totalitarian system was imposed on Eastern Europe by the armed forces of the Soviet 

Union with the approval of the Western powers. in particular the United States and Great 

Britain" does not differ much from the clandestine popular belief that Eastern European 

countries were betrayed and sold to Stalin by the West. But it took Kuron years of 

genuine and dangerous struggle to reform the system before going so far as to say that 

" ~ h r  system's stability is assured solely by the Soviet Union's propensity ... to re-impose 

itself by force on any nation that might attempt to liberate itself."ls 

The role of the Soviet Union in the imposition and preservation of the totalitarian 

system in Eastern Europe was, of course. crucial indeed. Totalitarian rule seemed to be 

the perfect fit for the expansionist intentions of the Soviet Union and for realisation of 

I C; Ltlzsek Kolakouski. 1978. Maitz Currents of Marxism (Oxford: Oxford University Press). vol. 3. p. 465. 
I I "In J a n u q  1946 Aibania uas proclaimed as a People's Republic under Enver Hoxha." 
The Colur?zbia Hisroc of Western Europe in the Th,enrierlr Cenrun. 1992. Joseph Held. editor (New York: 
Columbia Universiry Press). p. xxviii. (Hereafter referred to as Col. Hisr.) 
I' '.In November 1945 Tito*s National Front wins elections. and declares the Yugoslav Republic. afier 
ngged clccrlons that give an absolurc majority to Communists." Col. Hisr ... p .  xxvii. 
I .; "In October 1946 Georgy Dimirrov forms a Communist government after terror- and intimidation-riddled 
'elections'." Col. Hin.. p. xxviii. 
12 "In Augusr 1917. the Hungarian Communist P m y  establishes a one-party dictatorship after rigged 
elections. riddled with coercion." Col. Hisr.. p. xxix. 
" "In January 1947 rigged elections. the Polish Socialist Workers (Cornrnunis~) Party. leading the so-called 
Democratic Bloc. 'wlns' 383 seats in the 344-member parliament." Col. Hisr ... p. xxix. 
16 "In November 1946. after terror and intimjdation-riddled elections. the Communist-dominated democratic 
bloc forms government in Romania." Col. Hisz.. p. xxviii. 
17 "In February 1938 Klement Gotwdd forms a Communist-dominated cabinet in Czechoslovakia." 
Col. Hisr., p. xxx. 
1 C Jacek Kuron. 1978. "Pour une plate-forme unique de I'opposition", in 2. Erard. ed.. La Pologne: une 
sociere en dissidence. Paris. p. 1 16. Quoted in "SraIinisrn and Comparative Communism". in Stalinism: 
Essa~s in Hisrorical fnrerprerarion. ed. Robert C. Tucker (New York: Norton). p. xvi. 
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their version of the new revolutionary world order. Evaluation of the structural and . 
organisational patterns of the Eastern European countries' political. economic and 

cultural rnstitutions has drawn justified attention to the similarities with the Soviet 

original. as well as among themselves. These similarities have justified, among other 

things. the current comparative theoretical approach. 

The three very different attempts-Budapest 1956, the 1968 Prague Spring, and 

Solidarity in Poland 1980-8 1-to confront. dissolve and then neutralise the totalitarian 

core of the system. all came to grief. This prompted Eastern European intellectuals like 

Kuron to reconsider the totalitarian concept in the light of both the new realities and the 

constants of the Communist system through the 1970s and 80s. Thus the word 

"totalitarianism" (or more frequently the adjective "totalitarian") became common 

parlance and a common denominator in dissident political writings. It was also considered 

a most adequate derogatory expression of desperation. as all attempts to reform the 

system from within were squelched by the virulent intolerance of the Brezhnev d~ct r ine . '~  

Meanwhile other voices in the discussion became more pronounced. SchoIars 

from the East and the West insisted that the totalitarian phenomenon was predicated by 

major poiitical. economic and social developments unleashed by the Industrial 

Revolution. They characterised totalitarianism as a by-product of the long march of 

European political and philosophical thought towards developing the formula for the 

perfect society.'O 

The Hungarian team of political theorists and social philosophers-Agnes Heller, 

Fsrenc Feher and Gyorgy Markus-are the most prominent representatives of the socio- 

political approach. These members of the Hungarian Neo-Marxist school of social 

19 In  \\.hat became known as  he Brerllnev Doctrine after the invasion of the Warsaw Pact forces in 
Czechoslovakia in August 1968. "Moscow considered intolerable any actions that might undermine 
socialism or the integrated system of defence established in 1955 by the Warsaw Pact. The Soviet troops 
stationed in  Czechoslovakia following the Prague Spring made it  clcar that this fundamental principle of 
So\.icr Policy was not to be compromised." Henry Bogdan. 1982. From Warsaw to Sofia: A Hisroc  of 
Eusrern Europe. (Santa Fe. NM: Pro Libcnate Publishers), p. 343. 
"?he re-appropriation of the totalitarian concept after 1968. according to Jacques Rupnik, took place on 
three levels: on the level of pubIic opinion. in "common parlance". that is, in "discussions on disarmament 
bet~veen Western peace movements and representatives of East European dissident opinion", and when "a 
new approach ro the Communist system was pursued in the light of the concept of to~ilitarianism, but also 
in terms of the new realities of the Brezhncv era" in the wake of thc Soviet intervention. J.  Rupnik. Op. 
Cit.. pp. 265-266 
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philosophy and political economy have further developed the concept as an eff~cient . 
cognitive device for exposing the mechanism of totalisation of society. In their opinion, 

different stages of totalisation in Eastern European societies cause different "levels of 

pluralism tolerance.'' In their view, the possibilities for protective social counter- 

movements lie in the fluctuating levels of pluralism tolerance. predicated on tactical 

considerations or on loopholes overlooked by the regime. 

On the literary-philosophical side, the flag-bearer in developing the totalitarian 

concept in the 1970s and 80s is Vaclav Havel and the Czechoslovak school of 

independent political thinkers. They reveal the essence and effects of the totalitarian 

phenomenon in ethical terms. Havel considers the principal ethical dilemma of 

totalitarianism as "living in truth" versus "living in lies." He sees people's inability to 

erasp the essence of this dilemma as the gravest moral and psychological consequence of 
C 

totalitarianism. Conversely, in his view. people could reclaim their ability to act as moral 

and rational agents by overcoming the delusions deliberately sustained by the regime. The 

ability of society to survive the totalitarian onslaught is therefore directly related to the 

ability of every individual to take personal responsibility for his or her choice to live in 

truth. The aggregate of such difficult individual choices indicates the strength of the 

nascent cikil society. 

2. THE TOTALITARIAN IDEOLOGY 

2.1. Total Revohtion 

Gerhart Niemeyer summarises Western intellectual efforts from the 1950s and 60s 

to grasp the nature and structure and lay bare the roots of the totalitarian faltsse 

corzscience. On the basis of the works of the tatalitarian ideologues themselves" he 

The term is borrowed from the title of Joseph Gabel's book Fausse Conscience (1962). Other sources 
for Niemeyer include Arendt's The Origins of Toralirarianisrn (195 1). Eric Voegelin's The Nelv Science of 
Polirics ( 1952). Norman Cohn's The Pursuir ofrhe Millennium ( 1957). Ernest Tuveson's Millennium and 
Lrropiu ( 1949). J .  L. Talmon's The Origins of Toralirarian Democracy and Polirical Mechanism (bath 
1960). and Alben Camus' L'homme re'vo/re ( 195 1 ). 
Gerhan Niemeyer. 197 1. Benc.een Norhingness and Paradise (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University 
Press). p. vii .  
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points out what he considers to be a "subterranean stream" or tendencies in Western 

political philosophy that "usurped the dignity of our democratic tradition." 

He establishes rotal critique of s o c i e ~  as the common feature of all totalitarian 

ideologies, and points out two principal "paradigms of radical negation."" The first, 

narltre ex machina, he traces to the 1 8th century philosophic precursors of the 

Enlightenment including. among others, Morelly, Mably, and Babeuf. for whom nature 

"connotes a social order of harmony beyond good and evil. be it the order of labour or the 

order of natural passions." This type of social critique is called axiological total cririque 

and views nature as the antithesis to history and thus to all moral, political and legal 

considerations known to experience." 

The second paradigm of radical negation is historical determinism. or the 1mc.s of 

hisron-. In general terms. the proponents of this outlook (Turgot, Condorcet. Fourier. 

Con~te. and later Hegel) construe history as a necessary process that moves through a 

series of phases or stages according to the laws of change towards the goal of a social 

order of harmony beyond good and evil. In the light of this "process-oriented outlook, the 

coal phase acquires the sole value. while the process itself appears as the 'becoming' of 
b 

the ultimate \~a!ue."" A11 stages therefore are relegated to "un-value" or "unreality." In 

other ~vords. "every society except the last one (or the future one) is subjected to a total 

cri tiq~e.":~ 

The idea of a total revofrrriorr is seen as a natural and necessary outcome of the 

total negation of existing society. Total revolution is to be directed not against any 

injustice in particular but againsl the "system" as such. Society represents "evil in general 

and the existential rejection of it engulfs ethics and metaphysics, politics and religion."" 

Xegation of society is at the core of "wider circles of ontological negations", dating back 

to the Enlightenment, be it the "annihilation of God. or the creation. or the moral order. or 

. - 
-- G. Kicmqcr lists Babcuf, Marx. Bakunin. Nechaev. Lenin. Trotsky. Goebbcls. Hitler. MussoIini. and. 
amon2 others. Marcuse. Op. Cit-. p. vii. 
-1 
-- G. Niemeycr, Op. Cit.. p. 43. 
24 G. Niemeyer. Op. Cit.. p. 42. 
-< -- Ibid.. p. 73 
" Ibid. ,- 
-' Ibid.. p. vii. 



human nature." Thus the "total critique of society appears as a mere aspect of a total - 

dissent from e~istence."~ Or, in Camus* terms. it  represents a "metaphysical revolution." 

The idea of limitless change or permanent revolrtrion has come about as a 

fundamental supplement to the total critique of society, and was intended as a "strategic 

formula that a revolutionary movement should never settle for any concrete 

achie~ernent."'~ The political embodiment of total. or metaphysical. revolution is the 

totalitarian state and its policy of "creative destruction", perpetuated by the transitional, 

destabilising nature of the "permanent revolution."" 

2.2. Stalin's Contribution 

The role of any total ideology is summarised in Mussolini's words: "The Fascist 

concept is all-embracing: outside of it  no human or spiritual values may exist."" If the 

Party fails to introduce an all-embracing ideology as a norm in all walks of life. 

totalitarianism is threatened. for there would remain areas open for interpretation. where 

heterogeneous value preferences might proliferate. 

Stalin is generally considered to be the architect of the all-embracing ideology of 

Communism. Soviet Marxism-Leninism. He is described as the "first great revolutionary 

Yiarsis~ to present the whole of Marxist-Leninist philosophy in a condensed form."" 

Claiming to foIlow Lenin's footsteps, Stal in  adapted scientific Marxism and the 

philosophy of Marxism to the needs of Bolshevik power. Lenin believed that Marxism 

proiided the means for making accurate forecasts of the world. of society and of 

humankind. Stalin proved that these forecasts could be used as a tool to change the 

world. society and human nature. 

2s Ibid.. p. viii 
'' Ibid.. p. 103. 
'"bid.. . . p. 103. 
" 3lussolini urore further: "Thus understood, Fascism is totalitarian. and the Fascist state. as a synthesis 
and u n i ~  which includes ali values. interpreu. develops and lends additional power to the whole life of the 
people." Quoted in F. Feher, A. Heller 8: G.  Markus. Op. Cit.. p. 147. 
: 3 -- Milovan Dj ilas. 1969. The Unperfect Socien: Beyond the hre,r. Class. (New York: Harcoun. Brace dk 
World. Inc.). p. 72. 
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Stalin's immortal contribution to scientific Communism was the radical reduction 

of scientific and philosophical truths to symbols of faith. His contribution to the practice 

of totalitarianism turned out to be even greater: he laid the foundation of basic theoretical 

and methodological principles that proved to be an unbeatable strategy in the perennial 

struggle for power waged by the Soviet-type regimes. Stalin's pragmatic simplifications 

and flexible argumentation were to outlive him w d  even survived well beyond the period 

of de-Stalinisation. His theory was built on the assumptions that the world is material. 

objectively real. i-e.. independent of human thought, and knowable. His methodological 

principles were based on the premises that everything is determined and interconnected; 

s1.q-thing is in constant change; change takes place as a forward and upward movement. 

as a transition from an old qualitative state to a new qualitative state. as a development 

from the simple to the complex. from the lower to the higher; and everything is 

characterised by the struggle of opposites. which constitutes the internal content of the 

transformation of quantitative changes into qualitative changes.33 The omission of the 

important Engels-Lenin feature of dialectics-the negation of the negation that Stalin has 

often been accused of by latter-day critics-is i r r e l e~an t .~  

Lenin Iived in a hostile world where he sought hard to discover evidence in 

support of his convictions both in science and in the real world. His well-known tactic of 

taking "turo steps forward. one step backward" was an adequate expression of his 

readiness to rebeise n priori truths both in theory and practice. Stalin. however. was "an 

embodiment of the development of Communism from an idea to actual po~er . "~ '  He was 

the uncontested executive of that power and therefore in a position to "reject or suppress 

everything that did not conform to his own dogmas."36 Stalin was compelled to take 

measures to ensure the stability and continuation of his absolute power. He saw 

preservation of power not as means to an end, but as the ultimate end in itself. On the 

. . . . 
- -  Summarised from the 195 I Bulgarian edition of The Hisror?. of rhe All-Union Conzrnrrnisr Parn 
(Bolsherik). (Sofia: Panizdat). pp. 1 11-20. 
3 \;hat is imponant. in Djilas's view. "is not the number o f  features in the dialectics"-Lenin refers to 16 
in his Philosophical Notebooks-"but the importance of  the dialectic itself: the theory that nature. society 
and man can be reduced to certain 'regulations'. 'laws' and 'attributes'. all originating within the human 
bra~n." 
M. Djilas. Op. Cit.. p. 73-4. 
: 5  
- -  hf. Djilas. Op. Cit.. p. 72. 



basis of Lenin's idea of "permanent revolution", he introduced the concept of "revolution 

from above". and the paradoxical notion of "transition as the most stable solution." Thus 

a permanent revolution from above, engineered and justified by the Communist party and 

its leader (or Vozhd) would ensure the perpetuation of absolute power for the Party and 

the 'I'ozhd. Once set in motion. the revolution from above was to follow its own socially 

destructive logic. Society and its immediate needs were suppressed. repressed and put on 

a permanent hold until the day Communism would be built, or declared to have been 

built. 

2.3. The New Faith 

Czeslaw Milosz. the Polish kmigrd writer and Nobel Prize winner, one of the most 

celebrated contributors to the literary-philosophical approach, was the first to define, by 

way of a critique. Soviet Marxism-Leninism as the New Faith. Stalinist dialectical 

materialism as the New  method, and creation of the New Man as the imperative 

prerequisite to\+.ards change of the "world, society and man."" 

Critics of Soviet Marxism-Leninism agree with ~Milosz that its function was 

reduced to the status of state religion. or New Faith. throughout Eastern Europe, and 

contest its scientific. philosophical and ideological weight on several grounds. They argue 

that the most contentious claim of Soviet -Marxism-Leninism. and the fundamental reason 

for its dogmatisation. was its aggressive exclusivity: it "bans the standpoint of the double 

truth". claiming truth is one and undivided. and that the "content of dialectical 

material ism can change, but not its exclusivity."" 

Its profound intolerance and the incompatibility of Soviet Marxism-Leninism with 

other ideologies are cited as yet another contentious trait. Ideologies compete freely in the 

public market. Soviet Marxist-Leninism, however, "does not compete; it purges all other 

j6 Ibid.. p. 7 1 .  ... 
" C. Milosz believes that the need for and essence of a New Faith was a "Russian creation, and i r  was the 
Russian intelligentsia that shaped it and developed the deepest contempt for all an and science ha1 does not 
serve social ends directly." Czeslaw Milosz. 195 1. 1990. The Caprive Mind. (New York: Vintage Books. 
Inc.). p. 74. 
'"bid.. p. 198. 
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ideologies and thus ceases to be an ideology in the proper sense of the term."" Nor did it 

try to persuade. Anyone who wanted to undertake anything in society had to accept it. 

As a result, Soviet Marxism-Leninism was carefully protected from any criticism, 

and became "increasingly inconsistent and eclectic to the point of being internally 

contradictive."" The faithful interpretation of the works of the founding fathers. or a 

meaningful evolutionary contribution to their ideas, had ceased to be a priority for 

scholars of Soviet ideology from the time of kn in .  Milovan Djilas, the prominent 

Yugoslav revisionist Marxist, rightfully notes as early as 1958 in his celebrated book The 

Xlqn. Class that "at the present time there are almost no Party leaders left who would pay 

heed to  hat Karl Marx said on any topic.""' Marx was hardly read and had no bearing at 

a11 on the ritualised formula of ~Marxism-Leninism.. Thus Soviet Marxist-Leninist 

ideology ceased to be an ideology, and became "a dogma, a doctrine. called science. 

based on motifs and concepts from the works of Marx and Engels."" 

2.1. The New Method 

Jacques Ellul. the renowned French social philosopher and scholar of modem 

methods of manipulation of public consciousness. has reached extremely important 

conclusions about the nature of power and its inter-relatedness with ideology in the 

modern ivorId. Ln his view. Lenin. and later Hitler. introduced a radical change into the 

"relationship between power. ideology and action."" They realised that the modem world 

was essentially a "world of means" and it  was important to put all the means to use. The 

ends were "completely transformed by the profusion of means and relegated to a 

secondary place. or had altogether disappeared." What mattered was to "set all available 

instruments in motion and to push them to their limits."" 

39 F. Feher. A. Heller % G. Markus, Op. Cit., p. 188. 
40 Ibid.. p. 188. 
4 I Ibid.. p. 198. 
" Ibid.. p. 185. 
" Jacques Ellul. 1965. Propaganda: The Formation o fMen  L Arrirrtdes (New York: Alfred A. Knopf). 
p. 195 . 
24 Ibid.. p. 195. 
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Essentially. this process is defined as "victory of the means over the ends." 

Therefore "tactics and the development of means became the principal objects even of 

con temporary political ~cience.""~ 

Stalinist dialectical materialism as a method of reasoning proved to be a reliable 

strategy in the development of means. As such, it was instrumental for the survival not 

only of the orthodoxy of the Communist Party (or the state religion of Soviet Marxism- 

Leninism), but also of the orthopraxy of the Communist system as a whole. Its 

unprincipled flexibility, i ts  disregard of the ends, and its aggressive claim to be an all- . 

embracing Weltanschauung made it particularly useful in the struggle against enemies, 

real or imagina~y."~ On the other hand, the existence of enemies and war-like situations 

facilitated and justified dialectical materialism. That is why the system alternatively 

targeted external and internal enemies until it ran out of incentive and collapsed. 

The ambiguity of Stalinist dialectical materialism was essential for its success. At 

any given moment it had to justify adequately the "will of the sovereign"", i.e., the 

Communist Party. and it had to be flexible enough to explain the tactical and strategic 

chanses of this will. Therefore all ethical vaIues were relativised to the service of the 

Party. The Party w a s  not only the "source of all powers. but also of all ~irtues."'~ What 

was good for the Party had to be automatically recognised as a universal virtue. 

Conversely. what was bad for the Party had to be immediately dismissed as the ultimate 

evil. From the time of Lenin. the Party interest was the governing principle, but it was 

4 c Ibid.. p. 195. 
46 In C. Milosz's view. the New Method operates on the basis o f a  son of uickery, that is. it "first 
introduces [he concepts. and then takes their contradictions to be the contradictions of the material 
observed." Op. Cit., pp. 50-5 I .  

M. Djilas believes hat  the Method profits from the "basic error" (or the basic discovery ) of Marx 
and Engels. They imposed Hegel's three fundamental laws of thought-of the passing of quantity into 
quality. and vice versa: of reciprocal interpretation of opposiles; and of the negation of the negation-on 
[he narural world. And then, following Engels. they "compelled the sciences to confirm the dialectica1 
reason ~vhich he (Engels) had discovered in the world of society. ... We have seen that in nature we find in 
fact only the dialectic that we have placed there." The Unpeflect Sociep, p. 82. 

Milosz concludes, "The Party has processed an artificial dialectic, whose only resemblance to 
Hegel's philosophical approach is purely superficial. The Method is effective as long as it wages war against 
an enemy." Op. Cit., p. 219. 
'' Feher. Heiler & Markus, Op. Cit,, p. 187. 
J 6 Ibid.. p. 208. 



also relative to the changing strategic sit~ation.'~ The notion that "everything is 

interconnected with everything else is itself a direct expression of the goal of 

totalitariani~rn."~ In this dangerously ambiguous situation, where any error could be 

Irthal, the only strategy for survival was "blind. total submission to the Party as the only 

straw to which the practical reason of Communists can cling."" 

With the help of dialectical materialism. the Party raised its cIaim to exclusive 

interpretation of the theoretical heritage, but also to the expression and interpretation of 

life as well. It was the Party that embodied life. Life was always with the Party. The - 
staildpoint of life was the standpoint of the Party. Or as Stalin put it correctly, diaiectical 

materialism was the world-view of the MarxistLeninist Party. And although both the 

dialectical and the materialist aspects of dialectical materialism had their own important 

functions. the "materialistic aspect has been emphasised more often than the dialectical 

one" for the latter could be applied for "subversive reasons to undermine the materialist 

creed.""That is why dialectical materialism was mosi effective "when applied to the 

initial period of socialist construction". and when justifying the "confusion in the political 

economy of socialism.'"' 

2.5. The New Man 

The advent of the New Man is the "key point in the New Faith's p r ~ g r a m . " ~  

Soviet Marxism-Leninism saw the creation of the New Man as the most important 

prerequisite for reaching its goal. the perfect society. 

Revolutionary change of human nature came to be considered the central goal and 

ultimate product of the creative destruction precipitated by the metaphysical revolution. 

J 9 "Dialeclic teaches that everything is in a state of change. that everything is interconnected with everythins 
else and that opposites are identical with each other. Hence those who do not follow the changes in the 
inrrrpretation of the doctrine by the sovereign are anti-dialectical: everything changes. thus the truth of 
today has to be different from the vuth of yesterday." Feher. HeIler & Markus, Op. Cit.. p. 199. 
'" Ibid.. p. 199. 
5 I G .  h'ieme~zr. Op. Cit,. p. 136. 
'' Ibid.. p. 199. 
'' F. Feher. A. Heller Br G. Markus, Op. Cit.. p. 199. 
9 C. Milosz. Op. Cit.. p. 75. 



The attempt to remake reality in the image of Hegel's rationality-"What is real is . 
rational. but not everything that is rational is real"-became the philosophical foundation 

of totalitarian "creative destruction." Since the new world would centre on the full 

rationality of absolute knowledge," the "telos of future value serves as the Archimedian 

point from which the world of present and past experiences could be lifted off its 

hinges? Observations of the past and present. therefore, ceased to ."represent a cognitive 

tool for evaluation of human nature". and were used only as a source of reference for 

'*systematic suppression or violation of potential human nat~re."~' Thus "culture, private. 

property and institutional arrangements are seen only as forces which make people what 

they are. but not as they should or could be."'6 

Political theories based on the presumption that the potential of human beings is 

unrealised because of existing social. political. and economic  arrangement^,'^ and can be 

liberated under better circumstances and that this can lead to a categorically different type 

of human being. are called by Z. Rau "theories of potential human nature."60 The idea of 

creating conditions that would allow human nature to fully express itself goes back to 

social philosophers like Rousseau and Fourier and certainly Hegel who had proven that 

history was the "dialectic of man's redernpti~n."~' And while theories of potential human 

nature "imply the idea of human nature using men as they potentially might be. or ;is i t  is 

brlir\,ed they could be". the theories of actual human nature conversely "assume a view 

of human nature using men as they actually or normally are."" In the latter. "the end of 

social engineering" is neither to create conditions that would allow the human nature to 

better express itself. nor to change human nature but rather to "create conditions that 

would take better advantage of it."6' 

<. 
- -  G. Niemeyer. Op. Cit.. p. 80. 
'"bid.. p. 74. 
57 Zbi~niew Rau. 199 1 .  Inuoduction to The Reemergence of Civil Socien in Easyern Europe and the Sovier 
Lrrrion. Zbigniew Rau. ed.. (Boulder. Colorado: Westview Press). p. 25. 
5 a Ibid.. p. 28. 
59 Thus doussea". M a n  and Marcus. be!ieved hat.  as human nature is .'historically and socially 
determined"-men and women can be profoundly transformed for the better if the economic and political 
circumstances are changed. 
bO 2. Rau. Op. Cit.. p. 27. 
6 1 G.  Xiemeyer, Op. Cit.. p. 80. 
6 2  Z. Rau. Op. Cit.. p. 26. 
b? Ibid. p. 27. 



What is at issue here is not whether human nature is changeable or not: both . 
eroups of theories do not challenge its potential for either revolutionary or evolutionary 
C 

transformation. Nor is it a question of which is the more ethical set of theories for they 

have proven to be equally vulnerable to malevolent  manipulation^.^ The issue is who the 

agent of that change will be. In the Iight of the theories of actual human nature, the 

change is entirely in the hands of the individual. who can consciously transform 

herselfhimself in an evolutionary process. 

The fundamental irrationality of Soviet Marxism-Leninism is that. like theories of 

potentiai human nature, it assumes the external agency of change. or the "Archimedian 

point outside of the world. to be at some men's di~posal."~" the case of the Bolshevik 

revolution. this agent was the State. led by its Party of the New Type. and usually in a 

revoiutionary process. Such an assumption inevitably lends an element of inadequacy to 

e\.ery attempt to reject the actual reality in the name of possible realities, be they violent 

or non-violent. intellectual or practical. religious or secular, political or economic. 

Russian revolutionary mystics like Herzen. Belinsky and Chernyshevsky 

profoundly influenced the theory and practice of the Bolshevik revolution. 

Chemyshevsky's book W l m  Is to Be Done? Srories about the New Men and Women 

( 1 S62) had a great impact on Lenin and greatly affected his essay What Is to Be Done?, in 

L+-hich he articulates the principles of a centralised. revolutionary party of a new type. 

capable of acting as the principal apn t  of the social engineering process. thereby creating 

new men and u-omen. 

(J Extreme individualism. resulting in the ultirnalr egotism propagated and facilitated by advanced 
captalism .is the most dangerous offshoot of theories of actual human nature. Another dangerous offshoot, 
in this case of theories of potential human nature, was German Fascism. Taking their cue from the 19th 
century racial theories, Hitler and Goebbels believed that if the laws of eugenics and racial purity were 
applied to the German nation by removing all "degenerate" and alien elements, a new, better race of humans 
would inevitably emerge, who would lay the foundations of new. better societies and nations. 
55 G. Niemeyer. Op. Cit., p. 74. 
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3. ORIGINS AND ESSENCE OF THE TOTALITAMAN STATE 

The Czech philosopher Jan Patocka sees the origins of the crisis of the European 

conscience in the "triumph of impersonal rati~nality",~ whose champion is an omnipotent 

autonomous--or totalitarian-state. According to him and his foil~wers,~' "the reduction 

of politics to mere technology of power in modem political theory from Machiavelli to 

Max Weber facilitates the autonomisation of the state, whose functions obey a rationality 

divorced from cons~ience",~~ thus threatening the very existence of democracy. The - 

theme of law devoid of human meaning. and therefore absurd in the extreme. runs 
th through the whole of early 20 -century Central European literature. and it is "no accident 

that it is in Kafka, Musil. Broch or Roth ... that one discovers the most enlightening 

premonitions of the totalitarian potential within impersonal rati~nality."~~ 

The epistemological roots of impersonal rationality and autonomisation of the 

state can be traced to Hegel. for whom the state is the highest normative institution 

providing a framework for promoting the public good. The Hegelian order of ethical life. 

Sirrlichkeir-the highest of his three orders, the other two being the order of right (Recht)" 

and of morality (Mora2itar)"-finds its ultimate expression in the state. and it is there that 

i t  flourishes. The state is the embodiment of "the march of God in the world.""' The other 

two orders remain in subordination as they pertain to the subservient spheres of civil 

society and private life. This is characterised by the intentional identification of the 

citizens with the welfare of the nation-wide community. Accordingly, Hegel considers the 

state "the actuality of the ethical idea" in the historical world. The tendencies "inherent in 

the state's activity are objectivity and universality, which constitute powerful integrating 

66 Jan Patocka. 1990. Kacirske eseje ofilosofii dejin. (Praha: Academia). Quoted in the Bulgarian 
translation by Valentin Trajanov (Prague: Epilogue Press, 1994). p. 83. 
67 Vaclav Belohradsky, Krize escharologies neosobnosri (London. 1982). 
66 J .  Rupnik. Op. Cit.. p. 280. 
6Y Ibid. 
-0 The order of right is founded upon the principles of conduct of  all positive legal systems, concerning life. 
property. and the various liberties of individuals. 2. Rau. "Introduction"" Op. Cit.. p. 6. 
7 1 The order of morality is the system of rules, based upon the judgement of the individual's conscience. 
Ibid. 
" Hegel's Philosophy of Right. Trans-T. M .  Knox. (Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1977), p. 279. 
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forces and bring harmony and cohesion to social life."73 Needless to say. any Soviet-type 

totalitarian state resembles the Hegelian constellation. 

Unlike the Hegelian State, however, the totalitarian state not only relegates the 

individual and hisher domain-the civil society-to a subordinate position, but also aims 

at total convergence of the private and public spheres. Through coercion the totalitarian 

state destroys and eradicates the traditional normative order of ethical life. Only a 

terroristic state can uproot traditional values and concepts that have evolved in the social 

Iife of the respective countries for centuries, and replace them with institutions of a new. 

ethical order of its own making. 

3.1. Lenin's Contribution 

Lenin was the first to build and test in practice the viability of a modem 

totalitarian state. Lenin's stroke of genius is that he succeeded in turning the fundamenta1 

f laws of the system he created-its over-centralisation and the bureaucratisation of its 

political and economic structures-into benefits. He introduced a number of substitutions 

that were extremely useful in the consolidation and maintenance of power. The first and 

most important replacement was the Communist Party for the state. The second was to 

substitute Soviet-type socialism for modernisation. The third series of substitutions was 

more complex: the proletariat for the society, and the Communist cadre intelligentsia for 

the proletariat. This will be dealt with in detail in Part I1 of my study. 

In order to justify these substitutions, he introduced the basic principles for the 

function of ideology in perpetuating totalitarian power, or the principles of the revolution 

from above. In other words, Lenin not only established the totalitarian state, but also set 

in motion the mechanism of its functioning and reproduction. 

For Lenin the permanence of the total revolution was a way to legitimate the state 

order that was to follow the Bolshevik revolution. In his polemic with the German social 

democrat Karl Kautsky, culminating in The State and Revolution (1917), Lenin laid bare 

the principles of that state order. In contrast to Kautsky, who conceived of a democratic 

-- 
a 2. Rau. Op. Cit.. p. 7. 
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political order based on the stability of a community of reason, Lenin introduced "the 

concepts of a battle order."" In place of a community of reason. he anticipated danger. 

suspicion. and mutual desire to destroy or be destroyed. Instead of peace and friendship, 

he looked for victory. The "dictatorship of the proletariat**--where the proletariat, 

through another series of "substitutions" is reduced od absurdurn to its vanpard party of 

a new type-in turn is further reduced to the figure of the leader. or VorM, as a guarantor 

for the permanency of the "battle order."75 

Lenin's order is not a political one, but a scheme for mobilisation for warfare with 

no peace in sight. True, Lenin anticipated a future order of peace and harmony, but the 

"transcendental principles of this order of the future were not represented by any 

existential factor in the society he created? For the present he only "devised rules for 

management of perennial ~onf l ic t . "~  The present is all chaos, or alienation, or 

comprehensive hostiIity. "The principle of order is entirely confined to the minds of those 

who have the knowledge of the future society."78 Lenin never devised laws to regulate and 

settle current issues. He issued decrees and orders of a transitional, temporary, 

extraordinary. state-of-emergency, or summary character. 

The only laws Lenin designed were in the sphere of economics, regarding 

expropriation. central planning and mass industrialisation, and collectivisation in 

agriculture. Those laws remained in flux: Lenin actively sought the right decision by 

taking "two steps forward and one backward." He revisited some of his basic economic 

laws by introducing diametrically opposite policies. For example, he destroyed the 

positive effect of his land reform by wiping out small farms via forced collectivisation 

and countered the devastating effect of the blanket centralisation and industrialisation of 

the economy by introducing the New Economic Policy. Stalin came to power at the height 

of the trial-and-error period and put an end to any creative development, no matter how 

' 4  G. Nierneyer. Op. Cit.. p. 123. 
t c Trotsky criticised Lenin's "substitutiona~ism": "Lenin's methods lead to this: the party organisation (the 
caucus) at first substitutes itself for the party as a whole; then the Central Committee substitutes itself for the 
organisation; and finally a single 'dictator' substitutes himself for the Central Committee." Quoted in 
Stephen Eric Bonner. 1990. Socialism Unbound (New York: Routledge). p. 83. 
'' G. Niemeyer. Op. Cit.. p. 124. 
'7 Ibid., p. 125. 
75 Ibid.. p. 124. 



flawed. During his time in power the characteristic features of the totalitarian state were 

put firmly in place and sedimented. 

3.2. The East European Totalitarian State 

The totalitarian state governments that were imposed after the Communist take- 

overs in Eastern Europe, came in a "ready-to-wear" fa~hion'~ afier having been created, 

moulded. and tested in the Soviet Union for over quarter of a century. The principal - 

characteristics of Eastern European totalitarian states. as described and analysed by 

different scholars, are identical political structure, based on the undivided power of the 

Communist party; identical form of property ownership, concentrated in the hands of the 

state. and omnipresent ideology. The monopoly of power is embodied in the Party-state 

elite through merger of the state apart with the Party nuntenklatura. 

The historical relations between state and society in each Eastern European 

country to a large extent facilitated the imposition of totalitarian state and rule. The 

Eastern European state has been traditionally better deveioped and stronger than its civil 

societ).. which proved to be underdeveloped and weak." With the notable exception of 

Czechoslovakia. which preserved its functioning democracy up to the 1938 Munich 

Agreemenr. East European states were basically authoritarian during the inter-war years. 

The modem democratic participatory systems these countries had adopted after gaining 

their national independence had functioned badly and briefly; in most countries it  was 

deservedly called Scheindemokratie-"mock democracy." It was often subverted by 

military coups: in Hungary in 19 19 by Admiral Horthy; in Poland in 1926 by Marshal 

PiIsudski; in Bulgaria in 1923 by the Commander-in-Chief, King Boris; and in Romania 

79 According to Wlodzirnierz Bms, "Stalinism was introduced in Eastern Europe in a concentrated form. 
almost at a single stroke. and with all its basic properties appearing simultaneously. Evolved in the USSR in 
the course of two decades, Stalinism emerged in the People's Democracies in a ready-to-wear pattern, which 
makes i t  easier to disentangle the main characteristics of the model itself fiom the impact of particular 
historical circumstances." "Stalinism and the 'People's Democracies"', in Sralinism: Essays in Historical 
/trrerprerarion. Op. Cit., and p. 239. 
60 F eher. Heller Br Markus. Op. Cir.. p. 174-75- 
s 1 The Solidarity experience and the strong links with the Catholic church during the Communist regime 
make Poland a notable exception in this respect. But since its inter-war political experience bears more 
similarities than differences with the other East European counuies. i t  is not singled out. 
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where. as in Bulgaria, King Carol I1 suppressed both populist and ultra-right militarism. 

The political make-up in the inter-war period thus varied from mild forms of authoritarian 

rule (parliamentary monarchy) to more robust ones (fascist and/or military dictatorship). 

As Szelenyi points out, "The state had always played a more prominent role in the 

economic development in the East pan of Europe than in the We~t."~'There was a 

historically rooted "virtual monopoly of the statist sector"83, which had created a cadre of 

intelligentsia with a vested interest in preserving and maintaining a large state sector. 

Eastern Europeans had no problem adjusting to a paternalistic state government 

with a projectionist-interventionist mandate. since not only under the Communists. bur 

also in the inter-war period. and as far back as the Habsburg and German Empires. the 

state was "traditionalIy a major employer"'." In these countries the state owned most of 

the transportation system, the post and the telegraph; it ran schools and universities, 

hospitals. banks. and even model farms. The military and civil service presented lucrative 

career opportunities, offering wealth and upward social mobility otherwise inaccessible to 

ambitious representatives of the lower classes. (Actually. this is how a large part of the 

Eastern European inter-war elites were recruited). This explains the paternalistic role that 

Eastern Europeans traditionally ascribe to their states. 

There was yet another. emotionally-charged ingredient in people's relation to the 

state. The Eastern European state was never just another authoritarian institution. It had 

great symbolic importance. In some countries even the church was denied the respect 
t 

enjoyed by the state.*Vor Eastern Europeans, their states and state institutions, especially 

the military. embodied their centuries-long struggle for freedom from the foreign 

occupant; they symbolised the sacred idea of nationhood. 

The economy grew in importance in these countries as ideology declined. This 

process was reflected by what Antonin J. Liehm calls "the new social contract." He 

describes this arrangement as a commitment by the regime to "*parantee some basic 

'' 1\an Szslenyi. 1988. **The Theory of a Socialist Mixed Economy", in The Legaq of Karl Polanyi: 
Market. Srare and Socien. ar the End of Twenricrh Century, M. Mendell and D. Salee. eds., (New York: St. 
Martins Press, 199 1 ), p. 235. 
'' Ibid. 

Ibid. 
8 5 The Christian Orthodox church. for example. comes second in rank. because i t  never officially separated 
from rhe slate. 
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degree of well-being and safety, while the citizens. in exchange. put up with the system's . 

The new social contract was conveniently introduced as a form of accommodation 

between state and society during the second, post-terroristic phase of totalitarianism." The 

centralised, or command, economy took on a leading place in discussions of East 

European totalitarianism in the 1970s and 80s. These discussions were provoked by 

attempts to introduce mild forms 9f deregulation and a mixed economy. Indeed, in the 

Communist system's twilight years, the regimes became increasingly aware that coercion . 

had become redundant as a modus operandi in the economic sphere. The concerns with the 

malfunctioning economy made the totalitarian states somewhat more open to reform in the 

economic than in the political and ideological spheres. The attempted reforms. however. 

exposed the crucial interdependency of the totalitarian political structure and the form of 

propeny." Political economists from the Hungarian school were the first to point out back 

in the 1970s that the indivisibility of power and the concomitant totalitarianism are 

"incompatible with the autonomy that private or semi-private ownership entails."" 

\c Antonin J .  Liehm. 1980. "Milan Kundera: Czech Writer". in Czech Lirerarure since 1956: A Symposium. 
E. Harkin and P. I. Trensky. Eds. (New York: Bohernica. 1980). p. 33. 
5: The terroristic and post-terrorisric phases of totalitarianism will be discussed below. 
6 3  Janos Kornai calls the first phase of totalitarianism the "classical system." He bases his conclusions 
regarding the nature of power during this phase on H. Arendt ( 195 I ) ,  because of her "focus on the 
psychology of totalitarianism". and on Z. Brzezinski and C. Friedrich (1956). because of their "focus on the 
analysis of the general characteristics of the phenomenon." Kornai underscores the decisive role of terror 
d u r ~ n g  the initiaI period not only as a means of consolidation (or as "cohesive force") of totalitarian power. 
but also as means of consolidation of the centralised and bureaucratised economy. He. along with other 
scholars of Eastern European Communism. admits that mass terror and violent coercion were subdued after 
the system consolidarcd. But, unlike most of them, he disagrees that the system evolved. According to him 
the "structure of power"' under the classical socialist system remained "totalitarian in nature". and the 
"shifts" in Lhr bureaucratised control of society and the economy never really influenced the power 
structure. Kornai stresses the leading role of the bureaucracy, or the apan which runs the coercive 
institutions. The total absence of legal accountability of this "new class" (to use Djilas's term) is yet another 
recurring feature, consistent with Arendt's concept of totalirarian rule. The distinction between state and 
civil society, between stare affairs and private affairs, becomes entirely blurred under the classical socialist 
system. The power of the bureaucracy is also totalitarian in that it permeates h e  whole of society and 
influences every citizen. Finally, there is a third point of view from which power is totalitarian. The 
bureaucracy is not subordinate to any stable legal system. Any attempt to disrupt the "main line of 
causality" from any other end-political. ideological. social. cultural-would inevitably lead to a profound 
breakdown of the totalitarian whole. 
Janos Kornai. 1992. The Socialist System: The Polirical Economy of Socialism, (Princeton. 
NJ: Princeton University Press), p. 46 -47 
S9 Ibid.. p. 362. 



A state which leaves a significant share of prductive activity and economic 

initiative in the hands of individuals and allows segments of the society to be 

economically independent of the state cannot reach the ideal totalitarian form. The closer 

to complete centralisation an economy is. the closer it is to complete totalitarianism. In 

other words. the "further the elimination of private ownership is taken, the more 

consistently can full subjugation be i r n p ~ s e d . " ~  

Experiments with economic reforms exposed the rigidity of the totalitarian 

system. All its structural and functional elements were so closely intertwined that any 

change or by-pass threatened the whole system with c011apse.~' Any attempt to amend the 

command economy was sabotaged by irresolvable ideological and political complications 

and a protracted crisis of legitimation." On the other hand. even timid attempts to reform 

the political and ideological spheres without corresponding economic reforms led to 

irreversible structural damage and ultimately to complete breakdown of the sy~tern.~' 

Y' Ibid. 
"' The introduction of self-governing workers' councils in Yugoslavia in the 1960s or the experiments with 
rnlsed economy. combining market and cenlral planning in Hungary the 1970s and 80s made obvious the 
inflexibility of the system. When towards the end of the 1980s the attempts to reform the command 
economies of Eastern European countries became as necessary as they were desperate. the collapse of the 
system was inevitable. 
92 The misfortunes of the Yugoslav experiment in self-management from the 1960s are yet another example 
of the impossibility of reforming the economy without reforming the political structure. By the early 1970s. 
self-management had enabled a nationalist upsurge in the republics and a political crisis on the level of the 
federation. Tito suppressed nationalism by the mid-70s thus curbing to a large extent the economic 
freedom of the councils. 

Another example of the impossibility of reforming the economy without challenging the political 
suucrurc is the fare of Otta Sik's reform plan for the Czechoslovak economy from lhe 1960s. which was 
ruthlessly crushed during the first years of "normalisation." 

The somewhat successful Hungarian experiments with a mixed economy, and Gorbachev's futile 
attempts towards perestroika reforms are the last ill-fated attempts to reform the system from above withour 
changing the polirical structure.. 
" The parliamentary attempts in 1989 in Poland and Hungary. and in 1990. after the Velvet Revolution, in 
Bulgaria. Romania. and Czechoslovakia. to revoke the "leading role of the party" and of MarxistLeninist 
ideology by introducing some kind of political pluraiism without going all the way with economic reforms, 
caralysed the collapse of the rolalilarian system and led directly to full blown liberalisation of the market 
and ro democratisation of the political system. 



3.3. Goals and Methods of Totalisation 

The purpose of totalisation, as discussed above, is to destroy traditional civil 

society and to replace it with a society of the new type where private and public spheres 

have merged into one. . 
The emergence of the society of the new type is intrinsically related with the 

creation of the New M a n  who would relinquish his (or her) individuality and fully 

identify with the Party. The New Man was perceived both as a prerequisite and as the . 

ultimate goal of the new collective or b'organised"* society. As N. Knrpskaya puts it, 

"Socialism will be possible only when the psychology of people is radically changed."95 In 

spite of the fact that Pavlov's ideas about human psychology were at odds with the 

Bolsheviks' understanding that humans were only historically determined sociat beings, 

his methods were nevertheless "used as a scientific basis for social engineering?' 

Following Pavlov's experimental psychology, Bukharin stated that a "human being was 

nothing more than a sausage skin stuffed by environmental  influence^."^' 

The goal for transformation of society is achieved. and the society is considered 

completely toralised. if the ''will of the sovereign determines the whole socio-economic 

structure", thereby outlawing "not only political and ideological, but also socio-economic 

alternatives." 9s If i t  SO chooses. the totalitarian state can restrict its objectives to the 

political and ideological totalisation of society, as was the case with Italian Fascism, 

~vhich did not aim at an overall totalisation. And though the Nazi state did aspire to 

absolute totalisation, twelve years of totalitarian rule were too short a period- According 

to Helier. the "only fully totalised society so far has been the Soviet society",99 where all 

alternatives were successfully outlawed. This was the "unique achievement of Stalinist 

revolution from above: a completely new social system, and completely new at t i t~des." '~ 

94 Z. Rau. Op. Cit.. p. 31. 
95 Nadezhda Krupskaia, Pedagogicheskie sochinenia r. desari romakh (Moscow, 1959). vol. VII. p. 12. 
% Z. Rau, Op. Cir,. p. 32. 
97 Quorcd in 2. Rau. Op. Cir.. and p. 32. 
FS A. Heller. Op. Cit.. p. 247. 
w .4. Heller. Op. Cit.. p. 246 
'OC Ibid. 



In order to achieve the goal and create a society of the new type, the Bolsheviks 

considered indirect and direct forms of social engineering as the effective methods for 

changing society and individuals. 

Following Mam, Lenin believed that the New Man would inevitably come about 

if "political power [the revolutionary Bolshevik Party or the Soviet State] could change 

the socio-economic conditions by eliminating capitalist exploitatiorr or by launching 

model co-opera rive^."'^' This in turn would provoke profound changes in the 

consciousness of the population, and therefore, in their patterns of behaviour. However, 

Lenin's blueprint for indirect social engineering could not materialise without the more 

decisive methods of direct social engineering. 

Direct social engineering was initidly camed out in the form of revolutionary 

terror. Later the Party used all available methods (including control of the arts and 

culture) to train the population "to react in a common manner to the impulses sent by it." 

Those impulses were meant to replace the individual reflection of human beings and to 

lead to "patterns and behaviour that are expected of them by the so~ereign."~' 

As these impulses were ideological, it was the doctrine that controlled society. 

"Successive and random acts of reinterpretation" by the sovereign were used to regulate 

the degree of obedience by "repeatedly physically liquidating, imprisoning, and purging 

assertive individuals." This process was meant to continue until the time "when no 

individuality would be left. only when the subjects no longer knew their own opinion. 

Then the battle for totalisation of society could be declared won."'0' 

I01 2. Rau. Op. Cit., p. 32. 
10: 2. Rau. Op. Cit.. p. 33. 
'03 Ibid.. p. 193. 



3.4. Phases of Totalisation 

The completely new attitudes that were to be instilled in the totalised society were 

"political and ideological" and "psychological and rn~ra l . " '~  Feher, Heller and Markus 

discern two phases in the formation of these attitudes: terroristic and post-terroristic 

~oralitarianisrn.'~~ The first phase was characterised by brutal methods of direct social 

engineering aimed at society as a whole: the eradicating of whole social segments, the so- 

called hostile cIasses. its basic purpose was twofold. First, to uproot the traditional ethical 

system, to subjugate and destroy civil society by eliminating ail kinds of recognised 

pluralism. Second. it aimed to inculcate "human attitudes, cultural patterns, ways of 

thinking and acting to the extent needed to ensure the smooth reproduction of the 

~ystern." '~ This was done through waves of open terror on a mass scale and mobilisation 

of society against real or imaginary dangers in the name of new victories. The charismatic 

leader and his will power were integral aspects of terroristic totalitarianism and its creed. 

This creed was instilled by "generating universal feaF" and "creating a universal system 

of spying." kszek  Kolakowski offers a four-stepta description of the terroristic phase, 

- - 

I W Ibid.. p. 247. 
105 "We have called a totalitarian slate with charismatic legitimation 'terroristic totalitarianism-' ... Charisma 
means a quasi-religious creed whose basic tenet is belief in the omnipotence of a personality. not just his 
superiority." Feher. Heller & Markus. Op. Cit., p. 147. 
1 Db A. HeIler. Op. Cit.. p. 245. 
IO' "The image of permanent danger which can only be overcome by the wisdom and will-power of the 
fiihrsr is an inregal pan of charisma's creed. If there are no real dangers, substitutes have to be created. 
h.iorc-.o\er. rhe creed has to be h e  creed of the masses, and this presupposes the distortion of rationality. of 
common sense. of everyday perception. Finally. there is no creed without generating universal fear." 
Fehsr. Heller Br Markus, Op. Cit., p. 147. 
108 In his essay on Marxisr Roors of Sralinism Leszek Kolakowski discusses the theoretical kinship between 
Marxism. Leninism and Stalinist totalitarianism. His reasoning is important as it bridges the classic 
articulations of the totalitarian concept in such diverse intellectud legacies as that of Czeslaw Milos (The 
Caprii.e Mind. 1953) and Milovan Djilas (The New Class, 1956). Milosz and Djilas, although from 
different ideological quarters. were among the first Eastern European authors to argue that the murderous 
prasrices of both Lenin and Stalin were linked to inherent totalitarian tendencies in the Marxist theoretical 
I e~acy .  

Kolakowski offers a well founded rehabilitation of the totalitarian concept, providing the important 
socio-economic Iink, the empirical description of the stages of destruction of society by the totalitarian 
state. By relating the stages of imposition of totalitarian rule and its institutions to the stages of the 
destruction of traditional civil society and i t s  institutions, Koiakowski makes the concept more inclusive. 

The first stage is "abolition of basic forms of representative democracy": parliament, elections, 
political parties. and a free press. 



which can actually be reduced to two: establishing state ownership over industry and . 

agriculture by expropriation. and the nationalisation of society by unrestricted terror. 

The second phase of totalisation of society, or post-terroristic tot~litarianism,~~ 

replaces charismatic (or terroristic) totalitarianism when it became historically obsolete, 

and usually gives way to an oligarchic rule. This happens most of the time through the 

"death of the leader","O as was the case in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe where the 

terroristic grip on society was initially loosened with the death of Stalin. 

When terroristic totalitarianism comes to an end, as in the Soviet Union after . 

Stalin's death in 1953 by which time the systematic features of totalimianism had been 

sedirnented and the "human attitudes, cultural patterns, ways of thinhng and acting [had] 

been sufficiently transformed", the system is considered nonnalised and the path to a far 

milder. more flexible oligarchic rule is open. The systematic features of totalitarianism 

can now be perpetuated by milder means of political and economic coercion and co- 

option. for the fear and the "attitudes and patterns" are intemalised and, in the words of 

Hannah Arendt. "terrorise the individuals from within.""' 

Nevertheless. the powerful repressive aparr of the police: especially the secret 

service": and the military. were there to guarantee in case of a legitimation crisis that the 

regime uas always ready to revert all power to a new charismatic leader and to return to 

indiscriminate waves of mass terror. 

The second stage is introduction of "temporary" and "exceptional" measures (or "war 
Communism") to cope with initial econonlic difficulrics. usually through forced labour. Here belong the 
"initial stages of nationalisation of large industry and capital. abolition of the working class as a force, and 
the initial suppression of democracy within the Party itself." 

The third stage is "coercive collectivisation. further nationalisation. and destruction of the not-yet- 
nationaiised classes-the peasants and petty owners. The state has finally the full power to control 
economic life through two-and-five year plans." 

The fourth stage is the destruction through purges of the Party itself as "the last remaining non- 
nationalised force. The party members have to be taught that ideology is what the leader in any given 
moment s a y  i t  is." 
L. Kolakowski. 1977. "Marxist Roots of Stalinism", in Robert C. Tucker, ed.. Stalinism: Essays in 
Historical fnterpretarion (New York: W. W. Norton & Company). pp. 286-8. 
109 In the terrninoiogy of Feher. Heller & Markus. 
' ' O  Feher. Heller & Markus, Op. Cit.. p. 149. 
I I I "By breaking up and caking over all of the society, including the whole governing apparatus itself. 
totalitarian regimes dominate and tenorise individuals from within." Quoted by Tony Iudt in "At Home in 
this Century". Nett- York Reviebs.of Books. April 6. 1995, p. 10. 
1 1 2  "All totalitarian states are police stales, out of necessity." Feher. Heller 8s Markus. Op. Cit., p. 180. 
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After the Communist take-overs, during the terroristic phase, Eastern Europe had 

suffered waves of mass terror with varying intensity, directed initially towards the "enemy 

classes.""' The subsequent waves of purges within the Party ranks were well publicised 

and extremely vicious. They, however, did not produce the widespread fear effect that 

had been produced by similar purges in the Soviet Union in the 1930s, because the 

basically peasant populations of the Eastern European countries felt alienated from the 
w 

new Communist regimes and perceived the purges as intra-Party settlings of accounts, not 

as a threat for society as a whole. The brutality of the subsequent coIlectivisation 

campaign had a much greater effect in delivering the message to the apolitical peasantry. 

And although the horrors of Stalinism in some countries surpassed in summary cruelty 

even those in the Soviet Union, terroristic totalitarianism proper did not last there long 

enough to ensure sedimentation of the systematic features. Attitudes sufficient for 

political and ideological totalisation were "not found wanting",'" but. conversely, the 

attitudes that could secure the smooth implementation of totalisation in the socio- 

economic spheres were insufficiently transformed. Eastern European societies became 

prone to the "recurring crisis of legitimation","' which was resolved only partially by the 

So~ier  Army or its proxies. 

The post-terroristic phase in Eastern Europe came to be identified with what A. 

Liehrn defines as the "social contract". or what Feher. Heller arnd Markus call "post- 

Stalinist ~ornprornise."'~~ It was two-fold: a) the change from "non-paternalistic (non- 

rewarding) oppression" to a paternalistic form which rewards the individual by a 

"guaranteed - physical existence in exchange for freedom. social initiative and critical 

thinking": b) the transition from a system of "indiscriminate collective mass 

exterminations of social (national) groups" to a regular, but "selective persecution of 

genuine enemies of the regime.""' 

I I ?  Poland. for example, had the smaIlest number of victims during Stalinism, about 450: YugosIavia-- 
about 50, 000; Bulgaria--about 80. 000. 
I I-I A. Heller. Op. Cit.. p. 248. 
I15 A. HelIer. Op. Cit., p. 248. 
1 I6 Feher, Heller & Markus. Op. Cit., p. 262. 
'" Ibid. 



V. Havel also introduces two phases of totalitarianism: the totalitarian and the 

post-totalitarian. In spite of the fact that he applies the slightly confusing term post- 

totalitarian system, the gist of his periodisation"' corresponds adequately to that of Feher, 

Heller and Markus: 

If I refer to it henceforth as a posr-roralirarian system. I am fully aware that this is perhaps not 
the most precise term, but I am unable to think of a better one. I do not wish to imply by h e  
prefix "post" that the system is no longer totalitarian; on the contrary. I mean that it is totalitarian 
in a way fundamentally different from classical dictatorships, and different from totalitarianism as 
we usually understand it-'I9 

In Havel's view, Eastern Europe reached the external and internal equilibrium of 

the post-totalitarian system in the aftermath of the Prague Spring. The system achieved its 

external stability through "dictatorship, based on the same principles and identical 

structure throughout the entire power bloc." These identical principles and structure 

facilitated control on behalf of the "superpower centre" and secured "subordination to its 

 interest^.""^ The Brezhnev doctrine ensured the impunity of the power bloc from the kind 

of "local crises that in isolated states would have led to a change in the system.""' 

The internal stability of the system was ensured through what Have1 calls "au~o- 

toraliy at work." With reference to Arendt's "terror within", Havel affirms that the 

"conflict between the aims of life and the aims of the system" became interndised. and 

"y. Kolakowski's periodisation is similar to that of Feher. Heller & Markus, and of Havel. He 
distinguishes between Stalinist and post-Stalinist phases. The amendments to the classical model hc 
describes as characteristic for the second phase corroborate both Feher. HelIer & Markus. and Havel. 
Thcse amendments reveal the specific Eastern European ways of adapting to the system. 

The leading place of the "official ideolom, coverins all aspects of man's existence", for example. 
is occupied by "centralised state control of the means of production as a fundamental pre-condition for the 
perfect shape of totalitarian principle." 

The increasing dominance of economy over declining ideology is funher reflected by the new 
soc~al contract. which has conveniently been introduced as a form of accommodation between state and 
soclet!. 

The arbitrariness of law has been successfully applied as a tool of coercion in the absence of mass 
terror. 

The one-person autocracy has been transformed into equally powerful party oligarchy. 
The system of universal spying as a principle of pove&ing h& been cakied over from the 

terroristic phase. 
L. Kolakowski, "Marxist Roots of Stalinism". in Sralinism. Op. Cit., pp. 283-98. 
119 V. Hawl. 1985. "The Power of the Powerless". in The Power of the Powerless: Citizens Against the 
Sfare in Central-Eastern Europe. ed .  John Keane (London: Hutchison), p. 27. 
I 20 Ibid.. p. 23. 
''I Ibid. 



"ran de fact0 through each person, for everyone in his or her own way was both a victim 

and a supporter of the system."'" He goes on to say that. 

[wlhat we understand by the system is not. therefore. a social order imposed by one g~oup upon 
another. but rather something which permeates the entire society and is a factor in shaping it, 
something which may seem impossible to pasp or define (for it is in the nature of a mere 
principle). but which is expressed by the entire society as an imponant feature of its life.lZ 

Ir was during the post-terroristic phase that Soviet Marxist-Leninist ideology 

triumphed not only as a secularised religion, but also as the only sanctioned source of . 

modem mythology, endowing "life with a new meaning, where all mysteries. unanswered 

questions, anxiety. and loneliness vanish.""" 

4. THE TOTAUSED SOCIETY 

4.1. From Political Society to Totalitarian society 

With the introduction of totalitarianism, Eastern European societies became "out 

of necessity" political societies. Political society means identity of the private and pub1 ic 

sectors. merging of the private and public life of the individual into the role of subject 

( r r o r  citizen). Basically. a political society is a society where there are no activities, no 

manifestations of life, that are not monitored by the state. The political society becomes 

totalitarian when already existing and well-defined domains of state and civil society are 

forcibly blended into one.I3 

As has already been said. the "only fully totalised society is the Soviet type of 

society". where. due to "complete lack of civic liberties and political and social pluralism. 

the intrinsic functionalist tendencies embedded in modernity, are realised in full.""J This 

means that in Soviet-type society, system integration and social integration tend to merge 

into one. And "this is why people not integrated into the system are viewed as mad and 

"' Ibid.. p. 36. 
'" Ibid.. p. 37. 
12-1 Ibid.. D. 25. r - 

I' '.Political society means the primacy of the political state over the whole of societal life; society is an 
annex 10 the omnipotent political state rather than a relatively independent entity." Feher. Heller & Markus. 
Op. Cit., p. 253. 



are readily transferred to mental asylums." The coalescence of system integration and . 
social integration eventually leads to a "deficit in moral motivation and neuroses on a 

mass scale, which could undermine the reproducibility of society."'" Thus the movement 

from the two-phased period of totalisation to a fully totalised society is characterised by a 

quantitative jump from "shame-regulated morality to lack of moral mot i~at ion." '~  

Luckily. Eastern European states never reached the level of full totalisation, and shame- 

regulated morality was as a rule associated only with the terroristic phase, but traces of 

lack of moral motivation and social initiative were evident during the first years after the 

collapse of Communism. 

4.2. Adaptive Movements: Society 

Along with their traditional respect for and reliance on the state and its 

interventionist economic and cultural policies, Eastern Europeans also cherish a 

traditional mistrust towards the state as a political and coercive institution. The state 

should deliver. and it is also to be obeyed-but never trusted. This ambivalent attitude 

was born and tested during the long years of foreign domination, when "the state" meant 

basically the coercive institutions of the occupying power: its police, its administration 

(particularly tau  collectors) and its army (personalised by army recruiters). 

Needless to say, suspicion and mistrust became the dominant factors in the 

attitude of Easrem Europeans towards their states under Communism. In spite of (or just 

because of) its intrusive omnipresence under the guise of the best humanistic intentions to 

rake complete care of people's lives from the cradle to the grave, the Eastern European 

state was despised across the social board. In a way, this defensive, even cynical outlook 

helped Eastern Europeans endure the most vicious onslaught in their history on their 

individuality. morality, and privacy. On the other hand, the persistent negative attitude to 

the state explains their notorious alienation and lack of initiative vis-a-vis the public 

A. Heller. Op. Cit.. p. 249. 
1 Z7 Ibid.. p. 250. 
1:s I,,,d. 



domain when Communism began to crumble. As A. Przeworski put it. it was not that the 

Communist states were strong-the societies were weak. 

Feher. Heller and Markus rightfully state that there "has never been a society more 

atomised than the Soviet-type s~cieties."~~' Totalitarianism broadened the historical gap 

between the authoritarian state and the backward. mostly peasant pre-war Eastern 

European societies. employing coercion and deceit. The society attempted to protect itself 

by withdrawing even further into its private realm. Political jokes and mmours became a 

sad substitute for the lack of genuine public life. The traditional Eastern European 

"dichotomous antagonism between the official and private  sphere^""^ was brought to the 

extreme under Communism. The Eastern European peasant cultures always viewed the 

political realm as something dangerous to be avoided. Political participation was regarded 

with suspicion, and usually meant trouble. On the other hand, the Communist regimes 

coerced political activity (not genuine participation) and thereby "sustained and 

heightened the population's psychological and political estrangement." So the Communist 

parties made a de facro trade-off: active control and penetration of priority areas in return 

for de facro privatisation in non-priority areas. This deepened the fragmentation of 

Eastern European societies. regionally and nationally. into "mutually exclusive private 

and official realms.""' 

Fundamental and irreversible adaptive movements in East European societies 

u ere set in motion during the time of terroristic totalitarianism, which lasted roughly 

from 19-25 to 1960. Caused by fear and careerism. these adaptive movements resulted in a 

continuous negative moral and intellectual selection that was to have a devastating effect 

on all levels of Eastern European societies for years to come. 

The basis for complience with the regime was at least twofold. First. given the 

number of victims"' and the intensity of the purges during the terroristic phase. it is 

evident that enormous numbers of people were fear-ridden. They were also guilt-ridden 

"' Feher. Heller & Markus. Op. Cit.. p. 215. 
130 Ken Jowetr. 1992. New World Disorder The Leninist Exrincrion (Berkeley: University of California 
Press). pp. 23-1-99. 
' "  Ibid. 
"' According to the figures published during peresrroih, from 1917 to 1938 every eighth Soviet citizen 
was purged-harassed. exiled. or killed. Although the figures are not that high in Eastern Europe, the result 
of the terror was similar. 
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for having participated, directly or indirectly, even just as silent witnesses, in 

unprecedented mass and grave violations of basic human rights. But the majority of 

peopk had a vested interest in "upholding and justifying the regime in whose name these 

crimes were being committed. Second, totalitarian rule, like every revolutionary rule, 

suggests in itself a change of elite, but "totalisation of society is the very process in 

which a change of elite is effectuated on an unprecedented scale."'" In other words, 

terroristic totalitarianism created favourabIe conditions for relatively easy upward 

mobility."' One of the reasons for replacing the terroristic with post-terroristic 

totalitarianism was the desire of the new elite to consolidate and preserve its status for 

posterity. Another was the incentive system which rewarded those who were willing to 

co-operate with the new rulers in the name of their political or professionai careers. 

The omnipresence of the secret police, which demanded, forced, and lured people 

into colIaboration and pitted them against each other through skilfuI character 

assassinations, intensified the mutual suspicion and made the disintegration of society 

practically irreversible. A situation was created where all organic ties were cut and 

elementary norms lost their validity. Worse. the formation of any kind of new 

communities and movements was also blocked. Fortunately, this was not entirely 

effective in all countries all of the time and some individuals and even societies did find 

Ioopholes that helped them survive as "moral and rational agents." 

"' A. Heller, Op. Cir.. p. 248. 
Ibid. 

135 In  an interview published in Encounter in October 1983. the famous Russian dissident A. Zinoviev 
cxposes "without much ado" that during the Great Tenor. "every corpse was a stepping stone for the careers 
of the living. Newcomers were hungry for positions and power." Quoted in A. HeIier, Op. Cit., 
p. 238. 

9 1 



4.3. Adaptive Movements: 

De-enlightenment and Homo Sovieticus 

What Feher, Heller and Markus call de-enlighrenment is comparable to what 

Jacques Ellul identifies as the ultimate purposes and effects of modem totalitarian 

propaganda and manipulation. the internalisation of terror and of the "conflict between 

the aims of life and the aims of the system." In their view, de-enlightenment incorporates 

the "two main functions of the doctrine: totalisation of society and its ~ontrol.""~ If, . 

according to Kant. enlightenment means "humankind's release from its self-incurred 

tutelage". a totalised. de-enlightened society "relapses into that same tutelage.""' 

Similarly. Ellul claims that surrendering one's reason, morality and personal 

responsibility to the Party-in a process of what Ellul calls alienation"'-and replacing it 

by obedience and "irrational clinging to a process of action", is considered to be one of 

the most devastating effects of totalitarian propaganda. 

The process of de-enlightenment or propaganda manipulation does not stop at full 

obedience and passive acceptance of the ever-changing interpretations of the dogma; 

through "loosening up people's rational reflexes" it requires that they "internalise these 

 change^.""^ Dissociation between public and personal opinion leads inevitably to what 

'jb Frhcr. Heller & Markus. Op. Cit.. p. 194. 
''- Ib~d. .  p. 195. 
'" "Alienation means to belong to someone else or to be someone than oneself or to be deprived of one's 
self. That was the effect sought by Communist Party propaganda: to change the very consciousness of the 
people. ... Propaganda takes from the individual the critical and personal judgement and limits the field of 
thought to the extent that it provides himher with ready-made (and unreal) thoughts and stereotypes that 
make himher live an alien and artificial life to the extent that hdshe becomes a different person. ... This 
mechanism of propaganda-induced alienation generally corresponds either to projection into and 
identification with a hero and a leader, or to a fusion with the mass. And these two mechanisms are not 
mutually exclusive-when a young Communist Party member surrendered him- or herself to the cult of 
Stalin. he became at that very moment a part of the mass. ... The cult of the hero is an absolutely necessary 
complement of the massification of society. ... The individual finds himself living through an intermediary. 
He feels, thinks and acts through the hero, knowing that the hero loves him and acts on his behalf. ... That is 
why every regime that demands a certain amount of heroism and heroic sacrifice must develop this 
propaganda of projection onto the hero (leader). ... Apart from alienation. representing retrear of the 
rationaI individual into the irrational collective. there are other forms of alienation: artificial satisfaction of 
real needs. or real satisfaction of artificial needs." J. Ellul, Op. Cit.. pp. 169-78. 

Feher. Heller & Markus, Op. Cit., p. 195. 
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Ellul calls psychic d i s s ~ c i a t i o n ' ~  between thought and action. Even though people might 

not believe in what they are saying, they have to persuade others that they do trust the 

correctness of the Party's subsequent decision. Such "persuasion is never real, but 

personal involvement in it has to be emphatic.""' The essence of this process is to 

eliminate the critical distinction between the public and the private spheres of one's life 

and to conform both of them to the expectations of the Party. 

There are only two possibilities for reaction to the process of de-enlightenment: 
- 

you either protect your private sphere by conforming your public sphere to the demands 

of the Parry, or you yield your private sphere entirely in order to achieve full unity with 

the system. In other words, to fake commitment (i-e., practice Kermani4', to use C ,  

Milosz's famous term) or to force oneself into accepting the system without questioning it 

or in  C. Milosz's words. swallow the Muni-Bing pill).la3 In result one acquires what 

'20 "Psyhic dissociation is caused by alternating propaganda themes of terror and of self-assertion. Thls 
puts the individual through successive periods of exaltarion and depression.. The result is a continuous 
emotional contrast which can be dangerous: he [or she] is constantly urged into action and often prevented 
from accomplishing it. ... Then there are the dissociations in the mind of the individual between public 
opinion and personal opinion for propaganda creates a deep separation between the two. ... 

Stol>~iile outlines the division of 'consciousness into three compartments': aligned consciousness 
refers to the 'conscious Soviet citizen' who lives in the official truth and is completely socialised. The 
aligned consciousness is the creation of propaganda. Beneath it  there exists apremedirtrted 
consciousness-the level where the individual personalises the propaganda data and persuades himself that 
thc regime is good. works out justifications and decisions for behaviour which will conform to social 
demands and make him least aware of his bad consciousness. And finally there is the secret consciousness. 
comprising the refusals. the protestations. and the judgements against the regime. combined with a tendency 
toward cynicism or belief in Christianity. But this secret consciousness is completely repressed and 
constrained and must struggle against interdictions such as man's spontaneous impulses have never before 
encountered. 

And then there is the dissociation between thought and action. which is one of h e  most disturbing 
facts of our time. ... Propaganda plays a decisive role in this connection. ... Propaganda seeks to induce 
action, adherence and participation, with as lirrle though1 as possible. According to propaganda. it  is 
useless. even harmful. to think; thinking prevents one from acting with righteousness and simplicity. Action 
must come directly from the depths of the unconscious; it must release tension. become a reflex." 
J. EIIul. Op. Cit.. pp. 178-82. 
'" Feher. Heller & Markus. Op. Cit.. p. 195. 
142 According to this option. Milosz's "captive mind" can choose to publicly manifest commitment to the 
system. but to simultaneousIy defend his own identity against the system by taking "refuge in an inner 
sanctuary." There he tries to preserve and cultivate his individual consciousness. He thus plays a game with 
rhe system which Milosz compares to Kerrnan, a sophisticated strategy worked out by Moslems in the 
Middle East who had tried to save their identities against the claims of powerful orthodox mullahs. Success 
in  the game "in defence of one's own thoughts and feelings" becomes a source of satisfaction. Nevertheless, 
the game itself brings about a fundamental division between the public and private spheres of life of the 
player. C. Milosz. Op. Cit., pp. 53-7. 
IJ! This option. according to Milosz, requires the complete renunciation of all the previous religious and 
patriotic feelings of thc captive mind. as well as all ethical beliefs which the Party finds unacceptable. 
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Stolypine calls the "aligned consciousness" of a subject who is completely socialised in 

the official truth. Whether the result is "excessive cynicism" or an "excessive degree of 

self-deception", they cripple normal behaviour, the "stress exceeds the ego's capability of 

endurance and the personality falls apart."Iu 

Shame-regulated morality, or "shame-culture"'", according to Feher, Heller and 

Markus, is connected to the supreme virtues of Communist morality instilled by the Party, 

all-embracing loyalty and obedience.'* Any deed, and even thought, that clashed with the 

interests of the Party was deemed a grave offence. The ever-shifting moral priorities of 

the Pmy serious1 y affected the moral code of the individual. As most people were unable 

to internalise the new moral priorities any longer and apply them individually, 

Communist ethics produced a "shame culture.""' Shame functioned as if it were 

conscience: its "norms supposedly embodied a rational intere~t.""~ Any form of 

disobedience or disloyalty against the Party was "supposed to produce qualms of 

conscience and shame."149 People were not supposed to have individual conscience. The 

Pany was their conscience. Shame functioned as "quasi-conscience with the obedient and 

loyal communists."1w Good Communists did not carry the burden of moral choice or 

debare: moral freedom was not a part of their ethics. Good Communists were supposed 

to be abIe to go public about the most intimate thoughts and details of their lives and not 

hide anythins from the Pany. But as people were generally timid and frightened to go 

public about everything. and were not sure what was perceived as wrong by the Party at 

any particular moment, they were "prone to serious forms of neurosis from internalising 

their sense of permanent 

Milosz compares this renunciation to swallowing the "Muni-Bing pill" (the term is from a science-fiction 
novel by Polish ~ n t e r  S. I. Witkiewicz) which provides the patient with an organic world-view. The cure is 
painful. causing fundamental inner conflict and a temporary crisis of personality. Nevertheless. it eventually 
leads to fulI unity with the system. C. Milosz, Op. Cit.. pp. 3-23 
l a  Feher. Heller 8: Markus. Op. Cit., p. 195. 
145 Ibid., p. 208. 
I46 Fcher .~e l le r  and Markus claim that the "ethics of Bolshevism are in hemselves a manifestation and a 
main constituent of the de-enlightenment process. Loyalty and obedience to the sovereign as supreme values 
belong ro a world prior to enlightenment." Op. Cit.. p. 210. 
14- Ibid.. p. 208. 
145 Ib~d. .  p. 209. 
IiC Ibid. 
''O Ibid. 
"' Ibid.. pp. 215- 16. 



Shame-culture undeniably contributed to people's complicity with the regime . 
because of their need to fake loyalty and obedience. The explanation for totalitarianism. 

however. is to be sought in what Arendt calls the "dynamics of deveIopment" which seem 

to "catalyse and bring to the fore certain tendencies specific to our own eternal human 

nature.""' These tendencies were usually dismissed as unimportant "subjective factors" in 

the ideological postulates. rooted as they were in the Soviet Marxist-Leninist theory of 

potential human nature. 

According to Milosz. therefore, a person who is conditioned to acknowledge the. 

"coliective good as the sole norm of his behaviour", who has eliminated the distinction 

between the private and the public sphere in his existence and is "completely socialised 

in the official truth". should be assumed to be the successfully created New ManlWoman. 

Helshe has no personal and/or moral principles. What is good for the Pany, is good for 

himher. The Pany created the universal system of spying as the basis of "each man's fear 

of his fellow men." "Squealing [became] a cardinal virtue" of a good citizen. In effect the 

"cult of community. brought ad absurdurn, poisoned the community 

Milosz's rather bleak picture is corroborated by A. Zinoviev's portrayal of the 

notorious 110m0 soviericus. In his view. homo sovieticus is the New Man and the only 

possible outcome of that particular kind of direct and indirect social engineering. 

notwithstanding the best intentions of the social engineers. Zinoviev claims that homo 

so~.iericus has acquired the "minimum of vital goods. an uncomplicated life and minimum 

guarantees for the future" at the price of losing his persona1 independence, and in 

exchange for his "subjection to a primary coHective" and "communal enslavement." He 

displays a more or less "stable reaction to everything he bumps up against: a behavioural 

stereotype." He does not have any convictions, any a priori guidelines as to how he 

should behave in a concrete situation. Rather, he is deprived of any "social or moral 

foundation and ready for any abomination that circumstances might demand."'" 

Zino~f iev's bleak conclusions recall Havei's reflection on the readiness displayed by 

;'' A. Heller, Op. Cit., p. 243. 
"' C. Milosz. Op. Cit., pp. 75-6. 
'" Alexander Zinoviev. 1985. Homo Soviericus (Boston. New York: The Atlantic Monthly Press), p. 185. 
Also, A. Zinoviev. 1984. The Realin of Communism (London: Victor Gollancz). pp. 125-29. 
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modem individuals to sacrifice their spiritual and moral integrity for the sake of materig 

cenainties. 

5. PROTECTIVE COUNTER-MOVEMENTS AND ISLANDS OF CIVIC 

CONSCIOUSNESS 

Havel determines living in lies as something "far worse than a simple conflict 

between two identities: it is a challenge to the very notion of identity itself." Ln his view,. 

living in lies prevents people from functioning as moral and rational agents and has 

caused an unprecedented crisis of self-lotowledge in Eastern Europe, the gravest legacy of 

the totalitarian regime. Conversely, finding a way to live in truth has preserved islands of 

civic consciousness throughout the region and has generated some genuine social 

counter-movements. 

The level of totalisation of society and the scope of social counter-movements are 

interdependent. Furthermore. the scope of social counter-movements is predicated on the 

strength of what is left from the civil society after the terroristic phase was over. A 

decisive factor in accounting for the Ievel of totalisation is obviously the length and 

intensity of the terroristic phase. The second important factor is what L. Kolakowski calls 

the "indigenous roots of totalitarianism", which became evident during the second phase 

as they determined to a large extent the "remarkable persistence exhibited by the principal 

features of the cktssical model of totalitarianism in Eastern E ~ r o p e . " ' ~ ~  To quote Havel, it 

was during the post-terroristic (or the post-totalitarian, as he has it) phase that 

"indigenous totalitarianism finally established its undeniable historicity" by consolidating 

its claim to be the "only legitimate heir of the long and turbulent Eastern European 

history of struggles for national and social emancipation." 

The combination of these factors pre-determined the possibilities for pluralism- 

social andlor economic--during the post-terroristic phase. Life forms "outside the state" 

started making their appearance in most of Eastern Europe during that phase. Any niche 

of social integration-a certain freedom of religion and some kinds of cultural diversity- 

- - - - - - - - - - - 

"' L. Kolakowski. "Marxist Roors of Sulinism". in Sralinism. Op. Cit., pp. 283-298. 
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came to be known as a "paralleI polis." These parallel life forms were either a result of 

Ioopholes that had been overlooked by the regime, or were directly related to the level of 

its pluralism-tolerance. Pluralism-tolerance was a concession to the civil society granted 

by the totalitarian state. The levels of pluralism-tolerance varied according to the will and 

calculations of the Party, and could be withdrawn at any moment-provided, of course. 

the Party was still holding the society firmly in its grip. Generally misguided or 

m~scaIcuIated attempts at pluralism-tolerance had resulted in the most powerful social 

counter-movements throughout Eastern Europe.lS6 

The ability of the intelligentsia to act as a moral leader represents the third major 

factor. Due to its specific nature. this is determined by two interrelated factors: the 

indigenous roots of totalitarianism and the strength of the civil society. On the basis of the 

works of the Czechoslovak adherents to the literary-philosophical approach, more 

specifically Havel. Zbigniew Rau concludes that 

[a] civil society means a voluntary association of individuals (and eventually groups of 
individuals) whose strong sense of autonomy and independence from the system dlows them to 
undertake heir own activity in public life alongside the system's structure. Civil society is an 
association of rarionai agenrs who decide for themselves whether to join it and how to act in it. It 
is also an association of moral agenrs who promote their own concepts (for example. of liberty or 
justice I"' 

The Eastern European intelligentsia was the principal agent in all forms of 

compliance as well as in any counter-movements from massive resistance to isolated 

forms of dissidence. Its capacity to act as a moral or rational agent determined the fate of 

the region. In Pan II of this study I elaborate on the contradictory role of Eastern 

European intelligentsia. 

5.1. Protective Counter-Movements: Society 

The imposition of an autonomous. omnipresent, and omnipotent totalitarian 

Communist state became possible only after the destruction of civil societies in the 

IS6 The Prague Spring. the Yugoslav nationalist upsurge of the 1970s- and Solidarity are cases in point. 
'" Z .  Rau. Op. Cit.. p. 46. My emphasis - CS. 
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Communist Bloc countries. Conversely, uninhibited, full-blown totalitarianism faced its 

first serious problems when civil societies began slowly to recover and rebuild 

themselves. From that point on, totalitarian Communist states had to choose either to 

crush the nascent civil social movements a second time around (as happened in Hungary 

in 1956 and in Czechoslovakia in 1968) or to loosen the grip, compelled by the intensity 

and the speed of the recovery process, as was the case in Poland after martial law was 

repealed. 

The idea of socia1 revival from below came to dominate Eastern and Central . 

European clandestine political discourse after 1968, the year that the ultimate attempt to 

reform the system from above and create "socialism with a human face" was smashed 

under Soviet tanks. Significantly, the civil society concept came to the fore in dissident 

discourse and Samizdat pubIications along with the totalitarian concept. Both concepts 

had been deliberately avoided for so long as "Western" inventions unfit for the 

specificities of Eastern European reality. 

Adam Michnik's famous "new evolutionism", introduced in 1976. was "the key 

turning point when the opposition gave up on attempts to reform the Party-state and 

turned rather to so~iety.'"'~ It prescribed the creation alongside the Party-controlled 

institutional framework of numerous independent, self-governing associations and 

publications through which social pressure could be exercised more powerf~lIy. '~~ The 

rebirth of civil society in Poland between 1976 and 198 1 is analysed by 2. A Pelczynsky 

in Grarnscian terms. Civil society was considered by Gramsci to be the "soft underbelly" 

of the capitalist system. He urged the industrial workers ("the fundamental class") and 

their intellectual spokesmen to take advantage of this sphere, relatively free of bourgeois 

hegemony. and to undermine the bourgeoisie's position on its own terrain in the realm of 

ideas, values and voluntary organisations, and thus prepare the way for a protracted 

poIitical war of p o s i t i ~ n . ' ~  

A similar strategy was applied in Poland: by using the official channels of pseudo- 

popular participation, and taking advantage of so-called democratic centralism, Solidarity 

15s J .  Rupnik, "Totalitarianism Revisited", Op. Cit.. p. 284. 
2. A. Pelctynsky. "Solidarity and 'The Rebirth of Civil Society' in Poland, 1976- 1980". in Civil Socien 

and rile State. Op. Cit., p. 362. 



and its intellectual leaders mapped out a program for the de-totalisation of s~cialism.'~' 

Solidarity's political war of position, however. did not succeed in creating a self- 

governing republic by taking over state structures piecemeal and from inside. Solidarity 

Ieadership lost control of the gradual development of events and the process was 

terminated by the introduction of martial law in December 198 1. But this temporary 

defeat (as the events of 1989 were to demonstrate) proved two important points. First. 

society car! be fully de-totalised only from below, if it is capable of generating a 

spontaneous protective counter-movement, comprising representatives of all social strata. 

And, second. political means for overthrowing the ancien regime become imperative 

when civil society begins to present a threat to the regime's spheres of hegemony, 

nxnely. the centralised economy and the totalitarian state. 

Hungarian economic thinkers attacked one of the sacrosanct spheres of totalitarian 

hegemony. the centralized economy. After the cruel suppression of the Hungarian 

Revolution of 1956. Hungarians did not take chances, but adopted a rational, calculated 

approach towards overthrowing the ancien regime. According to Rupnik, 

In Hungary the economy is the local equivalent of society. that is why it has to be 
independent from the pan?-state. Whether belonging to the liberal variant (Tibor Liska is a 
Friednzanite. a proponent of the integral market) or to the more socially aware libertarian self 
managing one (T. Bauer. Forintos). the Hungarians tend to agree that a Polish-style solution 
is to be avoided and that in Hungary the economy should become an autonomous sphere 
while keeping the Party-slate involved in a self-limiting process of r e ~ e a t . ' ~ '  

The strategy to dismantle or at least undermine the centralized economy and thus 

the whole system. certainly helped the Hungarians, among others. to defeat Communism. 

A form of spontaneous, grass roots sabotaging of the socialist economy by individual 

workers existed alongside sophisticated experiments in mixed economic reforms. It was 

known as "creeping economic counter-revolution." Or, as an anecdotal expression from 

the era put it: "They pretend to be paying us, and we pretend to be working." 

The attempt to "normalise" Czechoslovak civil society into oblivion lasted for 

almost two decades after 1968, and made unthinkable. even life-threatening. any other but 

I4G Ibid.. p.365. 
161 Ibid.. p. 362 
'" J .  Rupnik, "Totalitarianism Revisited", Op. Cit.. p. 285. 



spiritual and cultural forms of resistance. Hence the importance of the emergence of 

parallel or underground culture as a 

[blackbone to the remarkable attempt of the last decade or so to rebuild, around Chaner 77. a 
community of citizens. a "parallel polis" as Vaclav Benda called it. As in the "Age of 
Darkness". the period of counter-reformation in the seventeenth century. culture tends to 
become the substitute for politics. From this angle totditarianism's victory over society can 
never be lasting so long as the national culture has not been quelled. so long as the "resistance 
of the typewriter"  continue^.'^' 

These three strong expressions of the reemergence of civil societies under 

Communism happen to have been forms of undermining the ancien regime. Attempts at 

mass social movements, at economic reform, or at some form of parallel, or dissident, 

culrural and religious activity, were demonstrated not only in Poland, Hungary, and 

Czechoslovakia. but throughout the region, albeit at different times and with varying 

degrees of vigour.lU The urgent need to survive against the relentless onslaught of an all- 

powerful totalitarian state stirred up dormant energies even in the most totalised societies 

like those in Romania. East Germany. and Bulgaria. Countries, where, in accordance with 

Hrller's definition, not only were the political and ideological alternatives outlawed, but 

the socio-economic as well. 

The forces that ultimately precipitated the actual collapse of Eastern and Central 

European Communist regimes were the dysfunctional economy and the inability or 

'"' Ibid.. p. 287. 
i 65 1 + Movements taking advantage of pseudo-participatory official forms to implement a new, basically 
subversive social function were the Bulgarian ecological movements. the Committee for Salvation of Russe 
( 1987) and Ekoglanost (1988). They largely conuibuted to the re-emergence of the weak civil society 
Bulgar~a had In November 1989 when Communist dictator ZClivkov was toppled. Thanks to these 
rno\mlenls and their leaders the Union of the Democratic Forces was formed. giving Bulgarian society 
l~rnrred bargaining power at the negotiation table with the Communist (Socialist) Party. 
2. Authorities were considering control of the economy (with mixed forms of plan and market) a viable 
uadc-off for more fundamental social changes in Yugoslavia as early as mid-1960s. But workers self- 
management could not dissipate either financial or ethnic tensions. which were basically also financial: 
between richer and poorer republics; between the centre and the peripheries. (The BuIgarian authorities had 
also played. especially in hard poiitica! times, with ideas for a mixed economy, and even introduced some 
legislation to this effect but never enforced it.) 
3. Other examples of parallel culture (or parallel society, according to Sabrina P. Ramet) are East 
German pacifism under the aegis of the Evangciical Church and the underground activities of Solidarity in 
the wake of martial law. 
[See also Sabrina P. Ramet. 199 1 .  Social Currents in Eastern Europe and Meaning of the Great 
Trunsforrnation. (Durham and London: Duke University Press), pp. 35- 128. ] 



reluctance of the Soviet Union, weakened by glasnost and perestroika, to rescue the 

regimes from their final legitimation crisis. But the re-emergence of civil societies in 

Eastern Europe also deserves serious credit for the final, largely bloodless (with the 

exception of Romania) demise of the regimes. 

According to Laszlo Bruszt and David Stark, Eastern (and Central) European 

countries could be ranked roughly on the basis of the strength their civil societies 

displayed in the fall of 1989. They borrow the concept of civil society under state 

sociaIism from John Keane. Thus the Eastern (and Central) Eastern European civil 

societies stood or fell on "the level of development of their social and economic 

autonomy. independent political organisations, and civic  value^".'^' independent of their 

totalitarian states. 

The ranking is as follows (from strongest to weakest): Poland. Hungary, GDR, 

Czechoslovakia. Bulgaria. Romania. and Albania.16' It curiously coincides with Timothy 

Garton Ash's almost anecdotal observation about the events of the fall of 1989: "It took 

ten years in Poland. ten months in Hungary, ten weeks in GDR, ten days in 

Czechoslovakia and ... ten hours in R~rnan ia" '~~  for the Communist regime to be 

ovenhrowm. 

Bruszt and Stark use this sequence as the basis for their theory about the 

efficiency of the transitional events and the speed of the transition to democracy. They 

claim that this order "correlates directly with the ordering of transitional events and 

in\-ersely with the ranking of the speed of the first stage of transition to democracy in the 

countries of the regi~n."'"~ 

16' Laszlo Bruszt and David Stark. 1992. "Remaking the Political Field in Hungary: From Politics of 
Confrontation to the PoIitics of Competition". in Eastern Europe in Revolution. ed. Ivo Banac. (Ithaca and 
London: Cornell University Press). p. 14n. 
tbb According to Keane. these "command slates are mobilised against the formation of independent centres 
of power. AII individuals. groups and organisations are supposed to be their property and in this sense these 
Soviet-type systems are totalitarian. They seek to extinguish civil society by absorbing it fully into the 
crystalline structures of the state. In effect. they place all citizens under permanent surveillance and subject 
them to a form of permanent internment, while public opposition of any kind is dways regarded by the stare 
authorities as seditious." From "Introduction", in Cird S o c i e ~  and the State. Op. Cit.. p. 3. 
167 Laszlo Bruszl and David Stark, Op. Cit., p. 15. 
16s Ibid.. p. 51. 
16' Ibid.. p- 15. 
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5.2. Protective Counter Movements: The Individual 

Conscientious attempts on behalf of individual dissidents to make up for the civil 

ccmplacency of their respective societies had always existed in all countries throughout 

the region, albeit in different forms and mainly in the arts, especially cinema and 

literature, in the form of single artefacts or clusters of works forming schools or 

tendencies. 

V. Have1 offers an ethical explanation for the (non-) existence of civic 

consciousness in Eastern Europe. He saw the relationship between the totalitarian 

ideology and the people as a question of personal ethics: "living in truth" versus "living in 

lies." He recognises the "decisive role of the Soviet Marxist-Leninist ideology as one of 

the three principal pillars of East European dictatorships" (the other two being the 

"historical roots of national-liberation and of the class-oriented movements throughout 

the And as such, the Soviet Marxist-Leninist ideology "transcends the 

ph~sical aspect of power. dominates it to a considerable degree, and tends to assure its 

continuity.""' 

Have1 believes. though. that for the individual human subject of a totalitarian 

state. accepting the doctrine was a question of complicity, not of compulsion. It was a 

question of people's preparedness to deceive themselves and, for the sake of their own 

comfort. succumb to life in lies. For ideology served as "an illusion of an identity, of 

dignity, and of morality" and an excuse to part with them more easily for the individual's 

"inglorious" modus vivendi. The primary excusatory function of ideology, therefore. was 

"to provide people, both as victims and supporters of the system, with the illusion that 

they are in harmony with the human order and the order of the universe.""' 

The members of the closely policed and fragmented totalitarian societies, 

however, remained for the most part outside the parallel polis, and the noble maxim of 

"living in truth" was challenged by the inertia of the "mechanism which has already 

Vnclav Hnvel. O p  Cit.. p. 35. 
171 Ibid.. 
17' Ibid., pp. 28-29. 



existed in ourselves and the regime only sets into action.'*1i3 Telling a political joke was as 

close as the general public would get to some expression of protest against the regime or 

to informal participation. People could experience some intellectual satisfaction musing 

over the metaphysics of totalitarianism, if they could ever get hold of a Samizdar 

publication. but it  was only in secret. Such "subversive*' activity in private was a mixed 

blessing as far as (re)building of civic values was concerned. On one hand, it  allowed 

people to feel part of the larger community they were living in. On the other hand. their 

fear made them even more vulnerable vis-a-vis the omnipotent secret police, and thus 

took them further away from a community of citizens and deeper into their private 

domain. 

Living in truth within the artificial world of omnipresent ideology was certainly a 

great moral challenge, and required enormous personal resources and determination. 
L 

People usually retreated into the equally mythic world of rumours and anecdotes, or filled 

in the void of truth with the myth about the West as the True Paradise, a myth, whose 
.. propaganda effect" as Ellul has it, grew in direct proportion to the widening gap between 

official myths and reality."' 

A phenomeno10,oist himself. and a follower and a personal friend of Jan Patocka, 

Have1 nevertheless believed in and encouraged people to believe in the personal moral 

responsibiky of each and every individual for hisher own fate. With his own example he 

suggested that under the most repressive regime there was always some possibility, no 

matter how limited. for a free choice to transcend the delusions of ideology. Exercising 

this choice was the ultimate expression of that personal responsibility, if not in action. 

then at least in thought to avoid sinking into the mire of the mainstream "life in lies." If 

one was not ready to suffer the actual hardships of "life in truth" on the margin of 

'" hlilan Kundera. 1980. Quoted in Antonin I. Liehm's article "Milan Kundera: Czech Writer" in Czech 
Lirerarure Since 1956: A S-wnposiun~. ed. William E. Harkin and Paul I. Trensky, (New York: Columbia 
University. Bohemica Press). p. 44. 
1-4 Accordins lo E M  the forces unleashed through driving people from the conscious and rational into the 
arms of the irrational and obscure are rarely brought under control again. In a society where people have 
ceased ro exercise their rational faculties in evaluating information because they simply have no access to 
alternative information. the shortest way to reach them from the outside is myth. This is what he calls the 
"propaganda effect." He warns that "mythical democratic propaganda in  no way prepares i t s  consumers for 
democracy. 11 only strengthens their totalitarian tendencies. providing at best a different direction for these 
tendencies." Op. Cit.. p. 260. 
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society. one could at least try to stay aware of the existence of what Havel calls the 

"hidden sphere"-the "life in truth." 

Conclusion 

In this part I have analysed the nature and role of the totalitarian state. and its 

ideology in totalising the society and forcing it to "live in lies." I have dwelled on the 

nature of the adaptive movements that helped the society and its members accommodate 

to life in lies. I have also analysed some of the protective movements that helped it find 

refuge on islands of civic consciousness or even struggle against the totalising drive of the 

state by forming social counter movements. In the light of the traditional authority and the 

image of the Eastern European intelligentsia as the conscience of their nations. the 

in [el ligentsia's active delusion or complacency in the face of totalitarianism makes its 

historical guilt. but also its historical martyrdom, even more pronounced. The 

controversial role of the Eastern European intelligentsia as an agency in the establishment 

of rotalitarianisrn as well as in opposing and eventually toppling by leading dissident 

movements. is as crucial as it is controversial. In the next pan of this study I analyse the 

historical formation of the Eastern European intelligentsia and the reasons for its own 

crisis of self-knowledge, which precipitated a larger social crisis of self-knowledge. I also 

explore the role of the intelligentsia in fighting this social malaise during Communism. 



PART 11. 

AGENCY IN THE CRISIS OF SELF-KNOWLEDGE: 

THE ROLE OF THE EASTERN EUROPEAN INTELLIGENTSIA 

In this section I discuss the role of the Eastern European intelligentsia in the 

complex relationship between state and society. and more specifically, its instrumental 

role in generating and sustaining a crisis of self-knowledge that paved the way for 

totalitarian rule across the region and came to a head under Communism. In addition. this 

section of the paper reviews major events and processes from the modem political and 

social history of Eastern Europe in order to create a frame of reference for the current 

study. 

The basic argument is that the intelligentsia's crisis of self-knowledge is 

predicated on the peculiarities of Eastern European political and economic development 

in the modem era. The class character of the crisis of self-knowledge will be examined as 

well as the historical circumstances that moulded the Eastern European and Western 

European intelligentsia's as distinct social formations with very little in common. The 

reasons for the close links between the Eastern European intelligentsia and the state will 

be discussed in this light. The underdeveloped, mostly agrarian local economies of 

Eastern Europe restricted opportunities for the material independence of the Eastern 

European inrelligenri and kept them close to the state. 

The role of the Eastern European intelligentsia in the region's national movements 

fcr liberation will be considered as a formative stage in shaping the intelligentsia's 

controversial consciousness of itself as a spokesperson for the whole nation, on the one 

hand. and as quintessentially in opposition to the system or as a substitute for it. on the 

other. 

The struggle for national liberation brought out the first divisions within the 

intelligentsia. After national independence, the intellectuals became divided in many 

mVays regarding the appropriate pace and nature for the sorely needed modernisation of the 

Eastern European economy and society. The paradigmatic division into loyalists and 



revolutionaries. which became manifest during the struggle for liberation. deepened and 

crystall ised as one of the basic expressions of the intelligentsia's intrinsic heterogeneity. 

During the inter-war period the new states were experiencing grave ethnic, social, 

and ideological tensions, and the divisions within the intelligentsia were played out in the 

context of the challenges of national and social integration. The intelligentsia, isolated 

into antagonistic camps of conformists. oppositionists, populists, Communists. and 

fascists, failed to provide leadership for the peasant movements. They also failed to take 

an enlightened stand regarding the major ideological standoff between Bolshevik 

Communism and German Fascism-and thus failed to prevent the destruction of 

indigenous social democratic movements. The intelligentsia nevertheless continued to 

nurture an image of itself as a community leader and moral conscience and as a collective 

spokesperson for all social strata and classes to the point of substituting its own interests 

for the interests of the cIass it  claimed to represent. This trap of self-projection is the 

second paradigmatic expression of the complex nature of the Eastern European 

intelligentsia. This collective self-deception on the part of the Eastern European 

intelligentsia. this breach between image and reality. I consider to be the fundamental 

source of the crisis of self-knowledge of the intelligentsia itself. and by extension of 

Eastern European society as a whole under Communism. 

The Eastern European intelligentsia became the principal actor in the totalitarian 

drama in Eastern Europe. The totalitarian state. applying methods that varied from terror 

to coercion to co-option, created a new intelligentsia but could not eradicate its 

paradigmatic di\,ision. In this part of the paper there are references to literary circles, 

tendencies. and indi\.iduals. which illustrate the divisions amongst literati in relation to 

their role as representatives and defenders of different social movements and classes. It 

Lvas the artistic intelligentsia and particuIarly the writers who sustained the deeply rooted 

revolutionary (oppositionist or dissident) traditions of the Eastern European intelligentsia 

in the most difficult times of the region's history. These traditions, as we shall see, helped 

dissidents from the artistic intelligentsia. in conjunction with dissident philosophers, 

political economists, and social thinkers, to rise to the potefitial of their own image as 



moral leaders and to form the nucleus of the protective social counter-movements that 

eventual] y toppled the totalitarian regime. 

I .  THE CLASS CHARACTER OF THE ZNTEWGENTSIA 'S CRISIS 

OF SELF-KNO WLEDGE 

By definition, intelligenti are people. products of the industrial revolution with its 

attendant urbanisation and accessible education. who derive their livelihood from the 

application of intelligence and training, and "not by physical labour or production of 

things or by ownership of property."' In other words. intelligenti make their living 

throueh ownership andfor the trade of knowledge. And while inrellectual is a generic 

name for "someone involved in generation of values. ideas. alternatives and critique of 

the present". bmlfigenrsia' is the social order/straturn/class that. as the bearers of 

knowiedge and expertise. is "involved in the administration of these values and ideas."' 

scholars4 of the Eastern European intelligentsia agree that its evolution was .'one 
Th of the most important 19 century devel~~rnents"~  and that it has enjoyed a unique 

status in Eastern European societies ever since. They base their comparative analysis on 

historically determined patterns and similarities in the intelligentsia's role in the process 

of modernisation: on its relationship with the Eastern European states and societies: and 

on its position vis-A-vis the dominant ideologies of the century: nationalism, liberalism. 

fascism and Communism. They also pay specific attention to dynamics of the 

intelli_gentsia's roIe under Communism. 

The image of the Eastern European intelligentsia comes through as riddled with 

controversies-internal and external, economic and political, social and ethical. It always 

R. J. Crampton. 1993. Eastern Europe in the Twentieth Century, (New York: Routledge), p. 4. 
The terms intellectual. intelligenti, and intelligentsia are used interchangeably in the current work. 

George Schopflin. 1993. Politics in Eastern Europe: 19-15-92 (Oxford: Blackwell). 
p. 29. 
' George Konrad & Ivan Szelenpi; George Schopflin; R. J. Crampton; Marin Pundev; Joseph Held; Andrzcj 
Korbonski; Trond Gillberg. 
5 R. J. Crampton, Op. Cit.. p. 4. 
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consisted of diverse occupational categories, which differed in size, economic position, 

political influence, and socio-cultural features, and there was no way of telling which 

category provided a standard of comparison for the other component groups. There were 

no societal links between these groups or at best very loose ones. Therefore the level of 

the inte!ligentsials cohesion was relatively low. Each of these occupational categories 

developed its own economic interests and no such thing as a homogeneous group 

ideology ever emerged. And yet a sufficient number of significant common features. 

including controversies. have been established for scholars to recognise the Eastern 

European intelligentsia as a broad category in its own right. 

The Hungarian-born political and social scientists George Konrad and Ivan 

Szelenyi believe that since the Eastern European intelligentsia could not succeed in 

identifying entirely with the interests of any of the existing classes, it appointed itself as 

collective spokesperson for society as a whole and proceeded to coalesce as a class. The 

complex etymology of the relationship between Eastern European intellectuals. societies 

and the authoritarian state can be better understood in the light of Konrad and Szelenyi's 

seminal study. The Intellectuals on the Road to Class Power (1979). On the basis of the 

political. social and economic formation of Eastern ~ u r o ~ e ~  from the late 1700s through 

the 1970s. the authors interpret the history of the Eastern European intelligentsia as a 

struggle to establish itself as a class. 

Konrad and Szelenyi explain that their understanding of class is broader than the 

.Marxian concept. which erroneousiy analyses "non-market" economies in terms of 

market categories and market rationality.' in that sense, their understanding is closer to 

Nreber, who held that the "notion of class was applicable only in market economies and 

under market  condition^."^ In other words. the traditional concept of class appears to be 

inapplicable to Eastern European societies from the time of Communism or before, as 

Their notion of Eastern Europe envisions "two Eastern Europes": the Onhodox Eastern Europe. 
"encompassing, (besides Russia) Romania. Bulgaria and Serbia", and the "Westernmost ponion of Ehstern 
Europe. a Iand extending from the Baltic through Poland and H u n g q  to Croatia and reflecting the 
influence of Latin Christianity." But the "fundamental features common to Eastern Europe were clearly 
apparent in the organisation of the state and the system of  land tenure", as well as in "the close intenwining 
of the military and economic systems." George Konrad and Ivan Szelenyi. 1979. In~ellectuals on the Road 
ro Class Po~tser. (Brighton. Sussex: The Harvester Press). p. 91. 

Ibid. p. 45. 



pre-Communist Eastern European economies were never market economies in the true 

sense of the word. 

A great many researchers in sociology, economic history. and anthropology, Max 

Weber and Karl Polanyi included. prove that in non-market societies "property relations'' 

cannot offer "an adequate explanation of social authority." PoIanyi cites reciprocity, 

redistribution, and householding9 as models of pre-capitalist economic integration. where 

social authority should be analysed in "terms of traditional, political. legal. and cultural 

factors acting as principles of legitimation", as property has a "greater or lesser 

importance as one institution among many."'0 Because of the strong tendency of non- 

market economic formations to "enmesh the economic system proper in social 

relationships"' ' and not in property relations. Konrad and Szelenyi claim that in Eastern 

Europe the legitimation of social authority can, among other factors. be based on access 

to and possession of specialised knowledge. Therefore. in spite of the constraints of the 

concept of cIass. the authors claim that they continue to use it, as they believe that. 

[ljike market economies. modem societies with redistributive [i-e.. non-market] economies may 
be regarded as  rational economies in which the power to dispose of surplus product is legitimised 
on rational principles. In capitalist societies the power of disposition over the surpIus product is 
le~itimised through a rational criterion, ownership of capital; in order for someone to have a 
portion of the surplus product at his disposal, he must be a capitalist. In modem redistributive 
systems [or socialist systems--CS] it is the teleological distributors who dispose of the surplus 
product: in order LO become one of them an individual must possess specialised knowledge. or in 
other words must be intellectual.'' 

They therefore conclude that redistribution based on authority of knowledge assumes the 

"existence of a historically new model of economic integration, the redistributive 

economy of socialism, in which the formation of the intelligentsia into a class is a 

' Ibid. 
' "All economic systems known to us up to the end of feudalism in Western Europe were organised either 
on the principles of reciproci~ or redisrriburion. or householding. or some combination of the three. These 
principles were institutionalised with the help of social organisation. which, inrer aha, made use of h e  
patterns of symmern. centricin and autarchy. In this framework. the orderly production and distribution of 
goods was secured through a great variety of individualised motives disciplined by general principles of 
behaviour. Among these motives gain was not prominent. Custom and law, magic and religion co-operated 
in  inducing the individual to comply with rules of behaviour which, eventually, ensured the functioning of 
the economic system." K. Polanyi. 1941- Op. Cit.. pp. 53-5. 
10 Konrad & Szelenyi. 1979. Op. Cit., p. 48. 
1 1  K. Polanyi. 1941. Up. Cit., p. 52. 
I '  Konrad & Szelenyi. 1979. Op. Cit.. p. 46. 



possibility."'3 As pre-Communist Eastern European economies were also redistributive, 

the authors conclude that very early on the intelligentsia began to "coalesce as a class of 

teleological redisrriburors. " " 

In order to further justify the relevance of the concept of class in their study, the 

authors dispute the claims of the Marxist sociology of knowledge that "the interests of 

other classes shape the knowledge of  intellectual^."'^ They see the first seeds of the 

inrelligsntsia's crisis of self-knowledge in the Marxist view that "the intelligentsia were 

mere technicians formulating ideologies determined by the interests of other classes" and 

that it would have "never occurred to them to create a class culture corresponding to their 

own  interest^."'^ According to them, only Gramsci came close to the truth in his 

interpretation of the intelligentsia's self-senring role. He 

[qjuirc properly drew from the work of Marx and Lukacs the conclusion that every social class 
needs its own intelligentsia to shape its ideology. and that intellectuals must choose which social 
class they are going to become an organic pan of. ... Gramsci rightfully ascribed to inteIlectua1 
activity an independent structural position in the ensemble of social relations". 

But even Gramsci did not go "far enough" to question whether "the position of the 

intellecruals differs in different social systems and. if it does. how far their social position. 

and the changes it undergoes, determine the character of the culture they prod~ce." '~ 

Konrad and Szelenyi maintain that in capitalist societies. the "growing tendency of 

intellectuals to gain autonomy escaped attention" for quite a while, although it was 

manifest in "two principal areas: the bureaucratisation of the state, and the socialist labour 

movement. ... Max Weber called attention to the first, Mikhail Bakhunin to the se~ond." '~ 

The most dramatic expression of the intelligentsia's crisis of self-knowledge was 

the widening gap between its self-image and its objective role in society. The Eastern 

European intelligentsia always saw itself as an agent of universal transcendent knowledge 

" Ibid. p. 1s.  
" Ibld. 
" lbid. p. 3. 
16 Ibid. p. 6. 
I 7  Ibid. pp. 5-6. 
I S  Ibid. p. 6. 
l 9  Ibid. p. 10. 



and values. above any particular interests, along the lines of Mannheim's free-floating 

intelligentsia.'O 

In reality, however, its transcendental independence and its ability to act as a free 

agent of social transformation were historically determined by endemic iack of political 

and economic independence. On the other hand, the traditional social insecurity of the 

intelligentsia became a prerequisite for its better adaptation to the system and for its 

upward mobiIity. At the "centre of this identity complex of the intelligentsia was the 

\*aIue s)-stem of which remained in the hands of the traditional elites until the 

Communist take-over. Only under Communism could the inteIIigentsia fully satisfy its 

drive for power. This drive for power, however, was satisfied at the expense of a drama of 

conscience. experienced by the individual intellectual and by segments of intelligentsia. 

This basic controversy accounted for the dual (Konrad and Szdenyi go so far as to say 

schizoid") nature of the Eastern European intelli, bentsia. 

Konrad and Szelenyi call Eastern European societies modern rational- 

redistributive s~cieties, '~ and claim that socialist societies actually represent the ultimate 

20 "In contrast to hlarx. who avowed the ideological nature of cognition. Mannheim-ven when studying 
~deolosics in specific detail and setting them in their concrete historical context-posited a higher, more 
real. more objective kind of knowledge. beyond ideology. which he gave the not altogether apt name of 
'uropian.' I n  order to do that. he had to set up an agent which would stand above particular interests. This 
was none other ~han  a free-floating ureischtr.ebende) intelligentsia that would rise above the ideological 
conditions of its activity. In singling out the cream of the intelligentsia as h e  bearers of pure transcendence. 
Mannhcim radically rejected Marx's thinking, even while concurring with Marx's intentions in his empirical 
descriptions; and in order to do so he had of course to posit a sphere of knowledge independent of particular 
inrerests in society." Konrad 8: Szeienyi. Op. Cit.. pp. 7-8. 
" G. Schijpflin. Op. Cit.. p. 30. . - 
-- Konrad 8: Szelenyi. Op. Cit.. pp. 66-7. . - 
-' According ro Konrad & Szelenyi, rarional redisrriburion is applicable to a kind of society where the 
analjsis is based not only on property relations. but also on concrete relations of power and authority (p. 42) 
They discern three types of rarional redisrributive societies: traditional redistributive societies. early 
redistributive societies, and modem redistributive societies or socialism proper (pp. 39-45). They outline 
the characteristics of these economies on the basis of their capacity for grouddstagnation: on their level of 
indepcndenceko-ordination: on legitirnising control over the surplus product and its determina~ion; and on 
the type of commodity relations (pp. 47-54). The rradirional redisrriburive sociery is ideally typified in the 
Asiatic mode of production of the Turkish or Tartar varieties, with a limited capacity for growth. geared 
only to military expansion. Early redistributive societies are typical for Eastern Europe from the late 1700s 
until the Communist take-over. In their capacity for growth they differ fundamentally from the traditional 
rcdisrribution of the Turkish and Asiatic varieties. a difference underscored by the eventual triumph of the 
Eastern European monarchies over the decaying Turkish and Tartar empires. Eastern Europe also differs 
fundamentally from Western European capitalist development. ideally typified by the 19th century self- 
regulating market (p. 95). On the basis of the intelligentsia's ever increasing rote in the rarional- 
redisrriburive process, and following the development of their ethos of ~eleological redisrriburors, Konrad 
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destination of the long march of earlier rational redistributive societies in Eastern Europe 

from the 1700s until the Communist take-over. In their view, intellectuals were bound to 

have an ever-growing importance under the conditions of rational redistribution. where 

specialised knowledge and competence secured the right for a substantial say over the 

disposition of the surplus product and thus served as vehicles towards power and 

authority. Thus the Eastern European intellectuals "had worked out for themselves the 

ethos of teleological redis~ributors" over the course of centuries; they did not develop it 

as a result of the teachings of ~arxism- eni in ism."^ The fact that this ethos was identical 

with the spirit of socialism was instrumental in the coalescence of the intelligentsia as a 

class of teleological redistributors with its own vested interests and characteristics. 

Konrad and Szelenyi conclude that, while on the road to (class) power, the 

intelligentsia refused or was unable to formulate its cIass-consciousness. which resulted 

in its deepening crisis of self-knowledge. If. according to Marx, the working class under 

capitalism could acquire some degree of class power only if it formulates its class 

consciousness. the Eastern European intelligentsia under Communism, in a paradoxical 

twist of priorities. could ''make its class power secure only if it refused to formulate its 

class c~nsciousness.' '~~ 

The intelligentsia's striving for (class) power was to come to a head under 

Communism. as the deepening crisis of self-knowledge was to reach its nadir. The current 

analysis of the role of the Eastern European intelligentsia in the history of the region 

examines the historical roots of both phenomena, the intelligentsia's struggle for power 

and its crisis of self-knowledge. 

& Szelenyi discern rhree srages of earl? rarional redisrriburion in Eastern Europe during the modem era. 
Thc first one Iasts from the Iate 1700s through roughly 1848; the second. from 1848 to the end of W.W.1; 
and the third. from the end of W.W.1 to the Communist take-over. They argue that early rational 
redistribution lagged behind the Western model of free market capitalism, and differed from it  qualitatively 
(pp. 85-145). G. Konrad & I. Szelenyi. The Inrellecruals On rhe Road To Class Power. 
'" Ibid. pp. 46- 48. 
" Ibid. p. 87. 
26 Ibid.. pp. 25 1 - 3 2  



2. THE HISTORICAL FORMATION OF 

THE EASTERhT EUROPEAN INTELLIGENTSIA 

All East European countries that came to constitute the Eastern Bloc between 

1944 and 1989 were fairly recent newcomers to the European geopditical stage. They 

were all part of fore:gn empires for a rather long stretch of time, ranging between three 

and five centuries. The Ottoman Empire ruled over Bulgaria, Romania, and most of the 

Yugoslav lands (Serbia, Montenegro, part of Bosnia-Herzegovina Macedonia); the 

Austro-Hungarian Empire ruled part of Bosnia-Herzegovina, Slovenia. Dalmatia, the 

Czech lands and Slovakia. Poland was partitioned between the Austro-Hungarian, the 

Russian. and the German empires- Only Hungary enjoyed privileged status. especially as 

of 1867. uphen the dual monarchy came into existence. All these countries (re-) gained 

their national independence either in the second half of the 19th century as a result of the 

Russian-Turkish wars (Romania. Serbia. Bulgaria). or in the beginning of the 20th 

century. as a result of the peace treaties signed after the Great War (Czechoslovakia. 

Poland. Hungary. ~u~os lav ia ) . "  

The nascent Western and Eastern European intelligentsia had followed more or 

less similar paths in medieval times. Under the conditions of late feudal and pre-capitalist 

societies. similar for both the Eastern and the Western parts of Europe. intellectual 

knowledge secured for its exponents the authority of an order or estate, closely linked to 

the church. True, in the classical conditions of feudal societies. persons who opposed the 

church could not be considered intellectual, irrespective of their knowledge. Therefore the 

principal role of the church intelligentsia. its knowledge and expertise. served the church 

and helped, in the interest of social stability, to form the religious consciousness of the 

mostly peasant population. The priestly order (or estate) accepted as its divine duty to 

synthesise the empirical, historical, and rational knowledge of its times within the context 

-- 

'' Romania marks its existence as a modern state as of 1859. when Wallachia and Moldavia united. 
Ottoman troops left Serbia in 1876 and Bosnia in  1875. The full independence of Romania. Serbia. and the 
recently liberated Bulgaria was recognised by the Berlin peace treaty of 1878; Poland, Czechoslovakia and 
Yugoslavia came into existence in 1919 and 1920 as a result of  the peace treaties signed after the Great 
War; Ausuo-Hungary was defeated and ceased to exist and the fate of  Hungary as a modem independent 
state was sealed with the treaty of Trianon. signed in 19 19. 
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of a theological science oriented towards salvation. Any dissident movement-whether 

directed against the official church or the feudal lords-was inevitably inspired and led by 

priests. thus acquiring the transcendental meaning of spiritual salvation; examples include 

the Husite movement in the Czech lands and Thomas Munzer's peasant uprising. 

The division of Eastern and Western Europe took shape in early modem times. 

Fundamental economic and politicd differences influenced different attitudes towards 

knowledge and expenise and therefore predicated different roles for the Western and 

Eastern European intelligentsia. 

In late medieval times. Western Europe pursued ways to contain the political and 

economic power of the crown and the feudal lords in order to allow leeway for the advent 

of capitalism. A "third force. the bourgeoisie, had arrayed itself against the coalition of 

centralised state and landed nobility."'* It had a vested interest in free market 

de\dopments. industrialisation. and urbanisation. The "newly emergent bourgeoisie 

provided a political and economic medium for an equally autonomous and integrated 

inte~li~en~sia." '~ Thus the Western European intelligentsia became increasingly 

independent from the main socio-political forces through selling its knowledge or its 

cultural products on the open market. The evolution of the bourgeoisie as a class allowed 

the Western intelligentsia to emancipate itself both from the church and from the political 

apparatus. and evolve as a formed social stratum, oscillating "between the status of a 

capitalist and proletarian".30 in accordance with the way its knowledge and expertise were 

treated by the market. The inteIIectuaI was transformed from sacerdotal personage into a 

secular expert. In the state bureaucracy and in the private economy alike. well-paying jobs 

Here multiplying and skilled professionals were able to capitalise upon their knowledge. 

This new situation was in direct contrast to the earlier teleological and moral mission of 

their priestly estate; hence the term "professionals" became a more precise description of 

the new social condition of the intellectual stratum in the West. 

" G. Konrad & I.  Szelenyi, Op. Cit.. p. 105. 
29 G. Schtipflin. Op. Cit.. p. 30. 
'' "Kautsky and Lcnin pointed out that on one hand the in~ellectual resembles the proietarian by reason of 
his social position. since he lives by selling his labour and so is often exploited by the power of capital; but 
on the other hand. the intellectual differs substantially from the worker for he could sell his knowledge as a 
commodity at the market at a much higher price that the worker his labour. and can capilalise on it." 
G. Konrad 8: I.  Szelenyi, Op. Cit.. p. 5. 
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h the East. however. the rule of four powerful empires deiayed the free 

development of the conquered peoples, imposing on them a statist economic structure and 

a bureaucratised administrative system as well as their language and culture, and often 

religion. This blocked most venues for free economic development and perpetuated the 

mostly agricultural character of the local economies. In the cases of the Ottoman and the 

Russian empires. foreign rule was particularly restrictive due to its much more rigid 

feudal structures. 

The absence of developed market relations and the weakness of the bourgeoisie 

did not allow the Eastern European intelligentsia to consolidate as a stratum. There was 

no place for enterprise or secular emancipation for the Eastern European intelligentsia for 

there was no alternative to the coalition of centralised state and landed nobility. It was the 

ruling elites' oversimplified approach to modernisation, not the bourgeoisie's interest. 

combined with and reinforced by the intelligentsia's independent knowledge and 

competence. which determined the fate of the whole region for years to come. 

If the Eastern European empires were not to become a stagnated backwater and 

mere colonies. they had to do their best to compete with a more rapidly developing 

Western Europe. Modernisation, economic growth. and political pmicipation were not 

perceived as internal imperatives nor as inherent capacities as was typical for market 

economies. but rather as external political and military challenges, to be implemented 

according to "ready-to-wear" patterns that had to be enforced and monitored from above 

regardless of their local appropriateness. That is why the "landed aristocracy integrated 

into the central administration and assumed the task of building a modern economy and a 

hierarchically stratified society from the top down."31 And if the intelligenti "wished to 

put their knowledge to some use in society, they had to enter the service of the absolutist 

The specific Eastern European developments at the dawn of modernity left a 

lasting legacy of strong (imperid, authoritarian) state power and weak (backward, mostly 

peasant) societies. In d l  these countries, the imperial overlordship and the experience of 

industrialisation generated by the empire, and political-military-administrative refoms 

'' Ibid. p. 95. 



based on foreign models and imperial (not local) interests, laid the foundations for the 

continued pre-eminence of state power over society's needs, thus constituting the origins 

of Craristn. hatism is a fundamental similarity in the development of all parts of the 

region. ~tatisrn directly shaped the Eastern European model of modernisation. and 

consequently, the fate of its intelligentsia as part and parcel of modernisation "from 

above." 

As a consequence of the specifics of Eastern European development during the 

imperial phase-a development along lines intended to circumvent capitalism-the new 

Eastern European nation-states emerged before the spiritual, ethnic, and linguistic identity 

of the nations was fully consolidated. Before national sovereignty was officially ratified 

and the administrative institutions of the new state were founded, a modem, centralised 

bureaucracy appeared. These developments were far from promising for the future of the 

budding bourgeoisie and the market economy. This is what Lenin called the "Prussian 

\vay"--a typical Eastern European pattern of modernisation where the powerful 

authoritarian state. and not the market. played the decisive role. 

3. THE ROLE OF THE EASTERN EUROPEAN INTELLIGENTSIA IN 

THE NA TIONALLIBERA TION MOVEMENT 

During the initial stage of early rational redistribution (mid- 1700s through 1848. 

the year of universal nationalist unrest across Eastern Europe, called the "Springtime of 

the Peoples") the Eastern European intelligentsia preserved its semi-feudal status. 

ActuaIly the majority of intelligenri remained closely attached to the still very influential 

churches (Catholic and Orthodox). The nascent secular intelligentsia, along with low-rank 

church intelligentsia-priests and clerics-laid the groundwork for the spiritual revival by 

sustaining the waning national cultures, thus generating a nationalist consciousness on a 

grass-roots level. Their role was instrumental in the national awakening, in shaping the 

linguistic and ethnic consciousness of the occupied peoples. They wrote books, 

established wide networks of schools, and fought for the independence of their own 

2 '  - -  Ibid. p. 105. 
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churches." They revived the important sense of national past by retrieving Romantic 

myths of former grandeur that proved to be extremely useful in pramoting the nationalist 

cause." The Eastern European intelligentsia maintained its status as a spiritual order from 

the previous epoch and their response to the changing dynamism of society was to 

undertake the patient formation of national consciousness. It is important to note that their 

virtuous educational work did not create hostile divisions in the complicated ethnic and 

religious mosaic in the multi-national empires where often people of one ethnic origin 

spoke two languages and followed three different religions, or where people of different 

ethnic origins and religions spoke a common language. The rise of nationalism inevitably 

posed political difficulties, but the "major problem with Eastern European nationalism 

was not its effect on the subject peoples", who would have inevitably found some 

peaceful accommodation for their nationalist yearnings. The majar problem with 

- - -- - . - 
" ' T o ~ a r d  rhr end of the 8th century the priest-grammarian Kopczynski purified and codified the Polish 
language. At the same time the linguist-clerics G y m a t h i  and Kazinszy standardised and enriched the 
national language. which became the language of instruction in place of Latin in 1791. In Bohemia. there 
was also a resurrection of Czech language and literature. led by Abbot Joseph Dobrovsky who suessed the 
linguistic kinship of h e  Slavic people (p. 77). ... The Romanian Uniate Bishop Innocent Micu fiom 
Transyivania was responsible for the largely erroneous theory. developed to boost the national conscience 
of the Romanian people. claiming that the Romanians were descendants of the Dacians. He also coined the 
name 'Romanians'. which replaced the name 'Vlachs', used up until the 18th century (p. 78). ,.. French 
revolut~onary ideas spread rhroughout the Ottoman Empire. but the developments there were rather slow. 
The cultural awakening of the southern Slavs, living in the dual monarchy, evolved with much more vigour. 
This was directly reflected by the fact that the first Serbian newspaper was published in Vienna in 1791. and 
[here were more Serbian schools for the Serbian minority living in the Habsburg empire, than in Serbia 
proper (p.78). .-.The new national sentiment of Bulgarians originated in a cultural renaissance in rhe 
monasteries. Early impetus came from the monk Paisi who wrote A Hisrorl\- of die Bulgarian People. Their 
Czars and Their Sainrs ( 1762). His disciples, especially Sofroni. refined and codified the Bulgarian literary 
lanpage (p. 81). ... Being mostly Orthodox Christians, the South Slavs-Serbs and Bulgarians-had to 
suu_egle on two fronts, against their Turkish conquerors. and against the Greek cultura1 and religious 
~nflucnce. monitored from the Pauiarchare of Constantinopole. which appointed Greeks as archbishops and 
bishops for the Serbian and Bulgarian Churches. The Serbian Church gained its fulI independence in 1832, 
and the Bulgarian in 1870 (p. 83). Henry Bogdan. 1982. From Warsaw t o  Sofia: A H i s r o ~  of Easrem 
Europe (Srtnta Fe, New Mexico: Pro Libertate Publishing) 
-rr Most nations struggling for the recognition of their existence had some previous state which. to them. 
legitimised their claim to a separate identity. Usually they looked back for legitimation at the relatively 
shon period of time when their states were at the peak of their territorial and spiritual grandeur. "After 1838 
few Hungarians would be satisfied with anything less than the rights granted in the April laws of that year. 
H hilst the Poles had to look back on1 y to 1795 for their separate state. For others the perspective was longer 
but the vision hardly less bright; Czechs recalled the Bohemian kingdom destroyed at the battle of  the White 
Mountam in  1620. whilst Serbs. Croats. Bulgarians. and Romanians manufactured modern myths from 
medieval history." R. J. Crampton, Op. Cit., p. 5. 
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nationalism was its "impact on the ruling groups, ethnic and/or so~ial" ; '~  who made 

excellent use of its divisive potential in their militant pursuit of power. 

Consequently, the nationalist upsurge attracted and radicalised influential secular 

intellectuals, mainly recent graduates from prominent Western European and Russian 

universities. These were either the offspring of wealthy landlords in the countries where 

nobility had survived (Hungary, Poland, Romania, Croatia) or of well-to-do iandholders 

(Czech lands. Slovakia, Bulgaria. Serbia). They either lived off their estates as free 

intellectuals. or accepted lucrative and prestigious jobs with the imperial administration 

and especially with the military, which gave them the financial means to pursue their 

intellectual endeavours. A substantial number of them went into the arts, thus forming the 

artistic intelligentsia of that time. which came to enjoy a tremendous reputation and 

became synonymous uith the high Romantic ideals of the national liberation movement. 

The lifestyle of the anistic intelligentsia was fashionably bohemian and financially 

insecure. In spite of their good education, they were self-employed or  unemployed and 

generally poor. They were. however. an integral part of the affluent and influential social 

circles. and thus remained very closely associated with the liberal gentry's intellectuals. 

The role of the artistic intelligentsia was indispensable for spreading the ideals of the 

nationaI liberation movement. Indeed, it was the artistic intelligentsia who was most 

closely associated with the archetype of the "professional revolutionary." The ethos of the 

artist-cum-revolutionary and martyr for the national liberation was rooted in the major 

upheavals from 1830-3 1 and 1838, which were led by prominent Eastern European 

intellectual revolutionaries-poets. musicians. writers, and philosophers who aimed to be 

living embodiments of the ideas and values informing their work. The names of heroes of 

the national liberation movements, like the Hungarian Lajos Kossut, the Poles Adam 

Miezckewicz and Frederic Chopin, and the Bulgarian Kristo Botev, spring readily to 

mind. Their honourable pursuits were informed by the ideals of the Enlightenment. Their 

life and an, however, were inspired by almost fanatically Romantic patriotism, where the 

mother country was an object of ardent worship most deserving of their self-sacrificial 

offering. 

;z 
" -  Ibid. p. 6 .  



The myth of the intellectual-cum-revolutionary, along with the myths of former 

national grandeur and of the perilous revolutionary struggle, became the principal subject 

matter of Eastern European culture of that time. The spectacular achievements of this art 

and the more spectacular biographies of its creators were to haunt later generations of 

East European artists and intellectuals with their high anistic and moral standards. 

The revoiutionary intelligent!' introduced another nationalist and Romantic 

dimension to the Eastern European intelligentsia's sense of its unique social and spiritual 

mission. The well-travelled and educated gentry's intellectuals imported the ideas of 

ieform and nationalism from post-revolutionary France along with the concept that the 

people should have the right to choose their own destiny. At home they were slowly 

rediscovering their own national past and relearning their national languages. They 

provided a modem framework for the plight of church intelligentsia and re-focused its 

teteological social mission by shifting its goal from the realm of God to the realm of 

history. The Eastern European inteiligentsia came to understand its divine duty to be to 

s>.nthesise the empirical, historical, and rational knowledge of its times within a broader, 

secular contest whose parameters were delineated by the ideological trinity of Reason, 

Progress. and Freedom propagated by the French Enlightenment. a context which was 

enhanced by the perspectives of economic growth inherent in Western-style 

modern isation. 

During the struggles for independence the nationalist-minded intelligentsia 

appropriated the role of upholding national identity and created a powerful (self-) image 

for itself that would persist for years to come. that of an intellectual and spiritual avant- 

garde and a social elite with the mission to discern the right course of action for the whole 

nation. This image, however, was far less secure than the proponents of the nationalist 

cause wanted i t  to be. It was challenged and manipulated internaIly and from without, in 

almost all-possi ble quarters-social and ideological. economic and political. 

The first frictions were provoked by disputes over the means and methods 

appropriate for the national liberation struggle. This divided the revolutionary intelligenti 

into radicals and conservatives, moderates and extremists. There was also discord 

between the so-called idealists and the economic and political pragmatics concerning the 



impetus toward modernisation that was inherent in the national awakening. The 

nationalist intelligentsia found staunch support for their cause in the swiftly growing 

numbers of educated young men-and women-f well-off peasant and urban et!!nic 

origin. Those. however, were more interested in the modernisation impetus of national 

liberation than in its spiritual and emotional dimensions. For them, expanding the scope 

of the market and availability of credit as well as the modemising of land tenure were 

questions of survival. 

The highly charged Romantic ideals of the national liberatior, movement were 

also extremely useful for justifying the poIitical purposes of the indigenous social and 

ethnic elites. They saw national liberation as the shortest-albeit a bloodier-route 

to\vards Western-style economic modernisation, political power, and military expansion. 

By financing and encouraging their clandestine activities. these elites were actually using 

the revolutionary intelligentsia in an attempt to undermine the arlcien regime. 

The Great Powers also took advantage of the indigenous revolutionary 

intelligentsia by covertly or overtly encouraging their revolutionary struggle if and when 

i t  suited their own political agenda. Since most of the intelligenti were graduates of 

foreign universities. they naturally fell into various revolutionary trends or wings, thus 

additionally dividing the intelligentsia into phobes and philes in accordance with the 

predominant views they shared about the future economic and military affiliations of the 

new states. Those views were skilfully influenced and manipulated by the respective great 

poiver. Hence the irttelligenti were influential people who after national liberation came to 

constitute the upper levels of administration, where their phiiias and phobias turned out 

to be of a crucial importance. 

Another division to make itself known at this early stage revolved around social 

origin. The financial and birth status of inreiligenti predetermined to a large extent their 

ideological adherence and (anti-) nationalist fervour. The nationalist upsurge led the 

revolutionary nationalist inreiligenti into inevitable conflict with the loyalist-minded 

intelligentsia in active service of the ruling empires. The expanding imperial 

institutions-the lower administration and especially the police-had readily incorporated 

the knowledge and expertise of the well-educated indigenous intelligenti of lesser means 



and origins by offering them the power and authority of teleological  distributor^.^^ thus 

prolonging their semi-feudal status and forcing them to abandon the struggle for 

emancipation. 

In addition. the modemising zeal of the nationalist intelligentsia had an alienating 

effect on the largely peasant population. True, thanks to the arduous educational efforts of 

teachers and priests, the peasant population was sensitised to the myths and symbols of 

the nascenl nationalist consciousness: they were content to be able to send their children 

to grade schools to learn to read and write the vernacular. Still enveloped in its medieval 

mytholo,oical cocoon. however. the peasantry regarded the very ideas of industrialisation 

and urbanisation with hostility and suspicion. and was easily manipulated by conservative 

political forces. 

On the intellectual level, the nature of the conflict between the loyalist and the 

oppositioner stemmed from the duality of the intelligentsia's social existence. The 

intelligentsia always filt it was its duty to "articulate the rules of the social order and the 

theories that gi\.e them sanction". but at the same time it was "intellectuals who turned 

against the  existing scheme of things with the most harsh criticism and demands for its 

suppression."" The intrinsic dualism of intellectual life was compounded by the growing 

tensions. undermining the myth of the intelligentsia's unity and its right to speak on 

behalf of the whole nation. The nationalist upsurge caused deep and lasting divisions and 

thus. very early on. there appeared diametrically opposing trends. or spiritual avani- 

gardes. within the ranks of the Eastern European intelligentsia. It was divided into 

moderates and extremists. persons of noble origin and others of low origin, and 

modernists and traditionalists. Nevertheless. the intelligenti still claimed to be the sole 

spokespersons of the entire nation. The Ioyalist/oppositioner dichotomy, or the 

conforrnist/dissident as it became known in the times of Communism, was the most 

recurring expression of intelligentsia's intrinsic fault lines. 

- 
I6 The Habsburg Empire was tolerant toward the professionally qualified multi-ethnic and multi-religious 
inrelligenri as long as they were bilingual (in addition to their mother tongue they had to speak either 
German or Magyar. depending on the pan of the Empire). In addition to language requirements. the 
Otloman imperial authorities demanded that their employees be M u s h  
3 7 G .  Konrad & I .  Szelenyi. Op. Cit.. p. 22. 



The tensions between loyalist and opposition inrelligenti brought to the fore 

another fundamental Eastern European paradox, the extraordinary importance of arts and 

culture in the social and political life of the region. The level of education and culture of 

the loyalist intelligentsia made them the ideal guardians of authoritarianism. 

Paradoxically, their "enlightened ideological censorship and police and spy activities 

contributed largely to the evolution of new artistic means of expression in which 

Aesopian language. the idiom of nuance, connotations and allusions became figleaves to 

cover dangerously radical ideas. Ideological censorship contributed to the wide social 

prestige enjoyed by literature and the a n s  in Eastern Europe. The economic affluence of 

the gentry's intelligentsia, on the other hand. offered a possible explanation for the soul- 

searching. conscience-stricken. and self-critical pathos of Eastern European literature and 

the arts from the second half of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th. The grand 

historical novel and Romantic poetry became fashionable high genres. Their underlying 

themes were either the myths of national grandeur, romanticised representation of the 

heroic national independence movements. or the doom and gloom of real or perceived 

historical injustices that had robbed the nation of its deserved glory and power.38 

Anistic creativity and intellectual conscience, courtesy of ideological censorship 

and police surveilIance, with adjustments usually in favour of more rigid censorship and 

loss of economic independence, remained fundamental peculiarities of Eastern European 

an and cuIture throughout the modem history of the region. 

'" The classic works abour Bulgarian national liberation were created in the 1870s (Kristo Botev's poetry. L. 
Karavelov's novels) but mainly afrer the national liberation in 1878: Ivan Vazov's Under rhe Yoke; 2. 
Stojanov's Notes on the Bulgarian Uprisings; P .  Slavejkov's A Song Wrirren in Blood were all written in the 
1880s. 

The Romanian national awakening is associated with the romantic poetry of M. Eminsecu. His 
serninaI work The Emperor and the Pauper was inspired by the upheavals of 1848. The romantic patriotic 
no\-els of rhe Hungarian witer M. Jokai appeared in the aftermath of the deal struck between the Hungarian 
aristocracy and t he  Habsburgs in 1839, who betrayed the ideals of the revolutionary movement for national 
independence. In no Eastern European country. however. did literature play such a vital role during the 
srrugglr for national liberation during the 19th century and in the beginning of the 20th as in Poland. 
.4rnong the best known authors were Adam Mickiewicz and his poem Pan Tadeuss; the historical hovels of 
Henryk Sienkiewicz (The Flood. Quo Vadis) and of Boleslaw Prus (The Doll. Pharaoh); the realistic novels 
of Stefan Zerosmki (Ashes) and of Wladyslaw S. Reymont (The Peasants. The Promised Land), as well as 
the dramas of S.  Wyspianski (The Wedding). 

The patriotic literature from that period was to become one of the basic sources of inspiration and 
material for adaptation for Eastern European filmmakers. 
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4. THE ROLE OF THE EASTERN EUROPEAN INTEUGENTSZA 

IN MODERNISA TION 

From 1848 to 19 14 profound changes took place across Eastern Europe. Although 

only Serbia. Bulgaria, and Romania gained formal independence in the course of the 

second half of 19th century, while Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Yugoslavia 

n.ere yet to emerge. the social, political. and economic realities throughout the region 

bore enough similarities to warrant a compixative approach. 

The second half of the 19th century did not bring significant changes in the pace 

of modernisation. Konrad and Szelenyi define the measures taken by the states as 

"peasant emancipation without land distribution. The Prussian model of agricultural 

development stabilised early rational redistribution."" Redistribution on the Prussian 

modeI. ho~vever. brought about a "shortage of capital and an agrarian policy designed to 

subsidise industry, from which only large landowners could draw any benefit.'-'' This 

process. coupled with the flawed and tortuous industrialisation, resulted in deterioration 

in the material status of smaller estate holders. which affected the majority of gentry's 

irzrel1ige)tti. 

The political culture, in spite of the new constitutions drawn up in accordance 

with the most advanced democratic principles, did not undergo radical changes, and in 

some countries it actually deteriorated. Politics and the military became the principal and 

most lucrative career venues, offering status and wealth without much risk or effort. As 

those positions were scarce in the much smaller administrations of the newly emerged 

states. corruption and nepotism became widespread. 

The period saw significant changes to the status of the Eastern European 

intelligentsia. As a result of the efforts to modernise from above, a substantial part of the 

nobility was ruined, and along with it, its independent intelIigentsia. With the church 

intelligentsia losing its spiritual influence and the gentry's intelligentsia its economic 

autonomy. Eastern European inrelligenri were gradually turning into a social group for 

- 

'9 G .  Konrad B I. Szelenyi, Op. Cit., p. 114. 
'O Ibid. p. 115. 



hire. The nascent bourgeoisie, and the market, remained basically unaffected by the . 

geopolitical changes. and consistently failed to provide alternative means for independent 

income. The ruling elites of the new countries consisted mainly of members of the rich 

landed nobility who were the principal benefactors from the natioilal liberation and from 

the concessions granted to society by those empires which still existed, which tried to lure 

impoverished gentry intellectuals into the ranks of the rapidly expanding political and 

administrative bureaucratic apart in order to avoid social unrest. In the newly liberated 

countries this was considered a form of reward for the former activities of the 

revolutionary intelligentsia. Thus the former freedom fighters were transformed into 

"noble officials. and from reforming critics of imperial absolutism"." they became the 

mainstays of authoritarian and corrupt rule, retaining only the mildest of liberal outlooks. 

The co-option and transformation of inteIlectuals from "radical critics of one age into 

conservative apologists of the next'"' became a common occurrence at every new stage of 

the  history of Eastern Europe. 

As the growing financial insecurity of the Eastern European intelligentsia directed 

their creative energies into state employment, it had the additional effect of robbing the 

budding private sector of much needed knowledge and creative initiative. The majority of 

irzrelligenti became diligent supporters of the "theoiogical and teleological legitimation of 

the rule. pro\-iding it with the technological endorsement necessary for the construction of 

A number of large-scale state-sponsored infrastructural projects for the 

modernisation of the communication system including the building of roads and railroads 

and the heavy, mil itary-oriented industrialisation accommodated the core of diligent 

supporters. 

A relatively small group of irrrelligenri acquired extreme importance as 

spokespersons for the regimes. placing their talents at the service of the political elite "by 

creating the new ideology of nationalism or sustaining the ideology of dynastic loyalty.'" 

These ranged from upwardly mobile conformists. to nation builders, to socially 

committed engaged intellectuals. 

.l I Ibid. p. 1 16. 
'' Ibid. p. 23. 
'' G. Sch6pflin. 1993. Op. Cit.. p. 30. 



These phenomena accounted for yet another cause of the crisis of self-knowledge 

of the Eastern European intelligentsia: the tension between the intelligentsia's sacerdotal 

(self-) image as an entity with a leading social and spiritual mission in the life of a nation 

as a whole, and its status as mostly state employees. 

The archetypal Eastern European oppositioner, the professional revolutionary or 

pariah intellectual. came into existence at the turn of the century. In contrast to the 

revolutionary intellectuals from the previous generation, he or she (educated women 

became increasingly visible during this time) was practically a social outcast who failed 

to find employment or status within the system and therefore had a vested interest in the 

"total transformation of the system" and disseminated a "radical vision of progress." 

Paradoxically. the mainstream loyalist intelligenti also insisted on passing as reformers 

and oppositioners. "shading off into revoluti~naries."~ This meant that during the same 

period another controversial trait of the (self-) image of the Eastern European 

intelligentsia was taking shape: its identification with a "quintessential. and general. 

opposition to the system or a substitute for it."'6 This has always been a magnetic 

attraction for Eastern European inrelligenri: many have felt strongly about their role as 

opposition to the regime. This resonated with the tremendous Romantic appeal of the 

inrellectual-cum-revolutionary martyr from the times of the national awakening, and by 

the sense of social commitment implied in the intelligentsia's persistent self-perception as 

spiritual leader. social elite and missionary. The appeal was so powerful and long-lived 

that up to the present time virtually all representatives of the intelligentsia, most 

pronounced conformists included. have insisted on advertising themselves as dissidents, 

critics of the system. defenders of progressive moral values, human rights and basically as 

re~olutionaries.~' 

The growing needs of industrialisation from above, the availability of state 

scholarships and the relative liberalisation of education facilitated the emergence of a new 

professional intelligentsia. It was rather diverse in ethnic. gender and class origin. In spite 

of the fact that "some room was accorded to capital ownership" and that the principle of 

" Ibid. 
J 5 G. Schopflin. 1993. Op. Cit.. p. 29. 
.'' Ibid. 



achievement as a factor legitimising power was gaining some ground over the traditional 

legi timisation by birth, stiIl there was not enough "room for the achievement-based 

legitimating principles of professional intellectual knowledge or ownership of labour- 

It was easy for educated professionals to become intellectual proletarians if 

they did not have the right status to enter the civil service or the military, which bore out 

the validity of the conflation of old values and new careers. 

On the other hand, the role of minorities-Armenian, Greek, German, and 

especially Jewish-was crucial for whatever capitalist developments were taking place in 

Eastern Europe at that time. Jewish and other minorities' commercial capital. and not 

peasant commodity production, sustained these capitalist developments. Thanks to ethnic 

capital. most of the ruined large and medium-sized landholdings were modernised and 

made profitabie. The rapidly growing urban centres also benefited from minority capital. 

The number of well educated young people of ethnic origin multiplied over the years. but 

they went mainly into the liberal professions and the arts, career venues that were 

despised or ignored by the offspring of the traditional elites, as the doors to the lucrative 

state bureaucracies and the military were closed to minorities. State employment policies 

favoured each country's ethnic majority. 

With the intensification of industrialisation and urbanisation, and with the more 
Th efficient functioning of the market. during the first decade of 20 century the 

importance and profitability of liberal professions grew. As a consequence, there was 

intensification of divisive ethnic tensions, most notably anti-Semitic and anti-German 

moods in Central Europe. a phenomenon that was. of course, to have crucial importance 

for the fate of the region and for Europe as a whole. 

The significance of the artistic intelligentsia in the social life of Eastern Europe 

grew considerably during this period. The new states saw expansion of cultural 

institutions as a strategic investment towards consolidation of the young nations. National 

libraries, universities, conservatories, and art academies were founded in every capital, 

while theatres and opera houses opened in almost every large and medium-sized urban 

centre. Needless to say, these artistic and cultural activities were financed mainly, if not 

37 A syndrome brilliantly described and analysed by F. M. Dostoevsky in The Possessed- 
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solely, by the state. Yet another typical Eastern European trait, rooted in the traditions of 

the Austro-Hungarian, Russian and German empires, was upheld-that of state-sponsored 

Leading intellectuals, predominantly writers were accorded lucrative state jobs and 

thus the archetype of the artist-cum-bureaucrat was born. Eastern European political and 

administrative elites, central and local alike. took exceptional pride in being considered 

benefactors of art and connoisseurs of culture. Many a private sponsor also contributed to 

the flourishing of the Eastern European artistic scene. This period was one of the most 

prosperous for Eastern European artistic and cultural institutions. 

The artistic intelligentsia benefited largely from the ideological concessions 

bestowed by the ruling elite on the arts and sciences. Certainly, as long as its ideas and its 

independent, non-status-bound knowledge did not challenge political power, it was left in 

peace and even encouraged financially. This system of co-option. which "relied heavily 

on the high value of traditional status deployed as an instrument of legitimation by the 

elite".s0 survived with minor changes up to W.W.II and was reintroduced during the 

period of the Communist compromise in the 1960s. 

The flourishing cultural liberalism and the intellectual renaissance5' during this 

period are evidence of the political harmlessness of the intelligentsia and its inability to 

seriously threaten the alliance of state. latifundium. and finance capital. Although the 

intelligentsia uras the staunchest supporter of a democratic platform. and was instrumental 

in propagating land reform, universal suffrage. democratic constitution. autonomy for 

ethnic minorities, and democratic social policies, it was "unable to carry out the bourgeois 

revolution that would have guaranteed the implementation of these changes."5' True, in 

the field of arts and sciences, reform- and opposition-minded creative intellectuals 

" G. Konrad % I. Szelenyi. Op. Cit.. p. 117. 
4 9  Bulgaria. Romania. and Yugoslavia imponed this tradition. along with the political structure of their 
constitutional monarchies. (Bulgaria and Romania also imponed also crown princes to head the 
constitutional monarchies). 
50 G. Schopflin.1993. Op. Cit.. p. 3 I .  
" "At h e  u r n  of the century Eastern Europe teemed with talents in the arts and sciences; movements sprang 
up and works appeared which have shaped the culture of our centxy at least as much as anything conceived 
In \Crestern Europe. A veritable inteIlectual renaissance started out from Central and Eastern Europe. from 
Vienna and Berlin. from Budapest. Prague. Warsaw, Petersburg, Moscow and Odessa, ... a degree of 
cultural liberalism over which creative intellectuals in Eastern Europe have wept ever since." 
G. Konrad & I. Szelenyi. Op. Cit., pp. 125-6. 
5' Ibid. 
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represented a real alternative to the conservative-bureaucratic loyalist intelligentsia, but 

..politically theirs was a utopian alternati~e."~~ The creative intelligentsia needed a vibrant 

bourgeois class, a Third Estate, to rally behind it; being content with the self-designated 

role of social critic, conscience of the nation and spokesperson for the people was far 

from enough. 

Ln typically Eastern European paradoxical fashion, however, the creative 

intelligentsia was the first to formulate a negative attitude towards liberalism and the 

market in ethical terms. The validity of the free market came to be questioned first with 

respect to the market for intellectual products. The creative intelligentsia found it 

demeaning that the invisible hand of the market should determine the value of their 

works. and saw the market in general as a fundamental evil. Commodity relations and 

money were perceived by the creative intelligentsia as the antithesis of culture. The 

abhorrence of commodification of culture and cultural products became pan and parcel of 

intelligentsia's ethical code: discussing somebody's material position publicly was usually 

considered to be socialIy embarrassing and as bad manners. Those intellectuals who 

senled the market were perceived as "surrendering to the vagaries of demand" and 

dismissed as ..immoral."5" This explains the hostile attitude towards the bourgeois values 

of persistence. hard work and financial austerity that informs much of the literature and 

the art from that time. 

5. THE EASTERN EUROPEAN INTELLIGENTSIA AND THE MAJOR 

ETHNIC, SOCIAL, AND IDEOLOGICAL DIVISIONS 

BETWEEN THE WARS 

The fundamental changes in Eastern Europe between the end of the Great War in 

19 19 through the end of W.W.11 are described by some scholars as " revo l~ t iona r~- l ike .~  

This experience was crucial for the fate of the region, and largely pre-determined the 

success of the Communist take-overs after W.W.11. The newly founded polities had to 

Ibid. 
Ibid. p. 70. 



cope with grave "problems of ethno-national segmentation and social frag~nentation."~~ 

All social groups and strata-the political elite, the peasantry, the workers and the 

bourgeoisie-led politically and socially dissimilar lives, motivated by sometimes 

conflicting values. The intellisentsia failed to establish well-defined communications 

among various social groups. for it failed in its vocation as their genuine representative 

and spokesperson. It is m e  that some factions of intelligenti entered alliances with 

different social strata when their interests prompted them to do so, but they were never 

really interested in  the support of peasants and workers. both of whom they considered 

inferior. Having their roots in the aristocracy and gentry and with dl the self-confidence 

of their army ranks and lucrative state positions, the inreiligenti nevertheless went on 

claiming to speak for the whole nation no matter how fragile or brief their alliances with 

other social strata were. or how minute the interests involved. 

The divisions within the Eastern European intelligentsia became even more prominent at 

a time of deepening ethnic and social divisions. when its teleological social mission and 

moral transcendence were most needed to bring a new nation together. Instead, 

fragmented and divided. inrelligenri became active agents of destructive ideological 

confrontations. 

The Eastern European intelligentsia preserved its self-image as an opposition and 

pronounced enemy of the status quo. The intelligenri, however, were coming to see 

themselves as the only "avant-garde, whose task it was to formulate the real needs of 

so~ie t>~ and a progressive system of  value^."^' In this context the intelligentsia began to 

perceive its social mission to teach. to enlighten, and to lead towards progress as the 

means to establish itself as sole agency of the radical social change that the region 

needed. The itzrelligenti believed the only way society could be changed would be if they 

were allowed to disseminate their norms as a spiritual avant-garde until these became 

norms of society as a whole. They believed in a societal transformation that wouId 

fundamental] y reshape the world, one that would resolve all divisive problems of social 

and national integration, but also one that would create and sustain proper conditions for 

" G. Sch6pflin. 1993. Op. Cir.. p. 58. 
'O Ibid. p. 23. 
57 G. Konrad & I. Szeienyi, Op. Cit.. p. 70. 



the intelligentsia to perpetuate its teleological mission as educator and redistributor. There 

was no consensus, however, whether this change should be directed towards Western 

values of modernity, or towards romanticised past of patriarchal security and traditional 

noble values. Those who agreed that modernity was to be the goal could not reach 

consensus whether this could be attained through democratic evolution or via revolution, 

fascist or Bolshevik. 

The importance of the artistic intelligentsia between the wars was significant, 

especially in countries like Bulgaria, Romania, and Yugoslavia where the much slower 

speed of marketisation, industrialisation and urbanisation and the absence of a tradition in 

the sciences delayed the emergence of a professional and technocratic intelligentsia. The 

am. and especially literature, remained the venues where the creative potential of the new 

Eastern European nations could express itself. Frustrated with the widening gap between 

the advanced Western societies and the backwardness of their own, the intellectuaIs were 

looking for a way out of the crisis and found it  in artistic creativity, in works of art that 

wouId compete or at least be on a par with the best achievements of Western art. They 

were more than successful in this endeavour and left abundant evidence of powerful 

national literatures. towering disproportionately above other sectors of Eastern European 

life. 

The sharp distinction between high and low culture also became politically 

important in Eastern Europe between the wars. The "spiritual aristocratism" of the 

majority of the artistic intelligentsia. its enlightenment mission. and cultural rnessianism 

were not compatible with the swiftly spreading populist tendencies in Eastern European 

politicaI and social life. While remaining faithful to the traditional messianic and 

enlightenment notions. some inrelligenti shared the scorn of the populists toward "elitist 

art" and propagated the idea of art specifically made for the people. 

These factors caused a weakening of the intelligentsia in the inter-war years of 

predominantly authoritarian rule.58 The intelligentsia's politicisation made it more 

vulnerable than ever vis-a-vis the political elite. Overt and covert persecution of 

intellectuals intensified as an alternative measure, and many, predominantly from the 



radical left. fell victim to political assassinations or were forced into exile to the Soviet 

The pro-Fascistic governments (Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary) followed Nazi 

Germany in persecution of "non-loyal" intellectuals and intellectuals of Jewish origin. 

These measures dealt a very serious blow to the Eastern European intelligentsia a 

whole, but were especially devastating for ~ u n ~ a r - y . ~ ~  During that time the co-optation 

and manipulation of the intellectuals through state employment became a widespread 

practice for rendering them harmless. 

The intelligentsia's inter-war experience offers a possible explanation of why "the 

non-Communist forces, which represented the majority in Eastern Europe, were unable to 

develop stronger resistance to Communist pressure" exercised by a relatively "small 

group of people who found the Communist message attra~tive."~' The intelligentsia had 

ro pay a heavy price not only for its politicisation but also for its mere survival. In Poland, 

for example. it was nearly annihilated by the hrazi and Soviet occupations. Therefore the 

inte 1 iigentsia. "better than any other social group" sensed the "Zeitgeist and ga\le the 

benefit of the doubt to the ~ommunis ts ."~ '  

5.1. The Intelligentsia and the Ruling Elite 

The end of the Great War left a legacy of precarious territorial, economic, and 

social arrangements and political fragility, riddled with all sorts of divisive issues, 

predominantly ethnic and social. According to Schopflin, these issues fall into two major 

categories: problems of national integration and of social integration. 

5 S Between the wars. Czechoslovakia enjoyed the longest period of democratic rule for about 15 years: 
Romania the shonest. between three and five years. 
'9 Cases in point are the Bulgarian upheaval of 1923 and the Hungarian Soviet Republic of 1919. whose 
leaders fled to the S o ~ i e t  Union after the defeat- 
bO "Largc-scale emigration of intellectuals contributed to cultural decay. Because of polirical persecution or 
blighted prospects dozens of excellent artists and intellectuals left the country. ..- In addition. hundreds of 
doctors. engineers and other intellectuals fled or were desuoyed in Nazi death camps (or, later. in 
Communist concentration camps). It required a particularly rich or particularly wasteful country to give up 
so much knowledge, feeling, and value as Hungary did in that half-century." Peter Hanak. 1992. "Hungary 
on a Fixed Course: An Outline of Hungarian History", in Col. Hisr.. pp. 197-8. 
6 1 G. Schopflin. 1993. Op. Cit.. p. 58. 
'' R. J. Crampton. Op. Cit., p. 214. 



The formation of the new states created more problems than it solved, paving the 

way to serious crises. The settlement lasted no longer than 20 years and began to crumble 

when Hitler occupied the Rhineland in March 1936. Yet it was not the problems and the 

tensions of the Eastern European settlement that caused it to collapse. "War, when it 

came. was not caused by East European instability; as in 1914 it was caused by the Great 

Powers taking advantage of East European political fragility for their own purposes."6i 

The new frontiers in some cases left out a large number of national minorities 

(Hungary, ~ u l ~ a r i a ) ~  and in others created multinational states (Czechoslovakia, 

Yugoslavia) in which "distinctive national subcultures wirh clearly divergent political 

objectives complicated  matter^."^' National majorities were reluctant to make significant 

concessions to minorities; they pursued assimilatory policies and refused to adopt 

appropriate political and institutional frameworks that would have facilitated the 

integration of the latter over time. 

Important events after the end of the Great War unfolded against a backdrop of 

social tensions resulting from the demise of the traditional agricultural economy and the 

flawed land reform. In accordance with the peace treaties the standing armies of the 

defeated Eastern European countries were reduced to the minimum. The newly formed 

states were too young to need to manufacture military materiel, which would have 

invigorated their economies, devastated by war? Eastern European Ptarism and the 

traumatic experience of the Great Depression intensified the generally negative attitude 

towards the market, thus undermining the foundations of the democratic solution and 

compounding the belief in a radical political solution which would inevitably resolve all 

difficulties. economic and otherwise. The underdeveloped market, the absence of an 

influential bourgeoisie with established economic priorities, and the undeveloped civil 

society allowed politics and power games to enjoy a central role in Eastern European 

- 

6: Ibid. p. 32.  
bl Hungary lost one-third of ~ t s  population and almost half of irs historical territory after the signing of 
Trianon peace ueaty. After the signing of the Neuilly-sur-Seine peace treaty, Bulgaria lost most of its 
historical lands 10 the nonh and to the Southeast. as well as large a part of its  population. 
65 G. Schopflin. 1993. Op. Cit.. p. 23. 
66 After the Great War, the economy of Eastern Europe was in a shambles, especially for the defeated 
countries (Bulgaria, Hungary). Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Yugoslavia had just come into existence and 



public life between the wars, further undermining the social and national integration of 

the new states. 

The 1920s brought about a major shift in priorities and values in public life. 

Whereas beforehand the bulk of society seemed to accept the political order as natural 

and permanent. the experience of the Bolshevik and Fascist revolutions suggested that the 

power of the political establishment was not as rock solid as it appeared to be. This 

attitude was bound to stir up both reform and conservative forces. Although there was not 

even a remote consensus among the interests of the political elites, the nascent 

bourgeoisie. the impoverished. largely peasant population, and the relatively small but 

radicalised urban work force, revolutionary changes were in the air. 

Eastern European leaders overestimated the potential importance of the Western- 

style transformations they introduced in the power structure of their newly founded states. 

believing that Westem-style constitutional government would somehow produce 

Western-style democratic. stable and prosperous s~cieties.~'  Moreover, they "saw politics 

through the prism of nationhood. which they interpreted as necessarily leading to 

s t a t e h ~ o d . " ~ ~  Their ideals increasingly diverged from those of the semi-enfranchised 

masses. impoverished by war. 

Soon it became evident that the new political elites were incapable of introducing 

the changes needed to facilitate social and national integration: people recognised that 

{heir political leaders were unable to build the new polities as modem countries. The old- 

new elites remained the dominant political class. They either came from the gentry class 

of s;Zacltra and boyars (Poland, Hungary, Romania, Croatia). or from a bureaucratic- 

military elite (Yugoslavia, Bulgaria). Thus the state administrations acquired a markedly 

"neo-feudal character". and ran the countries in a way "similar to the way they ran their 

estates"69 and the m y .  Their rule was ridden with nepotism. political corruption. and 

determination to preserve the status quo through skilful manipulation and co-optation. 

experienced serious difficulties. Romania succeeded in switching loyalties at the very last minute and came 
our of the war with some territorial gains, but this did not improve significantly its economic situation. 
6' Poland and Czechoslovakia were declared republics. while Bulgaria. Hungary. Romania and Yugoslavia 
were constitutional monuchies. 
68 G. Schopflin. 1933. Op. Cit., p. 40. 
69 Ibid. p. 19. 



In most cases (especially in Bulgaria, Romania. and Yugoslavia), the sense of 

mutuaI responsibility of those in high position-what the French call noblesse oblige- 

was underdeveloped, and "mutual distrust characterised the relationship between those 

inside the political power structure and those o~tside."'~ Ruling political parties 

"frequently tended to be personal coteries united by loyalty to an individual rather than to 

a political program or ideology." The personalised nature of Eastern European politics 

meant. "clientelism was a key feature of the political order, regdated by a system of 

rewards and sanctions within the elite and from the elite downwards."" Economic half- 

measures and "Prussian-style" modernisation, which required elaborate and costly 

protectionist and intewentionist measures, continued to hamper development of the free 

market. while electoral and bureaucratic machinations jeopardised the nascent democratic 

s)stem." 

On the other hand, the inconsistencies of Eastern European governments in 

sustaining democratic rule (with Czechoslovakia as a notable exception) were 

counterbalanced by their inability to consistently sustain authoritarian repression and all- 

out totalitarian rule. This characteristic accounts for the numerous paradoxes in Eastern 

European political.73 cultural. and social life between the wars.7J 

The majority of the Eastern European intelligentsia was nationalist-loyalist, or 

liberal-humanist. As before the war (in the case of Yugoslavia and Bulgaria, the wars). 

nationalist intellectuals remained among the principal voices in Eastern European 

political life. The catastrophic war did not substantially alter their attitudes. The complex 

70 Trond GilIberg. 1992. "The Mul~iple Legacies of History: Romania in the Year 1990" in Col. Hisr.. p. 
278. 
7 1 -- G. Schopflin. 1993. Op. Cit.. p. 21. 
' -  "The instruments of control used by the bureaucracy varied from outright fraud to intimidation. In some 
electoral districts. opposition voters would be prevented from registering their votes; opposition parties 
might be suddenly banned; politicians might be temporarily arrested; phoney parties might be floated to 
confuse - - a particular section of the electorate; or the franchise might be seriously restricted." Ibid. 
" "The elite did not seek to control the entire electorate. only so much of it as would give it uncontested 
conuoI over public politics. This accounted for the continued existence of opposition parties of both right 
and lefi. often quite radical. and resulted in such apparent paradoxes as the presence of Social Democrats in 
the Hungarian Parliament in 1931. in the centre of occupied Europe. In effect. the hegemonic system 
operated with a degree of flexibility, in that i t  accepted a wider range of options than its Communist 
successors were to do." Ibid. 
7J During the Pilsudski years in Poland, for example, the opposition press could and did attack the failures 
of the system. 
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territorial arrangements and the challenges of national integration7' faced by their new 

states gave a new meaning to their social mission. It was hard this time around to reach a 

reasonable consensus on issues of national integration as the nationalist intelligentsia had 

become divided on the issues after independence. Its mainstream political affiliations 

varied from centre-right conservative and liberal to leftist social democratic and its 

approach to national integration often came from opposed exclusive political platforms. 

Nationalist intellectuals became key figures in the inflammatory and divisive rhetoric 

over national ideals, the revolutionary heritage, and territorial clairns. Those sentiments 

were easily manipulated by the political elites to their own ends. Prominent populist 

writers published anti-minority and anti-Semitic statements, supplying justification and 

popular support for controversial laws and regulations curbing the rights of ethnic 

minorities. The phobes and the philes were engaged in historical and ideological quarre 

over poIitica1 decisions and ethnic issues that ultimately served the interests of the Great 

Powers. further undermining the process of national integration. 

The Eastern European nationalist intelligentsia was equally divided and inefficient 

in the process of social integration. Along with the political elites, it came to share the 

guilt for pushing their countries into catastrophic wars76, into protracted economic 

destabilisation and political repression and for relegating the day-to-day grievances of 

society to a secondary unimportant place. Voiced and often times inspired by inrelligenri. 

unprincipled political arguments threatened to politicise the entire public space. 

undermine the nascent civil society. and complicate even more the  elusive social 

of the new states. Particularly harmful was the failure of the intelligentsia to 

respond adequately to the plight of the peasantry and the working class, as well as its 

- - 

7 5 "Eastern European polities found integration an extremely complex and ultimately impossible to achieve. 
... The pattern is well illustrated by the fate of Czechoslovakia. which failed to retain the loyalty of non- 
Czech minorities to the state in 1938. A genuinely integrated polity would not have disintegrated in this 
fashion, for its constituent member groups would have regarded loyalty to the state as of a higher order than 
any other " G. Schopflin. 1993. Op. Cit., pp. 22-3. 
70 The Balkan Wars ( 1  9 I 1 - 19 14) and W. W. I are cases in point. Only a limited number of Eastern 
European intellectuals defended neutrality and stood up against mass involvement in the Great War. The 
majority supported it and justified involvement with eilher leftist or rightist arguments. -- 
" "Thc problem with social integration was that various social strata in the East European polities might 
have been cohesive within themselves-although even that is a somehow doubtful proposition-but they 
Iacked any overall commitment to the state and any sense of participating in the same political venture." G. 
Schopflin. 1993. Op. Cit.. p. 24. 
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animosity to the emerging bourgeoisie. The press, featuring prominent intellectuals as 

borh authors and subjects of its sensationalist and scandalmongering articles. further 

damaged the image of the Eastern European intelligentsia as community leaders and as 

the moral conscience of the nation. 

The intelligentsia favoured the predominance of political arrangements over 

economic and social. Understandably, these arrangements sustained the clout of 

intellectuals as experts, privy to the corridors of power. Often they succeeded in using 

nepotism and corruption to their own advantage and especially the personalised character 

of Eastern European politics. Because of its traditional links to the state, the Eastern 

European intelligentsia feared economic liberalism, whose success would have threatened 

their social status as experts and teleological redisuibutors and would have reduced their 

employment opportunities as enlightened bureaucrats. This was an important 

consideration as the 1920s were exceptionally lean, especially for the defeated countries 

(Hungary. Bulgaria), saddled with retributions and debts. In general. the intelligentsia of 

all colours-nationalist, fascist, and Communist-was anti-capitalist and anti-liberal. It 

was also undemocratic, although-to give yet mother example of an intrinsic 

contradiction-the intelligentsia was overwhelmingly egalitarian and supportive of social 

and political justice. 

The anti-liberalism of the military intelligentsia was almost a question of h o n o a  

The officer corps considered themselves heirs and protectors of spiritual elitism and noble 

values removed from the corruption of the market even in countries with no aristocratic 

tradition. like Yugoslavia and Bulgaria. The humiliating defeat (Bulgaria, Hungary) 

understandably compounded the animosity of the military intelligentsia towards any 

attempts to liberalise the economy, for they feared losing control over the military 

industry, which was a state monopoiy. 

The artistic intelligentsia was amongst the most eloquent opponents of liberalism. 

and expressed moral indignation at the commodification of life, especially as the "selling 

out of noble and spiritual values" intensified after the war when shonages and poverty 



favoured the spread of the black market." Numerous books and plays featured the 

profoundly negative Nietzschean attitude towards the marketplace taken literally, where 

the sinister reputation of the black market was used as a metaphor for the market and 

liberalism in general. Needless to say, these works subjected representatives of the 

budding bourgeoisie, mostly members of minority groups. to merciless bashing, 

describing them as insensitive enemies of the noble code of honour where money and 

market transactions enjoyed a very low priority.79 

A relatively small, but artisticdly very influential group of Eastern European 

intelligenti carried this anti-materialistic attitude to its extreme. They made a deliberate 

point of staying away from politics, the market and the hustle and bustle of everyday life 

in general. They preferred an insecure lifestyle in the ivory tower of I'arrpour fun and 

self-employmenr and even forged something like a program out of their apolitical politics 

under the influence of the French Symbolists and the British Aesthetes. They sought to 

create art free from all influences and opposed to all materialistic preoccupations of 

modem society. The term "aristocrat of the spirit" was coined to describe those who 

refused to "sell themselves out" to the state or at the market place. Calling themselves 

"citizens of the world" or cosmopolitans. these Eastern European intellectuals attempted 

to create works of art that would transcend the limitations of the indigenous culture and 

'' Bulgarian urban literature from the inter-war period is extremely bleak and tragic. reflecting the aftermath 
of the 1u.o national catastrophes suffered by the country as a result of the protracted Balkan wars and the 
Great War. The Bulgarian classic writer Georgi P. Stamatov ( 1885- 1932) comes ro mind. with his 
ernot~onally tense short s~ories abour honest. patriotic- minded officers and the drama of their homecoming 
and maladjustment. Srarnatov's style represents an elegant mixture of naturalism and romantic symbolism 
most adequare for the brooding mood of his heroes who, instead of consolation for the humiliating defeat 
their armies had suffered. find their country in unprecedented economic and moral crisis as a consequence 
of the wars but also of swift urbanisation and liberalisation of market and morals. His prose acquires 
specifically racist overtones when he describes the Senegalese Enrente troops that had occupied Sofia after 
the war; and members of the national minorities, who. being exempted from conscription as unreliable, 
stayed behind to "make money and corrupt our sisters." Unable to face the collapse of their Romantic 
patriarchal ideals of "Great and Noble Bulgaria" and unable to get used to the new world where "money is 
the only honour", most of his heroes end up by killing themselves. 
79 "In Hungary the prevailing attitudes and tastes of the wider public were basically determined by 
conservative intellectual currents consonant with the dominant Christian-nationalist course. (Examples 
incIude] the novels of Ferenc Herczeg and Dezso Szabo, the fountainheads of the conservative populist 
literature and racist politics. ... Their books suggested that the torpid Hungarian middle class. corrupted by 
the mentalities of the assimilated Germans and Jews. could be saved from ultimate doom only by the 
primordial force of peasantry. ... The writings of Peter Veres and Gyula Ilyes, on the other hand. served as a 
bridge between populism and the political left." P. Hanak, "Hungary on a Fixed Course", in Col. Hist.. 
p. 196. 
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would rise up to the universal, cosmopolitan values of the best works of high art created 

by humanity. Many of them flocked to the cafes of Paris and Vienna and the cabarets of 

Berlin and Munich, and added their names to the modernist movement that carried the 

ideas offin-de-sitcle Western European spbolism and decadence into the Eastern 

Europe of the 2 0 s . ~ ~  

It is easy to understand why a large part of the Eastern European intelligentsia, 

profoundly embittered with the status quo and with the flawed liberal-democratic 

solution, "made a far better use of romantic irrationalisms of the left or right" than of the 

rational liberalism of the market or of conservative nationalism. The obvious political and 

economic consequences were the "bureaucratised rational-distributive systems of 

Communism and ~ascisrn."~' Marxism (in its Kautskian or Leninist interpretations), and 

Fascism (in its ready-to-wear German form) came to fill the need for decisive arbitrage in 

the endless quarrels amongst nationalists, liberals, conservatives, and democrats and their 

ever-shifting combinations and coalitions. Communism and Fascism naturally appealed 

to the intelligentsia's enlightened confidence in economic change and "expertise 

informed" reforms from above, thus overshadowing the two major ideologies of the time, 

Nationalism and Liberalism. 

6 0  The most prominent representative of the Eastern European modernists is the Polish writer Stanislaw 
Prz)*byszewski ( 1868- 1927). His poetry displays a passionate, sensual mysticism, while his  prose works 
describe unusual psychological types and the ambivalence of eroticism. He is the father of Stanistawa 
Przybyszewska (1901-35) who challenged her father's authority and notorious fame by becoming a versatile 
wirer in her own right. She wrote the play Danton (1932) which was to be re-discovered and staged by 
Wajda in theatres across Eastern Europe in the 1970s and early 80s. After the Solidarity crisis, Wajda 
adapted the conflict between Danton and Robespierre as an allusion to the conflict between L. Waleca and 
General Jaruzelski, in his film Danron ( 1  983). Hungarian modernists gathered around the circle Nyugar 
(The West), where the most prominent figure was Endre Ady; and around Bela Bartok and The New 
Hungarian Music Society. Thc prominent Bulgarian symbolists, mainly poets, gathered around the circle 
H~perion and its literary journal. Their leader and mentor was the literary critic Kr. Knrstev. The 
Romanian symbolists and expressionists were confined to an isolated group, mainly poets. The gist of their 
poetry is generally either mainly pantheistic (L. Blapa) or anti-establishment (A. Machedonski). The 
Serbian modernists were under the strong influence of the French poetic circle Parnas. and European 
symbolism. Its most prominent representatives were J. Ducic and M. Rakic. 
8 1 G. Konrad & I. Szelenyi, Op. Cit.. p. 126. 
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5.2. The Intelligentsia and the Peasant Movements 

The Great War had a considerable consciousness-forming impact on the 

peasantry. For the first time in their history, Eastern European peasants saw themselves as 

an indispensable social group, both as food producers and soldiers. "The agricultural- 

industrial terms of exchange favoured the former activity, again boosting the seIf- 

confidence of the peasantry."s' More than four-fifths of the Eastern European population 

between the wars were of peasant origin. As soldiers, a huge number of peasants were 

suddenly torn from their static village life, mobilised and sent to the front. Combat 

experience expanded enormously their "personal experience and criteria to judge for 

themselves their own status."83 

The new consciousness of the peasants, however, only intensified their traditional 

anti-urban and anti-industrial attitudes. The hostility of the peasant parties and radical 

movements towards modernity was "palpable, as was their inability to come to terms with 

the market. the resulting suspicion of it and the money-using economy."a Peasant values 

were formed in barely literate communities, "whose source of dternative ideas and 

visions of the future was the Bible and the Lives of Saints." Therefore they saw change 

..as a process to be achieved by something akin to sa~vat ion."~~ Their inherent xenophobia 

understandabIy transpired into virulent anti-intelligentsia. anti-bourgeoisie and anti- 

liberal feelings. On the other band, peasant leaders and politicians badly needed the help 

and guidance of the intelligenti through the labyrinth of politics and power games. Their 

experience of politics remained limited; they were vulnerable in a political system created 

to serve the old elite and usually became easy prey for co-optation, or were simply 

destroyed morally or physically. The peasant movements were unable to challenge the 

power of the political elites, nor to bring about change for they were motivated by 

"simple. even primitive egalitarianism, in which all would be reduced to the same level of 

political privilege and. in a hazy kind of way, to the same level of 

'' G. Schopflin. 1993. Op. Cit.. p. 28. 
'' Ibid. 
s-l ibid. p. 40. 
" G. Schopflin. 1993. Op. Cit., p. 40. 
" Ibid. 



The intelligentsia as a whole did not fare well with the social and political plight 

of the peasantry. The intrinsic messianism of Eastern European peasant culture did not 

mesh well with the intelligentsia's own teleological messianism. According to Duczynska 

and Polanyi. 

In the early years of the century progressive thought penetrated deeply into the rising middle class 
and irs complement of impoverished nobility, in short. the intelligentsia. It made a powerful 
impact. In literature and in the social sciences new ways opened up in opposition to the forces of 
the past that still ruled over the counuy. ... But intellectual progressivism in the early 1900s. like 
the labour movement. resided in the capital city. Even hometown roots were severed. Sons of 
impoverished nobles from distant villages. sons of small businessmen or professionals from rural 
towns found a longed-for refuge in the meuopolitan wilderness and its world of lirrerateurs. ... 
Progressive political thought. for all its awareness, failed lo make the link with the social realities 
of basically peasant populations.s' 

Even the intelligenti from peasant origin, calling themselves "populists" (in Hungary, 

Romania and Bulgaria) did not always succeed in creating a stable, specifically peasant 

intelligentsia. who could claim the role of spokesperson for peasant movements and 

parties and lead them towards the "co-operative socialism" that was perceived to be a 

possible third way out of the crisis.8s with time. the populist intelfigenti abandoned the 

idea of a third way and gradually became attracted by the parties from the radical left and 

right. 

In general. two types of inrelligenri got involved with peasant movements over 

relatively longer periods of time. The most affectionate suppon. albeit not very effective. 

these movements received from the artistic intelligentsia. Inzelligenti, syrnpathising with 

the peasant movements, saw in their Christian messianic beliefs a possible resolution for 

67 The Plorcgh and rlte Pen: Urriringsfram Hungav 1930- 19%. Edited by Ilona Duczynska and Karl 
Polanyi f London: McClelland and Stewart Limited, 1963). pp. 17- 18. 
6 S The idea of a third way was formulated by the Bulgarian peasam leader Alexander Stamboliski as the 
indieenous ideoIogy of agrarianism in 1909. He believed that his 'homegrown product would steer the 
country away from both Marxism and capitalism. and suessed time and again that the essence of 
agrarianism was narodo~.lastie (or democracy) as developed in "the revolutions in England, America, 
France and Russia." Marin Pundeff. 1992. "Bulgaria", in Col. Hisr.. Op. Cit., pp. 8 1-2. 

The Hungarian populists were made up of "intellectuals of peasant background who sympathised 
with the plight of the rural poor. They were also concerned with the difficulties facing the middle class of 
peasant origin. They were first and foremost anti-feudal and anti-capitalist in their ideology. Their primary 
goal was to elevate the peasantry to a higher status, because they considered it to be the backbone of the 
Hungarian nation. Their ideology was based on the notion of the 'third road*. a peculiar Hungarian version 
of socirtllsm that was national, but not fascist. socialist but not Soviet communist." P. Hanak & J. Held. 
1992. "Hungary on a Fixed Course", in Col. Hisr., p. 182. 
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their own dilemmas. Like all Eastern European intelligenti, they were tom between 

fascination with Western humanitarian values and abhorrence for their pragmatism, and 

between idealisation of indigenous "patriarchal purity" and the bitter realisation of its 

limitations. Duczynska and Polanyi note that 

The PopuIist writers. as they later were called, differed much among themselves in thought. - 
method. expression and temperament. There was no common doctrine. What they had in 
common was creative freedom and sense of anger, .,. [They ~ ~ o t e ]  close-ups of peasant life, 
recgional sociographies, novels. ethnographic studies. poems. slatistics. diaries. family histories 
and minute descriptions of single villages.89 

Their social and philosophical concerns found an adequate artistic vehicle in melodrama, 

~lhich became the most popular genre between the wars. 

Examining the historical roots of British and Hollywood film melodrama, Gledhill 

concludes that the melodramatic socio-cultural paradigm was the predominant aesthetic 

mode of the 19th century Western European theatrical and literary tradition. She argues 

that melodrama expressed most adequate1 y the tensions of social change. the frustrations 

of social and national transition and the "conflict of Manichean opposites."g0 Thus 

"opposition in wealth. education and welfare ... between ethnic mores and life-styles ... 

became a highly visible feature of rapidly industrialising and expanding c i t ie~"~ '  and the 

po\.erty of villages. The naive melodramatic idealisation of peasant values, and the values 

of simple people in general came as a reaction to the "passing of hierarchical social 

relationships. and ... the traditional values and ways of tife that had given society its 

cohe~ion."~-) 

The artistic potential of melodrama for expressing social and ethnic tensions made 

i t  especially attractive for Eastern European art between the wars. Although in Western 

Europe melodrama was traditionally considered a middle-class "bourgeois genrewg3 and 

reflected basically the tensions between aristocracy and the Third Estate, in Eastern 

Europe i t  became popular across social strata as the society as a whole was in a flux. The 

S Q The Plough ilttd !he Pen: Writingsfrom Hungary. Op. Cit.. and p. 19. 
* Chrlsunc GledhilI, "The Melodramaric Field: An Investigation", in Home is Where the Hean Is: Studies 
in hIelodranla arid rhe Wornon's Film. 1987. Ed. Christine Gledhill, (London: BFI Publishing). p. 20. 
" Ibid. 
92 Ibid. 



dominant pathos of melodramatic literary works was profoundly anti-urban and anti- 

capitalist. The city was seen as a symbol of ultimate evil and the village as its victim, an 

epitome of lost and unprotected innocence. In tune with basic peasant prejudices, the 

alien city was pictured as a predator, getting richer and fatter at the expense of village 

sweat. Mainstream literature and art from that time abounded with stories about village - 

girls who, tempted by big-city glamour, ended up in brothels, and about young men who 

ruined their lives as city thugs, or worse, as low paid factory workers. 

The social pathos of many works transcended the simple idealisation of the 

underdog. Thanks to their forceful Romantic, realistic and naturalistic pathos, most of 

these skilful works bore eloquent and socially conscious witness to the hardships of both 

urban capitalist exploitation and village life between the wars, of debilitating poverty and 

de~~eration.~' '  Allegories. projected onto a mythological past. told stories about the 

triumph of poor peasant victims over rich. usually alien. vilIains, suggesting in tune with 

the pessimistic ironies of the folk tradition. that "the losers are not always those who 

deserve i t  Fables devoted to salvation through chaste rural life away from the 

maddening crowd. of the city in most cases, represented a biting critique of political and 

social corruption." Satirical novels launched character types that were to transcend the 

peculiarities of a national character and to become popular world wide as tragically comic 

elvidence of the human ~ondition.~' 

" Ibid. 
U1 "In the mid-thirties Gyula Illyes wrote his largely autobiographical People of rhe Pusrta. opening up in a 
submerged world. Peter Veres. himself a landless peasant. wrote his Village Chronicle; Zoltan Szabo his 
pioneering village study, The Siruarion ar Turd; Jozsef Darvas his Hisror?. of a Peasanr Family; lnue 
Kovacs his indictment of the Horthy regime; Ferenc Erdei. a peasant's son. his erudite regional studies; 
Janos Kodolanyi his sombre demographic pictures; Geza Feja his study of Southern Hungary." The Plough 
and the Pen; Wriringsfrom Hungar?.. Op. Cit.. and p. 19. 
'° C. Gledhill. Op. Cit.. p. 20. 
90 Bulgirian village unters Yordan Yovkov, Elin Pelin, and Angel Karalijchev were very close in spirit to 
the Hungarian populisrs and were masters of the short literary forms of novellas and stories. Romanian 
literature frnm the inter-war period was heavily influenced by turn-of-he century popranism. an early 
Romanian version of populism, and its literary journal Viafa romanesca, which proclaimed moral 
responsibility before the peasantry and demanded that literature depict its debilitating poverty in a realistic. 
even naturalistic style. Another influential literary journal, Samanatorul. saw peasantry as the only "positive 
class" and propagated the creation of a Unitarian literature that would not be tied to any particular class. A 
~hird influential lilerary circle was gathered around the journal Gindirea that looked to peasantry for 
inspiration in proclaiming mysticism and nationalism. The most prominent among the "peasant" writers 
were Sadoveanu. L. Rebreanu, K. Peuesku. and G .  Calinescu. 
Based on information from Encyclopaedia of Literature. 1987. Moscow. Volume 5. pp. 338-9. 
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The second type of imelligenri to get involved with the peasant movements did so 

with the hope of luring them into their own ideoIogicd camp. They usudly came from the 

loyalist-nationalist and conservative wing or the extreme right, as the radical left turned 

away from the peasant movements and parties. In strict accordance with Bolshevik 

stratesies. the Communists dismissed peasants as politically infantile and a priori 

reactionary. Conservative populist inrelligenri, on the other hand, capitalised on peasants* 

traditional hostility towards everything new and different, specifically on their anti- 

capitalist and anti-Semitic feelings. The emphasis on direct action haiIed by populists and 

their foIIowers. however. played right into the hands of Fascists. There were also 

similarities between the two ideologies in the "glorification of simple life, the decadence 

of the cities. the need for personal sacrifice for the coilective good. and the almost 

mystical connection between man and nature. the tiller and the The Fascists fared 

better as they openly manipulated the peasants' inlmical attitude towards the traditional 

elites. the minorities and the intelligentsia. They succeeded in releasing their pent-up 

animosities and the desire for direct action and in channelling them into "nationalistic, 

militaristic and even paramilitaristic movements. into elaborately staged forums of public 

life."99 

In general. it was the radical right who made the best use of the nationalist agenda, 

which emphasised the need for change and fostered revolutionary tendencies amongst the 

peasantry tou.ard the flawed process of national and social integration. Fascist intelligenti 

grasped the opportunity to rally under the banner of humiliated national dignity and 

radicalise those nationalist forces that saw territorial revanchisnte as the only way out of 

the current all around crisis. Understandably. militant Fascism was welcomed by the 

military intelligentsia of the defeated countries (Hungary, Bulgaria) or the countries 

unhappy u*ith the multinational arrangements (Slovakia, Croatia), i.e., those most 

C7 The tensions between new and old, village and urban life. patriarchal values and urban sophistication. are 
the object of the satires of  the Bulgarian novelist AI. Konstantinov (Uncle Ganyo, 1895) and of h e  
theatrical pieces andfeuillerons of St. L. Kostov (1  889-1935). The conflicts betwecn soldiers of the ethnic 
minorities and their officers. usually from the ethnic majority; between down-to-eanh peasant pragmatism 
and the absurdilies of the noble military code. are the focus of the Czech Jaroslav Hasek 's classic Good 
Soldier S~.ejk and Orher Srrange Stories, ( 1  9 12)  and Good Soldier Srwjk and his Fortunes in the World 
\Car. ( 1923). 
Q 6 T. Gillbcrg. Op. Cit.. in Coi. Hisr.. p. 287. 



seriously affected by the humiliating arrangements of the peace treaties? Indeed, the 

military intelligentsia had the strongest political clout and it proved it in several pro- 

Fascistic military coups across the region that, in favour of the executive, the police and 

the army. dissolved democratically elected parliaments, smashed social m~vements '~ '  and 

subverted any attempts for change from below. 

A new program was born, demanding hegemony for the interventionist state's 

noble-military-elitist bureaucratic intelligentsia, which could "induce capitalists and 

landowners. fearful of socialist revolution, to accept restrictions on their interests in 

favour of an expanding nationalist war economy."'0' The industry did not have to be 

nationdised for the industrialists themselves were nationals. During pro-Fascist or openly 

Fascist rule in Eastern Europe, political power was more or less rnonopo1ised; both 

society and the economy were politicised, and military and bureaucratic measures were 

"extended to every sector of social life. from culture to the labour market." The result was 

a "co-ordinated (gleichgeschalret) economy and ever closer merger of state and society 

structures.."03 

Eastern European Fascism certainly benefited from the latent and at times virulent 

anti-Semitism that was bred by poverty. social insecurity and the traditional xenophobia 

of the peasant cultures. While in the West capitalist development was an organic process 

and not confined to any particular ethnic group, in Eastern Europe it  was "above all Jewry 

who represented capitzlism in an order that preserved its traditional. feudal social 
7 **lo4 structure while slowly undergoing modernisation in the 'Prussian way . In a society 

nvhere democratic changes and national integration were flawed and incomplete, the Jews 

inevitably attracted the hostility of diverse social strata. The landlords and native 

industrialists saw them as rivals, not only in a social. but also in an ethnic and religious 

sense. For the same reason, the peasant and the worker saw them as even worse exploiters 

99 G .  Konrad Br I .  SzeIenyi. Op. Cit., p. 13 1 .  
100 Paradoxically. in Romania and Bulgaria the monarchs used their constitutional right to overrule 
parl~amsnt and achieve fuil personal power in order to slow down the advances of Fascism. butuessing the 
extremism of powerful populist forces. Romania's King Carol I? even joined forces with the Communists ro 
get rid of the Fascist Lron Guard. 
101 The Hungarian Soviet Republic in 1919. and the Bulgarian peasant movement in 1923. 
"I' G. Konrad & I. Szelenyi. Op. Cit., p. 13 1 .  
1 O? Ibid. p. 132. 



than the landowners and industrialists of native origin. The nationalist and loyalist 

intelligentsia regarded the Jewish professional intelligentsia with caution and suspicion. 

The rigid beliefs that all desirable things in life are defined in zero-sum terms and 

arc in shon supply105. were carried over from the peasant value system to the value 

system of the populist and Fascist intelligentsia to be used as a very powerful weapon 

against the Jews and other upwardly mobile and affluent ethnic minorities. 

Understandably, the intelligentsia of Jewish origin took an active part in the 

Eastern European leftist movements and a "disproportionately large number of 

Communists and socialists were Jewish by de~cen t . ' "~  Many reasons have been offered 

to explain this phenomenon. One of them is the appearance of a "large number of Jews in 

a non-Jewish environment in the 18th century"; another, that Jews "saw themselves as the 

legatees of the Enlightenment and emancipation." Yet another is the character of their 

employment: because they were "generally banned from owning land, and had been for 

centuries. their occupational concentration was urban and for that reason, the impact of 

socialist ideas on them was all the greater." Finally, the Jews who joined the radical-left 

parties "could. in many cases, have been reacting against the money-making ethos of the 

Jewish communities of the East European urban centres. a particular variant of revolt of 

the sons against the fathers."lo7 

5.3. The Intelligentsia and the Working Class 

Fascism could not measure up to Communism in popularity amongst 

intelligentsia. Admitted] y, most Eastern European intelligenti remained politically 

amorphous or inclined to give the benefit of the doubt to the forces on the left. It became 

Ibid. p. 122. 
105 According to G. M. Foster. "Broad areas of peasant behaviour are patterned in such a fashion as to 
suggest that peasants view their social, economic. and natural universes-their total environment-as one in 
which all of the desired things in  life such as .-. friendship, ... honour, respect. status. power, influence, 
security, and safety, exist in finite quantity and are always in shon supply. ... Hence it follows that an 
individual or a family can improve its position only at the expense of others." George M. Foster, "Peasant 
Society and the Image of Limited Good" in American Anrhropologist 65, no. 2 (April 1965): 293-315; pp. 
296-97. 
loo G. Schopflin. 1993. Op. Cit.. p. 42. 
107 Ibid. pp. 42-3. 



increasingly clear that the exclusive, chauvinist Fascist program was deepening the 

contradictions between the national majority and the minorities, and widening the social 

gap between rich and poor, workers and peasants, city and village. It was also evident that 

at the time "no real liberd-democratic alternative existed to the current crisis since the 

intelligentsia could not substitute for a laggard bourgeoisie." The only possible alternative 

to "Bolshe\lik-type rational redistribution" was the "Fascist hegemony of a nationalistic. 

military-bureaucratic intelligentsia."'" The newly formed Communist parties, or the 

radical wings of the existing Socialist parties, emerged as the only politicd alternative 

that seemed to offer a popular and feasible social program that would resolve the growing 

national and social tensions. and carry out the long expected change. Last but not least, 

the contagious charm of the Bolshevik Revolution. which Gramsci rightfully called an 

"event of metaphysical importance", and its well-publicised ongoing success, greatly 

enhanced the popularity of the radical left. 

The backbone of the Communist movement, the working class, was almost 

negligible in Eastern Europe between the wars (exception in the highly industrialised 

Czech lands). Their underdeveloped capitalism could not possibly produce a vibrant, 

class-conscious proletariat. Pockets of manufacturing and extractive industry did exist in 

Poland. Hungary, Bulgaria. Yugoslavia. and Romania. but the "industrial proletariat was 

small and not politically infl~ential ." '~ 

The value system of the working class was determined by the fact that most 

industrial workers had recently moved to the cities, were still attached to their peasant 

norms and values. and tended to be rather timid in their political demands. The 

inflammatory rhetoric and political aggressiveness of the Communist agitators scared 

them away. They preferred to articulate their "economic or welfare aspirations through 

trade unions and the social democratic parties which existed in the area. 9.1 10 

As an example of yet another Eastern European paradox, the inter-war 

Communist movement and the post-W.W.II take-over had little if anything to do with the 

working class in its traditional Marxian capacity as revolutionary proletariat. The Eastern 

I06 G. Konrad 8: I .  Szeienyi, Op. Cit.. p. 133. 
1 L'Q G. Schopflin. 1993. Op. Cit.. p. 34. 
'I0 Ibid. 



European Communist activists, however, had the example of the Bolshevik revolution to 

follow. Like the Bolsheviks. the Eastern European Communist intelligentsia reversed the 

process described by Marx. Acting on behalf of the oppressed masses in similarly 

underdeveloped countries (excluding Czechoslovakia where the take-over had to preserve 

the appearance of legitimate parliarnentarism) they took over political power and then 

proceeded to create the working class. The social group that disseminated the ideas of 

Bolshevik revolution in Eastern Europe, and built the foundations of the Communist 

movement. was the proletarised intelligentsia, not the proletariat of the working class. 

The Eastern European leftist intelligentsia fell again into the historical trap of self- 

projection. substituting the interests of the class it  deemed to represent with their own 

aspirations.' 

Lenin's ideas on the exclusive role and militancy of a tightly organised clandestine 

"vanguard party of a new type" were well received by the radicalised leftist intelligentsia 

in Eastern Europe. Democratic traditions. endorsing parliamentary struggle, were feeble 

to non-existent (excluding Czechoslovakia, where the Communist Party was a significant 

force in parliament until 1938). Therefore, following Lenin's harsh criticism of the 

Second lntemaiionall". the radical left felt no qualms in opening an all-out war on 

parliamentary social democratic parties, insisting they were traitors and ideological 

deviants and dismissing their growing popularity frorri the turn of the centLry through the 

early 1930s. The newly formed Communist Parties undermined the strength of the 

indigenous socialist movements. and succumbed to centralised leadership from 
l l j  hlosco~..  This act proved to have far-reaching effects on the fate of the local 

I I I hlarxism did indeed give the intellectuals of the day a justification for promoting the development of the 
class-consciousness of the working class. This Marxian approach. however. was viable under the 
dichotomous svucture of a developed bourgeois society in the age of classical capitalism where no 
alternative was imaginable to capitalist interests except the interests of the workers, a situation that was not 
even remotely comparable with the situation in Eastern Europe between the wars. 
"' "Lenin was contemptuous of the ineffectiveness of the Second International in the face of the outbreak of 
kvar in 19 13 and of the decision of too many socialists that they should support the war." G .  Schopflin. 
3 993. Op. Cii.. p. 48. 
113 "At the centre of Lenin's conception of a Third International was his insistence on stringent control and 
cenualised organisation. coupled with ideological purity as determined by Moscow. the successful centre of 
the world's first socialist revolution. These principles underlay the celebrated Twenry-one Conditions, which 
the Cornintern imposed on dl Communist parties. . .. The Twenc-one Conditions, in  sum, provided the 
follouing: All Communists were absolurely obliged to carry out its provisions. whether as individuals or in 
an organisarion. which was to follow only one possible pattern. Under the rules of Party discipline, party 
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Communist ~arties"' and on the fate of socialism as a viable alternative for the future of 

Eastern Europe. 

The left avant-garde artistic intelligentsia from the inter-war period was the source 

of radical ideas. Most of their works were fiery odes inspired by dreams of the bright 

Communist future and the Soviet Union, and were written in modernist style, heavily 

influenced by the Soviet avant-garde form the 1920s in general, and by the futuristic poet 

Vladimir Mayakovski in particular.'15 The most notable left avant-garde in Eastern 

Europe was the Czechoslovak movement Deversil, founded in 1920, with links to the 

Communist Party. It included the critic Karel Teige, poet Vitezslav Nezvd, novelist 

VladisIav Vancura. and the film director Martin (Mac) Fric. It proclaimed revolution in 

an (the so-called poetismrcs). in society. and in politics, In spite of their radical aesthetic 

declarations. however. Deversil remained true to the realist sentimentalism of proletarian 

an. Xezval headed the surrealist offshoot of Devetsil ( 1934-8) after a quarrel with the 

.Marxist critics from the movement over the newly emerged concept of Socialist Realism 

that was adopted at the first congress of Soviet writers in 1934. 

The proletarian fixtion of the left artistic intelligentsia was traditionally stronger 

and more influential than the avant-garde. The traditions of proletarian literature and 

a d  l 6  were a variation of those of the village populists (in Hungary they even called 

themselves "~rbanists"'~'): their sentimental regard turned instead onto the plight of the 

working class and the depredations of bourgeois society and its victims, the "little 

members \vex obliged to carry out instructions from above without question. ... Further. there musr be a 
resolute struggle against all non-recognised ideologies on the left-reformism. pacifism. radicalism-in 
terms of both ideas and organisation. Trade Unions must be captured from within by tightly organised 
groups of Communists. Communist pariiamcntary groups are subordinate to the party's central committee 
and the party itself is subordinate to the Comintern." G. Schopflin. 1993. Op. Cit.. pp. 48-9. 
113 The disman:!ing of the Polish Communist Party in 1938. for example, on rhe eve of W. W. 11.. and the 
occupation of Poland by Germany and USSR are cases in point 
I l i ,  Bulgarian poets G. Milev and N. Srnirnenski come to mind: the Hungarian leftist expressionist L. 
Kashak: the group of revoIutionary Polish socialist poets, led by V. Bronewski; M. Benjuk and E. 
Zhebcljanu in Romania; Desanka Maximovich in Serbia. 
I I b  The term itself was coined to describe a literary trend that appeared in Russia. France and Germany at 
the rum of the century. Its adherents embraced socialist and communist ideas. Its traditions go back to the 
Chartist movement, the French Revolution. and 1848 and the Paris Commune. Maxim Gorky was 
considered by Lenin as "the greatest ever representative of proletarian art." After the October revolution. 
the proletarian artists from the Soviet Union formed RAPP, the Association of Proletarian Artists. As a 
result of i t s  antagonistic relationship with the Soviet avant-garde from the 1920s. and in an attempt to 
rcconcilc these two opposing trends. Socialist Realism emerged as a state-endorsed normative aesthetics. 



people." A few of these writers were consciously following Marxism; in most cases they 

were critical realists. They had logically come to the idea that the source of the suffering 

of the urban working class as well as their brothers and sisters in the villages, was the 

affluent ciasses, the principal benefactors of the halted land reforms and the flawed 

modemisation. "' 
The critical pathos of the Marxist works, and those of the revolutionary poetic 

avant-garde, was to be appropriated retroactively by the new Communist regimes as 

either precedents for or as the first conscious attempts at Socialist Realist art. Indeed. 

their highly proclaimed "revolution of the spirit" as a precursor of the inevitable social 

revolution. was to be successfully manipulated and adapted by politicians and ideologues 

to the purposes of the total social transformation that was to come after W.W.II. 

Unfortunately, the longing for revolution of the spirit, for social transfornation and 

destruction of the old culture. was to be met during the Communist era with efficiency 

and results that for the most part astonished surviving members of the avant-garde and of 

the left writers' circles. 

6. THE EASTERN EUROPEAN INTELLIGENTSIA UNDER 

COMMUNISM 

The Communist solution finally offered the intelligentsia the role it had been 

dreaming of as a missionary. a visionary, an oppositioner, an epitome of progressive and 

democratic values, a social and political vanguard, and spokesperson for the proletariat. 

This time around, the intelligentsia would speak on behalf of only one social class, the 

working class. but that was considered the social class of the future. With the advent of 

Communism the Eastern European intelligentsia confronted, much to its chagrin, the 

possibility of its own consolidation as a class of rational redistributors and as an active 

participant in the total revolution from above. As events progressed after the Communist 

I I7 Gyula Krudy, Fryges Karinlhy. Milan Fust. 
11s  Other representatives of Eastern European proletarian literature were the Bulgarians A. Strashimirov and 
D. Polyanov; the Czechoslovak writers M. Majerova, J. Kratohvil. and playwright J. Stood, and the 
Romanian novelists A. Shatter and Dz. Bogs. 
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takeover. the dream turned into a nightmare. Nevertheless, the Eastern European 

inzeUigenti refused to face both their crisis of self-knowledge and the simple fact that the 

dictatorship of the proletariat whose victim they perceived themselves to be was in fact a 

dictatorship by the intelligentsia. Theirs was a to a large extent a self-inflicted calamity. 

Eastern European Communist regimes made good use of the intelligentsia's 

traditional sense of social mission and its willingness to serve a powerful and enlightened 

state. The intelligentsia's belief that only the (Communist) state could be progressive, 

rational and in a position to create a vibrant new society by destruction of the old 

backward one. was well in accord with the basic tenets of Soviet Marxism-Leninism and 

~ v i t h  the goals of the totalitarian state. After all, economic modernisation, land reform and 

radical social change were badly needed. and seemed feasible only through a political 

revolution from above, engineered and planned by an enIightened (Party) elite. Thus. at 

least during the initial stages of totalitarianism. the Eastern European intelligentsia 

provided a pool of enthusiastic supporters and collaborators for the needs of the regime. 

Stalinism. the most rigid and oppressive period of terroristic totalitarianism. lasted 

rough1 y from 1945 until 1960.' l9 it was characterised by two mutually exclusive 

developments for the intelligentsia. First, as the result of the fast-paced social changes. 

the social and gender make-up of the Eastern European intelligentsia was altered 

completely. The old intelligentsia was decimated by administrative and political terror. 

As the bourgeoisie was virtuaIly non-existent (except in Czechoslovakia), the old 

inwlligentsia became the most numerous scapegoat and was labelled a "hostile class" and 

targeted along with the well-to-do peasants, industrialists, m y  officers, and former 

politicians of all coiours. 

Because of rapid industrialisation and collectivisation, young, upwardly mobile 

men and women of peasant and working class origin filled the intelligentsia's ranks. They 

were the principal beneficiaries of the Party educational policies designed tc ki ! i t z to  

access by previously dispossessed classes to technical colleges and universities. New 

faculties and universities opened their doors. Preferential admission requirements, grants 

l I9 This period varied from one country to another. but the beginning of relative relaxation after Stalin's 
death in 1953 was followed by another wave of terror and repression caused by fear that the Polish October 
and the Hungarian Revolution from 1956 could spread all over Eastern Europe. 
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and scholarships. evening and part-time programs soon resulted in a new socialist 

intelligentsia which rightfully believed it owed everything to the Party. Its most 

deserving-both politically and intellectual1 y-representatives were sent to Moscow, 

which was considered an exclusive privilege. Party Academies produced their first 

graduates who filled in the ranks of Party nomenklatura and the state apart. Then there 

#ere the former partisans and resistance fighters and their helpers who created the 

backbone of the Party elite and of the new intelligentsia. At the same time, the offspring 

of the so-called hostile classes were either denied access to higher education. especialIy in 

the arts. the humanities and law. or channelled into the least desirable and most difficult 

professional fields, agriculture and veterinary medicine. 

Two patterns of dealing with the pre-war intekgentsia and creating a new, 

socialist intelligentsia are discernible in this period in Eastern Europe: the CzechosIovak 

and the Polish. The Yugoslav case was unique. Galina Kopaneva eIaborates: 

[mlost of its intelligentsia were village kids who joined Tito's Resistance and after the war were 
sent to universities. The old civilian intelligentsia was spared as it was insignificant in numbers 
and was politically harmless in Serbia. but in Croatia there were many supponers of Ante 
~ave l i ch ' ' ~  amongst the intelligentsia who were purged after Tiro came to power. So were 
members of the nationalist milit- intelligentsia. who belonged to Draza Mihailovic' camp.'" ... 
The Yugoslav intelligentsia was a young. vibrant intelligentsia. I remember being in Yugoslavia 
in 1966 or 1967. there was some national holiday and a parade. and there they were. Tito's 
former Partisans. still young and beautiful. well-dressed and beaming with pride for what they 
had achieved.'= 

Dr. -Milica Pekhankova. a Czechoslovak film critic and specialist in Yugoslav cinema, 

corroborates this impression, but also outlines further developments among the 

intstligentsia who were affected by the political events in the federation: 

I went to visit my family for the first time in 1966, when the borders opened. I was 
shocked at their poverty. My aunt lived in a barn with the horses and the cows, but on the wall she 
had Tito's portrait. She was a former resistance fighter and cherished an almost mystical adulation 
for him and his wife. 

P.nte Pa\.elic was the leader of the Croatian nationalists who espoused fascism. anti-Serbianism and anti- 
Semitism and advocated armed suuggle for Croatian independence. In I933 he was expelled from 
YugosIa\is for terrorist activities and found shelter in Mussolini's Italy. 
'"~olonel (later General) Draza Mihailovic, from the Yugoslav Royalist army that was disbanded after the 
occupation, was a pro-Western Serbian monarchist and nationalist. 
'" Galina Kopaneva. Lecture series. Tape # 2, p. 7. 
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Six years later. in 1973 or 74, I went back. to be shocked once again by the difference: 
Yugoslavia was already a Western country. My aunt was already enjoying all the privileges that 
Tito had extended to his veteran resistance fighters: she had bought an apartment and a car. her 
family had the right to free uavel and she received her pension in hard currency. The film industry 
was booming both with local productions-they were already making about 20 feature films per 
year-and with co-productions from the West. many, many co-productions. They had become all 
of a sudden extremely rich and extremely free. compared to Czechoslovakia which at that point of 
time was in the throes of "normalisation", and to all the other Eastern European countries I had 
visited. Since then, I attended regularly their annual national film festival, held in Pula. The films 
shown were mainly made in Serbia or in Croatia; the other republics used to make one film every 
rwo or three years. By the end of the 70s. deterioration in all aspects became visible: the quality of 
films. the subject matter. and the atmosphere. ... The difference in standards between Sloveni* 
filmmakers and filmmakers from Kosovo. for example. was as between a Western and a third- 
world country. There was not certainly any, even remote, reference to the nationalist and 
economic problems that were tearing h e  country apart at that time. Tito had criminalised the very 
mention of such issues. His authority. however. began to waver during these years. The generation 
born after the war was coming of age and Tiro's image was not sacrosanct anymore, as it was for 
the generation of the parents. ... 

And yet, I remember the opening of the Pula film festival just after Tito's death in 1980 
with the screening of two documentaries. The first was caIled Tiro Lives Forever in Us. The other 
one s.as about his funeral. and how the country mourned him. It was made by the Croat director 
Lordan Zafranovic. one of the  famous five Yugoslav FAMU graduates from the late 1960s . '~  
When the screening was over, the whole stadium rose to their feet, and chanted for more than half 
an hour "'Fraternity and Unity" and sang this almosr religious song. "Comrade Tito, we pledge 
ourselves to you. we vow to rally behind you for ever." For a foreigner even from another 
socialist country, like myself. and in spite of my Slovenian (Yugoslav) blood. this was a really 
shocking outburst. ... 

By the mid-80s. the federation had all fallen apart internaIly. as far as the film community 
\vas concerned. and the breach was already becoming ugly. During the last Pula festivals in the 
late 80s. the filmmakers from different nationalities occupied different tables in restaurants. kepr 
to rhemselves and did not cornmunicare with their colleagues from rhe other republics. The 
atmosphere was tense and hostile and my own coileagues frowned at me whenever I approached 
other nationals-as I had friends in all those communities. They were unnappy that I mixed with 
all of them as I used to do before.'" 

The comments of G. Kopaneva on the process of creating the new Czechoslovak 

inteiligentsia are applicable to the Bulgarian, the Romanian and to a great extent to the 

Hungarian experience for it historically has quite a few shared characteristics with the 

Polish intelligentsia. In Kopaneva's view, a curious phenomenon took place, which 

explained the higher standards of Czechoslovakian culture after the war: 

"' The other four being Goran Markovic, Goran Paskalevic, Rajko Grlic, and Srdan Karanovic. The first 
Yugoslav director lo study at FAMU was Alexandre Peuovic. who won an award at Cannes in 1967 for his 
classic I Ha~ee E\-en Mer Happy Gypsies, but after Tito's split with Stalin he had to leave and complete his 
studios in Paris. Another famous Yugoslav alumnus from FAhW was Emir Kusturica, who graduated in the 
early 1980s. 
I" Dr. Milica Pekhankova worked as a specialist in Yugoslav cinema for Narodny Filmovy Archiv (State 
Film Archive. or Cinematheque) in Prague from 1975 until 1990. Since 1990 she has worked as a 
representative of Warner Bros. in Prague. The excerpts are from an interview taken in early July 1994. (The 
inteniew was conducted in Engl i sh .4S)  
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Traditionally in the Czech lands. and later in Slovakia. education was held in high esteem sinte 
the end of the 18th and beginning of the 19th century. There were rich peasants who sponsored 
schools. The Habsburgs encouraged education during the times of Maria-Teresa. Under her 
aegis. there was introduced mandatory primary education. Towards the end of the 19th century 
there were many educated people who came fiom the people, and they were responsible for the 
national-liberation movement against the Ausuo-Hungarians. ... 125 

The situation in Czechoslovakia after W.W.11 was very similar to the situation in 
Bulgaria. as I know it: the children of industrialists and capitalists, big and small. of bankers. 
l a y e r s  and judges. in one word. the offspring of the bourgeoisie, were banished from the 
universities. They had to practice less prestigious professions. to become workers. drivers. and so 
forth. In doing so. they did not, however. lose the culture that came fiom their family upbringing. 

On the other hand. the universities encouraged the acceptance of children of the Party 
nomenklatura, of worker and peasant origin. who would have hardly even dreamt about such 
education under different social and political circumstances. Their class origin was their e n q  
ticket to the university. The sons and daughters of lawyers could never become lawyers 
themselves. If they wished to become agronomists or veterinarians. they could. but access to all 
the other professions. especially humanitarian. was decided on ideological level. in fact. one had 
to submit two letters of reference: one was a political attestation of the facher from the local Party 
organisation. and h e  other was an evaluation of the ideological reliability of the candidate 
herself: that she did not dance rock'n'roll: participated with enthusiasm in summer brigades; did 
not s ea r  make-up and did not follow decadent Western fashion ... 

That is how an average cultural level was reached. actually a rather high cultural level. In 
1968. for example. fireramy Novirtj (Literary News) had a circulation of 135.000. which was a 
very high figure for a highbrow journal in a country of 15 million people. This journal was a 
public forum. Writers published polemical articles. inviting the readers to participate and express 
thcir opinion. The network of cinephiies' clubs was very we11 developed in the 60s and even in 
the 70s. This explains to a large extent h e  high intellectual standards of Czechoslovak art. and of 
cinema in pmicular.'2" 

The specificity of the Polish case was determined by the fact that most of its 

intelligentsia perished in the Warsaw uprising. According to G. Kopaneva, 

[tlhe Polish inteIligentsia. or what was left of it in 1915. was not so severely persecuted after the 
Communist take-over. Those who were anti-Soviet were imprisoned, but after Gomulka came to 
pourer in 1956 they were released and allowed to go to university. Towards the 60s these people 
were already leading intellectuals. engineers. even directors of enterprises in spite of the fact they 
had done rime in prison. There was a severe shortage of educated people. so the state could not 
afford to banish the offspring of the hostile classes as in Czechoslovakia. Like in Hungary 
between the wars, secondary and higher education was strictly a social privilege. accessible only 

'y  Kopaneva's statement is corroborated by the description of the Czechoslovak intelligentsia offered by the 
Czechoslovak dissident Vladimir Kusin in his book The Inrellecrual Origins of rhe Prague Spring: The 
Developmenr of rhe Refonnisr Ideas in C:echoslovakia. 1956-1967. In his view after the Czech nobility 

i h  was wiped off the face of the earth by the Austrian invasion at the end of the 18 century a "thoroughly 
plebeian nation was facing its ordeal without h e  material or spiritual leadership of the aristocracy. And 
when the time was ripe for a national awakening, the leaders could only be recruited among the 
intclligentria which ilself had its origin in the plebeian Iayers of the nation." Vladimir Kusin. 197 1. The 
lrzrellecrtcal Origins of the Prague Spring: The Developmenr of rhe Reformisr Ideas in Czechoslovakia. 
1956-1 967. (London: Cambridge University Press), p. 136. 
"' G. Kopaneva. Lecture series. Tape # 1, p. 6. 
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for the kids of the aristocracy. In Hungary most of the inter-war intelligentsia was purged by 
Rakosi. and then. once again. after the 1956 uprising. In Poland. however. in spite ofihe fact that 
the post-war intelligentsia came from the old nobility-the inter-war gentry's intelligentsia-the 
state could not afford to liquidate them. After all, those were the only people who attended high 
school and universities before the war. . 

The Polish intelligentsia began gradually to free itself fiom its class complex with the 
coming of age of the generation born after 1915. There is a film made by Grzegorz Krolikewicz 
called The Darrcing Hawk (Tanczaq Jasr~ub,  1977). It reveals in a nutshell the changes that 
took place in post-war Polish society. There is this couple, enlangied in their extremely 
complicated relationship. She is of noble origin; he is of humble origin but is a high-ranking 
Party official. They have a son, and this son one day meets with his half-brother, the hero's son 
from an earlier marriage. One is fiom the capital. the other from a village, but they look almost 
identical. both in jeans. both with the same interests, both enjoy the same music. This was 
cenainly unthinkable back in the 40s. On the other hand. such uniformity is a potential threat for 
this typically Polish phenomenon. the regional culture. Every big city and iu region have their 
oun culture which has crysrallised under the diverse influences of the empires that had 
parri~ioned Poland: Poznan had its own culture. Krakov. its own. Warsaw. its own."' 

Curiously, in spite of the fact that the murderous policy of the new regimes 

severed the physical continuity of the Eastern European intelligentsia and in spite of its 

new social make-up. its traditional characteristics. inner tensions, and self-image 

remained in tact and actual1 y flourished under the new regime. 

The second important factor that moulded the fate of the Eastern European 

intelligentsia, the new one as well as what was left from the old. was that it became one 

of the most closely watched social strata during the terroristic phase of totalitarianism. In 

Stalinist parlance. "intelligent" was a derogatory word, meaning someone who wears 

dasses. who is hesitant and indecisive. a victim of "abstract" humanist values, and who is - 
not to be trusted. The era's literature and art, and especially cinema abound with 

inrelligemi who need the help of a worker or a peasant to make the right decision. They 

have expertise but lack common sense or courage. htelligenti were the most numerous 

i-ictims of smear campaigns and public character assassinations. The artistic intelligentsia 

and its ideological (mis) behaviour. perceived or real, was always in the limelight of Party 

vigilance. And certainly cinema and cineastes were always in the spotlight; they were the 

subject of most of the Party's decrees, public warnings, and scares, and bore the brunt of 

all the instruments in its arsenal of castigation. 

The waves of purges against the "external enemy" were replaced by purges 

against the "enemy within" once opposition forces and democratic leaders had been dealt 



with. The intelligentsia, old and new. became the victim and Communist inrelligenri from 

the leadership who dared to have personal views on matters of state and Party, on external 

policy and especially on the links with Soviet Union, were declared the enemy ~ i t h i n . " ~  

Stalin's growing anti-Semitism played a decisive role in selection of the victims, but it 

was coupled with indigenous anti-Semitic feelings among top Party ranks that had 

remained unaffected by the Communist ethos of internationalism and ~o l ida r i t~ . ' ' ~  

The purges made explici! the gap between society and the intelligentsia. As 

mentioned above, the population at large remained basically indifferent to the plight of 

the intellectuals. The fear and terror of the terroristic phase raised the consciousness of 

the population in a direction hardly desired by intelligentsia. The intelligentsia's 

tradi~ional mistrust of society as intrinsically reactionary and backward and as the 

\.oiceIess subject of social engineering. backfired. Society. not without the help of the 

P a ~ y  eIite and its principle of divide and conquer-revisited its own mistrust for the 

intelligentsia from a former curve of history and came to identify it with the oppressive 

totalitarian state. 

The blanket nationalisation of dl private propeny and the collectivisation of land, 

compounded by rigorous central planning in all walks of life, robbed the intelligentsia of 

whatever independent economic venues it had succeeded in acquiring between the wars, 

predominantly in the realm of the liberal professions (physicians, lawyers, architects, 

artists). The Eastern European intelligentsia naturally became an indispensable part of the 

ratio!zal-redisrributive society proper. Its role was predicated on the merger of economic, 

'' Ibid. Tape ii 3. pp. 6-7. 
'" On September 24. 1949 Laszlo Rajk was sentenced to death with several of his accomplices. He was 
accused of conspiring with Tito for the overthrow of socialist governmenls in Eastern Europe. After horrible 
torture. Rajk and several other high-level officials (one of them Janos Kadar) confessed to every charge. On 
December 7 of the same year Trajcho Kostov was sentenced to death. He was a party secretary under G. 
Dimiuov. in charge of economic affairs. In discussion with Soviet representatives he had sought to protect 
Bulgarian interests and was therefore accused on trumped-up charges of trying to detach Bulgaria from the 
socialist camp. ~ i t h  American and Yugoslav help. Col. Hisr., pp. xxviii-xxxiv. 
1'0 The purges in Czechoslovakia and Romania had definite anti-Semitic overtones. In Czechoslovakia. the 
purges are quahfied as being among the most severe in Eastern Europe. Rudolf Slansky and Vladimir 
Klementis were sentenced to death, along with 12 other party workers. on November 27. 1952. In Romania. 
Ana Pauker was removed as early as 1945 from co-running the country with Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dez for 
being of Jewish origin. although she kept her post. Later on, in 1961. she, along with Vasile Luca and 
Tcohari Georgescu, all of Jewish origin, were accused by Gheorghiu-Dej of bringing 80,000 Romanian 
peasants to trial in the name of the struggle against the kulaks. Only Luca was tried and sentenced. Col. 
 his^. . pp. xxviii-xxxiv. 
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political, and cultural power characteristic of totalitarianism (liberd societies with market 

economies take separation of these powers for granted). Rational redistribution under 

totaIitarianism created a new model of civilisation, involving three basic and equally 

important partners: economists and technocrats, who take care of central redistribution; 

the administrative and political bureaucracy (or the ruling elite), who secure the smooth 

functioning of the redistributive process by police measures if necessary. and finally the 

ideological, scientific and artistic intelligentsia, which "produces, perpetuates, and 

disseminates the culture and ethos of rational redistribution." Thus the "ideologue. the 

policeman, and the technocrat" became inseparable and "mutually dependent on one 

anorher's ~ o ~ i c - * . ' ~ ~  

Konrad and Szelenyi consider the rational-redistributive society proper to be 

established when the ruling elite's "consolidation of power over the intellectual class and 

over the Pany as a ~ h o l e " ' ~ '  is completed. As a result, "only those would be tolerated 
. . who had no minds of their own, who were most dependent on the General Secretary; 

who had no capacities to innovate in the sphere of ideology. and who lacked the kind of 

colourfu1. striking personality around which factions could form. Obviously, then. "fewer 

and fewer of the outstanding members of the intelligentsia were fit for continued 

membership in the ruling elite."13' 

While this description pertains to the terroristic phase, during post-terroristic 

totalitarianism and until the collapse of the system, the rigidity of internal cohesion133 

(Party discipline and the consequent "logic" of the system) weakened and gave way to 

other forms of coercion (in the form of the compromise or new social contrzct). Dr. 

Kristo Khirkov. former chief artistic advisor t.0 the Bulgarian State Film Enterprise (1979- 

89) comments on the changes within the Party elite: 

I XI G. Konrad & I. Szelenyi. Op. Cit., pp. 147-8. 
"' Ibid. p. 170. 
13' Ibid. p. 185. 
"? Janos Kornai has proved by building his "line o f  causality" that all the five blocks o f  a totalitarian (or 
classical. in his terminology) system are intenwined. Due to the rigidity, or coherence o f  the system. any 
radical change in one of  the three main power blocks (undivided power of  the Party and ideology; dominant 
position of  the state and state ownership; preponderance of bureaucratic co-ordination) would result in a 
chain reaction which would inevitably bring the whole system down. J. Kornai. Op. Cit., p. 361. 
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There were very dark times. very dark. I already mentioned the name of Dr. Peter Minov. 
secretary in charge of i d e o l o ~  in Culture and then Minister of Culture in the 1950s and early 

* 

60s. a former veterinarian or a zoo-engineer; I do not recall anymore, but in any case a very 
ominous figure. He was absolutely impenetrable. a true watchdog of the aesthetic imperatives. a 
priori suspicious towards the intelligentsia. Then there were Delin Yanov, Alexander Dunchev- 
they had nothing to do with cinema or art and everything to do with ideology and restrictions. ... 
Then in the 1970s things changed. you should remember, Lyudrnila (Zhivkova) became8 - 

Minister of Cuiture. so she, along with the then secretary in charge of ideoloe, A. Lilov. took 
personal responsibility for all sensitive developments in culture, and that was very favourable. 
Then. in the second half of the 70s and in the 80s. it was rather mixed: on one hand there were 
h e  reincarnations of D. Yanov, like General Kiril Kosev. or the Soviet henchman Grisha Filipov. 
On the other hand. there were extremely intelligent people. well educated and broad-minded- 
They used to belong to Lyudrnila's circle. people like Stoyan Mikhailov or Georgy Yordanov. 
who wanted to salvage something. anything of the artistic freedom that was achieved in her time. 
At that point in time. ideological leadership was sharply divided into hard-liners and enlightened 
reformers with no middle ground and even less desire for compromise. I cannot say. however. 
that we (the Bulgarian cinema) benefited much from their Frictions. I would rather say we were 
the losers. as they fought their battles on our territory. It was more spectacular and less harmful 
than. for example. waging them on the territory of the economy. Not that they did not fight over 
economic issues, they did. with various sad resulrs that we all knew. but they loved cinema. A 
very mixed blessing. indeed.'% 

In this period. however. there also emerged unbridgeable divides and tensions 

amongst different strata of the new intelligentsia. The ruling elite, following the principle 

of "divide and conquei'. contributed largely to this stratification. co-opting and favouring 

some and antagonising and financially humiliating others.13' 

The role of the Eastern European creative intelligentsia in the conception, 

formation and functioning of the Communist propaganda state is understandably crucial. 

As noted. Eastern European intellectuals were key contributors to the crisis of self- 

knowledge that plagued their societies. And, conversely, those few of them who chose the 

difficult path of (self-) marginalisation and dissidence, were the ones who preserved the 

core of civil society. 

'" The late Dr. Knsto Kirkov (1928-97). chief artistic advisor to Bulgarian State Film Enterprise 1979-89. 
The intewiew was conducted in October 1993 in Bulgarian. (The translation is mine. -4s).  
I !C 

A laqe stratum of the intelligentsia4octors, teachers. and even engineers-was neglected and built up 
a profound discontent with the regime's rational redistributive tactics. They, along with university students. 
became the core power base of the velvet revolutions that were headed by prominent dissident intellectuals. 
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6.1. Conformism and Co-option 

In three different periods-the 1950s, the 1970s and the 1980s-prominent 

thinkers and scholars of Eastern European t~tal i tar ianism'~~ have offered original 

explanations for the phenomena of conformism and dissidence under Communism from 

both a literary-philosophical and a socio-political point of view. 

In The Captive Mind, prompted by his Christian ethics and belief in personal moral 

responsibility. Czeslaw Milosz describes four psychological and social types of 

conformists who emerged immediately after the Communist take-over. but persisted. with 

some modifications. to the last days of the regime. 

The first one is Alpha. the Moralist. As a representative of the radicalised pre-war 

Polish intelligentsia, he perceived "early on in life that he was isolated from the broad 

masses of the populations.""7 And, finding that the social order was at fault, he revolted 

against his own class. the noble intelligentsia. His art, initially unintentionally. came to 

serve not the masses, but the political police. In him they found an unexpected ally whose 

attacks on nobility were a particularly handy justification for persecution of the hostile 

classes. Following the inevitable logic of his compromise, Alpha yielded his rich literary 

talent to the propaganda machine in exchange for a lucrative career and power. He used 

his eloquence to make lies sound convincing and ardently claimed t h a ~  "the only free man 

in the world is the citizen of the Soviet LJnion."13' And although he wanted to be 

perceived as Alpha the Moralist or the Educator, his colleagues referred to him as "Alpha. 

the respectable prostitute."'39 

Beta. the Disappointed Lover. is the second type of conformist. He is also a 

member of what was left from the alienated wartime Polish intelligentsia. He is a 
*r 140 "nihilist. but not amoral. His nihilism stems from an "ethical passion and disappointed 

love for humanity."'" His philosophy can be reduced to the simple maxim that *'man is 

not ruled by good intentions, but by the laws of the social order."'" He is a Marxist 

C. Milosz. V. Havel. M. Harasz~i. G. Konrad & I. Szelenyi. A. Heller. 
137 C. Milosz. Op. Cir.. p. 93. 
""bid. p. 109. 

Ibld. 
110 Ibid. p. 122. 
''I Ibid. 
''' Ibid. p. 123. 



because "Marxism treats man reali~ticall~.""~ In his efforts as a conscientious Party 

member to educate and be accessible to the reader, he swiftly moved away from literature 

towards journaIism and became a passionate propagandist. His inherent contempt for the 

ignorant and exploited masses made it easy for him to justify the most outrageous forms 

of direct and indirect social engineering. The growing discrepancies "between what he 

wrote and what his quick mind could perceive'' ultimately destroy him. He commits 

suicide. 

The third type is Gamma, the Slave of History, the most popular type of a 

conformist intellectual, and the most enduring. Milosz calls him a "literary politician" and 

archetypal "social planner." Coming from a poor background, he is practical enough to 

consider uncompromising moral principles a luxurious merchandise. After switching 

political loyalties several times. he lands a lavish career as a secret agent, a diplomat and 

a permanent member of the Writers' Union, all at once. He is convinced that the nation 

should undergo a "major operation",14 and is eager to help redesign people's minds by 

aggressive intellectual manipulation. His contribution to the new literature is a book, 

~vritten in strict accordance with the method of Socialist Realism. His punishment is the 

necessity to continue to write in order to keep his privileged status. And "everyday he 

howls with despair, knowing that everything he writes is as dead as a  tone.""^ 
The last conformist type is DeIta, the Troubadour. He belongs to the recumng 

type of the tragically misled artist. Milosz describes him as the typical Eastern European 

poet. whose talent is validated only if "he is a bard. and his songs linger on many lips", 

and if he "speaks in his poems of subjects interesting to A pronounced womaniser. 

a bohkrne and alcoholic. the talk of the town, he looks like the last person to be lured by 

the stem dogma of Communism. But his longing for a throng of admirers, and for a 

generous seigneur who shares his frivoIous beliefs. throw him into the hands of the - 
Stalinist soul-hunters. And instead of an enlightened seigneur he actually finds a "prison 

warden who cannot bear songs if they are nor marc he^."'^' He is amongst the first victims 

I43 Ibid. p. 123. 
144 Ibid. p. 158. 
1-t: ibid. p. 173. 
I46 Ibid. p. 175. 
'" Ibid. p. I SO. 



of repression when the "struggle against the spontaneity of the creative process"148 is 

declared. Writing on "prescribed subjects was not enough;" one is now supposed to 

"uvrite in a prescribed manner. rr 1-19 

True to his philosophical and religious convictions, Milosz refuses to historicise 

the individual merit and guilt of his four types. To  make "historical determinism" 

responsible for their guilt would, in his view, mean to "acquit them of their responsib:lity 

for active participation in the master plan for their own degenerat i~n" . '~~ and for the 

degeneration of generations to come. 

In his essay The Velvet Prison (1987), the Hungarian writer and social philosopher 

Miklos Haraszti sees the traditional social commitment of the East European 

intelligentsia as a misguided attempt to overcome the financial insecurity and social 

alienation caused by the advent of capitalism. Building on Konrad and Szelenyi's 

argument about the striving of the Eastern European intelIigentsia to establish itself as a 

class. he puts the burden of the compliance of the Eastern European intelligentsia 

squarely on its own shoulders. In a rather harsh and uncompromising manner he explains 

this cornpIiance with the historically determined socio-economic conditions as a self- 

inflicted calamity. In his view. Communism was a long- awaited solution to the 

intelIi_gentsia's problems and only enhanced and brought ad absurdurn its inherent 

totalitarian tendencies. He believes the intelligentsia had not much choice but to silence 

its conscience and yield its talents to the propaganda state. 

For Haraszti the ethos or aesthetics of commitment is inherently rotalitarian. and 

incompatible with the "ultimate freedom of an.""' The radical Eastern European axtistic 

intelligentsia saw "art without compromise" as the only way out of the permanent crisis it 

had been in since the times of national liberation. Therefore "service through art" within 

the zonfines of a radical ideology was a desired solution. Marxism. and socialist ideology 

in general. "lured artists back to reality" from a past where "they had found romantic 

refuge from the hardships of capitalism."1s' 

116 Ibid. p. 189. 
Ibid. 

"O Ibid. p. 190. 
"' Miklos Haraszti. 1987. The Velver Prison. (New York: Basic Books). p. 17 
'" Ibid. 



Haraszti claims that the Communist regime was nothing but the long-awaited 

"uneconomic" liberation from the constraints and responsibilities of the market. 

Nationalisation, centrally planned culture, and generous state subsidies are, for him, 

equi~valent to a Copernican revolution153 in culture. 

Haraszti takes to task the traditional-sacrosanct and metaphysical-issue of the 

social and moral commitment of the Eastern European inteIligentsia and examines its 

metamorphoses under Communism. The notion of public service, in his view, "becomes 

the culture's guiding principle" and the idea of commitment "helps deliver the work of the 

artist to his audience". and gives himher t h e  moral ground to "mould his public, and to 

prepare the context and reception of his art." The artist reconciles himself to History, and 

recognises that "in serving the pubIic. he serves himself." Past art appears to have been 

only a "preparation for the future art" whose mission can be summed up in a phrase: to 

educate. Like as History in Hegelian-Marxian sense, so does art "find its culmination in 

socialism. and seeks its completion in c~mrnitment.""~ Haraszti argues, therefore. that 

the regulated and closely scrutinised culture of Communism is not a "betrayal of the old 

pluralistic culture. nor a falsification. It is only a banal, productive 

The gist of Vaclav Havel's explanation of conformism is much more tolerant and 

non-judgmental. His essay The Port-er of the Powerless. written in 1978. was first 

published in a 1979 Sanzizdat collection called On Freedotn and Porver. It appeared in 

Enelish translation as the centrepiece of a collection of essays by well-known 

independent poIitica1 thinkers and adherents to the literary-philosophical approach called 

The Potr.er of [he Powerless ( 1985). Have1 believes that conformism is an existentially 

universal phenomenon, transcending the boundaries of Eastern Europe. He argues that 

there is obviously something in human beings, which responds to the totalitarian system, 

something that "paralyses every effort of people's better selves to revolt." Human beings 

are "compelIed to live within lies, but they can be compelled to do so only because they 

are in fact capable in living this way." Therefore not only does the system alienate 

humanity, but at the same time alienated humanity supports this system as its own 

'" Ibid. 
154 Ibid. pp. 37-8. 

Ibid. p. 23. 



involuntary master plan. as a "degenerate image of its own degeneration, as a record of 

people's own failure as  individual^."'^^ in other words, modem individuals seem to be 

only too ready, for the sake of their material certainties, to sacrifice their spiritual and 

moral integrity, to deceive themselves for the sake of their own comfort, and succumb to 

"life in lies." Therefore it is vital that they should be reminded as often as possible of the 

existence of the "hidden sphere", or "life in truth." 

6.2. Counter-Movements within the Intelligentsia: 

Dissidents and Marginalised Intellectuals 

Agnes Heller offers an exceilent definition of dissidents as "citizens by vocation" 

who dared to counter the totalising drive of the system. They were the only ones who 

identified themseIves with their social function while the majority of people succumbed 

to the totalising drive of the system and became subjects, identified and identifying 

thernsel~res solely with their system function. According to Heller, "Dissidents do not 

comprise the nucleus of an anti-Communist revolutionary movement; they represent the 

nucleus of society as 

Ha\.el is critical of the term "dissident." He calls it  "Western shorthand for 

committed citizen" and finds it far from being adequate for the phenomenon of 

spontaneous opposition throughout Eastern Europe. Nevertheless, his clarification of the 

phenomenon is the most exhaustive to be found in the pertinent literature: dissidents 

express "their non-conformist position mainly in writing; and, despite persecution, have 

managed to win esteem both from the public and the government. 7 9 1  58 

156 V. Havel. Po~r.er of the Powerless. Op. Cit.. and p. 38. 
1 7  A. iieller, Op. Cit., p. 251. 
158 "If the term 'opposition' has been imported from democratic societies into the post-iotalitarian system 
without general agreement on what the word means in conditions that are so different. then the term 
'dissident' \vas. on the contrary. chosen by western journalists and is now generally accepted as the label of 
a phenomenon peculiar to the post-totalitarian system and almost never occurring. at least not in that form. 
in democraric societies. Who are these 'dissidents'? It seems that the term is applied primarily to citizens of 
the Soviet bloc who have decided to Iive within the uuth and who. in addition. meet the following criteria: 
1 ) They express a non-conformist position. ... 2) despite every possible form of persecution by their 
governments. they ... managed to win certain esteem both from the public and the government. ... 3) the 
degree to which they think of themselves as a directly political force may vary a great deal. 4) mey are ... 
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M. Haraszti has difficulties justifying the existence of dissidents against the 

backdrop of such encompassing compliance and conformism. He calls dissidents 
9, 159 "cultural kamikazes , "romantics, who suffer from the fact that the transformation that 

has taken place in the new civilisation is now irre~ersible" '~~ and also "naive heroes" and 

"maverick artists." Somewhat cynically, he even suggests that dissidents are a "part of a 

well designed strategy"161 by the state to serve "as living memorials to the sad fate of 

individualism for a new generation that does not know the misery from which our state 

culture emerged."16' They could also be conveniently "re-discovered or "rehabilitated*. 

at the regime's convenience when time comes ''to denounce the failures of the previous 

Party But one thing is sure: as long as the "economic and political order is 

stable. Naive Heroes and Maverick Artists could count on some followers. but not on 

public s o ~ i d a r i t ~ . " ' ~  

Haraszti's view on dissidents is equalled in bleakness only by Joseph Brodsky. 

u.ho. in his response to Havel's optimism on the durability of civic values, which "even 

the  horrors of totalitarianism could not wipe out", claims that dissidents were "written 

off' not only by the state. which is understandable. but also by society and even by their 

immediate circle of acquaintances who would "cross the street or turn their heads away in 

order not to be seen greeting them."'65 

The term "dissident" refers to the subjective agent of non-conformist ideas, 

presumably directed against the system. Konrad and Szelenyi introduce the term 

"marginal intellectual" which conveys the objective nature of the phenomenon as it  

indicates the place allotted by mainstream totalitarian society to a non-conformist 

intellectual from the ideologicd, scientific, or artistic intelligentsia. They examine the 

role of the Eastern European intelligentsia in the context of the interplay between 

'=riting' people. ... 5 )  Regardless of their actual vocations. ... they are talked about in the West in terms of 
their activities as committed citizens." Vaclav Havel. 1985. Power of rhe Po\cerless: Citizens againsr the 
S~are in Cenrral-Easrern Europe. Edited by John Keane. (Essex, London: Hutchison Press), p. 57. 
15' h2. Haraszti. Op. Cit.. p. 98.  
1 6 0  Ibid. p. 153. 
161 Ibid. p. 155. 
16' Ibid. p. 157. 

Ibid. p. 158. 
I &l Ibid. p. 153. 
165 Joseph Brodsky and Vaclav Havel. "'The Post-Communist Nightmare': An Exchange." 



technocrats and the ruling elite. The very existence of marginal intellectuals with vested 

interest in a "certain sort of pluralism, in the democratisation of political relations, and in 
v *  166 civil liberties permitting the expression of particular viewpoints , is important for 

establishing the level of pluralism-tolerance of the regime in a given country. 

Konrad and Szelenyi divide marginal intellectuals into two basic categories: 

teleological and empirical revisionists. And while teleological  revisionist^'^' are 

margindised by the state more or less against their will, the marginalisation of the 

empirical revisionists is both objective and subjective. 

The teleological revisionists include "those artists and ideologues who do not 

wish to see the balance of power shift away from the Party elite. to the advantage of the 
,9168 ideologically unscrupulous and conformist technocratic intelligentsia. The most 

conspicuous amongst the ideologues who call for a renewal of the ruling elite and who 

are against the adaptive policies of technocracy are. according to Konrad and Szelenyi. 

the neo-~arxists?" Their main concern is that the changes should be initiated and 

enforced by the ruling elite, not by the technocracy. Konrad and Szelenyi emphasise that 

they continue to refer to society as the amorphous "rnas~es.""~ They call for a "renewed 

and reorganised vanguard of professional revolutionaries" which would place the 

"strategic perspectives of socialism above all tactical considerations", and which, thus 

h'ert. Zbrk Rer*ie\r. of Books. February 17. 1994. 
136 G. Konrad & I. Szelenyi. Op. Cit.. p. 245. 

1e- Rubashov from Arthur Koesrler's Darkness at Noon is an archetypal. or "proto" ~eleological revisionist. 
His ma!-life prototype was none other than N. Bukharin. the last surviving mcmber of the old Leninist pmy 
guard. who dared to defy Stalin with his innovative ideas. 

165 G. Konrad &k I. Szetenyi, Op. Cit.. p. 211. 
I69 C. Milosz has rightfully noted that "a professor who. using the names of Marx and En&. pennits 
himself depanwcs from orthodoxy. sows seeds from which alarming crops may grow". is much more 
dangerous for the elite, than an "idealist reactionary." Op. Cit.. p. 85 

I 7j Rubashov's (Darkness at Noon) opus vivendi was a theory about "the role of the opposition in the 
period of relative immaturity of the masses." Milovan Djilas pointed out the formation of a new elite class 
rhar replaced the old bourgeoisie (The New Class. 1952). In his book The Wasted Generation (1993). Silviu 
Brucan explained the failure of Romanian Communism with the "crisis in the relationship between the 
Communist Party and the working class." His critique of Marxism for "exclusively ernphasising ... classes, 
and negIecting ethnicity" was Marxist. And he remained a staunch believer in the "revolution from above", 
even if, for the time being. it came from the "centre-right." 

Another prominent teleological revisionist was the Hungarian Marxist philosopher G. Lukacs. Yet 
anorher was the (East) German Marxist philosopher Ernst Bloch. The YugosIav Praxis group was also a 
centre of teleological revisionism. 



purified, would in all probability call these uncompromising critics "back into the fold 
,1171 again. 

Teleological revisionists believe the system could work, provided the elite paid 

heed to their criticism and advice. They do not really consider dispensing with the 

totalitarian system."' The ruling elite, however, angered at ''their demand that it renew 

itself '. and at "their opposition against technocracy, its interests, and its rationality" on 

every important social issue, "has driven them into marginality, while at the same time 

using bits and pieces of their revisionist ideology to defend its real existence and 

 interest^."^'^ In other words, from the critique of the teleological revisionists, the ruling 

elite '*masrered tools for its actual apologetics and survival.""' Thus the teleological 

revisionists. mostly involuntarily, became a valuable source of ideas for the propaganda 

machine at the time when technocrats actively entered the struggle for power during the 

post-terroristic sedimentation of the system.175 

Empirical revisionists. on the other hand, criticised the system, initially indirectly, 

leaving no room for hope that changes at andlor from the top down would affect the 

situation substantially. They called for outright dismantling of the system. As it happened. 

the spirit of empirical revisionism first appeared in Eastern Europe in the arts, over the 

issue of what kind of subject matter was permitted "within the officially approved styie of 

Socialist Realism." Marginalisation inevitably awaited those artists who "abandoned the 

world of historical fable and universal human drama" to express in their works the 

I l l  G. Konrad &: I. Szelenyi, Op. Cit.. p. 231. 
1-2 The teleological intellectuals called for creation of "a new type of individual personality" who "has 
made the uue ideals of socialism hidher own." They believed in "elite. arunr-garde communities of such 
individuals." These claims and beliefs linked them in people's minds closer to Soviet Marxist-Leninism and 
the ideological orthodoxy of the ruling Party elite than they would have ever wanted to be. Ibid. p. 243. 
173 Ibid. p. 232. 
174 In  the post-Stalinist era of compromise "'marginal intellectuals have become unintentiond!y entangled in 
the power struggle between the technocracy and the ruling elite." And although they considered themselves 
"reprcsentalives of the overall interest of the society", Konrad and Szelenyi see them as being used as 
"ideologues of the intelIectual class and even of technocracy." Ibid. p. 215. 
175 Ir  is imponam here to refer to Konrad and Szelenyi's observation that Eastern European "technocracy is 
quite capable of taking from any ideology whatever notions it can use in i t s  open or coven contest with the 
elire." Just as "on the eve of the French Revolution. the suppressed grievances of every class supplied 
ammunition for the bourgeoisie in its struggle for power. and even the hostile Jacobin intellectuals acted in 
the last analysis as bourgeois ideo1ogues." Ibid. 
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feelings and phenomena which "had real empirical values in socialist society, but were 

frowned upon by the elite."176 

The relationship of the empirical revisionists to society, due to its heterogeneous 

character. was closer and easier. This relationship was far more cognitive than normative. 

For this reason, irrespective of whether they individually ever shared the Soviet Marxist- 

Leninist orthodoxy of the elite, they were compelled to re-examine, directly or indirectly, 

the cardinal principles of that hitherto monopolistic ideology "whose principles ensured 

the scientific validity, unity and legitimatisation of the hegemony of the ruling elite."177 

In other words. empirical revisionists are the dissidents proper if we apply HaveI's 

description of the phenomenon. According to his terminology, their political power 

consisted in "living" and creating "in truth." 

Heller was prophetically right when she noted in 1984 that the content of the 

dissenting ideas-"several distinct versions of liberalism, democracy and genuine 

sociaIist discourse"-was actually irrelevant. The important thing is that they "provided a 

counterbalance against expansion of the political limbo which might prove fatal in the 
.*I78 case of sudden collapse of the regime and the resultant power vacuum. The events of 

1989 proved her point only too well. 

Conclusion 

The Eastern European intelligentsia by and large lived through the first half of the 

century with a sense of spiritual and social mission and with a political choice that was 

difficult. sometimes dangerous, and often suicidal. In spite of a succession of repressive 

authoritarian regimes and dictatorships, the Eastern European intelligentsia could not be 

rendered harmless. It preserved its right to choose whether to be a defender of official 

values or a critic who alerted the public to serious weaknesses in the social fabric. It also 

maintained the right of choice to move from the extreme left to the extreme right on the 

poiitic.z! spectrum and even the choice to observe a fragile neutrality in an ivory tower 

I76 Ibid. p. 244. 
I" 

' Ibid. p. 243. 



where it could indulge in Z'anpour l'art. This self-understanding, along with the very 

right of choice, was to be seriously challenged and changed during the Communist era. 

The Communist solution finally offered the intelligentsia the role it had been 4 

dreaming of as a missionary, a visionary, an oppositionist. an epitome of progressive and . 
democratic values, a social and political vanguard and spokesperson for the proletariat. 

This time around, however, the intelligentsia accepted to speak on behalf of only one 

social class, the working class, as it was considered the social class of the future. The 

ultimate expression of the intelligentsia's crisis of self-knowledge under Communism 

resulted in the substitution of the Eastern European intelligentsia for the working class 

and by extension for the nation as a whole. Along with the other major substitution, that 

of the Communist Pany for the state, it prepared the ground and determined the fate of 

Eastern Europe for nearly half a centuty of totalitarian rule and its sequels. 

With the advent of Communism, the Eastern European intelligentsia confronted 

much to its chagrin, the possibility of its own consolidation as a class of rational 

redistributors. and as an active participant in the total revolution from above. As events 

progressed after the Communist take-over. the dream turned into a nightmare. 

.h:euenheless. the Eastern European intelligenti refused for a long time to face their crisis 

of self-knowledge and the simple fact that the dictatorship of the proletariat whose victim 

they perceived themselves to be was in fact a dictatorship of intelligentsia. When they 

did. they bitterly realised that theirs was a to a large extent a self-inflicted calamity. 

Some of the authors quoted in Part II and here in Part El paid a high price for 

disseminating the truth that eventually cracked the monolithic totalitarian regimes. based 

"on lie." The fact that Havel and Kuron chose to live in truth as marginalised and 

persecuted dissidents in their own countries; that Heller, Feher and Markus, Konrad and 

Szelenyi. Kolakowski, and Milosz were either thrown out of their countries or had no 

other choice than to leave, points to the importance they attributed to preserving their 

integrity as moral conscience of the nation by living in truth. As true representatives of 

the Eastern European intelligentsia, they saw their writings as a form of remedy and a 

weapon in the struggle against the unprecedented crisis of self-knowledge that plagued 

17s A. Heller. Op. Cir.. p. 25 1. 
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the Eastern European social conscience during totalitarianism. In a series of gestures of 

self-reflection, they turned to themselves. Being conscientious and extremely sensitive to 

the controversies and inconsistencies within their own social stratum, they pointed out 

and analysed the role of the intelligentsia's own crisis of self-knowledge, in an attempt to 

find a cure for the larger social malaise. This dialectical nature of the Eastern European 

intelligentsia actually represents the engine of its evolution and ultimately of the 

evolution of Eastern European societies and culture. 

As 1 said in the introduction to this chapter, following Yevtushenko, it could be 

said rhar an intellectual has never been just an intellectual in Eastern Europe. During the 

Communist period there was a change of priorities within the artistic intelligentsia. The 

writers continued to enjoy their sacrosanct status but had to share it with filmmakers. As 

cinema became a central ideological and propaganda priority of the Eastern European 

totalitarian culture. the filmmakers became high-profile public figures. Nevertheless, the 

traditional opposition of the intelligentsia resurfaced even in the closely watched cinema 

industry and dissident works ranging from isolated films to trends and even movements 

saw the light of the day. The role of cinema in the realm of propaganda the structure of 

the film industry as a propaganda institution, the imposition and negotiation within it of 

totalitarian aesthetics, is the subject of Part IV of this thesis. 
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PART 111. 

EASTERN EUROPEAN INTER-WAR CINEMA, THE 

STATE, AND THE INTELLIGENTSIA 

This Part of my paper is transitional. Its purpose is to link the analysis of the 

Eastern European cinema to the discussion of the role of the Eastern European 

intelligentsia in the major cultural, social, and political events of the inter-war period. In 

this section I examine Eastern European cinematic experience on a country to country 

basis in the light of my basic paradigm. the relationship between state and society 

reflected in film. I will point out that the vital dependence of the inter-war Eastern 

European cinema on state subsidies and protectionist measures prepared the ground for 

post-war nationalisation and centralisation of the industry, which came as a logical and 

welcome outcome of the nascent industry's recurrent crises. The critical need for state 

support. I argue. shaped the penchant for propaganda and/or education as well as for 

ideologically regulated entertainment displayed by Eastern European cinema. 

I also examine what artistic means were deployed by film-makers in order to win 

viewers and eventually keep their interest in their indigenous cinema. in terms of genres. 

styles. and tendencies. The struggle for film markets was in full swing when W.W. II 

broke out. The globalisation drive was as strong then as it is now. it was frozen by the 

war and the Communist regime for about half a century, only to be resumed after 1989 

with a vengeance. In that sense this part is also a trip back to the future as it provides 

massive evidence of the inability of the Eastern European cinema to function under 

laissez-faire circumstances. In a way, the period provides a picture of the Eastern 

European cinema that is disturbingly reminiscent of the state of affairs itl the deregulated 

post-Communist film industries. 

This Pan also reflects on the reasons for the insignificant role of the Eastern 

European intelligentsia in the inter-war cinema. 



1. The Intelligentsia, Cinema, and the State 

With the evolution of cinema as a symbol of modemisation, the cultural situation 

in Eastern Europe was heading for radical change. The growing popularity of cinema as a 

predominant form of mass entertainment could not, however, reduce the gap between. 

high and low culture as it brought in additional tensions, those between the sophisticated 

and "decadent" Western European and Hollywood imports and the local, mostly peasant 

cultures.' 

Most Eastern European states were not prepared to face this dual cultural 

challenge. a1 though some of them grasped sooner and more fully the propaganda potential 

of the neur medium and made the necessary efforts to harness it as means for national 

integration. As mentioned above, the inter-war period was characterised by exceptional: 

efforts on the part of the young Eastern European states to support and enhance the 

national identity of their people: their "Polishness", "Hungariamess" and so on, and 

cinema was useful in this. The leaders saw it as a suitable tool for nationalist education 

through the straightforward promotion of folk and national festivities, the beauty of 

nature. healthy lifestyles, and at time through outright militarist propaganda. 

Second, along with radio and footbalVsoccer, cinema was a new area of culture 

that became cross-class entertainment for Eastern Europeans and could promote s s i a i  

inregation. Unfortunately, the Eastern European states rarely made consistent effons to 

use cinema as a means to promote social integration. although all the states tried to make 

up for this  by imposing protectionist measures on distribution, but these, too, were 

sporadic. inconsistent and largely unsuccessful. The failure to throw the necessary 

financial support behind films that did not feature nationalist content was exceptionally 

detrimental for the national cinemas as a form of entenainment and, by extension, as a 

force for social integration. Therefore Eastern European audiences were gradually 

I The Romanian Lim critic and prominent intellectual Ion Cantacuzino published in 1935 a selection of his 
reviews and essays in a book called The Focror). of Fair?. Tales or Elements of o Philosophy of rhe Cinemu 
(Uzina de basme sarc Elemenrele uneifilosofii a cinemarografilul3. one of the first attempts to analyse the 
links between cinema and a predominantly peasant society. 
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conditioned to believe that so-called "light" entertainment came mostly from Western . 

Europe or Hollywood. 

In the inter-war Eastern European experience four basic approaches to cinema can 

be discerned. The first, launched by theoreticians, was to treat film as a new form of high 

an. As early as I908 the Czech scholar Vaclav Tille, a professor of literature at Prague 

University. laid the foundations for later studies in film aesthetics in his book Kinema.' 

The Terztll Muse (Dziesiata Muza) is the title of one of the first serious theoretical studies 

on film art to come from Eastern Europe; it was published in 1924 by the eminent Polish 

literary critic and novelist Karol Irzykowski. As a representative of the literary movement 

called "Young Poland", he was an "passionate opponent of Zola-type naturalism, and saw 

in film an opportunity to create works of art",' entirely independent of "the mirror of 

life."" This approach. as we shall see, did not find many adherents among filmmakers. 

The second approach was to view film as a public service. Its adherents were 

filmmakers and intellectuals coming predominantly from the left. Although none of the 

sources available to me discusses the influence of the Soviet avant-garde from the 1920s 

or the early Socialist Realist cinema from the first half of the 1930s, its influence, like 

that of its theoreticians among the Eastern European leftist avant-garde was apparently 

enormous. and is inherently obvious. 

The flip side of the public service approach was to use cinema as a form of 

propaganda. The propaganda drive became pronounced during the Great Wiii-, but 

especially before and during W.W.II. mainly in the countries that fought on the side of the 

Axis (Hungary, Bulgaria, and Romania). Consequently, these countries received more 

state funding (very generous in Hungary and much Iess so in Bulgaria and Romania) in 

the late 1930s and during the war years. This contributed to the evolution of the technical 

base in Bulgaria and Hungary and boosted the professionalism of their technical staff, 

- Three years in advance of Canudo, he spoke about the language of cinema as a language o f  a new art form. 
and of "linking shots". i.e., and montage. 
' Mira Liehm & Antonin I. Liehm. 1977. The Mosr fmportanr Art: Sovier and Eosrem European Film Afir 
I945 (Berkeley: University of California Press, p. 10. 

In it,  he "recognises films as something more than photography with movement or an amusement arcade 
or a weak off-shoot of any of the higher arts." He defined cinema as "visible contact between man and 
matrer." He was less concerned with the argument for social reality. but advocated a cinema of originality 
and quallry." Frank Bren. 1986. World Cinema I:  Poland (London: Flicks Books). p. 12. 
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mainly of cameramen, but also editors, sound mixers, and set designers, and thus 

prepared the ground to some extent for the creation of the first post-war films. 

Melodrama was the most popular genre of entertainment between the wars. It was 

also a convenient vehicle for all three aspirations. taken separately or in combination. It 

did well regardless of particular propagandist, educationid or artistic merits. Its popularity 

was only natural as it drew heavily from the indigenous literature and its predominantly 

melodramatic mode. The powerful influence of foreign films from Hollywood, France 

and Germany also contributed to its popularity. As in theatre and literature from that time, 

film melodrama served diametrically opposite ideological purposes including right-wing 

nationalism. populism. and proletarian socialism. 

Hungary 

The Hungarian inter-war experience encompasses all the basic aspirations and 

characteristic traits of inter-war Eastern European cinema: alternatively or  

simul t ane~us l>~ .  film was treated as high an. as public service, as propaganda, and/or as 

commercial entenainment. Periods when it was entirely supported by the state and 

periods when ir was left entirely on its own alternated with periods when both modes of 

financing were in effect. Hungary was one of the few countries in the world where cinema 

began to aspire to be art. not just a technical miracle for village fairs. In a way. Hungarian 

cinema emerged before the Hungarian state. -4s Bryan Bums has it. 

Serious journals published articles on early film5, directors were drawn from cultivated circles. 
and the works created by these directors were often derived from Hungarian literary classics or 
from important contemporary novels and plays. In addition, there was much cross-fertilisation 
between Hungary's rich theauical world and the new medium: famous actors and actresses. for 
example, frequently and easily moved between the stage and the screen. These features are not 
unique to Hungary. but they point to a sense of the cinema not as a poor relation, but as an equal 
to literature and drama. drawing freely and properly on the great works of the past in order to 

" A s  far back as 191 2. a number of well-known Hungarian writers displayed interest in motion pictures. ... 
One of the regular columns. in the daily Wag, was written by Sandor Korda. ... Only a year after Ricciotto 
Canudo delivered his 'Manifesto of the Sevenlh Muse' in Paris, thereby launching a campaign for 
recognition of film as art, the Hungarian press began printing articles in the same vein. . . - Between 1907, 
when the first of them was published. and 1920, some 17 periodicals devoted to film had appeared in 
Hungary. ... Many of them anticipated the theories that Bela Baiazs expressed in 1923 in his book Der 
sichrbarr Mensch (The Invisible Man). M. 8: A. Liehm, Op. Cit.. p. 9. 
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revitalise them in the present. ... This means that, from the start, cinema in Hungary was 
respectable: it could offer a career to the dented, well-educated and ambitious young men who 
might have otherwise moved towards poetry or painting, and who often had been journalists and 
a c t ~ r s . ~  

Hungarian inter-war cinema reached its apogee7 during the time of the Hungarian 

Soviet Republic, when 3 1 films were made within the four months of its rule (April to 

August 19 19) by the first nationalised film industry in world history.' 

The four months of the Motion Picture Directorate established under the aegis of 

Bela Pavli k. member of the ruling Council of the Peoples' Commissars, was in many 

respecrs a sample of things to come during Communism; it displayed the good and the 

bad sides of blanket nationalisation with definitely set ideological objecti~es.~ For the first 

time ever it  brought together the three basic approaches-film as art, as public service, 

and as propaganda. significantly excluding film as entertainment. As a result of the 

educational policy of the Council and the desire to provide "acceptable ideological 

content" to raise the "cultural awareness" and establish a "high 'intellectual' level" for 

Hungarian cinema. film production "during the summer of I9 19 consisted of adaptations 

of classic literary works ... including hurriedly produced versions of such novels as 

Tolstoy's War and Peace and Dostoevsky's The Brothers Karanta~ov."'~ The "political 

B ~ a n  Buns. 1996. World Cinema: H u n g a y  (Cranbury. USA: Associated University Presses). pp. 2-3. 
The Hungarians who became a trademark of their cinema from Ihe 191 0s were Mihaly Kenesz (later to 

become famous as the Hollywood director Michael Cuniz) and Sandor Korda (who died in England as Sir 
Alexander Korda). Kenesz was trained as an actor. "excelled in making well-told generic films, stories of 
life. adventure and crime". and Korda. a former journalist and film critic. ran Corvin Studio and directed 
numerous films for ir. specialising in "high quality works derived from Hungarian and foreign literature." 
The 19 10s saw the rise of the critical talent of the future prominent film theoretician Bela Balazs. and of 
scores of directors and actors who were to make successful careers in Hollywood in the 1920s and 30s. 
including the actors Bela Lugosi. Paul Lukas. and Peter Lorre among others." Ibid. p. 2. 
8 The Hungarian film industry was nationalised on April 12, 1919, four months before a similar action was 
raken in the Soviet Union. 
9 "Officially. the government-owned film industry consisted of four 'official' scenarists, twelve 'official' 
directors and 253 actors and technicians. Of these. the burden of management fell upon the same men who 
had been active during the war years. notably Korda, the actor Bela Lugosi and the director Mihaly Kertesz. 
Although none of these prominent figures were Communists. they attempted to respond favourably to the 
government's support of their industry by producing motion pictures in support of Pavlik's ideological 
objectives." Michael J. Stoil. 1973. Cinema Beyond the Danube: The Camera and Polirics (Metuchen. N.J.: 
The Scarecrow Press). p. 44. 
10 Ibid. pp. 43-4. 
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comedies'' of Bela BaIogh, in spite of their "highly questionable ideological and aesthetic 

qua1 i ties", were "far more popular than the literary adaptations."' 

The pro-Fascist regime of Admiral Horthy responded to an ultra-right 

consemative claim that the film industry was a mainstay of a plot against the tme 

Hungarian culture, by forcing scores of film-makers into exile on anti-Communist and on 

anti-Semitic grounds, as the most active directors and actors from this period belonged to 

the urban Jewish intelligentsia. The Hungarian cinema slowly waned only to recover at 

the beginning of the 1930s when the Hungarian Film Board was created to enforce 

protectionist cultural policy by giving priority to domestic film production. The HFB 

mainly retained control over film distribution, while film production remained 

theoretically independent." This certainly put a lid on creative freedom and, although a 

variety of subjects could be brought up, "the government was able to ensure that materials 

which i t  considered offensive did not make their way onto the screen." In practice it 

"tended to favour the safety of musicals and romantic dramas set in the pre~ent."'~ 

Several paradigmatic films were made during this period. Istvan Szekely's 

Rakosci March (Rakoczi March, 1934), declared by Honhy to be his favourite film. was a 

melodramatic story featuring Hungarian songs and dances set in a sentimental intrigue 

from aristocratic military circles. Bela Gaal's contemporary melodrama Dream Car 

(Meseauto. 1934) openly followed the pattern of Hollywood lyrical comedies from the 

1930s. but added a "celebratory. domestic. and patriotic dimension" thus preserving the 

"Hungarianness" of his film in a "strikingly artistic fashi~n." '~ These two films were 

followed by literally dozens of rernake~.'~ 

I I Stoil goes on to say that "the uncertain political convictions of the film-making fellow-travellers and 
sympathrsers of rhe Hungarian Soviet Republic were difficult to keep in check. the bulk of the film 
production from these four months remained entirely outside the ideological regulations."' It is impossible to 
find out what exactly the films within or without the ideological regulations looked like as there is only one 
film that has survived from that period. Ibid. p. 44. 
'' They also had the right to censor the "screenplays of any producer who wished to receive a part of the 
subsidy or use the State Film Studios. The Film Board (or Committee) consisted of ageing aristocrats and 
rnilitaq officers who had little knowledge of motion pictures. Like those of Horthy himself, the political 
beliefs of [he Committee consisted primarily of nostalgia for the bygone days of the Hasbro Empire and the 
unchallenged rule of the Magyar landowners over their estates and their nation." Ibid. p. 5 1. 
" B. Burns. Op. Cit.. p. 3. 
1-l Ibid. p. 10. 
I '  In his history of Hungarian film Word and lmuge (1968) Isnan Nemeskuny claims that hom 1934 
through 1838 no fewer than 75 films were made after the pattern of Dream Car. 
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Another paradigmatic film was Laszlo Kaimar's melodrama F a d  Spring (Halalos 

tarvas:, 1939) which also engendered "numerous progeny [of almost identical films] that 

were immensely popular with the glamour-addicted audiences of the day."I6 This came at 

a time when the HFB softened its stance and opened its purse, and as a result 205 feature 

films were produced between 1939 and 1943. 

Czechoslovakia 

The film experience of the First Czechoslovak Republic was art-oriented but also 

displayed a high level of social awareness. The polished Central European style of 

theatrical filmmaking was creatively adopted by the young Czechoslovak cinema. The 

expressionism of Karel Anton was a landmark style, as well as his Iiterary adaptations of 

popular melodramatic plots." The "lyrical eroticism" of Gustav Machaty came to be 

considered another Czech trademark, especially the melodramas he made in collaboration 

with poet Nezval (a member of the Devetsil movement), Erotikon (1929) and From 

Sarrtrday to Swzday ( 193 I ) . I 8  A third major feature of the Czech inter-war cinematic 

heritage was the "capacity for subtle observation of character and the socially conscious 

humour of the Czechoslovak actors school, which provided a strong national flavour." 

Actors like Voskovec and Werich, Vlasta Burian, Hedy Lamar and Ana Ondra 

contributed to a great extent to the reputation of Czechoslovak cinema between the wars- 

The Flaherty school of documentary filmmaking was a major European influence that 

was creati\.ely transformed by the Czechoslovak cinema into the characteristic Czech 

10 B. Burns. Op. Cit.. p. 12. 
17 His best known film is Torzku of the Gallows (Tonka sibenice, 1930). It is compared to Pabst's Pandora's 
Box (Die Buchse der Pandora. 1929) in the way it "portrays a woman whose sexuality cannot be contained 
by conventional moral values." Peter Hames. 1985. The Czechoslovak New Wave (Berkeley, Calif-: 
University of California Press), p. 17. 
I S  Unfortunately Machaty's fame "rests squarely on the succPs scandale of his subsequent high-class 
melodrama Ecsrag (Exrase, 1932) at the Venice Film Festival, ... featuring Hedy Kiesler (Hedy Lamar) in 
the nude." Ibid. p. 13. 
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styIe of photographic lyricism l9 that was to become the style of educational and 

nationalist propaganda films. 

A more mature attitude towards film as an art form with a strong socia1 meaning 

and value came from left-oriented filmmakers involved with the avant-garde literary 

movement Devetsil. The Devetsil filmmakers were among the most ardent adherents of 

the idea of cinema as public service.= 

The Nazi occupation radically changed the lives of this elitist, avant-garde group. 

Voskovec and Verich were restricted as Jews; Vancura was executed as part of the Nazi 

retaliation for the assassination of Heydrich in 1942. Martin (Mac) Fric survived and 

worked intensively at the Barrandov studios during the occupation; he was to become one 

of Czechoslovakia's most prolific directors after the war. 

Among beneficial influences that shaped the Czechoslovak cinema were the 

humanistic traditions of Czechoslovak literature. its almost promiscuous" relationship 

with the large and sophisticated Prague theatrical scene, as well as the "extreme leniency 

of the democratic censorship policies"" from the time of the enlightened presidency of 

Tomas G.  Masaryk3 and his liberal democratic government. This leniency admittedly 

made Czech cinema less suitable for export by the mid- 1930s when Czech directors had 

to "abandon erotic frankness to avoid censure of foreign critics; they sacrificed the honest 

examination of human relationships inherent in the Czech humanist tradition to foreign 

sentimentality."" 

After a "brief post-war boom in which patriotic films caught the mood of the 

public", producers soon faced the challenges of unfair foreign competition. In response, 

two government initiatives were introduced in 1920: the Foundation of the Czech Film 

- . .  

19 The documentary style is associated with the camera of Jan Stallich and especially with KareI Plicka's 
FIaheny-inspired "excellent documentary" on folk miditions in Slovalua. The Eanh Sings (1933). This film 
is ofien compared in its "pastoral qualities" to Josef Rovensky's best work. The River (1933). 
Ibid. p. 23. 

They wrote scripts (Nezval), directed films (Vancura). and cast in them fellow Deveml members. the 
renowned comedy team of Jiri Voskovec and Jan Werich. who were making plans for nationalising the film 
industry. Quoted in Ibid. pp. 1 1-12. 
'' Literally. as most film studios and shooting sites were close to well-known theatres. 
7 .  

-- M. J .  Stoil. 1973. Op. Cit., p. 48. 
7 :  

-- President from 19 18 to his abdication in 1935. As a result of his personal initiative, a Film Studio was 
opened in 1934 in his Institute for Popular Education. The purpose of the Studio was to educate directors, 
cameramen and actors/actresses. 



League (Ceskajilmova liga) whose objective was to mediate the development of the - 

national film production and the establishment of the Council for Cinema by the Ministry 

of Commerce." The Ministry of Commerce was to follow up on its protectionist initiative 

in 1933 by issuing a decree endorsing a system of registration and taxation of imported 

films, and thus providing funds for national production. 

In 192 1 the American and Biographia film companies merged to form the A-B 

Company. an "independent enterprise with very large capital."% It opened its first large 

studio in an  old restaurant building. A-B came to dominate the Czechoslovak film scene 

in the 1920s and especially through the 1930s. In 1933, A-B opened heir new modem 

studio facilities at Barrandov. The Czech cinema owes much of its fame and prosperity to 

the generous investments. support and personal involvement of Vaclav Havel, Senior, and 

his Lucernafiim. one of the first and most active film studios in the First Republic. 

founded in 19 15. Another great benefactor of the Czech cinema was Jan Bata, who built a 

documentary film compound in 1935 as a pan of his shoe factory complex in Zlin", and 

bought and equipped the studios in Hostivar in 1939. 

By 1935, the awakening of Slovak nationalism resulted in a series of historical 

spectacles about Slovak national heroes. the most prominent of which is the film Janosik 

( 1936). a fictionalised biography of an lgTh century Slovak freedom-fighter directed by 

the former member of the Devetsii avant-garde, Mac Fric. The film is also a precursor of 

the Historical (Bio) Revolutionary genre that was to become one of the most important 

official genres during Communism. 

-. 
-' hl. J .  Stoil. 1974. Op. Cit.. pp. 59-60. 
- <  
-- The latter is interpreted by Fr. Pitassio as an attempt on behalf of the government to dodge its 
responsibility for the development of cinema as a cultural institution which should have put the Council 
under the aegis of the Ministry of Culture. The same aulhor goes on to claim that the circular from June 10. 
1924, which obliged owners of film theatres to show at least five feature films or five programs of Czech 
fiIms annually was not very efficient and rarely applied, especially in areas populated by a German-speaking 
majority. In 1928 with order W 15 of January 26, film was recognised as an item of possible cultural value 
and therefore tax-exempt. This measure. however, was applied only to documentary films or to films like 
Colonel Srec (dir. Svatopluk Inneman, 1929) whose patriotic exaltation was evident. Francesco Pitassio. 
1996. "Le Cinema tcheque. 19 18-30". in Le Cinima Tcheque er Slovaque from the Georges Pompidou 
Cinema Series. ed. Jean-Loup Passek. (Paris: Editions du Centre Georges Pompidou), pp. 64-5. 
'b Zdrnek Zaoral. 1996. 'Tableau synaptique: histoire, culture. cinema", in LQ CinPntu Tcheque er 
Slot.aque. Op. Cit.. p. 27. .- 
-' After nationalisation. and K. Gottwald's death. they wcre renamed Gottwaldov's Studios for Children's 
Films. 
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Even more beneficial for cinema and the arts was the policy of Masaryk's 

successor, the social democrat Eduard BenesTzs who saw arts and culture as public service 

and therefore entitled to state funding and care. Unfortunately, he remained in power for 

only three years only (1935-8) and after the Munich betrayal left the country. The long- 

pIanned and much needed reforms of the national film industry had to wait for seven 

years. until 1945, when he signed the decree for nationalisation. 

There was, however, plenty of work in film during the seven years of occupation, 

and a "rota1 of 1 23 fiction films were shot in B~hernia." '~ Another paradox came about as 

a result of the shutdown of universities by the Nazis on November 17, 1939. As 

Kopaneva said. 

[mjany young peopie who would have sought fulfiIment in other fields had conditions been 
different. found their places in the film indusv. They discovered new interests and as the years 
passed acquired the necessary technical background to continue working and eventually make 
names for 

The Germans moved the bulk of their film projects from LrFA to Barrandov as the 

war progressed and the bombings over Germany intensified. The Germans financed the 

modemisatior: of the studio and purchased sophisticated equipment for Barrandov. They 

saw tho Prague studio as their second best (after UFA) motion picture facility. urgently 

nseded to supply the expanding Third Reich with film propaganda and entenainment. 

According to Kopaneva, 

[[]he high technical and professional standards of filmmaking were set before the occupation. 
during the years of the First Republic. Most of those films, however, were artistically mediocre 
comedies and melodramas. although they contributed to the refinement of visual style and 
narrative techniques. 

It is a bit heretical to say so, and contrary to the general belief. but the truth is that during 
the occupation years the professionalisrn of Czech filmmakers rose with a jump. The Germans 
encouraged film-making in the Czech lands as they wanted to please the Czechs. integrate them 
and make them feel at home in the Third Reich, not remain just second-class citizens. Yet another 
paradox of filmmaking under the occupation was the meticulous attention that was paid to stories 
and scripts, as film production and financing were very restricted. The principal source for those 
stories and scripts came from the classics of Czech literature, largely neglected before the war by 

- 

2s He was president from 1935 to 1948. but spent the occupation with his government in exile in London. 
-0 
- bl. & A. Liehrn. Op. Cit.. p. 26. 
30 Lecture series. Tape #4, p.4. 
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mainstream filmmaking. Thus cinema from the Czech lands reached a kind of professional and 
anistic peak under Nazi occupation. " 

Bulgaria 

The modest Bulgarian inter-war film experience was a strange version of l'an 

pour I'arr or rather cinema for cinema's sake. Filmmakers were more fascinated with the 

technical aspect of cinema than with its cultural significance, and least of all with its 

potential as a high art. Bulgarian directors liked to pose as men of art, but in fact they 

were down-to-earth practical people. They were not driven by a sense of mission, 

educational or ideological, nor did they belong to the artistic intelligentsia. They began 

making films with the penchant for gambling that was needed for any fashionable 

entrepreneurial activity, like managing a racetrack or a football club. They were 

determined to give what it took to make it work, hardships and financial risks 

nonvithstanding, and became extremely resourceful. especially since they could not rely 

on much support from the state or from independent sources. For this reason filmmakers 

had to acquire all the necessary skills on their own: script writing, producing, acting, 

visual and sound editing. and distribution. Their crude methods resulted in poor scripts. 

artificial dialogue. and one-dimensional characters that are caricatures of monsters or 

angel-] i ke victims. The soundtracks and editing sequences are also quite unpolished. 

These deficiencies amounted to what film historians3' have defined as the "semi- 

amateurish" or "artisan" level of the Bulgarian inter-war cinema. Nonetheless. there is 

energy in the films that makes them look sympathetic and fresh and they are still capable 

of evoking nostalgic sentiment for those years, arguably among the best in modem 

Bulgarian history. V. Gendov3', B. GrezhovU B. Borozanov, P. Stoychev, to name the 

3' Lecture series, Tape # 4, p. 4. 
32 M. & A. Liehm, M. J.  Stoil. 
j' Film historians associate Bulgarian pre-war cinema with Vasil Gendov and his wife Zhanna, who starred 
along with her husband in all of his films (the Gendovs acted in the bulk of Bulgarian films from this period, 
including the first Bulgarian fiction, The Bulgarian is a Gallant Man / Bulgaran e galanr, 1915). The 
producer of this film was the Hungarian partner of Gendov, Otai Aladar. Initially Gendov and Aladar were 
thc proprietors of the largest film theatre in Sofia. In order to survive the economic blockade, which cut off 
his supplies of N'estern films, he undertook production of his own pictures. 
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better-known ones, were obsessed with what they called photogenie and were looking for 

photogenic faces, locations and plots without much concern as to how their work would 

be received by their audience. 

The Bulgarian government showed some interest in the national cinema as early 

as 192 1. when the government of the Agrarian Party, led by A. Starnboliiski, supported 

the film company Luna A.A. by buying its documentary film production. Until 1923, 

when Stamboliiski was ousted and assassinated as a result of military coup, Luna A. A. 

produced newsreels and documentaries financed by the state. 

In 1924. the State Educational Kinematograf was founded by decree. It sponsored 

not only student cinemas, but also production of documentaries about student events as 

well as popular educational shons. The leading director was Kristo Konstantinov who 

continued to work in the 1930s. The SEK had reportedly more than 30 titles to its credit." 

In 193 1 ,  when Bulgaria was already at war. the state foundation Bulgarsko Delo 

(Bulgarian Deed) was formed with a mandate to do propaganda. It published newspapers 

and had a Photography and a Cinematography department. It was directly accountable to 

the office of the Prime Minis~er.'~ Under the rather lenient enforcement of the propaganda 

regulations and censorship until the death of King Boris III in 1943. the Bulgarian 

filmmakers succeeded in "sabotaging" the propaganda intentions of the state and 

continued to create their "photogenic" melodramas. which, as elsewhere, were extremely 

popular. The tensions between wealth and poverty and between city and village did exist 

in Bulgaria and served as the subject of a number of melodramas in the early days of the 

Bulgarian cinema." Bulgarian films, however, were less socially conscious because 

35 Boris Grezhov, another well-known director, worked as assistant to Roben Wiene and other German 
directors between 1917 and 1921. Upon his return to Bulgaria in 1923 he made seven features. after which 
he emgrated to Switzerland in 1947. 
5 5  Based on interview with Dr. Alexander Yanakiev. specialist in history of Bulgarian cinema and professor 
at the Sofia State Academy for Theatre and Film. The interview was conducted in October 1993. 
Translation from Bulgarian is mine. CS 
36 After nationalisation in 1948 Bulgarsko Delo became the State Film Enterprise Bulgarian 
Cinematography. 
!7 Srreer Idols / Ulichni bozlrestva. dir. V. Gendov, 1929; At a Dark Crossroad /Na rumen krusropur. dir. 
V. Bakurdziev. 1929; Srormy Youth / Burya nu mladosrra, dir. V. Gendov. 1930; The Model / Modelur, dir. 
V. Poshev; Tire Song of the Balkans /Pesenra M Balkana, dir. P .  K .  Stoychev. 1933; The Village Monster/ 
Selskoto Clzudorishre. dir. V. Bakurdzhiev. 1939. 
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Bulgarian society was more or less homogenous3* and urbanisation was not very 

advanced. Like the Hungarian cinema, and the cinema of any small nation, it was instead 

historically conscious. Many melodramatic events used settings from Bulgarian history as 

a source of strong emotions and archetypal images. 

Bulgarian filmmakers made good use of the five centuries that the country was 

under the Turkish yoke, and supplied the collective sub-conscious with a well of negative 

stereotypes and images of otherness that had a persistent influence on Bulgarian ~inerna.'~ 

The painful memories from the lost wars and the trauma inflicted on the national pride by 

two major military defeats and social catastrophes between 191 1 and 1919, provided a 

vivid and emotionally charged c~ntext . '~  Even the anti-Fascist revolt organised by the 

Communist party in 1923, as well as the Russian revolution, made it to the screen. 

naturally as settings for melodramatic story-lines."' 

Three co-productions with Hungary were made during the war: the melodrama 

Time of Trial. 1942 (1:piranie; Hungarian version Alakalom. Bulgarian director Kr. 

Tzankov. Hungarian director R. Endre); another melodrama, based on a folklore legend, 

Iva The Nymph. 1943 (Iva Satnodiva; Hungarian version A Tenger Boszorlrany, 

Bulgarian director K. Petrov, Hungarian director B. Levai); and the musical Bulgarian- 

Hrcngarian Rhapsody (Bdgarsko-Ungarska rapsodiya / Tengerparti randevu, dir. Fryges 

Ban / B. Borozanov. 1943). This artistic kinship may be explained by similarities in the 

histories of the two nations, as they both shared common far-Eastern ancestry dating back 

to the days of Atilla the Hun whose tribes settled on the Balkans and on the Magyar 

plains around 800-900 CE. More importantly, thotigh, there was a parallel in the modern 

histories of the two nations: both were punished out of proportion by the peace treaties 

signed at Neuilly-sur-Seine and Trianon for fighting on the wrong side during the Great 

3 5 Social historians unanimously claim that Bulgaria was socially more or less homogenous throughout its 
history. up lo the collapse of Communism; it  never had either very rich or very poor people. According to 
the somewhat paradoxical statement o f  the literary critic Boyan Penev, that was at the core of  its national 
tragedy. 
3 9 The Slares' Revolt /Bunrur nu Robite. dir. V .  Gendov, 1933; Srrahil rhe Chiemin /Srrahil Voivode. dir. 
Josip Novak. 1937. 
40 Brclgarian Eagles / Bulgarski Orli. dir. B .  Borozanov, 1939: Under the Eagle's Nesr /Pod orlovogne:do. 
dir. P. Chirpanliev, 1930. They Wcre Vicrorious / Te pobediha, dir. J .  Novak, B. Borozanov, 1939. 
4 I Llnnmrked Graves / Be3rusmi grobove, dir. B .  Grezhov. 193 1; Aper the Fire over Russia /Sled 
poazharur nad Russia. dir. B .  Grezhov, 1929. 
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War. and they were allied to Germany before and during W.W.U. Thanks to the great 

diplomatic talent of King Boris:' Bulgaria did not engage in bellicose activities, as 

Hungary did, and spent the war in a situation of precarious peace, known also as the 

"strange war." The peace was punctured by regular air raids on Sofia by the British and 

American air forces. Boris's political shrewdness allegedly provoked his untimely death 

in August 1 913.'3 The salvation of the Bulgarian Jews, an act of unprecedented 

humanism and bravery, was mostly due to him, and his death threw the country into 

turmoil that to a large extent predetermined its post-war fate. 

The affinity to Hungary, as well as the unusual flourishing of the Bulgarian film 

industry in the late 1930s and during the war years (30 out of a total of 55 feature films 

made before nationaIisation were produced over f ive  years), was undoubtedly facilitated 

by the fact that both countries belonged to the Axis and it was easier to maintain their 

cultural interrelations under the aegis of Germany. This fact, however, does not diminish 

the importance of the Hungarian professional influence on the inexperienced Bulgarian 

cinema. 

There existed other forms of collaboration between Bulgaria and the axis Eastern 

European countries. The Croat Josip Novak, arguably one of the few serious professionals 

of the Yugoslav cinema. directed the Bulgarian historical melodrama Srrahil the 

ClziefraidStraizil Voivode ( 1938), based on a script by Orlin Vassiievu after his novel 

Freedom is the Mother of tire Outlarv, and considered to be "the best Bulgarian film from 

the 1930s."" Srrald Voivode was co-financed by Bavaria Film in Munich. They provided 

the cameraman. Fritz Koch, who did most of the interior shooting in Bavaria Film 

Studios: the sound post-production was done by Arta Film in B~charest.'~ 

J' Hc reponedl y threw Hitler into a tantrum for refusing to send troops to the Eastern Front, and succeeded 
in preserving Bulgaria's diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union practicaIly until the very end of the war. 
43 The circumstances, surrounding the death of King Boris. remain clouded to this day. The official version 
is that he died on the plane on his way back to Bulgaria from his subsequent and rather stormy visit with 
Hitler at Brechtesgaden. Historians continue to speculate whether his was a natural death, caused by 
exhaustion: whether he was assassinated by Hitler's agents, or by other interested parties (the Soviets. for 
example, who were also interested in destabilising the region). 
&I Orlin Vassilev was later to script the tirst two films (1950) of the newly nationalised Bulgarian cinema. 
4 c hl. & A. Liehm, Op. Cit.. p.  21. 
Jb Bulga rski Igralni Filmi: Ilyustrovana Filmografu (Bulgarian Fearure Films: An Anno razed 
Filmography). Volume one: 1915-48. ed. P. Kardjilov (Sofia: State Publishing House "Dr. P. Beron." 
1987). pp. 172-3. 
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Romania 

The Romanian cinema came into being as a result of the efforts of enthusiasts and 

technocrats."' but it also evolved thanks to its close links to the theatre and was sustained 

into the 1920s as a promotion vehicle for Romanian theatrical actors and actresses. They 

wrote scripts, shot films and starred in them as early as 19 12, when "three leading actors 

of the Bucharest National Theatre, P. Liciu, C. Nottara and A. Demetriade, together with 

the novelist C. Moldovan and the young director G. Brezeanu, son of the leading stage 

actor I. Brezeanu, wrote the script for the first Eastern European big-budget blockbuster, 

Romania's Independen~e."'~ L. Popescu, a rich eccentric, a senator and a bohime, was the 

man behind Romania i Independen~e.'~ 

The pressure to regulate cinema and put it to public use began mounting in the 

early 19 10s. A number of booklets like Cinematograful si Educatia ("The Cinema and 

Public Education". 19 12) by C. Iordachescu; De la fotografie la cinematograf ("From 

Photography to Cinema", 19 14) by M. Demetrescu; Chiemarea cinematografului ("The 

- 

J - An archetypal f i p r e  was Constantin T. Theodorescu. an impresario of theauical productions and French 
u~sstling. who founded in quick succession between 19 10 and 19 12 several film companies including 
Carmen Sylva and Romania Film. He shot mainly documentary coverage (or reponages) of various events 
that happened to attract his attention. The choice of subject matter was characteristic of this rarher chaotic 
s q e  of film production throughout Eastern Europe: a mixture of matters of personal interest. socially and 
politically conscious items, and documentary travelogues. Along with his purely sentimental interest 
10% ards the aerial exercises of his friend the pilot Aurel Vlaicu (Vlajcu ar Blaj), he also shot show on 
topical subjects: The Strikes in Budapest. Strikes in Tei Field; The Grear Military Manoeuvres of I 9 I I ;  
Agriculrure irt Romania, A Visir ro Gunrea de Arges Monasrer)., among others. Manuela Cernat. 1982. A 
Concise Hisron ofRomanian Film (Bucharest: Editura stiintifica si enciclopedica), pp. 11 -14. 
.r s The film was shot and released on the eve of the tragic BaIkan War of 19 13. G. Brezeanu had atready 
made one film at the tender age of 19 under the aegis of Pathe. Romania's Independence was shot with 
80.000 extras (soldiers offered by the Ministry of War with full equipment) and was feature-length. The 
film was based on an episode from the Russian-Turkish war in which a large contingent of Romanian 
volunteers fought bravely for independence on the side of the Russians. The production was placed under 
"the cultural patronage of the Bucharest National Theatre", was subsidised parrialIy by the state and enjoyed 
real success all over Europe. It was to become a precursor of things to come, as in the 1960s and 7 0 s  the 
nat~onal~st  blockbuster would become a favourite official genre of Romanian cinema. M. Cernat, Op. Cit.. 
pp. 15-17. 
49 He was also the owner of the Bucharest Lyrical Theatre company and went on to film their entire 
repertoire from 1914 through 1920. He released these films in the theatres at the time when they had 
nothing else to show because of the cultural blockade during the Great War. His endeavours put an 
emphasis on cinema as a means of preservation of other art forms. Unfortunately, all the films perished in a 
fire that destroyed the Lyric Thcaue. 
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Appeal of Cinema", 19 15) by the police inspector G. Olarasu and the writer C. Riulet. 

"asserted the aesthetic and social-educational importance of the new medium. while the 

press carried ample theoretical articles. and the CIPETO (Cinema for All) society, 

founded by G. Brezeaunu ... aimed at 'instructing and educating the public through 

~inerna.'"'~ 

The state took a more active part in the destiny of Romanian film during the Great 

War. sponsoring a series of patriotic full-length documentaries. In 192 1 the Cultural 

Foundation was set up by royal decree. only to collapse soon afterwards due to lack of 

funds. The Press Board took over as an interim body in charge of Romanian cinema until 

1936 when the National Cinema Office was established. As in Hungary, the NCO was 

widely supported by the intelligentsia and was funded on the same principle as the HFB 

through levying taxes on imported films and on cinema tickets. 

The National Cinema Office was under the jurisdiction of the National Tourist 

Office. because of its propaganda priorities. In three years time. after having accumulated 

the necessary equipment and finances. the Cinema Office produced its first feature film. 

The Land of the Motzi (Tara Molifor, 1938)." It was directed by Paul Calinescu who was 

to become the first director of the new socialist Romanian cinema ten years later. The 

director of the Cinema Office was Ion Cantacuzino. His belief in the "cultural orientation 

of the NFO. favouring an documentaries and screen versions of literary classics"" came 

as close as it is possible to come to the idea of cinema as public service. 

Thus the Romanian cinema from before W. W. II evolved in several directions, 

similar to a great extent to the experience of the other national cinemas in the region: 

educational'' and patriotic documentariesY: nationalist films along the lines of Romania's 

50 M. Cernar. Op. Cic., p. 19. 
'' It  won the best documentary award at the Venice Film Biennale in 1939. 
'' "In June 193 I the h i 0  was placed at the disposal of the army general staff and up to August 1931 only a 
feu. documentaries could ignore the armed conflict and avoid being openly propagandistic. Among them are 
Pele 's Castle and Christmas Customs (written and directed by I. Cantacuzino), Our Fine Counrr). (written 
and directed by P. Cdinescu), Bucharest's Gardens by C .  Dumiuescu." M. Cernar. Op. Cit., p. 35. 
" Toda!-'s Romania and Picturesque Romania (dir. I .  Benock. 1927): A Daughrer of Romunb in the Finest 
Cir? of the World [ 1927. dir. Irina Gheorghiu). In 1929 Prof. D. Gusti. the founder of the Monographic 
Sociological School in Bucharest. initiated utilisation of film for socioIogicaI research, one of the first such 
endeavours in  the world. As a result. a cluster of sociological films appeared: Custom and Traditions in 
Bucor.ina (dir. H .  Stahl and C. Brailoiu. 1937): Peasant Dwellings in Romania (dir. D. Gusri. 1937). The 
Firsr Open-air Sociologicul Musewn in the World (dir. D. Gusti. 1938). 
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6zdependences5. albeit on a smaller scale; films featuring outlaws (or as they were called 

in Bulgaria. Yugoslavia and Romania, hoidukr); and melodramas. 

As elsewhere melodrama and lyrical comedies featured highly on the modest 

Romanian filmmaking agenda from the 1920s and 30s and almost two-thirds of about 50 

fiction filmsJ', produced in Romania before 1944 belonged to the melodramatic genre." 

As elsewhere as well, the affinity to melodrama was nurtured by the rich indigenous 

literatu~-e.'g 

The Romanian film press was very well developed and conducted frequent 

sociological polls, especially on the popularity of Romanian films. The melodrama The 

G ~ p s ) .  Girl in rhe Alcove (dir. Jean Mihai. 1921) brought instant fame to its director and 

he ~ v a s  to repeat its success with Lia (1927). It was subjected to a poll by "high- 

circulation specialised film periodicals" like Filmul. In its issue no. 25 in 1924 it reports 

that The Gypq Girl broke all existing box-office  record^.^ 

Yugosla via 

Ln 192 1 a "State Studio for Film Production" opened in Belgrade under the aegis 

of the Ministry of Public Health and Welfare. It was designed by the nationalist 

go\.ernment of Nikola Pasic to encourage the production and distribution of film as a 
C 

form of public sentice in the Serbian part of the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats. and 

- - 

54 Our War ( 192 I j; Heroic Evocarions (1 92 1 ); The S f o ~  of the Romanian Narion ( 1923) 
'' The Romanian-Polish War under rhe Rule ofSrephen the Great (dir. C. Moldovan, 19 13); D u n  and 
Sacrifice (di;. Ion Sahighian, 1926). a film. made "for the military and patriotic education of the yocrh:" 
The Galla~trs of the Narion (1925). Ecarerina Teodoroiu. the first "Romanian war film, sung and spoken", 
was a story of a Romanian girl who enIisted as a volunteer in the Great War and died bravely after being 
promoted to lieutenant. (1930. dir. I. N. Brunaj. M. Cernat. Op. Cit.. p. 32. 
5b The trilogy ( 1927-30) lancu Jianu; The Ourla\t.s; Upsrans. directed by H. Igirosanu. 
5: T h i r ~  silenls and about 20 talkies. 
" The best known melodramas are Faral Lore (dir. Grigore Brezeanu, 19 1 1 ); The Symphony of Love (dir. I .  
Sahighinian. 1929) as well as all the literary adaprations mentioned above. 
'' Millionaire for a Day (dir. J. Georgescu, 1924) was made from the work of the master of the comic 
literary genre, Ion Luca Caragiale; A Mil1 Was Floating Down rhe Sirer (dir. M. Berger) from h e  novel with 
the same title by Mihail Sadoveanu: The Ciuleandra Dance (dir. M .  Berger, 1930) from the novel of the 
same title by Liviu Rebreanu; A Sformy Nighr (dir. J. Georgescu. 1934). also from J. L. Caragiale. 



Slo~enes.~'  It was also meant as a modest Serbian counterbalance to the flourishing film 

studio Jugoslavija D.D. Film in Croatia (formerly Croatia Film), which opened its own 

Schooi for Drama and Cinematography in 192 1. It produced a few fiction films as well as 

a few documentaries and newsreels before its activities came to an end in 1923. The 

objective of the Belgrade State Studio was to produce educational films discussing 

hygienic issues. In 1922 i t  financed The Tragedy of Our Children (Tragedija nase dece, 

dir. f. Dobrinovic). treating the problems of alcoholism and its consequences. It was 

reponedl y a fia~co.~'  

A Cinephile Club was opened in Belgrade in 1923 by a "small group of Serbian 

intellectuals who discussed foreign films and occasionally wrote articles in the local press 

and financed several small film projects."63 The leading intellectuals were the well-known 

filmmaker and producer Kosta Novakovic and the first Yugoslav film critic Bosko 

Tonkin. The government. however, cut their subsidy after the Club produced a satirical 

feature-length film The Outlaw?s of Topcider (Kacaci u Topcideru ( 1  925). directed by 

Tonkin and his girl friend, journalist Dragana Alexic. The film presents a parody on the 

most sensitive patriotic theme, the struggle for national liberation against the Turks and 

the legends about outlaws (haiduks) who steal money from the Turks and redistribute it 

among poor Serbs. The fate of the Cinephile Club is typical of the fate of any artistic 

enterprise subsidised by the state and left to the creative initiative and talent of its 

participants. Sooner or later they were bound to do something outrageous that ran counter 

to the politics of the state, thus prompting it to either cut its subsidies or banish the artists 

or both. 

In order to put an end to the anarchic distribution which allowed local film 

theatres to show exclusively foreign (mainly Hollywood and considerably fewer 

European) films, in 193 1 the government introduced a law similar to the ones in Hungary 

a M. Cernac. Op. Cit.. p. 21. Fiimul is extensively quoted throughout her book as a reliable and 
authoritative source of film criticism 
6 1 The name "Yugoslavia" was adopted by decree on January 6, 1929. when King Alexander I abolished the 
constiturion and installed a personal dictatorship. 
62 Dejan Kosanovic. 1986. "Tableau synoptique ( 1 896- 1985): les dvenements Cinkmatographique et socio- 
poli~iques", in Le C i n h  Yougosiave, from the Georges Pompidou Cinema Series, Ed. Jean-Loup Passek. 
(Paris: Editions du Centre Georges Pompidou). p. 20. 
63 M. J. Stoil. 1974. Op. Cit.. p. 64. 
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and Romania but tailored along the lines of the parallel law in Czechoslovakia. This was 

a feeble attempt to ameliorate the cultural and financial standing of cinema in the country, 

described by Yugoslav film historian Dejan Kosanovic as a "cinematographic colony par 

excellence. " The government introduced 

[a] quota. obliging the distributors to show 150 metres of film printed on local territory. for every 
1 000 m of film printed abroad. The proceeds were earmarked for improvement of projection 
facilities and theatres, or went to the Cinematographic Centre, an institution created to mediate 
state policy in the field of cinema and to encourage national film production.@ 

As a result of this law, the two principal institutions of film production-the School of 

Public Health in Zagreb (which had sheltered such professionals as Josip Novak and had 

basically sustained film production in Croatia since 192765), and the Educational 

Yugoslav Cinema in Belgrade (founded in 193 1 )--"considerably ameliorated their 

production in an educational and cultural direction." Nevertheless, between 193 1 and 

I941 Yugoslavia was unable to produce a single feature-length film, as its cinema was 

"still on an artisan level and could not muster the professionalism and the material basis 

needed for production of sound  films."^ At the same time, Yugoslavia became a favourite 

shooting site for foreign film crews who made the best of the unusual natural setting of 

the Bosnian Mountains and the Dalmatian coast. Unfortunately, lenient Yugoslav 

regulations did not oblige them to hire locals and thus Yugoslavia denied itself the chance 

to have some of its film professionals trained on site. 

Meanwhile, distributors and cinema owners began to sabotage the law, and in 

1933 forced the authorities to repeal the two points concerning the quota of national 

films. As Kosanovic writes, 

[I]n  1939. the number of film screening halls in Yugoslavia reached 432. The American films 
dorninarcd the repertory (63%). ... The presence of the national cinema was negligible. This 
created a void in the national culture. The problem was discussed by the progressive journals 
over and over again. At the moment of its deposition (April 1941). the Yugoslav monarchy had a 
negative balance with respect to its national cinema: it did not stimulate domestic production and 
made it impossible to speak of Yugoslav cinema as art; as for the domestic film market, it was 

64 Dejan Kosanovic. "L'activite Cinimatographique en Yougosiavie de 1896 B 1935" in Le C i n h a  
Yougos1m.e. Op. Cir., pp. 45-6. 
'' Mnrrin i , ~  rhe S b  (Monin u nebo, dir. Milan Marjanovic. 1929. Zagreb). 
06 D. Kosanovic. Op. Cit.. p. 46. 



left ar the mercy of foreign disuibution companies. The only legacy from this period was the 
dedicated aspirations. and the several attempts for their realisation. of the pioneers of the 
Yugoslav cinema before the war.67 

The few silent fiction films that were produced before 1941 were melodramas, 

similar in content to those produced in Bulgaria and in Romania. They were stories set on 

the backdrop of the painful experience of the Balkan wars and the Great Wax? stories 

about haiduhd9 light comedies American-style"; or stories featuring internationally 

popuIar plots about the eternal struggle of good and evil, chastity and sin." The greatest 

success of Jugoslavija D.D. was reponedly Passion for Adventures (Strasr za 

prrsrolorinama, dir. A. Verescagin. 1922).72 And while there were some filmmaking 

initiatives in Zagreb during the 1930s7', the Belgrade film scene remained silent until 

1932. when the first talkie was produced. Ironically, Yugoslavia made its first sound film 

hzrrocence Unprotected (Nevinost bez zasrite, dir. Dragoljub Aleksic) whiIe under 

German occupation in 1943. D. Kosanovic calls it "a naive melodrama and a true 

anachronism."'.' 

There was not much filmmaking done in the other parts of Yugoslavia before W. 

W. II. In 193 1 the first Slovene film in the Slovenian language was produced. It was a 

semi-documentary, semi-fiction film set in the mountains of Slovenia, in fie Realm of 

Gofdenlzom (U kraljesrvu Zlaturuga, dir. Janko Ravnik). It is considered by the Slovenes 

07 D. Kosanovic. Op. Cit.. p. 17. 
0 Through Srorm arld Fire (Kro: buru i ogan. dir. R. Jovanovic & M. Ignjacevic, 1930. Adria Film. 
Ljublijana). 
69 The G ~ p s !  Rebel Brnja Ajvanar (Ciganin hajduk Brnja Ajvanar, dir. Franjo Ledic. 1926, Zagreb). 
-0 The King of Charleston (Kralj carlstona. dir. Kosta Novakovic. 1927. Belgrade!. - 1 Brisem i Sudim (1 EfJace and I Judge. dir. A. Grund, 1919. produced by Jugoslavija D.D.. Zagreb); 
Korac raspela (The Forging of the Crucifix, dir. H. Hanus, 1920, produced by Jugoslavija D.D.); Sinner 
brirhour a Sin (Greshnia be: greho. dir. K .  Novakovic. 1930) 
72 

-- D. Kosanovic. "Tableau synoptique ", Op. Cit.. p. 20. 
'' In 1925, the prominent Zagreb theatre actor Tito Suorzi made his best known historical six-part film 
Lotrelj Mansions (Dvoroc-i u samoci). Other well-known directors from Zagreb were the Maar brothers. 
German-Jewish animators who founded the Zagreb commercial advertising cartoon studio in 1933. 
Ocravian Miletic. an inremationally acclaimed experimental filmmaker from Zagreb, was Yugoslavia's 
single internationally renowned film producer between the wars. He received the first prize in the amateur 
category for his film Nocrumo (1935). Some authors describe him and the Maar brothers as the grandfathers 
of the Zagreb school of animation. 
71 D. Kosanovic, Op. Cit., p. 24. In 1968 Dusan Makavejev would juxtapose excerpts from it with excerpts 
from Nazi newsreels ro create his "ideologically provocative" cinematic "happening" of the same title. The 
film critic of the official Party newspaper Borba (Struggle), Milutin Colic, called him a "hooligan" in  a 
lengthy devastating anicIe from December of the same year. 
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themselves to mark the beginning of their national cinema." There is only one entry 

before the war. the "alpine drama with documentary inserts" The Slopes of Triglav 

(Triglavske stmine, dir. Ferdo Delak. 1932). The next film is from 1948, On Our Own 

Lnnd (Na sr~o~ sernlji. dir. France Stiglic), and belongs to the post-war boom period of the 

new Socialist Yugoslav cinema. 

Poland 

The evolution of the Hungarian and the Ctechoslovak cinemas after W. W. II was 

largeIy predicated on solid professionalism and well developed pre-war film industries. 

The initial difficulties of the Bulgarian, Romanian and Yugoslav post-war cinemas can 

likewise be explained by the absence of consistent pre-war traditions in filmmaking. 

There was very little in the inter-war history of the Polish cinema. however, that pointed 

to its unprecedented post-war development. And while during the transitional period 

( 193538) the links with pre-war names and events were strong. after 1953 the Polish 

cinema took an original road different from its own heritage and from the one followed 

by other Eastern European countries. 

Perhaps the reason lies in the role played by Polish literature during the long years 

of the struggle for national liberation. In the times of 

[tlhe national political movement in Poland. literature became the highest form of achievement. 
As a consequence, film, in its early days. was relegated to the category o f  entertainment-and not 
v e q  demanding entertainment at that-and was considered incapable of speaking for the Polish 
nation. 76 

Poland kept producing on average 20 films per year between the wars. After 

independence in 1 9 19, with the support of the new Polish state, "Warsaw became the 

film-capital" and well into the 1920s produced a blizzard of "grudge" movies settling 

'' Filrnograph~. of Slovene Feature F i l m  193 1-93. 1994. Ed. S. Furlan. B. Kavcic. L. Medic. Z. Vrdlovec 
(Ljubljana: Publications of National Theatre and Film Museum,), pp. 1 1 - 19. 
76 M. & A. Liehrn. Op. Cir., p. 27. 
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scores with their old oppressors, Tsarist Russian and Germany." The young Polish state 

rapidly lost interest in cinema, however, as it had other priorities including preventing a 

spillover of the raging civil war and revolution east of its borders, the Polono-Bolshevik 

war of 1920. and stabilising the precarious economy. Therefore it taxed ticket revenues 

more than 40%. Immediately after the war, the "substantial import of German and 

Austrian movies as a by-product of old trade ties was soon overshadowed by the 

Americans who eventually cornered two-thirds of the Polish market"79 

The state however would only occasionally "assist a project and offer resources 

such as the army. but only for overtly patriotic and militaristic films" like Love TItrough 

Fire and Blood (Milosc Orzez Ogien i Krerc*. director unknown, 1926) which featured as 

characters Marshal Pilsudski. General Haller and the President of the National Council, 

Wit~s."~ '  In 1928 there appeared Hurricane (Huragan), directed by Josef Lejtes. 

described as "arguably the best silent film." Its visual compositions were "based on the 

tableaux of Artur Grottger. the famous historical painter." It was set in the 1863 uprising 

against the tsar, but "avoided being simply anti-Russian" and became one of the "most 

popular films in France" at that time." 

The 1930s saw many changes in the Polish film industry. First of all, 

a socially conscious film movement came into existence: the Polish avant-garde group 

START (Sro\r.arqs:enie Milosnikorc* Fihru Arstycznego: Society of the Devotees of the 

Anistic Film). whose credo was "Films for the good of the public." It was formed by 

Stansilaw Wohl in 1929 and was to have a serious influence on the Polish film scene 

from that time. In spite of the fact that. according to F. Bren. nothing "tangible emerged 

during the group's shon existence"," their very existence was a counterpoint to the strong 

commercial drive of the Polish cinema. It was an organisation of militant young artists 

7; The master of these films was Boleslaw Srednicki. later known as Ryszard Boleslawski. He wrapped up 
the cycle of films with revelatory titles like The Criminals; For You. Poland: Heroism of a Polish Boj 
Scour; Miracle of rhe Visrula (Cud m d  Wisla. 1 920). F. Bren. Op. Cit.. p. 1 1. 
i8 "Among the few anti-German grudge films one should note The Caravan of D q n a l a ,  directed by Ed. 
Puchalski. about a hero from Poznan who, when hunted from his land by the Germans. survives among 
gypsies." F. Bren. Op. Cit.. p. 13. 
79 Ibid. pp. 12 - 13. 
 nothe her famous patriotic film. made by J. Lejtes in 1930, was about the Polono-Bolshevik war, One Day 
After Next (Z Dnia na Df ien) .  F.  Brcn, Op. Cit.. pp. 1 3 - 16. 
S t  Ibid. pp. 15 - 16. 



and musicians turned filmmakers, who were ambitious to establish a distinctively Polish 

style of filmmaking, which would be close to reality. 

One of the founding members of START was Wanda Jakubowska, a student of 

fine arts at Warsaw University. By 1929 START also included Alexander Ford, at that 

time already one of the leading Polish directors, in spite of his tender age of 2 1;  Jerzy 

Toeplitz. who went on to become Poland's foremost film-critic and historian of world 

cinema. and directors E. Cekalski, I. Zarzycky, J.  Bossak. 

START advocated an escape from the stylistic influence of the dramatic theatre and encouraged 
i ts  members to experiment in uncompromising realism. Members of the society competed in 
directing the most "honest" documentaries, occasionally tainted with open propaganda. such as 
E. Cekalski's films from 1929. Garekeeper No. 24 (Drosnik Nr. 24) and Making of  a Film (Jak 
Po~c.srajc Filnr). A. Ford made The Pulse of Poland's Manchesrer (Terno Polskiego Manchesreru. 
1930). capturing the life of the working class in the director's birthplace. W. Jakubowska made 
W'e're Building (1933) in collaboration with E. Cekalski, a reportage on the construction of 
housing project for workers. The resulting style was similar to Italian neorea~ism.~' 

START was dissolved in 1935 due to an "internal crisis", to re-emerge in 1937 as 

the Co-operative of Film Authors (Spoldzielna Autorow F i l m ~ w y h ) . ~  

By 1936 a series of tax and import measures was introduced by the Polish state to 

favour Polish content. This resulted in high taxes for the commercial exhibition of foreign 

films6': boycott of German filmss6 and strict import quotas"; expanding of the local film- 

s: Ibid. p. 22. 
6 3 hl.  J .  Stoil. 1973, Op. Cit., p. 47. 
24 It consisted of basically the same people plus some experimental filmmakers like S. and F. Themerson. 
S5 "For the commercial exhibition of foreign films a high tax was levied: from 60% of the admission price in 
Warsaw (population of 1.260.000 at the end of 1937) down to 15% for cinemas in cities under 25,000. 
Cinemas were entitled to a rebate provided that a minimum 10% of screen-playing time was taken by 
domestic features. Then the Warsaw rate dropped to 37.5% of the 
ticket price. Taxes plunged when a film was Poiish or of "Polish theme", lowering the Warsaw tax to only 

5 % .  Pro\xded hat  a domestic film was on a level with the average import, there was a vast improvement in 
the profit margin for exhibitors." F. Bren, Op. Cit.. pp. 26-7. 
80 "After 1933 Germany was effectively shut out of the market. ... Most exhibitors and distriburors were 
Jews who effectively boycotted German films in retaliation against Nazi policies. ... For those who broke 
the boycott the consequences were unpleasant-stink bombs thrown by 'unknown persons" was one of 
them." Ibid. p. 27. 
*' "From 1936-37 feature fiim impon quotas were imposed world-wide on the basis of the average imports 
per country over the past three years. For Poland, within a maximum of 300 films (approximately what the 
market could bear) France was allowed 25. Great Britain 13. and the USA 190. or 63% of the total. A 
separate agreement with Gennany sisned in February 1937 allowed the tatter to sell 50 features per year 
without any obligation to take Polish films in return. The agreement was denounced by the Poles in October 
and in December they obtained a more equitable deal which reduced the quota to 27. ... Work was 
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production basees; and ultimately in the creation of PAT, Pofska Agencja Tefegraficzna, 

which controlled the contents of foreign newsreels and produced its own propaganda 

newsreeis as well as cultural and propaganda shorts and even fiction films. 

Another wave of propagandistic and militaristic spectacles came about in the 

1930s. It was comparable in many respects to those which "characterised Hungarian 

cinema during the same period."89 Edward Puchalski made Farher Kordecki ( 1934) about 

the Polish-Swedish war of the 1655, as the conquest of Polish liberty was always a 

favourite topic. R. Ordysnki made the docu-drama The Life of J.  Pilsudski (Zycie J. 

Pilsrtdskiego. 1 935), glorifying the dictator and his life achievements. One of the most 

renowned patriotic films from the 1930s was Romuald Gantkowski's Hearts Aflame 

( 1937). It was 

[rleminiscent of E. PuchaIski's earlier works with its frequent scenes of barracks life. 
manoeuwes. and miIitap balls. occasionrllly interrupted by a romance between a young officer 
and the daughter of a n o b ~ e r n a n . ~  

Red Rose (dir. J .  Lejtes. 1938) continued the tradition of anti-Russian propaganda 

stories of the Polish revolution against the Tsars. 

Keyed to the anti-Soviet propaganda line of the Polish government. Red Rose fearurcd scenes of 
Russlans brurally questioning Innocent Poles while the Warsaw revolutionaries are spurred to 
attack by Chopin's Revolutionary ~ t u d e . ~ '  

As the war seemed more and more inevitable, even members of the avant-garde 

responded to the demand for patriotic propaganda. W. Jakubowska made On rile Niemrn 

(Nad Nienten. 1939) and J. Zarzycki Tile Soldier of the Queen of Madagascar (Zolnierz 

Krolortvj Mudagaskaru, 1939). Unfortunately. they "were not released in time before the 

onslauphr of the Second World War."9' 

channelled into the local labs by imposing stiff duties on positives. and importers and distributors were 
therefore obliged to have exua prints made focally." Ibid. 
S b  "At the end of 1937 there were 17 companies in business. six of them permanently. ... The best-equipped 
ones were Sfinks, Polska Akustyka and Falanga. ... They were equipped with British and German 
recording systems." Ibid. 
s9 M. J. Stoil. 1973. Op. Cit-, p. 61. 
90 Ibid. 
91 Ibid. 
9' F. Bren. Op. Cit., p. 23. 



Besides patriotic propaganda boosting the heroism of Pilsudski and his legionaries 

and of the Polish nation as a whole during its very difficult history, there were consistent 

attempts to adapt some of the most popular literary classics. Two of the most prominent 

works of the Nobel laureate Wladyslaw Reyrnont made it to the screen: The Peasants 

(Chlopi. dir. Eugeniusz Modzelewski, 1 92 1 ) and Land of Promise (Ziema Obiecana, 

1927, dir. Al. Hertz). Ryszard Ordynski adapted the classic Mickiewicz poem Pan 

Tadeusz in 1928. These literary adaptations were superficial renditions of the story line, 

circumventing the social and historical awareness of their literary originals, and were 

therefore met with bitter criticism. emphasising their artificiality and overly didactic 

acting9' The novels of Henryk Sienluewicz and of Stefan Zeromsky were chopped up in a 

similar fashion. Those films, too, aroused "vehement protests over distortions of the 

author's themes and the patchy technique of the films themsel~es."~ 
Th The Polish 19 century, however, seemed not to offer stories that were romantic 

enough for the fashionable tastes of people in the 1920s and 30s, and the relationship 

between the Polish lirerari who were on the cutting edge of Polish culture and Polish 

cinema remained far from close before W. W. 11. Most Polish literature from the 1930s 

was "characterised by impending tragedy, apocalyptic visions, futile struggles and 

Kafkaesque descriptions of the absurdity of day-to-day life.'*' This made the collaboration 

between film and literature even more chdlenging. The poor success of scripts based on 

literary c l a ~ s i c s ~  could also be explained by the spirit of time; in Poland as everywhere 

else during the depression, people wanted entertainment, "light farces. musical comedies 

and  melodrama^."^' As G. Kopaneva remarked. 

Polish literature from the 1gn century is well known for its romantic nationalist pathos. which 
excluded representation of peaceful everyday life and Iove srories. The hero is always a young 
male. a revolutionary-in-themaking, with a drawn sword and a banner. on his way to the 
barricade where he is killed in a heroic battle. His mother and his sisters are usually the only 

93 Ibid. pp. I2  - 14. 
94 Ibid. p. 25. 
95 The works of Bruno Schulz and S. I. Withewicz-Witkacy are referred to by M. & A. Liehm as the best 
example. Op. Cit., p. 29. 
90 S . Wohl made November Nigh! (Noc Lisropadobr-a, 1932) about the temporary success of the Polish 
uprising against the Russians in  November 1830. This screen rendition of the "very Polish Wyspianski's 
drama" is considered one of the very few successful literary adaptations of a Polish literary classic. 
47 F. Bren. Op. Cit., p. 25. 
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female presence in his life. whose main artistic task is to weep over his dead body. Poiish war 
films continued this tradition. That is why when literary material for meiodramas was needed 
between the wars, directors turned to the numerous pulpfictions by women wirers published a1 
the turn of the century. These works were considered lowbrow and even kitsch but made good 
film rne~odramas?~ 

hdeed. a brief reference to the titles of popular melodramas proves this point well: When 

a Wife Cuckolds her Husband (Kobieta Ktora Grzechu Pragnie, dir. Al. Hertz, 1927); 

two adaptations of novels by Gabriela Zapolska: That Which is Unspeakable (0 Crym Sie 

Nie Mowi) and That Which is Unthinkable (0 Ccym Sie Nie Mysli). All three were 

described as "mediocre productions in bad taste."* Another series of melodramas with 

revealing titles was made by Wiktor Bieganski: The Idol (Bozyszcze. 1 922); The Abyss of 

Repenlance (Otchlan Pokuw, 1923); The Vampires of Warsaw (Wampiry Warszawa. 

1925 j: Crtlr of the Flesh (Kult Ciala, dir, Michal Waszynski, 1929). 

East Germany 

The East German inter-war cinematic heritage is briefly discussed in Part N and 

not here because, first of 4 1 .  I do not believe that the inter-war German cinema shared 

enough common structural and aesthetic characteristics with the other Eastern European 

cinemas to justify its inclusion in this pan of my study. Second, East Germany severed 

most of its links with inter-war Germany for the sake of establishing itself as a sovereign 

country with a separate cuItural, social, and politicd identity. By this logic, the cinema of 

the GDR admitted to some ancestral links with the left German avant-garde from the late 

i 920s and early 30s. more specifically to Zlatan Dudow and Benold Brecht. It. however, 

vehemently denounced any relation to German expressionism as ideologically amorphous 

formalism, and to the cinema of the Third Reich for obvious political reasons. The 

cinema of the GDR , however, came to share many common traits with the other Eastern 

European national cinemas during Communism. 

9%. Kopaneva. Lecture series. Tape # 3, p. 2. 



Conclusion 

On the eve of W.W.II, only the Hungarian cinema seemed to be in good shape. 

The Czechoslovak cinema stayed nominally alive producing films for the Reich or under 

the dikrar of the Reich. The Polish cinema ceased to exist along with the Polish state in 

1939. The cinemas of Bulgaria and Romania got a modest financial boost from the state 

to produce propaganda. The cinema of Yugoslavia remained in a latent stage until after 

the war. Most of the states came up with commendable initiatives for protectionist 

taxation and subsidising policies. and even established operative bodies to that effect (the 

Hungarian Film Board, the Romanian Press Board, the Czechoslovak Film League, the 

Belgrade Cinephile Club. among others). However, they did not persist with these 

initiatives. They seemed to be at their most generous when the country was in peril, 

immediately after the Great War or on the eve of W. W. D[. Therefore the Eastern 

European states failed to build their cinemas as prestigious cultural institutions on a par 

with theatre and opera. and especially literature. The filmmakers accepted the Communist 

take-over and the ensuing nationaIisation of the film industry with more enthusiasm than 

other members of the intelligentsia did. for it brought about much-needed reform in 

cinema. Unfortunately, it turned out, as with agriculture and the economy, that the reform 

uqas a very mixed blessing. 

The young national cinemas of Eastern Europe remained in general beyond the 

cultural pale, far from representing attractive venues for the educated Eastern European 

inrelligerzti. Where and when they did succeed in attracting some intellect and talent. as in 

Hungary and to a certain extent the Czech lands, it was because of the state cultural policy 

for fiIm which made it possible for these two national film industries to attract both 

public and private capital. The correlation of a successful national cinema, state support, 

and participation by the intelligentsia is glaringly obvious in the cases of the poorer 

countries, where cinema literally stood or fell on state subsidies and was therefore least 

successful in attracting well educated and talented representatives of the intelligentsia. 

This supports my contention that the Eastern European inrelligenri were always 

dependent on the state, for they rarely had the independent means or the courage to strike 

99 F. Bren. Op. Cit.. p. 14. 
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on their own, particularly in such an expensive art as cinema. Cinema was to become a 

strategic cultural industry after the Communist take-over, with practically unlimited 

budgets generously provided by the state. Only then filmmaking acquired the reputation 

and the allure of a most prestigious mitier for the Eastern European intelligentsia. 

In the few cases when the intelligentsia did have the opportunity and the means to - 
strike out on its own. the result was not very constructive for the nascent cinema industry- 

Cinema attracted some socially conscious Eastern European intelligenti from the left, but 

they avoided mainstream filmmaking. They preferred to make parodies and highbrow 

experiments. Example include the members of the Belgrade Cinephile Club and the 

exponents of START who. under the influence of the Soviet avant-garde cinema, chose to 

make small socially conscious educational documentaries or docu-dramas. Some 

irzrelligenti. like the members of Devetsil. even indulged in sophisticated representation of 

decadent eroticism. but most often they took to writing about film and on cinema-related 

subjects. 

Film criticism and film theory attracted representatives of the traditional academic 

Eastern European intelligentsia who saw the new medium as a virgin territory where they 

could apply their theoretical findings from related scholarly fields including theatre, 

music. and linguistics. Most Eastern European inrelligerzti preferred the written word to 

the uncertainties of the new visual art. They were well informed, well travelled and 

educated people and therefore contemptuous and even ashamed of the provincialism of 

their native film industry. They preferred to write about foreign films and when they 

wrote about their national cinemas, they put them in the context of the European. or more 

specifically the French and German, cinemas and inevitably found them wanting. This did 

not make things any easier for the enterprising directors who had to struggle against great 

odds to make a film only to have it  be received by a storm of biting sarcasm and high- 

brow criticism in their own press. Unfortunately, this type of incompatibility between a 

sophisticated critical and theoretical apparatus, on one hand. and the modest artistic value 

of the objects under scrutiny, on the other, is not confined to Eastern European critics and 

theoreticians and not only to the period before W. W. 11. 



In traditional Eastern European paradoxical fashion, the most popular film genre 

between the wars was not the patriotic movie or the socially conscious and/or educational 

film, but melodrama ranging from the high-brow renditions of Gustav Machaty with their 

deep psychological (and Freudian) overtones to the quick fixes of the Polish literary 

classics by A. H e n  and W. Bieganski, to V. Gendov's home-made sentimental stories 

about simple people, to the superb professionalism of I. Szekely and B. Gad with their 

glamorous dramas of the aristocratic elite. As much as melodrama was loved by the 

general public, it  was despised even more by intellectuals. Thus very early on melodrama 

came to be considered a low life form by indigenous film critics. This attitude would 

transcend the totalitarian threshold and turn into a real purge against melodrama during 

Communism. Cinema as public service and cinema as propaganda merged comfortably 

on the territory of the Zhdmovist cinema. and left no room for the emotions and illusions 

of the simple people. 



PART IV. 

EASTERN EUROPEAN TOTALITARIAN CINEMA AND THE 

CRISIS OF SELF-KNOWLEDGE 

This section of the paper consists of an adytical survey of the history and 

structure of Eastern European cinema as a cultural industry and an ideological institution. 

It looks at the means and methods that were deployed to preserve its role as a major factor 

in perpetuating the crisis of self-knowledge during the terroristic and the post-terroristic 

phases. Structurally and conceptually, Eastern European cinema can be interpreted as an 

epitome of the totalitarian system and therefore I use the totalitarian concept to examine 

the structure and totalising function of cinema. This is largely justified by the application 

of the totalitarian concept in other spheres of art history. including sculpture. fine arts. 

and architecture. and by the need to explain how centralised totalitarian states were able 

to create an almost identical cultural climate across the region and how they proceeded to 

manipulate artists and art to a degree where a large number of amazingly similar artefacts 

(and films) were produced in countries with diverse cul turd backgrounds. 

After the Communist take-over cinema was considered a major means for social 

manipulation through propaganda and education. the "most important art." I will 

therefore discuss the link between propaganda and totalisation in the light of pertinent 

studies in ideoIogical communications. I will then define the origins and nature of the 

Eastern European propaganda state as a superstructural constellation of closely monitored 

institutions whose over-centralised structures were analogous to the structure of the 

totalitarian state itself and reproduced its function on a smaller scale. 

Then I will proceed to analyse the establishment of the Eastern European cinema 

as a propaganda institution by nationalisation and centralisation of the film industry in the 

period 1935-18. However, Eastern European cinema could be considered an 

accomplished totalitarian entity only after acquisition of its own system of values and 

regulations that would act in concert with the official ideology. This system of vdues and 

aesthetic priorities was provided by the Zhdanovist normative aesthetics. Therefore I will 



discuss in detail the theoretical roots of Zhdanovism and its relation to Soviet Socialist 

Realism, as well as its character as an ideological import to Eastern Europe. 

The hierarchy of genres as a system for delivery of the priorities of the Party is of 

fundamental importance for the function of Zhdanovism. I will attempt to clarify the 

conceptual confusion regarding genre in the Eastern European critical thought, as well as 

in  the practical experience of the Eastern European cinema, In order to construct an 

original genre approach to the Eastern European fiction film, I will discuss its inherent 

characteristics. linking propaganda, myth and genre. I will then proceed to construct my 

genre approach. After having examined the corpus in light of modem genre theories, I 

wi l l  construct a genre model, and analyse the corpus through its methodological grid. I 

will then finalise and systematise the corpus, and present brief analytical descriptions of 

the main totalitarian genres. 

I .  THE RELEVANCE OF THE TOTALITARIAN CONCEPT INART 

HISTORY 

The recent reintroduction of the totalitarian concept as a tool for examining the 

relationship between the Eastern European totalitarian state and society has prompted its 

application in studies of art history. It has been applied by Igor Golomstock in his book 

To~nfiraria~t Arr ( 1  990). a rich account of paintings and sculpture created under 

totalitarianism in Nazi Germany, Stalin's Soviet Union, Mussolini's Italy, and Maoist 

China. and by Anders Aman in his thorough study Architecture and Ideology in Easrern 

Europe Drtrirzg the Sralin Era ( 1  992). 

In an attempt to reveal the underlying common nature of totalitarianism, a 

comparati ve approach has recent1 y been applied to Soviet and German art, architecture 

and cinema from the 1930s in film series l and art exhibitions.2 The only attempt to 

identify similarities in the propaganda means and methods of Soviet and Nazi cinema so 

I The FIPRESCI Colloquium on German and Sovier Filmsfrom the Totalitarian Epoch, held in Moscow 
July 7- 18. 1989. 

The exhibition of Soviet and Nazi totalitarian architecture. Tyrannei des Schonen. Vienna. 1994; and the 
exhibition of Soviet totalitarian an, Agirazion :urn Gluk. Vienna. Prague, Munich, and Moscow. 1994. 
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far has been made by Richard Taylor, a renowned scholar of Soviet cinema He examines 

the role of film in the Soviet Union and in Germany in his book Film Propaganda - 
Sovier Russia and Nazi Germany (1979). 

In the preface, Taylor distances himself from "a totalitarian model that can be 

applied to both extremes of the political spectrum" on the grounds of the "fundamental 

and obvious differences between the ideology that underpins the Soviet system and the 

Wel~anschouung that inspired the Third ~eich."3 He claims to have chosen the Soviet 

Union and Nazi Gennany as "case studies of the two best known and best documented 

examples of highly politicised societies that the world has ever seen.**4 Stlucturally, his 

book is not a comparative study but a parallel one; it gives a separate analysis of 

propaganda myths and methods represented by four films from each In spite of 

his understandable attempt to stay away from the compromised totalitarian concept of the 

1950s. Taylor reaches conclusions similar to those that impelled A. Heller to expand the 

concept to include "totalisation" of society in the 1980s. He therefore deduces that "in its 

intervention in the individual lives of its citizens and its direction of them, the Soviet 

political system has impinged at least as much as did the Nazi regime."6 He concludes 

that in both Soviet Russia and Nazi Gennany, cinema, as an "important propaganda 

weapon", was "organised and utilised deliberately and directly as such, so that no film 

could be made without the consent, and indeed the encouragement. of the authorities."7 

R. Taylor. Op. Cir.. p. 16. 
' Ibid. p. 15. 
S ~ r o m  che Soviet Union: V. Pudovkin's Morher (1926). S. Eisnestein's October (1927), D. Venov's Three 
Songs of LRnin ( 1934). and S. Eisenstein's Alexander Nerdq (1938). From Germany: L. Riefenstahl's 
Triumph of the Will (1935). F.  Hipplcr's The Wandering Jew (1940). H .  Steinhoffs Uncle Kruger. and V .  
Harlan's Kolberg (1945). 
R. Taylor, Op. Cit.. p. 16. 



2. PROPAGANDA AND TOTALISATION 

2.1. Definition and Purpose of Propaganda 

Propaganda is an integral part of totalitarianismt Just like totalitarianism, it is a 

product of modernity and of the long march towards the creation of a perfect society 

where all will share common thoughts and conduct. As a tool for the totalisation of 

society, propaganda methods are employed to inculcate a collective vision. Because of its 

explicit nature, it is closely related to the arts, popular culture, and the mass media. 

Social observers. art historians. and theorists of propaganda such as J.  ~ l l u l g .  B. 

L. ~rnith.9 G .  ~owett,lO R. ~ a ~ l o r . 1  and P. ~ e n e z l 2  place great importance on the use 

of words and word substitutes in a deliberate and systematic attempt to influence people's 

R. Taylor. Op. Cit.. p. 230. 
in Jacques Ellul's view. the "classic, but outmoded view of propaganda consists in defining it as an 

adherence to an onhodon." On the contrary. "propaganda in its modem interpretation seeks to obtain an 
o r t h o p r w  - an action that in itself leads directly to the goal. set by the propagandist." This goal is usually 
nor a conscious objective of the acting individual; histher convictions and beliefs are irrelevant as long as 
she is "manoeuvred into action with maximum effectiveness and economy." The aim of modern propaganda 
has "nothing to do anymore with persuasion and modification of ideas, but is aimed at provoking action. at 
chanzing attitudes and patterns of behaviour." Modem propaganda is "no longer about changing an 
adherence to a docuine, but to make the individual cling inationally to a process of action; it no longer 
leads to a choice. but aims at loosening the reflexes; its objective is no longer to transform an opinion. but 
to arouse a n  active or mythical belief." Jacques Ellrrl. 1965. Propaganda: The Formution of Men 3 
Arrirudes. 
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf). pp. 25-26. 
"The relatiLveiy deliberate manipulation. by means of symbols (words. gestures. flags, images. monuments. 

music. etc.). of other people's thoughts or actions with respect to beliefs. values, and bchaviours which these 
people ('reactors') regard as controversial." "Propaganda*', in Encyclopaedia of Social Sciences. vol. 18. p. 
579. 
l o  "Propaganda is the deliberate and systematic attempt to shape perceptions. manipulate cognition, and 
direct behaviour to achieve a response that furthers the desired intent of the propagandist." Garth S. Jowett. 
& V. O'Donnell. 1992. Propagando and Persuasion. 2nd ed. (London: Sage Publications), p. 4. 

Sec also Garth S. Jowett, 1987. "Propaganda and Communication: The Re-emergence of a 
Research Tradition", in Journal of Communications, vol. 37. pp. 97-1 14. 

"Propaganda is the attempt to influence the public opinion of an audience through transmission of ideas 
and values." R. Taylor, Op. Cit.. p. 28. 
I Z  "Propaganda is nothing more than the attempt to transmit social and political values in the hope of 
affecting people's thinking, emotions and thereby behaviour." Peter Kenez. 1985. The Binh of the 
Propaganda Stare: Soviet Methods of Mass Mobilization 191 7-29, (New York: Cambridge University 
Press). p. 4. 
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attitudes and to point their behaviour in the direction desired by the authorities. Therefore 

propaganda is concerned with controlling all channels of knowledge and information. 

Propaganda control is simultaneously prescriptive and proscriptive. It is 

prescriptive when the channels of information and knowledge are fed with content that is 

carefully designed in accordance with the needs of the totalitarian state and the dominant 

ideology. It is proscriptive through censorship. Censorship institutions, by way of prior 

and subsequent censorship, make sure the official guidelines are followed strictly by 

political educators. by the arts and media, and by all cultural and scientific institutions in 

genera!. 

2.2. Structure and Function of the Propaganda State 

To achieve the goals of modem propaganda1 the leaders of all totalitarian states 

from the time of the Bolsheviks have spared neither time nor effort in building 

impressively elaborate indoctrination machinery. The arts and culture, as well as the 

education system constituted the ideological superstructure of the totalitarian state. At its 

nenre centre, this superstructure had need for a formation of closeIy monitored 

organisations. all functioning for the sake of perpetuation and maintenance of the 

totalitarian system. The over-centralised bureaucratic structure of this formation and its 

units was analogous to the structure of the totalitarian state itself, as were its other two 

important branches, the economy and the power structure. Social historian and scholar of 

the Bolshevik revolution Peter Kenez calls this unprecedented super-structural formation 

rhe propogando srare. 14 It is within the confines of the propaganda state where the most 

l 3  According to EIIuI, "Modem propaganda must be total" and must utilise all the technological means at i t s  
disposal: media, movies, posters. books. meetings, door-to-door canvassing. as well as all educational and 
cultural institutions-in a word. all means of regulating information and knowledge. No part of the 
intellectual or emotional life of the individual should be lefi untouched, for "we must also bear in mind that 
these media do not all reach the same public in the same way." Op. Cit., p. 10. 
'' According to Kenez. "no other political elite before 1917 ever had such an approach. Even in our own 
times only Communist governments have been fully successful in following the Soviet example. The French 
revolutionaries at the end of the 18th century also thought that they were at the dawn of new era. and they 
too hoped ro bring enlightenment to their fellow citizens. They appreciated the significance of ideas, and 
they did not shrink from repression. They did not believe, however, that they possessed a theory that would 
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decisive battle for totalisation of society was waged-the battle for creating the 'new' 

man and woman, for establishing new values, traditions, culture, morality, and 

psychology. In a word, the battle for the minds of the masses. 

Bolshevik leaders recognised early on the relation of ideas to power. Therefore 

they deliberately appealed first to reason, and then to the emotions of the populace. 

Revolutionary intellectuals were considered to be "above all propagandists." 15 They 

claimed to bring enlightenment to the workers and peasants and to help them understand 

their own interests ir? the light of Marxist-Leninist ide0logy.1~ What they really sought. 

however. was to mobilise the masses for the unprecedented sacrifices required for the 

building of Socialism, which became a prolonged and taxing socio-economic experiment 

of gigantic proportions. 

Theoreticians of propaganda agree on the basic venues used by the Bolsheviks and 

their followers to turn ideas into an effective tool for re-education of the masses and for 

their mobilisation into submission and sacrifice. Their organisational means were 

extremely effective: mass organisations 17 were a powerful vehicle for propaganda to 

be able to interpret history and all facets of human behaviour. They thought that the mere removal of 
'unnatural' obstacles would be sufficient to fully develop human potential. 

"The Japanese modernisers in the late 19th century. like many ocher political elites in our own 
century. understood that the creation of modernity called not only for construction of factories and the 
building of railroads but also for the creation of an extensive educational system io instil new values. They 
therefore encouraged the spread of literacy and attempted to shape the educational system to their own 
purposes- However. the efforts of these people to change the mentality of the people pale in significance by 
comparison with those of the Soviet leadership." P. Kenez, Op. Cit., p. 9. 
I s  Propaganda and agitation were always used as distinct terms in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. 
This goes back to Lenin who in 1902 quoted his mentor (and subsequently bitter enemy) G.V. f lekhanov: 
"A propagandist presents many ideas to one or a few people. an agitator presents only one or few ideas, but 
presents them to a mass of peopie." Under the impact of the modern means of communications the division 
becomes blurred. with the 'propagandist* having a more 'intellectual' connotation, while the 'agitator' is 
seen more as a field activist spreading the Party's simpler slogans in a down-to-earth fashion through 
personal conracts." Paul Lendvai. 198 1 .  The Bureaucracy of Trurh: HOW Communisr Governments 
Manage rhe Nervs (Boulder, Col.: Westview Press). p. 26. 
16The Bolsheviks used such siogans as "Bring enlightenment to the masses!", "Create the new socialist 
man!" and "Instil class consciousness among the workers and peasants!" to summarise the purposes of what 
came to be a massive propaganda machine applied for indoctrination purposes. 
l 7  The Bolsheviks also created an extremely effective network of mass organisations. in hierarchical 
subordination to the Party. The Komsomol. or Young Communist Organisation. for young adults. was 
direcdy accountable to the Pmy. The Pioneer Organisation, in  turn. was answerable to the Komsomol. It 
included school children between 9 and 14 years of age. Then there were the Trade Union and the 
Zhenordel (the Women's Organisation). These organisations integrated the majority of adults. some of them 
twicc over. for example, one could be a member of the Kornsomol and of the Trade Union. Each block of 
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cover virtually every individual from the cradle to the grave. ~ducat ionl8  and educational 

methods played an immense role in the political indoctrination of young people, 

conditioning them to integrate into conformist groups. Legal texts and legislation, the 

entire judicial apparatus in fact, were utilised for propaganda purposes, especially during 

the time o f  terrorist totalitarianism when they were used to justify bogus trials and purges. 

Manipulation of information was of extreme importance to totalitarian 

propaganda. Propaganda employed censorship in mass medial? in literature, in thearts 

and especially in the interpretation of history, which was to be rewritten according to 

propaganda needs. And finally, total propaganda created its own totalitarian language 

both as form of totalisation and (self-) censorship. Thus the Bolsheviks and their 

followers came up with new and original agencies of mass mobilisation and publicity 

residences and workplace was divided into units. or cells, and every mass organisation had irs 
representative. or Agitator. for each unit or cell. Thus every single individual was a member of one or more 
mass organisations. belonged to two cells. and was watched over by at least two Agilators. This was an 
excellent network for both propaganda indoctrination and political surveillance. for it allowed for prompt 
follow-up to the propaganda. 

The mass organisations demonstrated a remarkable longevity as well as adaptability to the diverse 
cultural and historical backgrounds of the countries where the Bolshevik propaganda slate was installed. In 
rune uith Modernist artistic jargon from the 1920s. the early Soviet propagandists described the Party as the 
"engine" of society. providing the force needed for change and development, while the mass organisations 
w r e  the "transmission belts" that were taking these ideas to the "ignorant masses." This description 
remained long after Modernism and its currents were outlawed as "degenerate an" by the ideologues of 
Socidisr Realism i n  the early 1930s. 
l 5  Kencz rightfully places education and mass literacy in the centre of the Bolshevik methods of mass 
mobilisation. In that period the written word was still the principal medium for mass communication. ElluI 
considers mass Iiteracy as a basic prerequisite for the creation of a "mass society", the only society where 
propaganda could flourish. It was impossible to mobilise the illiterate peasantry for they tended to reven to 
their uadi~ional conservatism and mistrust of everything political. The rote of the teacher was to both teach 
and indoctrinate at the same time. The prestige of the written word one learned to decipher confirmed the 
validity of what the teachers said. The prestige of the intellectual-their talents were considered by many to 
be of divine origin-allowed political assertions to appear as the only and unquesuonabIe n t h .  General 
education came to be closely associated with politicaI education and abided by open regulations established 
by the Parry. Ideolog~ infiltrated the school cumculum. poiiticisinp all levels of education. 
l 9  According to Kenez. "The Bolsheviks seized all existing forms of communications. They sensed lair du  
remps and mobilised the tremendous potential of the booming Soviet fine and applied arts. Modernists and 
avanr-gardisrs from all schools and shades joined forces to launch 'proletcult' art in gaIleries and on uains 
and ships. The Bolsheviks made excellent use, as widely as their financial means and technology permitted. 
of such quintessential modem forms of propaganda as posters and slogans. Their goal was for the message 
to reach and be gasped by virtually everyone, even the most unsophisticated viewer. The poster, for 
example, evolved as a unique genre, characteristic of the first years of Bolshevik rule." P. Kenez. Op. Cit., 
p. 115. 
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methods that became "permanent features not only of the Soviet state but also of many 

modem states, not all of them ~ornmunist."2O . 
Cinema was a central instrument in the propaganda state and it was widely used 

for political ends. The Bolsheviks were the first to foresee the tremendous potential of the 

new technological invention. Lenin and his colleagues saw cinema as an extremely 

efficient way of bringing their beliefs and ideas to the illiterate masses. Lunacharsky 

claims that in February 1922 Lenin told him: "In our country you have the reputation of 

being the protector of the arts. S o  you must firmly remember that for us the most 

imponant of dl arts is the cinema."21 In fact, this purponed statement of Lenin's was 

quoted so often that it became a clichC in its own tirnee22 

Initially the Bolsheviks considered mass organisations, political and general 

education, book publishing, and the printed media as the bread and butter of mass 

indoctrination. And while they concentrated most of their efforts to monitor these, Soviet 

cinema flourished and the 1920s became the "golden age" of Soviet avant-garde cinema. 

Yet. in Kenez's words. the "seeming paradox of Soviet film is that in its golden period it 

failed to please the regime." Only after the "artistic vitality of film was gradually 

destroyed during the 1930s" through the introduction of schematic requirements and 

guidelines "did it  become a successful instrument of propaganda."23 

2.3. Censorship 

Information was considered a strategic component of the totalitarian state-n a 

par with the police and the armed forces-from the times of Lenin. His view is 

epitomised in the famous dictum that the revolutionary take-over could be declared 

'O  Ibid. p. 83. 
'' Samoe vazhnoe i= vsekh iskusm: Lenin o kin0 (Moscow: Iskusstvo, 1963). p. 124. 
77 -- Interpreters of the statement, Kenez including, rightfully doubt rhe scope of its meaning. Given Lenin's 
"conservatism in matters of  art, it  was unlikely that he would have believed that films could ever compere 
with the theatre on an aesthetic plane." P. Kenez. Op. Cit., p. 106. 
23 Kcnez goes on to say that the "study of film as an agent of indoctrination in the 1920s is ultimately, and 
fortunately from the point of view o f  art, a study in failure." Ibid. p. 196. 
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successful only when all available means of communication including the post, the . 

telegraph. and the telephone were in the hands of the ~o l shev iks .2~  

Contrary to the simplistic differentiation of propaganda as a pure lie, and 

information as pure knowledge, in reality it was impossible to discriminate accurately 

between the two. The margin between vuth and non-truth on an ideological level became 

increasingly blurred, and the very notion of truth was abrogated when the lie became 

"institutionalised."25 Moreover, it became a guiding principle for manipulation of 

knowledge and information, facilitated by the "acrobatics" of dialectical materialism. 

Arthur Koestler defines this process in ethical terms as "throwing overboard all 

conventions and sailing without ethical ballast", for "History has thought that often lies 

serve better than the truth..' 26 Or. in L. Kolakowski's epistemological explanation. the 

greatest cognitive triumph of the totalitarian state when "abolishing the very idea of truth, 

is that it can no ionper be accused of 

When the propaganda state deemed information unwanted, it censored it. 

According to George Schopflin. a scholar of censorship and communication in Eastern 

Europe under Communism. the basic conclusion that emerges from a study of the various 

models of censorship is that the "end product is surprisingly similar."28 The terrorist 

'' Total control over the physical tools for disseminating information and contents of information was 
necessary to preserve the indivisibility of power and the allegiance to Soviet Marxist-Leninist ideology on 
the level of discourse. The role of information was to sustain the important myth of unanimity. With the 
ueakrning of the ideology this myth came lo play an even greater role as the basis for totalitarian 
legitimacy. 
Garth S. Jowett. 1986. Propaganda and Communication: The re-emergence of a Research Tradirion, 
in Jourrial of Cornnranicarions, volume 37, p. 105. 
's Koestler writes: "Our sole guiding principle is that of consequent logic. ... For man is sluggish and has 
10 be led through the desert for 40 years before each step in his deveIopment." Darhess ar Noon, 
Op. Cit.. p. 82. 
'6  Ibid. p. 206. 
'' Leszek Kolakowski. 1983. "Totalitarianism and the Vinue of the Lie", in I. Howe. ed.. 1984 Rerisired. 
(New York). p. 127. 

George Schopflin notes that with the "emergence of the Human Rights opposition movements in Poland, 
Czechoslovakia and Hungary in the 1970s. the Party's claim to legitimacy on the basis of the myth of 
unanimity was directly challenged. The opposition rejected this claim and insisted that the party abide by its 
own legality. in particular, h e  opposition movements rejected the party's claim to monopoly of information 
and began to circulate their own alternative views in type-script, a phenomenon that has come to be known 
as sarni,-dar. from the Russian word. ... In Hungary a specific attempt to describe the functioning of self- 
censorship had the aim of breaking through the officidly fostered taboos. the exact outlines of which were 
deliberately kept vague by the authorities. Romania has produced much less information on the operation of 
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phase of totalitarianism therefore was characterised by both "negative" (in Stoil's terms) 

or "proscriptive" (Schopflin), and "positive" (S toil) or  "prescriptive" (Schopflin) 

censorship which manifested itself in rigid control over film production, bans on certain 

films, restricted distribution, and other measures. Censorship during the post-terrorist 

phase can only be described as "negative", i.e., as a delineation of what is taboo and what 

is a sensitive subject. while all the rest is negotiable. 

2.4. Totalitarian Languages and the Destruction of Memory 

Summarising the ideas of the contributors to the literary-philosophical approach to 

the nature of totalitarianism, J. Rupnik concludes that the totalitarian lie "rests on two 

pillars: totalitarian language and the destruction of memory." The creation of totalitarian 

language(s). or  "newspeak" as Orwell has it, is directly linked to generating new attitudes 

and behavioural patterns. As early as 1928 a Soviet linguist, A. Selishchev, pointed out 

that "contemporary Russian ... contained a large number of words from the military 

v o c a b ~ l a r ~ . " ~ 9  Feher, Heller and Markus call it a ''language of domination" and note that 

its "vocabulary is partly that of warfare30 and partly that of paternalism."31 According to 

this vocabulary. all fights are won, never lost, and the Party, in tune with its own language 

and self-image, is both a successful *'military leader and an authoritarian father."32 

censorship or seif-censorship. ... In Yugoslavia. although the situation is somewhat different in that the 
authorities have _eenerally offered greater latitude to the press and the intelligentsia, some of the obstacles 
encountered are surprisingly identical with the general principles of censorship throughout the region." Op. 
Cit.. pp. 3-4. 
'9 P. Kencz refers to Selishchev's observations: "Newspapers and orators spoke of s*mggle, war, avant- 
p d e .  muster, battalion. storming, besieging, war Communism, workers' army. commanding heights. 
Leninist guards. the Cornintern as the general staff of the world revolution, fronts, foreposts, and so on." 
Op. Cit., p. 255. 
30 "Everyone is on the 'front': there is a 'cultural front'. a 'work front', an 'economy front' and on all fronts 
one has to 'fight'. There is a 'peace front', t o ~ b v i o u s i y  a symbiosis of incompatibles. The country is a 
'fortification' in the 'peace front'. One has to 'fight' for the realisation of the five-year plans; the production 
of coal is a 'battle for coal'." Feher, Heller & Markus, Op. Cit., p. 197. 

"At the same time, the socialist 'camp' (a betraying term in itself) is 'one big family'. among whose 
members relations arc always 'brotherly'. The Party scolds the subjects if they behave improperly and 
praises them if they behave properly. The Party leads the population, it grants privileges, imposes limits and 
above a1 I, teaches. 'The Party teaches us this or that'; the 'Party knows it1; the 'Party helps'." Ibid. 
32 Ibid. 
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The totalitarian language is important as text, not as live speech. Communist 

leaders were never good orators. They usually read their speeches in a dull, listless tone. 

Hence "the voice, the gesture, the situation, and even the personality of the speaker were 

completely meaningless." 33 The use in public of any other language than the language of 

domination was unacceptable, and basically impossible. In the Soviet Union "totalisation 

of society was successful enough to generalise the language of domination. It had even 

penetrated the private sphere, and subjugated cultural production, at least all kinds of 

social theo1-~."3~ indeed, P. Kenez claims that the Soviet peasants. who put up the most 

furious resistance against the state, truly became Soviet citizens in the 1930s when the 

results of more than a decade of totalitarian terror became evident. Soviet propaganda, he 

cIairns. "taught people a political language and a pattern of behaviour." Thus the gravest 

consequence of the total generalisation of the language of domination was that it 

accelerated the destruction of personality. By ceasing to be a vehicle of self-expression, i t  

leads to self-alienation.35 Or, as Jacques Ellul has it. the radical "devaluation of thought 

in propaganda is the transformation of words: the language, this instrument of the mind, 

becomes 'pure sound.' a symbol directly evoking feelings and reflexes."36 Another 

serious dissociation caused by propaganda is the dissociation between the "artificial 

verbal universe. in which propaganda makes us live, and reality."37 

Feher. HeIler and Markus argue that the situation in Eastern European societies 

was somewhat different from the USSR with respect to usage of the language of 

domination. In those countries it only "superficially touched the private sphere; it was 

spoken exclusively in public or in official documents." The "leading articles of Party 

resolutions are written in a quite different language from. say, that of art critiques in the 

press."38 During the years of terroristic totalitarianism, people had to settle for being 

recipients of information that was filtered. grossly manipulated many times over, and 

33 Ibid. 
33 Ibid. p. 196. 
35 Ibid. 
36 J. Ellul. Op. Cit.. p. 180. 
37 b i d .  
'"cher. Hrller & Markus. Op. Cit., p. 197. 



basically copied from the Soviet originals. Later on, however, during the post-terroristic 

phase, with samizdar publications and the broadcasts of Voice of America, Radio Free 

Europe and the BBC within fairly easy reach, people could, ironically, learn as much 

sensitive information as the privileged Party elite39 and sometimes even more, if they 

knew foreign languages. The reason that they nevertheless went on buying newspapers, 

listening to radio and watching television lies elsewhere. According to Feher, Heller and 

Markus, people in Eastern Europe became virtuosi in fainiliarising themselves with the 

patterns of language of domination, and in reading between the lines: they could generdly 

read an important practical-political meaning into the "presence of one cliche and the 

omission of others." And judging by the length of an information piece, by the page on 

which it appeared, even by the size of the fonts, or by the time when the news went on the 

air. whether in the morning broadcast or at night, they could skilfully discern "forecasts of 

a gathering social storm, of an economic threat, of power struggle at the top. of a 

possibility for concessions towards the population.**40 

The thinkers from the literary-philosophical school recognise the "subversive" 

importance of the preservation of memory-or  of "information from the past, with a wide 

range of recall and recombinationw-as the principal source of integrity and identity. The 

destruction of collective and individual memory is linked to what Ellul calls "loosening 

up of reflexes" and creating space for propaganda's "arousal of new active and mythical 

beliefs." Reflecting on the relationship between memory and autonomy, another 

revisionist Marxist-turned-dissident. Zdenek Mlynar, takes over a theme dear to writers 

ranging from A. Koestler and G. Orwell to I. Klima and M. Kundera, and considers the 

erosion of memory as the permanent goal of totalitarianism. In this respect. ideology 

continued to its last days to be the "mainstay of East European Communism by creating a 

j9 P. Lendvai notes that "any informed newspaper reader in the West can read material that is available in 
the East to a few dozen, hundred or lhousand people, according to the 'sensitivity of the content'. In short, 
almost all the 'highly confidential' information contained in the various 'white', 'red' or 'yellow' bulletins 
is readily available ro any normal person in the West who reads a quality newspaper and listens ro radic 
broadcasts. The same information is available to many in the East through their radio sets. if they are patient 
enough to put up with the irritation of jamming." Op. Cit., p. 137. 
j0 Feher, Heller & Markus, Op. Cit., p. 197. 
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system out of the 'jamming' of information and rnern~ry* '~I  Hence all the talk about a 

revolutionary break with the past. about the New Age, the new community of fraternal 

countries. new social forces. and certainly, a New Man. Going back to the "ontological 

negations" of total revolution and to the Hegelian-Marxian determinism of  ist to@ and 

its laws. observations of the past and present43 (as noted in the previous part of this 

paper) ceased to "represent a cognitive tool for evaluation of human nature", and were to 

be used only as a source of reference for "systematic suppression or violation of potential 

human nature."44 Or as Milan Kundera has brilliantly put it, 'The struggle of man against 

power is the struggle of memory against forgetting." According to him, "The first step in 

liquidating a people is to erase its memory. Destroy its books, its culture. its history. And 

then have somebody write new books. manufacture new culture. invent a new history."45 

Kundera. Iike Have1 and the other exponents of the literary-philosophical approach, 

believes that succumbing to the propaganda machine was a question of personal rnoraI 

choice that put to the test people's ability to behave Iike moral and rational agents. 

The existence of dissident art and Sarnizdat writings reflecting "the everyday 

human world, the world of daily tensions between the aims of life and the aims of the 

system" was a challenge to the institutionalised lie. This unofficial channel of information 

used a comprehensive. non-artificial language to remind people of the "hidden sphere of 

truth" that was jammed by propaganda. to provide them with at least some information 

about "the world outside. their past and the society they live in." 

-" Quoted b>, Jacques Rupnik. Op. Cit.. p. 273. 
.'2 In A. Koestler's words. "History knows no scruples and hesitations. Inen and unerring, she flows towards 
her goal. AI every bend in her course she leaves the mud which she carries and the corpses of the drowned. 
... He who has not absolute faith in History does not belong in the Party ranks." Darkness ar Noon. Op. Cit.. 
p. 41. 
" 3 ~ n  Ivan Klima's words, h e  world under Communism is "a world where the achievements of past 
generations were usually reviled and praise was reserved solely for the current events; a world where fresh 
beginnings were made time and again in the name of something better and lasting. a world. in which past 
events were forever amended and embellished. thus depriving people of the chance to develop a sense of 
humility and pride." The Judge on Trial (New York: Vintage Books, 1991). p. 446. 

Z. Rau, Op. Cit., p. 28. 
45 Milan Kundera. 1978. The Book of Loughrer and Forgerring. English translation 1980. (London: 
HarperCollins PubIishers). p. 159. 
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3. ESTABLISHING THE EASTERN EUROPEAN CINElMA AS A 

PROPAGANDA INSTITUTION 

3.1. Goals and Purposes of Eastern European Cinema 

Eastern European cinema under Communism existed first and foremost as a 

propaganda institution. The industry's entire structure and function were designed to 

translate into images--or bring to [gee, as the jargon of the time had it--official ideas and 

values. The intensity of the "deliberate and systematic attempts" of the Party to do so 

subsided over the years as it adapted to the new political and economic realities in the 

post-terroristic phase. But the main purpose. to influence or change people's behaviour 

and attitudes and thus instigate action in the desired direction, remained the basic raisons 

d'erre of the Eastern European Communist cinemas to the very last days of the regimes. 

notwithstanding the fact that during the mid-1980s the "desired direction" shifted 

drastically towards openly escapist entertainment. 

The situation in Eastern Europe after W- W. II was significantly different from the 

times when Soviet cinema had been established as a tool for rotalisation. Now the battle 

for the minds of Eastern Europeans was being waged on another historic curve. The main 

concern of the authorities managing the Soviet propaganda state was somehow to 

alleviate the appalling backwardness of the Soviet masses through exposure to visualised 

practical information about agriculture. science and politics. both internal and external. 

The indispensable role of cinema was just as Lenin formulated it in his famous dictum. 

The basic generic features of Eastern European propaganda states can be traced 

back to the Bolshevik model. It, too, had been a way of managing the most sensitive 

human activities, including education, culture, the arts, and communications, the realm 

referred to by East European ideologues (in the Russian fashion) as "the spiritual sphere." 

The need to adapt education to the requirements of mass indoctrination remained equally 

important. although by that time the campaigns for mass literacy were losing their 

urgency in Eastern ~ u r o ~ e . 4 6  The mass organisations were creatively developed and 

j6 The literacy campaign as means o f  political indoctrination did not have such a great importance in 
Eastern Europe as in the Soviet Union for this problem had been solved by and large before World War I in 
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adapted to the local conditions of the "People's Democracies" without violating the spirit 

of the Soviet originalP7 

It was well recognised in war-ravaged Europe that cinema had tremendous 

potential for propaganda, with greater potency than the press or radio as a means of 

mythologisation and mobilisation. Cinema was recognised by the new Communist 

governments as the most important art from the very start, which accounts for the early 

nationalisation of film industries, and the amount of attention and care they received from 

the Slate in spite of the desolate state of Eastern European economies after the war. 

3.2. Nationalisation and Centralisation of Film Industries 

Czechoslovakia was the first country to nationalise its film industry after the war. 

with a decree signed by its president Eduard Benes on August 1 1 ,  1945. This was a truly 

social-democratic act. prompted, as Mira and Antonin Liehm eloquently put it. by "the 

the countries of Central Eastern Europe, and to a great extent in the Balkan countries during the inter-war 
period. "Romania's illiteracy rate was reduced from 60.7 to 23.1 percent between 19 10 and 1918: 
Yugosla\ ia's from 5 1 to 25.5 percent between 192 1 and 1938. Most interesting are the Bulgarian figures 
where the Soviet accomplishments were duplicated: between 1926 and 1934 illiteracy declined from 52.1 to 
3 1.6 percent, and. looking at a longer period, from 1880 to 1939 horn 96.9 to 22-5 percent." P. Kenez. Op. 
Cit.. pp. 159-60. 

Nevertheless. mass literacy campaigns were launched as part and parcel of the policies of 
terroristic totalitarianism even if their only goal was to foliow the letter of the Soviet example. In countries 
with a strong religious tradition. including Poland, Hungary, Slovakia. large pans of Yugoslavia. and 
regions of Bulgaria. the mass literacy campaigns were skilfully transformed into atheistic campaigns against 
"religious obscurantism" and generally against the church. The only texts people had access to were. as J.  
ElIul has rightfully noted. "exclusively propaganda texts. political tracts, poems to the glory of the 
Communist regime. extracts from the cIassics of Communist ideology etc." Op. Cit., p. 110. 
j7 Later on all Communist countries introduced a new mass organisation to 'cover' children between 6 and 9 
years of age. In different counmes this organisation had different names (In the USSR Octobrists in honour 
of the October Revolution from 19 17; in Bulgaria Septembrists, to honour the month when the Communist 
coup took place in 1943; in the GDR there also existed a pre- FDJ formation, covering kids from the age of 
7 to 13). The official Trade Union (or the Profsoju:), was yet another organisation to be transplanted from 
the USSR all over the Communist world. Eastern European countries created their own indigenous mass 
orpnisation to cover even more people - like the Patriotic Front. or the National Front (Bulgaria. Romania), 
originally consisting of members of the so-called progressive. or parties from the 'friendly opposition' and 
fellow-uavellers. which were liquidated after the Communist Lake-over. Gradually these pseudo-political 
organisa~ions lost their raison d'e'rre and turned into yet another venue for mass indoctrination. Membership 
in at least one, better two and even three mass organisations (like one could be a member of the Komsomol. 
of the Front and of the Trade Union) was mandatory and people had to pay monthly fees. Otheruise risked 
being declared apolitical - a very grave accusation with far reaching consequences. 
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old central European conviction that financing the development of culture is the task of 

the state."4g 

The second country to nationalise (if that is at all the appropriate word) was East 

Germany. The new socialist film industry was conceived at a meeting on November 17, 

1935, held under the oversight of Colonel Tulpanov, the Soviet advisor in matters of 

culture. A few months later, on May 17, 1946, DEFA (Deursche Film Akriengeseifschafr / 

German Film Corporation) was officially founded at UFA (Universum Film 

Aktiengesellschafi). the famous German film studios at Babelsberg that produced such 

pre-war classics as The Blue Angel. In Poland, the nationalisation was decided before the 

end of the war in Lublin, the first Polish city to be liberated, and became a reality in 

November 1945. The Liehms declare that it was a symbolic act, for "there was nothing to 

nationalise: the pre-war studios had been razed to the ground." 49 As the pre-war 

Yugoslav film industry was practically non-existent, when a nationalised film industry 

was established in 1947 in  the war-torn country, "[it had] nothing to work with: no 

cameras. no studios. no experience. no people."50 The official history of post-war 

Bulgarian cinema. according to Liehms, begins with the first film made after the 

nationalisarion of Bulgarian film industry in 1948. The nationalisation actually took place 

only after other branches of industry were nationalised, which is a proof of cinema's 

..occasional nature and peripheral importance" 5 for Bulgarian culture between the wars. 

Romania also nationalised its film industry in 1918 "with even less in its favour than its 

counterparts in Yugoslavia and Bulgaria." 52 Romanian nationalisation, like the 

Bulgarian, took place after the country was declared a People's Republic: the monarchy 

was deposed after the forced abdication of King Michael, and the Communist Party won 

the majority in parliament. On November 2, 1948, Decree No. 303 on "The 

Mirri Liehm and Antonin J. Liehm. 1977. The Most Importanr Art: Soviet and Eastern European Film 
afier 1945. (Berkeley: University of California Press). p. 96. 
49 M. & A. Liehrn. Op. Cir., p. 112. 

Ihid., p. 123. 
5 '  Ibid. p. 133. 

Ibid. p. 139. 



Nationalisation of the Cinema Industry and on Regulation of the Trade in 

Cinematographic Products" was issued. 

The las t  country to nationalise its film industry was Hungary, where 

nationalisation came after the Communist Party took power. The Hungarian film industry 

was the most developed of any in the region between the wars, but due to the damage 

inflicted by several foreign invasions during the war, it could produce no more than three 

films a year. and had to fight yet another invasion-that of the American cinema when 

100 American films were shown over a period of one year and a half."53 Therefore 

[o]n March 2 1. 1948. the Hungarian film industry underwent its second nationalisation. As 
compared to the first one in 1919 (during the time of the Hungarian Soviet Republic. April- 
August. 19 19---CS). which came about as a result of pressure from below-its organisers having 
set up an extensive production plan in advance so as to be able immediately to start production 
on a large number of films-the first stage of the second nationalisation began by reorganising 
the entire industry and setting up an administrative hierarchy.54 

During the terroristic phase in most Eastern European countries cinema was under 

the double jurisdiction of the Ministry of Culture and the Department for Agitation and 

or under the latter only. This fact alone should indicate the strategic 

importance attributed to it. 

Eastern European national film production industries were fashioned after the 

Soviet cinema and adopted its structural and functional models with almost no alterations. 

S 3  Ibid. p. 146. 
54 X I .  & A. Liehm. Op. Cit.. p. 150. 
5 5  In every totalitarian country, the domain of agitation and propaganda encompassed oral agitation. 
publishing. literature. arts. film. radio-television. central and provincial press, contacts with foreign media. 
and even sport. and. in some countries. science and education. This domain was run through a stem 
censorship hierarchy. At the top was the all-powerful Agit-Prop (Agitation and Propaganda) Departments of 
the Cenual Committees which were additionally in charge of the formal censorship institutions (if any). The 
Agir-Prop Depanment directly supewised the first media echelon: the state news agency and the central 
Pan? newspaper. The second echelon-radio and television, and the cinema-were monitored closely by 
the Agir-Prop Deparunents, but run by special committees. Literature, the arts (and some sciences) were 
controlled by the Ministries of Culture. but were also accountable LO the Agit-Props. And the non-Party and 
provincial press, local radio stations. and forth that belonged to the third echelon. were supervised by the 
governmental press office. which itself was accountable to the Agit-Props. Censorship was best 
implemented through the cadre policy-all key positions in the domain of propaganda and agitation were 
occupied by trusted Party members and chis secured double and triple supervision. In countries with formal 
censorship institutions. the information and artistic output was also scrutinised and filtered. During the post- 
terroristic phase. institutionalised censorship was almost universally repealed as self-censorship and good 
cadre policy made them redundant. 
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While the Barrandov film studios in Prague had been renovated and modelled after the 

German UFA facilities, the Slovak studio Koliba in Bratislava, the Bulgarian Boyana 

Studio in Sofia, the Romanian Bufrea in Bucharest, the Hungarian Bela Balars in 

Budapest, and the Yugoslav Koshunzyak in Belgrade (as well as studios in other capitals 

of the federation), were all replicas of Mosfilm studios in Moscow. The film industry 

itself was centrdised and streamlined so that the Party could exercise control with ease. 

In Hungary, for example, "the National Film Office was established as a supreme organ. 

Subservient to it was the Management of the Film Industry and the National Enterprise 

for Film Production, which employed all directors. scriptwriters and  technician^."^^ The 

structure of Film Polski (the Polish National Film Board) and the Bulgarian 

Cinematography, was based on a similar model. In the summer of 1945, the "State Film 

Enterprise (Zvezda. or Star) of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia was 

established ... on the same centralist and statist principles as "State Film" set-ups in other 

People's ~emocracies."57 

The greatest contribution of nationalisation was to create and consolidate a 

material basis for filmmaking: 

IcJspansion of rhe nerwork of movie theatres. schooling for a new generation of technicians and 
artists. and financial support to other production branches (documentary. animation) which under 

capitalist control had no chance for independent development.58 

The famous Prague film school FAMU was established by decree in October 

1945: the Polish Film Academy in Lodz opened its doors in 1948; the Budapest Academy 

of Cinematographic Arts in 1935; the Belgrade Filmska Skola (Film School) in 1949; the 

Bucharest LATC in 1950; Babelsberg Film School in the 60s. These film schools and 

academies were shaped in the likeness of the All-Union State Institute for 

Cinematography in Moscow. 

The aesthetic software for Eastern European cinema was also imported from the 

USSR in the form of Zhdanovism - an ideological and aesthetic short-hand of Socialist 

56 M. &: A. Liehm, Op. Cit., p. 150. 
57 Ibid. pp. 123-1 23. 
58 Ibid. p. 150. 



Realism adapted for export purposes by the notorious minister of Soviet culture, A. A. 

~hdanov.59 

3.3. Theoretical Roots of Zhdanovism 

In her study of Socialist Realism and of Soviet literature from the 1930s, Socialisr 

Realism: An Impossible Aesthetic ( 1 986, English translation by Catherine Porter 

published in 1 W 2 ) ,  renowned Montreal scholar of Socialist Realism Rigine Robin offers 

a lengthy and exhaustive description of the subject compiled on the basis of a collection 

of strenuous debates that took place at the First All-Union Congress of Soviet writers in 

February of 1931. Here follows her summary of the Congress pronouncements as there 

\vilI be frequent references to it later on: 

Thus the new Realism is to be rooted in folklore and in a narodnosr. renewed by the progressive 
aspect of an optimistic and transformed folklore: i t  will be forged in the Pany spirit and/or in the 
partisan spirit (paniinosr) developing a class vieupoint. The new realism will be in the first place 
a great realism (characrerised by totalisations, typical situauons. theatrical or novelistic plots. 
representing typical characters in their complexity and contradictions). It is not to be a 
photograph of reality. not a slice of life, not a hypertrophic fragment cut off from the whole; SR 
1s to account in Balzacian fashion for che dynamics of social life. In this sense i t  will not be 
schematic. Far removed from the slogans of agitprop. i t  will not try to embellish reality. At the 
same time the new realism uill be socialist. It will include heroic elements of revolutionary 

59 Here is a summary of Zhdanov's life and work. compiled from information in Encyclopaedia Britannica: 
"In his capacity of Secretary of the Central Committee. Andrey Aleksandrovich Zhdanov had a 

deciswr sa? in laying out the principles of Socialist Realism at the First All-Union Congress of the Soviet 
u~irers. held in Moscow from August 17 to 3 1. 1934. He was a close associate of Stalin and reached the 
peak of his career after W. W. 11. when as a full member of the Politburo he severely tightened the 
guidelines for post-~var cultural activities. invoducing the cultural policy known as Zhdanovism. calling for 
strict government control of a n  and promoting an extreme anti-Western bias. Originally applied to 
literature. Zhdanovism soon spread to other arts and gradually affected all spheres of intellectual activity in 
the Soviet Union. including philosophy, biology, medicine and other sciences. ... Zhdanovism was initiated 
by a resolution from 1936 of the Central Committee of the Communist Party. formulated by Zhdanov. ... As 
the campaign accelerated. all vestiges of Westernism. or cosmopolitanism, in Soviet life were ferreted out. 
Earlier critics and literary historians were denounced for suggesting that Russian classics had been 
influenced by Jean-Jacques Rousseau. Moliere. Lord Byron or Charles Dickens. Western inventions and 
scientific theories were claimed to be of Russian origin. ... In  1947 Zhdanov oversaw the founding of the 
inwnarional Soviet propaganda arm. the Cominform (Communist Information Bureau). Thus he had the 
chance to monitor closely the imposition of Zhdanovism as official cultural policy throughout Eastern 
Europe. ... Although Zhdanov died in 1948, the campaign against 'Western cosmopolitanism' continued 
until Stalin's dcath in 1953, acquiring increasingly anti-Semitic overtones. ... This period (1936-53) is 
generally regarded as the lowest ebb of Soviet literature and culture" The New Encyclopaedia Britarmica. 
1990. Volume 12. p. 9 12a. b. 
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romanticism in its fictions; it will privilege the new over the old; it will present historical 
development in the direction of history to the detriment of static empiricism; it will take pains to 
educate the masses for socialism. to fulfil its social function of awakening and mobilising the 
masses. Translating dialectical materidism into Ihe language of art, the new realism will privilege 
content over form. while requiring of artists a rich, varied and renewed art- Heir to the great 
progressive Russian literature and to the European literatures as well. it will be concerned with 
making irself accessible to a new literate public that, avid for reading and new subjects, has 
specific desires and needs. 

A great mimesis of our time. SR cannot be imposed by administrative or political fiat. It 
must involve each individual writer. It implies neither diminution of individuality not 
homogeneity of forms. It creates a progressive new aesthetic space, in which through individual 
and collective work ... the people will be more and more active in the work and the elaboration of 
a new literature.60 

Zhdanovism related to "classical" Socialist Realism as Stalinist dialectical 

materialism related to classical ~ a r x i s m . ~ ~  According to Bukharin's formulation. 

delivered at the Congress, SR is a "distinct method in art, a counterpart of dialectical 

materialism, ... a translation of the latter into terms of art."62 According to Zhdanov's 

argument at the Congress, SR should not depict reality simply as objective reality, but in 

its revolutionary development. In addition to this, "truthfulness and historical 

concreteness of the artistic portrayal should be combined with the ideological remoulding 

of the labouring people in the spirit of socialism." 63 

Gradually. towards the late 1930s and especially in the 40s. Zhdanov extrapolated 

some basic characteristics of SR. and grouped them around three major principles, 

heatedly debated at the Congress - narodnosr (Popular Spirit or Spirit of the People), 

parriirzosr (Par9  Spirit).  The socialist heroics and revolutionary romanticism of SR was 

transformed into the more inclusive concept of ideinosr or Ideological Spirir. The 

Regine Robin. 1992. Socialisf Realism: An hpossible  Aesthetic (Stanford. Cal.: Stanford University 
Press), pp. 63-64. Italics as in the text. 
61 The experts on Soviet cinema and art I refer to here do not draw a line between classical Socialist 
Realism from the early 1930s and Zhdanovism from the late 1930s and 40s (P. Kenez, R. Taylor. I. 
Golomstock. M. & A. 1. Liehm). UsuaIly Zhdanovism is mentioned in passim and referred to as an already 
well known phenomenon. To date. the only authors who offer systematic information on the role of 
Zhdanovism in Eastern European cinema are J. Leyda, M. Stoil, and the Liehms. 
62 R. Robin. Op. Cit.. p. 63 
63 Quoted in the Appendix of The Mosr Imponan! Art. Op. Cil., and pp. 433-7. 



inherent totalitarian implications of these three principles were veiled by the mass 

enthusiasm and the genuine idealism of the Congress a t t e n d e e ~ 6 ~  

Zhdanov succeeded in merging the totalitarian ideas of permanent revolution in 

the political and social realm with the principles of the "revolution of the spirit" heralded 

by the European avant-garde at the turn of the century65 The roots of all three principles 

can be traced to the traditions of the Eastern European intelligentsia as discussed in Part 

II. This historical predisposition certainly facilitated their imposition and led to the 

profound politicisation of Eastern European art. 

The term Parp Spirit, or partisan spirit, although borrowed from Lukacs, who 

had something quite different in mind.66 became a key term in Zhdanovist aesthetics. At 

the Congress Zhdanov used the word "tendentiousness" (in Russian ~endenriosnost).67 

Gradually. Part Spirit grew to be associated with Zhdanov's definition, and it stuck as a 

synonym for crude partisanship and full conformity with the Party doctrine. Par5 Spirit 

6" .According to I. Golomstock. the Congress "elevated the cult of Stalin to unprecedented proponions." It 
also set out the basic principles of totalitarian aesthetics in the greetings sent out to Stalin: "Our weapon is 
the word. We bring it into the struggle of the working class. We wish to construct an an which will educate 
the builders of socialism and instil boldness and confidence in the h e w  of millions. which will serve as a 
joy to  hem and transform them into the true heirs of all world culture." 

According to Golornstock. socialist culture was described by the speakers (Zhdanov. Gorky. 
Bukharin and Radek. amongst others) as the "antithesis of the decadent culture of a doomed and criminal 
uorld." Socialist culture. "rationally organised according to the objective laws of historical development. 
would be a culture of 3 'new type' and of the 'highest stagc': from its heights. a11 the preceding cultural 
acri\.ity of humanity would seem like prehistory." Igor Golomstock. Totalirarian Arr irr the Sovier Union. 
rile Third Reich. Fascisr Iral) and rhe People's Republic of China. 1990. (London: IconEditions). p. 87-9. 
65 "'The Revolution of the Spirit', the destruction of the old culture anticipated the social revolutions 
throughout Europe. Art has developed considerably dower in Italy and Russia than in France and Germany 
and so the longing for radical uansformation was equally suong. The first decade of our century in Italy and 
Russia was marked by a rapid development of the most radical forms of art." I. Golornstock, Op. Cit.. p. 4. 
6 6 ' ~ n  a well-known article. published in Die Linkskume in 1932 Lukacs conuasls "~endency" with "party 
spirir." He rakes "rerzdency " to mean the staking out of a political position in a literary work, a position- 
taking that is external to the text. that would inhabit the text and yet remain separate from it in  literary 
terms. "Panisanship is a political position-taking that is not made up of good intentions and proper feelings. 
... In conuast. P a m  spirir informs a literary work but is not directly expressed in it; it has to be  deduced on 
the basis of the work." R. Robin, Op. Cit.. p. 56. 
67 "Our Soviet literature is rendenrious. and we are proud of this fact, because the aim of our tendency is to 
liberate the toilers and free mankind from the yoke of capitalist slavery. ... Soviet writers are the 'engineers 
of the human soul', who. according to Stalin, are supposed to 'remould the mentality of the audience." 
A. A. Zhdanov. "Address to the First Soviet Writers' Congress". in Problems of Sovier Literature: Reports 
and Speeches ar rhe Isr Writers' Congress. ed. and translation H. G. Scott. (Moscow: Co-operative 
Publishing Society of Foreign Workers in the USSR. 1935). pp. 15- 22. 
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can be related to the traditional preoccupation of loyalist intelligentsia with socially 

engaged or utilitarian art that serves the purposes of state and nation building. 

The concept of P a r q  spir i f i8  entailed flexibility and the adaptability of art to the 

changing needs of the Party, and art became the weapon of choice, which would continue 

to foster revolutionary traditions.69 In Zhdanovist parlance, it evolved as the central 

principle of totalitarian ideology, according to which an artist should look at reality 

through the eyes of the Party, and portray it in the light of its revolutionary and 

progressive de~elo~ment.70 In other words, an mist should adequately represent the 

official myths and be shrewd enough to anticipate their evolution. 

The most contentious issues of Zhdanovism belong to the domain of the 

Ideological S p i r i ~ .  Discussions were held regarding representation and verisimilitude; 

regarding interaction between the singular and the characteristic and between form and 

content. The doctrine of the Positive Hero was of extreme ideological importance during 

Zhdanovism and later, and subject to Party documents and resolutions. 

Zhdanovism put a particular accent on representation and verisimilitude. In 

Golomstock's view, "the general growth of national seif-consciousness" and the search 
th th 

for national identity of the late 19 and early 20 century was closely related to the "rise 

of national schools of realistic art [which had a] special significance for Russia. Eastern 

Europe and ~erman~."71 According to Robin, the Congress made i t  explicitly clear that 

the realism of the nelt7 type had to be different from earlier realism, termed old realism. 

6s "The new Realism will be forged in the Party spirit and or in the partisan spirit (paniinosr) developing a 
class vie~point." Robin. Op. Cit.. p. 63. 
69 As early as 1905 Lenin brought up the issue of Party Spirit, mentioning that the cultural policy of the 
future society was to apply the slogan "Pany Spirit" to the whole realm of culture: "Men of letters must 
enrer Pm_v organisations. Publishing houses and warehouses. shops and reading-rooms. libraries and all the 
various forms of trade in books must be accountable to the Party and under its control. An organised 
socialist proletariat must check all this work and organise it: it must introduce into all of this work. without 
exception. a living stream of the living proletariat cause." V.I. Lenin. P a ~ i i n a j a  organirarzia ipaniinaja 
lirerarura. Moscow. 1965. p. 5. (Translation mine-4s)  
70 I. Golornstock, Op. Cit., p. 89 

Ibid. p. 159. 



crilicol realism, or bourgeois It also had to be different from naturalism 

because 

[tlhe new realism is not limited to being a copy. a photograph of reality; it is not simply constative. 

but depicts reality in its dynamics, its movement. its 

On the other hand, the champions of Zhdanovism abhorred modernism and the 

a\-anr-garde. They rejected any experiments with form and style as formalism and 

abstractionism. the artistic equivalent of rootless cosmopolitanism, and therefore a 

negation of proletarian internationalism. The struggle against modernism acquired 

decidedly anti-Semitic overtones in the late 1940s in the Soviet and during the 

"normalisation" of Czechoslovakia in the late 1960s and early 70s. Formalism and 

abstractionism along with crude and idrologically amorphous naturalism were always 

cited as the most dangerous enemies of socialist c ~ l t u r e . ~ 5  

71 Here are some thoughts on realism of the new type by prominent Soviet intellectuals from that time. 
quoted in The Mosr lmporranr A rr. Op. Cit.. pp. 433-7. 

According to A. Fadeyev. the celebrated author of The Young Guard. the "difference between 
Socialist Realism and the old realism consists. among ocher things. of the fact that the contradiction between 
philosoph> and artistic method in Socialist Realism will be less characteristic. since the subjective hopes 
and interests of the proletariat do not contradict the objective laws of historical development." Alexander 
Fadcyev. 1932. "Socialist Realism". Socialisr Realism in Lirerarure and A n  (Progress Prublishers. Moscow. 
197 1 1. pp. 65-66. 

According to Maxim Gorky. "Socialist Realism wages a struggle against the vestiges of the past 
and their corrupting influences. and also tries ro uproot these influences." Maxim Gorky. 1935. " A Letter to 
A. S. Shcherbakov". Socialisr Realism in Literature and A n .  Op. Cit., pp. 53-54. 

According to A. Lunacharsky. "Socialist Realism differs sharply from bourgeois realism, because 
1 1  not o n 1  passively reflects the world. but also actively reshapes it. It reflects closely the dialectical 
con~radict~on between Nature and society." It is "purposefuI", as it knows "what is good and what is evil 
and notes which forces hinder movement and which facilitate its tense straining towards the great goal", 
hence "its own themes." Ir has a "tendency towards Romanticism*'. as it "introduces a subjective element." 

Lunacharsky agrees with Gorky's statement that "literature shouId be above reality. and that the 
ve? knowledge of reaIity was necessary in order to overcome it;" that "he was right when he called such a 
militant and laborious overcoming of reality in its literary reflection Romanticism." SociaIist Realism, 
therefore is "realism plus enthusiasm; realism plus a militant mood." Anatoly Lunacharsky. 1933. 
"011 Socialisr Realism ". Socialisr Realism in Lirerarure and An.  Op. Cir.. pp. 56-58. - - 
/ '  R. Robin. Op. Cit.. p. 57. f .  '' I. Golomstock, Op. Cit.. p. 146. 
75 "The ideologues of totalitarian aesthetics moved quickly to m e  the Scylla of modernism, threatening to 
either dissolve the world into an abstract and formless mirage or else to shatter it into thousands of Cubist 
fragments and Expressionist distortions. To the right lay the no less terrible Charybdis of naturalism. its 
undiscriminating surface reflecting all aspects of life. however unworthy .... The Soviet view was that coarse. 
soulless naturalism was a characteristic of imperialist cuiture." I. Golomstock, Op. Cit.. p. 182. 
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The incompatibility of formalist experiments and innovative art with totat realism 

can be explained by primacy of content over form, the supreme priority of the Zhdanovist 

aesthetics, and of any totalitarian aesthetic for that matter. In a series of substitutions, the 

debate on SociaIist Realism shifted the accent from a classical realistic description of life 

as it  is. to life as it ought-to-be in its revolutionary and progressive development. This 

primacy of will over existence led first to primacy of content over form and then to the 

Zhdanovist reign of politics over the primacy of content. Again, according to Robin, 

[tJhis compromise displaced the discursive base of the 19th century- Primacy of content. but also 
artistic quality. thinking by way of images, social utility: i t  was all there. The great betrayal of 
Belinski and the generation of 1 880 was prescription. that ought-to-be. that primacy of will over 

existence that is instilled in social discourse.76 

Poptilar Spirir (rrarodnosr) was the most controversial of the trinity. It brought to 

the fore the traditional contradictions inherent within the Eastern European artistic 

intelligentsia. especially the conflict between its populism and its elitism on one hand. 

and the idea of educational art on the other. First. the populist-minded Eastern European 

intelligentsia77 was inherently uneasy with modernist art, justifying their distaste for it 

with the arguments noted above that it was inaccessible to common people and foreign to 

the democratic spirit of the nation. This concern was reflected in the way Socialist Realist 

debate targeted modernism and experimentation. To repeat part of Robin's description, 

SR is not limited to frapmen~.  but seeks totality of the social relationships of an era. Like the 
great old realism. however. it renders the typical. ... The New realism is not to be a photograph of 
reality. not a slice of life. not a hypertrophic fragment cut off from the whole: SR is to account in 
Balzaciar! fashion for the dynamics of social life. In this sense it wilt not be schematic. Far 
removed from the slogans of agitprop, it will not try to embellish reality. ... SR is the typical 
depiction of typical charac:ers in typical c i r ~ u m s l a n c e s . ~ ~  

The drive towards transparency, what Bakhtin calls rnorzo~ogism, pertained to the nature 

of Socialist Realist authoritarian discourse. R. Robin claims that these came about as a 

- -  

76 R. Robin. Op. Cit., p. 215. 
77 I n  the middle of 19th century. Belinskii. a literary critic and representative of revolutionary democratic 
thought. claimed that "every artist and writer expresses the consciousness of the people, which sterns from 
the U'elratlscltauung of the people." V. G. Belinskii. 1947. Izbrannoe (Selected Works), Moscow, p. 537. 
'QP. Cit., pp. 37-63. 
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result not only of normative demands from above, but also from equally effective 

pressure from below, which she calls plebeianisation: 

If [the reader] wants something new. it is on the level of the hematic-and not on the leve! of 
writing. the narrative or the lexical structure. ... It was the masses. among others. who pushed for 

respectability and conformity in i i terat~re. '~ 

The widely propagated concern for the least sophisticated members of the 

audience was a fundamental priority for Zhdanovism, and as such was brought out time 

and again against art cinema. As Zhdanov himself formulated it when criticising Soviet 

composers for their interest in modem music: 

Inlor eventhing accessible is of genius. but everything of m e  genius is accessible: and the more 
accessible il is to the broad masses of the people. the more mrIy it is a work of a genius. ... Music 

that is incomprehensible to the people is not needed by the people.80 

Secondly, Popular Spirit was supposed to resolve the tensions between high 

culture and low culture and thus create a high culture for the masses. Unlike realism from 

the turn of the century. Zhdanov's Popular Spirit was concerned with national identity 

and folkloric roots. It was to be "rooted in folklore, [but in the] progressive aspect of an 

optimistic and transformed folklore."* 1 On one hand, the intelligentsia's traditional 

perception of peasant culture as sanctuary of patriarchal purity led to the idealisation of 

this culture as a source of spirituality and nurture that was to have a special place in the 

new culture. On the other hand. the equally strong perception of peasant culture as 

backward and simplistic led to the inevitable break with the folklore cultural tradition. 

The drive for industridisation needed other values and new sources for collective 

inspiration. Therefore the collective memory had to be treated like a mbula msa. ready 

for the 

79 Ibid. pp. 165-189. 
so Minutes of the meeting: Soveshchanie deiarelei soverskoi r n u ~ k i  v TsK VKP (6). Moscow. 1918. pp. 
133-3. 
8 1  R. Robin, Op. Cit.. pp. 633. 
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inscription of new folklore and creation of new traditions. This is where the institutions of 

the propaganda state stepped in as  an extensive and modem instrument for the creation 

and dissemination of new myths. 

Justification for the contradictory attitude of official Communist culture towards 

indigenous cultures is to be found in the progressive rationality and historical 

determinism of the Laws of History, Communism favoured modernity and progress and 

was therefore obsessed with the future. Ln tune with the dialectics of history, the social 

order of harmony was synonymous with the future; the present was only a transitional 

period. The past was perceived as a series of unsuccessful attempts to achieve harmony. 

The seeds, the agents, and vdues of this harmony were nevertheless detectable in the 

fanhest reaches of history, provided one was equipped with the correct ideological 

outlook and dialectic-materialistic methodology. 

Thirdly. Poprtlnr Spirir was further related to the intelligentsia's self-imposed role 

of educator.*? Stalin had claimed that writers were supposed to be "the engineers of the 

human sou1."*3 This time around, however, the intelligentsia's traditional aspiration to be 

a moral leader. mentor. and spokesperson for the masses, was signed and sealed from 

above: 

It will take pains to educate the masses for socialism. to fulfil its social function of awakening 
and mobilising the masses. ... Heir to the great progressive Russian literature and to the 
European literatures as well, SR will be concerned with making itself accessible to a new literate 

public that. avid for reading and new subjects. has specific desires and needs.84 

Contrariwise. the difference between the artist and the people was to be liquidated, and 

the artist was to become a servant to the people. Continuing from Robin's summary, it is 

clear that 

" Golomstock calls it "the ultimate dogma of toralitarian aesthetic": "There is a ... fundamental dogma 
whose origin lies in the 19th century. the assertion of the special role of art and its creatcr. No longer. as in 
[he Middle Ages. a part of one integral whole. emancipated from the service of enlightened monarchs. art 
began to seek justification for its existence in new conceptions cf its role, place and function. This process. 
common to ail European countries, Ied to similar results in both Germany and Russia. ... In Russia and 
Germany the dominant concept was that of the artist-creator. the teacher and prophet who reveals ultimate 
uuths to humanity." Op. Cir., p. 165- 
83 Ibid. p. 89. 
84 R. Robin. Op. Cit.. pp. 63-6 



A great mimesis of our time. SR cannot be imposed by administrative or political fiat- I1 must 
involve each individual writer. It implies neither diminution o f  individudity not homogeneity of 
forms. It creates a progressive new aesthetic space. in which through individual and collective 
work ... the masses will be more and more active in the work and the elaboration of a new 

1iterature.85 

In Liehms' view, the result of the evolution of Zhdanov's ideas in the mid-1940s, 

was that "the artist was no longer 'an engineer of the human soul'." Nor did he become a 

servant to the people. "Now he was expected to be a soldier, disciplined in obeying 

orders, seeing to it that those under him obey him too. ... It was assumed that he would 

unmask. disclose. denounce."86 In short. the artist was to become a propagandist of Party 

ideas and educator of the masses. 

The postulates of art that is socialist in content and national in fonn was an 

offshoot of Zhdanovist aesthetics, informed by both Ideological and Popular Spirits, and 

meant for export to Eastern Europe and to the Soviet multinational republics. Such 

concepts were used to constrain. if not eradicate, the originality of any indigenous art in 

the name of conformity to Soviet ideological and aesthetic criteria. 

Anders Aman in Architecrure and Ideology in Easrern Europe during the Stalinist 

Era defines b'socialist content-87 as the establishment of the relationship between art and 

politics. Ln his view this concerns not only the question of quality-style and genre-but 

also the question of quantity of works. The question of quantity was crucial to the initial 

phase of imposition of totalitarian aesthetics and totalitarian culture. Following one of the 

basic laws of dialectical materialism (that inevitable qualitative change results from 

quantitative accumulation), the ideologues of art believed, and rightfully so, that during 

the first phase of totalitarianism more meant better. Quantity over quality meant 

imposition of the totally new culture en rnasse. 

The artefacts of the new culture virtually filled the entire cultural space and 

reduced indigenous culture to folklore motifs, national fonn or nationaljZavorrr. National 

85 Op. Cit., pp. 63-4. 
86 h.1. 9: A. Liehrn. Op. Cit., p. 48. 

"Socialist content in archirecrure represents adaptation of  the 19th century academic order and hierarchy 
of things to the new Socialist content."' Anders Aman. 1992. Architecrure and Ideology in Easrern Europe 
during rhe Sralin Era (1945-1960). (New York: The Architectural History Foundation), p. 76. 
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form. then, was easier to define in painting, literature, and especially in architecture, as it 

refers directly to the way "indigenous architectural traditions negotiate their adaptation to 

Zhdanovisrn." 88 The question of national form in cinema was complex and deceptive. 

since national cinema traditions before the Communist take-over were either non- 

existent. or unreliable bourgeois melodramas and mindless entertainment. What came to 

be considered as national form in cinema was external and related to incorporation of 

national cultural motifs: well-known locations, folklore costumes, and familiar literary or 

folklore archetypal characters who usually spoke in dialect or used a specific jargon. 

3.4. Zhdanovism as Ideological Import 

The protracted and painful debate over the theory and methodoIogy of Socialist 

Realism concerning the creation of a new type of art. was reduced by Zhdanovism to 

pragmatic rules for representation of official myths by means of art. Although 

Zhdanovism was officially accepted at conferences and meetings of filmmakers with 

Party representatives. it  was never referred to as Zhdanovism. A. A. Zhdanov was 

supposed to have only creatively amended and interpreted classical Socialist Realism. 

Therefore references in the pertinent literature from that time and in most histories of 

Eastern European cinema, published in the East, are made to Socialist Realism. 89 

According to R. Robin, by the end of the 1930s SR proved to be an impossible aesthetic. 

strangled by tensions between the demands of its didactic function and the needs of the 

realist artistic convention. The friction between its fictional and functional constraints 

proved to be irresolvable and the search for an authentic representation during Zhdanov's 

period mutated into functionalised allegories of realism. Zhdanovism glossed over SR's 

deep contradictions deriving from its streamlined and militant dogma. by prescribing 

Ibid. p. 98. 
89 .4uthors of genera1 histories of Eastern European cinema comment on the effect of Stalinist cultural 
policy on the indigenous cinemas. Some, including J.  Skvorecky, M. & A. Liehm and M. J.  Stoil, are more 
sensitive to i t  and devote more attention to analysing the Udanovist phenomenon. Others, like B. Michalek 
and F. Turaj. G. Peuie. F. Bren and B. Bums use the terms "Socialist Realism" or "period of rigid 
propaganda" or "schcmatism" instead of Zhdanovism. although they refer to the same phenomenon. 
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neoplatonic ideas (or essences), and by allowing the proliferation of only "fictionalised 

social discourse, only propagandistic discourse in images." go 

After a certain relaxation during the war, Zhdanov's reassenion in 1946-48 was 

directed against the spontaneous cultural liberalisation that began to appear in Soviet art 

towards the end of the war. Strategic Cold War considerations and "the need to reassen 

control over non-Russian national minorities and over Eastern €urope"91 pushed Soviet 

cinema and culture back to the worst form of Zhdanovist propaganda from the late 19305. 

As G. Kopaneva notes. 

[alfter the Great Terror from the mid-1930s. h e  approach to an became cynical. Bur what else 
could be done? Very few people still believed in Socialist Realism and in the viability of non- 
conflictual art where. according to Stalin, the good struggled with the better as the evil was 
supposed to be already eradicated. And everything was subjected to manipulation. falsificarion. 
This was not art any more but agitation posters. ... This cynicism came from all-pervasive fear. .-. 
The Vou. ( 1916) or The Fall of Berlin ( 1946 j-these were not films but rableaur vivanrs. Like 
those popular in the salons from the 19th century-participanrs took expressive poses and. 

instead of aphorisms or rhymer. uttered propaganda slogansg2 

The period between 1946 and 1951, known as the "Zhdanov years" (malokarrinie 

- restricted film production), is associated with Stalin's famous dictum from 1946 that 

..there were fewer films. but all of them masterpieces."93 

L'nfortunately. this period coincided with the formative years of the newly 

founded socialist Eastern European film industries. The avowed Soviet influence that 

shaped early Eastern European cinema did not originate in the works of Eisenstein. 

Pudovkin. Dovzhenko. or Venov. It came from the artistically strangled Zhdanovist 

cinema. The principal administrative genres that came to dominate Eastern European 

cinema were not inspired by the naive sincerity of the first Socialist Realist works from 

the 1930s. but by their sluggish imitations from the 1940s and early 50s. Eastern 

European contemporary dramas about the building of socialism, for example. were not 

inspired by films like Counter-plan (Vstrechnii, 1932, dir. S .  Yutkevich and F. Ermler), 

R. Robin. Op. Cit.. p. 298. 
9 1  M. & A. Liehm. Op. Cit.. p. 48. 

92 G. Kopaneva. Lecture series. Tape # 4. p.6. 
g3 M. & A. Liehrn. Op. Cit.. p. 63. 



described in its time as a moralistic fable of dialogues, but rather took as their model such 

films as L. Lukov's The Miners of Donets (Donetskiye shakhteri, 1950), a "utopian story 

about the transformed life of Donetsf miners after the introduction of new technology." 94 

Ln the same way films about life in a collective farm were not shaped after G. 

Alexandrov's Volga (Volga (1936). a light-hearted criticism of bureaucratic inefficiency. 

bur after I. Pyriev's The Cossacks of Kubm (Kubonskyie katoki, 1948) 9*. a "kolkhoz 

operetta filmed in the richest grain country in the Soviet Union." 96 The Spy and 

Saboteur genre, a typical Cold War invention, was modelled entirely on M. Romm's 7he 

Russian Qlcesrion (Rrtsskiy vopros. 1947). It is a story of an American journalist who is 

sent to the Soviet Union to collect intelligence information, but returns home totally 

transformed from what he has seen, and refuses to participate in an anti-Soviet campaign. 

The prime example of the ultimate Zhdanovist cinema is M. Chiaureli's The Vow 

(K iyana ,  1916). cited above by Kopaneva. In the Liehms' words, the film is a "precisely 

catalogued black-and-white sequence of moralistic tales, with every trace of life 

meticulous~y removed, told in a pictorial language as realistic as calendar illustrations, 

and with the figure of Stalin always at their centre.'' The Vow met Zhdanov's requirements 

entirely and became the model for future films.g7 

When one considers the situation Soviet cinema was in at this time, the 

participation of renowned Soviet filmmakers in laying the foundations of the Eastern 

European film industries. and their sharing their expertise, acquire ominous nuances. 

Some of these experts were once victims of Zhdanovist repression who had learned their 

lesson the bitter way. V. Pudovkin was the one who, following the propaganda success of 

Alexarzder Nertsh? (1938. dir. S. Eisenstein), tried to regain the favour of the authorities' 

with a series of Historical-Revolutionary films about great Russians (Minin and 

Poazharsh?.i, 1 939; Srivorov, 194 1 ; Admiral Nakhinzov, 1947). Another ill-fated advisor 

94 M. & A. Liehrn. Op. Cit., p. 64. 
" 5'hen M. Gorbachev came to power, he said that one of his very first encounters with falsification of 
realiry was The Cossackr of Kuban. which he saw in his youth. "I knew right away there was something 
v e q  urong with our life when I saw that film. It was not at all like that." (My information-4s). 
96 M .  & A. Liehm. Op. Cit.. p. 62. 
" M. & A. Liehm. Op. Cit.. p. 53. 
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was A. Room, director of the controversial Bed and Sofa (Lyubov vtroem, 1927), who 

could never quite restore his image, even with the ardently patriotic Cold War spy thriller 

The Court of Honour (Sud chesti, 1949). 

The majority of advisors belonged to the trusted few-men like S. Yutkevich, L. 

Arnstam and I. Trauberg-who were allowed to work during the period of worst 

stagnation in Soviet cinema. The Liehms make a special reference to the two visits of V. 

Pudovkin, an old and broken man, to Hungary in 1950 and 195 1, as an advisor on 

historical interpretation in film according to the requirements of Soviet Marxist- 

Lninism. He told Hungarian filmmakers that if they were to "arm themselves with 

.Marxism-Leninism, they might invent historical events without damaging the authenticity 

of the work."9* Significantly, all the mentioned experts directed, co-directed. or 

participated in at least one historical-revolutionary film. Historical-revolutionary films 

were considered the most important film genre during the period of establishing the 

legitimacy of Communist rule. S-Vasiliev, one of the co-directors of Chapaev (1933), for 

example. coIlaborated on the Bulgarian historical epic Heroes of Shipka (Geroite na 

Slripka, 1 955). L. Arnstam (The Composer Glinka, 1946) co-directed Lesson from 

Hisron (C'rok rza istoriyata, I957), a film about Georgy Dimitrov, the Bulgarian hero of 

the 1933 Leipzig trial. A. Room directed one of the first post-war films in Yugoslavia. the 

documentary drama In The Mountains of Yugoslavia (U planinama Yugoslatii, 1 946), 

and S. Yutkevich worked in Albania on The Great Warrior Skenderbeg, 1954. 

Certainly, it would be unfair to dismiss the complex legacy of the Soviet influence 

on the post-war Eastern European cinema as negative only. There are numerous instances 

of its positive influence, particularly the fact that quite a few famed East European 

directors from the second generation99 graduated from the All-Union State Institute for 

Cinematography in Moscow. The impact was felt in the 1960s. when professional 

standards of filmmaking made a definite quditative jump. 

98 M. & A. Liehm. Op. Cil.. p. 154. 
99 Among others. the East German K. Wolf: the Yugoslav 2. Velimirovich: the Butparians B. Zhelyazkova. 
A. ivagenstcin. V. Radev. etc. 



3.5. Hierarchy of Genres 

In the pertinent literature the concept of hierarchy of genres or themes is 

considered a central organising principle of Zhdanovist art. A parallel example is that of 

architecture; in his study on Stalinist architecture in Eastern Europe, Aman shows that a 
th reversal of 19 -century academism is reflected in the hierarchy of architectural projects 

which were literally ranked according to the size and height of buildings. First and 

uncontested place was taken by projects, "symbolising the transformation of the 

economic base".100 also called Great Construction Projects of Communism. Second 

came projects. motivated by Concern for Mankind. The building of new housing units for 

the socialist workers and also of Houses of Culture were "high-profile events" in this 

category. 101 The third category. appropriately called Ostenrarion and Monurnentalig. 

included "building of numerous monuments not only in capitals, but in small towns and 

the countryside as well." 102 The most prestigious building of the last category was the 

"high-rise building with or without a tower," It was designed as a counter-symbol to the 

Western skyscraper. which was considered a "symbol of capitalist e ~ ~ l o i t a t i o n . " ~ 0 ~  

In his comparative analysis of visual arts under different totalitarian regimes, 

including Stalinist art from the 1930s. 40s and 50s in the Soviet Union. I. GoIomstock 

also refers to a chart where official genres are divided into two groups: those of the 

"centre" and the "'periphery." The centre group consists of a) the official portrait 

( iconography of 

'00 "They included heavy engineering constructions: canals, power stations. dams. steelworks combined 
with newly founded cities. and underground railways. ... Similar projects had aiready been completed in the 
Sovier Union during the 1930s. ... They demonsuated the superiority of the new social system over the old." 
Op. Cit.. p. 76. 
l o '  The role of schools, hospitals and "other types of caring insututions was fairly insignificant." Ibid. pp. 
82-7. 
'OI~hcre were also "inaugurations of new or adapting of old squares where political manifestations could 
take place". some of them "adorned with a Soviet-styIe mausoleum for the deceased Communist leaders." 
Ibid. p. 89. 
I o 3 ~ h e  Eastern high-rise was meant. 'To mouid the ideological face of the city." According to the 
authoritarive Soviet journal for architecture Archireklura (19545). "All through history. tall buildings had 
been the most ample expression of technical progress and of man's victory over the forces of nature." Ibid- 
p. 90. 
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the leaders), b) historical painting, and c) battle-pieces. The periphery covers a) "genre 

painting" (or scenes from the everyday life of the builders of socialism) and b) 

landscapes. still lives. and nudes. 

On the basis of the above hierarchical classification of architectural projects and 

genres in the visual arts, it is obvious that artefacts, devoted to glorification of history and 

of communist leaders, as well as to the building of socialism, featured high on the agenda 

of Zhdanovist art from the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. On one hand there were the 

historical monuments, "historical paintings", and "battle pieces", and on the other there 

were the "great construction projects of Communism", "concern for mankindt and 

"scenes from the everyday life of the builders of socialism." 

In his profile of Soviet fiction films created between 1933 and 1940, Peter Kenez 

also outlines a hierarchical genre structure, privileging categories, comparable to those 

mentioned above: first, historical spectacles (the Historical-Biographical film) and 

revolutionary stories (the Historical-Revolutionary film; the Nationalist epic), and second. 

contemporary dramas. 105 

G. Kopaneva points out that the "Soviet hierarchy of genres was adopted in tom 

by Eastern European cinemas during Zhdanovism." The scheme outlined by Kenez. was 

modified after \V.W.II in the Soviet Union to meet post-war requirements. Films about 

W. W. II or the War Film genre came first in priority. The Historical-Revolutionary genre 

and Historical-Biographical genre. based on stories about the "historical struggles of the 

Communist Party"' were second, and next came the films "about the building of 

Socialism." The last category was governed by its own hierarchy. "Films about building 

the new socialist industry were more important than films about building new socialist 

villages or agriculture." Then there were films about "scientists and the scientific- 

technological revolution." A fourth group of films, the so-called "films for entertainment" 

included comedies, films for children, youth films, family dramas, and similar fare. This 

Iw I .  Golomstock. Op. Cit.. pp. 216-65. 
I 05 P. Kenez. 1992. Cinema and Soviet Socien, 191 7-195.3. (Santa CNZ: University of California Press), p. 
161. 



last group was considered to have "lowest artistic priority", while the "historical- 

revolutionary film always enjoyed highest (artistic) priority status." 

In the Soviet Union, as in dl Eastern European countries, "the production of these 

genres was carefully planned according to hierarchy. Usually one-third of the annual film - 
production budget went to the most prestigious genre, the second third, to the most 

important. and what was left would be given to all other genres, one or two each."lo6 

3.5.1. Administrative Genres 

For convenience I call the genres discussed above, the administrative. Each 

presented cluster of films bound by a common theme. Their use helped streamline film 

production as they translated the prevalent ideological, social, and economic priorities of 

the Party into budgetary, numerical, and artistic terms. The rigid hierarchical system of 

Oenres \vas a form of "positive" or "prescriptive" censorship. It did not allow for other 2 

"life forms" of cinematic art outside its confines during the 1950s and in some countries. 

like Bulgaria. GDR and Romania. well into the 1960s and 70s. 

During the post-terroristic phase and with the sedimentation of the totaIitarian 

system. the "positive censorship" of genre hierarchy was abandoned and replaced by more 

relaxed and inclusive planning that was basically concerned with observing the balance 

between historical and contemporary themes. Thus a large percentage of film production 

continued to be reserved for command productions that reflected the priorities of the 

Party. The leash. however, was longer and the opportunities for non-compliance with 

these priorities, or incidences of cultural Kadarism and "Ketman-free" art, were more 

frequent, varying on a country to country basis. "Positive" or "prescriptive" censorship 

was replaced by self-censorship and when circumstances permitted, by outright dissident 

defiance. 

lo6 G. Kopaneva. Lectures series. upe # 3, p. 4. 



3.5.2. Genre Definitions and Concepts 

Eastern European film theory and criticism, like all spheres of public 

consciousness and thought. suffered from a crisis of self-knowledge. The question of 

genre is a case in point. The didactic orientation of Eastern European cinema its 

preoccupation with "management" of values and ideas rather than with entertainment. as 

well as its aspiration to be highly individualised "high art", contributed to the failure to . 

build an adequate genre theory. 

The reasons for this reflect the usual mixture of aesthetic and ideological 

considerations and limitations. and traditional elitism. Besides the administrative genres, 

t~vo more categories of genres are discernible in the pertinent literature. I refer to them as 

the classical and traditional. although they were used in interchangeable fashion with the 

administrative genres, and often it was difficult to distinguish among them. 

Eastern European film theory and criticism accepted the terminology of the 

administrative genres and widely referred to Historical-Revolutiona~filrn, 

Corttenlporcrn Drama, Fanlily film, and Socialist Contemporan film as genres. but films 

were never conceptualised and analysed as such. In addition. theoreticians used Aristotle's 

system of classical literary genres - poetic, dramatic, and epic, and usually projected the 

administrative genres onto them according to their prevalent form and style. Films about 

N'.W.II, for example, were usually "dramatic" and often "poetic", especially during the 

post-terroristic phase, when this genre underwent stylistic revival. Films about historic 

events with big cast (and budget) were called "epic" and most films on contemporary 

subjects were naturally called "dramas." 

The attempts to raise cinema from the status of "Iow" art led theoreticians to 

borrow from more "prestigious'* arts like painting or theatre. An epic historical film was 

sometimes cailed a "war panorama" or a "panoramic" or "epic canvas"; a film with a 

small cast. shot in an enclosed space was, not surprisingly, called a "chamber" film, from 

the German Kammerspiel. 

The ideological and artistic considerations in defining a genre, and the confusion 

thereof, are reflected in the entries on genre in the Soviet Encyclopaedia of Film 



published in 1966, and in the Bulgarian History of World Cinema, published in 198 1. 

Here is the introductory definition of genre offered by the Sovier Encyclopaedia: 

Film genres are kinds of artefacts that have come about as a result of historical development. Each 
genre is based on a specific type of character and [his] specific environment, .. . world-view. erc. 

This determines the changes of the generic and stylistic structure of the artefact. lo7 
This definition is directly influenced by the theoretical debate on genre vs. auteur, which reached 
its peak in mid- 1960s. It represents a curious attempt to reconcile the two poles of the debate in 
favour of "renowned masters". a term used interchangeably with and as a synonym for 
"progressive auteurs" and their freedom to create new genres and mix the existing ones in order to 
"offer an accurate visible picture of real life." The author of the encyclopaedia entry. prominent 
Soviet film critic and theoretician, the iate Viktor Demin, goes on to say that the "genre integrity of 
films like The Crones Are Flying (USSR) and The Island (Japan) predetermines their artistic merit. 

and helps authors express their views about most important aspects of contemporary life.'*lo8 The 
question of genre purity, "genre inventions" or "mixture of genre traits" is therefore of secondary 
imponsnce and always "comes as a result of the authors' intentions. of their creative individuality 

and aesthetic outlook."109 

The genres Dernin refers to are actually the classical genres and/or a mixture of them- 

"prose. lyrics. and drama."* 10 This is not a consistent reference, however. for in the 

following paragraph Demin confuses genre with style and type by claiming that "Italian 

neorealism combines the traditions of documentary film genre with fiction film 

genre." I I 1 The freedom of the progressive auteur to mix and invent genres is again 

favourably compared to traditional genres and their restrictive conventions. Ln Demin's 

"Genre classification in bourgeois cinema (detective, comedy, etc.)" often 

characterises "commercial production" and implies lack of flexibility and creative 

freedom. Therefore films "discussing fundamental issues of life in an innovative and 

original form" inevitably and "'more often than not" combine in themselves "different 

genre traits." The sociological importance of genre is also recognised in the sense that its 

"evolution reflects the changes taking place in the communal Iife of the people." And 

I o 7  The Sovier Enc>dopaedia of Film in Two Volumes (Moscow: Sovetskaya Encyclopedia Publishing 
House, 1966). Volume 1. pp. 542-3. (My translation-4s). 
IoS  Ibid. 
lo9 Ibid. 
'I0 Ibid. 

Ibid. 



again it is the priority of "progressive filmmakers to mix and innovate genre traits and 

forms for the sake of adequate representation of the bbcomrnunal life."] 12 

The entry in the encyclopaedic reference publication, Vmera na kinoto (In the 

World of Cinema), published 1 3  years later in Bulgaria reiterates in summary Demin's 

definition. In an attempt to emphasise the specifically cinematic features of cinema it adds 

to the confusion by describing the three basic types of cinema4ocurnentary, animation, 

and fiction-as film genres. 1 13 h also refers to Italian neorealism and British direct 

cinema as '.genres."l 14 

The Czechoslovak reference book Ceskoslovenskefilmy ve r-ilrnove distribuci: 

katalog dlorthe hrane zvukove filmy, 1930-8 7 (Czechoslovak Films in Film Distribution: 

Catalog~te of Feature-length Sound Films 1 930-871, published in 1 988, offers a good 

example of genre confusion. It cites 92 genre categories, including "unspecified" as the 

93rd. Mosr of them are repetitive and perplexing and represent a mixture of all three 

categories: administrative. classical, and traditional. The genre categories are presented at 

random and do not follow any obvious priority, alphabetical, ideological, or aesthetic. 

Here is a sample: a cluster of different "comedies" ("situation comedy", "satirical 

con~edy", "crime comedy". "lyrical, sad comedy") is followed by "social drama, 

catastrophe". "historical-revolutionary film", "war film", "spy film", "poIitical-criminal 

film". "historical-criminal film", and so on. Then there is "fancy-costume film". "comedy 

for children". "children's story". "love and melodramatic story". "story with ethical or 

social problems", "historical reconstruction film", "psychological-historical film" (or 

"psychological-social-historical film"), "psychological-criminal film", "poetic film", and, 

!' "Genre inventions introduced by the masters of Soviet cinema occupy a particularly imponant place in 
the evolution of film an. The organic concord of different genre traits is typical for the works of S. 
Eisensrein. V. Pudovkin. A. Dovzhenko. Bold experiments in the field of genre diversity have been 
introduced by Soviet filmmakers (Ballad of a Soldier. dir. G. Chukhrai; I Am 20. dir. M. Khuziev, among 
others) and by progressive filmmakers from other countries. For example. Italian neorealism combines the 
traditions of the documentary film genre with the fiction film genre. In the films of Polish directors A. 
Wajda. A. hlunk. and J. Kavalerowicz the tragic genre has acquired new content and form. Coming in most 
diverse combinations and expressing new ideological and artistic content. the evolution of genre reflects the 
changes taking place in the communal life of people." Ibid. 

l 3  In rhe Ubrld of Cinema. 1983. Ed. Todor Andrejkov (Sofia: State publishing house Narodna Prosveta), 
Volume 1. p. 508. 

I q b i d .  
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among others, "tragic-comedy." The list concludes with "musical film", "operetta", 

-.opera". and "comic stories.'' 1 15 

Milutin Cholich, syndicated film critic for the Yugoslav k a g u e  of Communists' 

daily Borba (Struggle). refers to a hierarchy of seven sub-genres of the War film in his 

book Yugoslovenski R a m i  Film: X Regisrri zbirke kririka nashih rarnih filmova (Yugoslav 

War Films: Classified Reviews of Our War Films), published in 1984 by the Belgrade 

Film Institute. He r a ~ k s  his sub-genres as follows: "a) epic spectacle; b) poetic film; c) 

psycho10,oical. ethical film; d) action film; e) war and children; fi comedy; g) 

documentary filrn."l16 

Stanislaw Kuszewski, in his book on Polish cinema Contemporap Polish Film, 

refers to several categories of genres: film and literature; the war theme: docu-films; the 

contemporary theme. 1 17 

3.5.3. Theme and Genre, "High Art" and Entertainment 

It is evident that the genre categories introduced by all three publications are 

linked to what A. Tudor calls "attributive" characteristics. where a genre is defined in 

terms of '.certain common themes, attitudes, actions. motifs."l Equally obvious is that 

theme is the dominating "attribute*' in the concept of film genre in Eastern European 

theory and practice which was predicated on the primacy of content over form. the 

fundamental principle of the normative Zhdanovist aesthetics. Theme represents the "idea 

of poetic thought", or dianoia in Aristotle's terms, which puts most emphasis on the 

moral "point" or message of the film, less on its formal aspect, and almost none on 

contact with the viewer. According to Northrop Frye, "In poetry which is educational, the 

l 5  Ceskoslai .enskefi ln~~ re vilmorc distribuci: katalog dlouhe hrane :rukovefilmy 1930-87 (C:echoslovak 
Films in Film Distriburion: Catalogue of Feature-Lengrh Sound Films. 1930-87). 1988. V .  Brezina, A. 
DanieIis. J. Svecova. J. VyrnetaI. editors. (Prague: L'PF). p. 296 (My transIation--CS) 

Milutin Colic. 1 984. Yugoslovenski Ratni Film: X Regisrri :birke kririka nasih rarnih filmova 
(Yugoslar. War Films: Classified Reviews of Our War F i l m )  (Institut za film. Beograd; Vesti: Titovo 
Uzice). pp. 2-3 (My translation--CS) 
' l 7  Stanislaw Kuszewski. 1978. Conremporay Polish Film (Warsaw: Interpress Publishers). p. 5. 
I I s  Andrew Tudor. 1973. "Genre". in Film Genre Reader, ed. by B .  K. Grant (Austin: University of Texas 
Press. 1986). p. 4. 
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social function of the poet figures prominently as a theme".] 19 in the sense that the 

"poetry of the social spokesman" can be described as having an 'epic' tendency" as 

compared to the 'lyric' poetry of the 'isolated individual' and the 'dramatic' functions of 

incemal characters."l2* Frye claims that "when a work of fiction is written or interpreted 

thematically, it  becomes a parable or illustrative fable."l21 In other words, in instances of 

didactic poetry and prose as  well as in essays, the "thematic aspect'' features more 

strongly than the "fictional aspect." In these instances it is dianoia that informs the ethos 

(or the characters and settings) and the "element represented by the term myrhos" tends to 

mean increasingly *'narrative" rather than '*plot." 122 In this light, all administrative 

genres could be defined as theme-dominated. - 
Traditional film genres. referred to by the Eastern European critics also as "pure" 

and/or "popular", represented the lowest priority for film production studios. The 

Communist authorities came to share their contempt for "mass" art and "mindless" 

entertainment. albeit for reasons entirely different from those of the intelIigentsia. The 

shared contempt for entenainment and the affinity for "high" art were yet another 

important paradox in the relationship between the Eastern European artistic intelligentsia 

and its political mentors. Understandably, comedy was the least developed, or avoided. 

due to its inherent propensity for social criticism. Conversely. narrative structures and 

patterns. borrowed from the detective and adventure genres were eagerly embraced by 

official filrn production due to their inherent propensity for creating larger-than-life 

heroes and for deification of historical and contemporary figures, considered important by 

the Party establishment. 

Then there was a cluster of traditional film genres like the slap-stick comedy, the 

romantic comedy and the musical which were synonymous with "mindless" 

entenainment and as such stood accused of being "bourgeois" and therefore of diverting 

people from the serious task of socialism. To quote Anita Skwara's extremely important 

' l 9  Yonhrop Frye. 1957. Anarornj. of Criticism: Four Essays (Princeton. New Jersey: Princeton University 
Press). p.  53. 

Ibid. p. 55. 
1 2 '  Ibid. p. 53. 

Ibid. pp. 53-5. 



1 992 article "Films Stars Do not Shine in the Sky over Poland, work was the "ultimate 

value in the Marxist hierarchy of values." 123 The author goes on to say that if "we were 

to seek something like the Hegelian 'absolute idea' in Marxism, we would arrive at the 

category of work." In her view, "Heidegger's assertion that for Marxism 'the entire being 

is a matter of work' explains why work is at the top of the Marxist hierarchy of 

value1."~24 Therefore Eastern European art, being determined by this ideology, focused 

solely on the "ethos of work and ethos of historical struggle" for socialism. Entertainment 

was accepted "only if it was believed to be educational." She claims that films for 

entertainment had "chance production" in Eastern Europe, "generated by occasional 

social demand or a director's whim."l25 Even chancier were reflections and 

conceptualisation on the subject of entertainment genres. 

The Case of Melodrama 

Melodrama had the special status of a traditional genre that was considered not 

only "bourgeois" but also subversive, even more so than comedy. The Russian critic and 

scholar of popular genres kina Shilova believes that "sentimental education" was never 

held in high esteem by filmmakers themselves and "somehow escaped their educational 

agenda." 126 According to her. this neglect concealed serious danger. For, by "avoiding 

genre in general and melodrama in particular as non-representative models" and fearing 

their "alleged threat to prestigious authorship", filmmakers gave up on "values that have 

helped man kind dong its long evolutionary road, therefore facilitating the process of 

dehumanisation."127 Therefore viewers were "denied the emotional outlet of native 

Anila Skwara. 1992. "Film Stars Do not Shine in the Sky over PolandB: The Absence of  Popular Cinema 
in Poland", in Popular European Cinema, ed. Richard Dyer and Ginerte Vincendeau. (London: Routledge). 
p.225. 

b id .  
Ibid. p. 220. 
1.  M. S hilova. 199 1 .  "Emotions as the Source of  Genre", in Kinovedcheskie Zapiski (Film Studies 

h1otes:A Journal for Hisron and Theoty), Publication of the All-Union Research Institute for Cinema Art. 
Goskino USSR. and Cenual Cinema Museum of the Union of  USSR Cineastes. 199!, t 1 1, p. 70. (My 
uanslation--CS) 

Ibid. p. 71. 
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melodramas. They ceased to trust their own feelings. morals and experiences, and turned 

to Indian and Arab melodramas, to their fairy-tale emotions and universalised ethical 

messages to fill in the void."lz8 

The reasons for the difficult fate of melodrama lie in the usual ideological and 

aesthetic considerations. Actually, the authorities shamelessly capitdised on the 

popularity of imported melodramas, monetarily and ideologically. Thus the capitalist 

melodrama could. as Thomas Elsaesser has elegantly put it. accuse "[tlhe system of 

greed. wilfulness. and irrationality through the Christ-like suffering" of the archetypal 

melodrama character. the "pure virgin." It could then find redemption through the 

"selfless heroism of the right-minded in the midst of intrigues and callous 

indifference."l29 

The propensity for social criticism that made Hollywood. Indian, or Egyptian 

melodramas such welcome propaganda illustrations of the evils of the capitalist society. 

rendered the genre inapplicable to the indigenous social environment. The totalitarian 

cinema could never accuse the Communist system of similar evils. It could not depict 

victimised "pure virgins" and their "Christ-like suffering." If it did, it had to take into 

consideration the widespread consensus (undeclared publicly due to obvious reasons) that 

the source of all suffering. of all "intrigues and callous indifference". were the system and 

its appararchicks. As a popular saying had it. it was impossible to make a good criminal 

or a policier- film in Eastern Europe for everyone knew the only red criminal around was 

the state. In comparison to it, all fictional criminals looked ndive and harmless. It was 

equally impossible to make a good melodrama without risking the violation of ideological 

taboos. For featuring Party secretaries and appararchicks as "selfless" and "right-minded" 

romantic redeemers bore the greater danger of turning melodrama into parody. and of 

generating hysterical laughter instead of tears. 

I. Shilova interprets the Eastern European authorities' contempt for melodrama as 

coming from their "subconscious fear of free-flowing emotions" as being "out of place. 

lS8 Ibid. pp. 67-7 1 .  
Thomas Elsaesser. 1987. 'Tales o f  Sound and Fury". in Home Is where rhe Heart Is. 1987. Ed. 

Christine Glcdhill. British Film Institute. p. 46. 
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unrealistic. and therefore risky."130 Indeed, the typical "sudden reversals of fortune". the 

"intrusion of chance and coincidence" (in Christine Gledhill's terms) could be dangerous 

if they were presented in a context with identifiable characters and settings, as they could 

release the bottled-up emotions of a repressed society and a repressed culture. Melodrama 

attested to "forces, desires, and fears which, though no longer granted metaphysical 

reality. nevertheless appear to operate in human Iife independently of rationd 

explanation."131 Once released. these **forces. desires and fears"132 might upset the 

precarious emotional balance of the vulnerable Eastern European subjects. 

Melodrama, with its "search for something lost. inadmissible, repressed", 133 also 

found itself unwanted ideologically because of its nostalgic preoccupations. Its ties to an 

'-atavistic p ~ t " 1 3 ~  came to be considered anachronistic in an artistic environment and 

st) Is that were predominantly interested in positively justifying the present and the future. 

And last but not least. melodrama's inherent wailing. in spite of the inevitable happy 

ending. was in direct contrast to the dominant mood of Socialist Art, relentless optimism. 

The reason might be the difficulty of reconciling the aesthetic requirements of 

meIodrama with those of Zhdanovist realism and its later, softer. forms. It was "the 

cinema of reason, of rational conscience-raising that became prevalent in the 1970s" in 

most of Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union as the "creeping restoration of Stalinism 

came to replace the brief liberalisation of the 1960s."135 The officially sanctioned 

"positive" heroes and heroines came to be associated with (masculine) restraint and 

rationalised, emotionally repressed. and ideologically motivated behaviour. The social 

and emotional "gestural rhetoric" of melodrama had no chance with these super-ego 

characters who "eschewed flamboyant characterisations in favour of psychological 

analysis. carried in verbal discourse and dialogue." 136 

' 3 0  I .  M. Shilova. Op. Cit.. p. 70. 
'I1 Christine Glcdhill. 1987. '"The Melodramatic Field: An Investigation", in Home is Where the Hean 1s. 
Op. Cir.. p. 34. 
13' Ibid. p. 32. 
l Z 3  Ibid. 
'j4 Ibid. 
L35 I. M .  Shilova. Op. Cit.. p. 70. 
'36 C. Gledhill, Op. Cit., p. 34. 



3.5.4. Genre and Viewer 

The confusion surrounding the production of traditional genres resulted from the 

impossibility of overcoming ideological limitations and taboos that would have been 

challenged directly if audiences' tastes and preferences were to be met. The fate of 

melodrama is a case in point. On the other hand, the failure to evolve traditional genres 

that were favoured by the authorities, like the adventure and detective genres, points to 

the notorious neglect of the viewer inherent in Eastern European cinema. Communist 

authorities dreaded sociological research and evaluations in all walks of life. The social 

sciences and aggregate methods for studying public opinion had only a semi-legal status 

across the region. The Eastern European audience was a captive audience and statistical 

or sociolo,oical data analysing viewers' attendance and reactions was unavailable. 

The only hard evidence of viewer's response is the record of ticket sales and the 

number of film prints. but not all countries have good, easily accessible records. 

Czechoslovak State Film USTAV. for example, kept a scmpulous record of ticket sales 

for wery fiction film produced between 1930 and 1987.13~ There is no reason to doubt 

these records as they do not conceal the poor attendance figures of most strategic official 

films from the post-terroristic phase. On the other hand. it was a common practice 

throughout Eastern Europe to transfer ticket sales figures from a film that was a success 

with viewers. like an American action film or an Indian melodrama, to a Iess successful 

official film in order to convince the authorities that their message had been delivered.13* 

-- - 

37 Ceskoslo~.enskefilrn~ ve r.ilrnove disiribuci: karalog dlouhe hrarze 3.ukovefilmy 1930-87 (C:echoslovak 
Films in Film Disiriburion: Catalogue of Feature-lengrh Sound Films. 1930-87), published 1988. 
l" While in university. I worked as an intern with the State Film Distribution Enterprise and my personal 
obsenations confirm hat  this was a commonly accepted and openly discussed practice and no one seemed 
to have any quaIms about it. 

According to Radko Hayek, a former senior disuibution officer with the Czechoslovak Head Film 
Distribution Department. this practice was extremely popular throughout the 1970s. when "every film 
rheaue had to achieve a certain number of admissions for Soviet films. As watching Soviet films had 
become socially unacceptable and people who attended Soviet movies were considered traitors, the 
empioyees had to cheat. They cheated people by selling tickets for a French film and showing them a 
Soviet. with the explanation that the print of the French film was delayed somewhere and had not arrived 
yet; or they simply transferred the number of tickets sold for another film. to a Soviet or a Czechoslovak 
propaganda film whose fate was not much different from that of the Soviet films. ... Hungarian and Polish 
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In addition, in Yugoslavia, the GDR, Bulgaria, and Romania there existed a 

specific practice for raising the ratings of official films: mandatory group visits of 

students and soldiers were arranged for free or at minimum cost. The fiIms were usually 

official films considered of strategic importance for patriotic education: Partisan or 

W.W.II blockbusters, Nationalist Historical epics or Historical-Revolutionary films. 

Films on contemporary subjects rarely enjoyed such a privilege even if they were official, 

as it was feared they would give rise to sensitive questions. Often members of the film 

crew were invited. The screenings were accompanied by an introductory lecture by a film 

critic and wrapped up with a question and answer period. This practice gradually lost its 

mass character during the post-terroristic phase and in Bulgaria it was gradualiy taken 

over by the cinephile clubs and repertory theatres.139 They featured lecture cycles 

de\.oted mainly to the history of world cinema, but widely advertised screenings of 

s~rategic official films considered worthy of critical attention were also part of their 

programming policies. Sometimes even dissident films were selected and the question 

films were ven  closely censored as they werc openly considered counter-revolutionary. especially in 
Slovakia, where two-thirds of the population understands Hungarian, ... 

"Then there was the practice of 'killing' a film through distribution. When we were ordered to 
'kill' a certain f i lmwhether  ir was dissident Czechoslovak or American or West German does not 
matter-the pattern was the same. To kill i t  meant it should be programmed at the weirdest and most 
inconveniem time (early morning shows at 10 a.m.. never on the week-end. or late at night in theatres 
located i n  rough neighbourhoods andor far from public transportation). That is how we proceeded aith 
hlilos Forman's One Fle~r.  over rhe Cuckoo's Nest in 1977. We had just paid a lot of money for acquiring it. 
and were depending very much on the profit, so a first-rate propramming was scheduled. But then Milos 
made this public statement in support of the signatories of Chmer 77, and even signed it himself. The 
authorities were furious. but reIuctant to shelve the fiIm : roo much money was already spent on publicity. 
Besides, i t  was 1977 and the powers-that-be were trying to flin with the people and banning the film would 
only have confirmed what the Chartists were saying. about lack of freedom, abuse of human rights. etc. So 
the order came: "Kill the film." I cannot begin to tell you what happened at the small theatres in the 
outskirts. People were even sleeping in front of them. Mounted police were sent to keep order. some say to 
spy on people. ... 

"According to our internal ranking. France and Italy were defined as 'bourgeois democracies'. 
This was bad enough, but cenainly not as bad as the situation with West Germany. West German films werc 
prohibited until the mid-1970s. when Willy Brandt came to power. Until then. throughout the 1950s 60s 
and early 70s. R'est Germany was officially called a 'Fascist country' with a 'Fascist' government and an 
aggressive cultural policy towards Czechoslovakia. When we began to show West German films in the mid- 
70s. they represented an excellent source for 'borrowing* attendance figures and transferring them to Soviet 
and CzechosIovak films." 
From an interview with Radko Hayek conducted in July 1993 in Prague. 

.4s a member of the Union of the Bulgarian Cineastes and a film critic. I was also a member of the 
Centre for Cultural Diffusion and in this capacity travelled extensively throughout the country in the 1980s 
as a lecturer. I know that a similar structure for providing lecturers existed in Romania, Yugoslavia. the 
GDR and Czechoslovakia. 
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and answer period was used to test public opinion. The result of such a "poll" (only if 

negative) served as an argument in orchestrated media campaigns targeted against 

dissident films and their directors.140 

As far as film genres are concerned, there is no indication whatsoever that the 

results of the ticket sales were taken into consideration by decision-making authorities. 

Official films continued to enjoy a privileged quota until the last days of the regime. As 

rule command strategic films got at least twice as many prints as an "ordinary" small 

film. and this had nothing to do with the quality of the film or the expected number of 

viewers. And conversely. judging again from the number of prints and ticket sales figures, 

films that had enormous success with the viewers almost never succeeded in spawning a 

genre or even sequels.141 Under these circumstances it is hard to speculate whether it 

would have been feasible to develop an administrative or traditional genre formula based 

on audience responses. even if there had been willingness by studios and filmmakers to 

do so. 

The fate of popular genres in Eastern European cinema began to change radically 

at the beginning of the 1980s. and more or less to resemble the situation in Poland, 

described eloquently by Anita Skwara: 

The national style. the paradigm that could accommodate both socialist realism and the critical 
assessment thereof, dating to the turn of the 1970s and 1980s was badly. possibIy even critically, 
shaken. For the first time since the war. cinema stood overwhelmed and powerless before this 
fact. so unprecedented in charac~er. Also for the first time in  the post-war period the authorities 
(or rather the powers running the country), part of the public and a certain group of artists 
announced the need for mass art in Poland. Censorship became extremely tolerant of steamy 
eroticism and brutality, which suddenly permeated the abruptly revived Polish entertainment 

''O I t  was both interesting and depressing for me. as a member of the Bulgarian intelligentsia. to witness in 
real life and real time the workings of what Rdgine Robin calls the "conservative drive fiom below" or the 
"plebeianisation" of culture. The majority of viewers were obviously unhappy with foreign art film and 
especially with the Bulgarian dissident or problematic films shown at such discussions. They demonstrated 
their resentment for their bleakness and serious subject matter. Those present usually accused filmmakers 
bitterly for not making light. entertaining Bulgarian films and Bulgarian soap operas. like the Yugoslav and 
Czechoslovak TV series. These showed a pseudo-reality with pseudo-problems and were popular with 
Bulgarian TV viewers. Needless to say, such a critical attitude on behalf of discussants at such events came 
in handy for the authorities if they wanted to ban a film or kill it in distribution. 

I have reached this conclusion again on the basis of the Czechoslovak and the Bulgarian experience, as 1 
have had access to data and personalities that corroborate my findings. On the basis of my personal contacts 
with representatives of the distribution networks fiom Poland and Hungary. I deduce that the situation there, 
although more relaxed, did not differ in principle fiom fiat in Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia. 
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cinema. The great directors fell silent while cinemas reverberated with trivial, sometimes 
hysterical laughter triggered by imported and domestic commercial products. The neoiogism 
"Polish-made American film" was coined to describe clumsy imitations disgusting the more 
refined audience and generating in the more average cinema-per complexes and desires 
impossible to satisfy.142 

3.5.5. The Communication Paradigm 

The relationship between Party, film-maker and viewer can therefore be 

represented as a communication paradigm: the Party, as the ideological sender of the 

message. needed its mythology represented on screen and its message of mobilisation 

delivered to the masses. Filmmakers, as artistic mediators of the message, acquired an 

arena for their creative energies and a respectable living. The audience as the receiver had 

no effective way to interact with either ideological sender or artistic mediator to influence 

the message, and remained silent (or silenced). Yet films were made to be seen and even 

at the height of terror no mass audience could be forced to watch a movie. However, the 

deployment of particular narrative structures and new stylistic strategies, the adaptation of 

popular literary works. casting popular actresses and actors in the principal roles, and 

above all. the application of genre structures. administrative as well as traditional, serve 

as evidence that both authorities and filmmakers were concerned with an audience. if not 

a real then a hypothetical one. 

A. Skwara. Op. Cit.. pp. 229-30. 



3.5.6. Genre as a Form of IdeologicaI Communication 

In his book The American Musical (1987), 143 the American scholar of genre Rick 

Altman offers a balanced and theoretically justified methodology for historical and 

critical evaluation of the Hollywood musical that points out the inherent ideological 

propensity of a genre system. He strongly opposes the ahistorical (and in his view 

apolitical) theoretical claims of scholars from the 1960s and 70s who interpret genres as 

"impersonai agents of narrative organisation" or "Platonic categories existing outside the 

flow of time". or describe them as entities as if they have "sprung full-blown from the 

head of ~eus . ' ' lM 

Altman claims that any genre structure has an inherent ideological propensity and 

analyses genre in terms of its efficiency as a vehicle for delivery of an unobstructed and 

transparent message. By representing genre as a form of ideological communication, 

Altman changes the classical sender-message-receiver model to author-text-audience and 

adds a fourth one, that of the interpretarive comrn~nl i~ .  He defines "interpretative 

community" as a "context in which the text is to be interpreted" and which, in its turn, 

determines the .'intertexts that control the interpretation of the text."145 According to 

him. the cinematic text has no a priori message, "no specific meaning that is permanently 

ascribed to it" and "turns into" message "only in the context of a specific audience in a 

specific interpretative community." 146 

On the other hand. in Altman's view, film genres are historically determined 

categories "destined to enforce a single pre-determined reading" or at least "to increase 

the probability that certain other interpretations will remain unexplored." His assertion 

that genres are "rhetorical ploys" by the industry, is directly applicabIe to the situation in 

Eastern European where administrative genres could also be defined as "rhetorical ploys" 

b\. studio decision-making authorities. Like Hollywood genres, administrative genres also 

Rick Altman. 1987. The American Film Musical. (Bloomington: Indiana University Press), p 13. 
I" Ibid. p. 93. 

h i d .  p. 3. 
""bid. p. 2 .  



"shon-circnir the 'normal' sequence of interpretation" of a film text, thus "usurping the 

function of the interpretative community."l47 

A generic system therefore produces an unequivocal meaning as it is already 

equipped with its own "specific set of intenexts", i.e., other films identified by 

administrators and critics as belonging to the same genre. Thus the meaning of genre is 

both contained in and restricted by the "repressive power" of genre patterns. In this line of 

thought. 

[gjenres appear as agents of a quite specific and effective ideological project: to control the 
audience's reaction to any specific film by providing the context in which that film must be 
interpreted. 1 1 8  

Altman amends the traditional concept of genres as structures that "help 

individual films produce meaning*'. claiming they are actually "complex methods of 

reducing the field of play of individual texts." Most pertinent to my study is his aphoristic 

claim that genres are "ideological constructs masquerading as  neutral categories." 149 

His theoretical grid allows for an adequate genre approach to Eastern European 

cinema as a product of displaced negotiations between filmmakers and the totalitarian 

state: a communication system dominated, or rather usurped. by the ideological sender. In 

the case of Eastern Europe, the "specific set of intenexts" is either the Soviet classics 

made under the Zhdanovist aesthetics in the late 1930s and especially in the 405, or the 

first Eastern European Zhdanovist films. made in the late 1940s and through the mid-50s. 

Altman's conclusion that a genre represents a "self-contained equivalent of the 

interpretative community" which renders the response of this community "all but 

vestigial in the meaning-rnaking process". 150 is instrumental for understanding the nature 

of Eastern European genre where the role of the viewer was "vestigial" by definition. 

Altman offers yet another useful justification for a genre approach to Eastern 

European official films with his conclusion that genres are "social as well as aesthetic 

'" Ibid. pp. 3 and 5.  
Ibid. p. 4. 

l a g  Ibid. p. 5. 
I5O Ibid. p. 4. 



categories*' and as such are closely linked to important cultural and political phenomena 

of their time. The reading of genre thus allows for analysis of the "way a genre is 

moulded by. functions within and is informed by the society of which it is a part."l*l In - 

other words. a genre approach allows for a better understanding of the relationship 

between totalitarian state and society as reflected in film. Unfortunately, due to the 

absence of hard sociologicaI evidence as to how genres, in their turn. "informed the 

society of which they were a part", it is not easy to speculate to what extent Eastern 

European societies were affected by the official genre cinema. 

4. CONSTRUCTING A GENRE APPROACH TO EASTERN 

EUROPEAN CINEMA 

in search of an approach that would help me define and delimit genre as a 

methodological tool for analysis of official Eastern European films, I came across the 

notions of ideological and ritual approach, introduced by A1 tman. The ideological 

approach. in his view. "demonstrated how audiences are manipulated by the business and 

political interest of Hollywood." 152 The ritual approach, on the other hand, "attributed 

ultimate authorship to the audience. with the studios simply serving, for a price, the 

Most of the works I have studied on American genre seem to belong to 

the ritual approach and share the inherent assumption of film genre as a cultural form of 

"agreement between the audience and the artist with reference to the form hisher art will 

IS' Ibid. p. 14. 

15' The author traces the origins of  this approach to theoretical fi1m journals like Cahiers du cinima. Jump 
Cur and Screen as well as to a large number of  journalists who "joined hands with a more general critique of 
the mass media offered by the Frankfun School." Ibid. p. 93. 
I s 3  According to Altman, the ritual approach was "most openly championed by John Cawelti, and appears 
as well in books by Leo Braudy, Michael Wood and Thomas Schau." Ibid. p. 92. 
'5-1 Among others: Jim iiitses. 1969. Horizons West: Will Wright. 1975. Sir  Guns and Society: A Srrucrural 
Srudy of rhe Wesrern; Stephen Neal. 1980. Genre; Thomas Schatz. 1981. Holl~wood Genres; Stuart M .  
Krtminsky. 1985 American Film Genres. Formulas. Filmmaking, and the Srudio System; Jeanine Basinger. 
1956. The World LVar Ii Combar Filnr: Anaromj of a Genre: Stephen Louis Karpf. 1973. The Gangster 
Film: Emergence, Variarion and Decay of a Genre (1930-40); Christine Gledhill. ed. 1987. Home Is Where 
[he Hean Is: Srudies in Melodrama and the Woman's Film. 
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take"155, which is difficult if not impossible to apply to Eastern European experience. 

Thomas Schatz's assertion. for example, that genre is a result of the "co-operation 

between artists and audience in celebrating their collective values and idea~i-15~ is a case 

in point. The "values and ideas", flaunted by Eastern European administrative genres, 

were imposed by the ruling elite. Even in the rare cases when these values and ideas were 

genuinely shared by filmmakers (or "artists"), the experience could hardly be called a 

harmonious "collective celebration." As for audience participation, even when 

b6collective". it could not be described as "active, but indirect." l 57 

It is equally impossible to define Eastern European administrative genres as 

"systems of orientations, expectations and conventions that circulate between industry, 

text and subject"l58 where "the subject" is the viewing audiences. We can amend this 

definition. offered by Stephen Neale, another prominent scholar of genre, in order to 

match the realities of Eastern European cinema. The substitution will inevitably shift the 

equilibrium of the system from democratic to totalitarian as the "subject" of Eastern 

European (genre) cinema was not the audience, but the Party state. In other words, the 

Party was both sender and the actively and directly participating subject of the message of 

the film text. The audience was no more than a passive receiver; a "patient on whom the 

text 'operated."' 159 

Michael J. Stoil is the only scholar so far to have applied an ideologically 

grounded genre approach to a corpus of films from Eastern Europe. In his work Balkun - 
Cirtenzn: Ewlrtrion Afier the Revolution he analyses films from Albania. Bulgaria. 

Romania and Yugoslavia, by dividing his corpus into four major genres: I )  The 

Historical Film, 2 )  The Anti-Fascist Film, 3) Spies, Criminals and Detectives. and 4 )  

Films of Rural Developrnenr. StoiI's four genres follow the official administrative 

classification, which reflects the priorities of the annual thematic plan over a 30-year 

' 55  Jim Kitses. 1969. Horizons West. (Blloomingron: Indiana University Press), p. 24. 
Thomas Scharz. 198 1.  Hollywood Genres: Formulas. Filmmaking. and the Studio System. 

(Philadelphia: Temple University Press), p. 15. 
'" Ibid. p. 12. 
IS8 Stephen Neal. 1980. Genre. (London: British Film Institute). p. 19. 
Ij9 S. Suleirnan. Op. Cit., p. 35. 



period of the four national film studios under scrutiny. In an effort better to specify his 

corpus, he introduces four sub-genre categories of the Historical Film genre: 

Co~nmemorarivefilrns, which relate to a "relatively well-known historical event in a semi- 

documentary style'' (attributive); Humanisingfilrns, which attempt to "humanise the past 

through depiction of 'typical' lives in historical times" ( i n t e n t i ~ n a l ) l ~ ~ :  Proto- 

re\~olutiorzanfilms are "unique to mobilisation regimes. which purport to present the 

historical roots of the revolution in the relatively recent past" (intentional-attributive); 

Hisrorical Fanraq, which does not attempt a realistic portrayal of the past but "instead 

uses a historical period as the setting of a clearly fictional story. Occasionally, historical 

figures appear peripherally in such films, making classification difficult" (attributive). l6l  

This attempt at a more specific categorisation of historical films is prompted by 

the difficulty of defining a genre on the basis of its semantic traits alone (common 

themes. characters. locations, attitudes. archetypes, images, and so on). 

Stoii takes the concept of genre for granted and does not justify it theoretically. 

His four genres are actually clusters of films, loosely bound by their common semantic 

characteristics. social purpose and/or common theme. In Stoil's view, they might "serve 

different social purpose" and might or might not share other common characteristics. like 

"plot formulae and characterisation."l62 The Historical film and the Anti-Fascist film 

genres emerge as uncontested leaders in film production for they were linked to the 

univavering priority of the Party. Following Stoil's description, films about Rural 

development and industrialisation gradually vanished from the agenda of film studios in 

In addition to 'attributive' genres Tudor speaks about genres "defined by a shared intention ro horrify, 
or to move us. like the horror film and the thriller." Op. Cit., p. 4 
l 5 ]  There are no sub-genres listed within the other three categories. And while he provides a list of changes 
common to the content of Commemorarive sub-genre films from all four countries, the changes of content in 
other genres and sub-genres are represented as ad hoc illustrations of ideological 'secularisation' and 
movement from overt (or 'political') to coven (or 'apolitical') message. For example. the major changes (of 
the Commemorative film) from the earlier nationalist spectacles produced under the bourgeois regimes 
were: 1. The substitution of egalitarian heroes for the aristocratic hero of the pre-war spectacles; 
2. Inclusion of class warfare as a driving force in pre-20th century historical events; 
3. In most of the Balkans, glorification of Russian contributions (real or fictitious) to Balkan history; 
3. Emphasis upon internal rather than foreign enemies in the depiction of historical conflicts. M. J. Stoil. 
1982. Op. Cit., pp. 59-62. 
16' M. J. Stoil. 1982. Op. Cit.. p. 60. 
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the second half of the 1960s to be replaced by the Spies, Criminals and Detectives genre 

as the only manifestations of the contemporary theme. 

Stoil's approach demonstrates the limitations of the syntactic approach to genre. A 

"common social characteristic" is a necessary but not a sufficient condition to justify a 

genre approach without analysing in depth the structure of the "common plot patterns" or 

"formulae" and their interrelatedness with the common theme and changes in the 

"characterisations" of the hero. 

4.1. Myth and Genre 

The role of myth in Eastern European culture and art is a complex and an 

extremely confusing one and while it has been widely recognised as a principal feature of 

totalitarianism. it  has been studied relatively little. The difficulty comes from the fact that 

in Eastern Europe the term myth is also used as a euphemism for the official lie. The 

principal purpose of administrative genres was to flaunt official myths, or lies. 

All official films could be grouped according to the myths they propagate as they 

represent the defining centre of their semantic universe. On the other hand, true or false, 

the official myth. like any other, shares the same binary structure as the traditional 

cultural myths and as such it pre-determines to a large extent the narrative structure of the 

genres that help sustain a mythology. whether this is the mythology of the Western. of the 

hlusical. or of the Eastern European Partisan genre. 

4.1.1. Myth as a Lie: Myth, Propaganda, and ideology 

The first to analyse myth as means of propaganda and therefore as means of 

communication was Jacques ElluI. The propaganda myth is a construct which, according 

to Ellul, "has an explanation for all questions and an image of a future world in which all 

contradictions would be resolved."l63 This image or vision "displaces from the mind all 

'63 Jacques Eliul. 1965. Op. Cit.. p. 3 1 



that is not related to it" and "pushes man to action" precisely because it includes all that 

he (or she) feels is *'good, just, and true."l@ 

-4s discussed above, Soviet Marxist-Leninist ideology and the method for its 

interpretation played a principal role in totalisation of society, on a par with political and 

economic coercion. The ever-shifting needs of the rulers required propaganda as an 

intermediary between the world of ideas, or the ideological d o p a ,  and society. In the 

process of propaganda manipulation, however. ideology gradually became secondary and 

turned into a myth. Thus Soviet Marxism-Leninism was transformed into a powerful 

combination of myth and ideological doctrine. As an ideological doctrine, it ceased to 

evolve. and became a "state religion" or "ritualised formula" (in Feher, Heller & Markus's 

terms). based on motifs and concepts from the works of Mam and Engels. 

The strength of modem ideology, according to Ellul. is rooted in its "capability to 

rap into the myths that have the deepest roots in human psyche."165 Soviet Marxisrn- 

Leninism tapped into such "basic myths of humanity" as the myth of Social Justice, 

Progress and Happiness. the myth of History, and the myth of the Hero.166 

This is where propaganda steps in and "transforms ideology into a series of 

mythical beliefs". used to mobilise the masses. 167 Ellul claims that the "peat 

propaganda myths" of totalitarian societies are the myths "of race, of the proletariat. of 

the C'orltd. of Communist society. of productivity." A propaganda myth is an "all- 

encompassing, activating image: a son of vision of desirable objectives that have lost 

I G  Ibid. 
I6"bid. pp. 199-200. 
166 In Ellul's view myths have come about. as humankind needed an explanation for and a way of coping 
with the hostile world. Myths told people how things turned out to be the way they were, but never told 
them why they turned out that way. . . . In a more recent work, The New Demons ( 1  975). Ellu! goes on to say 
[ha1 the basic myths of humanity have undergone a "fundamental mutation for the last 120 years", i.e., 
following the industrial revolution. and the myth of Progress has been the principal myth ever since. Pp. 
243-7. 
16' In Ellul's view. the '.first phase of rhe traditional relationship between ideology and propaganda ended 
on the threshold of the 20th century." According to the traditional relationship. it was ideology that had a 
leading pIace and propaganda was only used to expand its sphere of influence. Lenin. uue to his policy of 
"means over ends" developed a "strategy and tactics for revolutionary mobilisation to force the population 
into tremendous amount of work and sacrifice." For that purpose he introduced yet another reversal: that of 
the traditional relationship between ideology and propaganda. Propaganda became the "principal 
phenomenon. while ideology was only used as a peg whenever it could serve an action or some plan or 
tactic." Where it  could not be used, "it simply did not exist." Ibid., pp. 194-202 
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their material. practical character and have become strongly coloured, 

Ellul's somewhat metaphysical explanation makes the communication function of 

official. or propaganda, myth more than clear. Myth is artificial. It has come about as a 

result of deliberate and conscious propaganda manipulation of "basic human beliefsv; it is 

pseudo-rational (i-e., scientific, for it is rooted in Soviet Marxist-Leninist ideology which 

has the status of a science): it is symbolic and "creates an image of the (future) world": it 

serves as mediator and "gives answers to all questions" and contains a promise for 

"resoiution of all conflicts"; it is manipulative in that it "pushes man into action into the 

desired [by authorities] direction." 

One may ask a simple question: what, then. is the difference between a 

propaganda myth and a deliberate lie? Is blanket mythologisation of reality on all levels 

not what V. Have1 calls "living in lie"? Indeed, one is tempted here to agree with Roland 

Barthes' analysis of modem Western myth. Like Ellul, he stresses the artificiality of 

modem myth, implies its manipulative and therefore its "cynical" character. A "myth", he 

says. is what "presents itself as the natural state of things, as what is unquestionably so. 

and ivhich. in so doing. lies..'169 

In his deliberation on the myth of Stalin as a myth "on the left", Barthes correctly 

points to the extreme "symbolic economy", in the literal sense, of the official Communist 

myths. He describes them as being shameIessly "transparent in labelling themselves as 

myths. and pointing at their masks."l70 

The official Eastern European myths actually combine the best of the two worlds. 

Like the myths on the right they lie, presenting themselves as the "natural state of things". 

and like the myths on the left they are shamelessly "transparent." This, however, is not a 

question of a "lack of richness in the language of the oppressed",171 as Banhes was led 

16". Ellul. 1965. Op. Cit.. p. 198. 
'69 R- Banks.  Op. Cit.. p. 117. 
1 7 *  Ibid., p. 118 
1 7 '  Ibid. p. 148. One should note the period when Barthes wrote these lines, the mid-1950s. when the 
"myth about the progressive (left) character of Communist power and of the Soviet Union as champion of 
the 'oppressed and the colonised"' was credible. In a way his analysis of the myth on the left corroborates 
the power of the myth on the left. 
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to believe. It is a question of arrogance of the Sender who did not even bother to conceal 

the manipulative function of the message. In this sense I fully agree with Ellul's claim that 

large quantities of bland "rational. education-oriented and consciousness-raising 

propaganda" produces an effect that is "most likely identical" with the one that is 

achieved by imaginative and "rich" propaganda "aimed at the subconscious. to the 

irrational and to the depth of the human psyche."172 

And one more point. Barthes' reading of myth as a lie is based on myths on the 

right in a pluralistic democratic state, where myths compete with other myths (with those 

on the left. for example) and where. on the basis of truth, manipulative myths could be 

*.read. dernystified and thus destroyed"173 by society at large or by the "reader" of myths. 

Unfortunately. in the case of totalitarian Eastern Europe, there was no way to 

counterbalance the omnipresence of the message and render it ineffective by exposure. for 

its channels were secured by the institutions of the Propaganda state. The official media 

filled in the entire communication space for, due to the inherent intolerance of the 

totalitarian ideology that had nurtured them, official myths could only flourish in a 

communication vacuum, cleared of competitive myths and sources of alternative 

information. 

Official myths were constructed outside the sphere of art. Their general outlines 

were first sketched in Party directives: the social sciences then gave them the sanctions of 

unique truth: propaganda and its channels made them omnipresent; official literature, 

theatre. cinema. and the visual arts retold them, "transforming dry lists of figures, 

directives. and diagrams into relationships between real people."174 Film and literature, 

painting and architecture became the principal repositories of official myths, justifying in 

a stable, orderly, and tradition-bound way the unpredictability of public and political life 

and the distortion of facts historical and contemporary. No other medium seemed to be 

better equipped than film (and later television) to embed official myths in a universe of 

their own, undisturbed by competitive communication noises, to give them meaning, 

thus make them efficient, not on account of their exclusivity, but on account of their 

and 

"' J .  Ellul. 1965. Op. Cit., p. 73. 
''j R. Bmhes. Op. Cit., p. 128. 



artistic qualities. By its very nature, cinema most efficiently brought ideology, 

propaganda, and myth together, making them readily accessible to a vast majority of 

people. 1 75 

4.1.2. The Structure of Myth 

The official myths, as any myths for that matter, are based on sets of binary 

oppositions that give rise to an "unambiguous, dualistic system of values." The "deep 

structure" of myth, in A. Greimas' terms. is an "arrangement of its narrative elements into 

binaq opposition.'*~76 Paradigmatic opposition. ingrained in the structure of myths. is 

both their *.fundamental theme and organising principle." l 77 By dividing the world into 

antagonistic parts. myth mediates emotional or psychological needs; it "reflects a specifjc 

conflict in cultural attitudes or psychological desires" and "displaces or resolves the 

emotional tension or disturbance" that is inherent in this conflict. According to Claude 

Evi-Strauss. founder of the structuralist theory based on the binary structure of myth, this 

is made possible because the binary structure of myth replicates the binary structure of the 

autonomous mind. 1'8 

Evidently, official myths thrive on this natural predisposition of the human mind 

to divide people, things. and ideas into good and bad. Indeed. Evi-Strauss himself 

remarked that "nothing resembles mythic thought more than poetical i d e o l o g y . " ~ ~ ~  He 

was apparently referring to the inherent intolerance of political ideology, reducing its 

17-' I. Golomstock. Op. Cit., p. 198. 
175 "The cinema is the only medium of mass communication that appeals to an audience that is at the same 
time a mass. ... The cinema was the first universal mass medium and its potential appeared to be 
unbounded." Richard Taylor. 1979. Film Propaganda in Soviet Russia and Nazi Gennany (London: Croorn 
Helm. pp. 30-1. 
76 Are\r. Vocabularies in Film Senriotics. Op. Cit., p. 76. 
17' S. Suleirnan. Op. Cit.. p. 69. 
178 'The mind is an autonomous object. independent of any subject. I believe that mytholom, more than 
anything else. makes it possible to ihstrate such objectified thought and to provide empirical proof of its 
reality." Claude Uvi-Strauss. 1969. The Savage Mind. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press), pp. 10-1 1 

Quoted in Susan R. Suleiman, Op. Cit., and p. 118. 
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opponents to villains and the diversity of the world to sets of Manichean opposites. Like 

myth. political ideology uses the opposite the better to lay out its case. 

5. FINALISING THE CORPUS 

5.1. Construction of a Genre Model 

The fact that the administrative genres existed and were widely referred to in the 

pertinent official documents and in critical and theoretical studies "founds a hypothesis 

about the presence of meaningful genre activity", in Altman's terms, but, as we have seen 

in the elaboration on genre in Eastern European cinema, "does not necessarily contribute 

a specific definition or delimitationW'l80 of genre nor does it  imply the existence of 

consistent generic systems. Therefore I considered the films in my corpus only as a 

preliminary basis for further elaboration on genre in Eastern European cinema. At an 

early stage of my research. while examining the capability of official films for delivering 

a single unobstructed message. I identified "genre traits and systems present and 

operative" within a large number of official film texts. Films where "generic 

activity" 82 was determined a priori. as in the case of the administrative genres, were 

scrutinised more closely. 

I found the rationale for constructing a new genre in the work of Susan R. 

Suleiman. She claims rhat the construction of a new generic model rhat "allows us to read 

certain well-known works in a new perspective, or that allows us to 'regroup' works 

difleren~ly than before. is a theoretical activity that operates on an already constituted. 

historical field." 183 

b idd .  p 13. 
Is' Ibid. 
l S 2  'bid. 
I S 3  S .  Suleiman. Op. Cit.. p. 15. 



5.1 .I. The Semantic Approach 

I have subjected my preliminary corpus to inclusive semantic analysis. The 

purpose of the semantic analysis is to identify common signs, traits or "primary 

characteristics" of a genre or genres: themes, motifs. characters, attitudes, shots. locations, 

sets and the like. Following Altman, I realised that the semantic approach has "little 

explanatory powera'184 in the sense that all films under scrutiny were made in accordance 

with the priorities of the Zhdanovist aesthetics and as such they shared common semantic 

characteristics. In accordance with the basic requirements of Zhdanovism they share 

corzznron themes: contemporary (work-related problems with industrialisat ion, 

coliectivisation. education of the masses, women's liberation, and youth problems) and 

historical (historical grandeur of the nation, national and Party struggles against 

capitalism. underground resistance and Partisan movements during W.W. II); common 

cl~clracrers including Positive Heroes. Villains. and hesitant individuals. They share 

cortzrnorr arritrcdes: historical optimism in the ethos of work and ethos of struggle; 

ideological leinnorfs, both positive (the leading role of the Party, of the Soviet Union) 

and negative (Fascism and Capitalism as the ultimate evils). They also share images 

(from contemporary films of people engaged in work, and from historical Partisan films. 

situated in mountain gorges; wide panoramic views of lavish medieval palaces with large 

masses of people moving in the distance). 

The films. however, display inconsistent combinations of themes, locations, and 

sets. They also begin to diversify in form and style from the mid- 1960s. The process of 

diversification is intensified by the mass implementation of colour and new narrative 

techniques in the 1970s and 80s. Then there are changes in the configurations of the 

relationship among the three principal characters; in the intensity of the beliefs and 

attitudes. in the frequency and explicitness of the ideological leitmotifs, etc. All these 

cannot be grasped in their complexity by the semantic approach. Therefore, if I were to 

construct a genre model or models on the basis of the descriptive semantic approach, I 

would have to follow closely their administrative classifications and possibly come up 



(nor unlike the Czechoslovak catalogue mentioned above) with at least two dozen genres 

that would account for every single combination of theme, setting, narrative. and style. 

It was obviously necessary to expand the semantic approach beyond classification 

and description of the common signs displayed by the film narrative, and include 

examination of the traits that explain how the "messages produced by the narrative relate 

to a larger cultural system which gives it meaning. ,9185 

5.1.2. Susan Suleiman and the Roman u Thase 

In search of other methods to analyse and finalise my corpus, I came across Susan 

R. Suleiman's brilliant study of the roman a thzse, Authoritarian Fictions: The 

Ideological Novel as a Literary Genre ( 1983, 1992) which became something like a bible 

for me at this stage of my study. 

Ln R. .4ltmanWs terms, Suleiman can be qualified as an adherent to the ideological 

approach as she examines the ideological propensity of a genre structure in literature. She 

bases her findings on French ideological novels, written from left and right political 

perspectives, spanning the period between the Dreyfus Affair and the beginning of W. W. 

II. 

Suleiman's claim that authoritarian fiction as a novelistic genre "proclaims its 

own status as both ovenly ideological and fictional"l86 is directly applicable to my study 

as all official films "proclaim their status as both overtly ideological and fictional." Her 

conclusion that the roman a thPse is a "genre that thrives on ideological polarisation, 

which becomes both a fundamental theme and an organising principle"lB7 corroborates 

the inherent affinity of ideology, like myth, to bipolar value systems. Her contention that 

in a "rontarz a thPse the correct interpretation of the story told is inscribed in such a way 

that there can be no mistaking it"188 is consistent with Altman's definition of genre as 

Is' R. Altman. Op. Cit.. p. 96. 
I 85 Neb,. Vocabularies in Film Serniorics. op. cit.. p. 76. 
l S 6  Ibid. p. 2- 
Is' Ibid. p. 69. 
I g S  Ibid. p. 10. 



vehicle of unobstructed message and therefore with the purposes of my analysis. With the 

role of Eastern European audiences "all but vestigial" in the meaning-making process. 

Suleiman's affirmation that the concept of genre "emphasises certain properties that texts 

have in common. not that (or not only that) there exist certain modes of reading--or as is 

commonly said nowadays, certain interpretative strategies-that can be applied to any and 

every text". 189 is especially important for my genre analysis. Her observation that 

redundancies on all levels of narrative are a principal aesthetic device for delivering the 

single meaning of the text offers an indispensable tool for analysis of form and style of 

official films. Finally. her argument that the "problematic mode of existence" of 

authoritarian fiction is due to the friction between the ideological and the fictional modes 

of discourse.l90 is actually analogous to R. Robin's contention that SR is an "impossible 

aesthetic" because of irresolvable tensions between the demands of its didactic function 

and the needs of the realist artistic convention. or between the functional and the fictional. 

Thus Suleiman's book gives us a valuable theoretical challenge when we come to 

examine of the ability of a film genre structure to balance or diminish the tensions 

between the didactic message and mutations in form and style. 

5.1.3. The Modal Approach 

Suleiman singles out three basic criteria or "modal traits" that "set roman a thPse 

apart" and demonstrate how its story is integrated into a specific mode of ideological 

discourse. The first modal trait is the presence of an "unambiguous, dualistic system of 

values". the second, the presence of "rule of action addressed to the reader" (implicit or 

explicit), and the third, the presence of a "doctrinal intertext." l9 

I have applied Suleiman's three basic modal criteria to my corpus. They proved to 

dominate the artistic system of most films in the sense that they were ingrained in their 

- - 

I g 9  Ibid. p. 10. 
190 Ibid. p. 2 .  



genetic code by the priorities of the normative aesthetics (Zhdanovism and its derivatives) 

and the official myths. Therefore the three modal criteria acquired the status of 

"dominants" or dominant traits, as understood by Russian Formalists, of the new genre 

that was emerging. The first and most important dominant trait is the presence of an 

"unambiguous, dualistic system of values." It is predicated by "patterns of oppositions" 

that form its semantic universe, i.e., the official myth. The "deep structure" of myth, in 

Greimas' terms. is an "arrangement of its narrative elements into binary opposition." 

Therefore the paradigmatic (ideological) opposition ingrained in the structure of (official) 

myths is. to quote Suieiman once again. both a "fundamental theme and organising 

principle" of the new genre. 

The presence of the second dominant trait is predicated by the didactic and 

mobilising character of totalitarian art and official mythology: not only to "give rise to a 

'meaning' (a lesson). but also to a 'rule of actionT."192 Not only to teach. but to influence 

"attitudes and behaviours and push people into action." 

This brings us to the third dominant trait of the new genre, the obvious presence 

of -.doctrinal intertext." The relation of text to context. or the i n t e n e ~ t u a l i t ~ , ~ ~ ~  should 

be "affirmative*'. according to Suleiman, as opposed to "conflictual" and "negative." The 

intertextual or "referential basis of the fabula world" (in Bordwell's terms) is therefore the 

ideolo_gical doctrine in the "sense that it seeks to regulate the whole of life." l 94 The 

omnipresence of the ideologicaI doctrine represents the "super-system that "invests" any 

action with bbin[entionality." * 95 By definition, the discourse of any official film "repeats" 

''I Ibid. p. 56. 
19' Ibid. p. 36. 
19' "IntenextuaIity has been defined as the coexistence of 'several discourses* in a single (inter) textual 
space. What has not been sufficiently emphasised, however, is that the relation of these discourses to each 
other can be conflictual. negative or affirmative. In the first case, a number of heterogeneous discourses 
confront each other without cancelling each other out and without being integrated into a single unified 
discourse: this is what happens in the novels of Dostwvsky. according to Bakhtin. In the second case, one 
discourse 'repeats' another, but in a such a way as to negate it: this occurs in parody, where h e  parodied 
text is evoked only to be ridiculed. or in certain 'misquotations' where the original text is modified so as to 
say rhe opposite of what it said." Ibid., p. 43 
19.' Ibid. p. 47. 
I g 5  "If a story is to be read as having a single specific meaning, it must either be interpreted in a consistent 
and unambiguous way by the teller". or. as is in the case of films, it must "exist within a context that invests 
~t with intentionality." Ibid. p. 43. 
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the ideological discourse of Soviet Marxism-Leninism, or the discourse of the Party, 

without negating it. The Party discourse functions as its "supreme authority or 

guarantor"196 and the only possible doctrinal intertext. 

I have added one more to Suleiman's three modal traits: the presence of an 

"inscribed" viewer, in S. Suleiman's terms an "inscribed or "extradiegetic n a x ~ a t e e " ~ ~ ~ .  

who has to know. or "quickly guess, the underlying argument to be presented". as well as 

to be swiftly sensitised to the "referential basis of the fabula world."19* The presence of 

an "implied viewer" is directly related to the narrative strategies or structure(s) of genre 

as "rhetorical ploys" meant to "shorz-circuit the 'normal' sequence of interpretation". as 

Altman has it. 

On the basis of this modal approach the essence of the new genre can be defined 

independently of thematic or narrative contents, structure, and style. This, however, is 

insufficient to construct an operative genre model. In his study of narrative as socially 

symbolic act. Frederic Jarneson claims that "complete description" of a genre should 

include "both a modal definition and an attempt to construct a structural model that 

somehow corresponds to that particular rnode."199 Suleiman agrees that genre actually 

represents an "intersection" between a structural model and a "set of specific modal 

trai ts."200 

5.1.4. The Structural Approach 

Suleiman's other approach to her genre analysis, the syntactic approach which 

studies the "syntagmatic ordering of plot events as a kind of armature of narrative 

progress and development",201 is of fundamental importance for my study. In Altman's 

'96 Ibid. p. 43. 
19' Ibid. p. 142, 
19s David Bordwell. 1985. Narration in the Fiction Fifrn (Madison: The University of Wisconsin Press). p. 
236. 
99 Frederic Jameson. I 98 1 . The Political Unconscious: Narrarit.e as a Socia& Symbolic Act. 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press). p. 89. 

'0° S. Suleiman. Op. Cit.. p. 61. 
'O' h'eit. Vocabularies in Film Semiotics. Op. cit.. p. 76. 



view, the purpose of syntactic analysis is to "play up cenain constitutive 

relationships"202 or structures. which might be defined as the basic syntax of the genre. 

In contrast to the semantic approach, the syntactic approach is selective and exclusive but 

is extremely helpful in "isolating a genre's specific meaningbearing str~ctures."2~3 

Suleiman has identified two basic structures in roman a rhPse: "structure of 

apprenticeship" and "structure of confrontation." She patterns her model of structure of 

apprenticeship after the "mode of discourseT', typical for the Bildungsroman. Lukacs 

interpreted the Bildungsrornnn as "the way towards a man's recognition of himself."204 

The structure of confrontation links her roman a rhise to "certain popular genres like the 

Western. or the War novel, as well as to their common ancestor, the epic."205 

Following Suleiman, D. Bordwell also recognises the importance of these two 

structures as principal "schematic patterns" of the "tendentious narrative" of the 

.'historical-materialist film."206 Katerina Clark points out that in the Soviet Socialist 

Realist novel from the 1930s. the narrative often centres on a character who "moves from 

a spontaneous, instinctive form of activity to a disciplined, correct awareness of political 

ends and means."207 In the interpretation of Robin. on the road from "passivity and 

ignorance totcard knowledge, se!f-knowledge. and action", the hero has to overcome a 

cenain number of trials to "encounter the Truth (must adhere to a doctrine)", and it is 

'*this knowledge that transforms him and permits him to act."2O8 

Bordwell and Robin agree that the structure of confrontation is better suited to the 

.Manichean world of the Soviet Socialist Realist novel and the historical-materialist film 

and their *'predilection for narrative structures of antagonism."209 According to 

Bordwell, "[olne task of the tendentious narrative is to create conflicts that both prove the 

'02 R.  Altman. Op. Cit., p. 95. 
'03 Ibid. p. 96. 
lo-' Gyorgy Lukacs. I97 1 .  The Theor?. of the Nore!. Trans. Anna Bostock. (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press), 
p. 80. 
' 0 5  S. Sujeirnan. Op. Cit.. p. 63. 
'06 D. Bordwell. Op. Cit., p. 236. 
'07 Katerina Clark. 198 1. The Soviet Novel: Histar?. as  Ritual (Chicago: University o f  Chicago Press), 
pp. 15-20. 

R. Robin. Op. Cit.. p. 251. 



thesis and furnish narrative interest." In Robin's interpretation of the structure of 

confrontation, "the hero-subject is on the right track from the start. He has the right 

values. he will not change." He is part of a group that "espouses his values; he is its 

spokesman. the emblematic figure." He struggles towards his goal. He might live or 

might die, but if he dies, the "narration is careful to let us know that victory is inevitable; 

it has just been postponed.w'210 

The films under scrutiny, perhaps in their capacity of degenerate heirs of the 

Soviet classical cinema from the 1920s and early 30s or of what Bordwell calls the 

*'hisrorical-materialist film*'.21 1 also demonstrate great affinity to these two narrative 

structures. While the structure of confrontation is most popular during the terroristic 

phase both in the contemporary and historical films, during the post-terroristic phase, 

from the late 1950s through the 1970s. a gradual movement away from the structure of 

confrontation is observed, in favour of the structure of apprenticeship. especially in films 

on contemporary themes. The past, or more specifically distant history and World War II 

and the world of crime and international conspiracy from the present. remained in the 

domain of the structure of confrontation. 

5.2. Definition of the Genre Model 

On the basis of the application of semantic, modal, and syntactic approaches to 

my corpus. I conclude that most official films produced in the 1950s and 60s. as well as a 

number of those produced in the 1970s and 80s, display stable characteristics that allow 

me to define them as belonging to one singie mega-genre or a genre paradigm, with 

different semantic universes defined by the priorities of the Zhdanovist aesthetics (or its 

derivatives). I give this genre paradigm the working title totalitarian genre paradigm. 

'09 Ibid. 
'I0 Ibid. 
" ' "In general, historical-materialist films from the 1920s paved the way for Socialist Realism in their use 
of referentiality. exemplary heroes, and the apprenticeship pattern. What was lost was [the constant 
narrational presence and overt rhetorical address OF] the historical-materialist style. At the level of fabula 
structure. Socialist Realism is significantly different from Hollywood Classical cinema; but its narrational 
principles and procedures do nor vary drastically." D. Bordwell. Op. Cit., p. 269. 
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The totalitarian genre paradigm allows for clusters of common semantic 

characteristics to appear in different combinations. determined by the priorities of the four 

modal traits and the two basic structures. While the semantic universe is closely related to 

the dual system of values and the doctrinal intertext, the other two dominant modal 

traits-the rule of action and the implied viewer-are interwoven in the structures. As a 

paradigm of demonstration and exemplum, it seeks to persuade and convince. to 

..manipulate and program" the viewer, not only to inform or entertain him or her with a 

story. but to convince himher of "an action or  a moral" and to "provoke his adherence or 

assent through identification."ll2 

I could have called the new genre paradigm panisan, which was my initial 

inrention.113 or oflcial, but that would have been terminologically confusing after so 

many references to official films. I could have called it Socialist Realist, borrowing from 

Dai~id BordwellTs analysis of the Socialist Realist Soviet film from the 1 9 3 0 s , ~ l ~  but 

that. too would have been inaccurate, as Socialist Realism in Eastern Europe was actually 

identical with Zhdanovism. On the other hand, were I to call it Zhdanovist that would 

have meant limiting myself to the period from 1948 to the mid- 1950s, when Zhdanovism 

was strong. and excluding the manifestation of the genre after &is period. I have decided 

to cail my genre paradigm toralitarian as it is broad enough and sufficiently explicit in 

spite of its negative connotations, which I could not have avoided in any case with any of 

the other terms. I believe that identifying the genre paradigm as totalitarian is consistent 

Lvith my general conceptual and methodological apparatus. To quote Suleiman, "naming 

is half of interpretation." 

I therefore define the totalitarian genre paradigm as a model for organising a 

suficienr number of identifiable semantic characreristics (themes and motifs, artitudes, 

characrers), selected in accordance with the principles of the nonnative aestherics 

(Zlrda~zo\isrn or its derivatives) in stricrlj defined structural patterns of apprertticeship 

'IZ R. Robin, op. cit., p. 250. 
'I3 I use the term "Pmisan films" 10 identify a sub-genre of films about the Communist anti-Fascist 
resistance in Bulgaria. Romania. Yugoslavia. and the Soviet Union. 
'I4 "Soviet cinema is explicitly tendentious, like the roman rhise." David Bordwell. 1985. Op. Cit.. p. 
235. 
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and confrontation that ensure the presence of dominant modal traits: exemplary rules of 

acrion, dual value qstem, doctrinal intertext. The totalitarian genre paradigm also 

implies the presence of a viewer and therefore represents a deliberately expressed 

atternpr to influence public opinion through imposirion of oflcial myths and values. 

5.3. Classification of Corpus 

The totalitarian genre paradigm generates two basic categories or families, 

historical and contemporary. In accordance with their semantic characteristics, I divide 

them additionally into ten genres. (I will refer to them as totalitarian genres). Their names 

inevitably remind one of those of the administrative genres, as they, like the 

administrative genres, are related to characteristics of their semantic universe of themes. 

arche types. motifs. I try deliberately to preserve the administrative genre classification 

more or less intact so as not to contribute to the conceptual confusion in the field, 

although I define them more precisely. As there has been no consistency in calling these 

essentially identical administrative vehicles the same names across different counties, I 

propose more inclusive titles that accommodate, I believe, the nuances of their originaI 

names in the original languages. 

The family of historical genres includes: 1. Distant past- the Nationalist Epic; 2. 

Xacional independence and between the wars-the Historical (Bio) Revolutionan genre; 

3.  W. W. Il-the Battalia genre, Partisan genre; Resistance Fighter genre. 

The family of contemporary genres comprises: 

1 .Corzstruction of Socialism genre; 2. Spies and Saboteurs; 3. Children's film; 4. 

Delinqicenr Yorrtlz. 5. Family Drama. 

The genres could be additionally classified according to narrative structure as 

Genres of Adaptation, where structure of apprenticeship is predominant (Construction of 

SociaIism, Children 3 film, Delinquent Yorith, Family Drama), and Genres of 

Confrontation, where structure of confrontation is predominant (Nationalist Epic, 

Bartalia, Partisarl Genre, Spies and Saboteurs). The Historical (Bio) Revolutionary and 



Resistance Fighter genres are usually mixed forms. (Construction of Socialism can also 

be a mixed form, especially in its earlier editions.) 

The genres could be divided also according to the type of propaganda myths they 

flaunt as Genres of Agitation (Historical (Bio) Revolurionar_v, Battalia, Partisan genre, 

Resistance Fighter, Spies and Saboteurs) and Genres of Integration (Nationalist Epic, 

Construcrion of Socialism, Children'sfllm, Delinquent Youth, Familv Drama). 

And finally, they could be divided according to differences in style and form, and 

on the basis of other (popular) genres into Classical: Epos-Nationalistic Epic, Batmlia; 

Dr ama-Historical Re volirtionary. Resistance Fighter, Construction of Social ism; 

Delinquent Youdt; Family Drama; and popular: Adventure (Partisan genre. Children's 

filrn), Detective (Spies and Saboteurs). 

On the basis of my corpus I have prepared charts which show the prevalence of 

these genres in each country over the period under scrutiny. I have also prepared charts 

that examine the occurrence of each genre in all countries under consideration. In other 

words. the charts examine my corpus on a country-to-country basis and on a genre basis 

with the intention of measuring the frequency of genres. Hereafter I refer to these as "the 

charts." 

The totalitarian genres are endowed with a dual system of values, which become 

their "fundamental principle and organising theme." This dual system is determined by 

sets of antagonistic opposites, found in official myths. Every character. therefore. is a 

"representative" of an antagonistic class or an idea. and every action is a symbol to be 

followed or condemned. Behind all these lies yet another feature. half esoteric, not always 

acknowledged. but perhaps the most important of all: the role of the Positive Hero as 

embodiment of the New Man. I have studied the sets of antagonistic opposites 

characteristic for each totalitarian genre and have made a list of them, not unlike the 

famous list of "antinomies, describing the shifting ideological play"215 in the western. 

created by Jim Kitses (Horizons West, 1969). 

The antagonistic sets of opposites need the inobscured transmission of the 

meaning of the film text, and facilitate its single, non-ambiguous reading. So does the 

3 5  J. Kirses. Op. Cit.. p. 1 1 .  
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style, characterised by redundancies on all levels. Following Suleiman, D. Bordwell 

"abbreviates and modifies her categories" to the purposes of his study of film narrative: 

I .  At the level of the fabula. any given event, character. quality. story function, environment or 
character comrnenmry may be redundant with respect to any other. 
2. At the level of the syuzhet. the narration can achieve redundancy by reiterating its relation to the 
perceiver; by repeating its own commentary about an event or character; or by adhering to a 
constant point of view. 
3. At the level of the relations between syuzhet and fabula. redundancy can be achieved by 

representing an event more than once.* 

The question of the style of the totalitarian genre is one of the most complex. as 

we shall see in Part V and one of the few territories that were negotiable. The totalitarian 

genres proved to be much more flexible and open to stylistic innovations than it is 
C 

oenerally believed. Indeed, the realist representation and verisimilitude, which was L' 

mandatory in the initial phases of the imposition of Zhdanovisrn, did not mesh very well 

with its "fictionalised allegories". (R. Robin) unless the story was taking place in a distant 

historical era. Therefore. towards the mid-sixties some totalitarian genres benefited 

greatly from the advent of the "poetic cinema." 
C 

5.1. Corpus Analysis 

Will Wright. another scholar of American film genres, seeks to "exhibit the 

structure of myth in order to discover the social meaning"217 of the Western in his study 

Six Grins and Sociery (1 975). Paraphrasing his definition of the Western as a mythic 

paradigm of social action, I can define the totalitarian genre paradigm as a mythic 

paradigm for social manipulation. In this sense the historical and contemporary genre 

families delineate two major areas of concern for the totalitarian state: the legitimation of 

its power, and the system integration (in Heller's terrns~la) of its citizens. Therefore on 

' I 6  D. Bordwell. Op. Cit.. p. 57. 
' I 7  Will Wright. 1975. Six Guns and Society: Strucrural Stud! of the Western (Berkeley: University of 
California Press), p. 17. 

A. Helier's concepts of legitimation of power and system integration in a totalised society are discussed 
a1 length in Pan I of the thesis (sections 3.3 and 3.4; and 4.1 ;4.2 and 4.3). 



the basis of the charts one can determine which of the two areas, the historical or the 

contemporary, was seen as a priority by the state of a given country during the period 

under scrutiny. The analysis of individud films provides the answer to the question of 

what kind of deficit-social, moral, political, or historical-was masked at a particular 

period by a particular work. 

Following Wright, and in accord with the principal purpose of this thesis, in order 

to streamline the examination of the corpus, I have reduced each film to three sets of 

characters: the (positive) hero (es), the villain(s), and society- society being epitomised 

by hesitant individuals who have to take a stand and join either the villains or rhe heroes. 

Analysing the corpus has allowed me to conclude that the class origin of the heroes. the 

tr i l lains. and (representatives of) the society; their age; sex and cuIturaUprofessiona1 

identification; even their names: strengths and weaknesses were determined according to 

the priorities of the Pare Spirir, in conjunction with the Ideological Spirir. The two 

spirirs also determined the nature and type of the conflict and its outcome, and therefore 

the structure of the work. Here is a brief anaiysis of the genres on the basis of the 

djnamics within this triad. The prevalent patterns in narrative structure, style, and 

occurrence will also be referred to. 

The Historical (Bio) Revolutionary Genre 

Society is a very important player in the predominantly confrontational structure 

of the historical official genres (the Historical (Bio) Revolutionary genre, the Nationalist 

Epic. the Partisan and Resistance Fighter genre, and the Battalia genre). Its 

representatives are key figures in its actantial structure."Q As Suleiman points out, in 

stories of confrontation. 

[[]he subject is the collective - either a group. or one or more individuals who represent a group. 
The group's object is the triumph of certain values or the realisation of an ideal, defined from the 

"9 "Acrants are general syntactic categories that can account for the large-scale structure of a story. In 
Grcimas's schema, elaborated to account for myths and fol hxales, but useful for other genres as well. there 
are six acranls who define the principal spheres of action of any story: the subject or the protagonist; the 
object. or what is desired, valued, sought by the subject: the receiver (desrinaraire), who is to benefit from 
the object: the donor (desrinareur). who facilitates the communication of (or who simply gives or 
bequeaths) the object to the receiver; the helper (adjuvant). who helps the subject in his action for obtaining 
the object; and the opponent (opposanr), who hinders or uies to hinder the subject's action." 
S. Suleiman, Op. Cit. p. 266 n6. 
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start as "good." The receiver of  the object is the community at large and by extension humanity in 
general. The category of  helper is occupied by those who provide material or moral support to the 
hero and share the latter's values; the category of opponent. by those who affmn values contrary to 
the hero's.220 

In spite of its confrontational impetus, this actantial structure allows for 

apprenticeship in both directions, negative and positive. The speed of the positive 

transformation of the hesitant individuds (who can be either neutral or "anti-helpers", in 

Suleiman's terms) is the measure of the Hero's success as a leader. This is 

understandable, because the historical temtory of the genre is the smggle for national 

i i beration andlor the social u p h e a d  s between the wars-stri kes, peasant uprisings, 

soldiers' revolts-and the genre has to demonstrate that the society was right to 

overthrow the ancien re'gime and that the Communist take-over was the result of the logic 

of the laws of history. If the story takes place before the national liberation, the 

opponents. or the Villains. are the foreign occupants or the local landed nobility, but 

mainly the nascent bourgeoisie. If the story takes place between the wars, the villains are 

capitalists. Fascists, and high-ranking officers and politicians, sometimes the monarch 

himself. 

In this genre the Villains are reasonably or very strong if the hero has to die a 

heroic death either in prison or on the gallows or shot in battle. The most sinister villain 

figure is the traitor and/or the false herohne, described by Suleiman as the Hero's 

"double."'" S h e  has an almost identical cultural, social, and even the same ideological 

background as the Herohne herself/himself, but "in reverse." The traits and background 

of the Villain are actually "endowed with negative value in the context of the work."~z~ 

The donor enjoys an unexpectedly prominent role in the structure of 

confrontation. His role might seem superfluous bearing in mind the unproblematicd 

values of the Herofine and hisher unwavering righteousness. Therefore, as Suleiman 

rightfully notes, the donor "must not be a merely human creature." For it is exactly the 

"transcendental nature of the donor - whether he is God, historical necessity, national 

-1 
--O S. Suleirnan. Op. Cir.. p. 1 IS. 
"' S.Su1eirnan. Op. Cit.. p. 113 
"2 Ibid. 



destiny, or the law of justice - that makes the values [of the Heroline] unproblematically 

good -""3 

In this line of thought, the Hero/ine from the confrontation stories can be 

compared to the donor from the exempiary apprenticeship story. Like him, the Heroline 

from the Historical (Bio) Revolutionary genre is "merely a representative" of the 

transcendental 2nd mythical "ultimate donor", the Communist Party, which is the "real 

source of any Truth with a capital T." z4 

The Historical (Bio) Revolutionary genre has strong links to the classical linear 

plot. static imagery and psychologically redistic acting and is one of the most unyielding 

to changes of form and style. However, it is one of the few genres that benefited from the 

mass transition to colour in the 1970s. 

This genre was popular in all countries. When it is (Bio) Revolutionary, its 

occurrence is usually predicated on a crisis within the high echelons of the Party. The 

choice of the particular historical personality was part of the power game. 

The Nationalist Epic 

The nationalist epic demonstrates forcefully the trappings of the structure of 

confrontation. The society is very weak, illiterate, helpless, and impoverished masses 

ha\-e to be led to the light by the Hero who is usually a high-profile nobleman (khan, king, 

bovar. or a leader of an uprising from humble origins who nevertheless ends up as an 

overIord). The Hero is a paternalistic figure par excellence who looks after his people like 

a good. often severe, but nevertheless just and caring father. Society is not given much of 

a chance to acquire either positive or negative apprenticeship within the structure of 

confrontation in general and this genre in particular. but to die for king and country. The 

Villains naturally are the traditional "other" for the nation-the former occupying power 

(Turks, Germans, Russians), the Western kingdoms as traditional abusers of Eastern 

Europe. the church and its representatives. The villains are reasonably strong in order to 

keep the conflict going and they might even win a victory or two, lavishly staged on 



Iocation with thousands of extras, until the last and decisive battle when they suffer a 

resounding defeat. 

This genre is typical for countries whose national integration was traumatic due to 

complex internal and external historical reasons. In a way they represent a projection of 

unfulfiIled historical potential and collective illusions. The nationalist epic can also be 

interpreted as a grudge film that seeks to restore some historical injustice, perceived or 

real. 

The nationalist epic was most popular in Bulgaria, Romania, and Poland (in a 

more sophisticated version) in the 1960s, and again in Bulgaria in the 1980s. The 

emergence and the intensity of the genre are ucdoubtedly linked to attempts to boost the 

nationalist spirit. It was also a justification of national chauvinist moods and territorial 

claims. There is yet another important reason for its popularity with the authorities. In 

Bulgaria and Romania these films were also reflections of the personal megalomaniac 

ambitions of the leaders who, among other things, wanted to see themselves as a link in 

the chain of rnonarchic succession. 

This genre is in all respects traditional in form and style, much like Hollywood 

historical blockbusters from the I95Os. And although the Eastern European films are 

slower-paced and more psychologically oriented than their Hollywood counter-parts, the 

meticulous period design of costumes and settings is quite similar to the lavish 

Hollywood images. 

The Partisan Genre 

Society is strong and sharply divided within the Partisan genre, along the lines of 

helpers and traitors. The partisan group itself is an inclusive model of social diversity 

(ethnic, gender, religious, and even generational-sometimes there are even children and 

old people). Within its structure of confrontation the genre offers certain possibilities for 

apprenticeship movements. The life of the hesitant, however, is very rarely spared in spite 

of hisher positive apprenticeship. Those who happen to undergo negative apprenticeship 

are certain to die a horrible death. The Hero is the commander of the partisan unit, but, as 



it  was mentioned above, he is just a mouthpiece for the ideas of the Party. The Villains in 

this genre are naturally very strong: heavily armed and ruthless. 

The genre was extremely popuIar throughout the period in Yugoslavia. and to a 

lesser extent in Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia. 

The Resistance Fighter Genre 

In the Resistance Fighter genre, society is almost non-existent. It is 

represented either as a bunch of collaborators who deserve their fate of perishing under 

the rubble of their bombed homes for not joining the Resistance, or as a hesitant 

individual who usually makes up hisher mind too late to heIp the Hero and therefore 

dies. The Hero can be collective-a group of Resistance fighters on a mission; 

assassination of a high-ranking German office or another subversive activity. In this case 

the accent is on the action. The Hero can also be a lone wolf trapped in the occupied city, 

badly in need of helpers in order to survive. In this case the accent is on the psychological 

inreraction between the Hero and the undecided individual and on the latter's tortuous 

apprenticeship. The Villains are exceptionally strong, although not always present. 

The Partisan genre generally interprets the anti-Fascist Resistance in a Romantic 

mode. u-hich is enhanced by its mountain setting. The Resistance Fighter genre leans 

to~vard a dramatic and even tragic interpretation of the struggle. Often the two genres 

merge and often they apply both the structure of confrontation and the structure of 

apprenticeship in combination. (The Hero undergoes positive apprenticeship under the 

influence of Resistance fighter[s] in the city and then joins the Partisans in the mountains 

and continues to struggle). Both genres showed exceptional adaptability to new styles and 

forms, the poetic trend in the 1960s and the naturalist variation in the 1970s. The 

Yugoslav and Bulgarian cinemas even saw their comic versions. 



The Battalia Genre 

The BattaliaD genre is a spin-off of the Partisan and the Resistance Fighter film. 

It is their logical continuation in terms of the official history, because many former 

Resistance Fighters and Partisans joined the army and went to the front to fight the 

Germans. Stylistically. the Battalia genre is the Eastern European version of the 

propaganda war films produced in the US and UK during the war, but with more of an 

accent on the dynamics among the hero, the hesitants and the enemy within. than on the 

actual battles. The raison d'e'tre of this genre, like the Historical (Bio) Revolutionary. 

was to resolve internal problems. history having taken care of the rest. Therefore the 

Battalia genre enjoyed a high priority in the genre hierarchy. It was a strategic genre in the 

literal sense of the word, and its occurrence was predicated on important political 

decisions at the very top. The historical battle, the prototypes of the heroes and villains 

and the dynamic between them. the representation of the Soviet Army, the director, the 

location. even the actors for the principal roles--all decisions and plans were made at the 

top. sometirr~es even by the General Secretary of the Party himself (who was also the head 

of state). 

The hero usually is the Party Commissar, sent to the front with the strictly 

ideological task of watching closely over the commanding officers who by definition are 

not to be trusted. The reasons are historical; the military establishment had pledged their 

allegiance to the old regime. Most belonged to their country's elite and were bound by its 

strict code of honour. and most of them are more than hostile to the new regime. 

Therefore. the most treacherous villains in Battalia are members of the officer corps. The 

enemy within is much more important in these films than the actual enemy out on the 

battlefield. The Germans are represented fairly reasonably, as a group. far from the 

sinister caricatures from the early Partisan films. 

Oftentimes the Positive Hero, the Commissar has a mentor of his own to watch 

over him as well, the Soviet Army representative. Therefore, while the Commissar helps 

soldiers and low-ranking officers to undergo positive apprenticeship. he himself also 

215 From the IraIian word battaglia. meaning a "large body of men in battle array." 
U'ebtster's Ninth New College Dictionary. 1983. Memam-Webster Inc. (Thomas Allen & Son Limited. 
Markham. Ontario). p. 135 
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moves towards perfection under the guidance of his Soviet mentor. The Battalia genre 

remained the only totalitarian genre wherein the presence of the Soviet mentor was 

justified historically and structurally, after he vanished from the early Partisan films (in 

the late 1940s and early 50s). 

The Battalia genre features a pronounced structure of confrontation. Therefore 

society, or the army unit. is weak by definition and strictly regimented. Nevertheless. even 

representatives of the old enemy classes are allowed to undergo a positive apprenticeship 

and adopt the new Communist Truth. If the hesitant character comes from a bourgeois or 

noble back-ground (andlor is a member of the non-Communist pre-war resistance. like 

the Polish Home Army), then he is certain to end up being killed in action after having 

completed a series of heroic deeds. The hesitant character, who has undergone a positive 

transformation and stands the best chance of survival, is either of a peasant or working 

class background. After having fought bravely on the battlefield, he is supposed to return 

home in good shape to work for constmction of Socialism. 

Like the Historical (Bio) Revolutionary and the Nationalist Epic, the Battalia 

genre was strictly a command piece. usually with an unlimited budget. Understandably, - 
Poland in the 1960s. and Yugoslavia in the 60s and the 70s rank first in this genre. 

Czechoslovakia has also its contribution. Romania and Bulgaria produced Battalia genre 

films about their participation in the "second phase" of the war as both countries declared 

war on their former ally Germany after the Communist take-over in 1944. and sent troops 

to help the Red Army. 

The Holocaust Film 

In spite of some attempts to problematise the hero, to change the perspective or 

discuss the W.W.11 legacy as a tragedy of universal dimensions for the nations across the 

region, the attempts to dissolve the core of disproportionate representation of historical 

events or their outright and deIiberate manipulation remained confined to a few dissident 

films. The historical genres remained the uncontested territory of the Party and the 

Ideological Spirits. As Jiri Menzel said. 



(510 many films have been created that have kind of cemented certain views and prejudices, that 
it would be very difficult to create new ones. equally powerful. that could erase from the 
collective memory all the erroneous impressions. Besides. directors should not create films on 
historical subjects with the sole idea of correcting the misinterpretations. They would have to find 
a specific angle to link history with the present concerns and thus reeducate the audience. But 
before filmmakers could set out to do the job. historians should do theirs first and amend history 
books so that they would include the facts and events that have been hidden until recently. 
Without their work, which would openly inform us about the fate of the Chernik movement in 
Yugostavia. about VIassov's collaboration in the Ukraine, about the fate of the Home Army in 
Poland. and about other complex and painful issues. cinema could do nothing. 

Cinema however is not about illusuation. it is about the explanation of the human soul, of 
the transformation of the human being into a beast under the pressure of war. ... And the only 
film about the war that comes to my mind. is A. Kovacs's Cold Days. Without pumping up 
emotion or romanticism, as Wajda did in his trilogy. it tells a story of people, who in their 
ordinary quotidian are good. brave people, decent people. but who. under the extreme conditions 
of the war. turn into monsters, into brutal killers. who do not spare even their n e i g h b ~ u r s . ~ ~ ~  

The only genre that comes close to "explanation of the human soul" and the 

"transformation of the human being into a beast", is the Holocaust film. It is a strange 

mixture of official intentions and mostly dissident results. The authorities, due to various 

reasons. were extremely uncomfortable having to tackle issues that put most of the 

Eastern European nations in an unfavourable light. Directors, on the other hand, benefited 

from the limited freedom to show the war experience in a tragic light, and without 

necessarily featuring a positive Communist hero as an omnipotent redeemer. In effect. 

they came up with films that, for the most part, are truly dissident. 

The Holocaust drama is played out on the level of small social units--shattering 

asunder families, neighbourhoods, lovers. The importance of this relatively unexplored 

Eastern European genre was proven by S. Spielberg's film Schitldler's Lisr, which 

borrowed heavily from the Eastern European Holocaust films. Most Holocaust films were 

made in Czechoslovakia in the 1960s. and each country contributed at least two or three 

films over the period under scrutiny. 

The Construction of Socialism Genre 

The Construction of Socialism genre is the uncontested leader among the 

contemporary totalitarian genres. It is heavily present in the Bulgarian and the 

Czechoslovak cinema throughout the period. It also did extremely well during the 

x6 From an interview conducted in English in October 1994. in Prague. 



terroristic totalitarian phase in Hungary, and lasted longest in Bulgaria, Romania and the 

GDR (through the mid-80s). There were a very few relatively late attempts in Yugoslavia 

and in Poland between 1949 and I954 

It is a genre of system integration, therefore one's function in the system, the role 

of work, the workplace and co-workers and colleagues, are of fundamentd importance. 

The image of society, presented by the genre, evolved over the years from hesitant and 

weak to very strong, while the Positive Hero saw the reverse development, until he/she 

finally vanished, along with the genre, towards the end of the 1970s. 

in the early days of the genre in the 1950s. the Hero is a Communist on a Party 

mission to a village to help with coIlectivisation, or to a factory, or a plant, or to 

construction site to help with the organisation of the work, Hisher presence is badly 

needed as the work is suffering from lack of discipline, criminality and very often from 

saboteurs and spies. While the herohe  remains frozen in hisher perfection, the society 

undergoes different stages and forms of positive exemplary transformation. The villains 

are usually weak and disunited, but nevertheless effective. 

In the 1960s. the role of the Hero as a Party representative as well as his function 

were preserved, but he (during this decade the hero is overwhelmingly male) himself is 

not a static icon. He usually undergoes a parallel positive transformation. This type of 

evoi\.ed Positive Hero came to be known as the "reflexive Positive Hero." 

As the system stabilised and moved into the post-terroristic phase, the impetus for 

system integration diminished to be replaced by well-controlled attempts for a social 

integration. As a result, the energy of the conflict in the Construction genre began to 

diminish rapidly. Towards the end of the decade the conflict had to be played out between 

the hero and society, as it was implausible to bring in external enemies as villains. 

According to the ideological Spirit, however, the Communist hero and society were not 

supposed to be in adversarial positions. Therefore the villain, or rather the evil, had to be 

generalised in abstract terms as negligence, procrastination, bureaucratisation, 

consumerism and the like. Thus Hero and society (and viewer) together can undergo 

positive apprenticeship in fighting them. They move not only from ignorance to Truth (as 

Suleiman has it), but also to know how to preserve that Truth and live with it. There was 



no longer need for a mouthpiece of the Truth, or Donor (Suleiman's terms) to appear in 

person as a catalyst for the positive transformation. It was already explicitly clear for 

everyone in Eastern Europe that the only Truth was the Truth of the Party. In this sense, 

the ideological doctrine that informs the story of the Construction genre from 1960s 

onwards is purely intertextual, to use Suleiman again. 

In the 1970s the positive reflexive hero retained his function as a Party 

representative, but his presence was relegated to the background as a low profile, but 

extremely helpful and reliable Helper. The place of principal hero is taken by a young 

male. a worker, but most often a professional or a technocrat (preferably medical doctor 

or engineer). The structure changes to confrontational and the conflict to generational. 

The hero has to fight his older colleagues, their bureaucracy, consumerism. moral and 

professional corruption. in order to implement new working methods. Society continues 

to be strong and well meaning and extremely helpful to the hero in his efforts to restore 

justice or the balance between good and evil. 

During the 1950s the Delinquent Youth, Children's Film and Spies and Saboteurs 

genres emerged as spin-offs of the Construction of Socialism genre. These developed 

strategic areas that were already delineated by the Construction of Socialism genre, but 

could not be resolved within the framework of a single film. These areas were linked with 

real or perceived dangers to the system, internal as well as external. Therefore these 

genres are represented in all countries, excluding Yugoslavia. 
C 

The Delinquent Youth, the Children's Film and the Spies and Saboteurs genres 

demonstrate the insecurities of the system, and its aggressive manipulative character. The 

first two deal with the system integration of young people and children, and the second, 

with its enemies from the West. The Delinquent Youth and the Children's Film 

demonstrate a text-book application of the structure of apprenticeship, and display a full  

array of its attributes: the Donor who helps the delinquent hero or the child to find the 

truth; the pseudo-Donor who prevents himher from doing so; and a whole array of 

Helpers and pseudo-Helpers. The Donor usually is a Party and institutional representative 

(educator, a criminal inspector, a foreman). In Children's Films he (never she) can be a 

friend of the family or a retired Resistance Fighter. 



The false Donor in the Delinquent Youth genre is first and foremost the Western 

way of life. its representatives and attributes. The representatives are either surviving 

members of the old bourgeoisie or Western visitors who have arrived with the special 

purpose to corrupt socialist youth. Among the attributes and locations associated with 

corruption are Western music (jazz and rock' n' roll), drinks (especially whiskey and 

Coca-Cola), beautiful clothes (particularly jeans and nylon stockings), women with 

explicit sex-appeal. restaurants, pubs--the Western culture of leisure is compared 

negztively with the Eastern European ethos of work. Therefore, the hero/ine. who is set 

on the righteous track by the Donor, can complete hisher positive transformation only 

under the additional positive influence of a working collective. The genre did relatively 

well in the 60s and in the 70s evolved successfully into the first SociaIist melodramas and 

thus crossed over to the camp of the dissident films. 

In some Children's films from the 1950s, the pseudo-Donor is the church 

(Catholic or Orthodox), often parents. and certainly spies and saboteurs whose sinister 

designs are revealed by a group of politically conscious young pioneers. Later. in the 

1960s, 70s and 80s, the genre evolved into urban adventure stories for children with a 

strong integrationai drive. 

The genre system of Spies and Saboteurs is one of the most energetic among the 

contemporary totalitarian genres as its adversarial and mythological character is clear-cut. 

The structure is confrontational, but it allows for positive apprenticeship of the Negative 

Hero, or the foreign spy, to become enlightened and realise where the Truth is. In spite of 

his  transformation. however. the enlightened Hero usually dies a heroic death. The true 

villains are the foreign agency (the CIA) that had manipulated the hero into submission. 

The Negative Hero's local helpers are also unequivocal villains. The indigenous Secret 

Service is the agency of the Positive Hero, who usually is collective. 

As the evolution of the genre was closeIy predicated on Cold War priorities, the 

indigenous Positive Hero took his rightful place centre stage. The Negative Hero was 

denied all possibilities for transformation and was relegated to the role of a strong villain 

who is engaged in deadly confrontation with the Positive Hero. Society plays an 

insignificant role in this conflict, as the educational and the ideological strength of the 



genre was concentrated in the development and the outcome of the conflict itself, not in 

its parallel transformational impetus. 

With the Spies and Saboteurs genre and its derivatives from the 70s and 80s (the 

W.W. II counter-espionage films from W. W. JI and the few Eastern European James 

Bond variations), the Eastern European cinema came as close to an entertainment and 

action genre as it could possibly get. 

Love and Women in the Official Genres 

Love and women are relegated to an auxiliary role in the historical genres. The 

contemporary genres, in tune with Party policies, put women centre-stage in most of the 

Construction of Socialism genres from the 1950s. From the 60s through the mid-70s, with 

the stabilisation of the system and its conservative impetus, the role of the principal 

Positive Heroines waned and women were sent back to the kitchen. 

The genre of the Family Drama, yet another spin-off of the Construction of 

Socialism genre. tries to restore the balance by giving due attention to women's problems 

as mothers. lovers. and professionals- The Family Drama appeared at random in all 

countries. but excelled in East Germany, apparently under the pressure of the intensity of 

the women's Iiberation movement in the West which was beaming its ideas over the Wall. 

As women's liberation was one of the prides of the early days of the Communist regime, 

and because of its relative harmlessness, the East German studios responded very well to 

the subject as early as the late 60s and continued to chum Family Dramas through the 70s 

and well into the 80s. 

The Heroine of these films is a working woman, usually a single mother, with 

serious problems at home, usually with her teenage child, but the problems can be health- 

related or of a sentimental character. The villain is usualIy her male partner, but can be 

her (male) boss. The heroine undergoes a slow positive apprenticeship throughout the 

film. learning how to juggle demands placed on her from all sides, so  that everyone can 

finally be happy. including herself. She may find a Helper for her transformation in her 

(new) male partner or in the restored relationship with her child, but that is not all that 

important. The ultimate goal of the transformation is her revelation that, in spite of all 



problems and difficulties, she is not alone, for she is part of the larger and caring 

community of the Socialist society. It is Socialist society as a whole that takes the role of 

the Donor. while the hesitant (or simply distressed) principal character is relegated to the 

role of a delinquent exception, in which case society takes care of her positive 

transformation (or restores her positive attitude towards life). Its presence is made known 

through a series of noble gestures and help the heroine receives from different. sometimes 

even unknown, people. And behind all this lingers the idea, very strongly suggested by 

references and redundancies on the visual and narrative level, and from the doctrinal 

intertext. that society is actually identical with the Communist party and its gods. 

The Family Drama and the Construction of Socialism genre from the post- 

terroristic phase are genres of social integration, where the characters are identified not by 

their work only, but also through their private life. Genre activity is much lower and 

unobtrusive. That explains their modest stylistic means. their pseudo-documentary visual 

style and unobtrusive narrative. The Hungarian cinema was one of the first to negotiate 

the Construction of Socialism genre from the 1960s on its own temtory with Tales of a 

h r r g  Trip, a forerunner of the Sociographic films.Z7 It continued to challenge the 

normative aesthetics in psychological terms in the second half of the 1950s. 

The Construction of Socialism genre provoked, and in a peculiar way inspired 

most dissident films and schools. It is not difficult to recognise its congenial inscriptions 

on the direction and character of the revolt of its dissident offspring: the Hungarian 

Sociographic Cycle. the Bulgarian Migration Cycle and the Polish Cinema of Moral 

Concern. 

Conclusion 

After the nationalisation of the film industries and the implementation of 

Zhdanovist aesthetics, all seven Eastern European countries made efforts to introduce the 

main official genres: the Construction genre, the Partisan and the Resistance Fighter 

films. Some genres, like the Partisan and Resistance Fighter films, and their blockbuster 

"' The Hungarian Sociographic films are discussed in the Literature Survey. 
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spin-off, the Battalia genre, had their longest history in Poland and Yugoslavia as 

countries with strongest indigenous anti-Nazi Resistance movements (from the 50s 

through the 80s). 

The Construction genre, featuring a reflexive understated hero, representative of 

the intelligentsia. found fertile ground in Bulgaria, Romania, the GDR, but especidly in 

Czechoslovakia. The films that portrayed this Positive Hero as both donor in the 

transformation of society, and apprentice under the guidance of the Party, were a fine 

comment directly related to the self-consciousness of artistic intelligentsia and its role as 

both agent and object of ideological transformation under Communism. 

Romania and Hungary were somewhat slow to tackle war as defeated countries 

that had armies fighting on the Eastern front against the Soviet Union. They turned to the 

events of W. W. II in the late 1950s and early 60s. Bulgaria, on the other hand, profited 

from its abstention from sending troops against the Allies and found relativeiy early on 

inspiration in its Resistance movement, in spite of its rather symbolic size and effect, and 

created its first Resistance (or anti-fascist) film in 195 1. 

The GDR excelled in Historical Revolutionary film during the 1950s and 6Os, and 

then in Family Dramas in the 1970s and 80s; Romania, Bulgaria and Poland specidised 

in the Nationalist Epic in the 1960s and beyond; Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria made their 

name internationally with Children's films. The charts in the appendix give an adequate 

idea of the preferred genres for a particular country. 

The emergence and disappearance of a genre, the frequency and intensity of its 

recumng themes and conflicts, its mutations over time, are fairly adequate evidence of 

the insecurities and vulnerabilities of the regime, of its fears and problems. For official 

genres did not come about as a mobilisation tool, pure and simple, but basically as an 
CI 

artistic back up for the legitimisation of power. 



PART V. 

EASTERN EUROPEAN FICTION FILM, THE FILMMAKERS, AND 

THE CRISIS OF SELF KNOWLEDGE 

This part of my study will examine the practical effects of Zhdanovism on Eastern 

European cinema through the methodological grid of the totalitarian genre paradigm. On 

the basis of the circumstances and the effect of its imposition on each country, I argue that 

the period from 1945 to 1953 shaped the subsequent development of the Eastern 

European cinema in a much more profound way than has been recognised so far. 

The successful implementation of Zhdanovism, I argue, was in direct proportion 

to the professionalism of the filmmakers who were available or willing to co-operate. I 

analyse films that best illustrate the problems and the successes in adopting Zhdanovism. 

I also refer to the role of Eastern European filmmakers as representatives of the 

intelligentsia in this context. As the purpose of the seven overviews, included in this part, 

is to analyse the general impact of Zhdanovism on the Eastern European cinema. they go 

well beyond the transitional period and the period when Zhdanovism proper was 

imposed. After at least ten (in some countries up to 20) years of unrestricted reign of 

Zhdanovism. some national cinemas launched the first attempts to negotiate it. The 

overviews delineate the further developments of each Eastern European cinema that 

resulted from the continuous negotiations of the imperatives of the normative aesthetics. 

Meanwhile, the totalitarian system sedimented and began to reproduce itself. The 

terroristic phase was over and the post-terroristic era of compromise emerged and became 

a factor in facilitating the negotiations. Zhdanovism, I argue, did not vanish with the 

relaxation in the post-terroristic phase, but mutated into what I call Socialist Normative 

Aesthetics (SNA), with its own restrictive theoretical and practical apparatus, which was 

to be further negotiated well into the 1980s both on the level of production and on the 

level of (self-) censorship. I analyse theoretical and practical as well as aesthetic aspects 

of SNA as a revised form of Zhdanovism and discuss specific films in light of these 

findings. The role of filmmakers in the negotiation process will also be discussed. 
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I will dwell on the displaced negotiations between the totalitarian state, cinema, 

and society in the light of Karl Polanyi's paradigm of the double movement. I will 

therefore interpret Zhdanovism and its derivatives as a form of the aggressive movement 

generated by the state in its totalising drive, while the major dissident film schools, waves 

and trends are defined just as they positioned themselves, as artistic counter-movements. 

Finally, after having discussed the totalitarian genres on a genre-to-genre basis in 

Part IV and on a country-to-country basis in this part, I will analyse the film The Smiling 

Land (dir. V. Gajer, 1952). It offers a good opportunity to test my methodological grid 

and to demonstrate its adequacy in exposing the relationships between the totalitarian 

state and society in aesthetic terms. The film is a representative work of the Constructions 

genre and is a near-perfect Zhdanovist work, where the frictions between the "frctiona1 
b 

and the functional" are resolved in an exemplary fashion as a "fictionalised allegory of 

realism." 

1. The First Generation of Post-War Filmmakers, the Imposition 

of Zhdanovism, and Beyond 

The transitional period (1945-48) as political and aesthetic interregnum, and the 

subsequent imposition of Zhdanovism are particularIy interesting with respect to the 

evolution of Eastern European cinema and the instrumental roIe of the intelligentsia. 

Relatively few films were produced during the transitional period in Eastern 

Europe because it was impoverished and devastated by war. They reflected on the 

disrupted lives of ordinary people and their families, and were spontaneous expressions of 

the dominant social concerns and immediate collective goals of Eastern European 

societies. To use the German term, most of them were rrumrnerjilrne, fiIms from the 

rubble (GDR, Poland, Hungary, CzechosIovakia, Yugoslavia). 

The Bulgarian cinema survived off the technical and financial leftovers of the pre- 

war state-sponsored propaganda foundation. In Romania there was some documentary 

film production, mainly newsreels, but fiction film was brought to a standstill that was to 

last until 1949. 
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The films produced during the transitional period were generally influenced by the 

Soviet avant-garde from the 1920s and by Socialist Realist works from the early 1930s. 

Shot in a harsh B&W neorealist style (due more to poor professionalism and even poorer 

equipment than to deliberate artistic intentions), such films reached for audiences while 

the new totalitarian states were still inexperienced in the control and management of 

artistic ideas. Therefore these films represent a sample of what Eastern European cinema 

might have been had it remained concerned with the needs of society, and not only with 

the reasons of the state. 

As with other members of their generation of intellectuals, the professional 

fortunes of filmmakers during the terroristic phase were largely predetermined by the 

choices they had made during the war. Most of these filmmakers belonged to the leftist 

Eastern European intelligentsia and spent the war in exile either in the Soviet Union or in 

the West. Others lived through the war as anti-Nazi partisans or as apolitical 

professionals. producing entertainment for private or semi-private companies. The role of 

this generation of filmmakers in the imposition of Zhdanovism was crucial, and its 

perseverance remains associated mainly with them. Some continued turning out 

Zhdanovist works well into the 1970s. 

East Germany 

In January 1936, the Soviet Military Administration took steps to rebuild the 

German film industry in the Soviet occupied zone of the country, and by March 1946 

shooting began on the first German post-war film, the classic The Murderers Are Among 

Us (Die Morder sind unter uns) by W. Staudte. 

Colonel S. Tulpanov, Soviet advisor in matters of culture to East Germany, and 

director llya Trauberg (brother of the FEX director Leonid Trauberg, and artistic advisor 

to DEFA) had an undoubtedly positive effect on the early years of East German cinema. 

They both worked hard to win over East German intellectuals, who were tired and 

abhorred any forms of normative aesthetics, after having lived with those of the Nazi 

regime for some twelve years. In 1947, however, Trauberg suddenly died; subsequently 



Tulpanov was also revoked from his post as the change of Stalin's policy for East 

Germany made his stay there unnecessary. 

Early East German cinema profited by the expertise and availability of W. 

Staudte, K. Maetzig, G.G. Klaren, M. Hellberg. These were honest people and good 

professionals who did not have the courage or the means to afford emigration and spent 

the worst years of Fascism making comedies and operettas. They were eager to show 

repentance and condemn Nazism in their works. The star of DEFA from that time was the 

Bulgarian Z. Dudow. Member of the pre-Hitler German avant-garde, director of the 

famous Kuhle Wampe (1929)? devoted Communist and close friend of H- Eisler and B. 

Brecht. Dudow had returned from a 12-year exile full of energy and enthusiasm. After 

Ortr Dnilx Bread (Unser taglich Brot, 1949, in a sense a sequel to Kuhle Wampe but 

without the latter's vitality). he went on to become one of the most orthodox Zhdanovist 

directors in Eastern European cinema from the late 1940s and 50s. Before his death in 

1963, he also undertook a couple of successful comedies. 

The whole DEFA team turned quickly to the most pressing issue of the time: 

coming to terms with the tragic guilt of the German nation. The leader in this public 

rherapy was W. Staudte. In his The Murderers are Among Us and Rotation (1948), his 

heroes face their personal responsibility for the war-inflicted horrors. Klaren made 

M'ozzeck ( 1947), a bitter satire of militarism based on Buchner's existential tragedy. 

h4aetzig. in turn. completed one of the most emotive films from that period, Matrimon? in 

the 5hadori.s (Ehe irn Schatten, 1943, inspired by a true story of a famous German actor 

who chose to die at the side of his Jewish wife under Nazism. G. Lamprecht directed a 

true rrurnmerjcinl, Somewhere in Berlin (Irgendwo in Berlin, 1 %6), about the destiny of 

destitute children in the rubble of the metropolis. 

Over the subsequent years of its existence, East German cinema would never 

return to such harsh self-criticism and sod-searching. (It would reappear only in the 

1970s. in the works of a group of young West German directors led by R. W. Fassbinder). 

With the imposition of Zhdanovism and benefiting from the credit of pre-war 

Communists, Social Democrats, and Resistance fighters who chose to live in the GDR, 



East German cinema gradually created the impression that West Germany bore a11 the 

guilt for the war while East Germans had always been on the right side of history. 

W. Staudte. A. M. Rabenalt, and G. Laniprecht, among others, emigrated to the 

West soon after Zhdanovism struck hard in the newly formed GDR in 1949. Like most 

East European statesmen from that period, who were reluctant to discuss domestic 

problems and had almost no say on foreign policy issues, the "East German authorities 

had a great deal to say about film." 1 The new DEFA boss, Sepp Schwab, levelled 

significant accusations against DEFA film production in 195 1. Amongst others. his ire 

Lvas provoked particularly by Hellberg's beautiful apolitical love story The Girl Christine 

(Das Mndchen Christine. dir. A. M .  Rabenalt, 1949), which became a box-office success 

not only in the GDR but across all of entertainment-starved Eastern ~ u r o ~ e . 2  

Schwab claimed that filmmakers tended to fall prey to formalism and neglected 

the story line. In other words, they violated the supreme Zhdanovist priority of content 

over form. This accusation was immediately linked to absence of concern for the viewer, 

another important Zhdanovist consideration: such deviations came about because the 

necessary bond between film artists and the interest of the masses was not created. The 

third major accusation was related to yet another violation of Zhdanovist principles: the 

paramount importance of the present and future over the past. The worst transgression 

was the under-emphasised ideological supremacy of the Communist East over the 

Capitalist West: "intentional efforts were undertaken to make films that had nothing to 

say to the present, and that crossed over a platform of neutrality between East and 

w e s t 3  

In her essay on the cinema of the GDR (1945-1957),4 Elena Mossina sums up the 

comments and the recommendations of the authorities, published in the East German 

press during this period. They all lead to the three spirits of Zhdanovism: the requirement 

M. & A. Liehm. Op. Cit.. p. 85. 
It was one of the favourite films of my parents. 
Sspp Schwrtb, Auf neuen Wegen. (Osr Berlin: Deutscher Filmverlag, 195 1 ); quoted in M. & A. Liehm, 

Op. Cit.. p. 85. 
' Elena Mossina. 1993. "From Colonel Tulpanov to Szerne. " In From Yalra To Malta: Eisays on Hisron 
of Eastern and Central European Cinema. volume 1. edited by Myron Chernenko (Moscow: Scientific- 
Research Institute for Film Art), pp. 53-88. 
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to take away all tragic occurrences (illness, death, accidents, etc.) relates to the Popular 

Spirit. The demand to ignore historical truth in the name of ideological goals (the working 

class cannot be portrayed as shortsighted and egotistical, nor can it be held responsible for 

its own suffering) stems from the Ideological Spirit. And the prescription to "emphasise 

the optimistic tenor of the work [and] to introduce laudatory pathos" 5 is obviously 

inspired by the Pare Spirit. Mossina's list contains the outlook of similar demands 

imposed on an throughout the region at that period of time. 

DEFA remained in the grips of terrorist Zhdanovism until the early 1960s. The 

years immediately following the departure of Colonel Tulpanov in 1947 were the worst. 

On June 16. 1953, a peaceful demonstration of German construction workers in East 

Berlin was crushed by Soviet tanks. In an effort to mend the Party's image, the head of 

state W. UIbricht declared a new course. The Berliner Filme from the mid- 1950s ensued 

as a result of the Party's concessions. 

The scope of these concessions was to remain very limited throughout the history 

of East German cinema. The Berliner Filme, a cluster of simple and in all respects 

harmless stories about the life in the city and its inhabitants, were allowed to borrow from 

neorealism and British free cinema. Borrowing from contemporary Soviet cinema. 

ho~vever. had to be cleared by authorities. 

The 1960s have been referred to as a period of stabilisation, drhough they saw 

unprecedented censorship activity. Out of twenty films banned throughout the entire 

history of East German cinema, at least twelve were shelved in the years 1956-66. One 

expIanation was the change in ideological leadership. The main reason. however. was that 

a large quantity of the so-called "Contemporary Socialist Films" (or "slice of life" films) 

were officially commissioned and produced in that period and vigilance was heightened. 

Tackling contemporary subject matter was always a sensitive issue in Eastern Europe and 

especially in the GDR, which was supposed to be the show-window of the Communist 

world. 

The group of banned films from the 1960s was appropriately called "rabbit films" 

after K. Maetzig's film I am the Rabbit (Das Kanichen bin ich, 1965). 

E. Mossina. Op. Cil., p.68. 



After the crackdown, directors generally tried to avoid contemporary topics, and 

turned to "Ketman-free" films like the famous Ossi Westerns. The series of Family 

~ r a m a s 6  from the 1970s was loosely linked to the rabbit films. and became the trademark 

of Honecker's era. Like the rabbit films, they did not contest the principles of socialist 

normative aesthetics7, but did their best to make them work. In this light, the East 

German film cycles from the 1 WOs, 60s and 70s, as well as the films of Konrad Wolf 

(1  925-80). who was an institution in his own right, were the result of the consistent 

efforts of filmmakers to meet the expectations of the Party. And this is what makes them 

interesting for the art historian, not their highly questionable dissidence. 

Czechoslovakia 

Czechoslovak directors 0. Vavra, M. Fric, K. Stekly, and F. Cap made their first 

films in the inter-war period and went on making films all through the war in the German 

operated Barra?ldot* studios. Vavra was the best educated and the most experienced 

amongst them: he scripted and directed some half-dozen films. Fric was the most 

~ivacious and artistic, self-taught like most filmmakers from his generation. Fric began 

directing at 19 and ended at 65 with almost 90 films to his credit. 

These directors were to make their first internationally renowned films during the 

transitional period. Cap made Men Mfizhotct Wings (Mrtzi bez kridel. 1946). a rather dull 

but professional and superbly crafted film about an airport incident provoked by the 

Resistance. Stekly directed the Venice Award-winning The Strike (Sireno. 1 946), a 

Marxist-spirited film about a strike in a turn-of-thecentury mining town. Vavra directed 

The Silen~ Barricade (Nerna barikuda, 1948) about the few days of Prague's heroic stand 

against the Nazis in early May 1935, featuring participants of all social classes in a 

coIIsctive portrait of national solidarity against Fascism. Fric made a parody of profitable 

melodrama, The Poacher's Ward (Pytlakova schovanka. 1948) which poked fun at 

obsolescent bourgeois values. Jiri Weiss, another famous inter-war director, spent the war 

For more explanation on genre occurrence. please see the Genre Chan on the GDR in the Appendix. 
' The concepl of socialist normative aesthetics. or SNA. is discussed below. 
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as a Jewish exile in London. Upon his return Weiss made Stolen Fronrier (Uloupena 

hranice, 1917). a stinging critique of the Great Powers and their bevayal of 

Czechoslovakia with the notorious Munich agreement. 

In spite of their spontaneous class-conscious pathos combined with social 

(democratic) and historical awareness, and in spite of their realistic representation, these 

films were targeted by Zhdanovist criticism, which lambasted the neo-realism and petit- 

bourgeois tendencies of The Silent Barricade, and the intellectualism of The Poacher's 

~ a r d . 8  J .  Weiss's next film was The Last Shot (Podedni vystrel, 1950), depicting the last 

day of the war at a steel mill. In spite of its conscientious rendering of events and 

characters according to the priorities of the day, it was accused of formalism, of using 

untrained actors, and of playing down the pathos of the story under the influence of 

decadent Italian and British film trends? Such films shared one major culpability: none 

of them dealt with contemporary themes or discussed what life should be like in the brave 

new world. 

Zhdanovism lingered in Czechoslovak cinema longer than elsewhere in the region 

and established its own traditions and mythology. In spite of the Liehms' claim that the 

inconsistent imposition of Zhdanovism in the 1950s allowed for the appearance of films 

-'that would have been unthinkable in the Soviet Union during that period",10 

Zhdanovism was there to stay until the early 1960s, when the first signs of the New Wave 

cinema became evident. 

The iconoclastic energy of the New Wave filmmakers was provoked to a great 

extent by their desire to see the well-established Zhdanovist mythology destroyed. During 

the "normalisation" after 1968, Czechoslovak cinema was to revisit Zhdanovism in a 

more sophisticated but aIso a more sinister form. 

M. 82 A. Liehm. Op. Cit.. p. 101. 
Ibid- p. 102. 

l o  Ibid. p. 104. 



Hungary 

In Hungary the beginning of the Zhdanovist drama was played out with much 

more intensity. Hungary had known dictatorship and forms of authoritarianism since the 

days Admiral Horthy crushed the Hungarian Soviet Republic in 19 19, and subsequently 

until the end of the war. This was reflected in Hungarian culture from the 1930s. As 

discussed above. nationalism was the dominant ideology and the populist school 

dominated literature and to some extent film. The most popular genres prior to and during 

W. W. II were melodrama (with a happy ending and a comic relief character) and the 

lyrical comedy. As Dr. Alexandre Troshin, a prominent Russian scholar of Hungarian 

cinema and Edi tor-in-Chief of Kinovedcheskie Zapiski (Film Studies Nores: A Journal for 

Hisron and Tlzeoy), a publication of the Russian Institute for Cinema Art, told me in an 

interview, 

Communism opposed Fascism but reproduced its totalitarian system of relations between state. 
film and society. During the 1960s it was fashionable to pui all the blame on Zhdanovism. 
describing it as a cultural yoke imposed on the innocent Eastern European cultures. but nowadays 
there are more and more scholars who look for the indigenous roots of Eastern European cultural 
totalitarianism. It is not accidental that Hungarian dictator Matias Rdkosi liked to be referred to 
as "Stalin's favourite pupil." The ground in Hungary was well prepared for the advent of 

Zhdanovism. 

GCza von Radviinyi was a typical representative of the Eastern European gentry's 

in  tell igentsia and a cosmopolitan bohemian. He was an well-educated man of means. and 

he spent the inter-war period working as a journalist, scriptwriter, and assistant director of 

numerous French and German films. He returned home in 1939 and directed three films 

in succession. among which was the first Hungarian film in colour, A Woman Looks Back 

(Egy asszoriy visstarrez, 194 1 ). He then moved to Italy where he pursued his career until 

the end of the war. 

After the war Radviinyi returned to Hungary to make Somewhere in Europe 

(Valahol Europaban, 1947). The definition of his style as "Hungarian neorealism" can be 

From an in~erview conducted during the Sochi International Film Festival in Russia, June 1995. 
Translation mine---C. S.). 



explained by his exposure to Italian cinema. Along with G. Lamprecht's Somewhere in 

Berlin. V. De Sica's Shoeshine and F. Zinneman's The Search, Radvinyi created a 

*'shattering indictment of war's anti-humiinism."l2 Unfortunately not too long after that, 

apparently scared by all-out Zhdanovism, he left the country again. 

Bela Bdazs  wrote the script for Somewhere in Europe and the film was produced 

by the film studio of the Communist Party. (Up to nationalisation in 1948, every major 

Party sponsored its own studio.) The film is set in 1945 and tells the story of a number of 

homeless kids, made orphans by the war and living off of petty crimes on the road. 

Somervhere in Europe is strongly influenced by one of the first Soviet Socialist Realist 

films, N. Ekk's The Road to Life (Putevka v zhim, 193 1). Following Ekk, in the end "the 

children are settled and socidised, ready for the Communist world which awaits them." 

13 In this line of thought. the film could be described as a Delinquent Youth drama, and 

therefore related to the Polish film Five Boys from Barska Street (Piarka z u l i q  Barskiej, 

dir. Al. Ford, 1953) that is discussed below. 

According to Guido Aristarco. with this film B. Balazs reaped the fruits of his 

own influence on classical Soviet cinema, "borrowing back from the Russians after 

having contributed immensely to he i r  achievements with his theoretical works." l4 The 

Italian theoretician evidently refers to Balazs' script theory that became popularised by 

Pudovkin's concept of the "iron script." Balazs claimed that the script was not a prop, but 

a real work of art, and the scriptwriter was a full-fledged co-author of the film. He 

believed that because every word of the script could be verified beforehand, the director 

could have full control over the film. Thus the director "was only the executive who 

conducted the script like a conductor of an orchestra playing a Beethoven symphony." 15 

During Zhdanovism, however, the primacy of the script had little to do with artistic 

control, but everything to do with ideological manipulation. It served the Zhdanovist idea 

of supremacy of content over form perfectly welI, and also allowed for tighter censorship. 

l '  M. & A. Liehm, Op. Cit., p. 147. 
l 3  Bryan Burns. 1996. World Cinema: Hungoc (Cranbury: Associated University Presses), p. 19. 
'' Quoted in Istvan Nemeskuny. 1968. (Budapest: Corvina Press), p. 144. 
l 5  Ibid. p. 162. 



This was to be proven by another film made with Balazs' support, Istvan Szotz's 

The Song of the Conzfields (Enek a buzarnezokrol, 1947). Szotz's first film was made 

during the war (People form the Alps / Emberek a havason, 1942) and was banned. as it 

did not agree with Hungary's wartime rulers. The Sang of the Cornfields was based on 

Ferenc M6ra1s novel of the same title, published in 1927. M6ra belonged to the inter-war 

generation of native Hungarian populist writers who saw "village people as the bearers of 

national values, all in the spirit of nationalist mythology." 16 In spite of the meticulous 

script written by Szotz and re-written by Balazs, however, Szotz's second film was also 

banned for being ideologically erroneous and for its "non-Marxist approach to the life of 

villagers." 17 Graham Petrie's description of the film gives a fairly good idea of its non- 

Marxist nature: 

Song of rhe Cornfields is more fatalistic in its implications than People of rhe Alps and 
concentrates almost exclusively on the personal tragedy at its centre though it places this in a 
firmly realised background of poverty. backbreaking toil. and superstition. The images 
throughour convey a strong sense of darkness and oppression. achieved largely through the 
convenient use of heavy shadows and low-angle shots. most notably in the scenes that show the 
half-crazed wife deluded into acting as a "holy woman" so that the local fortune-teller can better 

exploit the superstitious peasants. 8 

The film was accused of all possible sins, one of them being its support for 

Cardinal Josef Mindszenti.Lg In an interview dating from the 1970s, I. Szotz further 

recalls: 

There were people who wanted to help. and others who suggested introducing changes that 
would appease the authorities. But such changes would have perverted the spirit of M6ra's novel. 
... Finally this unfortunate film was taken to the Party headquarters. And while the very first 

l 6  M. B: A. Liehm, Op. Cit.. p. 148. 
l 7  Ibid. p. 119. The Liehms are apparently quoting I. Nemeskuny who writes, "From a Marxist point of 
view. Song of rhe Cornfields is undoubtedly based on faulty philosophy. ... In this instance the abject 
poverty of peasznts is shown not as the consequence of exploitation by the feudal landlord or directly by the 
ruling class. nor is it caused by depraved morals: it is due to the war and to superstition. ... Yet. as it is. 
Song of rhe Cornfields belongs to the ouwanding pieces of Hungarian film history. The delineation of the 
world of peasants in the spirit of Ferenc Mora and Istvan Tomorkeny is very good, evoking as it does the 
pious misery of tenant-farmers and cotters." I. Nemeskurty, Op. Cit. p. 143. 

Graham Petrie. 1977. Histon Must Answer to Man (Budapest: Corvina Press), p. 7. 
l 9  Cardinal Mindszenti was an outspoken monarchist and anti-Communist. He was declared the "Archfiend 
of Communism" by the Stalinisr dictator Riikosi. Rdkosi used to call himself 'Stalin's best pupil." 
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scenes with the cross procession were still nmning, Rakosi reportedly got up and left the theatre. 
Immedia[ely afierwards the film was locked away.20 

Frigyes B5n got it all right with The Soil Under Your Feel (Tafpalatqi fold. 

1938). the film he took over from I. Szotz after The Song of the Cornfields was banned. 

The Soil Under Your Feer was based on a novel by Pal Szabo who, along with A. Tarnasi, 

P. Veres and J. Darvas. was among the well-known representatives of the populist 

tradition in wartime and post-war Hungarian literature. Native populism stood accused by 

Zhdanovists for its conservative values and fatalistic outlook. 

B b  succeeded in making a film with progressive values and a Marxist outlook. 

He was educated to become an army officer until silent cinema won him over in the early 

1920s. After working as a journalist, actor. and assistant director, he made more than a 

dozen films between 1939 and 1944 (amongst others, the Hungarian-Bulgarian co- 

production Hrtrrgariarl-Bulgarian Rhapsodj, 1943) and knew how to comply with the 

demands of authorities. In Szabo's book. the love story of two poor young peasants comes 

to a bitter end because of their unutterable poverty. The boy kidnaps the girl on the day of 

her wedding ro the count's son, but has to pay back a large amount of money for the 

crime: out of poverty and desperation, he kills the manager of the estate and is imprisoned 

for life. In the film, however, he becomes a class-conscious freedom fighter and leads the 

villagers in an uprising against the count. Although the young man still kills the manager 

and is put away. the finale is optimistic because of the sign on the door of his prison cell: 

"Jozska Gos. To be released in 1945." This sign was to resurface as a visual citation in 

later Hungarian films. albeit with diametrically opposed intenti0ns.2~ 

With The Soil ... Ban tried his hand in Zhdanovist cinema and created a "proto-" 

Historical Revolutionary film which, however. was still under the strong influence of the 

Hungarian populist tradition. Soon afterwards Bin went on to make an even more 

- - -- 

20 Quoted in Alexander Troshin. 1993. "Spring in Budapest to Cold Days: Hungarian cinema from 1915 to 
1956." In From Yalra To Maim. Op. Cit.. p. 28. The author quotes Filmrudoman~i Szemle, Budapest. 1976. 
old. 9- 10. (Translation from the Russian is m i n e - C S )  

In Fercnc Kosa's Ten Thousand Suns (Tizezer nap, 1965) and Laszlo Vitezy's Peacetime (Bekeido. 
1979). 
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optimistic sequel to The Soil Under Your Feet with Liberated Lnnd (Felszabadulr fold, 

1950). a work tnily representative of the Construction of Socialism genre.22 

While the films were full of optimism, positive heroes and happy endings. a real- 

life tragedy of staged trials and purges unfolded as a consequence of the imprisonment 

and subsequent execution of former Minister of the Interior Laszlo Rajk. The renowned 

Marxist philosopher and art theoretician Gyorgy Lukacs aIso fell prey to an ideological 

witch-hunt. He was proclaimed a "revisionist, an enemy to the party line and to Soviet 

literature", and was forced to repent.23 In subsequent years the Hungarian cinema became 

what the Liehms call a "complete and thorough incarnation of Zhdanovism." In effect, 

there were no life forms outside of the official line. As AI. Troshin said, 

[ojne does not have to see all the films produced between 1948 and 1957. especially people who 
know the Stalinist film model well. If you have seen one. you have seen them all. Hungarian 
historians from the 1960s came up with a delicate definition of this period of totalirarian cinema: 
"period of schematism." Its aggressively enlightening pathos was harnessed in the deployment of 
methods for social manipulation and influence. It was schematic indeed, but schematism was the 
effect. not the cause. This is the least interesting period of Hungarian cinema as m but extremely 
important for understanding the more complex and more refined forms of normative aesthetics in  
Hungarian cinema after 1 956.24 

Even the relative relaxation that came with Irnre ~ a ~ ~ 2 5  ( 1  953-56) could not 

change much. What the authorities were targeting was the content and the manner in 

which films viewed reality, while "form remained merely a link with the traditions of 

Hungarian populism". or "simply an adaptation of Italian neorealism." 26 In other 

countries. such a so-called "mere" link with indigenous cultural traditions and a "simple" 

adaptation of neorealism would have been more than enough to ban a film and banish its 

director. Because of the high standards of Hungarian filmmaking and the high political 

stakes of the time, however, the struggle for artistic freedom in Hungarian cinema had 

shifted to other, more sophisticated planes of meaning. Zoltan Varkonyi's The Birth of 

71 -- For more explanation on genre occurrence. please see the Genre Chart on Hungary in the Appendix. 
'j M. gS A. Liehm. Op. Cit., p. 153. 
24 From the interview conducted in June 1995 during the Sochi International Film Festival in Russia. 
' 5  Imre N a p  replaced Rakosi as prime-Minster of Hungary (1953-1956). After the crushing of the 
Hungarian Revolution. he was assassinated (1958) and buried in an unmarked common grave. to be 
symbolically re-buried in 1989. 



Menyhert Simon (Simon Menyhert szuletese, 1954) is an example of a truly Zhdanovist 

work, Hungarian style. The film was scripted by Tibor D&y, one of the most popular 

post-war Hungarian novelists who was, in a way, a disciple of the populist writers. 

Varkonyi's film represented a synthesis of the best in Szotz and Bh: the aesthetic power 

of People From the Alps with its impressive images of winter mountains, combined with 

the enhanced social pathos of The Soil Under Your Feet. The result was a film, national 

in form and socialist in content, a superb creation of creatively developed Zhdanovism. 

Graham Petrie's reference to the film brings out the Zhdanovist highlights of its 

socialist content: the role of the Party, the positive hero, historical optimism. All are there 

in a nutshell: 

[tjhis story of how the neighbours of a couple trapped in a blizzard in the mountains co-operated 
to bring a doctor to the pregnant wife. suffers from its over-insistence on the fact that it is the 
local Communist Pany official who is responsible for getting the rescue operation under way and 

inducine the initially recalcitrant tom-dwellers to lake pan.27 

The national form of the film, or picturesque folkloric iconography in service of larger- 

than-life official mythology. is outlined by Bums: 

[the film] is not at all immediately about the life of woodcutters or the medical services available 
ro them. Its concern is with the ways in which a brave new world, symboIised in the longed-for 
son of i t s  ti~le. can be brought into being. and its manner is lyrical and elevated. It uses folklore 
motifs (the notion of birth. the stNggIe with the elements. the arousal of solidarity, the quest for 

wholeness and hope) to give iu Communis~ message a large, emotive dimension.28 

Obviously. The Birth of Menyhert Simon was not a tableau vivant, and had not 

much in common with orthodox Zhdanovist films like F. Mariassy's Anna Stabo 

(Szabone. 1 949), an archetypal Construction of Socialism genre movie29 about "workers 

whose lives are pan of their action."30 It did not follow up on Varkonyi's own previous 

work, the Cold War thriller from 195 1 (West Zone Nyugari ovezet), a representative piece 

- - - - - - 

'6  M. gL A. Liehm, Op. Cit.. p. 164. 
27 G .  Peuie. Op. Cit.. p. 10. 
28 Bryan Bums. 1996. World Cinema: Hungary (London: Ricks Books), p.30. 
19 For more explanation on genre occurrence. please see the Genre Chart on Hungary in the Appendix. 
30 B. Burns, Op. Cit.. p. 26. 
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of the Spies and Saboteurs genre3 I .  The Birth of M e n y h e ~  Simon demonstrated what the 

Polish School confirmed a few years later: that Zhdanovism can be successfully 

negotiated on the level of form and style and still retain its principles intact. Provided, of 

course, that the national cinema was rooted in a strong cultural tradition and the 

authorities were ready to negotiate. The high professionalism of Hungarian filmmakers 

and their strong social awareness played a key role in the long-standing compromise they 

reached with the authorities, known as Kadarism. Kadar's famous slogan "Who is not 

against us. is with us" came to play a decisive role in the ongoing negotiation and re- 

negotiation of the socialist normative aesthetics in Hungary after 1956. In terms of 

cinema, a loose unspoken consensus was reached: filmmakers were not to discuss taboo 

subjects such as the Hungarian revolution, the role of the Soviet Union therein, or the 

leading role of the Party, and they would be left relatively done to their conscience and 

talent. 

Poland 

Polish cinema marked its resurrection with two films: Forbidden Songs (Zakazane 

piosetzki. 1937). directed by Leon Buczkowsky. well-known for the commercial success 

of his fi 1 ms before the war32, and The Lost Stage (Osrarni erap. 1948). directed by 

Wanda Jakubowska. The first is an unpretentious collection of documentary-style 

episodes centred around popular Polish songs that were forbidden during the war. The 

second film is based on the memoirs of the director herself, who was a concentration 

camp survivor. 

In spite of its nayvet& Jakubowska's work was true to the aesthetic credo of 

START, namely "Films for the good of the public." She saw the need to recount her 

concentration camp experience as a moral responsibility and a public service to her 

contemporaries and to posterity. 

3 '  For more explanation on genre occurrence, please see the Genre Chan on Hungary in the Appendix. 
3' His debut was The Madmen (Szalency, 1929). a patriotic epic about Pilsudski's legionnaires. In 193 1 he 
made a commercially very successful film, The Well. 
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Jakubowska's emotional spontaneity is enhanced by the documentary-style 

photography. What is shocking for the contemporary viewer now, almost fifty years after 

the creation of the film, is not so much the psychological and physical torment of the 

female inmates, but the unexpected existential dimension of human suffering that the 

director has brought out. The fact that these women had somehow adapted to their daily 

routine in hell is much scarier than any specific torture. 

Jakubowska's keen reconstruction of a concentration camp quotidian and her 

talent for focusing on unexpected details and nuances of the setting and characters has 

made her film a capital contribution to the iconography of Eastern European Holocaust 

films. The interrogation scene, for example, shot from a low-angle standpoint, with a 

soft-focus close-up on the boots of an SS officer and a sharp focus on the heroine framed 

in the triangle formed by these ominous boots, is a popular example used in numerous 

films. Another visual motif is that of a bolted cargo train slowly pulling out of a station, 

with the rain and fog announcing the coming of night. And, through the steam, glimpses 

of the eyes of people crammed inside. staring outward from the barred windows (Stars - 
Srenze. dir. K. Wolf. Bulgaria-GDR, 1957); Trarzspo~frorn Paradise - Transport z raje, 

dir. 2. Brynych, Czechoslovakia, 1962). Yet another motif is the opening of the metal 

doors of a concentration camp, with the dangerously cynical "Arbeit machr frei!" sign. 

The cargo train slowly pulls into the camp where the railroad ends (Transport from 

Paradise). An unforgettable icon is the camp health "check-up": under the scrutiny of 

camp wardens. naked women run in a circle to demonstrate they are fit to work; their 

white bodies glowing on the backdrop of mud and barbed-wire (The Ninth Circle / 

Deveru krug, dir. Fr. Stiglic, Yugoslavia, 1960). Another striking image the Holocaust 

film owes to Jakubowska is that of women throwing themselves against the electric 

barbed-wire fences during their routine walks inside the camp. No drama, but silent 

desperation and an irresistible desire to die. (The Ninth Circle). 

Poland is probably the only Eastern European country that could name the place 

and the date when Zhdanovism was introduced, along with a befitting dosage of Stalinist 

arrogance. It was at the Congress of filmmakers held at Wisla in 1949 that Polish cinema 

adopted the new official policy. In his essay on history of Polish cinema (1945-1956)- 



Russian critic R. Sobolev puts the responsibility for the period of schematism (starting 

with the first half of the 1950s) entirely on B. Bierut? president of state and head of the 

Polish Workers Socialist Party, and Stalin's finest disciple in Poland. Bierut "insisted that 

Poland should be following the Soviet example in all walks of life." 34 

Forbidden Songs and The Last Stage were severely criticised for being 

neoreaiist-"a trend that is not in the slightest in keeping with objective reality." 35 

Warsart* Robinson (Robinson Warszawski, 1 %8), based on a script by Jerzy 

Andrzejewski from an idea that originated with Czeslaw Milosz and directed by Jerzy 

Zartycki, another member of the avant-garde, was levelled to the ground as "the first 

product of an erroneous conception of national solidarity"36 and "false ideological- 

aesthetic overtones." 3 '~he film was remade. From an elegant psychological insight into 

the lo\le of two people trapped in the rubble after the Warsaw uprising-a lone survivor 

and a beautiful Jewish girl in hiding-it became a tale about a Soviet radio operator who 

helped them both to survive. The incorporated pieces of rare documentary footage from 

the uprising were cut out and the new film was re-named Unvanquisired City (Miasto 

niepokonane. 1919). 

Apart from the list of condemnations-neorealism, formalism, and abstract 

humanism-the Wisla conference also came up with definite prescriptive and 

proscriptive guidelines. According to B. Michalek, these were described under the rubric 

Socialist Realism. His report from the conference aptly summarises the already familiar 

basic objectives of Socialist Realism, or Zhdanovism. Nonnative character: whatever the 

theme or subject matter, there were only the approved approaches; Educational drive: 

Socialist Realism obligated art to do special things for the reeducation of society; 

33 Unsuprisingly. Bierut also called himself "Stalin's best pupil." 
34 Romil Sobolev. 1993. "From the Ashes: History of Polish Cinema from 1945 to 1956-" In From Yalta To 
Maira. Op. Cit.. p. 28. 
t C - -  M.&A.Liehrn.Op.Cit.,p. 116. 
36 Jerzy Plazewski. 1964. *'Le jeune cinkma polonais", Cahiers du cinkma. Paris. Quoted in M. & A. Liehm, 
Op. Cil.. p. 117. 
37~oleslaw Michalek and Frank Turaj. 1988. Modern Cinenra of Poland (Bloomingdale: Indiana University 
Press). p. 10. 
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Ideological intolerance: art that failed to meet its objectives as defined by the Party. was 

inferior and possibly even unacceptable. That is, it might be banned.38 

Further on, Michalek dwells on the aesthetic prescriptions that help translate the 

objectives into art. In full accord with the three Zhdanovist spirits, these rules were 

actuaIly a widely used practical guide for the interpretation of normative aesthetics by the 

authorities. critics and filmmakers throughout Eastern Europe during Zhdanovism. It was 

revoked time and again, in whole or in part, and in some countries reigned unchallenged 

practical1 y t i l l  the mid- 1980s. 

The Ideological Spirit required that there had to be a portrayal of a positive hero in 

the leading role, "a person without fault, who struggles ceaselessly for socialist ideas and 

who is victorious. [Tlhe class struggle must be illustrated by showing a confrontation 

between the new socialist order and the old capitdist order or its remnants in which the 

new wins out."39 The Pa* Spirit demanded that "it must be demonstrated in this 

confrontation that the pany plays the crucial role, that is, it organises, mobilises, and leads 

the masses." 4O The Spirit of the People commanded that "there must be a correct 

examination of the character and behaviour of social types, that is not empirical or 

statistical types but a description of a type that enhances the schematic message." 

Another member of the START avant-garde, Alexander Ford, responded promptly 

to the cali of the Party. He was a conscientious Cornrnunist in the inter-war period and 

was the head of the Polish People's Army film unit Czolowka during the war. His first 

post-war fiIm, Border Street (Ulica graniczna. 1948) had touched on the deeper 

frustrations of the devastated Polish society. Peace, but also ethnic harmony, was what 

this film craved, with its image of paradise lost: the harmonious life of a Polish, a German 

and a Jewish family before the war. When the Germans establish the ghetto, the family of 

the Jewish tailor is moved into a crowded building across the street while the German 

family takes their flat. Against the dramatic background of the ghetto uprising and the 

annihilation of Jewish people, Ford sketches the relationship between the Jewish boy and 

js Ibid. pp. 9- 10. 
39 Ibid. 

Ibid. 



the ghetto resistance fighters. He also follows the evolution of his old friendship with the 

German and the Polish boy from the other side of Border Street. 

In spite of the fact that Border Srreer could never reach the spontaneous 

originality of The h s r  Stage or provoke such immediate empathy, its iconographic 

importance for Eastern European Holocaust and Polish Resistance Fighter films is 

profound. The reconstruction of the Warsaw Jewish ghetto in Border Street remains one 

of the most authentic. In creating a gallery of episodic characters and details of a lifestyle 

that is ravaged before the eyes of the viewer, Ford alludes to motifs and symbols from the 

short-iived Yiddish cinema ( I  936-38)42 with its serene mysticism, picturesque collective 

portraits. and tender family relations. Thus his contemporaries could empathise more 

strongly with the depth of the loss and better comprehend the recklessness of the uprising. 

Years later Andrzej Wajda would borrow from the Master for his reconstruction 

of the ghetto and the uprising in Generation (Pokolenie, 1954) and Samson (1961).43 He 

would employ the claustrophobic atmosphere of the sewers to syrnbolise a doomed 

struggle. Both a refuge and a trap for insurgents, the sewer was to become the visual 

metaphor of the Polish School, launched again by Wajda and his film Kanal(1956). 

Neither of Ford's subsequent and truly Zhdanovist films. The Young Chopirl 

(Mlodosc Chopina. 195 1 ) and Five Boys of Barska Street (Piatka z ulicy Barskiej, 1953) 

rose to his reputation as a member of the avant-garde because they lacked the nostalgic 

simplicity of Border Street. They were "neatly done and conventionally linear", as B. 

Michalek writes. and heavily influenced by their Soviet Zhdanovist predecessors. 

The Young Chopin closely follows A. Room's Glinka (and for that matter 

numerous films of the same genre44, the Historical-Bio-Revolutionary). It is an 

expensive and pretentious period film based on ideas borrowed by Socialist Realism from 

Romanticism, and then in turn transformed ad absurdurn by Zhdanovisrn. While still 

studying with Elsner at the Warsaw conservatory in 1830, Chopin appears as an already 

4 '  Ibid. 
'' The best known films of Yiddish cinema are Yiddle with his Fiddle (Yiddle mir'n Fiddle, dir. J .  Green. 
1937). A Lirtle Lerrer ro Mamu (A  Brivele der Manten. dir. J .  Green. 1938). The Vow (dir. I .  Szaro. 1938). 
The most famous is The Dybbuk (dir. M. Waszynski. 1938). 
43 SO would Spielberg for Schindler's List 



accomplished and militant Romantic. His confrontation at a Warsaw cafe with adherents 

to the classical music tradition is portrayed as a bitter political feud obviously marked by 

the political intolerance of the time when the film was made. 

According to the Romantic mythology, the true talent is always a true 

revolutionary, in art as well as in politics, ready for self-sacrifice for the freedom of his 

country. In the luxury of the musical salons of Vienna and Paris, Chopin suffers from 

nostalgia and blames himself for being away from his country when needed most, during 

the aborted Warsaw uprising of 183 1. His main creative drive is rooted in his concern for 

the fatherland as he often talks about a not-so-distant-future when all people shall be 

equal and enjoy freedom and art. The inevitable optimistic grand finale of the historical 

evolution is suggested in the majestic accords of his music. 

The film can also be studied as an example of art that is national in form and 

sociaIist in content. It offers an episode of a country wedding in richly stylised folklore 

costumes. This is the only time we see Chopin happy, lost in the woods and in love with a 

beautiful singer. It is not difficult to recognise Zhdanovist Popular Spirit at work here, 

considering its concern for nationaf roots, oldnew folklore traditions, and above dl its 

ambition to resolve the tension between high and low culture visually. As Popular Spirit 

has it. a true artist can create only when nurtured by the richness of hisher indigenous 

culture. The idea of the artist as a servant to the people is clearly shown in the sequences 

of Chopin's creative process. While listening to the majestic music of his Etude 

Re~drtrioruzaire, we see his handsome aristocratic face (act. C. Wollejko) superimposed 

on the valleys and forests of Poland as his source of illumination. 

Unfortunately The Young Chopin does not go much beyond a tableau vivant, all 

gorseous landscapes and wonderful music notwithstanding. Five Boys of Barska Street is 

another, this time truly Zhdanovist offspring of N. Em's Road to Life. According to 

specialists. it is also 

Ford's update of his movie The Srreer Legion (Legion Ulig) ,  considered the most popular film 

from 1932 for its rare blend of social critique and realistic locations (the streets of warraw)P5 

For more explanation on genre occurrence, please see the Genre Chart on Poland in the Appendix- 
45 Frank Bren. 1986. Op. Cit.. p. 25. 
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In the 1950s and early 60s films about juvenile delinquency became an important 

derivative of the Construction of Socialism genre all across Eastern Europe. Five Boys of 

Barska Street, one of the first colour films ever made in post-war Poland, is the story of 

five street boys who live off crime in the rubble of Warsaw. However. they straighten up 

under the positive influence of a Party secretary and a judge who are in charge of their 

criminal case. These two are the Positive Heroes who are on the right side of history and 

are bound to be ultimately victorious. They also function as symbols of the new order. 

The Party secretary epitomises the leading role of the Party which organises and 

mobilises; the Judge represents the new caring patriarchal state; and the construction 

workers portray the new socialist society, always ready to extent a helping hand to those 

in need. On the wrong side of history are the deIinquent boys, their gang and their 

instigator and provider, a former member of the non-Communist Resistance known also 

as the Home A m y  (or Amzia Krajowa, the AK). The ideoIogical, cultural and social 

characteristics of all the personages are clich&ridden. The AK man. for example. is ugly, 

cunning. and vicious. The Party secretary is handsome and tall and soft-spoken. The 

Judge is strict but just and loves the boys. The boys themselves come from families 

shattered by the war and therefore easily fall prey to bad influence. Nevertheless, all five 

of them are extremely handsome and charming, sure positives sign. Eventually the boys, 

having undergone a positive exemplary apprenticeship, give up their criminal pastime (a 

remnant of the capitalist way of life) and integrate into the new society by joining the 

cleanup and reconstruction of Warsaw. 

The problems with Five Boys are surnmarised by critic J. Fuksiewicz. He claims 

that the adherence to documentary aesthetics and simple story line, as stated in the credo 

of START. constrained Ford's artistic temperament in the 1930s. His style found its true 

expression only in his films from the early 1950s, according to Fuksiewicz. after he 

[cleased to bother with documentary redism, his penchant for images inspired by romantic 
painting. impressionist chiaroscuro. abrupt dramatic effects and psychological shocks found its 

true rea1isation.~6 

J6 F. Bren, Op. Cit.. p. 26. 



There could hardly be more eloquent corroboration of R. Robin's contention that the 

irresolvable friction between fictional and functional constraints proved SR to be an 

impossible aesthetic and made room for functionalised allegories in realism. In other 

words, only after Zhdanovisrn relieved Ford of the need for authentic representation and 

he took to making his "functionalised allegories in realism". was he able to fully realise 

his penchant for highly stylised art. 

With Five Boys Ford acquired the status of father figure in Polish cinema in the 

early 1950s. bridging the pre-war avant-garde with the Polish School. His five heroes 

bore a family resemblance to the tragically destitute but noble characters of the 

subsequent School films. Two out of the five boys (T. Janczar and T. Lomnicki) starred 

in a film by Ford's assistant Andrzej Wajda, his debut Generation (Pokolenie, 1954). 

Ford's inconsiderate and distorted representation of the AK left a more 

problematic legacy. It was in full accordance with the Wisla postulates. according to 

which 

[[]he working class (or the Communists representing them) struggled heroicaliy, while the other 
cIasses (or the Armia Krajowa. that is. Home Army). did not. This was an attempt to aggrandise 
the role of &e Communist underground resistance and minimise. even cancel, the role of the 
Home Army. Given the size and widespread participation of Poles in the resistance work of the 

Home Army. such a position was offensive and potentially inflammatory.47 

The AK was accused of cowardice, even of having collaborated with the Germans 

against the Communist resistance. Home Army leaders were "denounced as traitors and 

criminals and some ended in prison, serving long ~entences."~8 The actions taken against 

the former members of the Home Army caused harm to hundreds of thousands of PoIes. 

Among the series of gestures introduced after the October 1956 crisis49 by the 

newly appointed General Secretary W. Gomulka, was the de-criminalisation of the AK 

Ji B. Michalek & F. Turaj. Op. Cit., p .9. 
Ibid. p. 20. 
IVorkers' riots and strikes broke out in June 1956 in the industrial city of Poznan. manifesting political 

and economic discontent- The riots were suppressed by force of arms. Many were killed. others arrested. 
These events, coupled with h e  swiftly deteriorating situation in Hungary, precipitated radical changes at the 
very top of the Polish Communist Party. W. Gomdka. a former subject of Stalinist persecution at the end of 
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activities: the release from prison and rehabilitation of its former members. Polish 

literature. theatre and film took to undoing the harm as much as it was possible within the 

existing limits as the restrictions were not lifted, but only softened. After all, the AK was 

a nationalist resistance movement, organised by the government in exile in London, and 

as such, inherently anti-Soviet and anti-Communist. That meant it could never be fully 

rehabilitated. If by 1958 Polish art had dismantled most of the vestiges of terrorist 

Zhdanovism. the Annia Kmjowa and the tragic fate of the Warsaw uprising continued to 

be a sensitive spot in the Poiish national psyche and therefore in Polish culture and art 

until the final days of the regime. 

There are two major approaches to representing or rather, misrepresenting, the AK 

in the Polish cinema. The first one is an outright denigration of its participants. It was 

rooted in the Wisla period and established by films like Five Boys, Jan Rybkowski's A 

Home in the Wilderness (Dorn na pustkowiu. 1950), Jakubowska's Soldier of Victoc 

(Zolniec z\r*yciesma, 1 953). and Jerzy Kawalerowicz's Shadow (Cien, 1 955). The images 

of the AK participants pictured by these films are those of villains or of reckless rascals in 

desperate need of Communist ideological and moral guidance to channel and discipline 

their unruly rebellion. The latter image was most often reproduced in the official W. W. 11 

films from the second half of the 1960s and even into the early 70s. 

The Polish School directors,S0 and especially A. Wajda,sI are responsible for the 

most persistent image of the AK warrior as a misguided romantic, doomed by the 

merciless logic of History to perish on its garbage heap or in the sewers. If, by any chance 

his or her life is spared in the Resistance, he/she usually suffers the consequences of the 

"emotional destruction wrought by war upon people who are fated never to find peace 

and harmony." Most appropriately Tadeusz Borowski describes the literary antecedents of 

the 1940s. when he was charged with "rightist-nationalist" deviationism, was invited back and given the 
highest position in the country, First Secretary of the Polish Communist Party. 
50 Jerzy Passendorfer with Annoer ro Violence (Zcrmach, 1958); Stanislaw Lenartowic with Pills for Aurelia 
(Pigullki dla Aurelii. 1958); Witold Lesiewicz with The D e s e ~ e r  (Dezenir, 1958); Eva & Czeslaw 
Perelski's A S h  of Srone (Kamienne Niebo. 1959) and Sergeant-Major Kalen (Ogniomisrr, Kalen. 1961 ): 
Kazirnierz Kutz with Cross of Valour ( K w z  walecznych, 1959); J. Kawalerowicz with The Real End of the 
Grear War (Prawd:i\r? koniec wielkiej wojny. 1957) and Nighr Train (Pociag. 1959). 
5 1  Generarion ( 1953). Canal (Kanal. 1957) and Ashes and Diamonds (Popiol i Diamenr. 1958). 
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the heroes and the heroines from the Polish School films as people "contaminated by 

death."52 

It is difficult to condemn Wajda and his generation of filmmakers for creating 

such an image of the AK as they themselves belonged to the Polish gentry's class, which 

organised the uprising and was nearly exterminated after its defeat. As Kopaneva 

mentioned. 

Wajda comes from an officer's family. To be a Polish officer at that time meant to belong lo the 
beau monde of his provincial border garrison town- The Polish officer had to observe a strict 
code of aristocratic behaviour. to marry a girl from a good, and well off family. Noblesse oblige. 
... A Polish officer was more than just a representative of Poland. he was an epitome of Poland. 
... The same holds m e  of A. Munk; he came from a rich Jewish family. well educated and well 
assimilated into the Polish aristocracy. J. Kawalerowicz came from the impoverished landed 
aristocracy. J. Rybkowski and W. Has as well. ... In shon. the tint post-war generation of 
filmmakers, those who actually laid the foundations of the new Polish cinema. belonged to the 

in[ellectual and financial elite of pre-war ~ o l a n d . ~ ~  

The martyrology of the AK emerging from the School films could be evaluated as a 

tribute the School directors paid to their peers who perished in the uprising. It could be 

also interpreted as a compromise, which would help them remain true to the P a m  Spirit 

in matters of history; be allowed to push the limits of form and style as far as they 

possibly could and yet treat their AK protagonists with some fairness or at least with 

appropri ate deference. 

Apparently these disturbing questions did not lose their urgency with time, and 

broke into the open in a vehement and spontaneous discussion in the Polish media in 

1992. organised on the formal occasion of the 35th anniversary of the premiere of Ashes 

and Diamonds. According to Dr. Irina ~ubanova54. Ashes and Diamonds always had a 

difficult fate. It was released in Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, and the USSR seven years after 

its premiere in Poland. as the ideological watchdogs in these countries were suspicious of 

its artistic ambiguity, i.e., that it apparently meant more than it said. The Polish audiences 

5' B. Michalsk & F. Turaj. Op. Cit. p. 32. 
53 G. Kopaneva. Lecture series. Tape # 3, p. 8. 
54 Dr. Irina Rubanova is a specialist in Poiish cinema with the All-Union State Institute for Cinematography 
in Moscow. She is the author of several books on Polish cinema. The quote is fiom her presentation at the 
FIPRESCI colloquium organised within the framework of the Sochi International Film Festival '97, Russia. 



at the time of its original release were also extremely unhappy with its artistic ambiguity, 

albeit for entirely different reasons. The participants in the 1992 discussion analysed 

those reasons. They argued that the ambiguity of the film distorted historical truth and 

created a long-lasting erroneous image of AK in the Polish cinema 

This discussion is in a way paradigmatic for Eastern European cinema where the 

aesthetic and the poIitical are so closely intertwined that "a film is never only a film." 

Especially if the film is a great work of art, like Ashes and Diamonds, and at the same 

time has badly distorted the (historical) truth. I will quote Rubanova's statement in its 

entirety. as 1 believe it is extremely important for my argument. 

I have to admit that there was always this duality, uncertainty that has clouded the reputation of 
,4shes and Diamonds. On one hand. a great work of an. and on the other-a historically flawed. 
unrealistic representation of the events from 1935. This ambiguity accounted for the difficulties i t  
had when being approved for distribution in other Eastern European countries. It had to wait for 
seven years to be shown in Bulgaria. in Czechoslovakia and in the USSR. Its delayed premiere 
explains the paradoxical comparison in articles and reviews of the A & D finale with that of 
Brearhless as Godard's film had already become an icon in Eastern Europe- These difficulties. 
how,ever. were nothing compared with the problems A & D had with the Polish audiences who 
disliked it right away. 

This duality is programmed in the code of the film. We all know that it is an adaptation of 
a canonical literary piece by Jerzy Andrzejewski that has been taught at Polish schools until 
recently as an example of Socialist Realist prose. The screen adaptation follows the literary 
original fairly adequately and the few necessary changes do not alter the spirit of Andrzejewski's 
work. In che novel, the principal hero is the Communist Szczuka, while the Chelmicki boy is a 
secondary personage. just another AK killer for hire. But then the author of the novel was also 
the author of the script. together with Wajda. He himself invoduced the changes ten years after 
the original novel was written: the narrative evolved to some extent. and Andrzejewski himself 
kept evolving over the years, from a die-hard Communist and adherent to Udanovism. to one of 

the organisers of the KOR (Committee for the Defence of the ~ o r k e r s ) . ~ ~  Unfortunaiely. he died 
immediately after the Solidarity crisis. in 1982. There was evolution in the acceptance of the film 
by the Polish viewers and in its interpretation. The anniversary of A & D provoked a very 
passionate discussion. It also targeted Wajda himself, and to a lesser extent his previous film, 
Canal. I would Iike to warn you right away that this was not a theoretical discussion on 
aesthetics-rsiated issues; no one subjected to re-evaluation the artistic qualities of the film or 
conrested its status as a classical work of the world cinema. But its artistic vinues were relegated 
ro a secondary. unimportant place. The discussion had a public character, and the immediate 
subject of such discussions always is contents. ideology, ethics and ideas, not aesthetics. 

The discussion took place within the framework of the ongoing major re-evaluation of old 
authorities and icons of the Polish culture from the Communist times. under the title "Anists and 

It  was called East and W ~ S I :  Dvferent Traditions, Different Genmttions, and focused on different 
approaches to the analysis of politically engaged films. 
55 They were formed by "prominent Polish intellectuals in 1976 who were arrested themselves as students 
i n  1968." KOR created a parallel polis with a flourishing alternative press. Alternative courses. especially in 
politics and histoy. took place in "flying universities" in private flats at considerable risk to their owners." 
F. Bren. Op. Cit.. p. 134. 
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Power." The opening statement was made by Slavomir Mrozek as no critic. even with h e  
standing of Andrzej Werner (once Wajda's close collaborator and one of his sharpest critics in 
this discussion). enjoyed the moral authority of a writer in Potand. And Mrozek is a figure of 
European and even of world fame. The discussion was started with the accusation that Wajda 
always was. if not a "palace" filmmaker. than at least a spiritual and ideological fellow traveller 
of the Communist leadership. Such a stem accusation needed proof. And the proof was very 
simple: neither A di D nor Canal told the whole truth. In fact, their plots, their characters. their 
dialogues were fraudulent. Canal. they argued. ended where it should have begun: h e  main 
characters Korab (T. Janczar) and Daisy (T. Izewska) approach the iron grid that separates them 
from their freedom and the world; they gaze at the river Wisla. And who is at that time on the 
other side of Wisla? On the other side of Wisla are the Soviet troops who watch in treacherous 
silence the devastation of Warsaw and the massacre of its population. In ptain words. with its 
inaction. the Soviet Army helped the Nazis to crush the Warsaw uprising. And no one can argue 
this fact, indeed. That is the historical truth. 

Cenainly, one can claim that neither Canal nor A & D are documentary films. or have 
ever aimed at historical accuracy; they atre not even historical dramas. And in fact they outgrow7 
their factual. literary and dramatic parameters on the level of ideas. on a spiritual level and on an 
artistic level. That is why the finale of Canal is interpreted in the right way. In J. Stavinksi's 
literary original there is no Wisla, no iron grid. not even a hint about the other side of the river. 
This image was created by Wajda as an implicit, but a very strong suggestion. 

And here is the drama of the great artist who is also politically engaged. It is impossible to 
create a great work of art under a totalitarian regime; and if such a work is created, it cannot 
function. For it is difficult to challenge Wajda's accusers either. They rightfully claim that 
conceahg the historical truth. lying abcut it or at best getting away with half truths and 
suggestive hints maybe makes good art but is extremely destructive and dishonest to the 
collective memon of the nation for its identity. Staying silent, they argue. is the only ethical 
stand a true artist and a citizen can take until the constraints and restrictions of censorship are 
lifred and the whole truth can be spoken out loud. 

Cenain!~  at one point of the discussion things became ugly. A very popular journalist. 
Konkalewski. published a book, unprecedented in malice and terroristic in spirit. It is allegedly a 
documentary book about the making of Ashes and Diamonds. In it he claims that J. Andrzejewki 
was closely associated with the Secret Services and wrote the book on materials that were 
supplied by them about the arrest. interrogation and the trial of the man who became the 
prototype of Maciek Chelrnicki. The author goes on to say that the prototype is alive and has 
published his photo along with his true-life story. Thus Konkalewski added up a few new sticks 
into the fire that was threatening to engulf Wajda and his legacy. 

At this point Adam Michnik. a major political and cultural figure in post-Communist 
Poland. stepped in and published a leading article in his own newspaper, Gazera Wj.borca. called 
"The Artist in Evolution." Michnik deeply respects Wajda and believes that A & D is one of the 
highest points in Polish culture of at1 time. But the brunt of his argument rests with the fact that 
Wajda, the great artist that he is, was for quite a long while only a great artist. a delicate, nervous, 
powerful artist. concerned however only with the impact of his films on the viewers. And while 
Michnik admits that this should be the principal concern of any artist. he also claims that Wajda 
became a truly Polish national director only when, following Andnejewski. he became a KOR 
and Solidarity activist. and ultimately when he made Man of Marble (1976). I t  is a well-known 
fact. indeed, that Wajda resisted dissidence for a number of years as he considered semi-legal 
status to be extremely counter-productive for an. 

These accusations and discussions succeeded in confusing Wajda to the point that he 
decided to repent for his errors in A & D, and to shoot its remake. The Ring with the Crowned 
Eagle (1993). It quotes the old film many times over in its visuals and even its sound uack. 
Unfortunately, Wajda did not know how to finish it and hesiwled over the finale for almost a 
year. ... This brings me again to the topic of our discussion. that films like A & D always find 
themselves in a magnetic field of contradictions and become a subject of demands that 



completely ignore the nature of art. On the other hand. such demands and accusations are 
perfectly legitimate as the subject matter of these films is of ultimate imponance for the nation.56 

Andrzej Munk, another Polish School director, tried a third approach to the AK 

and to "Polishness." In an attempt to create a more adequate psychological portrait of the 

Poi is h non-Communist resistance, in Eroica ( 1 956) and Bad tuck (Zezowate Szczescie, 

19601 he demythologises the uprising and de-heroicises its participants. Actually, his two 

films are often interpreted as being in a polemical relationship with Canal and Ashes and 

Diamonds. His Eroica is the first and only comedy about the Warsaw Uprising. In 

contrast to the "tragic and trapped heroes of Canal, Munk gives us a rascal. Canal is 

serious. sombre. full of gloom. Eroica is comedic. almost farcical."S7 And while Ashes 

and Diamonds "compressed within itself all the relevant questions and problems in the 

light of duty and a certain heroism, Munk the ironist in his Bad Luck played the dilemma 

with comic. almost farcical interpretati~n."~~ According to G. Kopaneva. 

th 19 century Polish history is a history of uprisings against Russia: in I83 1. in 1848 and in 1863. 
The so called "Polish dilemma" about the means of struggle for national unity and independence- 
-whether to fight or not to fight; whether to achieve the goal through patient evolution or radical 
revolution. by succumbing to the daily routine or defy destiny and go to the barricade-has 
resulted in the Polish Romantic nationaiist pathos. It is a bit over-stated and somewhat artificial 
anistic mode. Wajda has demonstrated it brilliantly in Canal. Munk parodies it in both Eroica 
and Bad Luck as he considers it primitive and provincial and demeaning for the grandeur of 
Polish history and Polish culturc. Unfortunately, he was the only representative of this realistic 

and sobering trend.s9 

In order to counter the historical pessimism and existentialism of the Polish 

School. qualified by the authorities as "negative aesthetic tendenciesw6* the state, as in 

Yugoslavia after the crackdown against Novi Film, produced a large cycle of war films. 

These films unconditionally glorified the Communist Resistance, or the People's Army 

(Amzia Lrcjdowa), the Soviet Union as saviour of Poland, and finally, added some 

finishing touches to the negative image of the AK. 

- -- -- - - - - - - -- 

56 The quote is from my own tapes of the proceedings at the colloquium and is used here for the first time. 
and with the permission of Dr. Rubanova. (Translation from the Russian is mine-XS). 
57 B. Michalek & F. Turaj. Op. Cit. p. 27. 
58 Ibid. p. 28. 
59 G. Kopaneva, Lecture series, Tape # 3, p.2. 



After the demise of the Polish School, most of its directors found refuge in the 

rich Polish literary tradition and in the lucrative budgets for screen adaptations. Ford 

made the first big-budget blockbuster in Polish cinema, based on Henryk Sienkiewicz's 

classic The Teutonic Knights (Kr;?.zoq. 1960).61 It was followed by adaptations of other 

titans of Polish literature: S. Zeromski's Ashes (Popiofy, dir. A. Wajda. 1965); B. Prus's 

The Doll (Lalka, dir. W. Has. 1968); Sienkiewicz's Pan Wolodyiowski (1969). which was 

considered for a long time "the most expensive film ever made in Poland", and 

S ienkiewicz's The Deluge (Potop, dir. J. Hoffman, 1974). 

In the mid- 1970s through the early 80s, contemporary life finally claimed its place 

on Polish screen. What had been simmering in recurring "black*' series of documentary62 

and fiction films63 from the second half of the 1950s. in the socially conscious films of 

the young directors from the 1960s and the 70s, made a break-through in a cycle of fiction 

films known as Cinema of Moral Concern (or Moral Anxiety). Cinema of Moral Concern 

became the second grave challenge (after the Czechoslovak New Wave) to the social and 

ideoIogica1 status quo, not only in Poland, but also across Eastern Europe. The artistic 

alter ego of the Solidarity movement, the Cinema of Moral Concern contributed greatly to 

the undermining and eventual collapse of the Communist system. 

60 h?. & A. Liehm. Op. Cit.. p. 369. 
61 Ford Ieft Poland as a protest against the anri-Semtic purge, unleashed by the Polish Communist Party in 
1968. 
'' Among others. Attention Hooligans! (hugs chuiigani! dir. Jeny Hoffman. 1955); Where the Devil 
Sajs Good-nigh[ (Gdzie diabel mowi dobranoc, dir. K. Karabasz and W. Slesicki, 1956); Warsaw. 56 
( N'arsza~r~a 56, dir. JarosIaw Brzozowski, 1956); Paragraph Zero (Paragraf zero, dir. Wlodzimierz 
Borowik, 1957). 
63 The End of rhe Nighr (Koniec not?. dir. J .  Dziedzina P. Komorowski, W. Uszycka. 1957); Land (Ziemia, 
dir. J .  Zarzycky, 1957); Damned Roads (Baza lu&i urnartych. dir. E. and C. Petelski, 1959); Smali Town 
(Miasrecdo. dir. R. Drobactynski. J.  Dziedzina, J .  Leski, 1960); The Moonwalkers (Lunatycy, dir. Bohdan 
Poreba. 1960). 
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To paraphrase the claim of Konrad and Szelenyi that the Eastern European 

intelligentsia would have invented Marxism without Marx, the Yugoslav example proves 

that. under the right circumstances, Eastern European cultural authorities and filmmakers 

would have probably invented Zhdanovism without Zhdanov. Yugoslavia, like Poland, 

was a war-torn country that had to start a film industry from scratch, but without the 

benefit of experienced directors and with virtually no cinematic tradition. 

Documentary filmmakers mark the beginning of post-war film production in 

Yugoslavia. In 1944 a film section was formed in the propaganda department of the high 

command of the liberation forces. A crew of young Yugoslav cameramen (all in their 

20s). who had worked with the cameramen of the allied armies in filming military 

operations. came straight from the mountains and the battlefield to the film studios. They 

did their best. making up for the lack of professionalism with abundant enthusiasm. Most 

of them preferred to continue dabbling in documentary filmmaking until they gained the 

experience necessary for fiction films. K. Hlavaty and G. Gavrin made the first post-war 

documentary, Jusenovac (l945), about the notorious concentration camp. The titles of 

other early post-war works reveal their contents: New Belgrade (N. Popovic, 1945); In rhe 

Nume of tlre Nation (R. Novakovic. 1946): Victory Day in Zagreb (S. Simatovic, 1947): 

Georgi Dimitrov-a tribute to a Bulgarian statesman--(P. Djordjevic, 1947); Yourh 

Builds ( 1936) and New Youth ( 1947). both directed by F. Hanzekovic. 

From their perspective as former members of Tito's People's Liberation Army, 

these directors felt that, however crudely. documentary filmmaking would enable them to 

express the frustration and anguish they felt as citizens of a nation divided along every 

possible line: religious, ethnic, political, and ideological. Besides, documentary 

filmmaking allowed them to continue to enjoy the open-air locations. Steep mountains 

and beautiful gorges became a trademark of the Yugoslav Partisan film genre. 

Two Yugoslav fiction films appeared in 1947: Vjekoslav Afric's Slavica and 

Ni koIa Popovicts This People Must Live (Ziveci ovaj narod). Slavica became generally 

accepted as the first Yugoslav fiction film. as it premiered a few months earlier than This 



People.. . . The subject matter of both films is almost identical: two lovers, both 

Resistance fighters, are separated by war. The woman dies a heroic death. Of the two, 

This People Musr Live is the more naive and disorganised. The Liehms have rightfully 

noted that in This People Must Live the director's "efforts at a formal experiment resulted 

in a controversial superstructure imposed on a straightforward plot." 64 In its almost 

savage brutality. however. this film presents a much stronger sense of its time than the 

tamer Slavica, which is neatly crafted in accordance with Zhdanovist prescriptions. The 

fact that Slavics's director V. Afric (with N. Popovic, G. Gavrin, R. Novakovic and 

orhsrsj A. Room's assistant during the making of the propaganda documentary In the 

Mortntains of Yugoslavia, had apparently influenced his aesthetic preferences. 

This People Musr Live is a story about a Partisan unit hiding in a village high up 

in the mountains of Montenegro. Betrayed by the Ustasha (or by the Chetniks), the 

Partisans are surrounded by Germans and condemned to death. A local girl joins the 

Resistance and meets the Croat Ivan. He leaves on a mission: she is captured, tortured, 

and killed. The film shows the selfless heroism of the peasants, but does not hide their 

desperation. It even features rare documentary footage in its finale. Marshal Tito 

personally re-enacts one of his fiery speeches encouraging his Partisans to fortify national 

unity.65 The film presents all the iconography of the Partisan genre that came to be 

largely associated with the Yugoslav (but also with the Bulgarian and Slovak) cinema 

over the following three decades. Examples of Partisan iconography are abundant. 

Realistic battles and torture scenes are set in gorgeous mountain landscapes. A fanatic, 

almost sensual devotion to Party and Leader is passionately enacted. Rugged noble 

partisans are pictured as archetypal folklore heroes. Beautiful women are featured as 

nunuring sisters to the heraes, giving them first aid, washing bandages, feeding them and 

dying with Tito's name on their lips. Cruel foreign occupants are shown as invariably 

singing Sie he@t Erika when marching or playing the violin while captured partisans are 

being tortured. Even crueller internal enemies are featured: invariably ugly Croat Ustasha 

and Serb Chetniks. Folklore motifs of fratricide, betrayal, and self-sacrifice; the mystique 

a Sf. dk A. Liehm. Op. Cit.. p. 1%. 



of an untimely and violent death; the call of blood-they are all there in a pure and raw 

form. 

This People Musr Live is a careful tour de force in equal ethnic representation. 

Like all films created immediately after the war, it craves peace in spite of its bellicose 

subject matter. And the road to peace in Tito's Yugoslavia passed through ethnic unity. In 

tune with this fundamental tenet of the Yugoslav state, the girl is Montenegrin, while the 

boy is Croat. The Partisan unit is emphatically diverse: Catholic Croats and Bosnian 

Muslims fight side by side. There is also a Serbian professor of ethnography who uses 

every opportunity to explain that Serbs, Croats, Montenegrins. and Bosnians share the 

same ethnic roots and history, and should unite against the forces of evil, internal as well 

as external. who would benefit from their division.66 These images and issues were going 

strong in Yugoslav films well into the 1970s and even in the 80s. as persistent 

expressions of Tito's attempts to contain the growing crisis of Yugoslav national unity. 

Ti to broke with StaIin in June 1948 over irresolvable tactical contradictions 

concerning Corninform policy, but the strategic goals, the ideology, the principles, and 

the leadership methods of the two multiethnic federations - Soviet Union and Yugoslavia 

- remained the same. Therefore the somewhat ritual renunciation (at an extraordinary 

conference held in the Fall of 1948) of the Socialist Realist canon by the ideologues of 

Yugoslav cinema was as futile as it was paradoxical. Zhdanovism was rejected with the 

same passion and arrogance that accompanied its imposition in the rest of Eastern 

Europe. The purges unleashed by Tito against cominfomisrs within the ranks of the 

Yugoslav Communist Party only prove the point that Stalin's and Tito's methods of 

manipulation were identical. More than 50,000 Party members, "caught in the dilemma 

between the two idols, were mercilessly tortured and ma~sacred."6~ The reaction of the 

so-called tradirionalists against the modernists at the conference proved the same point: 

the traditionalists insisted on their own rigid canon, called "national realism", and 

65 A quarter-century later it was the Hollywood film star Richard Burton who would deliver the fiery 
speeches and make the strategic decisions, in Sripe Delic's blockbuster Surjeska (1974). 
66 The same character appears in Battle on the Nerewa (Bitka na Neretvi. dir. Veljko Bulajic. 1969). 
6' Dimitrije Djordjevic. 1992. "The Yugoslav Phenomenon", in Col. Hirr.. pp. 324-31. 



obviously held the upper hand over the more democratic-minded modernists who insisted 

on encouraging tolerance and experimentation in art. 68 

Well into the 1950s there continued to appear films made along stem Uldanovist 

(or "traditionalist") lines. The films on contemporary subjects like G. Gavrin's Lve 

Belongs :o Us (Zivot je nas. 1948) and VI. Pogagic's SZOQ of a Factov (Prica o fabrici. 

1949). both Construction of Socialism genre oeuvres, displayed the fundamental 

reluctance of filmmakers to discuss difficult contemporary issues. The introduction of 

workers' self-management in the early 1950s, the experiments with a mixed economy. and 

the Iow level of agricultural collectivisation made that genre redundant. On the other 

hand. the popularity of the war films with the authorities and with the filmmakers was 

growing. as war proved very early on to be a favourite and safe topic. It was much easier 

to apply Zhdanovist/traditionalist Manichean principles to events from the recent war 

than to the swiftly changing contemporary reality. The foundations of both the 

and the Resistance ~ i ~ h t e r 7 0  genres were firmly laid during those years, and the young 

film industry came up with another half a dozen war films over the next couple of years. 

There is yet another reason for the subsequent obsession of the Yugoslav cinema 

~ t f i t h  the armed Resistance and the events from W.W.H. It was predicated on another 

strong family resemblance the Yugoslav cinema shared with other Eastern European 

cinemas. or more specificall y with the Polish cinema. Actually, the Yugoslav 

establishment used cinema much more actively than the Polish as a tool for legitimation 

of its power. It aimed to create a false mythology by presenting the complex and 

controversial history of W. W. II as a united struggle by all Yugoslav people against the 

common enemy. the German invaders, under the enlightened and uncontested leadership 

of the Communist Party and more specifically, of Marshal Tito. In so doing, the Yugoslav 

artistic intelligentsia seriously contributed to the grave crisis of self-knowledge that was 

to come to a head in the late 1980s and tear the country asunder. 

68 M. gt A. Liehm. Op. Cit., p. 128. 
69 Border CheckPoin! (Zasrava. dir. B .  Marijanovic. 1939); Uncle Zvane (Barba Zrqane. dir. V .  Afric. 
1949 ). 
70 Immortal Youth (Besmnna mladosr, dir. R. Nanovic. 1948); On Our Own land (Nu svoji zemlji. dir. F. 
Stiglic. 194s). 
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First of all, the peoples of Yugoslavia were far from being in agreement whether 

the Germans were their enemies (Serbia, Montenegro) or allies (Macedonia, Croatia, 

Voivodina) in their struggle for national independence. With an "officially proclaimed 

wartime army of 800,000 fighters, the Yugoslavs would hold the record for European 

resistance, but with 300,000 alleged collaborators, they would also hold the record for co- 

operating with the enemy."71 The most notorious collaboration movement was among 

the Ustasha in Croatia. During the war the Ustasha are alleged to have committed the 

worst atrocities against the Serbs and the Jews in the Fascist Independent state of Croatia 

WDH). As a result of the "occupation, [and] the nationai, religious, and ideological civil 

war that caused an excess of suffering", the number of victims who Yell prey to the 

occupiers. the civil war. and the genocide1* is estimated "officially at 1. I mi1lion.**~2 

According to the Encyclopaedia of the Holocaust an estimated 6@0,000 people were 

killed in Croatia. of which close to 25,000 were ~ews.73 

Second. the anti-German resistance was also deeply divided. Both the Chetniks 

under General Drajzha Mihailovich and Tito's Partisans constituted anti-Fascist 

resistance movements, but they differed in ideology, politics, and strategy. These 

differences resulted in bitter confrontation and a fratricidal war between the two 

movements during the German occupation. 

Like the Polish Home Army, Mihailovich's Chetniks were pro-Westem minded 

Serbian nationalists, anti-Communist and anti-Fascist, fighting for an improved post-war 

order in which the Serbs and their king would keep their central role.74 

7 i  D. Djordjevic. Col. Hisr.. Op. Cit., pp. 323-31. 
72 Ibid. 
7 3 ~ n  October 1934. the Ususha assassinated King Alexander of Yugoslavia and the French foreign minister 
Earthou in Marseilles. and arrangements for the murder were allegedly traced to Hungary. According to 
some estimates. Pavelic had attracted some 40,000 Croatian followers by the eve of W.W.11. The Ustasha 
dictator Ante Pavelic started passing anti-minority laws (anti-Serb and anti-Jewish mainly, but also anti- 
Gypsy) jess than a month after coming to power in April of 194 1, immediately after the German attack 
against Yugoslavia was unleashed in March-April of 194 I. The atrocities committed in the independent 
state of Croatia. primarily against Serbs, left an enduring mark on the national relations of Serbs and Croats 
for years ro come. 

Those Chetniks. who were not killed in battle, were destroyed by Tito's Liberation Army. Many of them 
made it to Ailied territory. but with few exceptions they were sent back to Yugoslavia where Tito disposed 
of them almost on the spot. General Drzja Mihailovich, the leader of the Chemik movement. was summarily 
tried and convicted for high treason in Belgrade. Mihailovich was executed on July 26, 1946. By killing 
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Some sources say that from 1943 on Tito was not fighting the Germans and 

Italians and was even looking for a way to accommodate them, while being engaged in 

his civil war against the Ustasha and Chetniks. In April 1943, worried about rumours of 

an Allied landing in the Balkans, Tito proposed a truce with the Germans to enable him 

to get rid of the Chetniks and even to oppose an Anglo-American landing in Yugoslavia. 

He was saved from further embarrassment by Hitler's refusal to deal with "bandits", but 

the Germans did allow Tito to defeat Mihailovich in Montenegro. 

The Partisans, having emerged victorious in the civil war against the Chetniks and 

Ustasha. set the political agenda very much dong the ideological lines of the force that 

led them. the Communist Party. At the end of the war and immediately after it, they also 

involved themselves in the brutal liquidation of political and military opponents in 

war. 75 

On the background of this complex and dramatic war history, the fascination of 

Yugoslav directors with the Partisan and Resistance Fighter stories seemed natural and 

the success of S l a ~ f c a  and This People Must Live with the authorities proved they were on 

the right track. After the formal decentralisarion of the film industry in 195 1 and 

especially after the introduction of workers' self-management in cinema in 1953, 

however. the Yugoslav directors from the first convocation tried to look elsewhere for 

cultural models due to political but mainly financial reasons. They turned to traditional 

genres like comedy and melodrama with tell-all titles like Hei, Lero! (dir. V. Afric, 

1952); All  to Sea ( S L ~  nu more, dir. S .  Popovic, 1952); The Gypsy Girl (Tziganka. dir. V. 

Nanovic, 1953). Lack of experience and craftsmanship, and the recently introduced 

financial accountability, nearly sank the home-grown entertainment industry. Yugoslav 

cinema was on the verge of relapsing into its inter-war mode of sporadic filmmaking. The 

mountain gorges of Bosnia, the medieval architecture in Dalmatia and the beauties along 

the Adriatic coast began once again to attract scores of Western crews, a sure sign that 

him. Tito broke two of the promises he had given to the British, namely to secure Mihailovich's right to a 
fair trial and to spare his life. 
75 The above historical overview is based on foremost expens in Yugoslav history: 
D. Djordjcvic. Col. Hist.. Op. Cit.. pp. 1 1, 18 I .  245. 320,324-5. Mihailo Cmobmja. 1994. The Yugoslav 
Drama (Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press). pp. 59-60.63.65-6. 67-8. I5 1-2. Ivo 



Yugoslavia was in danger of returning to its pre-war predicament as a "cinematographic 

colony par exceilence."76 

It was at this cruciaI moment when the "peripheral and underdeveloped" 

republics, as the jargon of the time had it. intervened with initiatives and claimed their 

own Slavicas or at least a variation of nlis People Must Live. 1948 saw the appearance of 

the first S Iovene post-war film, directed by France Stiglic (On Our O w n  Land / Na n o j  

sernlji), and by 1955 all the republics, peripheral and otherwise, established their own 

film production centres77 and had made their own first Zhdanovist/traditionalist film. 

Major Bauk (dir. N. Popovic, 1951) was produced by Bosna fi!m in Sarajevo; Border 

CheckPoirtt (dir. B .  Marjanovic, 1949) was made by Jadran Film in Zagreb; Frosina (dir. 

V. Nanovic, l9S2), by Vardar Film in Skopje: Trieste (Trst, dir. Fr. Stiglic, 195 1 ), by 

Triglav Film in Ljubljana. 

In spite of the different production locations, the local colour and plots, these 

films were true examples of stereotyped "national form" and sanitised socialist content. 

AIthough known as national. the local studios avoided making films reflecting the 

specifics of the local culture. history, and especially contemporary problems. The 

directive was to look for safe and inclusive subject matter. 

What kept the film industry going through those years was Tito's determination to 

use every possible means to keep the federation together as a way of preserving his 

personal power. Therefore he did all he could to suppress the virulent nationalism of the 

republics in the name of Communist internationalism and the building of Socialism. The 

creation of the "new Yugoslav culture" was an attempt to eliminate the national question 

by eradicating its historical sources. This proved to be an impossible venture from the 

beginning. The indigenous pre-war cultural traditions could not be hannonised and the 

peoples frequently expressed fundamentdly irreconcilable cultural, national, and political 

- - -  

Banac. 1992. "Foreword: The Politics o f  Cultural Diversity in Yugoslavia", in Balknn Babel: Politics. 
Culrure and Religion in Yugoslaria. ed. Sabrina Peva Ramet. (Boulder: Westview Press), pp. ix - xiii. 
76 Dejsn Kosanovic. 1986. 'Tableau synoptique ( 1  896-1 985): les evknements cinernatographique et socio- 
poli~iques", in Le CinPma Yougoslave, from the Georges Pompidou Cinema Series, ed. Jean-Loup Passek, 
(Editions du Cenue Georges Pompidou: Paris), p. 3 1 .  
77 Between June 1936. and May 1948, nine film production centres were opened across Yugoslavia: Jadran 
Film and Nasravni (Educational) Film in Zagreb; Avala Film, Zastava Film and Zvezda Film in Belgrade; 
Triglav Film in Ljubljana; Vardar Film in Skopje; Bosna Film in Sarajevo: Lovcen Film in Cetinje. 
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aspirations. Worse yet. the official myths of the "new Yugoslav Socialist culture" were 

not harmonious.78 in spite of many decrees and summons to artists to reflect on the 

"commcn Yugoslav social experience", this experience came to be riddled with serious 

problems from the very start; they were mainly economic and organisational, but also 

ethnic and ideological. Consequently, films touching on sensitive issues and treating 

contemporary reality with a critical approach were highly undesirable and subject to 

purges. 

Yugoslav directors from the second generation, recent graduates from prestigious 

European film schools as well as from the no less prestigious Belgrade Film Academy, 

had to give up their desire for genuine social observation and analysis and to renounce 

any search for national identity. Rather, they had to concentrate on the individual within 

hisher immediate physical surroundings. usually the family. Thus a series of films. rich 

in existential. psychological. and psycho-pathological explorations. appeared at the end of 

the 1950s and early 60s. Deliberately or not, Yugoslav films became devoid of even local 

characteristics. Therefore films.79 shot in Belgrade, Ljubljana, Sarajevo, Zagreb and 

Skopje. were "shockingly" similar in their "repetition of the same model of 'family film', 

and in their treatment of isolated casesW8* which were. however, symptomatic of an 

agpavating crisis of self-knowledge. 

The endemic social malaise became the centre of a movement in the second half 

of the 1960s and early 70s. called New Film (Novi ~ i l , n ) . g l  Like no other dissident 

'%[ Lhe 7th Congress of the League of Yugoslav Communists in 1958. some delegates had spoken out "for 
the formation of a Yugoslav nation and the abolition of the republics." Tito. too. was apparently influenced 
by such views. In 1963, out of the blue, he advocated Yugoslav integralism, at least in a cultural sense: "If 
we want to create a Socialist culture". he said. "we must also have a common program. It must be 
Yugoslav. Not every republic or every nationality can create its own Socialist culture. for this would mean 
separation." I. Banac. Op. Cit., p. ix-xiii; and also Easrern Europe: Tran~formarion and Revolution. 1935- 
91, Documents and Analyses. ed. Lyman H. Legters (Toronto: D.C.Heath and Company, 1992), pp. 102-14. 
79 Salurdaj Evening (Suborom uvece, dir. F.  Hazenkovic. 1957). O n l ~  the People (Sumo fjudi, dir. B .  
Bauer, 1957); 1 Will Come Back (Vrarim se. dir. J .  Gale. 1957); H-8 (dir. N. Tanhofer, 1958); Communal 
Apannzenr (Zajednicki stan. dir. M .  Vajda, 1960); The Two of Them (Dvoje, dir. Al. Petrovic, 1961); 
Dancing irt the Rain (Ples nu kisi, dir. D. Hladnik, 1961 ). 

Miron Chernenko. 1993. '*Through the Valleys. Through the Mountains: An Essay on Yugoslav Cinema 
1937-GO", in From Yalra ro Malra, Op. Cit., pp. t 80- I .  
81 The best known works of Novi Film are Trairor (Izdainik. dir. Kokan. Rakonjac, 1964); The Real Stare of 
Affairs (Praryo sranje srvari, dir. V1. Slijepcevic, 1964); Prore'gi (Sricenik, dir. V. Slijepcevic, 1966); 
Horoscope (Horoskop, B. Draskovic, 1967); The Birch Tree (Breza, dir, A. Babaja, 1967). 
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artistic movement in Eastern Europe, it had an official name, "Black Film", which 

emerged as a result of the counter-offensive launched in the press by the authorities. The 

best known representatives of Novi Film-Alexandre ~ e t r o v i c h , ~ ~  Zivoin ~avlovic.83 

and Dusan ~ a k a v e j e v ~ ~ - w e r e  from the second and the third generation of Yugoslav 

filmmakers. Novi Film was artistically related to the achievements in the documentary 

and animation cinema, which as a rule enjoyed more freedom. Socially and politically, 

Novi Film was a result of the so-called "second Yugoslav Revolution", which consisted 

of a Party reform, revision of the state constitution, further decentralisation, and 

expansion of worker self-management in the economy. It also introduced new forms of 

film production.85 As M. Pekhankova puts it, Black Film was a "window into a very 

brutal life. pushed ajar by a brief and misled democratisation process."86 

N o ~ i  Filnz came to an abrupt end with the change of internal policy in 1972 when 

Tito unleashed an attack against the Croat nationalists. It "turned into a broad campaign 

with purges. arrests. and even show trials aimed at the libera1 wing of the Yugoslav 

Communist Party. at intellectuals and representatives of the radicdised students."g7 The 

films of Makavejev and Pavlovic were banned. dong with a number of othersgg, and the 

response of the Party, as in Poland in the 1960s, was a wave of official films about 

W.W. rr. 

" Three {Tri. 1965): I Hart- E~men Mer Happy Gypsies (Skupljacipem. 1967): Ir Rains in My Village (Bice 
skoro propasr sllera. 1 969 ); The Masrer and Margarira (Majsror i Margarira. 1972). 
Y-' The Double (Sovraznik. 1965); The Awakening of the Rars (Budjenje pacova, 1966); When I am Pale 
and Dead (Kad budem mnav i beo, 1 967); The Ambush (Z4seda. 1969); Red Husks (Rdece klasje. 197 1 ). 

Man Is Nor a Bird (Covek nije rica, 1965); An Affair of rhe Heon or The Tragedy of the Swirchboard 
Operaror (Ljubavni slucaj ili rragedija sluzbenice PTT, 1967); Innocence Unprorecred (Nevinnosr be: 
,-asire. 1968); W. R. - Mysteries of rhe Organism (W. R. - Misrerije organisma, 197 1 ). 
85 " 4 s  of 1962. the annual federal funding for cinema was distributed evenly among h e  republican studios. 
and provisions were inuoduccd to facilitate local funding. This immediately created tensions among the 
regional film production centres. The basic law for cinema was reptaced by a legislative apparatus. whose 
purpose was to protect the national cinemas and give them the right to function as autonomous institutions." 
D. Kosanovic. Op. Cit.. p. 30. 
86 M. Pekhankova. interview, Op. Cit. 

M. Bs A. Liehm, Op. Cit., p. 430. 
8s Gralitation (Grariracqa, dir. B.  Ivanda, 1968); Bata Cengic's The Role of My Familj in rhe World 
Re\.olurion (Uloga moje porodice u sverskoj revoluciji, 197 1 ) and The Lye of a Shock Worker (Slike iz 
:ir.ora udarnika, 1972); Random Life (Slucajni zivor, dir. A. Peteriic, 1972). 
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For understandable reasons, Tito and his supporters from the League of Yugoslav 

Communists realised that the only territory where the common Yugoslav identity could 

still be safely explored was the war experience, or rather that part of it that they 

considered harmless ideologically and politically. On the other hand, the inherent 

drarnatism of the war experience made it a desirable source of themes and ideas for new 

generations of filmmakers who had not lived through the war. War films were considered 

a prestigious and profitable assignment and were usually made only in the official Serbo-' 

Croat language by a federal team of directors and well known actors and actresses. 

FoIIowing this practice over the next four decades, the Yugoslav cinema came to 

represent a truly federal cultural institution, maybe the only one in the ~ e ~ u b l i c . 8 9  

A few powerful dissident works notwithstanding, the Yugoslav national cinema, 

and later television, were turned into principal instruments for the legitimation of 

federalism and for systematic distortion of historical facts under the close supervision of 

Pany ideologues. As in the rest of Eastern Europe. the number of films about W. W. 11 

and the persistence of Resistance Fighter, Partisan and Battalia genres, were sure signs of 

the length and frequency of the legitimation crises of the totalitarian state. The 

continuation of such films in Yugoslavia through the mid-80s suppons my argument. 

Bulgaria 

Bulgarian cinema did not have much to relinquish to Uldanovist aesthetics. 

Nevertheless, between the wars it had begun to create its own profile and identity. In its 

growing preoccupation with national roots and traditions, with folk songs and costumes, 

s9 At h e  conference on the Central and Eastern European National Cinemas held at the University of 
Western Ontario October 9- 1 1, 1998, Daniel I. Goulding, the only North American scholar specialising in 
Yugoslav cinema. argued that cinema was the "most authentic federalist experience in Yugoslavia." His 
contention can be understood as a lament on behalf of filmmakers who have lost all suppon of the state; the 
federal _government no longer exists. and various national govenmencs cannot afford to finance cinema. 
Goulding spoke about "spiritual and intellectual communities reaching out for one another" and of "shared 
Yugoslav kinship and identity" among hem. He also made reference to recent visics to festivals there and to 
optimistic signs of movement towards some kind of unity and mutual suppon among filmmakers who were 
badly hit by che split of the country and the war. 
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it was very close in spirit to Hungarian inter-war and wartime cinema. From the mid- 

1930s to the mid-40s Bulgarian films primarily targeted village and small-town audiences 

with melodramas based on popular novels, folk-tales, and legends. Most pictures were 

imitations of distinguished foreign films, mainly of European origin because of the 

hegemony of German and Hungarian films during the war. From the mid- 1930s the story 

line was usually adapted to the specific national character, and the film was shot at easily 

recognisable locations to add to its domestic flavour. 

There are quite a few instances of high visual culture and professiondism in 

these films. Most semi-professional directors enjoyed long and successful careers as 

cameramen for the new nationalised film industry. Zakhari Zhandov, one of the 

cameramen who documented the arrival of the Soviet troops in Sofia, went on to become 

a celebrated Bulgarian director. 

Boris Borozanov, well known before the war, co-directed Bulgarian-Hungarian 

Rhapsod~ along with F. Ban. Borozanov was given the assignment to make the first 

official film for the new government. The assignment came when his film Kalin the 

Eugle (Kalin Orelar, 1950) was already halfway through production. Kalin was no 

different from the standard pre-war melodramas set against the backdrop of the Turkish 

yoke. Being the traditional "other" in Bulgarian history and culture, the villain of Turkish 

origin was a favourite negative stereotype. Besides, exotic Turkish costumes and oriental 

architecture were available all over the country. They were intriguing embellishments for 

melodrama. along with the standard fashionable high-life salons or the folklore attire and 

the pastoral of the village green attributes. The original Kalin successfully combined all 

three types of visual attractions. 

The authorities' choice fell on Borozanov, as there were no other films that could 

be subjected to the procedures needed to meet the Zhdanovist agenda. Besides, the 

director already had to his credit a film with openly patriotic (i-e., propaganda) elements, 

Bulgarian Eagles (Bulgarski orli, 1941), which was part of a package of fiims that had 

been financed by the state to boost the m o d e  of Bulgarians at war. 

The director was provided with an excellent cast, a11 stars from the prestigious 

National Academic Theatre in Sofia: I. Dimov was cast as Kalin, and young P. 



Lambrinova as Edith; at that time they were stage partners in Othello. The distinguished 

Bulgarian composer P. Khadjiev wrote the music for Kalin, and the budget was 

practically unlimited. As there was no schedule, the production dragged on for about two 

years. In spite of all efforts to turn Kalin into a vehicle of direct Zhdanovist propaganda 

however, it was a resounding flop. A plot resume gives an idea of the hopelessness of the 

exercise: 

Istanbul. 1883. Edith is the adopted daughter of the French ambassador to Turkey. She is 
fascinated by her butler Jean's reminiscences of the Paris Commune. On an outing ro Black 
Island she is rescued from falling rocks by one of the convicts who work at the mine. He is the 
Bulgarian rebel KaIin, "the Eagle", still held in captivity in spice of the fact that his country has 
been free from Ottoman rule for 15 years. With Edith's help Kalin escapes and returns home only 
to find a new kind of tyranny in power. A veteran revolutionary and a participant in the Uprising 
of April 1876, Kalin is drawn to the socialists. who are champions of his own ideas. Meanwhile 
Edith learns that Kalin is her true father and sets out to search for him. Kaiin. already quite 
distinguished on the poIitica1 scene. is assassinated. Edith arrives on the day of his funeral. which 
grows into an open d e r n o n s ~ a t i o n . ~ ~  

Borozanov did what he could in good faith, but that only made things worse. 

Unlike directors from Czechoslovakia and Hungary, Bulgarian filmmakers were generally 

not exposed to the Soviet classics. Those who were (for Soviet films were shown in 

Bulgaria between the wars) had remained unimpressed by their class-conscious pathos 

and their political messages. Bulgarian inter-war directors simply did not belong to the 

category of politically conscious intellectuals. 

Kalin rlze Eagle was written by Orlin Vassilev, a Bulgarian playwright of 

classical-realist and populist leaning who had been popuIar between the wars. His lack of 

experience in film made gIaringly obvious the incompatibility between the fictional and 

the functional in the script, where the clumsily stylised romantic-melodramatic plot 

clashed badly with the equally heavy-handed didactic message. As the Russian critic S. 

hvrentiev correctly explains, 

[[]he characters do not communicate among themselves but deliver speeches; the people's 
consciousness is suddenly raised, they chant slogans to this effect and are in a constantly agitated. 
revolutionq state of mind, constantly revolting against their oppressors. One cannot but wonder 

90 The resume is mine - CS 



why the socialist revolution in Bulgaria was delayed until September 1944 and did not happen at 
h e  end of 19th century?I 

Kalin the Eagle stands in the history of the Bulgarian cinema as a dubious 

centaur-like experiment-two-thirds pre-war Bulgarian melodrama, one-third 

conventional Zhdanovism. Its failure made one very important point obvious: new 

Bulgarian cinema required new approaches and new people. 

Simultaneously with Kalin, another attempt was made at creating a Zhdanovist 

film, meaningfully entitled Alnnn (Trevoga, 1950). It was not a quick f ix  like Kalin. but a 

mericulously prepared operation. It director, Zakhari Zhandov. was a good cameraman: in 

1916 he worked with Jerk Ivens on the Bulgarian part of his omnibus documentary The 

First Years (co-produced by Poland. Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria, while Yugoslavia 

dropped out because of the break with the Cominfonn). With this film Joris Ivens wanted 

to show the world the first successes of the People's democracies. The Bulgarian part 

featured peasants forming a co-operative to seek a common water source for irrigation. 

More than most Bulgarian filmmakers Zhandov had the panache of a man of the world. 

He was both a bohemian and a truly committed intellectual-a typical Eastern European 

intelligerlr. His character was cast in the classic mould of the first-generation post-war 

Eastern European filmmakers; Ford comes to mind as well as Vavra. They were the 

masters whom everyone respected and no one judged, in spite of the fact that they were 

highly decorated official directors who always made official films on demand. Possibly 

because they never took politics to heart and projected a timeless stance that could be 

expressed by the credo ars longa. politica brevis, throughout their long lives they 

succeeded in remaining untouchable celebrities. 

Zhandov's film is comparable to Ford's and Vavra's first post-war works. Like 

The Silent Barricade, it is traditionalist in style with monumental, larger-than-life 

characters, and like Bor-der Street, the humanistic pathos overshadows its moral 

indignation and political edge. The script of A l u m  was also by 0. Vassilev, based on his 

own theatrical piece with the same title, but was re-written several times under the 

-. 

91 Sergei Lavrentiev. 1993. "Life Quietly Drap On: A History of Bulgarian Cinema 1948-60, in From 
Yalra To Malta. Op. Cit., p. 10. 
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competent supervision of his co-author. Angel Wagenstein. Wagenstein belonged to the 

select group of a few young resistance fighters and party activists who were sent 

immediately after the Communist take-over to Moscow. to study at the VGM. There he 

met Konrad Wolf, for whom a few years later he scripted Stars (Sterne 1959). an 

unconventional Holocaust film about the love between a young Jewish deportee from 

Greece and a German officer stationed in Bulgaria. Later on he teamed up once again 

with Wolf to make the controversial Goya (197 1). 

Alarm is the story of a retired army officer who is living on a farm with his family 

because the capital is subject to the frequent air raids of 1941. His son is an acting officer 

and a noted Fascist, while his son-in-law is a Communist and active in the underground 

resistance. The events ensuing from this charged confrontation represent a series of moral 

problems for the main hero. Despite the orthodoxy of all characters, who are neatly 

divided into good Communists and bad Fascists. and in spite of the powerful (redundant) 

arguments in favour of the former, the hero remains hesitant and politically unengaged 

until the last moment. Obviously, the director was similarly confused, since he shot three 

different endings to the film. In the first the hero. upset by his Fascist son who is 

commander of the marauding "black squad", joins his daughter and son-in-law in the 

Resistance while his son is killed by the partisans. In ending two. the hero. upset by the 

death of his favourite son who is shot by the partisans, joins the Fascists. In the third 

version the hero remains neutral, a father grieving over the death of his son. but at the 

same time a reasonable citizen who sees that history is on the side of the partisans and 

Communism. Version 1 was preserved. 

Despite the talent and good intentions, and the ideologically unequivocal ending. 

the film sparked vehement discussion, wittily described by film historians as "The Alarm 

About ~farn1.''92 The core of the controversy was the problem of the film's hero. The 

Positive Hero remained one of the most contentious issues of Zhdanovist aesthetics and 

beyond, and kept resurfacing with varying intensity well into the 1980s. Small wonder 

92 AIexander Alexandrov. 1978. Isrroja na bularskoro kino (?listor)- of the Bulgarian Fiction Film (Sofia: 
Izzkustvo Publishers). p. 78. 
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that Rigine Robin describes the Positive Hero as an unattainable "horizon"; a didactic 

construct, it is a structural and aesthetic limitation. 

Opponents of the fiim were numerous and influential and they attacked the 

apparent "neutrality" of the hero, or rather the inaction he demonstrates throughout the 

film. In their view, he should have taken a firm stand against the villains at the very start 

and proceeded to confront and liquidate them, notwithstanding the fact that the chief 

villain was his own son. The defenders, on the other hand, referred to the Soviet Socialist 

Realist classics. Pudovkin's Mother (1926) in particular, and claimed that a single-minded 

hero and one-dimensional conflict would have devalued the ideological impact of the 

hero's transformation in the end. 

0. Vassiiev. however, had not constructed a Positive Hero who acts according to 

ideological prescriptions. but a knowable type, a real-life tragic hero of his time. And no 

matter how hard he and Wagenstein tried, they could not force him into out-of-character 

action. That is why the final transformation comes as a too obvious politically motivated 

quick fix, which renders the standpoint of the film's defendants extremely vulnerable. Its 

opponents correctly sensed that the hero's final resolution was unprepared by the impetus 

of the narrative.93 

The creators of Alum had unwittingly put their hero in a narrative situation, 

which aggravated the situation. The structure of apprenticeship, where the hero moves 

from ignorance to truth (or false "truth") was to become one of the most popular narrative 

structures in East European official cinema. The hesitant herolheroine was considered an 

important educational vehicle. Herlhis decision in favour of Party policy was supposed to 

make a11 the difference between happiness and condemnation. By inviting identification 

with numerous indecisive characters (hesitant intellectuals, peasants of average 

intelligence. unliberated women), who gradually embark on the arduous path to the right 

decision (to join the Party, the co-operative farm, or the work-force), Eastern European 

Based on my taped conversations with the late Dr. Kristo Kirkov (1928-1997). conducted in the fall of 
1993 and the summer of 1995. During the period in question (mid-1940s) he worked as a Party 
representative delegated LO the foundation Bulgarsko Delo (Bulgarian Deed), a merger of several small fiim 
companies that preceded nationalisation in 1938. After the nationalisation, he held a succession of senior 
posi~ions in different branches of the state film industry. From 1979 through 1989 he was the chief artistic 



cinema was at its best as an educational institution. Alarm failed badly in its educational 

mission, as its principal character did not evolve gradually in the direction desired by the 

authorities. (He actually does evolve, but on a psychological and reflective plane outside 

the conventions of the apprenticeship narrative). The hero of Alum failed to undergo 

positive exemplary apprenticeship and join the Communist camp in a convincing fashion. 

He also failed in his negative apprenticeship, refusing to become a Fascist villain who 

could be shown to suffer the consequences and serve as a negative example. To the very 

end of the film the hero remained realistically ambiguous, confused, and devastated by 

the political feud that tore his family apart and took the life of his son. His realistic appeal 

was additional 1 y enhanced by the psychologically powerful presence of Stefan Savov, 

another talent from the National Theatre. Savov enacted the pangs of conscience and the 

bitter revelations of his hero so well, that he rendered him useless and even detrimental 

for propaganda purposes. The declarative ending did not change anything. Naturally, 

Alum did not qualify as the first Bulgarian Zhdanovist work. 

The problem with Alarm was caused by a powerful "text effect" (in R. Robin's 

terms) of the artistic means which clashed and ultimately destroyed the "thesis effect" of 

the didactic narrative. She refers to the situation where the pull of realism and truth are so 

strong that they break into the artistic (literary or cinematic) text. (S. Suleiman calls this 

the "revenge of the Ccriture. ") In Robin's and Suleiman's view, a good writer (and by 

extension. scriptwriter or filmmaker) cannot or does not want to control or obscure this 

pull in favour of the "thesis effect" of the didactic message. This explains the tensions 

between the spontaneity of the creative process and the imposed didactic purpose; 

between the "fictional and the ideological discourse" (Suleiman) or between the "fictional 

and the functional" (Robin). 

Alann made an important contribution to the further development of Bulgarian 

cinema by laying the foundations of the Partisan/Resistance Fighter genre. Both director 

and scriptwriter did a good job and were fairly reasonable in handling the sensitive 

Resistance issues: after all, in 1950 everyone (and Wagenstein, of all people) was well 

aware of how insignificant Bulgarian resistance actually was. Zhandov was clever enough 

director of the Bulgarian State Film Enterprise. the most powerful decision-maker in the Bulgarian film 
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to find the right balance between his inspiration and the instructions from above, and 

created a canonical group portrait of a Partisan unit that was to remain more or less intact 

as the genre developed over the years. The representation of Partisans and/or Resistance 

Fighters moved either towards allegorical stylisation (in the poetic films) or towards 

documentary naturalism, but these stylistic changes did not affect Zhandov's matrix in any 

fundamental way. 

Zhandov had a strong affinity for visual monumentalism and narrative 

traditionalism, appropriate for a masterful filmmaker. It led him to make historical films 

about the ~es i s t ance9~  and Nationalist Epics. Ironically his last film was an idealised 

autobiographical projection onto Bulgarian history. Apparently the superbly filmed 

popular legend of a medieval Bulgarian icon painter The Master from Boyana 

(Bovanskijat maistor, 1980) represented a poetic reflection on his own life and fate. 

The film that did quaIify as the first truly Zhdanovist Bulgarian film was a genre 

piece par excelletlce. Dawn Over the Homeland (Utro nad rodinata), released in 195 1, 

launched the Construction of Socialism genre as one of the principal genres of the official 

Bulgarian cinema in the 1950s and 60s. The director Anton Marinovich had only one pre- 

nationalisation film to his credit, New Days Lie Ahead (Shte doydat novi dni, 1943). In 

spite of its ideologically loaded title, this was another melodramatic story. A neglected 

 illag age orphan grows up as a bitter young man. His attempt to take revenge on  the 

4lagers ends with the accidental murder of the brother of his fiancie. The boy is 

devastated, tries to kill himself and winds up in a hospital where he gets a cure for both 

his body and soul. He repents and tries to make up for his evil ways. Meanwhile it turns 

out the man he thought he had killed is alive. The film closes with a kiss between the hero 

and his fiancke. 

In order to get clearance from the authorities for Dawn over the Homeland, 

.Varinovich grossly exaggerated the ambiguous role of the mentor under whose influence 

the hero sees the light at the hospital, insisting that he was a Communist. The opponents 

of the director claimed that the mentor was a Fascist, in spite of his working-class origin. 

industry. 
93 Speren~bristr /Sernternr.rii~i, 1954; Bejond rhe Horkon / Owud khori:onra, 1960; The Black River / 
Chernara reka. 1964. 
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They were correctly pointing to the fact that the hero did not become a fighter for social 

justice under his influence, but rather decided to leave the corrupt city to contemplate in 

the mountains in a truly AryadNietzschean fashion.g5 

Tailored according to the strictest rules of Zhdanovist aesthetics, Dawn Over the 

Homeland can serve as a textbook case in Zhdanovism. All social groups are represented, 

as well as all the pressing challenges in building Socialism. The hero is a university 

student and a hesitant intellectual. For his ideological initiation he participates in a 

summer labour brigade96 where he helps build a dam under the tutelage of experienced 

members of the working class. Meanwhile the near-by villagers are organising a co- 

operative. The enemies are two students from bourgeois families who sabotage the 

activities of the  brigade and aid the local kulaks against the co-operative. Under the 

pressure of this intense experience, the hero undergoes his positive apprenticeship and 

inevitably makes the right decision in the direction desired by the Party. The tone is 

optimistic, as is the loud music, which is consonant with the dramatic action and builds 

the mood throughout; it was written by T. Popov, a well-known composer of official 

cantatas. 

Cenainly the press was ecstatic: "New Achievement of the Bulgarian Cinema;" 97 

"The First Bulgarian Youth Film;" 98 "New Success for the Bulgarian ~inema*'.9~ran the 

95 From my conversation with Kristo Kirkov. 
96 The brigadier movement was a way of recruiting an unpaid labour force for the Socialist mega-projects. 
These viral projects of socialist construction included digging tunnels. building bridges. roads. railroads. 
dams. and plpslines. Brigades were organised usually during the summer months, but sometimes kept their 
recruits busy for a year or two. The brigadier movement was semi-volunteer and semi-mandatory and had a 
paramilitary structure and function. The brigades enlisted predominantly high school or university students. 
bur also young people from all walks of Iife. They also attracted enthusiasts from the West, young people of 
a suong leftist persuasion. The peak of the movement was between 1946-54. after which it subsided and 
mutated into the mandatory summer and fall schooI and university brigades organised to help local 
agriculture. Needless to say. whatever enthusiasm was involved initially, waned as the brigadier movement 
made its exploitive intention glaringly obvious. 

The first phase of the brigadier movement is a favourite subject matter of early Zhdanovist cinema. 
In  Czechoslovakia. K. M. Wallo made V e h  Prilezitosr (The Great Opponuniry. 1939); in Poland. L. 
Buchkowski made First Take-off(Pierwsg sran. 195 1); and three graduates of the film school made an 
omnibous film. Three Srories (Tq powiesci. dir. C .  Petelski, K. Nalecki, E. Petelska). In Bulgaria. another 
landmark "brigadier film" is Builders of the New City (Dimirrovgrdi, dir. N. Korabov, D. Mundrov, 
19%). 
97 Velichkov, J. in the newspaper T d  (Lobour). No. 25 I. October 24, 195 I .  
98 Davidov, N. in the newspaper Narodnu Mladezh (Narioml Yourh), No. 1017, October 26, 195 1 - 
99 Milev, N. in the newspaper Lireran Fronr (Lirerary Front), No. 61. November 1. 195 1. 



headlines for the first articles. The most vocal support the film received from critics who 

later formed the establishment of the Bulgarian critical and theoretical thought as 

professors in the Academy for Theatre and Film,lm and as C U ~ N ~  appararchiks. 

Interestingly, Kalin, Alarm, and Dawn Over the Homeland delineated the three 

main areas that would be covered by Bulgarian official genre cinema well into the 1980s: 

Nationalist Epics about the distant past, Resistance/Partisan films, and the Construction 

of Socialism genre. 

Until the last days of the regime, the Nationalist Epic and the W.W.11 genres were 

considered to be of strategic importance as means to promote nationalist fervour and 

legitimation of power, respectively. The Construction of Socialism genre, however, 

waned in the early 1960s and almost disappeared by the end of the decade. 

An orchestrated effort to revive the genre at the beginning of the 1970s generated, 

much to the surprise of the authorities, the most significant phenomenon in the Bulgarian 

cinema. the Migration Cycle. In an attempt to prevent the rapid depopulation of Bulgarian 

vi 1 l ages imposed by its own decades-long policy of incessant collectivisation of the land 

and large-scale urbanisation and industrialisation, the Party issued an internal 

memorandum in the early 1970s to this effect. The Party initiative was accompanied by a 

massive budget incentive for films that would allow viewers to rediscover their peasant 

roots and ultimately discourage them from migrating to towns. The best amongst the 

Bulgarian writers. Y. Radichkov, N. Khaitov. and G. Mishev, were persuaded to take part 

in  this initiative along with directors from the second and especially from the third 

generation who had just arrived with degrees from Moscow, Babelsberg, Budapest, and 

Pari s . 

This campaign coincided with Lyudmila Zhivkova's time in office as a minister of 

culture, from 1976 until her untimely death in 198 1. She was the daughter of Bulgaria's 

long-term dictator Todor Zhivkov (presiding between 1953-1989), and a rnezanar of 

cuiture in the true sense of the word. Therefore the 1970s made history as the Golden Age 

of the New Bulgarian Culture. 

loo The last one to open its doors in Eastern Europe. in October 1975. 



These favourable circumstances made possible the emergence in the 1970s of a 

collection of landmark films called the Migration Cycle. They targeted automatised 

society. its dehumanisation and consumerism. Their documentary and naturalistic style of 

representation is strongly reminiscent of Hungarian sociographic films from that 

period.101 The fact that Edward Zakhariev, author of the program essay on the cycle, 

Hare Census (Prebrojavane nu divite zaizi, 1 S73), was a graduate of the Budapest 

Academy of Cinematographic An contributed to revitalising of the Hungarian cultural 

connection. 

Romania 

The transitional period for Romanian cinema was more painful than the 

establishment of the other indigenous cinemas in the region. The project for the new 

Communist Romanian cinema was proclaimed in the introduction of the nationalisation 

decree: "to turn the factory of dreams into a school for the The Romanian 

authorities were the most radical in Eastern Europe and made their intention perfectly 

clear, that in cinema, as in all other fields, they wished to begin anew, and would not 

accept any continuity of traditions, nor would they let any "remnants" of the past 

interfere. Therefore it  took three years and six drafts of the script before the first 

Romanian post-war film The Valley Resounds (Rasuna valea, dir. Paul Calinescu, 1950) 

was made. Its director was an active pre-war documentary filmmaker, actually the 

fal-ourite of the National Cinema Office. It had offered him the exceptional opportunity to 

make one of its few feature-length documentaries, The Land of the Motzi (1938), a 

nationalist piece par excellence, made to justify Romania's assimilationist policies 

towards the Hungarian minority living in Northwest Transylvania. The problem of 

Transylvania would keep recurring throughout the history of the Romanian cinema in all 

genres and styles right up to the last day of the Communist regime. 

l o '  The Whistling Cobble Srone ( A  Sipolo Macskako. 197 1 ): Phorography / Forografia. 1973; Film Novel: 
Three Sisters (Filmregeny: Harorn nover. 1977): Family Nest (Cdadi tu;feszek. 1977). 
lo? M .  Cernat. Op. Cit.. p. 39. 
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The Valley Resounds belongs unequivocally to the Construction of Socialism 

genre, and is designed in concert with the Zhdanovist priorities that were by now in place 

throughout Eastern Europe. The story of the film is close to the Bulgarian Dawn Over the 

Homeland, but it even more heavily burdened with topical issues and representatives 

from all possible social and ethnic strata. Calinescu admits103 that he wanted to make a 

documerxary film about the enthusiasm of the youth brigades whom he filmed during 

construction of the Agnita-Botorka pipeline and the railway from the Jiu mining valley to 

the regional centre. However, he made a fatal mistake in agreeing to suggestions from 

above that he ignore the rich, socially conscious post-war Romanian literature as the basis 

for his film. Even more unfortunate was the idea of inviting the high-profile dramatist 

hlirrea Stefanescu. totally inexperienced in film, to write the script. Stefanescu handled 

the "brigadier movement" plot that had become standard in literature and theatre, in an 

epic way. including every possible propaganda concern. He also supplied it with heavy- 

handed theatrical dialogue. The story thus came to consist of an array of sabotage 

schemes (a landslide. a wagon accident. poisoning of the water supply), involving a 

middle-aged villain. ugly but elegant (he always wears a hat and clean. well-made 

clothes). with an apparent bourgeois background. He is a foreman, an educated specialist. 

His schemes are quickly discovered by shrewd and vigilant young and handsome 

Communists with the help of unobtrusive (dso handsome) agents of the Securitate. The 

hero. who undergoes the most important positive apprenticeship in the film, is the 

wealthy heir Niko. There are three hesitant work-dodgers whose quick transformation 

into conscientious and hard-working brigadiers under the positive influence of the 

collective is used as an illustration that Niko is not the only one to change for the better. 

Thus the characters, as representatives of new and old classes, are sharply divided into 

black and white. There is no dramatic build-up. The conflicts are flat and resolved quickly 

and predictably. We see the villain in a medium shot in a dingy pub plotting and 

recruiting helpers (who happen to be hopeless bums or alcoholics). Then cut to a 

panoramic shot revealing the recruits proceeding with their sinister deed in the setting of 

l o 3  Irina Mjagkova. 1993. "At Home Amongst Wolves: A History of h e  Romanian Film 1916-1960. In 
From Yalta To Malta. pp. 1 10- 1 15. 
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the peacefully sleeping camp; then cut to the unsuspecting brigadiers (panorama) happily 

engaged in their morning routine. Next the film cuts to the vigilant Communists who 

prevent the crime (medium, panorama); then cut to the evildoers being arrested and 

shamed before the whole brigade (medium, panorama). The schema repeats itself three 

times over, until the chief villain is caught. 

This type of drama clashes badly with Calinescu's documentary style. Also 

incompatible are the pomp and mannerisms of the professional actors, who are 

interspersed among numerous extras and non-professionals who look unprepared and 

conscious of the camera. In addition to this discord of acting styles and the 

incompatibility of the artificially created decor with the location sites, Cdinescu made an 

even greater mistake. He shot this eclectic material as an objective observant. 

In accordance with the Ideological Spirit, the ideal hero is the collective hero, or 

the collective. the masses. and therefore all frames are packed to the brim with people. 

Young people keep marching around. carrying slogans and banners, singing, or discussing 

among themselves in lengthy and shamelessly didactic chunks of dialogue that theirs was 

the only right decision. to sacrifice their holidays for the sake of building Socialism. 

The film is shot mostly outdoors, on location where an actual summer brigade was 

working. Needless to say. Calinescu's carefully observant camera makes glaringly 

obvious the sluggishness of this Zhdanovist tableau vivant, which contrasts sharply with 

the real life that often breaks unexpectedly into the frame, A group of Gypsies, for 

example. are in the film as extras and are apparently invited for the sake of equal ethnic 

representation, propagated by the Popular Spirit. Even in the background, however, their 

magnetic authenticity keeps distracting the viewer from important pieces of dialogue 

among the principal characters in the foreground. 

There is another, even more disastrous, attempt at creating a specific national 

form for the Socialist content of the film. It is difficult not to feel the irony of the sight of 

some of the brigadiers who, instead of dressing in convenient uniform overalls like 

everyone else, most of the time spon cumbersome folkloric costumes from different 

regions of the country as a confirmation of equal regional and class representation. 



The Popular Spirit finds its most adequate expression in the numerous folHoric 

songs and dances which are the aesthetic highlights of the film and the only sequences 

where Calinescu evidently feels on his temtory. 

That is not the case with representation of women. Their presence in the film is 

strictly functional, as love is either an accessory to the characters of the vigilante 

Communist heroes o r  a catalyst for Niko's positive transformation. Therefore the femde 

presence is justified by the eternal patriarchal notion of love as the most desired award for 

the hero. A notion that is in perfect agreement with the chaste principles of Zhdanovism 

where love is an accessory or catalyst for positive transformation- Calinescu 

miscalculated again and. instead of sexless and butter-fresh girls "from the people", he 

chose vampish actresses, who look awkward in their attempts to represent the new 

Socialist woman-brigadier. 

The revenge of the Pcriture occurs in this film much more often and with more 

vengeance than in works made by more experienced directors. As with every artificial 

genre construct. the Construction of Socialism genre is a system closed in itself, 

functioning according to its own laws. It requires an elaborate stylisation on all levels. 

whose masters proved to be the Czechoslovak and the Hungarian directors. Therefore the 

genre is very sensitive to any inorganic intrusions, especially to bits and pieces of 

documentary reality which create a destructive avalanche effect. The Valley Resounds has 

aged badly and nowadays looks like a mean-spirited parody of its own genre. 

After a series of more or  less similar works in the Construction of Socialism 

genre. in less than ten years the Romanian cinema reached a high level of professional 

sophistication. It put it on a par with the best-developed national cinemas in the region, 

including those with rich pre-war traditions. In an aesthetic sense, the Romanian cinema 

went even further and actively negotiated Zhdanovism on the level of form and style, 

N-hiie strictly observing the priorities for content. The Party Spirit, in conjunction with 

tho Ideological Spirir, continued to be decisive factors in determining the subject matter; 

the class and professional origin of the Positive Hero(es) and the villains, and of the 

hesitant personages, their age and sex. And last but not least, these two spirits continued 

to predetermine the outcome of the conflict in favour of the Positive Hero. 



Eruption (Erupria, dir. Liviu Ciulei, 1957), an accomplished rendition of the 

Construction genre, is eloquent evidence for the evolution of the Romanian cinema since 

The Valley Resounds. The film follows a young and very attractive university graduate to 

her first assigned position as a drilling specialist in an oil field. The film responds to 

important calls of the Romanian Communist Party from the period. lt  promotes the 

recently established and booming national oil industry and encourages university 

graduates, especially women, to leave behind the easy and corrupt life in the capital and 

take jobs in  the provinces where they were mostly needed. 

Predictably, the young engineer undergoes her positive apprenticeship, falls in 

love with her job and with the foreman, a reformed alcoholic, and decides to stay with the 

workers. The director makes the best of the oil field landscape and its proximity to a 

small poor village. The dark metal oilrigs are shot to create the illusion that they are 

advancing ominously against the whitewashed wooden houses of the poor villagers, a 

metaphor for progress advancing against agrarian backwardness and conservatism. 

Crosses marking the graves of Heroes of the Socialist Labour who have perished during 

accidents on the oil field symbolise the high price that has to be paid by the best in the 

name of progress. A final oil eruption is shown superbly in a quick succession of close- 

ups on the faces of the heroine and her brigade, covered in oil, cross-cut with oil drills 

and wooden houses being shattered under the pressure of the oil. Thus the eruption seals 

the heroine's positive transformation as well as the fate of the villagers whose houses are 

destroyed. leaving them no other choice but to join the workers' collective in the oil field. 

Apart from its impeccable professionalism, and the talent and beauty of its star 

Eva Cristian, the film demonstrates an affinity for a new type of attraction. In a series of 

flash-backs it shows the previous decadent lifestyle of the heroine in the capital, with her 

beautiful clothes, her expensive outings to restaurants and bars, and her much older, rich 

and married lover who wants to keep her but never makes a commitment. 

This type of attraction would become increasingly popular with the official 

contemporary cinema in the 1960s and especially in the 70s. Official films began to flaunt 

instances of decadent lifestyles, violence, partial nudity, and similar trappings of the 

Western commercial cinema as a way of luring the viewer to see the whole film and 



hopefully get its message. The escapist episodes are always very carefully isolated from 

the main story line by convenient narrative techniques (flashbacks, parallel plot), or by a 

specific visual style (usually borrowed from popular Western films), or by relegating 

them to a characteristic location (pubs, restaurants, bourgeois homes, Western cities) in 

order not to contaminate the exemplary narrative but rather to reinforce it. That is why the 

escapist episodes feature highly in the Delinquent Youth and in the Spies and Saboteurs 

genres. In the former case to warn against the dangers outside the confines of the correct 

Socialist way of life 1 04, and in the latter. to demonstrate the decadent and even 

degenerate lifestyle of the West.lO5 Needless to say, more often than not these negative 

examples had exactly the opposite effect with the viewers, especially when they were 

imaginative and made with the mischievous gusto of tasting a forbidden fruit. 

In the case of Eruption, the flashbacks provide the escapist effect in a very 

controlled fashion. They represent a form of negotiation of another basic principle of 

Zhdanovisrn. the primacy of the public over the private. By encapsulating the private life 

of the heroine in a series of flashbacks so that the consequences of her past do not take 

over her life as modem Socialist woman and a Positive Heroine, the director preserves the 

priority of her public experience. The balance of private and public in film contents 

would continue to be negotiated by the Romanian cinema in the 1960s. 

After expanding the aesthetic arsenal of the Construction of Socialism genre, in 

1960 L. CiuIei made the first film about the minuscule Romanian anti-Fascist Resistance, 

called Danube Waves (Valurile Dunarii). To the main plot about smuggling arms for the 

Resistance. Ciulei adds a parallel intrigue, a passionate drama of jealousy and love which 

threatens at times to consume the didactic message of the main story. The fact that this 

type of narrative allows for escapist episodes featuring the pre-war lifestyle and its 

decadent attitudes made it  very popular among Romanian Resistance Fighter films, as 

well as in their Bulgarian counterparts from the 1970s onwards. 
- 

'0.1 The Hungarian A Glass of  Beer (dir. F. Mriassy, 1955), the Czechoslovak Vfadimir Olmer's Guilt (dir. 
V. Gajer, 1956). Awakening (dir. I. Krejcak, 1959), Easy Life (dir. M. Makovex, 1957). the East German 
Application for Adoprion (dir. Ursula Bonhoff, 1983). Adulthood Starting To&y (dir. Gunther Scholz, 
1985). 



In spite of the powerful emotions and the unusual setting, a ferryboat on the 

Danube, the images of the hero and the villains bear no differences from the Resistance 

Fighter films, made in Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, and Poland. The structure of the film is that 

of confrontation l06, which endows the Positive Hero with undisputed authority as the 

epitome of the righteous value system of Communism. In accordance with the rules of the 

genre, undecided heroes or heroines are the archetypal losers even if they choose the right 

side and undergo positive transformation. Whether they remain dive at the end, depends 

on how early on in the film the positive transformation has taken place. But even if their 

Iife is spared, they still have to sacrifice something, usually their beloved. In this case, the 

hesitant hero spends too much time on his private concerns, consumed with jealousy of 

the mysterious stranger. His transformation comes too late and therefore he is killed. The 

hesitant heroine, who is instrumental for her husband's transformation, stays alive, but she 

loses both husband and prospective lover. The Communist hero wins everything, the 

battle against the Fascists and the girl, but walks into the sunset without her. As a 

Communist. his priorities are of a higher order: to continue the struggle until the final 

victory. 

Later on Liviu Ciulei turned to the writings of the inter-war populist writer Liviu 

Rebreanu and made The Forest of rhe Hanged (Padurea spinzuratilor, 1 964). His film 

was the only internationaliy recognised work of a group of powerful films made in the 

1960s lo7 from the works of inter-war writers. works that penetrate deeply into the 

national psychology of the Romanian nation and reveal the historical roots of its 

collective demonic complexes and frustrations. The rich Romanian literature continued to 

provide a solid basis for the cinema in the 1970s and 80s but the filmmakers had to ignore 

the profound social and psychological analysis and revelations of the novels and reduce 

them to class-motivated tensions and political confrontations. Ceausescu's ideological 

watchdogs were particularly sensitive to any uncensored adaptation of Romanian classics 

lo* The Bulgarian The Traces Remain (dir. P. Vassilev, 1956), The Golden Toorh (dir. A. Marinovich, 
1956). Mr. Nobody (dir. M. Andonov, 1972). the Czechoslovak Kidnapping (dir. 3 Kadar 8i E. Klos, 1952). 
The Slip (dir. 2. Brynych. 1960). 
Io6 1 will elaborate on the structure of  confrontation in the last part o f  my thesis. 
lo' Among others, Codin (dir. H. Colpy, 1963). based on a novel by P. Istrati. Blazing Winter (Rascoala. 
dir. M .  Muresan. 1966). based on a novel by Liviu Rebreanu. 
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for they could bring out obvious analogies with his own reign of tenor. Therefore 

filmmakers had to adapt carefully and sometimes even mutilate the literary originals. 

Visually they made the best out of the decadent but elegant world of country boyars and 

Parisian-bred intellectuals, of socialites and nouveaux riches and their existential crises. It 

should be mentioned that, as in Poland, Bulgaria, and elsewhere in Eastern Europe, access 

to adaptations of national literary classics meant high, almost unlimited, budgets as well 

as prestige. And, in most cases, it meant cinematic art that was relieved from heavy 

censorship pressures, or was "Ketman-free" (to quote Milosz once again). The 

filmmakers who usually enjoyed these privileges were either the ones with the status of 

national cultural institutions, like D. Pita and S. Nicolaescu, or those who happened to be 

in favour with the authorities. These two kinds of filmmakers could be trusted not to 

smuggle in dissident overtones and allusions. Or if they did, they would do it with so 

much caution and skill that it would render these overtones and allusions almost 

unnoticeable or incomprehensible for the mass audience. As a result, the Romanian 

literary adaptations were generally very well made, politically safe, predominantly in the 

fashionable (since the 1970s) "retro" style, and with an excellent cast of actors.108 They 

represent an escapist art par excellenci.lO9 

A window of cultural relaxation had opened during the last years in office of the 

Romanian head of state G. G. Dej (he died in 1965) and in the first years of the reign of 

his heir. N. Ceausescu. At this time Lucian Pintilie emerged as the first and only m l y  

dissident Romanian director. His first significant film Sunday at 6 o'clock (Duminica la 

o m  6, 1965) was a Resistance Fighter poetic opus. The story about two young 

underground activists and their love, frustrated by torture, harassment, persecution and 
- 

lo8 7he Ashes of an Empire (Prin cenvra impcriului, dir. A. Blaicr, 1975) lner the novel Playing with 
Death by Zaharia Stancu; The Pale Light of Sorrow (Lumina palida a durerii, dir. I. Mihu. 1979); The Lart 
h'ight of b v e  (Ultima nuapre de dragosre, dir. S. Nicolaescu, 1979) after the novel by Camil Ptuescu; The 
Morometi Family (Morometi, dir. S. Gule& l986), after the novel by Martin Prcda; November, the Lmsr Bail 
(Noiembrie ultimul bal, dir. D. Pita, 1987). 

As a matter of fact, the most lavish literary adaptations in Romania were made in the 1980s, when the 
people were literally starving under the austerity measures act of the Ceausescus. Food, gasoline, and even 
water were rationed and there was a strict regime for the use of electricity. As a member of a film sdection 
commission, I visited Romania in April 1988. I cannot describe the feeling of frustration I experienced 
when watching these forbiddingly expensive movies aftcr having seen the grey faces of the people in the 



finally death, is told in an unusud visual style which, like in the films of the Polish 

School, takes on a life of its own. Dark stairwell; sounds of elevator machinery; sunny 

courtyard; the camera zooming down the elevator shaft to discover the heroine's body far 

below in the dungeons; cut to the overexposed sunny courtyard with happy young people 

returning from skiing. These recurring visual and audial leitmotifs trigger a series of 

flashbacks introducing the story bit by bit. 

Sunday at 6 o'clock belongs to the so-called "poetic" fashion in the Resistance 

Fighter and the Partisan genres. This trend could be interpreted as a continuation and 

evolution of the aesthetic principles of the Polish School. It is also strongly influenced by 

artistic developments in the Soviet cinema at that time, and by cine'ma ve'riri. The poetic 

offshoot became popular in Eastern Europe towards the mid-1960s as a form of 

nesotiated experiment with form and style within the confines of the Socialist Normative 

Aesthetics] 10. The freshness of the poetic films is based on experiments with black and 

white images and with new ways of processing the material. The eloquent presence of 

excellent actors and actresses who express a variety of moods, is reinforced by a free- 

moving. subjective camera. 

Sunday at 6 o'clock. like the other films of the trend, is a romanticised parable 

about Princes and Princesses of Light confronting the Demons of Darkness, following 

strictly the requirements of the structure of confrontation. These parables are based on 

heroes and events made familiar by the classical Resistance Fighter and the Partisan film. 

The Manichean division of the personages into black and white. into good 

Communists and bad Fascists and Capitalists, is reconfirmed on all levels of the narrative 

and is made literal by the colour design of their clothes. The positive heroes always wear 

a white piece of clothing, suggestive of vulnerabiIity and innocence-white open-neck 

shirts. white silk blouses. white crocher collars, while the villains always sport a piece of 

black formal attire-a black hat, suit, or long leather jacket. As S. Suleiman has it, in the 

"absence of interpretive or pragmatic statements within the text, the interpretation of a 

street, and especially after having seen our interpreter carefully collecting the pieces of bread left over from 
our meals. to take them home to her chiIdren. 

l o  I discuss Socialisr Normative Aesthetics at length below. 
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parable-and by extension, of any story derived from the exemplum-is inscribed in the 

internal redundancy of the story and in the intertextual context that surrounds it."I I 1 

By universalising the narrative within the confines of the priorities of the 

ideological message, the filmmakers brought the Resistance heroes closer to their 

contemporary audiences, while at the same time sustaining the Party martyrology with a 

feeling that was even stronger than that of the classical genre. 

Although critics tend to consider these films dissident, I qualify them as official as 

they follow closely the priorities of the Pa* and the Ideological Spirit. To put it  simply. 

the intentions of the filmmakers were far from telling the truth about the anti-Fascist 

Resistance and demythologising it. but rather to have an excuse to experiment with form 

and make superb allegories in realism that would also appease the authorities. The latter 

were particularly sensitive to films about the Resistance as it was the basis of their power 

legitimation and they also liked to identify with the heroes from these films. These 

films1 12. however. have aged badly as the novelty of their experiments with style has 

waned and the new historical context has brought out the pompous didacticism of their 

narrative. making it look hollow and even parodic. To refer to Suleiman once again. when 

the context that "invests the text with intentionality changes" as radically as it  did in 

Eastern Europe with the collapse of Communism, "the intertextuality becomes negative" 

and ultimately "parodic." 

The experiment with style, however, reached a critical mass in Sltnda! at 6 

o'clock. Pintilie's film is shot with a free-moving camera on location. The visual 

redundancies are deliberately reduced to minimum. The ideological message relies on the 

archetypal characterisation of the Communists as good and the Fascists as evil, and on the 

presence of some "interpretive and pragmatic statements" in the text: the stylised musical 

motifs of the Internationale; some exchanges between the two main characters; and most 

of all. recurring quotes from a poem about the heroic death of a Communist resistance 

' ' S. Suleiman. Op. Cit.. p. 43. 
Yugoslav and Bulgarian directors also excelled in the poetic off-shoots of the official genres (Resistance 

Fighter. Partisan and even Construction of Socialism). P. Djordjevic's trilogy fiom the 1960s (Girl, 
Morning. Dream) comes to mind as well as V. Mimica's variations on the Construction genre (Promerheus 
from Viservica. Monday or Tuesda~), and also the Bulgarian G. Stoyanov's Birds and Hounds. and M .  
Nikolov's Have We Mer Before? . 
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fighter that are read or recited by the members of the Resistance as an expression of 

spiritual kinship. 

The image, however, takes on a life of its own particularly through the ominous 

pulsation of the leitmotifs (the elevator shaft, the stairwell, the sunny counyard), thus 

getting very close to sabotaging the message. It creates a visual metaphor of the resistance 

struggle as a fatalistic trap for the two young lovers. Their child-like vulnerability makes 

them look like helpless victims before the ominous forces of the ultimate evil, rather than 

victorious masters of history. 

Pintilie's film justified to a large extent the suspicion of the authorities and the 

official critics who never fully trusted the poetic offshoot of the Resistance Fighter genre. 

A collection of papers called Dialectics of the National and the Universal in the Artistic 

C~tlrrrre of the Soviet Far Easr, edited by M .  P. ~ a ~ u s t i n 1 1 3 ,  highlights issues that are 

directly pertinent to the fate of Sundax ar 6 o'clock. The extrapolation of the purely 

universal at the expense of concrete historical context, the argument goes, leads to 

creation of films where life is "relativised and poeticised." Such films therefore stand 

accused of being open-ended, unfinished, extra-national, abstract, and uprooted like a 

hanging garden. 1 14 

The poetic offshoot was replaced by the naturalistic variation of the Partisan and 

Resistance Fighter film in the 1970s, where naturalistic expressionism is substituted for 

the romantic arsenal of the poetic film. The graphic structure of confrontation with its 

non-problematised heroes and villains allowed directors to indulge in gruesome violence. 

tonure. rape scenes, and carefuIly designed and shown scenes of the decadent lifestyle of 

the vill ains. Eastern European official cinema demonstrated some of its most 

accomplished usage of colour in these films.115 

-- - 

' l 3  See mj discussion of the publication in the section on Theoretical Apparatus of the Socialist Nonnative 
Aesthetics. 
'I4 hl .  P. Kapustin. editor. 1978. Dialecrics of rhe National and the Universal in the Anisric Culrure of rhe 
Sor ier Easr ( F A N  Publishing House. Tashkent, Uzbek SSR) p. 159 

l 5  In Czechoslovakia. F. Valcil's Sirius (1973) and J. Jires's And Give My  Love To the Swallows (1972) 
which is referred to later in this part; in Bulgaria P. Masslarov's And the Day Came (1973) and B .  
Zhdlajazkova's The Last Word ( 1974). In Yugoslavia the champion of this style in the 1970s was L. 
Zafranovic with The Occuparion in 26 Scenes (1978) and The Full of Iral~ (1981) and also R. Saranovic in 
The Wedding (1973) among others. Please see Appendix. 
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The films from the poetic and the naturalistic trends were a long awaited revenge 

of form against content. They, however, always existed side by side with much more 

numerous classic renditions of the genre. The orthodox Zhdanovist priorities of content 

over form and public over private always got a refreshing stylistic boost by borrowing 

heavily from adventure thrillers and the Western. 1 16 

Towards the end of the 1960s the evolution of the Romanian cinema was reversed 

and from then to the very end of the 80s, it moved slowly and painfully backwards, to 

most restrictive reign of Zhdanovist priorities. Pintilie's next film, Reconstruction 

(Reconsrincirea. 1969) was contemporary and unequivocally dissident both in form and 

content. Pintilie was one of the few isolated "islands of civic consciousness" in the 

general atmosphere of conformism and co-optation in the Romanian cinema. The 

authorities forced him into exile in the early 80s, after his film Scenes From a Carnival 

(De ce rrag cloporele tnitica. 1980) was banned. 

2. CONSTANTS AND VARIABLES OF THE NORMATIVE 

AESTHETICS 

2.1. The Socialist Normative Aesthetics 

Although subject to endless prescriptive and proscriptive Party documents, the 

nature of Zhdanovism remained obscured and left room for speculation, especially after 

the terroristic phase. It was therefore treated by the ideologues of art either as measures 

for policing the product or as stem guidelines for further development of art. The cultural 

policy of Zhdanovism had a tremendous impact in all artistic fields, and particularly, as 

was shown. on the newly nationdised film industries. 

Scholars of Eastern European cinema like B. Michalek, M. and A. Liehm, M. J. 

Stoil, and I. Nemeskurty confine Zhdanovism4r what they call alternatively Socialist 

Realism. or the "period of schematismW-to the years between 1948 and the late 1950s.117 

l6 Yugoslavian Partisan films from the 1960s and the 70s are following basically the adventure style; so 
are the Bulgarian films from the end of the 1960s. and especially from the early 70s. Please see Appendix. 

l 7  The periodisation is roughly as follows: for Bulgaria. the GDR. Romania, Hungary. 1948-57; for Poland 
and Czechoslovakia. 1948-55. 
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They usually consider Zhdanovism-free any films that show any sign of artistic 

spontaneity atypical for the highly stylised tableaux vivants of classical Soviet 

Zhdanovism. On the basis of my research, I maintain that Zhdanovism-related normative 

aesthetics remained the dominant aesthetics in Eastern European cinema well into the 

1980s. 

There is a distinction between SociaIist Realism, Zhdanovism, and post- 

Zhdanovist mutations which I call "Socialist Normative Aesthetics" (SNA). Certainly the 

three concepts belong to the generic class of normative aesthetics. They are bound 

together by the three basic principles or Spirits of Zhdanovism, which emerged from the 

Socialist Realism debate and formed the foundations of the Iater mutations such as the 

SNA. Moreover. as the three principles sprang from the very heart of the official 

ideology. and could never be renounced publicly or quietly dropped, they were bound to 

materialise in some kind of normative aesthetics (or artistic limits) even under as lenient a 

Communist regime as the Hungarian. That is. unless the ideology itself were renounced 

along with the leading role of the Party that sustained it and the three Spirits. 

Therefore the periodisation I apply to my analysis is related to the effect of 

Zhdanovism on Eastern European cinema. Zhdanovism is built into the foundation of 

SKA. and determines its essence, that means and ends are in full accord. SNA is 

Zhdanovism's highly adaptable offshoot both in theory and practice, for it comprises wide 

variations of external means for control: negative (scares, prohibitions) and positive 

(relative relaxation, negotiated compromises). This distinction between Zhdanovism and 

SNA and the division of the Eastern European cinema history into Zhdanovist and SNA 

phases is analogous and obviously predicated on Feher, Heller and Markus's division of 

totalitarianism into terroristic and post-terroristic phases. In spite of the variations in 

means, the ends of the totalitarian state remained in either case the same: full control over 

both society and cinema. 



2.2. Theoretical Apparatus of Socialist Normative Aesthetics 

As with Zhdanovism, it is impossible to find a concise theoretical discussion of 

Socialist Normative Aesthetics. Isolated theoretical and critical issues and principles were 

discussed in theoretical journals, but in a manner obscured by terminological confusion. 

The question of the Positive Hero and historically optimistic pathos were amongst the 

most debated issues in the specialised media as well as at conferences and congresses 

organised by Unions of Cineastes. 

Here is presented merely a sample of the typical theoretical and critical argument 

over important aspects of the Socialist Normative Aesthetics. The book that in my 

opinion explains the issue best, is the above mentioned Dialectics of the National and the 

Urzirersal in the Artistic Culture of the Soviet Far East (1978). It is a work published in 

1978 by the Uzbek Academy of Science, by M. P. Kapustin and Collective. As there is no 

reference to the other contributors, he is referred to as the author. 

The book is a representative study of the latest, and final, developments of the 

SNA before perestroika and the collapse of Communism. Although based on film 

production from the Soviet Republics. it is a program work indicative of the hierarchy of 

values of the ideological centre, as well as of its attitude regarding sensitive issues of 

national specificity. within or outside the territorial boundaries of the Soviet Union. 

The rigorous Socialist Realist and Zhdanovist rhetoric is replaced by more vague 

and generally Marxian discourse, although the intolerant authoritarian style of the old 

days is preserved. Indeed, Socialist Realism is never referred to; even the word 

"socialism" and its derivatives are carefully avoided for the sake of more inclusive 

terminology. Nevertheless the basic postulates of Zhdanovism and its derivatives are 

easily discernible. Like Zhdanovism, SNA was inherently predisposed to crises 

provoked by the irresolvable friction between the fictional and the funcrional; between 

realism and didacticism; between fictional representation and historical reality, which 

proved to be fatal for their common ancestor, SR. Therefore the discussion opens with the 

usual accusations levelled against art in the post-terroristic phase, that it has insufficient 

and inadequate representation of contemporary reality and unconvincing depiction of the 
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Positive Hero. It goes on to analyse the problems of representation of both contemporary 

life and the Positive Hero in their progressive and optimistic development. 

The subsequent analysis of the representation of the national and the universal is 

actually a revival of the old Zhdanovist discussion about integration of socialist content in 

a national form. This time around it is played out on the temtory of the Soviet 

multinational cinema as the most glaring example of the conflict between a nationally 

specific art and the restrictive requirements of the SNA. 

According to Dialectics, absolutisation of national specificity usually leads to the 

mass production of films based on popular patterns, or genres: like the Bombay film 

school in India, the Egyptian melodramas, or the Japanese Samurai films. Only a true 

auteur could transcend the constraints of the national canon, and of genre for that matter. 

Kurosawa. Shindo. and Ray are repeatedly credited with being able to raise aesthetisised 

ethnography above mass production, to "inspire new life into its dead body" and take 

their films to the "summits of universal an."118 

The national canon and the ethnographic principles are recognised only as stages 

on the road to real universal art. If filmmakers get addicted to them, they inevitably 

succumb to the so-called ethnic complex. thus ignoring universal human values and the 

~holsness  of contemporary life. The author goes on to chastise Sergei Paradjanov's 

Shadows of Forgorren Ancestors and The Cdour of Pomegranates on account of their 

unresolved ethnic complex, reflected in his "self-contained aesthetic world, or 

ethnographic aestheticism." The merits of the films are attributed to their universal 

values. displayed in  themes and ideas borrowed from the deeply humanistic Russian 

literature and art. The major accusation against Paradjanov's films (in spite of their 

generously recognised aesthetic values) is failure to fulfil the "principal task of realism", 

and to integrate the nationally and ethnographically typical with the universal values of 

mankind. The explanation is rooted in Paradjanov's inability to "transcend the limits of 

his ethnographic aestheticism."1 l 9  

' M. P. Kapustin, Op. Cit., p. 144-155, in passim. 
' I9 Ibid. p. 139-155. 



When the discussion moves to the territory of foreign cinema, then "national" 

stands for "conservative" and "mass film production" and "universal" for propessive 

cinema. which is synonymous with auteur cinema. However, even the auteur cinema 

cannot always strike the right balance. If the universal or the auteur principle takes over, 

the national and especially the ideological edge is lost in the "dialogism" of the narrative. 

Absoiutisation of the purely universal in the Soviet Cinema leads to the creation 

of films wh~rein the wholeness of contemporary life is relativised and poeticised under 

the overpowering influence of Western auteurs iike Godard and Fellini. Such films 

usually follow the aesthetics of "carnivalisation and dialogism."120 They are obscure and 

open ended. "unfinished. extra-national, abstract, and uprooted like a hanging garden." 

Kapustin expresses his negative attitude regarding the usage of Bakhtinian terms that had 

become "trendy as of recently in aesthetic discourse", by dubbing such terms siovecizki 

(little words). He also points out in a way of critique that carnivalisation is the "seminal 

typological feature" of Fellini's films. 1 2 1  

Contemporary film art therefore is at its most successful when it strikes the right 

balance between the national and the universal on the territory of contemporary life. Only 

the dialectical synthesis between the national and the universal produces true humanist 

art. The ultimate expression of the well-balanced ratio of national and universal human 

values is the contemporary Positive Hero. 

Here. too. there can be a problem, the author warns. On one hand. the national 

component undeniably belongs to the spiritual sphere of the hero, and therefore should 

nor be represented externally and ethnographically, but as his inherent link to the national 

psyche. On the other hand. such a positive hero with well-motivated inherent spirituality 

and links to the national psyche, can only be represented as a marginal character. or as a 

character from another historical era, otherwise the director risks lagging behind the swift 

stream of life. For such a hero could not in any case be the principal positive hero, who 

Ibid. p. 159. 
I" Ibid. pp. 156-159. 



always is a "hero of our times, and is inevitably moulded by the contemporary socialist 

reality." 1 22 

In tune with the postulates of Zhdanovism, Dialectics prescribes Nature and 

Native Land. as well as National History as the most suitable sites where the two 

absolutes of national and universal could reach the desired synthesis without hurting the 

didactic message. 

2.3. The Practical Apparatus of Socialist Normative Aesthetics 

2.3.1. The Bulgarian Experience: The "Scare" 

The key theoretical discussions on aspects of SNA were usually provoked by 

official indignation with film art. Such outbursts were sporadic, but energetic and 

devastating. Bulgarian film historian Alexander Yanakiev refers to them as scares and in 

an article entitled "The Scare: Sketches from the Unknown History of Bulgarian Fiction 

Film from the Times of Socialisrn",l23 he presents the history of Bulgarian cinema 

f between 1945 and 1989) as the result of a series of ideological onslaughts and smear 

campaigns. orchestrated at the highest levels by the Ministry of Culture, the Council of 

Ministers. Politburo. and even by the Ministry of the Interior. Any major political 

disturbance in Bulgaria. the Soviet Union, or any other Eastern European country was 

soon followed by a subsequent scare. He defines them as planned tactical proceedings 

whose purpose was not so much to preserve the ideological purity of film art, but to keep 

filmmakers at bay. The first scare in Bulgaria was in 1952, when the foundations of the 

nationalised cinema were already laid out, and there were three fiction films made to 

justify the criticism and the recommendations. 

The next serious campaign was in 1957-58, prompted obviously by the events in 

Poland and Hungary from the previous year. Both early campaigns were based on 

accusations of neglected ideological vigilance and of yielding to the unhealthy periz- 

I?' M. P. Kapustin, op. cit., p. 263. 
Published in the now defunct film journal Bulgarian F i l m .  1990 (7). 13-20. 

(translation from Bulgarian is mine -- CS) 



bourgeois influence of modernism, neorealism, abstract humanism, and an overall 

ideology-free objectivity, As a result, some films were banned, others severely 

reprimanded. The campaign of 1964-65, following Khrushchev's fall, signalled a 

tightening of the ideological screws to welcome the advent of Brezhnev. Three films were 

banned as a result, and every single film on a contemporary subject was censored. 

The occupation of Czechoslovakia in 1968 was yet another good reason for a 

scare. The 1970s went by under the protective supervision of L. Zhivkova. Literally on 

the day following her funeral in the summer of 198 1, however, the Bulgarian Communist 

daily Rabotnichesko Delo (Workers' Deed) published a devastating article accusing 

Bulgarian filmmakers, critics, and intellectuals of "succumbing to Western influence, and 

creating a bleak, existentially hopeless and falsified picture of the socialist reality and 

turning their back on the needs of the ~ i e w e r . " ~ ' ~  The entire Bulgarian culture stood 

accused of distorting the proportions between the big trrcth and the small truth. 

(According to ideological jargon of the time, the big truth was life as it should be, while 

the small truth, life as it is.) The last scare to be launched was in December 1988. The 

usual accusation in the official press (the Party daily or another prestigious publication), 

was that cinema "lagged behind life." Once the accusation was made public, the Union 

of Cineastes responded by organising a creative conference, where high-ranking Party 

officials and ideologues were invited as speakers. 

The scares were more frequent during Zhdanovism, and more like purges. because 

of the desrructive effect they had on filmmakers and films. During the post-terroristic 

phase. however. they acquired a more routine character, but the danger and the damage 

\+,ere a1 ways there. 

2.3.2. The Czechoslovak Experience: "Normalisation" 

Czechoslovak cinema in the 1960s made all Eastern European cultural authorities 

extremely nervous. This resulted in a massive counter-attack of official war films in 

Poland. and the interdiction of more than a dozen East German films in the mid-60s. The 

I" Bulgarian Films. 0p.Cit. 
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way Czechoslovak cultural ideologues handled the New Wave in the aftermath of the 

Prague Spring is an important case for study. It had a profoundly destructive effect on 

Czechoslovak cinema for years to come, but it also affected the process of relaxation that 

had just begun in Bulgaria and Romania. 

New Wave cinema was actually bracketed between two scares. The first came at 

the conference in Banska Bystrica early in 1959, which was assembled to discuss three 

films produced in 1958 and considered dangerous: Three Wishes (Tri prani, dir. J.  Kadar 

& E. Klos): Hie sun? leones (Zde isou ivi, dir. V .  Krska) and The End of rhe Soothsayer 

(Konec jasnovidce, dir. V. Svitacek). It was nothing terribly serious, just a warning of 

things to come. The vigilance of the authorities at that time was heightened due to the 

recent events in Poland and Hungary. but the range of complaints did not exceed the 

usual: falsely comprehended neorealism, formalism, moral indignation, and 

preoccupation with themes taken excIusively from private life. The vestiges of Banska 

Bystrica would be revisited a dozen years later by the authorities with the rancorous "we 

told you so." 

The fate of Czechoslovak cinema from the "normalisation" years (from 1969 well 

into the 80s). was the most serious argument against popular claims that Zhdanovism and 

its derivatives were a thing of the past, dead and buried with Stalin and Zhdanov. In his 

book The Czeclroslovak New. Wave ( 1985), Peter Hames handles the delicate political 

issues extremely carefully and with great consideration for their explosive sensitivity. At 

the same rime. as a liberal Western intellectual, he tries not to play into the hands of Cold 

War hard-liners and their virulent anti-Communism and anti-Sovietism. In spite of an 

attempt to explain the invasion as a gesture of desperation on the part of the Soviet 

authorities and docility on behdf of their Warsaw pact partners, he states the imporrant 

facts quite bluntly: 

Given the strength of public opposition to the invasion. those who chose to collaborate with the 
occupying powers had no choice but to return to the well-tried bureaucratic/police methods of the 
1950s. The only way to remove people with the wrong ideas from positions of responsibility was 
to expel them in what can only be regarded as a "purge" of extraordinary depth and range. ... The 
ans moved rapidly toward the restrictive models of the 1 9 5 0 s . ~ ~ ~  



The lack of success with the viewers of a large number of New Wave films 

admittedly contributed to their ideological misfortune. New Wave filmmakers themselves 

recognised they were at fault with the audience. Trying to second guess what would have 

happened with Czechoslovak cinema if it were not for "normalisation", Liehm writes 

"The FAMU (the famed Prague Film school) graduates from the late 1960s were getting 

tired [of the New Wave art cinema], and longed to declare war on everything from the 

past and make what they provocatively called 'commercial' cinema."l26 

The authorities, however, made powerful use of this artistic vulnerability; their 

charges were sinister and typical for times of cultural and ideological crisis. The principal 

reproach was modernism, the second, that films were incomprehensible to the broad 

masses. The tactics were illustrative and familiar: threats and accusations were followed 

by unequivocal prescriptions. 

In an attempt to win over the public, the authorities usually began their subsequent 

purge by declaring legitimate concern for the neglected interests of the viewers, who were 

bombarded by bleak and incomprehensible works. Under the democratic banner of 

"return to the spectator", the ideologues waged their campaign for summoning the 

prodigal filmmakers back to the Party line (and to the viewer). Hames has correctly 

outlined the basic priorities of such a "scare" and has registered the ideological mood that 

prevailed through the mid-seventies in Eastern Europe. 

He starts out quoting Ludvik Toman, chief literary advisor at the Barrandov film 

studios. Ifis statement, published in 1972 in an article "Czech Feature Fiims: Variety of 

Genres and Subjects", reads like a platform for "normalisation" of Czechoslovak cinema, 

but displays striking similarities with documents of this kind published in other Eastern 

European countries under similar circumstances: 

Violation o f  the relation between the spectator and the creator is always ro the detriment of the 
film creation. ... A film that is not well received when screened is definitely o f  no value. ... We are 
interested in art. which rejects and criticises scepticism, feelings of alienation. desperation, 
inconsiderate sexuality, egoistic bourgeois individuaIism. We want to support by our films those 
properties. which strengthen o w  society. and not those, which break it up.lZ7 

I' P. Hames. Op. Cit.. p. 4. 
P. Hames. Op. Cit., p. 259 (A. Liehm, Closely Warched F i l m ,  op. cit., p. 323). 
P. Hames. 1972. Op. Cit, pp. 258-259. 



While Toman seems to adhere to more radical principles and generally suggests a 

return to the "aesthetics. associated with Zhdanov and the SOs", his superior Jiri Purs, 

director general of the Czechoslovak Film State Enterprise (actually the Ministry of 

Cinema). propagated more relaxed guidelines: 

I would welcome a work celebrating the hero of  our times, not in schematic, stereotype, "a la 
these", or "a  prion-' but in a truthful way. Ir would show his positive features as well as the 
problems of life. It would show a hero of  flesh. bone and blood, a man who has clear targets and 
a positive attitude to society and to the construction of  socialism because he is aware that it is the 
social system tho alone can secure his happy life! 128 

These recommendations, favouring a positive hero. a positive pathos, and emphasising 

the morality of the film's message, minus the aesthetic prescriptions of Zhdanovism, 

inevitably amount to Socialist Normative Aesthetics. 

New Wave directors who did not leave the country and had not disgrace 

themselves publicly with open anti-regime, anti-Communist, or anti-Soviet activities. 

were approached individually and told they would be allowed to return to work if either 

they repented publicly and/or complied with the above recommendations, and made a 

film or two in the official line. 129 

instructive was the way Vera Chytilova reacted. After the publication in the West 

of her open letter to President Husak, in which she gave a detailed account of the various 

bureaucratic intrigues that had prevented the shooting of her film The Apple Game (Hra o 

jabloko. 1976) she was reinstated to her former position as a director. Chytilova had faced 

difficulties because she would not succumb to demands to change her script. She refused 

LO make her otherwise simple and ironic story about a philandering doctor who falls 

genuinely in love on the threshold of middle-age into a morality play about a hesitant 

intellectual who finally sees the light by marrying a conscientious colleague.l30 

P. Hames. 1973. Op. Cit.. p. 259. 
G.  Kopaneva. Lecture series. Tape # 4. pp. 5-6. 

130 Ibid. 



Interestingly enough. Chytilova "also laid her difficulties squarely at the door of 

male chauvinism within the industry."13 1 With this single sentence Hames identifies one 

of the least explored territories in the history of Eastern European cinema: the role and 

place of its few women directors; their voices in aesthetic movements like the New 

Wave; and their fate with respect to subsequent "scares." The Bulgarian director Binka 

Zhelyazkova comes to mind, with her difficult fate and three banned films out of six. 

From the point of view of the evolution of Zhdanovist aesthetics into SNA during 

the post-terroristic phase, it is extremely interesting to study the first several films New 

Wave directors made after their comeback. They belonged to the second generation of 

Eastern European filmmakers, who were privileged enough to become masters in their 

profession without having to compromise and make Zhdanovist films. On another turn of 

the proverbial spiral of history. however, they were in the position of their colleagues 

from the first generation who dealt with the imposition of Zhdanovism- New Wave 

directors faced the challenge adequately, and deserve credit for the aesthetic revival of the 

principal Zhdanovist genres of the 1950s. 

Usually the easiest way out of such a tough ideological situation was for 

filmmakers to escape into the sanctuary of history. recent or distant, depending on the 

budget and the plans of the studio. Fortunately, legitimation crises of the regime occurred 

simultaneously with the crises in cinema (the latter being predicated on the former) and 

the demand for historical films was big. Hames notes that the annual production from the 

early 1970s was characterised by a "cult of the past." Unfortunately, the past turned to be 

far from a sanctuary for the directors from the normalisation period as they were 

supposed to follow a rather strict aesthetic agenda. In Hames' words, 

[tlhe predominance of themes from World War I1 or the early years of the socialist state was 
quite astounding. The object was quite clearly to emphasise the threat from the West (West 
Germany) and the role of the Soviet Union as Czechoslovakia's best ally. Hence the return LO 

endless Nazi stereotypes and repeated liberation by the Red ~ r m ~ . ~ ~ ~  

1 3 *  P. Hames. Op. Cit.. p. 262. 
j3' P. Hames. Op. Cit.. p. 260. 



V!adimir Cech, a noted official director from the 1950s. made a film in that 

particular vein. The Key (Klic, I97 1) is a strictly Zhdanovist Historical-(Bio) 

Revolutionary opus, about the tragic fate of Jan Ziky, president of the second election 

ccuncil of the Czechoslovak Communist Party, and one of the masterminds behind the 

assassination of Prague's Nazi Governor Heydrich in 1942. The director tried to justify 

the bipolar opposition of characters and ideas with then trendy poetic style, where the 

form was allowed to dominate the content if it was redundant with its didactic message, 

thus reinforcing it. But this style which, as has been already discussed, worked so well for 

the fiction world of the Partisan and Resistance Fighter films, failed here. 

Authentic prototypes. events and locations simply refuse to be forced into the 

stereotypical Zhdanovist Manichean universe and therefore clashed badly with the artistic 

devices of the poetic cinema, stream-of-consciousness narrative and associative montage. 

The psychologically realistic acting style additionally sabotaged the confrontation of 

Communist heroes and Fascist villains. Especially controversial is the use of colour. 

Czechoslovak Zhdanovist cinema was visually superb because of the solid 

professionalism of its cameramen and because of the black and white image which was 

easier to stylise and match with Zhdanovist allegories in realism. Not so in The Key. In 

spite of the modem narrative techniques, the Onvo ~olor.133 in combination with the 

static compositions and medium shots, create an evenly boring visual impression in 

episodes that are supposed to convey contrasting moods and associations: the secret 

meetings of the Resistance fighters, the torture chambers at the Nazi headquarters. or the 

hero's flashbacks from a visit to Moscow ten years after Lenin's death. 

The efforts of the director towards stylistic originality are further sabotaged by a 

selection of overused audio and visual clichis from the heyday of the Resistance Fighter 

genre: the cynical German officer playing the piano while the hero's helpers are being 

tortured and beheaded on-screen; the dying hero picturing his wife against the backdrop 

of the Kremlin, wearing a Russian scarf; and especially the Resistance Fighter marching 

Orwo Kolor. produced in East Germany and Sov Kolor, produced in the Soviet Union, were the two 
types of coloured film stock normally used across Eastern Europe. High budget, command films were 
certainly shot on prestigious Kodak or Fuji material purchased with precious hard currency. Internationally 
r e n o ~ n e d  and influential film-directors also had access to good film stock. 
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to the guillotine, singing the Internarionale. Music seems to be of particular importance 

for the director: pieces by Beethoven and Wagner are associated with the diabolical 

designs of the Nazis, while Tchaikovsky's light ballet music serves to emphasise the 

nostalgic images of the hero's wife and children. Some episodes are even deliberately 

stretched to fit the length of the musical phrase. 

The only novelty in this 1970s edition of an archetypal Zhdanovist film is the 

episode of the Gestapo search in a Prague bordello, designed with unexpected visual and 

sensual indulgence in a lavish retro-style. Lnstead of provoking indignation as yet another 

evidence for the decadence of the villains and of capitalism in general, it has the contrary 

effect for all the wrong reasons. 

Jarornil Jires, one of the few New Wave directors who was allowed to return to 

work. made another Historical- (Bio) Revolutionary with elements of the Resistance 

Fighter film. And Give My Love to the Swallow.s (...a poidravuj vfastovh~:, 1972). The 

film is indicative of the canon of historical representation dating back to the Zhdanovist 

Historical- (Bio) Revolutionary film. The inherent tendency of this genre to violate 

historical proportions and present facts, people, and events in a combination that best 

sewed the immediate n-?ds of the Party, is handIed by the talented director in an 

extremely professional and even elegant fashion. 

In the conclusion of his detailed aesthetic analysis of And Give My Love to the 

S~t*alht.s. Hames deems it necessary to justify Jires' repentance. and goes on to explain 

that the film was not dishonourable (as the infamous 7he K ~ F  was) and that no one paid 

attention to it anyway: 

Ir was dismissed by the Czechoslovak viewers without being widely seen as just one more film in 
a genre that had outstayed its welcome in h e  1950s and had scarcely added to its reputation with 
The Kc! and its successors. 34 

Harries's honourable attempt to protect the director of The Cry (1963)' of the "forever 

banned" The Joke (1 968)' and of Valerie and Her Week of Wonders (1 969), one of the 

last films of the Wave, is understandable, especially bearing in mind that even the most 

13' P. Hames. op. cit., p. 260. 
35 1 



vicious attackers of Valerie recognised the high quality of Jires' direction. Hames' 

zealous efforts. recalling Mira and Antonin Liehms* reductionism in presenting all art 

films as dissident or at least politically neutral, simply does not work in cases like And 

Give M! Love to the Swallows. Such efforts could be even counterproductive with those 

who knew better the complexities and political implications of Jires' contrition. 

On one hand, it is undoubtedly true that And Give My Love to the Swallows was 

made in good faith. The tragic story of a Resistance Fighter who contemplates her life and 

s t q g l e  on the eve of her execution is superbly recounted. It is also one of the few Czech 

films about W.W.II resistance that is made with exquisite high pathos; Czechoslovak 

films were generally low-key. By placing her in a surrounding and circumstances that 

could hardly be verified and by making the best out of the "blonde vulnerability" of 

Magda Vasaryova. one of the most attractive actresses of the Czechoslovak cinema, Jires 

secured himself as much artistic freedom as he could get under the circumstances, and 

made what he calls a film about a "contemporary Joan of Arc." 

On the other hand, the prototype for the heroine, Marie Kuderikova, happened to 

be a close relative of one of the most powerful men in the Communist Party at the time of 

"normalisation" and in a way the film was commissioned by him. In fact, the influential 

Kuderikov family owed their privileged status to the sacrifice of their brave Marie, who 

was a much-respected icon in the martyrology of the Czechoslovak Communist Party. As 

a result. the film was on the "must see" list for all Czechoslovak primary schools in the 

1970s and 80s. I35 

Like Cech. Jires also uses the stream-of-consciousness narrative technique, by 

juxtaposing "fragmented account of Marie's time in prison together with equally 

fragmented accounts of her life and work in the resistance movement." And, like Cech. he 

treats sensitive issues that are directly related with the legitimacy crisis of the 

Czechoslovak Communist Party in the early days of normalisation. And, again like Cech. 

he  finds their resolution on the temtory of the common struggle waged by Czechoslovak 

and Soviet Communist parties against the Nazis. Unlike Cech. however, he does so in an 

135 G. Kopaneva. Lecture series. Tape # 4, pp. 5-6; and persona1 information from sources in 
Czechoslovakia. 



artistically convincing manner which succeeds in justifying even the heroine's frequent 

incantations of slogans like "There are many Maruskas and there always will be", 

"Victory is worth more because it costs more", and "People can make life hell or heaven. 

It is up to them." 

Hames' contention that it is "precisely the form of the film that prevents it from 

becoming a mere exercise in propaganda and gives life to Marie's character and ideals" 

stems from the usual argument that propaganda, manipulation, and official cinema in 

general remained associated only with Zhdanovist formal proscriptions (or what Hames 

calls "socialist realism"). However, the "devices of art cinema" that have helped the 

director follow the "movements of the heroine's mind" and achieve "psychological truth" 

about her '.simple and naive personality"136, in my view have also helped him justify the 

packaging of characters as good and bad according to the ideological demand of the day. 

In addition. the "devices of art film" serve as an excellent vehicle for the intrusive 

didactic message with sinister allusions for the contemporary indigenous viewer. 

Therefore And Give My  Love to the Swallows found itself in a situation with local 

audiences similar to that of Ashes and Diamonds in Poland in the 1950s. As the 

discussion on latter in the 1990s has demonstrated above, high artistic qualities are a 

secondary and even counterproductive factor when historical truth is being distorted or 

circumscribed. Ultimately. it is not aesthetics but, as I. Rubanova said, the "subject matter 

of the film that is of ultimate importance for the nation." In such cases everyone seems to 

be more comfortable with artistic failures like The Key. 

Jiri Menzel, one of the major New Wave directors (his Closely Watched Trains 

received an Oscar in 19661, had to both repent publicly in a "newspaper denunciation of 

his entire work and the Xew Wave", and make the official Construction drama Who is 

Looking for rlze Golden Bottom ? (Kdo hleda rlate dm?,  I 974). His film, and J. Jires' s 

stylishly filmed glorification of the construction of the Prague metro as an apotheosis of 

the Czechoslovak socialist work ethic and generous Soviet help and leadership (People 

136 P. Hames, Op. Cit., p. 263. 



from [he Metro. 1974) 37, are indicative of the artistic negotiation of SNA and the 

Construction genre. 

Hames is obviously more at ease with dismissing the official films of his favourite 

directors. All he has to say about Menzel's Who is Looking for the Golden Bottom? is that 

it is a "routine piece, set against the background of constructing a dam." 138 In his entry 

to the anthology Posr New IVave Cinema, he is more eloquent: the film is described as a 

"conventional socialist-realist film that presumably indicated contrition." The "contrition" 

worked. and Menzel made five comedies over the next ten years, resulting in an Oscar 

nomination for Sweet Lirtte Villilge ( 1 985). 

When I spoke with J. Menzel in October of 1994, I asked him about Who Is 

Looking for the Golden Borrom? Here is our exchange: 

Q.: At the height of "normalisation" you made a film called Who Is Looking for the Golden 
Borton~? Could you tell me how you succeeded in creating quite a decent film about the love 
between two quite ordinary young people who are looking for ways to be on their own and 
happy? 

.4.: I t  is quite easy to explain. Our generation of filmmakers were out of work--€hytilova. Jires, 
Bochan. me. We were asked to make films, which reflected our positive attitudes to the new. 
Soviet-backed regime- Without demonstration of such loyalty it was not possible ro do anything. 
In such a climate I made my first script-proposal to the studio so that they couid be sure my 
attitude was "positive." But it was indeed positive, for I was happy to do this film. to be back on 
location. to work. And it is not a wrong film ... 

Q.: How did you succeed in convincing them that the attitude was positive in such a quiet film, 
shot in documentary style, where the only Party representative is also a quiet and ordinary human 
being. albeit flawless and very "positive"? 

A.: I made the film in the mid-70s. not in the early 50s, and different official requiremenu were 
in order. Besides, against the backdrop of the Wave fiims. this film is indeed very positive. It 
implied that people could lead a normal Iife under the circumstances, be decent human beings. 
immersed in their daily routine. and far from politics. And this was already a big compliment to 
the system at that time. because none of it was m e .  But I made it look possible without having to 
sacrifice my conscience. It is not a bad film, after all. ... I had to compromise then; I have to 
compromise now. Every film is a result of a compromise between what you would like to say, 
what the audience would say and what the appararchik, the producer, or whoever is out there, 
would let you say. 

- - 

13' The Czechs claim that the Soviet Union contributed generously in building of the Prague subway as a 
compensation for the invasion. A more sinister interpretation is that the construction of the metro was 
relatively cheap and easy as it profited from the hundreds of thousands of people who lost jobs and status 
for political reasons in the wake of the invasion. 



Thus in an admirably simple way Menzel adequately evaluated his own work, and 

resolved the complex and unpleasant question of adaptation and conformism. Making 

martyrs or monsters out of New Wave directors who wanted to work during 

"normalisation". or out of any Eastern European filmmaker from any period of time. is an 

ungrateful task, extremely difficult for people, I would venture to say, who have not lived 

through i t  all. As J. Andnejewski, the scriptwriter of Ashes and Diamonds, prophetically 

noted. "lucky is the country that does not need heroes or martyrs." 

In this line of argument, Hames' discussion of the career of Otakar Vavra, the 

patriarch of Czechoslovak cinema and one of the best-known directors of the first 

generation, is instructive and sobering. Vavra used to adapt with minimal friction to any 

new situation. He. after all, made films under three totalitarian regimes. 

He was a member of the pre-war left avant-garde. continued to work regularly under the Nazis. 
enjoyed a prominent position under Sralinisrn. presided over the birth of the New Wave as 
respected and loved professor of almost all New Wave directors. adopted its stylistics with his 
films The Golden Renner (1965) and Romance for a Bugle (1966). and was the first to declare his 
support for the new regime after 1968. 39 

Vawa was among the first to make a film under "normalisation." Witchharnmer 
th 

(1969) was about a witch-hunt in 17 -century Bohemia (not without vague allusions to 

contemporary events), followed by the Historical Revolutionary trilogy on important 

W.W.II events that moulded the fate of Czechoslovakia. The first one is about the 

betrayal of the First Republic by the great powers, and specifically by Chamberlain. at the 

Munich conference in 1938 (Days of Betrayal, 1972). The second is about a major fight 

against the Nazis, waged by a Czechoslovak army unit along with the Red Army 

(Sokolovo. 1975). And the third one is about the liberation of Prague by the Red Army, 

appropriately entitled Liberation of Prague ( 1  977). 

Indeed, Vavra "did his best under the circumstances" and, as M. Forman said 

about another old-timer, M. Fric, "no one has the right to criticise him." There was 

something else, however, which has contributed to Vavra's longevity and human 

integrity-he was simply a storyteller. His films could serve as a reference book for all 

'3s P. Hames. Op. Cit., p. 269. 
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genres and sub-genres of official films that were made in Eastern Europe under - 
Communism. Vavra was one of the few directors who succeeded in justifying the 

inevitable politicisation of art and distortion of historical facts, by wisely setting them in 

the mode of "once-upon-a-time." He did not invite identification, and never indulged in 

extreme emotionality, or experimentation with style, that would suggest personal 

involvement and thus affect the distance he kept between himself, the story, and the 

viewer. Whether telling an episode from the Prague uprising (The Silent Barricade. 

1948). or presenting an ultra-tendentious rendition of the resettlement of the Sudeten 

Germans (Nasrup. I952), or whether creating a blockbuster historical epic, like the 

trilogy. he  did so with respect for his metier and the viewer. 

2.4. Negotiating the Socialist Normative Aesthetics 

The role and place of subsequent generations of Eastern European intellectuals in 

negotiating the variables of SNA were predicated on three important and interrelated 

factors. First. most of the directors from the 1960s and the 70s were graduates of the 

newly opened national fiIm schools or of VGIK (All-Union State Institute for 

Cinematography) in Moscow. This meant they had to have the right political background 

in order to be allowed to pursue a career in a field considered of major ideoIogical 

importance for the state. Over the years, the background prerequisite became even stricter 

and the third graduating class of filmmakers to join the profession in the first half of the 

1970s were, as G. Kopaneva puts it, "Party kids." The holes of the sieve became wider 

towards the end of the decade, when the Party kids themselves became professors at the 

film school. They showed a considerable democratic inclination at the admission exams, 

giving preference to talent over birthright or connections. 

Certainly, the education of the second and third classes of Eastern European 

directors gave them a professional advantage over their older colleagues, while their 

ideologically correct background allowed for more bargaining power with the authorities. 

'39 P. Hames. Op. Cit.. p. 262. 
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It also set the limits of their spontaneous democratism, which was put to the test when a 

number of them accepted positions high up in the cinematic hierarchy. 

2.4.1. Decentralisation and Film Production Units 

The second important factor to play a role in negotiating the limits of SNA was an 

attempt towards decentralisation that was introduced on the level of artistic selection in 

the form of film production units. These units were first introduced in Poland in 1948, but 

began to really function ten years later, when there were already eight such units, or 

zespolj, in the Polish film industry. Hungary first introduced an experimental film unit, or 

workshop. in 196 1 to ensure the debuts of young directors. Towards the end of the 1960s. 

the number of Hungarian production units rose to four. Four Czechoslovak units began to 

function in 1963 but reached full independence in 1968. The four Bulgarian film kolektivi 

were formed in 1968. and Romania's four film houses came in 1972. Yugoslavia had 

decentralised its industry as early as 1951, and in 1953 had introduced, at least formally, 

the principle of self- management which functioned through temporary filmmaking 

enterprises founded to produce a film or two and then be disbanded. 

The main function of the film units was to assure worthwhile literary material for 

film production. They had a fixed annual budget allotted by the film studio. Their only 

concern was to meet their plan by submitting four or five approved projects per year. 

Each consisted of an anistic head or master (usually a prominent director), a chief literary 

advisor (who commissioned and selected scripts), and sometimes a production manager. 

Then there was the staff of the unit: about a dozen directors, four or five literary advisors, 

and a secretary. The theme, genre, and general make-up of the films produced by a unit 

were determined to a great extent by the artistic personality and preferences of its master. 

The scripts were first discussed by the internal artistic council and then passed higher up 

for approval-to the artistic council of the film studio and then to the chief artistic 

council of the State Film Enterprise. The same routine was followed at various stages of 

the film's production. Similar or identical description of film production units in Poland. 



Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Bulgaria and Romania can be found in M. & A. ~ i e h m  140, in 

F. BrenI41, and in M. J. stoi1.14* They all agree that the model was revolutionary and 

demonstrated its efficiency across the region. 

While I have no quarrel with the revolutionary character of the model. I do not 

share the optimistic tenor of its evaluation. The liberal character of the film units should 

not be overestimated: they were actually a way of exercising efficient internal censorship 

and encouraging self-censorship. In film units, the creative process was regulated from 

xithin, and by one's most respected colleagues, not from an outside anonymous (and 

antagonistic) power as before. There was a person or two (sometimes more) in each unit 

who were pre-authorised to push the Party line, or, in more lenient times, t@ play the 

devil's advocate during debates of the internal art-council. The film units were a method 

of careful socialisation of the unruly, a breeding ground for conformism. 

Then again. the film units gave filmmakers more room for negotiation, the 

possibility to take advantage of loopholes and benefit from the inevitable contradictions 

the system displayed in this rather long chain of approvals and disapprovals. On this 

lengthy trip from the very first formal approval of the script at an informal gathering of 

the units' internal art-council (usually in a nearby cafe) to the acceptance of the completed 

product bjl the ominous state commission, the filmmaker was never left done. Eastern 

European cinema was a collective art in the truest sense, for better or worse.143 

Individual dissident films and film cycles were therefore the result of fluctuations 

in Party policy: deliberate relaxation planned as a safety valve (Berliner Filme. Polish 

School. Migration Cycle); changes in internal or external state policy halfway through 

film production (the "rabbit films"). or simply negligence due to major preoccupation 

with the economy or internal political problems (Yugoslav Novi Film, Cinema of Moral 

Concern). As G .  Kopaneva wittily observed, "food shortages were always accompanied 

M. & A. Liehm, Op. Cit., p. 293. 
''I F. Bren. Op. Cit., pp. 48-50. 
I" M. J .  Stoil. Op. Cit., pp. 48-53. 
'" The section on film units is based on my own five-year experience as a junior literary advisor for film 
units "Contemporary" and "Experimentat" as well as on information exchanges with literary advisors from 
Poland. Hungary, and the USSR. 
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by relaxation in art, and an approaching regime crisis could be predicted with relative 

precision when contents in art became bolder and more critical." 

In addition, the appearance of dissident films owed a great deal to the 

metaphysical substance called Luck, predicated on a favourable mixture of socio- 

psychological circumstances: propensity for certain collective conspiracy by the members 

of the film unit; bouts of courage, or even sympathy shown by at least two key figures in 

the chain: personal stamina, stubbornness, and so forth. As Polish director Krzysztof 

Kieslowski comments on the continuous rejection of his scripts: 

It is difficult to understand for someone who does not know the country. ... To try is simply a 
duty. I am trying all the time. I believe in trying. There is also the matter of pressure. I believe 
that if my colleagues and I present ten scripts. they may all be rejected ten times. but the eleventh 

time one of them at least will be accepted.lU 

Needless to say. directors that were the trademark of their national cinema had a special 

status with the authorities, although that did not necessarily made life easier for them. 

2.4.2. Self-censorship 

Self-censorship is the third and most important factor in negotiating the limits of 

SNA. Understanding the nature of self-censorship is of key importance for 

comprehending the history of Eastern European cinema in the post-terroristic phase. The 

phenomenon of self-censorship actually signalled that the system had already normdised 

and had begun to reproduce itself. Self-censorship is a sophisticated form of de- 

enlightenment which, as already discussed above, requires "people to internalise"145 ... 

"attitudes, cultural patterns, ways of thinking and acting"l46 

While a separate censorship apparatus is costly and cumbersome, self-censorship 

is very ad\rantageous to the totalitarian regime. Lf one accepts the definition of 

institutionalised censorship as "the process whereby restrictions are imposed upon 

I" Quoted in F. Bren, Op. Cit.. and p. 132- 
Arendt s p e a k  of "internalisation of terror", so do Havel. as well as Feher, Heller & Markus (Part I, 

sections 3 and especially 4). 



collection. dissemination and exchange of information, opinion and ideas" by a 

government or Party authority by means of "obligatory notification of a specid office", 

then censorship per se had ceased to exist in Eastern European cinema by the late 1960s 

and early 70s. 147 

Modem societies need many contacts, which require high information flows, 

something with which totalitarian states became increasingly uncomfortable. That is why 

self-censorship became so extremely important during the second phase of 

totalitarianism. Self-censorship clearly "demonstrated the strongly manipulative nature of 

the system". but it also revealed a mass willingness for compliance with the system. 

While self-censorship allowed sometimes for sensitive material to come to light, it was 

wonh the risk, for no outside censor could do the job so well as individuals who had a 

\vested interest in perpetuating the system by monitoring, filtering. and diverting the flow 

of information. 

Institutionalised censorship is a characteristic trait of the terrorist phase, of 

Zhdanovist art. while self-censorship is predicated on the post-terrorist changes in the 

tctalitarian system. So are the variables of the normative aesthetics. In the essay The 

\/elver Prison. Miklos Harszti introduces an interesting argument on the nature of 

censorship and self-censorship in Eastern European totalitarian culture. Sharply criticising 

the co-opted and conformist artistic intelligentsia, he distinguishes three periods in the 

development of the relationship between artists, inteilectuals. and the ruling elite, where 

the role and strength of censorship served as a yardstick. First came Stalinism with its 

hard or mifiran censorship, then post-Stalinism with sofr censorship, and finally late 

post-S talinism with progressive censorship. 148 

'j6 A. Heller. 1987. Op. Cit.. p. 245. 
Id' According to Schopflin. '.Poiand employed prior censorship to create unanimity, whereas the 
Hungarians have relied on self-censorship enforced as much by editors and publishers as by the authors 
rhemselves. If anything. the Polish model is liable to give more trouble because it relies on having the 
system policed by outsiders so that the writers as a group are set against the censors. ... By contrast, where 
the political situation was under tight control. as in Czechoslovakia in the same period, problems of this 
nature did not arise. Interestingly. both Romania and Bulgaria moved to self-censorship in the mid 70s." G. 
Schopflin, Op. Cit.. p. 4. 

lJ8 M. Haraszti. Op. Cit.. p. 78. 



Stalinism was a "honeymoon for society and art", for, albeit painfully, "art 

liberated itself by building a society that at last it could love without reservation." 149 

This is the period when the basis of the Communist culture of censorship was laid. Brutal 

Stalinist censorship paradoxically brought about the freedom of post-Stalinist partnership. 

since Stalinism "drew the limits of artistic exPression."l5* Post-Stalinism was merely a 

consolidation of the culture of censorship. which became soft and civilian. It grew 

endemic. and turned into self-censonhip.151 The process of post-Stalinist partnership is 

compared to the management of a giant corporation, which ran along the lines of high 

professional ethics between the employer (the party elite), and employees (the artists). 152 

In other words, the partnership was an expression of the growing professional 

responsibilin of the artistic intelligentsia. 

The ultimate expression of the process of adjustment was progressive censorship. 

While under Stalinism the artist was a proud representative of the ideological vanguard, 

during post-Stalinism s h e  became merely a member of "the silent participatory 

majority." During the period of progressive censorship. however, (when "generosity from 

on high was matched by docility from below"), every artist became a "minor politician of 

culture."l53 According to Haraszti. the above quoted Kadar's dictum "He who is not 

against us. is with us", being an expression of ultimate pragmatism (or of the so-called 

"godash Communism"), became the most appropriate motto of the era of progressive 

censorship, or of cultural realpolitik. Thus the religious dogma of Stalinism was slowly 

replaced by the secular ethics of post-Stalinism, and by the consumerism of late post 

~ r a l i n i s r n ~ 5 ~ ,  or by what is called here cultural Kadurism. 

Along this line of thought, Havel points out that the "most important feature of the 

classical dictatorship [i.e., terrorist totalitarianism] is that the line of conflict can still be 

drawn along the social class divide", while during post-terrorist totalitarianism this line is 

Ibid. p. 45. 
150 Ibid. p. 98. 
15' Ibid.. p. 49 
'5' Ibid. 
I s 3  M. Haraszti. op. cit.. pp. 79-100. 
IS%. Haraszti. Op. Cit.. pp. 7 1-74. 



internalised, and "runs de facto through each person, for everyone in his or her own way 

is both a victim and a suppofler of the system." l55 In agreement with Haraszti, he 

recognises that the number of intellectuals who were ready to admit, publicly or privately. 

that "the devil to whom they sold their souls owes his might to them" grew fewer and 

fewer during post-Stalinism. It required courage and effort most people were reluctant. or 

unable to exercise. Historical determinism, this convenient creation of the human brain, 

came as a handy excuse for a comfortable "life in lies." 

2.5. Zhdanovism and Other Film Movements 

Peter Hames compares New Wave Cinema with other film movements and their 

relation to society. Like the Soviet avant-garde cinema from the 1920s. German 

expressionism. and Italian Neorealism, the New Wave cinema had emerged from a 

"society that had undergone a drastic socio-cultural trauma."l56 The same can be said 

about the Polish Cinema of Moral Concem, another major dissident counter-movement 

which had emerged concurrently with the "drastic socio-cultural trauma" that came to a 

head during the Solidarity crisis. 

Following T. Lovell. Hames defines the New Wave also as a "revitalisation 

movement". a deliberate and self-conscious attempt to provide a more satisfying 

~u l tu re . " l5~  While the New Wave cinema "represents a major aesthetic break with 

existing traditions", the Polish Cinema of Moral Concem did not break any new aesthetic 

ground. although both movements definitely represented a **collective action toward a 
Y 

conscious goa1."15* There are other film movements that can also be described as social 

"revitalisation movements" towards a "more satisfying culture" without necessarily 

representing a major adversarial break in either the political or aesthetic sense. 

- - 

I s 5  V. i-Iavel, Op, Cit.. p. 37. 
Quoted from Andrew Tudor. l m g e  and Influence (London: Allen & Unwinm 1974, p. 168). in P. 

Hames. Op. Cit.. and p. 4. 
157 Ibid. 

Ibid. 



The history of Eastern European cinema is an example of the ambivalent 

relationship between state-sponsored film industry and freedom of artistic expression. 

Eastern European cinema was the territory where state, society, and intelligentsia met, 

where national cultural, political and economic interests intersected. The films produced 

can be interpreted as a result of these uneasy and displaced negotiations, where the Party 

held the most powerful argument of power and the filmmakers were refused the normal 

venues of rebuttal. There were three possible outcomes of these negotiations. First, when 

the Party treated cinema as a mouthpiece for its official myths, the freedom of artistic and 

moral expression was next to non-existent, strangled by the constraints of the official 

normative aesthetics. This situation was typical for the terroristic phase of totalitarianism. 

although there were a few cases of relapses during the post-terroristic phase. 

Second, when the Party was ready to tolerate some freedom of moral and even 

political opposition. and of artistic expression, filmmakers had the best of both worlds: 

state sponsored film industry and artistic freedom. Obviously, such a situation was a rare 

exception and occurred in an unencumbered state only once in the history of Eastern 

European cinema, during the 60s in Czechoslovakia. The result was the New Wave 

Cinema. 

The third case was a mixture between the first two: the Party wanted its myths 

propasated by the cinema and insisted on the basic principles of normative aesthetics, but 

was also prepared to tolerate some freedom of artistic expression, as well as some moral. 

even ideological opposition, albeit much more rarely. As a result of these negotiations, 

different artistic schools and movements came into being throughout the history of 

Eastern European cinema. Apart from the larger movements and schools, all films 

produced in Eastern Europe came as a result of such negotiations, where the Party, certain 

flexibility notwithstanding, had the final say most of the time. This situation was typical 

for the post-terroristic phase of totalitarianism. 

If we are to apply Polanyi's paradigm of the double movement, Zhdanovism can 

be interpreted as an aggressive movement of the totalitarian state against society and 

traditional culture, while the different aesthetic movements can be described as protective 

counter-movements. This interpretation is all the more justified in the context of my study 



of the Eastern European social and political realities as it clearly demonstrates that the 

emergence. intensity. and duration of counter-movements in cinema were strongly 

predicated on the strength of civil societies. 

While some of these movements, like the Czechoslovak New Wave from the 

1960s were openly antagonistic in the ideological and political sense, the Berliner Filme 

from the early 1950s and the Polish School from the 1950s and early 60s were the 

consequence of the aesthetic concessions the Party was prepared to make in times of 

trouble: the Bulgarian Migration Cycle from the 1970s and the Hungarian Sociographic 

Films from the 1970s and 80s came as misguided outcomes of the moral and even 

ideological ground the Party was ready to cede in order to see its own agenda met: the 

Yucgoslav Novi Film from the 1960s and the Polish Cinema of MoraI Concern from the 

1970s and early 80s with their aesthetic, moral and ideological contestations. caught their 

respective Parties unawares. 

Whether succumbing to Zhdanovism during the terroristic phase, whether eroding 

or confronting it during the post-terroristic phase. the Eastern European cinema from the 

Communist period never really succeeded in getting rid of its legacy. Zhdanovism 

moulded the matrix not only of the Eastern European cinema but also of the political 

unconscious of filmmakers and critics. leaving indelible traces on the development of 

post-Zhdanovist cinema and its critical evaluation. It is evident from the pertinent 

literature that the period of Zhdanovism. as a formative period in the histories of the post- 

war Eastern European cinemas, remained present as an aesthetic watermark against which 

filmmakers and critics measured the degree of artistic freedom achieved. or the lack of it. 

for years to come. 

Eastern European cinema was held within the confines of the normative aesthetics 

well into the 1970s and was haunted by it until its last breath in 1989. so to speak. 

Although during the post-terroristic phase the constraints were relaxed, its basic 

principles were never repealed. The Party Spirit, for example, remained intact; the 

Ideological Spirit primacy of content over form continued to reign supreme; the 

obsession with realism and verisimilitude and the abhorrence for formal experiments and 

naturalism. especially the concept of and the quest for the Positive Hero, remained high 



on the agenda of the authorities. The irreconcilable contradiction between the elitist and 

the populist drives of the Eastern European intelligentsia was resolved by television, 

which provided entertainment, while the cinema industry concentrated on producing 

"high" art that continued to "neglect the viewer." Most Eastern European cultures (with 

the notable exception of Yugoslavia) with a lot of help from the filmmakers, had in the 

meanwhile fossilised their folklore and traditional culture, turning them into in tourist 

attractions or export items. 

The peculiar characteristics of Eastern European history and its intelligentsia 

certainly contributed to the longevity of the totalitarian-authoritarian discourse. The 

relaxat ion of post-totalitarian cultural policy after Zhdanov's and S talin's deaths 

succeeded in removing only the ugliest traits of totalitarian aesthetics, thereby revealing, 

not neglected democratism and tolerance, but the foundations of solid authoritarian 

traditions. Exercising their right to moral indignation and to what S. Suleiman calls, 

following Barthes. their "authority of assertionw, Eastern European film theoreticians, 

critics and filmmakers went to replace Zhdanovism and its mutations mostly with works 

where the authoritarian discourse persisted albeit motivated by their best dissident 

intentions. 

Eastern European cinema tried hard to preserve its status as an institution for the 

management of ideas even after the period in the early 1980s when filmmakers woke up 

to the fact that viewers were vital for their existence. The film discourse remained mostly 

authoritarian even after the official Communist mythology was either dropped altogether 

or replaced with indigenous nationalistic myths. The Eastern European official and 

dissident cinema from the 1980s, "whether defending the status quo or calling for its 

abolition". continued to appeal to the "need for certainty, stability and unity as one of the 

basic elements of the human psyche." Thus the Eastern European cinema continued to 

prefer "absolute truths and absolute values" - i.e. - continued to display values and 

attitudes that S. Suleiman finds typical for authoritarian discourse.l59 In the process, the 

159 S .  R. Suleiman. 1993. Op. Cit., p. 10. 



Eastern European filmmakers, again paraphrasing Suleiman, went on to "infantilise" the 

viewer by "offering [herhim] in exchange a patemd assurance."160 

To paraphrase Konrad and Szelenyi, had the normative aesthetics not been 

imported, the Eastern European filmmakers would have invented them themselves. 

Explaining the inherent authoritarianism of Eastern European cultural tradition only with 

imposition of a foreign-the Soviet--cultural model, the need to sustain the idea of a 

malevolent "other" stands as yet another proof for the gravity of the crisis of self- 

knowledge of the Eastern European intelligentsia. 

Conclusion 

The artistic achievements of the cinemas of GDR, Czechoslovakia, Hungary and 

Poland during the first three years after the war ( 1945- 1948) were predicated on the 

strength of their pre-war cinematic traditions and the professionalism of available 

directors and/or on their ability to sense the zeirgeist and create films that would be 

accepted by the audience. but also by the authorities. What R. Sobolev says about the 

Polish cinema - that it "couId not learn anything from the Soviet cinema from the late 40s 

as there was nothing there even remotely comparable to the films made by Jakubowska, 

Ford, Zarzycky and ~awalerowicz"l61 - holds true for the cinemas of the GDR. 

Czechoslovakia and Hungary. With the advent of Zhdanovism. however, the evolution of 

these cinemas took a different direction. The importance of professional and cultural 

traditions became secondary after 1938, when overall stagnation in politics and the arts 

became significant. When Zhdanovism was introduced, Bulgaria, Romania, and 

Yugoslavia had hardly any film industry, let alone seasoned directors. Nevertheless, in a 

few years time they caught up with the others, and started churning out strikingly similar 

products. In spite of the Zhdanovist constraints, the cinemas of Bulgaria, Romania, and 

especially of Yugoslavia, went on to make astonishing progress, and by the end of the 

- 

I6O ibid. pp. 10- 1 1. 
16' Romil Sobolev. 1993. "From the Ashes: History of Polish Cinema from 1945 to 1956." In From Yalra 
To Malra. op. cit.. p. 28. 
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50s. beginning of the 60s, were professionally and artistically on a par with the older 

Central East-European cinemas. 

The Eastern European cinema as a whole reached a high point in the 1960s both in 

the aesthetic and professiona1 sense. A precarious consensus with the authorities was 

achieved on the subject of historical film, where the authorities were willing to cede some 

aesthetic ground. During this time Poland, along with Yugoslavia. Romania, and 

Bulgaria, was producing a large number of W. W. II Battalia and Resistance Fighter 

films. The aesthetic accomplishments in the official genres were directly proportional to 

the distortion of historical truth. The 60s saw the birth of the Nationalist Epic, which was 

both expensive and prestigious, but a politically safe genre. It could be described as the 

"baroque" or the decadent phase of Zhdanovism, which by this time had mutated into 

SKA. The Nationalist Epic became extremely popular in the Polish, Romanian and 

Bulgarian cinema from the period. 

Films. dealing with contemporary themes, were becoming an increasingly 

contentious issue. As mentioned above. the GDR banned twelve films throughout the 

decade: Bulgaria banned three162; Yugoslavia banned most of the Novi Film works. 

Although Hungarian cinema was very careful with the representation of W. W. II 

e\.ents ("an expression of the national instinct for self-preservation", in Al. Troshin's 

v.rords). it produced Cold D a y  (Hideg Napok. dir. A. Kovacs, 1966), a film about four 

Hungarian participants in the 1941 massacre of Jews and Serbs in Novi Sad. 

Hungarian directors boldly and in an open and critical manner challenged sacrosanct 

official myths about the history of their country. In the atmosphere, complicated by the 

Prague Spring and the social unrest in Poland, their artistic freedom equalled ideological 

provocation. Thus, at the end of the 60s, Eastern European cinema emerged as an 

influential social and cultural institution, which the authorities found increasingly 

' 6' Monday Morning (Ponedelnik Surrin, 1966): The Arrached Buffoon (Priwt=anijat balm, 1967); The 
SAT Over Veleka (Nebeto nad Veleka, 1968) 
' 6 3 ~ h e  film appeared in the company of The Round-Up (Szegenylegenyek, 1965. dir. M. Jancso) and 
T\t.enc Hours (Hus; ora, dir. 2. Fabri, 1963) as three major contestations of the myth of national unity The 
acts of beuayal and division are the backdrop of three major events that have shaped the Hungarian nation - 
the Second World War, the War of Independence of 1848: and the Hungarian Uprising in 1956. 
respectiveIy. 
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difficult to control. Fortunately for them, the mechanism of self-censorship was set in 

motion, and the age of terror was replaced by the negotiated compromise. 

The 60s were also the last stand of the black-and-white era The 70s brought not 

only the popularisation of colour but aiso a considerable relaxation in the relentless drive 

for system integration as the totalitarian system entered its post-terroristic phase of 

gradual normalisation and reproduction. The official Eastern European cinema lost 

impetus as it had to simultaneously meet the requirements of the technological and 

aesthetic innovations. and to also reinvent itself as a much gentler and kinder instrument 

for social integration. It regrouped and regained its self-confidence, and reappeared in the 

mid-70s in a different aesthetic guise: as lavish and high budget command entertainment 

or as simple apprenticeship stories about simple, "Christ-like" Positive Herohnes, and 

their "noble-minded" suffering in the name of Society and Party. From the 1970s until the 

late 80s. however, for better or worse, nothing was to be taken for granted by the Eastern 

European official cinema if it wanted to survive. 



TESTING THE GENRE APPROACH 

THE SMILING LAND Usmevava zem 

YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1951; Premiere 05.06.1952 
DIRECTOR: Vaclav Gajer 

SCRIPT: Josef Neuberg, Frantisek Wcek 
CAMERA: Juiius Vegricht 

MUSIC: Jiri Smka 
PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Otomar Korbelar (President of the co- 

operative), Josef Mixa (Dvorta, the agronomist), Bohumira Langova (Rockova, 
rhe teacher), Jaromir Spd (Benda, the accountant) 

The Genre 

The Smiling Land belongs to the Consrruction of Socialism genre (or the 

Construction genre, as it will be referred to below). It reached its height in the period 

from the late 1940s and through the 50s. It flourished in Czechoslovakia, and made a 

come back in the 1970s. If we are to use Ellul's terms, the Construction genre could be 

defined as a form of propaganda of Integration, designed to demonstrate to people why 

and how they should strive, with militant elements of propaganda of Agitation. While 

propaganda of Agitation,' according to E M ,  is the more effective type of propaganda 

and has  always existed in history as a subversive. confrontational form of propaganda, 

propaganda of Integration is "far from being clear and easy" to contrive and conduct.? 

"Propaganda of Agitation reached its heights with the Bolshevik rule as a form of oppositional 
propaganda made by a government. ... It is used ro pursue a revolutionary course of action - usually against 
a myriad of internal enemies and forces - a class. an ethnic group, and simply individually taken 'enemies 
of the people.' ... 

"Propaganda of Agitation tries to stretch people's energies 10 the utmost. obtain substantial 
sacrifices from them, and induce the individual to bear heavy ordeals. It takes peop!e out of their regular 
everyday life and plunges them into enthusiasm and adventure; it opens to them unexpected and unrealistic 
possibilities, and suggests extraordinary goals that nevertheless seem to people completely within reach. ... 

"The subversive propaganda of Agitation is also the easiest to make because of its explosive and 
revoiutionary character. Hate is usually the most profitable source. It is extremely easy to launch a 
revolutionary movement based on hatred of a particular enemy: it consists of attributing one's misfortunes 
and sins to the 'other'. who must be killed or disgraced, or simply hated in order those misfortunes and sins 
to disappear. The 'other' should not be very powerful. though. ... 

"The other pillar of propaganda of Agitation is promise - bread to the hungry, land to the 
plundered. freedom to the oppressed. call to truth among the religious. This propaganda is extremely 
effective among the less educated masses. and for a brief period of time. It always works with key words: 
Independence. Change, Freedom. Peace. Equality, etc." J. Ellul. Op. Cit., pp. 70-79. 
7 " - Once the revolutionary government, or the government of change, is in power, it would immediately 

seek to convince the people to change overnight from contestors and opponents of the ancien rkgime. to 
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The semantic universe of the Construction genre is designed carefully, in 

complete harmony with Party policy. It is ruled by the principal myth of socialism, of 

Paradise on Earth. In his book from 1992, The Age of Happiness: Symbols, Emblems and 

Myths 1948-89 (Srasny Vek: Symboly, emblemy a myty 1948-89), the Czech scholar of 

Communist cultural semiotics, Vladimir Macura, discusses the myth of paradise within 

the context of the totalitarian culture: 

[[]he myrhological character of socialist doctrine became stronger as it turned into an 'ideology' 
of a new type, or what Mannheim calls "stabilised social thinking". or "social mythology." ... One 
of the most powerful myths, the basic one, indeed, is the myth of the future as eternal paradise. 
Compared to it. the present is usually shown as grey. too much burdened by the past. far from 
perfect. On the other hand, it is a paradise already found; the dream of past generations that has 
become a reality. From the thirties on. the Soviet Union was the epitome of paradise found: "the 
wonderful land of socialism", "the paradise of the workers and peasants", "the land of tomorrow". 
After the war. this myth spread dl over Eastern Europe. In the 40s and 50s. the myth of the 
future actually implied that the new socialist countries would achieve what has already been 
achieved in the Soviet ~ n i o n . ~  

Work is the measure of a11 things in the Consrrucrion genre. In the already quoted 

above article. Anita Skwara rightfully argues that in Poland from the 50s and 60s the 

"ethos of work" merged with the "ethos of struggle", the ruling national sentiment from 

the times of the century-long national liberation movements. Her argument that thus work 

became a "total and the only meaningful activity" holds true about all of Eastern Europe2 

Similar1 y. Macura claims 

[tlhat rhe uorId of socialism does not know an oasis of rest. and is divided into fronts and 
srruggles ... -4 struggle for a new socialist village; for socialist intelligentsia; for Marxist 
philology: for the flourishing of arts and culture ... According to the Prophets of Paradise. who 
were also Prophets of Desuuction. the eternal empire of peace and happiness is to come by way 
of destruction. through battles and struggles. Thus work. or rather the labour battle or the work 

builders of the new order. ... The transition from the first type of propaganda to the second is extremely 
difficult. What has been unleashed cannot be brought under control so easily. ... And while propaganda of 
.4gitation produces \.cry rapid and spectacular effects. propaganda of Integration is very slow and gradual. 

"IntegrationaI propaganda under Communist totalitarianism usually takes the form of education - 
in classrooms, universities, and permeates literally all spheres of life. especially those of culture (cinema 
included). ... In order to strengthen integrational propaganda, it  could act in concert with Agitaiional - 
against Capitalism; against internal enemies and remnants of the ancien regime; against the West; the 
American way of life." J. Eliul, Op. Cit., pp. 76-79. 

Vladimir Macura. 1992. Srasny Vek: Sjmboly, emblemj a my0 1948-89 (Prazska Imaginace: Praha), 
pp. 8- 10. (Translation from Czechoslovak by Komelia Kozma, at my request - CS). 
' A. Skwara, Op. Cit.. pp. 225-226. 
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front acquired the status of the ultimate confronlation as well as the ultimate value o f  socialism; 
work was the road to paradise on earth, but also paradise itself.5 

Other contemporary totalitarian genres are also based on the myths of Paradise 

and Work. but they develop as a central theme some of the supporting myths. The 

Children's film, for example, was grounded in the myth of Childhood as a metaphor of 

the new age; where children and spring were symbols of progress and the generational 

confrontation was a parable of the struggle between the new and the old (in the literal 

sense)? The Family Drama from the 1950s and early 1960s was based on the official 

myth of the Socialist Home as an open, public space, which did not have a private value 

of its own. but was a place where the family members rest from work, discuss public 

matters and leave in order to go to work. Accordingly, the traditional ideal of the 

"woman-mother and woman-lover" was transformed to "woman-fellow combatant. a 

woman-comrade in life." The privacy of home lost its relevance as the whole country was 

represented as a "gigantic collective dwelling" which gradually appropriated the 

"traditional attributes of home - security, rest, peace, stability, a fortress against the 

threats and pressures, coming from the outside and hostile (Capitalist) world." The public 

home was expanded to include all countries "building sociaiism" and became the 

"socialist camp." Thus the "common socialist home" could be better defended against the 

malicious and deadly designs of the West, whose only goal was to sabotage this peaceful 

paradise. Therefore leaving the socialist home without permission was considered the 

gravest offence and trespassing borders, high treason. This was aIready the domain of the 

Spies and Saboteurs genre: the "borders of the socialist home were very important and the 

border guard, who kept the sly and dangerous enemies away, was a very special person - 
a favourite hero of paintings, literature and film."' 

The terrorist phase of totalitarianism was the heyday of the Construction genre 

and its traits will be discussed here, along with the analysis of the film The Smiling Land. 

The Czechoslovak directors from the late 1940s rightfully perceived that in their 

advanced industrial country it would be anachronistic to problematise industrialisation 

and modernisation of the production base. That is why they made the sensible choice to 

Ibid. pp. 19-23. 
Ibid. pp. 10-12. 



problernatise the production relations in realistic, predominantly urban industrial 

settings-factories, engineering and construction offices, railway stations. In general, the 

conflict in these films can be formulated as a conflict between the old and the new Czech 

technocratic intelligentsia. In Predators (Dravci, dir. J. Weiss, 1948), for example, the 

central conflict is provoked by the older senior architect whose evil money-grubbing 

schemes are frustrated by the young architect. In The Iron Old Man (Zelemy dedek, dir. 

V .  Kubasek, 1948), an already retired locomotive driver is reinstalled, against the will of 

the pedantic chief engineer, by the younger professional who needs his competence. 

As we move towards 1948, the year of the Communist take-over in 

Czechoslovakia, and beyond. the ideological temperature rises and with it the frictions 

between the functional and the fictior,al in the genre. The conflict between the old and the 

new becomes increasingly intolerant and tends to involve representatives of the whole 

society. The self-assured Czech proletariat. the only working class in Eastern Europe in 

truly Marxian sense, emerges as the much sought-after collective hero. In Two Fires (Dva 

Ohne. dir. V. Kubasek. 1949). after a series of negligence-related accidents and problems 

with their bosses. the workers at a brick refinery take over the management of the factory. 

encouraged by K. Gottwald's radio speeches. But the speeches come too late and are too 

inorganic to justify the progressive development of this film, made in the best traditions 

of Czechoslovak critical-realist, class-conscious pre- 1948 cinema. 

An interesting hybridisation is observed in The Five Hundred Crown Bill 

(Perisrokz, dir. M. Fric, 1949) and in Conscience (Svedomi, dir. J .  Krejcik, 1949). where 

a melodramatic plot is loaded with ideological meaning. Such an operation became 

panicularly popular with Hungarian directors from the period and beyond. The most 

prolific directors from this period were Felix Mariassys, Marton Keleti,g Viktor Gertlerlo 

as well as Gyorgy Reves and Laszlo Ranody. They contributed highly to the evolution of 
- - 

' Ibid. pp. 33-39. 
' Anna S x b o  (Szabone, 1949). The Marriage of Catherine Kis (Kis Katdin ha:assaga. 1950) - 
Construction ge rue; Underground Colony (Gjarmar a fold alart. I 95 1). Full Srecm. A head (Teljes Gosel. 
195 1) - Spies and Saboteurs; A Glass of Beer (Egy pikolo vilagos, 1955) - Delinquent Youth. See appendix. 
J a n h  (Johnni, 1939). T n  and Win (Civil a PaIyan. 1951). Young at  Hean (Szivvel Ifiu. 1953). Unril the 

Day is Breaking (Amig Hotnap Lesz. 1961) - Construction of  Socialism. TWO Confessions (Ket Vallomas. 
1957). - Delinquenr Yourh. See appendix. 



the Hungarian Zhdanovist school, and specifically to the Construction genre and its 

derivatives (Spies and Saboteurs and Delinquent Youth). 

Nemeskurty notes that "never before had so many films been made in Hungary on 

modem themes in a working-class milieu as in these three years 1950-52: 14 out of 18 

films." Al. Trosin corrects him, claiming that this tendency covers a longer period from 

1948 through 1955. It all began with mixing elements of already familiar plots and 

intrigues with the new elements: construction engineer of a new railway falling in love 

with countess, disguised as a peasant girl. (Mickey Magnate - Magnas Miska, dir. M. 

Keleti. 1948). Very soon, though, the new heroine emerges in A woman Finds Her Way 

(Eg? ass:onj elindui, dir. J. h e ,  1948), who quickly forgets hcr noble origins and finds 

a job in a factory with the help of her former maid. Hungarian directors however were by 

and large unsuccessful in creating a collective hero, and the Construction genre remained 

within the confines of representative heroes and their transformation, with the working 

collective as a catalyst for change. 

The most contentious issue of the transition to full-blown Zhdanovism. displayed 

in both Hungarian and Czechoslovak cinema was the propensity for psychological 

reaIism in character representation and acting. President T. G. Masaryk criticised Czech 

cinema from the 1930s for its inability to create films with fast-paced action and suspense 

and considered Czech directors and actors hopelessly crippled by the influence of the 

psychological Russian and German classical literature and theatre. Masaryk's words hold 

true about the Eastern European cinema in general, and not only from the 1930s. 

Eastern European cinema made consistent attempts to circumvent psychological 

authenticity for the sake of allegories in realism. The East German cinema became 

initiated in Zhdanovism as early as 1946 with a film significantly called Free Land 

(Freies Lond, dir. M. Harbich), but during the following years it back-tracked with films 

where real life problems of post-war Germany (black market, prostitution, youth 

delinquency) were resolved in an exemplary fashion by exemplary heroes," until the 

tension was resolved in the tableaux vivants of collective, anonymous heroes, fighting 

l o  Honour and G l o q  (Besculer es Dicsoseg. 195 I ) ,  Batrle in Peace (Utkozet Bekeben, 1951); Up the Slope 
(Felfele a Lejron. 1958) - Construction of Socialism, with elements of Spies and Saboreurs and Delinquenr 
Youth. See appendix. 



collective battles. As a matter of fact, East German directors were the most successful in 

creating and sustaining the collective hero from 1949 through the end of 1950s. 

The Film 

Over the months immediately following the Communist take-over in February 

1938. the centralised mechanism for film production began to function within the 

framework of the nationalised Czechoslovak film industry. Two basic institutions were 

founded for script approval. The Director General of the Czechoslovak State Film 

Enterprise had his own consultative advisory board, which was accountable to the Film 

Council. a consultative body of the Ministry of Information, the umbrella for the national 

cinematography. It was the top organ. with decisive jurisdiction. The activity of these 

two bodies was severely criticised by the Politburo in 1949, which led to their 

reorganisation in the early 1950. The critique focused on the thematic proportions of 

domestic films and the results of the campaign were published in the Communist Party 

daiI y Rude Pravo in April 1950. The gist of the publication was a strict directive with a 

list of specified and preferred topics for feature films. Therefore the Czechoslovak film 

production from the first half of the 1950s is very much in line with the Parry Spirit. 

Vaclav GajerI2 belongs to the group of filmmakers who will go down the history 

of Czechoslovak cinema as official. Like Eastern European dissident and art cinema, 

official film production also has its canonical directors. unfomnately unknown to the 

West. Those belong predominantly to the first and second generation of Eastern 

European film-makers-amongst others, Jiri Sequensl3. Vladimir Cech 14, K. M. Wdlo 

' ' Razia (dir. W. Klinger, 1937); A Casual Acquaintance (Strassenbehntschafr. dir. P .  Pewas. 1938); ... 
And Only If You Were Alone ... (Und wenn's nur einer war, dir. W .  Schleif, 1948). 
" Besides The Smiling Land, V .  Gajer has to his credit The Three from Kriz (Kritova trojka. 1948). Mister 
Hoberin Leaves (Pan Habetin odchazi, 1949); Coming fiom the Darkness* (Prihazeji z trny. 1953) - a Spy 
Lk Sabouge sub-genre: Vludimir OImerS Guilt* (Vina Vladiniira Olmera. 1956) - a Delinquent Youth 
Drama; The Seventh Continent (Sedrny kontinent. 1960); Rabbits in the Tall Grass* (Kralici ve vysoke 
rra1.e. 196 1 )  - Children's Movie: Karerina and Her Children (Karerina a jeji deti. 1970) - Historical- 
Re\.olutionq. In 1969 Gajer made the film Flirting with Miss Sibersrein * (Flirt se slecnou Stn'brnou). 
based on Josef Skvorecky's book The Lion Cub. It was his eleventh hour contribution to the 
psychoanaly~ical vend of the Czechoslovak New Wave and to dissident cinema in general. (1 have seen the 
films. marked with asterisks, although only two of them rue referred to in the appendix: Vladimir Olmer's 
Guilt and Rabbits in the Tall Grass). 
l 3  Road to Happiness or Traktonirka (Cesra kc sresti, 1951) - Construction of Socialism - See appendix. 
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' 5 ,  Borivoj Zemani6, Palo Bie1ikI7, Andrej Letuich'8, Ivo Tomanlg, Jiri Krejcikzo, 

Ladislav Helgex . Zb ynek Bryn ychv and certainly Mac Fritz and Otakar Vavraz4 as the 

leading figures. 

The Smiling Land is an archetypal "functionalised allegory of realism." In it, the 

"friction between the fictional and the ideological modes of discourse" is reduced to 

minimum by the narrative structure. Even the realistic mode of acting and presentation of 

settings, firmly rooted in the Czech pre-war cinematic and theatrical tradition, are 

carefully manipulated by the script, the camera work and the editing in such a way as to 

create a gallery of symbolic personages. mobilised to deliver an important message with 

every gesture they make or word they pronounce. 

The film was apparently inspired by the dramatic collectivisation of private land 

and agricultural property that was under way at that time all over rural Eastern Europe. It 

is a story about two villages. In the first one, where people joined the co-operative farm 

earlier. and are already equipped with sophisticated machinery, life is easy; people work 

with enthusiasm and are very well off. Even the name of the village proves that; it is 

called Darmohleb~, which means Easy Bread. There is no co-operative in the other 

Pike in the Pond (Srika r. nbnice .  195 I )  - Construction of Socialism; Express : Norinberka (The Express 
frotn Nurenberg. 1953) - Spies & Sabotage: The Key (Klic.  1970) - Historical-RevoIutionq. See appendix. 

The Grear Opporrunic (Velka prilezitost, 1949) - Consuuction of Socialism. See appendix. 
Here is a rCsumC of the fiIm. offered by Josef Skvorecky: 
"A gang of evil-doers fails pitifully, discovered by a character calIed Tonda Buran (or Joe Hillbilly), an ex- 
hooligan. who while doing time in socialist prison saw the light so clearly. that he turned into a mode1 
shock-worker." J. Skvorecky. Op. Cit., p. 29. 
l 6  hlisrer Novak (Pan h'ovak. 1939) - Consuuction of Socialism. See appendix 
I 7  The Wolfs Den (Vlcie dien. .  1948, Slovak) - Partisan film. See appendix. 
l 8  The Wooden Village (Drevena Dedina. 1954, Slovak) - Construction of Sociaiism; Clean Hands (Cisre 
ruX?.. 1956. Slovak) - Construction of Socialism. See appendix. 
l 9  The Tank Brigade (Tankova brigada, 1954) - Battalia Genre. See appendix. 
20 Conscience (Svedomi. 1948) - Construction of Socialism; Awakening (Probuzeni. 1958) - Delinquent 
!out h; The Highesr Principle ( Vjssi  princip, 1960) - Resistance Fighter. Midnight Mass ( Polnocna omsa. 
1962. Slovak) - Resistance Fighter. See appendix. 

Tire Big Loneliness (Velka samota, 1959) - Construction of Socialism; Spring Brezzes ( l a m y  povetri 
196 1 ) - Construction of Socialism. See appendix. 
$' The Slip (Smyk, 1960) - Spies and Saboteurs; Transporlfrom Heaven (Transport z raje, 1962) - 
Holocaust. See appendix. 
23 The Five Hundred Crown Bill (Petistovka. 1949) - Construction of Socialism: The Trap (Pasr, 1950) - 
Resistance Fighter: 

The Silenr Barricade (Nema Barikoda, 1949) - Resistance Fighter: Falling into t i n e  (Nastup, 1953) - 
Construction of Socialism; Ciriren B y c h  (Obcan Bqch,  1958) - Construction of Socialism; Night Visitor 
(hrocni Hosr. I96 1 ) - Spies and Saboteurs; 



village and people are toiling as in old times, but are still poor. The name of the other 

village-Skafica, or Lirtle Rock-is suggestive of stubbornness, of hard work and 

scarcity. The reason for their suffering is the richest man in the village, who is also the 

owner of the pub and goads the peasants against the co-operative in order to keep 

exploiting them. 

The Structure 

The Smiling Land tells a story that was quite popular in cinemas across the region. 

apparently based on the Zhdanovist Soviet classic The Cossacks of Kuban (Kubasnkiye 

kazaki. dir. Ivan Pyriev, 1948). 2% Poland, the film Two Brigudes (Dwie Bygady .  dir. 

U:. Berestowski, J. Nasfeter, M. Nowakowski, S. Sternfeld, 1950) tells a similar story 

with an intellectual and artistic t~ist.~6The Cossacks, Two Brigades and The Smiling 

Land share the same narrative structure, where "each segment must be understood not in 

terms of the segments to which it is causally related but by comparison to the segments 

which it  parallel^."'^ R. Altman calls this structure a dual-focus narrative. Within the 

theoretical grid of the totalitarian genre paradigm, it is a structure of confrontation, where 

the dual system of values is reflected in the dynamics of the bi-polar opposition between 

the old (capitalist) and the new (socialist) way of life. 

Historical-Revolutionary Trilogy 1. Days of Treason (Dnj zrady i and ii. 1973). 2. Skolovo. 1974; 3. The 
Liberarion of Prague (0rr.obo:eni Prahj, 1976). 
'' Here is a pertinent description of the Soviet film: 
This kolkhoz (Soviet co-operative farm - CS) operetta filmed in colour in the richest grain country of the 
Soviet Union. is a near-perfect embodiment of the official myths and "high" Zhdanovist aesthetics. The plot 
is familiar from dozens of other films: two collective farms, one better, one worse. are in competition; z 
man f h m  the worse kolkho: falls in love with the woman who is the head of the better one. The characters 
are reincarnations of the vaudeville and operetta personages. [...I. The collective farmers' tables are 
bountifully laden: life is a beautiful promenade through a landscape of plenty where the 'merely good' 
encounters rhc 'even better.' 
M. gL A. Liehm, Op. Cit., pp. 62-63. 
I 6  A Stakhanovite competition is set in by the workers in a factory. In a second. parallel plot, a goup of 
young theatre people dispute the proper way in which to present this competition as a stage subject. The 
message of the movie is framed within the Cupertino that comes between these two centres of work. The 
factory people better understand their activity and its meaning as a result of the stage presentation, and of 
course the actors better understand the meaning of their an by their involvement with the factory hands. 
B. Michalek & F. Turaj, Op. Cit., p. 1 1.  
'' R. Altman. Op. Cit., p. 20. 
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The film consists of segments of almost equal length, juxtaposing life in Easy 

Bread and Little Rock over three seasons: from early spring through early autumn. In the 

first third of the film, the segments are relatively short and informative; during the second 

third thzy become longer and more dramatic, but still equal in number. In the last third 

they take place mostly in Easy Bread, thus demonstrating where the find victory belongs. 

Both Easy Bread and Little Rock are villages with typical Moravian rustic 

architecture that makes them look almost identical at first glance. flaying on this 

similarity. the director has selected shots that bring out the 'backwardness' of Little Rock 

and ernphasise the 'modernity' of Easy Bread in the basis of their contrasting working 

routines. As a result, Little Rock is shot more or less realistically, with all its mud 

puddles. running geese, horses and carts. The almost static camera and the central 

compositions of the episodes in the field remind of well-known critical-realist social 

conscious paintings from before the war: a man. waving a whip over his plough horse, 

struggling up the hill on his tiny plot of land; a family sweating under the blazing sun. 

reaping the crop with sickles; a young mother dropping the sickle and running towards 

the shade to breast-feed her crying baby. 

Easy Bread. on the other hand. is a visual construct. Thanks to the skilful editing, 

the landscape of Easy Bread is made to look like the virtual model villages and farms, 

popularised all over Eastern Europe by movies and newsreels from the period. The 

camera is always on the move with wide angle panoramic shots of fields, of machines 

and people occupied in a purposeful way. The canonised image of tractors and combines. 

working in sun-lit fields in a row, driven by happy and handsome peasants is used three 

times in the film. A visual metaphor of a beehive, edited parallel to a joyous work in a 

blossoming orchard, is the ultimate coda of all visual references to paradise on earth. The 

rnodernised and sanitised animal farms, richly lit with neon light, additionally 

underscores the traits of a paradise where even a pig farm looks like a clinic. 

While we only see the peasants from Easy Bread in their working routine or at the 

regular evening meetings (four of those are shown in the film) and always en masse, in 

Little Rock we see them mainly in the pub. We are also allowed into the intimate world 

and the house of the Kratohvil family. This juxtaposition of masses vs. nuclear family is 

of extreme ideological importance for the period as it translates into images the principal 



predominance of the public over the private. On the other hand, the episodes with the 

Kratohvils are a visual relief from the crowded scenes in Easy Bread and in the pub of 

Little Rock. The cosiness of the Kratohvil home and their closely knit family; the 

authentic plight of their daily working routine come dangerously close to becoming a 

slice of life. an ideologically uncontrollable blind spot or text eflect (R. Robin). 

The juxtaposition of public leisure spaces is of ultimate ideological importance 

for the genre. As has already been mentioned, the villain is the owner of the pub. 

Drinking and selling alcohol beverages, especially getting rich from this activity, were 

traditiondly perceived as disreputable, especially in the peasant Eastern European 

societies where the village pub was a substitute for a social club and men traditionally 

drank a lot. On the other hand. in a beer-producing county, like Moravia, a pint or two of 

beers a day in a company of friends was something natural and part of the culture. 

Hasek's stories about the good soldier Svejk were all told in a beer-pub. The 

condemnation of booze, and especially of the pub, here stands as a negation of an 

alternative social activity. of a cultural tradition and especially of leisure which deludes 

people from their main task, the building of socialism. The right way to spend one's free 

time is demonstrated in Easy Bread, where people hold meetings at the school theatre 

almost every evening. discussing important issues concerning the prosperity of the co- 

operative. 

The Heroes 

The three principal heroes from Easy Bread are not simply positive and 

representatives of different social groups, but are also endowed with saintly features. 

Although the actors and actresses that star in the principal positive roles are good-looking 

people, they are deliberately shown only at medium, master and panoramic shots, never 

in close-up. in order to render them unnoticeable and point out that they are only 

representatives. If they are allowed any characteristic waits, those also should be 

consistent with the didactic message. To quote again Suleiman, the redundancies are a 

fundamental stylistic device in all didactic narratives as the unobstructed interpretation of 

the text is "inscribed" in them. 



The structure of dual-focus narrative as a basic source of redundancies is followed 

meticulously down to juxtaposing such background details and personages as the drum 

announcer in Little Rock vs. local radio station in Easy Bread. The music, which is 

always redundant with the picture and the dramatic action, diligently marks the 

transitions from the prosperous village to the other one with a change from a major to 

minor key: from a full orchestra and angelic choral music to dramatic string intermezzos. 

Therefore, as Suleiman writes, the social, physical and cultural characteristics of 

the heroes have to be redundant with their ideological adherence thus reinforcing each 

other. The President of the co-operative farm is thus a Stalin look-alike: same moustache, 

same authoritarian posture and slow talk with few words, but all of them important; 

generous but also severely just, in one word, a true patriarchal figure, Vorhd and "father 
C 

of the people." He is dressed always formally in a suit. To stress his abhorrence of the 

formal etiquette of the old world, however, he does not wear a tie and a hat. If he does 

wear a hat, it is a cap. In strict accordance with the Party etiquette from the period, he is 

always seen at important public places, mainly meetings of the co-operative council and 

plenary assemblies of the whole co-operative, and in the company of two almost identical 

men in suits xvho never talk. They are there both as props of his power and as a visual 

expression of the Party's democratic centralism. 

The accountant Benda is a young, handsome man, always smiling, easy-going, a 

true representative of the elite Communist intelligentsia and therefore is always where 

most needed. He leaves his job in a city factory and in response to the call of the f arty 

volunteers to go help build socialism in the village and handle the accounting for the co- 

operative farm of Easy Bread as the previous accountant was caught cheating. In a brief 

introductory episode we learn of his dual martyrdom: we see him as an ordinary worker 

in a factory, refusing the invitation of his boss to go back to his books on the office floor, 

and in the next episode we see him getting off at the vilIage train station. The arrival of 

Benda to set things straight in Easy Bread fits in the recurrent mythological pattern of the 

eternal return. The arrival or the return of the hero to the place where there is trouble and 

injustice is one of the basic mythological traits of the Western? In The Smiling Land 

28 In W. Wright. the hero From the classical and the vengeance plot variations of the Western (the third 
being the professional plot) either arrives. being "unknown to the society", or returns as he "is or was a 
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Benda is only one of the Positive Heroes, therefore the importance of his activities is 

somewhat watered down by the multitude of characters and issues included in the film, 

although he is the catalyst and the inspiring presence behind the positive changes that 

take place in Easy Bread and especially in Little Rock. There is a significant amount of 

films, where the returning hero provokes a massive positive apprenticeship amongst 

workers in a factory; builders of a dam or peasants in a co-operative farm.29 

The third unwaveringly Positive Hero (ine) is the young and attractive school 

teacher Rockova. who, as a good communist, has also responded to the call of the Party 

to leave behind the easy life in the city and go to the village to help with the education 

and collectivisation. Indeed, apart from her daily routine as a grade-school teacher, she is 

also deeply involved with the function of the co-operative farm, works in the fields and is 

also in charge of the local radio station. In a Virgin Mary-like way, she has a child out of 

wedlock. In a stunning act of public repentance two-thirds of the way through the film. 

she apologises to the whole village at one of the usual evening plenaries for having 

concealed her unmarried motherhood for so long. She is dressed in white, on the 

backdrop of a grey curtain, adorned only with Stalin's portrait, a most suitable decor for 

her public repentance, shot from behind the dark rows of peasants that have flocked to the 

school theatre. 

Friends, I have lived with you for two years now. We've got to know each other well for  his 
rime. But you stiIl do not know certain things about me. As I hate half-truths and love people 
who [ell the whole truth, I would like to fill in these gaps. Before I came here. I finished my 
studies in Prague. I had a serious boy-friend but we could not get married as my future husband 
was a member of an anti-Fascist organisation and lived under an assumed identity. During the 
Prague uprising. he was killed. Our daughter was born after his death. She is now six and was 

member of society." In both cases. he "seeks vengeance" as the "villains are strong and have harmed the 
society". which is "weak" and "unable to protect itself." W. Wright, Op. Cit.. pp. 59-71. 
I9 Apparently. this type of hero and narrative structure are easy and tempting to ironise. Skvorecky's 
aesthetic resentment has prompted his biting comparison of "cheap pulp magazine Western" to 
"degenerated socialist-redistic novel": 

"In socialist-realistic 'builders' novels' you get a factory with an incompetent director, a bunch of 
indifferent. wavering workers, a small band of reactionary desperados and an even smaller, and therefore 
helpless group of honest progressives - usually a pretty doctor (sometimes even a schoolteacher). Out of 
nowhere comes a stranger. gets a job at the factory, wins over the wavering workers, so that they stop 
drinking and become shock-workers. Then he fights the reactionary desperados and in the end either 
marries the pretty doctor (teacher) or goes to some other neglected factory. undoubtedly to repeat his good 
deeds there." 
J. Skvorecky, Op. Cit., p. 241. 
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looked after by my mother. Today my mother brought her here as she will anend our school. 
This is all I wanted to tell you.30 

This is a typical example of what has already been discussed as "culture of 

shame" (Part 1 )  which was implemented with all the harshness during the terroristic 

phase as a public "quasi-conscience."31 The teacher is the ultimate New Woman: she has 

no individual conscience. The Party and the people from the village, or the 'collective', 

are her conscience. As a good Communist, she does not carry the burden of moral choice 

or debate. Moral freedom is not a part of her ethics. As a good Communist, she goes 

public about most intimate thoughts and details from her life. and does not hide anything 

from the Party and the collective. The teacher is the archetypal New Socialist Woman 

~vho fully identifies with her system function. She lives at the school. but we are never 

shown her private quarters. She is always seen in public spaces, never in a close-up, 

surrounded by many people, at meetings, with the children in the classroom but most 

often involved in work-related serious discussions. In this context, it is understandable 

why her little girl lived away from her for six years. In fact, The Smiling Land is one of 

the first films in Eastern Europe to prophetically show how several generations of Eastern 

European working women would resolve the conflicting loyalties of career and family by 

relying heavily on their own parents to f i l l  in the gaps. 

Rockova is young and pretty, but she behaves like a person who has no time or 

desire for the simple pleasures of life, let alone for love. Her sensible hair-style and plain 

dresses, her reserved. almost puritanical attitude takes her miles away from the 

playfulness and the sex-appeal of the women from the Czech inter-war movies whose 

trademark was the subtle, lyrical eroticism so well known from Gustav Machaty's 

Eroricon and Ecstasy. That is why her romantic involvement with Dvorta, agronomist, or 

rather his with her, is one of the weakest links in the film. 

Like all the pIot developments in the film, the love story is instrumental and a 

means to its ideological end. It certainly Goes not change anything in Rockova as she has 

already reached perfection. It however changes the agronomist. bringing out both the 

human and the saintly in him. He is a fine fellow overall, but not a true Positive Hero and 

30 Translation from the original Czechoslovak sound track of the film by Kornelia Kozma. at my request 
(CS j. 
3 1  Feher, Heller & Markus. op. cit., p. 209. 
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even farther from saintly status. being, according to the jargon of the time. a typical 

representative of the 'hesitant non-Communist intelligentsia.' He is formal and somewhat 

frustrated; almost never smiles: wears a hat instead of a cap as yet another proof of his 

unreliable 'intellectualism.' He is hard working and conscientious, a member of the co- 

operative council. We see him attending all the right meetings, but without the clarity of 

purpose and the wise composure so typical for the other three Positive Heroes who share 

the confidence of having permanent access to the Truth. He is also brisk and quick to 

jump to conclusions, regarding both his work and his private life. Therefore he is seen 

always in the company of either the President, the accountant or the teacher who help him 

overcome his practical and ideological confusion. The President is his principal Donor, 

both in his ideological apprenticeship story and in his love story. The archetypal Donor. 

according to Suleiman, is a 

[p]aternaI figure. Possessing a knowledge similar. if not identical, to the one sought by the hero 
... he communicates what he knows. helps the hero surmount his trials. His beneficial presence 
guarantees. in a sense. the hero's success.32 

indeed, the President not only prepares Dvona to become a Party member; he also helps 

him overcome his bout of jealousy. After having settled the professional matter, 

arranging for a competition between horse-driven ploughs and the tractors. the President 

addresses his personal problem as the agronomist worries that the teacher is overly 

friendly with the accountant: 

The President: Maybe that is because they are both communists, that is the way communists talk 
amongst themselves. 

Dvona: I very much hope that is the only reason. 

The President: If I were you, I would also find a way to be hendly with her. When I was young. 
I always used to find such a way - even with a 

Dvorta is one of the characters in the film to undergo positive exemplary 

apprenticeship. His apprenticeship is the easiest as he does not start from a position of 

ignorance, and not even from mere error. Under the favourable influence of the Donor 

32 S. Sulcirnan. Op. Cit., pp. 80-81. 
33 Translation from the original Czechoslovak sound track of the film by Kornelia Kozma, at my request 
(CS 1. 
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and his two Helpers. the accountant and the teacher, he is moving quickly from 

awareness of the Truth to its explicit affirmation. In fact, through his commitment to 

m m y  the teacher and adopt her child after her public repentance, he, like the biblical 

Joseph, is sure to acquire a saintly status. 

The agronomist's labours in life and especially in love are meant to bring him 

cIoser to the viewers as, Iike most of them, he is not a Communist. In fact, the 

incomprehensibility of the divine logic of the Party is likened to the mystery of love, as 

neither is easy for a layman to comprehend without unquestionable belief. The 

apprenticeship through love facilitates the identification of the viewer with the 

protagonist and his or her initiation into the ideological thesis of the film. It is important 

to note that the Construction genre demonstrates great affinity for showing women as 

bearers of the new moral and ideological code, as Donors or Helpers in the positive 

exemplary apprenticeship of their male partners. In 73e Troubled Road (Nespokoen pat. 

dir. D. Dakovski. 1955. BuIgaria)3" and in Anna Szabo (Szabone, dir. F. Mariassy, 1949. 

Hungary),'s the story involves a husband and a wife, or two lovers. where the woman is 

both an exemplary heroine and in a position of power. The negative male hero, along 

with some representatives of the society-usually the woman's unconscientious 

employees-undergo a positive apprenticeship under her influence.36 

During Stalinism, the whole propaganda machine was geared to drag women into 

the work force to help build socialism and transform society faster. Job equality was 

legally guaranteed and actually enforced in all Eastern European countries. Women were 

encouraged to join predominantly non-representative professions and low-paid jobs, 

labour- and time-intensive: as tractor and combine drivers; workers in factories and 

34 See annotation in the appendix. 
35   ere is G. Petrie's brief analysis: 

"Felix Mariassy handles with some degree of interest a standard theme of the period: a 
conscientious factory supervisor instils a sense of responsibility into the frivolous or lazy women in her 
charge. bur also finds time to shame her admirer into a realisation that private and working Iives must both 
meet same high moral standards: but certain elements within the film have little artistic justifica:ion. Near 
the end. for example. the workers emerge from the factory counting their productivity bonuses. and in the 
upper left-hand comer of the frame a slogan in praise of Raosi  is visible: the moral is clearly that Rdkosi is 
responsible for this prosperity." G. Petrie, op. cit., p. 10. 
36 V. Gertler's Honour and Glory (Besculet Es Dicsoseg, 195 1 ) ;  Red Ink (Voros Tintu, 1959); Gyorgy 
Revesz's What a Night! (Micsoda Ejszaka. 1958); M .  Keleti's Until the Day Breaks (Arnig Holnap tesz 
196 1 1; the Czechoslovak Road to Happiness or Traktorirtka (Cesta ke stesti. dir. J .  Scquens, 195 1 ) and 
Pike in rhe Pond (Stika v Ribnice. dir. V1. Cech, 195 1). 
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plants. and even miners. The East German sociologist Irene Dolling asserted that the 

GDR government had "functioned as paterfamilias and thus constituted in its very nature 

a patriarchal society; if the state had allowed wives to become somewhat less dependent 

on husbands, it had bound them yet more mercilessly to itself."37 

The chains, used by the Communist state, were referred to as the "double burden" 

by Eastern European feminist writers. Women had to be good workers and good mothers, 

and eventually also good wives. A socioIogical study on Bulgarian women conducted 

recently by Nonh American sociologist Barbara Reeves-Ellington corroborates I. 

Doelling's con tention with regard to the concept of the "double burden": 

The Communist party cannot take the whole credit for putting women to work. but neither can it 
be blamed for creating the double burden. It did little to alleviate that burden. however. and gave 
mere lip service to promoting equal rights. To suggest that the transition after the Communist 
take-over was emancipator is to ignore the social changes women themselves were effecting 
between the wars. To propose that they faced a new "double burden" is to deny their long 
tradition of work both inside and outside home. To pretend that they were freed from patriarchal 
control is to camouflage the fact that they now confronted a new form of oppression in the shape 
of the totalitarian state. Moreover, in its urgency to change the nation's economic situation. the 
communist party put little effort into changing the dominant patriarchal values entrenched in 
society at large ... 

As a result. outside of women of the am. and those with party connections. few women 
had memories they wanted to relate about their work ... 

The most important conclusion is that many of them would have preferred to have stayed 
at home and looked after their children at least while they were pre-schoolers as their identity 
and their status were formed within the family. not by their professional careers.38 

The contradictory images of the New Progressive Woman and the Heroine of the 

Socialist Work. on one hand and on the other, that of the Mother Saint. were inseparable 

and demonstrated by the totalitarian art, created chiefly by males, with the same pride 

that was allotted to sophisticated agricultural technology or the achievements of 

industrialisation. Therefore featuring a liberated woman as a Positive Heroine taking 

charge at the work place was extremely desirable during that period. 

The devastating results of this manipulative policy, exercised by the powerful 

patriarchal state towards women, are reflected in Pal Gabor's film from 1978, Vera Angi. 

It represents a unique and analytical remake of the Construction of Socialism genre from 

- 

37 Irene Doelling. "Les fernmes de RDA apris le 'tournant."' Connaissance de la RDA 30/3 1 (Jan. 199 1 ), 
pp. 1 i 9-29. 
38 Barbara Reeves-Ellingron. 1991. "Emancipated or Manipulated? Bulgarian women's narratives of work 
before and after 1944". working paper. pp. 23-25. Excerpts quoted with permission of the author. 
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the end of the 1940s and 50s. Deliberately following its visual and conceptual style, Vera 

Angi reveals the psychological effects of the enforced emancipation in a brutally realistic 

fashion. It tells the story of the ideological initiation of an orphan peasant girl, an 

assistant nurse from a country hospital, who is offered a lucrative career as a Party 

functionary in exchange of all that is tme, warm and honest in her. In the already familiar 

fashion, in a bout of self-criticism at a public meeting of the collective of the Party school 

- shot by the way in exactly the same manner as the public repentance of Rockova - she 

exposes her married lover and destroys their burgeoning love, him and ultimately - 
herself. 

The Villain 

Typically for the genre, the Villain in The Smiling Land is weak. Usually villains, 

or the negative heroes as the Zhdanovist jargon has it, are more colourful; as 

representatives of the capitalist past, they are middle-aged men, fat and emphatically 

unpleasant. In this case, the villain has preserved the furtive look and sly nature, but is 

somewhat youngish, thin. stooped and with a beer-belly. He never laughs or smiles, only 

grins. We see him more in action than hear him speaking; his chief sinister activity being 

rather straightforward: he gives people free booze and keeps them in debt so that they can 

pay him back in kind by working his land. Very quickly it becomes obvious that he is not 

very popular amongst the peasants. As Suleirnan has rightfuIly noted in connection with 

the villains from the Socialist Realist novels, the pub-owner has to be not "only 

unattractive, but to also have capitalist affrniiies."39 As with the three Positive Heroes. his 

social and moral characteristics are redundant with his ideological beliefs, thus 

reinforcing each other. 

Actually, the narrative offers rather scarce information about the villain's 

ideological views; they are contextual and intertextual. For the viewers from the early 

1950s it was enough that he is against the co-operative and is rich in order to know they 

were supposed to condemn him. Although he throws a remark or two against the co- 

operative, they are vague enough and carefully worded not to represent any concern for 



the censors. Explicitly worded critical remarks would have been dangerous as they 

usually rang too true and could have a negative propaganda effect. There were enough 

viewers at that time that would have gladly shared any negative opinion about 

collectivisation. 

Only towards the end, as a courtesy to the Spies and Saboteurs sub-genre, we are 

told that the villain planned to poison the pigs from the co-operative farm. Apparently, 

his primitive barter and exchange activity had to be reinforced with something more 

sinister. That is why in the eleventh hour the film-makers supplied him with a 

collaborator whose negative ideological qualities are beyond reasonable doubt, a cousin 

in West Germany who provided the poison. 

Society 

The structure of the dual-focus narrative also allows for, and actually demands, a 

short and quick apprenticeship movement on behalf of the secondary personages (or the 

society) in either direction. They therefore can undergo either a positive apprenticeship 

erz masse by joining the camp of the exemplary heroes or (in rare and isolated cases). a 

negative one by falling into the abyss along with the villains. 

The principal conflict between the Positive Heroes and the villain is played out on 

the territory of Little Rock. The weakness of the villain implies that there could be no 

strategic confrontation between the good and the bad. The major conflict has already 

been resolved unequivocally by history in favour of the progressive forces. The 

unfinished job is a question of tactics to win over those segments of society who are slow 

in finding the truth. This process is cenainly not shown as the vicious social 

confrontation it actually was, but, in tune with the sacerdotal code, as a charitable act and 

even mercy on behalf of the enlightened few who take it upon themselves as a divine 

responsibility to carefully lure the stray sheep back into the flock. As a result, the 

characters of the hesitant villagers are infantilised and presented even more simplistically 

than the main heroes. 

39 S .  SuIeiman. Op. Cit.. p. 190. 
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There is a strict hierarchy in the representatives of the society who undergo 

positive apprenticeship. The most important is the transformation of the Kratohvil family 

as they are representatives of that difficult social group of peasants, neither rich nor poor, 

called 'middle', extremely strongly attached to their land and the last to join the co- 

operative. In addition, each member of the Kratohvil family, in hisher turn. is a 

representative of a specific ideological outlook and motivation, redundant with their 

attitude to the co-operative: the grandfather is always hungry and therefore he wants to 

join the co-operative to eat his full at the co-operative canteen. The daughter of the family 

who happens to be the accountant's fiancee, is rather timid and is only interested in 

getting married, although as the film progresses, her conscience is raised and she 
C 

becomes more open in expressing her ideological affinities which happen to be redundant 

with her tender feelings. Her little brother Kozian is Rockova's student and expresses his 

affinities by constantly solving problems about tractors. 

The masses that are not subjects of transformation are represented by the two 

gossiping ladies. They also serve as comic relief characters. Throughout the film they 

appear seven times to comment on the development of the events around them which 

they inevitably either misunderstand or misrepresent. Ultimately the President orders 

them rather roughly to shut up. His rough treatment. according to the system of values. 

displayed by the film. is shown to be the only way to hold in check that part of the society 

whose consciousness cannot be raised due to one reason or another. 

Conclusion 

The Smiling Land has aged well visually thanks to the stable professionalism of 

the filmmakers. As an archetypal Zhdanovist rendition of the Construction genre, it 

epitomises one of the most aggressive attempts to utilise cinema as means for system 

integration. It can also be studied as a textbook of redundancies on all levels. The two 

principal actants, the subject and the receiver, hero and society, are occupied by as many 

actors (in Suleiman's termsao) as the structure could possibly bear. The visual style is 

'O "[tlhe number of acranrs, or syntactic categories, in any story (even in a very complex one) is limited; 
the number of acrors. however, can be very large. since evcry actantial category may be occupied by more 
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redundant with the music and the dramatic tenor of the episodes; the actions of each 

character are redundant with their professional and cultural characteristics, and with their 

ideological convictions. Thus the film becomes saturated to the brink by redundancies 

which have brought the dynamic of the piot to a standstill. From that point on, if it 

wanted to survive, the Construction genre could only move away from redundancies, and 

therefore encounter again the tensions between the fictional and the functional. 

During the period of SNA, the demands for realistic representation of events and 

conflicts. and especially for psychologically convincing characters, made it increasingly 

difficuIt to treat contemporary life as "functionalised allegory of realism." In order to 

resolve the frictions between the two modes of discourse, and especially the major 

concerns about the Positive Hero, the totalitarian cinema decided to gloss over major 

social problems and the problem within the genre itself, by ceding some aesthetic and 

thematic ground. It had to. for the tensions between the "fictional and the functional" 

were more and more difficult to control. This is why the Construction genre (and its 

derivatives the Family Drama, the Children's Film, the Delinquent Youth) had to be 

modified in the late 1960s and through the 70s into understated apprenticeship stories 

about Positive Heroes who belonged to the people, not to the Party establishment. This 

democratisation of the Construction genre further led to its transformation into a vehicle 

for profound1 y dissident statements about the human condition under Communism. 

- - - - - - - - - 

ban  one ac~or." S. Sulciman. Op. Cit. p. 266 n6. 
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CONCLUSION 

The purpose of the dissertation is to examine the dynamics in the relationship 

among the totalitarian state, society and cinema in producing the crisis of self-knowledge, 

and the role of the intelligentsia therein. The dissenation has met its objectives on three 

levels: theoretical, methodological and practical, and on the territories of the three main 

disciplines that form its interdisciplinary core: film, communication studies and political 

economy/science. First, it has offered an in-depth study of the origins and nature of each 

of the three principal players: the state, society and cinema. The role of the intelligentsia 

as the principal mediator in their interactions has also been analysed. 

Second, to meet its objectives, the dissertation has developed a wide m a y  of 

original methodological tools, based on theories and concepts, borrowed from the three 

main areas of this interdisciplinary study. Its most important methodological contribution 

is the construction and application of an original genre approach that is capable of 

grasping the history of the Eastern European cinema in its development. It allows for 

adequate representation of the interplay among the political, the social and the artistic 

components in the film process by interpreting it as a result of the displaced negotiations 

between state and society, or between the authorities and filmmakers. 

Third. the new genre approach provides analytical tools for the critical analysis of 

the product. the individual film. It facilitates the balancing of the political. the social and 

the aesthetic in the critical analysis of the product. 

The information, presented in the dissenation, has been carefully selected with the 

larger picture in mind and in consistency with the comparative character of the study. The 

length and substance of a book reference; of a historical or theoretical survey: film 

analyses and amount of original material is nor determined by geopolitical considerations 

but solely by the light it sheds on the larger process of totalisation and inducing the crisis 

of self-knowledge. 

Nevertheless, the voices from Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria seem to prevail in 

excerpts from original interviews and discussions. And this is only natural as I did my 

doctoral research mainly in Prague and in Sofia (May-October 1994). As far as references 
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to original sources of information go, I feel I am in debt to the other countries, especially 

to Romania and the GDR. While organising the Panorama of the Central and Eastern 

European post-Communist cinema (1997)', I had the chance to catch up with Romania 

and Hungary. And although the first-hand knowledge I obtained about the post- 

communist condition of these cinemas is not relevant to the immediate purposes of the 

current dissertation, it is relevant to its spirit and fundamental claim, the common nature 

of the Eastern European experience. 

The survey of the most important totalitarian genres, included in Part IV is but a 

sample of a (future) comparative examination of Eastern European cinema, based on 

detailed analyses of the prevalent totalitarian genres and on patterns of their occurrence. 

The overviews (Part V) of the seven national cinemas suggest a plan for a (future) 

detailed historical survey. There have been some restrictions as to the amount of 

information to be imparted in this dissertation without jeopardising its interdisciplinary 

character: otherwise the material could be expanded ad infiniturn. 

The interpretation of the changes in style of the totalitarian genre as a result of a 

compromise between authorities and filmmakers, or between the needs of the fictional 

and the demands of the functional discourse, is another area mapped out for further 

detailed study. A history of Eastern European cinema, based on comparative analysis 

between official genres and parallel dissident movements and films, is yet another. And, 

last but not least, applying the grid of the totalitarian genre paradigm to films that serve 

direct1 y opposite ideological purposes, and are therefore perceived as dissident, enhances 

the flexibility and inclusiveness of my methodology for Eastern European film studies. 

The charts on genre occurrence country by country, are based exclusively on 

examination of my corpus which I deem representative for the purposes of the 

dissertation. It represents nearly ten percent' of all films, produced in the region during 

the period under scrutiny. The charts explore the occurrence of the genres country by 

country and genre by genre. Other possibilities for cross-reference also could be explored 

in a future study, and organise the genres according to prevalent narrative structures, or 

I The Panorama was organised by the Cindmatheque Qudb6coise. Cinematheque Ontario (Toronto) and the 
Pacific Cinematheque (Vancouver). It took place in March and April of 1997, and I was its guest curator. 
' By generous estimates. there were about 4 300 fiction fuuae films produced between 1948 and 1989. 
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on relationship between the hero and society etc. In rare cases, as with the occurrence of 

the Children's film, I base my claim on observations that are outside of the corpus and 

therefore are not reflected in the charts. 

Now that a whole period has been nicely wrapped up before our very eyes, the 

Eastern European experience in general, and Eastern Europeaq cinema in particular, 

provide an extremely instructive example of the grave consequences of the systematic 

attempts to condition society and art according to the diktat of the best intentions. 

proclaimed by the state. Whether we interpret these best intentions as a form of a 

tragically misguided idealism or a deliberate cover-up for a gigantic manipulation in the 

name of total power. is irrelevant to the result -- ineffective, corrupt post-Communist 

states and impoverished, fragmented societies. The Eastern European culture is 

devastated and totally unprepared to face the challenges of yet another round of social 

experimentation. this time around with laissez-faire economics and marketisation of art. 

It is a painful trip back to the future, to the gravest problems of the inter-war Eastern 

European societies and culture, and especially of cinema. 

This dissenation is a result of a strong personal commitment to contribute to the 

fuller comprehension of the phenomenor, of Eastern European cinema in its complexity 

and controversies. Hopefully, before it has entirely disappeared from the cumculum of 

North American academia. and before the significance of the Eastern European 

experience has shrunk to a footnote to history. 

The West stands to learn a lot about its own problems by carefully studying this 

sad legacy and its consequences. After all, history tends to repeat itself as Marx knew too 

well. Lf not as a tragedy, then as a comedy and even as a post-modem farce where the 

tragic and the comic overlap in a patchwork that tends to obscure the origins and nature 

of the repetitions. 

"People", Dostoevsky said in one of his darkest misanthropic moods, "have three 

traits that set them apart from animals - they walk on two feet, and they are ungrateful. 

And have short memory." 
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Sets of Binary Oppositions in 
Totalitarian Genres 

Historical Films 

Indigenous is good foreign is bad 
Poor Rich 
Revolutionary - hesitant - Traitor 
Secular Sacred 
Public Private 
Community Individual 
Russia (not for Polish cinema) Other Empires 
Subversive activities Negotiations and other peaceful means 
Village Town 
the Future the Present 
Struggle for imdependance 

After National lndeoendance 

Socialism 
Social Democracy 
Communism 
Internationalism 
Communism 
Poor 
Public 
Society 
Political struggle 
Strike 
Uprising 
Soviet Union 
the Future 
Life 

Communist 

Group 
Public 
Party orgalization 
Devotion to the cause 
Solidarity 
Soviet Union 
Resistance struggle 
Life 
the Future 

Capital ism 
Liberalism 
Social Democracy 
Nationalism 
Fascism 
Rich 
Private (home, love, family) 
Individual 
Neutrality and peaceful means 
Negotiation 
padiamentarism 
other Great Powers (Germany and the USA) 
the present 
Death 

1. Fascist (German, Italian) as well as local 
collaborators: the Croat Ustasha, Slovak 
Gardists, Romanian Iron Guard, Bulgarian 
Legionnaires. 
2. Non-communist resistance: Serb 
Nationalists, Loyalists, and Chetniks, the 
Polish Armiya Krayova (Home Army) 
Individual 
Private 
Home with family, romantic love 
Betrayal 
Solitude 
the Axis, the Allies 
Collaborationism 
Death 
the Present 



Sets of Binary 
Totalitarian 

Oppositions in 
Genres cont. 

Construction Drama of industrialization and collectivization 

Communism 
Progress 
Socialist morality 
SolidarRy 
Atheism 
Determination 
Denouncing the enemy 
Society 
Public 
Working class 
Working class 
Peasantry 
Education 
Women's liberation 
Collectivization 
Nationalization 
Urbanization 
Communal appartment 
System integration 
Work 
the Past 

Spies. Saboteurs. and Detectives 

Communist 
East 
Soviet Union 
Work 
Progressive 
Folklore 
Indigenous music 
Society 
Solidarity 
Honesty 
Poor 

Capitalism 
T f a d i i  
Bourgeois morality 
Solitude 
Religious beliefs 
Hesitation 
Covering up the enemy 
Individual 
Private 
Peasantry 
Intelligentsia 
Intelligentsia 
Backwardness 
Patriarchy 
Private fanning 
Private property 
Village life 
P rivate residence 
Social integration 
Leisure 
the Future 

Capitalism 
West 
United States 
Leisure 
Decadent and corrupt 
Jazz 
Rodc'n'rdl 
Individual 
Solitude 
Dishonesty 
Rich 



Bulgarian Films (i048--9) 

contemporary genres 

historkal genre 

resistance 

nationalist 
epic 



Kalin the Eagle Kalin Orelat 

Dawn is upon the Homeland Utro nad rodinata 

Alarm Trevoga 

Under the Yoke Pod Igoto 

Danka 

Our Land Nasha Zemya 

The Heroes at Shipka Pass Geroite na Shipka 

The Traces Remain Sledite Ostavat 

Two Victories Dve Pobedi 

Adam ' s  rib Rebro Adarnovo 

Tize People of Dirnirrovgrad Dimitrovgradsi 

The Border Granitzata 

The Lust Supper of the Sedmaks Taynata Vecherya Na Sedmatsite 

A Histon Lesson Urok na Iztoriyata 

The Law- of the Sea Zakonat na moreto 

Tize Gerak Famil? Geratsite 

TIze Haidorrk's Oath Haidoushka Kletva 

O z  the islet Na rnalkiya ostrov 

Stars Zvezdi (Gemtan Sterne) 

Tize B a b ~ .  Girl Ma1 kata 

On rite Eve V Navecherieto 

First Lesson Parvi Urok 

On a Quiet Evening V Tiha Vetcher 

Roads Patishta 

Po~*erry S~reer Bednata Ulitsa 

A Home On Two Srreers Dom na dve ulitsi 

The Linden-trees of Stoublen Stublenskite Lipi 

The Steep Path Stramnata Pateka 

Annie. Be Happy!Badi S htastliva, Annie 



On the Eve of the 13Ih Noshta Sreshtou Trinaysti 

?he Final Round Posledniyat Rund 

Daybreak Prizori 

We Were Once Young A Byahme Mladi 

The Gold Tooth Zlatniyat Zuhb 

The Captured Squadron Pleneno Yato 

The Inspector and the Night Inspectorat i noshtta 

The Inquiry Anketa 

Unfinished Games Nezavuhrsheni Igri 

The Legend of Paissii Legenda Za Paissii 

Ivaylo 

The Black River Chernata Reka 

A Midnight Exploit Priklyuchenie v Polounosht 

The size-wolf Valchitsata 

The Perzleve Operation Operazi ya "Penleve" 

The Iconostasis Iconostasat 

The Black Angels Chernite angeli 

Idle Merz Muzhe bez rabota 

Aflec fiort Lyu bov 

Hanrnzer or Anvil Nakovalnya i l i  tchuk 

Ivan Kondarev 

And the dav came Y doide denyat 

The peasant on the bicycle Selyaninut s velosipeda 

A rree ,r.ithout roots Durvo bez koreni 

Glou. over Drava Zarevo nad Drava 

With nobody Pri nikogo 

The summer house district Vilna zona 

Surgeons Hinrrzi 

The apostles Apostolite 

Amendment to rhe Sme Defence Act Dopalnenie kum zakona za zashtita na darzhavata 



1977 Matriarchy Mauiarchat 

1977 A time for men Muzhki vremena 

1977 The Swimming Pool Basseynut 

1979 All is Love Vsichko e lyubov 

198 1 Khan Asparoukh Han Asparuh 

1 983 The Rescue Spasenieto 



TITLE: KPlia 0-t Kalin the Eagle 
YEAR OF PRODUCT1ON: 1950 
DIRECTOR: Boris Borozanov 

SCRIPT: Orlin V d e v  
inspired by a play lq Nikola Ikonomov 

CAMERA: V d  Holiolchev 
PRINCIPAL A(ZTOR/ACTRESS: I v a n  Dimov (Kalin), 

Petrana Lambrinova (Edirh), Boris Gancbev (Henri de Monrhmben), 
Stefan Petrov (Jean), Konstantin Kissimov (grandpa Sroian), 

Gancbo Dimitrov (Edmont, Baron Tierre) 

GENRE: historical revolutionary 

SHORT RESUME: Istanbul, 1883. Edith is the adopted daughter of the French ambassador to 
Turkey. She is fascinated by her butler Jean's reminiscences of the Paris Commune. On an outing to the 
Black Island she is rescued from falling rocks by one of the convicts who work at the mine. He is the 
Bulgarian rebel Kalin the Eagle. still held in captivity in spite of the fact that his country has been free from 
O~toman ruIe for the past fifteen years. With Edith's help Kalin escapes and returns home only to find a new 
lund of tyranny in power. A veteran revolutionary and a participant in the Uprising of April 1876. Kstlin is 
drawn to the socialists - champions of his own ideas. Meanwhile Edith learns that Kalin is her true father 
and sers out to search for him. Kalin. already quite distinguished on the political scene. is assassinated. 
Edith arrives on the day of his funeral which grows into an open demonstration. 

TITLE: Utro nad roclinata Dawn is upon rhe Homeland 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1951 

DIRECTOR: Anton Marinovich, Stefan Syrchadjiev 
SCRIPT: Kamen Kalchev 

CAMERA: Boncho brastoyanov, Konstantin Yanakiev 
PRINC1P.a ACTORlACTRESS: Lyubomir Kabakchiev (Ivan Bobcher.), 

Ivan Stefanov (Na~denor.), Zbeni Bozhinova (Nadia), 
Apostol Karrrmitev (Ve1i;aror~) 

GENRE: consuuction of socialism 

RESUME: The youth brigade movement in Bulgaria during the first years of socialist consuuction. 
Comrade Bobchev unwillingly joins a youth construction brigade on the insistence of his father, an 
established senior executive and a communist. The brigadiers are divided in two competing groups. 
Meanwhile the young saboteurs Velizarov and Monkata are planning a hit. They are in the process of 
organising a riot of the kulak population. blowing up the dam. and corrupting Bobchev through an elaborate 
inuigue. There is a storm and the dam starts leaking; everyone joins in repairing it. Monkata is arrested. 
After a struggle with Velizarov. Bobchev cuts the fuse and saves the dam. All cheer. 



TITLE: Tnvoga Alarm 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1951 
DIRECTOR: Zahari Zhaadov 

SCRIPT: Oriin V d e v ,  Angel Wagenstein 
CAMEFW: Emil Rashev, Zahari h d o v  

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Stefan Savov ( Vitan Lazzrov), 
Nadya StPnirlavska ( R a p  Lozarova), Gancho Gancbev (Boris Lazaror), 

Dimitar Gancbev (Sava Velirchkov), Karolina Gancheva (Lili Velirchkova), 
Range1 Vulcbanov (Boiko) 

GEXRE: resistance fighter 

RESUME: Sofia. 194 1. The retired agronomist Vitan W o v  welcomes his son Boris. an officer of 
HIS Majesty's Cavalry, upon his return from a campaign in Serbia. At the family estate "Paradise on Earth" 
a heated debate develops between the father - a petty bourgeois. the fascist son Boris. and the cornrnunisr 
son-in-law Sava. Engineer Sava Velitchkov is a member of an underground organisation which is betrayed. 
and his wife Lili is arrested. Boris arranges for his sister's release but is forced to resign. In 1944 some 
German officers visit with Mr. Lazarov and Lili gleans valuable information which she passes on to the 
resistance. The Lazarov house in Sofia is destroyed during an air raid. and the family move to a country 
\.illage where Boris is a patrolman. He is nicknamed "the Black Captain" for his savage cruelty. When 
Vitan witnesses his son's interrogation methods he is outraged. and slaps Boris in public. The partisans 
attack the village and free the political prisoners. Boris is killed. The vitlagers celebrate victov. The Soviets 
cross the Danube. A11 cheer for the Red Army. 

TITLE: Pod Igoto Under the Yoke 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1952 

DIRECTOR: Dlko Dakovski 
SCRIPT: Pave1 Spassov, Georgi Kraasov 

based on a novel of rhe same ride b? Ivan Vazov 
CAMERA: Boncho Karastoyanov 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Miroslav Mindov (Boicho Ognyanov), 
Lily Popivanova (Ro& Gospo3ina), Petko Kadukovski (Borinlerchkora), 

Vassil Kirkov (Dr. Sokolov), Nikola Popov (bay Marko), 
Peter Dimitrov (chorbadji Yordun), Cancho Gancbev (Kiryak Stefchov), 

Stefan Peychev (Tossun bey) 

GENRE: nationalist epic / historical revolutionary 

SHORT RESLNIE: Ivan Kralitchut is a rebel and an escaped convict from the Turkish prison Diar- 
Bekir. He finds refuge in the village of Byala Cherkva (White Church) as an assistant schoolteacher, and 
assumes the name Boicho Ognyanov. A little group of freedom fighters forms around Ognyanov, and grows 
into a secret society of conspirators bound by a dreadful oath. numbering important figures in society. The 
uprising planned for the first of May begins earlier due to treachery, and becomes the famed April Uprising 
of 1876. Fierce fighting ensues, and the rebellion is brutally suppressed ... 
Russia declares war on Turkey, and with the help of Bulgarian volunteers the country is liberated. The 
people cheer. 



TITLE: Danka 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1952 

DIRECTOR: Ivan Ficbev, Boris Borozanov, Kiril Ilinchcv 
SCRIPT: Krubstyo Belev 

CAMERA: V d  Holiolchev, Boncho Karastoymov 
PRINCIPAL ACTORIACI'RESS: Milk. Tuykova (Danka), 

Ivank. Dirnitrova (Ana), Mirosiov Mindov (Ivan), 
Ivan Kumanov (Assenov) 

GENRE: resistance fighter 

RESUME: Danka and several of her friends sign contracts with a representative of a textile 
factory. Soon after starting work the girls realise that the terms of the contract are not observed. and the 
final product goes to Germany. Danka gets involved in underground activities: she reads socialist literature. 
controversial leaflets. and defends her fellow workers' rights. After the Socialist coup of September 9th. 
1933. the factory is handed over to the people. Danka addresses a workers' rally. La Fin. 

TITLE: Nasha Zcmyo Our h n d  
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1953 

DIRECTOR: Anton Marinovich, Stefan Surchadjiev 
SCRIPT: Angel Wagenstein, Chaim Oliver 

CAMERA: Emil Rashev 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Apostol Karamitev (caprain Velikov), 

Milka Tuykova (Anna Markovaj, Peter Dimitrov ( b a ~  Kolyo), 
Georgi Kdoyanchev (Perko Shiloro - the ad) 

GENRE: spies Br saboteurs 

RESUME: Velkov is a former partisan and member of the anti-fascist resistance. He recalls how the 
people from the border region between Bulgaria and Turkey once saved his life. Now, eight years after the 
victory of the Socialist revolution. he returns to these parts as a captain of the border guard. One day a plane 
flies by at an unusually low altitude and the Bulgarians shoot it down. Toshko, a young boy. is wounded in 
the shoot-out. Velkov protests to the Greek. and then to the Turkish authorities demanding an explanation 
for the aircraft. He suspects that MikhaiI Petrov, an outlaw and a war criminal, is involved. Velkov asks that 
this individual be turned over to Bulgarian authorities. but his request is turned doum, because Petrov is 
protected by the international convention for political refugees ... 
Meanwhile the people from Novi Izvor celebrate the elecuification of their village. A co-operative farm is 
being established in this region. The saboteur Vassil persuades the wounded boy's father to stay out. but the 
honest Pelin tells Velkov and the party secretary about Vassil's proposal. Later the diabolical Vassil is at it 
again: this time with the help of two others he cuts off the power supply, kills a guard. and sets fire to the 
farming machinery. Fanurrately some equipment is saved and the culprits apprehended. Vassil's real name 
is Dragan Borissov - a former officer of the King's cavalry. given the death penalty as a war criminal by the 
People's Tribunal. 
.4 certain incident on the Turkish border is intended to divert attention from a Greek foray on the 
Bulgarians. The border guards, however. manage to contain the situation with the loss of only one man. 
Immediately. the Turks deny any involvement and accuse the Bulgarians of having stined up trouble. 
Velkov proves before an International Commission convened by the Turks that the incident was deliberately 
instigated and the commission is illegal. 
The dead border guard is honoured by an elaborate funeral ceremony for his defence of the fatherland. 



TITLE: Geroite na Shipka The Heroes ar Shipka Pass 
a co-production with the USSR 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1955 
DIRECTOR: Sergei V d e v  
SCRIPT: Adcadyi Pcrventzev 
CAMERA: Mihnil Kirilov 

PRINCIPAL ACI'ORIACTRESS: Ivan Perevencv (Katorgin), 
Victor Avdyushko ( O w b i s h i n ) ,  Apostol Karamittv (Petko), 
Karlukovski (Borimerchkata), Evgeni S.moilov (Skobeler.), 

Zbcni Bozhinova (Boika), Katya Chukova flonka) 

GENRE: historical revolutionary 

SHORT RESUME: The uprising of April 1876 has been drowned in blood. Bulgarians however, still 
cherish the hope that Russia will deliver them from Ottoman bondage. In St. Petersburg a rally in support of 
the enslaved Slav nation is held. The possible repercussions, both at home and abroad. of a war against 
Turkey are discussed at Tsar AIexander's court. The same issue is discussed by representatives of the other 
Great Powers at Bismarck's office. 
The Russo-Turkish war is declared. Russian troops are on [heir way to Bulgaria, At the town of Stara 
Zagora they present the Bulgarian Volunteer Fusiliers with a banner woven in Sarnara. Russia. At the 
Sultan's palace Lord Henry Elliott lends fiiendly advice in this time of crisis for the Empire. In the battle for 
Schipka Pass the Bulgarian Volunteers fight courageously side by side with the Russians. The way to Sofia 
lies open. Russian uoops are welcomed at Adrianopole. March to Constantinopoldstanbul. The advance of 
the Russian m y  is halted by the Western Powers' ultimatum to stop the war. 

TITLE: Sledi te Ostavat The Traces Remain 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1956 
DIRECTOR: Peter V d e v  

SCIUPT: Pave1 Vezhinov 
based on his novella "Incident in a Quier Srreet" 

CAMERA: Boncbo Karastoyanov 
PRINCIPAL ACTORtACTRESS: Krassimir Medarov (Pesho), 

Vera D d o s t i n o v a  (lulia), Stefan Dandov (Vesselin), 
Georgi Naumov (Charlie) 

GENRE: spies B;. saboteurs 

RES b . i E :  Little Private Eyes discover dangerous saboteurs and report them to the police- 
A key drops from a window in the midst of some children playing in the street. They give it to Toromanov 
who lives around here and happens to be looking for a lost key. It turns out that Pesho has given 
Torornanov his own key by mistake. He wants to exchange keys, and in the process realises that the one he 
has does not open Torornanov's flat. The children's curiosity is aroused, and they form an association for 
uncovering the truth. With great ingenuity and courage they overcome many obstacles. The young 
investigators finally discover that Toromanov is a go-between for a group of saboteurs who are squatting in 
someone else's flat, and in a moment of panic his wife has thrown out the key. The children report the 
saboteurs to the militia. Happy with their success they celebrate their friend Iulia's birthday. 



TITLE: Dve Pobedi Two Victories 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1956 
DIRECTOR: B o d a v  S h a d e v  

SCRIPT: Angel Wagenstein, Vesselin Haachev, Hristo Ganev 
CAMERA: Georgi Ccorgiev 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACXRESS: Nikoh Popov (Grodyu), 
Assen Mihnov (Peykov), Nikoloina Lekova (Peycheva), 

Pencbo Petmv (Kalpasanov - hooligan-ov) 

GENRE consuuction of socialism 

RESUME: Some factory workers want to form a band, but instead of musical instruments, the 
director orders the purchase of a truck- At the same time the president of the Glorious Road co-operative 
farm orders musical instruments for the village band hoping thus to kindle the farmers' enthusiasm for work. 
The orders are sent, but the consignments are misdirected: the musical instruments are delivered to the 
factory and the truck to the co-operative farm. After a series of hilarious incidents the factory director and 
the co-operative president realise that in fact everyone got what they really needed. 

TITLE: Rebro Adamovo 
YEAR OF PRODULZIION: 1956 
DIRECTOR: Anton Marinovich 

SCRIPT: Angel Wagenstein 
CAMERA: E d  Rashev 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTaESS: Emiiia Radeva (Zyulker), 
Georgi Popov (Adam), Ljwbomir Kabakchiev (Stefanov), 

Nikola Popov (rhe director) 

GENRE: consuuction of socialism 

SHORT RESL'ME: Socio-psychological drama. A Bulgarian-Muslim village during the first few years after 
the victory of the socialist revolution. 
The young Muslim woman Zyulker wants to be independent. to study. and become a teacher. Instead. her 
father arranges for her to marry. After the wedding she runs away to the town of Madan where she work in 
a hostel and heIps the lady doctor a1 the clinic. Her husband takes her back. Provoked by gossip and 
encouraged by his parents. he beats and humiliates her. She gives birth prematurely. takes the baby and goes 
to a school for Muslims in Plovdiv. Many new challenges follow. The young woman meets her first teacher 
Stefanov and the two fall in love. With his help Zyulker finishes her studies successful!y and makes up her 
mind to return to her native village as a teacher. Stefanov follows her and proposes to her. They embrace. 



TITLE: Dimitrovgmdsi The People of Dimitrovgrad 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1956 

DIRECTOR: Nikola Korabov, Ducho Mundrov 
SCRIPT: Buryma Encbev 
CAMERA: Vuhlo Radev 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/AClXES S: Georgi Kdoyanchev (Schtequ Barabata), 
Maria Russalieva (Nevenna), Ivan Dimov (Enev), 

Boris Chirkov (Sobolev), innP Makarova (Lyudmila) 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESL'ME: Social drama; the construction of the first socialist town in Bulgaria - Dimitrovgrad. A 
poup of young people have just arrived in an uninhabited district where they are to begin construction of a 
plant. when suddenly a petrol tank explodes. The disaster brings the young builders closer together. They 
are in need of moral support. A Party organiser from the Central Committee arrives at the scene. News of 
Georgi Dimiuov's death rallies the people in their efforts to work harder. The Soviet specialists Lyuba and 
Sobolev come to the construction site. Many of the young people find happiness in work. The man 
responsible for the explosion is arrested. and the managing director who hired him is discharged. The first 
plant of the new town is completed. Workers enter the shops. The management and the Soviet specialists 
prepare to tackle new challenges. 

TITLE: Granitzata The Border 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 
DIRECTOR: Nikola Minchev 

SCRIPT: Cencho Stoev 
CAMERA: Georgi Karayordanov 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Kunka Baeva, 
Iva Bratanov. Bozhidar Milushev 

GENRE: spies & saboteurs 

RESUME: A little border village during the first years of people's rule. 
Vassil Stafanov. a veteran of the Antifascist Uprising of September 1923. helps in the building of the new 
life in his native village. One evening, as a blizzard is raging oulside, Vassil's son Stefan brings supper to 
the office. News that some criminals have attempted an illegal crossing comes from the border post. When 
the boy gets back home a wounded smnger knocks at the door in search of help and shelter. The mother 
dresses his wounds and gives him food. Soon it becomes clear that he is not a lieutenant of the border patrol 
as he claims ro be. as he does not even know the name of the village. Pretending to go to bed. the boy 
sneaks out the back to warn the border guards. Realising that the man is a impostor. the mother tries to 
detain him. but he hits her and uies to leave. The house is already surrounded by soldiers and the saboteur is 
captured. Stefan is suffering from exposure, but Vassil caries him in and places him by the hearth, La fin. 



TITLE: Taynata Vechcrya Na Sedmatsite The LmJr Supper of the Sedmaks 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1957 

DIRECTOR: Dako Dalcovski 
SCRIPT: Stoysrn Daskalov 
CAMERA: Endl Rashev 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Ivan Bratanov (Kroum), 
h'ikoia Boychev (bai Sandy), Dimiter Buyaozov (Nayden), 

Ilinnn Dimitrova (Yanka) 

G E N E :  construction of socialism 

RESUME: The first years of colIectivisation of private fanning estates - overcoming the sense of 
private ownership in the consciousness of the Bulgarian peasant. 
Every household attached to a co-operative farm is entitled to a parcel of land for private use. The Sedmak 
family live together, but the eldest son Kroum suggests to register the family members as separated to 
acquire more land. The younger Naiden has been accepted at the University, but is denied admission 
because the village Party secretary has given him a bad character reference. He returns home to seek justice. 
In spite of the parents' reluctance, Kroum and his family set up a separate household. though the Sedmaks 
continue to have supper together in secret. Naiden is completely unaware of what is going on. He is in love 
with the co-operative farm president Geras's daughter Yanka. One evening as the Sedmaks prepare to sit at 
table. Geras walks in and uncovers the lie. Yanka is forbidden to see Naiden, the Sedmaks quarrel and 
separate for real. Naiden leaves home. Kroum and Mr. Sedmak admit their guilt. Yanka and Naiden get 
back together. Naiden receives good references. marries Yanka. and the young couple go to study in the big 
city. 

TITLE: Urok na Iztoriyata A Hisroc Lesson 
co-production with the USSR 

YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1957 
DIRECTOR: Lev Amstarn 

SCRIPT: Lev Amstam 
CAMERA: Aleksander Sbelenkov, Yolanda Chen-Yu-Lan 

PRINCIPAL ACTOIUACIXESS: Stefan Savov, 
Tsvetana Amaudova, Ivan Tonev, W r g  Yudin 

GENRE: historical (bia) revolutionary 

RESUME: .An epic based on records of the 1933 Leipzig Trial in which the Bulgarian Georgi 
Dimitrov was accused of trying to bum down the Reichstag in an act of Bolshevik terrorism. a uial 
symbolic of the world proletariat's antifascist suuggle. 
Dimiuov is on his way to Nazi-governed Berlin. Heinrich Lange, a worker and a member of the Communist 
Pany. has been involved in a strike dispelled by storm troopers. His son Willi sells leaflets with 
Thaelmann's speech. A fascist soldier tears up the propaganda literature and beats up the boy. Dimitrov 
finds the weeping child and helps Willi get home. Meanwhile Hider, Goebbels, and Goering are plotting the 
Reichstag fire. Arrest warrants are signed for liberal politicians, intellectuals. and artists. Van der Lubbe 
sels the Reichstag on fire triggering a wave of arrests. The Communist movement goes underground. 
Dimiuov is arrested. The German consul to Bulgaria refuses admission to his mother. All of Europe signs 
petitions in support of the captives. In court Dimitrov exposes the sinister policy of the Nazi government. 
Goering takes the stand. His speech on the p n d  future of Nazism is contrasted by scenes of wounded 
soldiers, execurions, dealh camps ... Lange and other Communists retract their forced testimonies. Lange is 
released but later assassinated before the very eyes of his family. Dimitrov is granted Soviet citizenship. 
The narrator reminds that the resurgence of fascism still poses a threat to  world peace. 



TITLE: Zakonat na moreto The Law of the Sea 
YEAR OF PRODUCITON: 1958 
DIRECTOR: Y a h  Yalcimov 

SCRIPT: Cbaim Oliver & Angel Wagenstein 
CAMERA: Georgy Karayordaaov 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Geom Gcorgiev-Getz (Peter), 
Bogornil Simeonov (Alexander Shuhov), Any Damyanova (Maria) 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESL'ME: Based on red events surrounding the operation to salvage the German naval vessel Viking 
sunk off the coast of Sozopol in 1944. The film reveaIs the rugged face of sailors' comradeship. 
Alexander Shahov is a member of a diving team. As he reaches the sunken ship there is an explosion which 
curs his emergency rope to the surface and craps his leg. He has only enough air to last a couple of hours. 
On shore requests for help are radioed to the Bourgas Pon Authorities where Maria Ieams on the accident. 
She tells her husband Peter of the mishap. Flashback: Sasho is a former pupil of Peter's. When arriving in 
Bourgas Peter invites Sasho to his house. Long ago Sasho and Maria were in love before he left ro study 
abroad. after which she married Peter who knows nothing of the affair. Peter is called away on business. 
durinz which time the former lovers reheat their passions. The divers are outraged by Sasho's behaviour and 
have a fight wih him. Upon his return Peter learns that not only has Sasho replaced him as diving team 
leader. but hath indeed betwixt his sheets done a husband's office. Sasho and Maria confess and Peter walks 
away. End of flashback. Peter leaves for Sozopol to help. He dives and rescues Sasho who is barely alive. 
but thankful. Peter and Maria watch the ambulance receding in the distance. 

TITLE: Gematsite The Gerak Family 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1958 
DIRECTOR: Anton Marinovech 

SCRIPT: Christo Santov 
based on Geratsite by Elin Pelin 

CAMERA: Trendafd Zachariev 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Georgy Sarmtov (Gerak the elder), 

Ivan Dirnov (Margalaka), Maria Shopova (granny Marga), 
Stefan Peychev (Bean), Ivan Tonev (Perer), 

Gancho Ganchev (Pavel!, Angelina Sarova (Elka) 

official - historical 

RESUhIE: The influx of capitalist attitudes in the Bulgarian countryside at the turn of the century 
leads ro the disintegration of the patriarchal way of life. 
The wealthy land owner Yordan Gerak is the head of a harmonious family; that is. until his wife Marga dies. 
Conflicts erupt beween two of Gerak's sons, Bozhan and Peter, about the panition of their father's estate. 
while the old man is still alive. The third son. Pavel, is an army officer who only associates with his family 
when in need of money, When Pavel comes home. an vgument between the three brothers comes to blows. 
Pave! returns to his mistress in the city, Bozhan barricades his share of the land, and Pavel's wife Elka falls 
i l l  uith a venereal disease contracted from her husband. One dark and stormy night she is about to drown 
herself when Matei Margalaka. the Geraks' old farmhand. persuades her to give up the idea and takes her 
back home. Before long Elka dies. followed soon thereafter by Gerak the elder. Zaharincho. son of Pavel 
and Elka. goes to the city together uith his uncle ?e!er to find a job. Bozhan fells the centenarian pine tree 
in front of the ancestral home. symbol of the patriarchal way of the Geraks. 



TITLE: Haidoushka Klttva 7he Haidouk's Oath 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1958 
DIRECTOR: Peter B. Vassiiev 
SCRIPT: Orlin Vassilev 

based on his novel "Haidouk Maika ne Hrani" 
CAMERA: Dimo Kolarov 

PRINCIPAL ACfORfACTRES S : A post01 Karami tev (Strahil), 
Ginka Stantcheva ( ivam) 

GENRE: historical revolutionary 

RESUME: Suahil. whose parents have been killed by the Turks, is the leader of a small band of 

haidouk outlaws'. When the beautiful Ivana is abducted for Mehmed bey's harem. the outlaws kidnap the 
bey's own son. Mehmsd sends a message to Strahil commanding him to return the child and settle down to a 
peaceful life. In exchange the bey will free the woman and stop harassing the peasants. Strahil accepts. 
Together with Ivana he lives happily on his father's farm... Until1 one day a line of shackled men guarded 

by the bey's soldiers, the zaptiehs', passes in front of his house. The men are forced to do work for the bey. 
As they walk away their wives and children utter such pitiful wails of sorrow that Suahil can stand it no 
longer. He rushes at one of the zaptiehs and kills him. There is a fight, more soldiers arrive and open fire. 
Strahil manages to escape. while Ivana is hiding in the cellar. She shoots Mehmed bey with one of Suahil's 
pistols. The haidouks. who have long missed their leader. come to the rescue. Mehrned musters enough 
energy for one last shot aimed at the haidouk's standard-bearer. Ivana steps forward to protect him and is 
mortally wounded. As she falls in Srrahil's arms she asks him to bury her in her favourite glade and return 
to his band. He soIemnly raises his hand in a holy haidouk oath. 

TITLE: Na udc iya  ostrov On the islet 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1958 
DIRECTOR: Rangel Vdtchanov 

SCRIPT: Valery Petrov 
CAMERA: Dimo Kolarov 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Ivan Kondov (the Doctor), 
Stefan Peychev (Costa Rica), Konstantin Kotsev (Zheko), 

Ivan Andonov (the Studenr), Naycho Petrov (cuprain Staner.) 

GENRE: resistance fighter 

RESUME: The film is dedicated to the 43 Bulgarian communists banished to the islet of "Bolshevik" 
(formerly known as  "St. Anastasia") in 1925. 
Following the suppression of the antifascist uprising of September 1923. a group of rebels are sent to an 
islet in the Black sea to await sentencing. The sea-wolf Costa Rica is planning an escape. The carpenter 
Zheko, the doctor. and the student soon join him. In preparations thereof, the student unwittingly causes 
Costa Rica's death. The romantic youth then decides to risk his own life by swimming to shore to organise 
the escape of the others ... he drowns. Zheko attempts to use the target practice rafts for his escape. but is 
shot as a human target instead. The doctor then decides to arrange a mass escape. His plan is to obtain 
permission to stage a pIay for the prisoners. during which the guards, including the brutally savage captain 
Stancv. will be taken by surprise and disarmed. After the prisoners gain control of the penitentiary. the 
doctor has to prevent thc lighthouse keeper from signalling for help, in which he is aided by the keeper's 
little daughter. The prisoners sail back to shore. On the way the doctor breaks his leg. Unwilling to hinder 
everyone's escape. he bids farewell to his little helper, and blows himself up. 



TITLE: Zvezdi Stars (German title: Sterne) 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1959 

DIREnOR: Konrad Wolf 
SCRIPT: Angel Wagenstein 
CAMERA: Wemcr Bergmum 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: *ha Karusharska (Ruth), 
Jurgen Frohriep (Wafther), Ericb Klein (Kun), 

Stefan Peycbev (bai Petko) 

GENRE: holocaust 

RESUME: War confronts everyone with a moral dilemma ... an honest person will, inevitably. make 
the right choice. 
A transpon of Greek Jews is bound for Auschwitt. The train stops at a small Bulg*an town where the 
school is convened into a camp. The Nazi sergeant Walter meets the young Jewess Ruth and fails in Iove 
with her. Lieutenant Kun has her brought to a pmy at the local pub where Walter has a chance to talk to 
her. A tough soldier. numb to human emotions. Walter now experiences a change. When they meet next. 
Walter already detests war and Nazism; he has been transformed by her faith and love, He gives a package 
of medicine for the inmates to Petko. a Bulgarian worker. but the Germans discover and destroy it. Walter is 
making plans fcr Ruth's escape but just when everything is ready it is too late: the train has left. Walter 
realises that i t  is not enough to be ethical only on a small scale and becomes actively involved in the 
Bulgarian antifascist suugple. 

TITLE: Mdkata The Baby Girl 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1959 

DIRECTOR: Nikola Korabov 
SCRIPT: Lyuben Stanev 

based on his novel "The Laskovs" 
C.4MERA: Komtantin Yanaldev 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACIRESS : Margarita Ilieva (Lada), 
Anani Yavashev (Boris), Stefan Gadulamv (Encho Sokerov) 

GENRE: melodrama 

RE S b31E : A foundling complicates the already quite enlangled relationships of a family struggling 
to stay together. 
The former proprietor of the largest bookstore in Sofia, Encho Sokerov, is unable to change his attitude 
cowards rhe establishment of socialist rule. Naturally, he wants the best (in his understanding) for his 
children: the oldest son Vesselin has been appointed as a physician in the country. but thanks to his 
friendship with an influential professor he remains in the capital. Meanwhile Vesselin's barren wife Nellie 
insists on adopting a child. The other son, Micho. is happily married to a rich and clever woman. Zora, and 
now at last there is a good candidate for his daughter, the highschool graduate Lada. However. she is in Iove 
tvith the telephone technician Boris whom she wants to marry. One evening the young lovers come across a 
foundling. a baby girl. After Sokerov refuses to have anything to do with it, they take the child to a .  
orphanage. but visit her regularly. Encho Sokerov and Mincho fabricate a obscene story about Boris' past in 
order to disunite him fiom Lada, but when she uncovers the Iie, she leaves home for good. Vesselin takes 
his appointment in the country to appease his conscience. and he and Nellie adopt the foundling. Zora 
ditches Micho for Lada's former suitor. Encho Sokerov is left all alone in his bourgeois house. 



TITLE: V Navecberieto On rhe Eve 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1959 
DIRECTOR: Vhdimir Petrov 

SCRIPT: Vhdimir Petrov b- Ortin V d e v  
based on the novel of the same title by 1.S.Tourgenev 

CAMERA: V d o  Radev 
PRINCIPAL ACTOWACIRESS: Lyubodr Kabakchicv (Inscrrov), 

Irina Milopolska (Elena), Boris Livcmov ( N i b h i  Srakhofl 

GENRE: historical revolutionary 

SHORT RESUME: A romance between a Bulgarian student and a Russian woman. 
XIX century Russia. Elena Stakhova comes fiom a wealthy family and has many opulent suitors. She spends 
her rime reading poetry. attending balls. and playing music. One day a friend of the family introduces her to 
Insaiov - a Bulgarian kmigre to Russia who longs for his country's liberation from Ottoman rule. Insarov 
and Elena fall in love at  firs^ sight and Insarov wants to leave immediately. afraid to reveal his feelings. but 
is suddenly taken ill. Elena tends him at the hospital and wants to marry him against her parents' will. 
Having recovered. Insarov is summoned back to Bulgaria to aid in the preparations for an uprising, but his 
health deteriorates again and he dies. Elena. now his wife, has him buried in his native soil and takes over 
his revolutionary endeavours. 

TITLE: Pan4 Urok First LRsson 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: I960 
DIRECTOR: Rangel Valtchanov 

SCRIPT: Vdery Petrov 
CAMERA: Dimo Kohrov 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACrRESS: Cornelia Bozhanova (Violerra), 
Georgy Naoumov (Pesho) 

official - historical 

RESUME: -4 lyrical account of an impossible love in a class-conscious society at the brink of W I I .  
Akin to the bloody English tragedy of Italian family feud, Pesho and Violetta are in love in spite of their 
conuasting social backgrounds. Class differences inevitably compkate things. and their meetings become a 
stage for confused emotions. Imperceptibly. a gulf opens between them, separating the world of the rich 
from that of the poor. After an initial period of enthusiasm, Violetta gets fed up with what she considers 
childish and naive antifascist actions on Pesho's part. He is painfuly aware of the hostility of his 
sweetheart's social circle. The two decide to spend some time apart. Pesho gets involved in the clandestine 
activities of the Communist Youth League, while Violetta bides her time playing tennis with the boys from 
the German Academy. However. the two still care for each other, and resume their romantic dares in search 
of a hiding place for their love. During a most exhilarating encounter. the young lovers are suddenly 
discovered by the police. This harsh reminder of reality becomes Pesho's initiation into manhood. Violetta 
is too weak ro struggle. Her father takes her away. Having learned his first lesson. Pesho follows in the 
footsteps of his elder brother. and enters the struggle for a better world without class barriers. 



TITLE: V Ti Vetcher On a Quiet Evening 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1960 
DIRECTOR: Borislav Slaaraliev 

SCRIPT: E d y a n  StPnev 
based on his novel of the same title 
CAMERA: Stoian Uutchrcin 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Lyubomir Dimitrov (Anton), 
Ncvearrcl Kokanova (Boika), Ivan Bratanov (bai Vassil) 

GENRE: partisan 

RESUME: Pursued by the Police, the partisans Boika and Anton take refuge in a cave with a huge 
rock overhanging the entrance. An explosion dislodges the rock and seals the two people inside. The next 
morning they hear someone knocking on the other side. Anton rightly guesses that this is the police rather 
than other members of the resistance. Bai Vassil, a helper of the resistance, is brought along to lure the 
partisans. He manages to warn Anton of the danger. but it costs him his life. Anton and Boika are forced to 
take their chances and swim downstream an underground river. Boika hurries home desperate to see her 
mother. while Anton goes through many hardships before rejoining the partisan unit. Anton is sent after the 
girl to prevent a breach of secrecy. He fails to get in touch with the partisans' liaison in the city, and is 
arrested. Both Boika and the liaison (the cobbler) have also been arrested, but Anton plays his part perfectly 
and pretends that he does not know them. A black police van takes Boika to her dea th... The cobbler 
manages to inform Anton of the location of a cache of rifles earmarked for the partisans. Anton escapes. 
~ C L S  his wounds dressed by a woman sympathetic to the cause. and makes his way to where his fellow- 
partisans are waiting ... 

TITLE: Patishta Roadr 
I-Drougoro Shtustiye -.4nother Kind of Happiness 

YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1960 
DIRECTOR: Anton Marinovitch 
SCRIPT: Vesselin Haatcbev 

CAMERA: E d  Rashev 
PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Bozhidara Tzekova (Anroinerre), 

Banko Bankov (Kiril), Milka Magneva (mother), 
K i d  Yanev (Takhov) 

GEKRE: construction of socialism 

FESLbIE: A young woman finds happiness in self-fulfilling work and social obligations. 
The workers at a large railway yard are celebrating the new appointments of their colleagues. In this happy 
time the romantic Kiril tells Antoinette about his love and plans for their future. Antoinette however. seems 
tense and agitated. and leaves early. Kiril watches her get into an elegant car driven by the lawyer Takhov. 
Takhov. well past his prime, is the object of Antoinette's mother's match-making genius. and tonight is the 
time when an engagement between the two will be announced. At the dinner table both mother and daughter 
realise that the stiff-mannered Takhov will not make a good bridegroom. Antoinette leaves abruptly and 
rejoins the workers' party. still in her white engagement dress. She is joyfully welcomed. She and Kiril will 
never be apart again. Tney find genuine happiness in their love and work. 

2-P Waf Minava R e z  Belovir -The Road Passes Through Belovir 



DIRECTOR: Peter B. V d c v  
SCRIPT: Pave1 vezhinov 

CAMERA: Ceorgy Ceorgiytv 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS : A post01 Karamitev (engineer Stamen Perrov), 

Vdtntina Borissova (Kazya), Bozhi&r Lctcbtv (Nikolai) 

GENRE: official - contemporary - youth problems /building the new life 

SHORT RESUME: The construction engineer Stamen Petrov receives an appointment for the building of a 
massive dam in the country. He is bitter about leaving the capital and his friends, and shares his aggravation 
with a beautiful passenger on the train. Katya. who - Stamen is convinced - must be an actress. He is decply 
offended by the dismal working and living conditions. Much to his surprise the "actress" also happens to be 
an engineer on the same site, but that docs not rclieve his bitterness. One night he decides that he is fed up 
and leaves. Katya, however. has heard him and overtakes him unexpecredly. Embarrassed. Stamen returns 
to his room. He wakes up a new man! He goes to work in high spirits. The joint endeavour and their 
conversarions _eke rise to warm feelings which blossom into Iove. For Stamen and Katya. the way to 
happiness passes through the construction site. where they invest their hearts and minds each day. 

TITLE: Bednata Ulitsa P o v e q  Street 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1960 
DIRECTOR: Christo Piskov 
SCRIPT: Peter Doaev 

CAMERA: Georgy Alourkov 
P RLNCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Kosta Tsonev (Peter), 

Valentin Roussetski (Yoshkara), Nikolina Genova (Kana) ,  
Dimitar Botchev (Grisha), Naoum Shopov (Georges), 

Lilli Eneva (Vaska) 

GENRE: resistance fighter 

RES LrhIE: Life in the dingy suburbs of the capital on the brink of the Socialist Revolurion of 
September 9th. 1944. 
The poor students Yoshkata and Peter share a little room on a run-down street. Yoshkata is infatuated with a 
ballet dancer who does not even suspect that he exists, and often discusses the arts and genuine beauty with 
a Russian immigrant and the local intellectually handicapped person (district idiot) over a glass of wine. He 
is unawire of the desire with which Vaska the barmaid is burning for him. Peter on the other hand is a 
member of an antifascist combat unit. His landlady's daughter, Katya, is attracted by his courage and 
gentlemanly demeanour, and uue love sparks between them. While Yoshkata has a libidinous visitation 
from Vaska. Peter carries out a sabotage mission. He sets some gas-tank train wagons ablaze and comes 
home wounded. Thanks to Yoshklata's quick wit. they manage to deceive the Germans who rush into the 
students' "carefree den." that they have been drinking and playing cards all night. However, the secret agent 
Georges. who hangs about trying to impress Katya, notices the doctor's visits. When the police arrive to 
arrest Peter. Yoshkata tries to resist and Georges kills him. Peter escapes; Katya is questioned and tortured. 
but reveals nothing. On the day of revolutionary triumph all the residents of the street are celebrating. Katya 
and Peter are happily reunited. and Vaska is holding a baby in her arms: the fruit of her passion for 
Yoshkata ... 



TITLE: Dom na dve ulitsi A Home On Two Srreets 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1960 
DIRECTOR: Kiril Iliachev 
SCRIPT: Bouryan Encbev 

CAMERA: Tnadatil Zakhariev 
PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: S a r k  Mouhibian (Seraphim), 

Antonia Yaneva (Ziata), Emnnud Doynov (Kroum), 
Andrei Chaprazov (engineer Kalpakchiev), Svoboda Molerova (Milena), 

Anani Yavashev ( V h f k o ) ,  Ginka Stancheva (Ana), 
Peter Slabakov ( K i d )  

GENRE: part isan 

RESUME: Class struggle forces people to choose sides - that is what a young man realises only at the 
end of his shon life. 
Graduate students' celebration on the 24th of May, day of Cyrillic Literacy and Alphabetisation. The 
Workers' Youth Union use this opponunity to organisc a protest rally. while their antagonists. the fascist 
Legionnaires, provoke a fight. On this tense evening Ana's comely mansion sharply contrasts Vladko's little 
house, but the young couple are too preoccupied by their mutual feelings to be bothered by anything. 
Vladko's elder brother Kiril is anxious that Vladko, who should have come to the rally, is writing poetry 
instead. longingly gazing Ana's house. 
Krourn is the son of the factory owner Seraphim and head of the Legionnaires. He is also a classmate of the 
young lovers. 
Nazi Germany treacherously invades the Soviet Union. 
Ana and Vladko are dancing away at the graduation ball when K i d  shoots a German officer right outside 
the ballroom. The people disperse. As Vladko is looking for his girl. a gang of men armed with clubs and 
knuckle-dusters surround him and beat him cruelly for being the son of a communist Cmigre to the Soviet 
Union and the brother of a murderer. 
Kiril has joined the partisans, some of whom have returned from exile to fight for freedom. He asks them 
about his father. and learns that the old man is still alive. One of the panisans secretly comes to Vladko's 
home ro see the boy. who mistakes him for his own father. Vladko realises that no one can stay away from 
tho struggle for a now life. but now it is too late. He dies. Kiril and his comrades continue the struggle. 

TITLE: Stublenskite Lipi 77ze Linden-rrees of Stoublen 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1960 

DIRECTOR: Dako Dakovski 
SCRIPT: Stoyan Ts. Daskalov 

based o n  his novel of the same title 
CAMERA: Ermnuel Pangelov 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Miroslav Mindov (Petko), 
Gratsiela Butchvarova (Gana), Madislav Molerov (Raltcho), 

Ivan Brabnov (Tontcho), Gantcho Gantcbev (Kosradin) 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESUME: The first years after the collectivisation of farming - the struggle to protect socialist 
propeny . 
Petko Stoubienski returns to his native village of Stoubien to take over the management of the co-operative 
f m .  He finds his new charge poorly maintained. both production and equipment have been grossly abused 
- largely due ro the former chairman Rafcho's spinelessness. Three villagers who profited under Rdcho now 
dump h e  stolen pain into the river. Tontcho. a fellow-villager. accidentally discovers the pain and learns 
who h c  culpri~s are but chooses to keep his mouth shut. Meanwhile the three malefactors send anonymous 
letters to the Party district committee accusing Petko of engaging in adulterous behaviour with Tontcho's 
wife Gana. Gana, who has long wished for a child is pregnant at last!!! The new chairman's married life is 
put to the test ... As Tontcho is getting drunk in the company of his three misguided friends his wife 
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miscarries while helping a cow to calve. A brawl flares up and Tontcho is killed because his friends fear he 
might betray them. Suspicions fall on Petko who discovers the body. He is arrested. his Party membership 
card is taken away. Frightened. the former chairman Ralcho confesses to the Party secretary. Petko is 
cleared of all charges, and decides to stay in Stoublen to regain the lost confidence of the people. 

T I T L E :  Stramnata Pateka The Sreep Path 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1961 
DIRECTOR: Yaalso Yaakov 

SCRIPT: Emile Manov & Kosta Straadjev 
CAMERA: Emile Rasbev 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACrRESS: Lyubomir Kabaktchiev (Damian), 
Ceorgy Georgiev-Getz (Ivan the Savage), Stefan Peychev (bai GeorgyI 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESUME: The difficulties in shaping a Socialist attitude towards labour. 
Nine volunteers are digging a tunnel through a rugged mountain terrain. A truck, their only link to 
civiIisation. brings provisions and materials to the foot of the mountain each week. The group consists of 
very different people with unique backgrounds and reasons for volunteering for this backbreaking task. 
There are the three miners: Darnian - a member of the Communist Party. bai Mihal, and Stamen. And then 
there are the rest: a simple peasant (who has brought his cow along!). another which wants to learn a new 
trade. the quiet one. the romantic youth. and the adventurer. Winter has arrived and the truck is late in 
coming. Damian waits for it every day. One day the quiet one offers to come along - only to get on the truck 
and leave when it has been unloaded. It  does not help pick up enthusiasm when, with barely a hundred 
mr:ers left to dig. the tunnel caves in. Bai Georgy suffers a broken leg and everyone except Damian gives 
up. A t  the town below they sign on to begin work at another mine. During the next couple of days. however. 
they all confront their guilty conscience at having left the task unfinished. and return to help Damian to 
complete the undertaking. 

TITLE: Badi Shtastliva, Annie Annie, Be Happy! 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1961 
DIRECTOR: VIadimir Yantchev 

SCRIPT: Valentin Ezhov & Bancho Banov 
CAMERA: Nedelcho Nanev 

PFUNC1P.C ACTOWACTRESS: Nevena Kokanova (Annie), 
Vasilyi Merkuriev (Andrei Perrovich), Kosta Tsonev (Boyan) 

GENRE romantic comedy 

RESUME: About the traditional (almost instinctive) friendship between Bulgarians and Russians. 
and a misunderstanding happily resolved. 
Annie is a charming young lady who works at the Sofia airport as a shuttle bus driver. Her boyfriend Boyan, 
a construction worker. receives a letter from her containing the single word "Yes" to his marriage proposal. 
Meanwhile the Soviet pilot Andrei Petrovich is soon returning home after seven years of working abroad. 
and Annie is designated to give him a little tour across the country. Boyan is jealous and tears up the letter. 
Since she can not abandon the Soviet friend in order to sort out the misunderstanding. Annie makes an 
unscheduled stop at Boyan's construction site. Andrei Petrovich realises that his tour may interfere with the 
young people's desires. and pretends feigns an illness. While the young couple reconcile, Andrei takes a 
stroll across town on his own. He buys a guidebook, and reads about the places he was not able to visi:. 
.4nnie and Boyan get married. Andrei Petrovich leaves for the Soviet Union pleased in spite of the bungled 
trip. 



TITLE: Noshta Srrsbtou Trinaysti On the Eve of the 13rh 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1961 
DtRECfOR: Anton Marinovich 
SCRIPT: Alexander Hajjicbristov 
CAMERA: Tnndafil hchariev 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS : Apostol K a d t e v  (Todor Primov / Peter Primov), 
Kosta Tsonev (Major Partov), Georgy Ccorgiev-Getz (rhe General) 

GENRE: spies dk saboteurs 

RESUME: The Enemy Within will stop at nothing to slow down the country's Socialist development. 
Todor Primov is a former officer of His Majesty Boris 111's Royal Infantry who goes over to the partisans. 
After the war he studies engineering. and upon graduation is appointed manager of several consvuction 
projects. He is seriously injured in a car crash on March 13th. but recovers remarkably fast and resumes his 
work with peculiar eagerness. Grave accidents occur at some of h e  consvuction sites: crucial information is 
apparently leaking out. Andrei Panov. a friend of Primov's from the partisan days. investigates the case. He 
grows suspicious of his wartime comrade's identity when the latter fails to display the slightest indication of 
colour-blindness. a condition which seriously afflicted the real Todor Primov. This should also have 
prevented him from driving, but the obvious impostor has no trouble driving at all!!! Finally the truth 
emerges: the crash was caused by Parvan Primov. Todor's twin brother. On the night Todor was killed 
Pman  took his brother's place and began preparing for a major sabotage operation conceived by the 
foreign intelligence service that hired him. The malefactor is neuualised. 

TITLE: Podedniyat Rund The Final Round 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1961 

DIRECTOR: L-vudmil Kirkov 
SCRIPT: Anton Antonov-Tonitcb 

CAMERA: Dimo Kolarov 
PRINCIPAL ACTORIACTRES S: Anani Yavashev (Nikolai Zharkov), 

Adriana Andreyeva (Vanja),  Vdentin Russetski (Valrchan) 

GENRE: spies & saboteurs 

RESUME: A boxing champion finds more than just professional fulfilment as he unmasks a spy scheme. 
Nikolai Zharkov is already a national boxing champion, but he aspires for such celebrity as Valtchan of the 
heavier category is enjoying. Nikolai gains the necessary weight and wins the title. On a picnic Nikolai 
meers Vanya. a switchboard operator. and falls in love. They have lunch (afier the picnic?) at a restaurant 
where a brawl breaks out. She leaves, Nikolai borrows his friend Uoro's car to catch up with her, and 
crashes the vehicle. Nikolai is uninjured but the repairs will cost him more money than he has. Zhoro then 
takes him to his uncle. supposedly a watch-maker, who offers to pay for the car if Nikolai will smuggle a 
package to Parris where the Boxing World Championship is to take place. The naive young man is given a 
box of matches. and told that upon delivery he will be given as many dollars as there are matches in the box. 
On the way to Paris Nikolai's trainer confiscates the matches thinking that the athlete has taken up smoking, 
and an explanation is due. Bulgarian militia agents identify the box as a means of intelligence 
communication and Nikolai agrees to continue to play his part learning as much as he can- On the way back 
two friends promise to testify in his defence at a vial for treason against the state. The two of them appear 
as witnesses ... to Nikolai and Vanya's marriage as well! 



TITLE: Prizori Daybreak 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1961 

DIRECTOR: Dimitar Pttrov 
SCRIPT: Kiril Voywv 

CAMERA: Stoian UutchLin 
PRINCIPAL AmOR/ACTRESS: Miroslov Mindov (Nikolai Vassilev), 

Peter Shbakov (Kamarad), Zbeni Bozhinova (Nadya), 
Anatbasia BPknrdjiyeva (Dafine) 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

SHORT RESUME: Importance of the personal example in overcoming conflicts in labour reorganization. 
Nikolai Vassilev. a WWII veteran, is appointed manager of a mine in a smail provincial town. The mine's 
foreman. Kamarad, (whose brother was shot by his commander during the war for reasons not yet clear) 
wields undivided authority here. Only Geno Kostourkov knows the truth about the death of Kamarad's 
brother. Nikolai introduces a more rational and liberal method of operation in the mine. and Karnarad's self- 
importance is injured. Geno Stirs up hatered for the new manager, and tells Kamarad that Nikolai murdered 
his brother. After a landslide. a group of volunteer rescuers, led by the new manager, is joined by the 
\*indictive Kamarad. When they are alone in a passage. Kamarad makes clear his intent. Nikolai Vassilev 
explains [ha1 he was forced to shoot the brother because the latter wanted to surrender, and thus would have 
beuayed his company's position. Suddenly there is another cave-in and Karnarad is buried alive. With no 
hesitation Nikolai rescues the man who threatened to kill him. 

TITLE: A Byahme Mladi We Were Once Young 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1961 
DIRECTOR: Binka Zhelyadcova 

SCRIPT: Christo Ganev 
CAMERA: V d  Holiolcbev 

PRINCIPAL ACfOR/ACTRESS: Dimitar Bouinozov (Dimo), 
Roumyana Karabelova ( Veska), Lyudmila Tcheshmadji yeva (Tsveta ), 

Ceorgy Ceorgiev-Getz (Mladen) 

GENRE: resistance fighter 

RESUME: Dimo and Veska are members of a young people's antifascist combat unit A few of the 
group's terrorist actions go wrong (a bomb in a theatre fails to explode, the leader Mladen is almost 
captured ... ) and after a discussion they decide to alienate Dimo who, they suspect, is the traitor. Veska. 
however. loves the young man and has faith in him. The real traitor is Slavcho: a former colleague of 
Veska's and a police agent. He spies on the young people. constantly calling on Veska. and visiting Dimo's 
neighbour Tsveta. Tsveta is confined to a wheel-chair, and her only occupation is photography. It is by 
examining her negatives that the agent learns of Mladen's visits to Dimo. His questions alert Tsveta to who 
he really is. but on her way to warn Dimo her wheelchair goes out of control, and she crashes into a tree, 
Dimo is arrested, He withstands temble torture without revealing a single thing. Finally his arms are set on 
fire like torches. After his death Veska poisons herself. The struggle continues. Dimo and Veska are 
replaced by other young people. 



TITL.E: Zlatniyat Zuhb The Gold Tooth 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1962 
DIRECTOR: Anba MIviaovicb 
SCRPT: Kostadin Spuov 
CAMERA: Emile M e v  

PRINCIPAL ACTOR: Georgy Ceorgiev-Getz (commander P r o a h  fipovski), 

GENRE: spies & saboteurs 

RESUME: Commander Prodan Lipovski. a W.W.I. (Fatherland War) veteran. is taken prisoner by 
the Germans. After the war he is released in a strange country. with no one to nun to. An anti-Communist 
intelligence agency approaches him with an assignment. Commander Lipovski is told that back home he has 
been sentenced to death as a deserter and his pregnant wife has died in a labour camp. He is trained for 
subversive actions against his own country. and given the code name Gold Tooth. He arrives in Bulgaria 
eager for revenge, and learns that he has been deceived: his wife was killed by an agent-provocateur, his 
child is cared for by the state. and he himself is revered as a hero ... As Gold Tooth sets out to eliminate his 
malicious employers. the boss of the intelligence agency recruits Captain Kinchev of the Defence Ministry. 
Kinchev steals a top-secret file and prepares to flee the country. The traitor is caught at the border. Gold 
Tooth kills the last of the traitors and drives his uuck off a precipice. 

TITLE: Pleneno Yato The Captured Squadron 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1962 
DIRECTOR: Ducbo Muadrov 

SCRIPT: Emile Manov 
based on his novel of rhe same rifle 
CAMERA: C h r g y  Alourkov 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Peter Slabakov (Anton), 
K i d  Kovatchev (Christo), Dimitar Buinozov (Boris) 

GENRE: resistance fighter 

RESLTvlE: Comradeship sustains six resistance fighters as they face certain death. 
Six anderground communists are betrayed by an unknown agent-provocateur and face merciless 
intrrropacion and uiai. The police force a confession from Christo by telling him that all the other prisoners 
ha\.r talked. and then label him as a traitor in front of his comrades. Only Anton (a pankipant in the 
Antifascist Uprising of September 1923) and the university student Boris sympathise with Christo. It is 
through their example of fortitude and camaraderie that he musters the courage to withdraw his testimony. 
The three of them are sentenced to death. During her last visit to Christo his mother informs him that a 
blond young man has been asking her many questions and looking at a lot of photographs of her son. The 
condemned men then realise who the agent-provocateur is. and as they are led to the gallows they shout the 
name of t!!e traitor to warn anyone who might hear. The prison resounds with calls of "Comrades.. .!" 



TITLE: Inspectorat i noshtta The lnspecror and the Night 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1963 
DIRECTOR: Rangel VulchPurov 
SCRIPT: Bogomil Rainov 

based on B. Rainov 's novel of the same title 
CAMERA: Dimo Kolarov 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS : Georgi KaJo janchev (the inspector), 
Nevena Kokanova (Jeanne) 

GENRE delinquent youth 

RESUME: A detective is assigned to investigate a case of cyanide poisoning. The dead man. 
Marinov. was rich and led an immoral life, and foul play is suspected. Marinov's neighbours refuse to tell 
the inspector the uuth about their relationship with the victim. Katya a gossip. wanted to marry her niece 
Jeanne to the rich man. Baev. a cashier, tolerated his wife's love affair with the deceased because he owed 
him a large sum of money. In the past. Marinov had passed information from the lawyer Dimov to the 
fascisl police. Slavov. a young engineer, had been jealous of Jeanne, who had been his girlfriend. Jeanne 
herself has been depleting Marinov's secret reserves after getting involved with a group of shady characters. 
The post-monem reveals that the dead man had lung cancer, A physician had prescribed cyanide and 
Marinov committed suicide out of fear. The people around him are found innocent. In the course of the 
investigation. the inspector has discovered their unsavory secrets and somewhat disturbed their lives. Jeanne 
goes back to her engineer and tries to reform. The inspector has to take charge of another case. bur because 
of his day to day work. he has been unable to devote time to his private life. 

TITLE: Anketa The Inquiy 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1963 

DIRECTOR: Kiril Jlinchev 
SCRIPT: Kid Ilincbev 

CAMERA: Dimo Kolarov 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Ivan Andonov (engineer Danailov), 

Assen hlihnov (eng. Dankov), Roumyama Karabeiova (Rouzha), 
Violetta Doneva (Lena), Stefan Petroff (the director), 

Leda Tasseva (eng. Zakharieva) 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESUME: Time-serving. indifference. and a formal attitude towards work among the employees of a 
factory are observed from a moral point of view. 
Tho engineer Danailov. fresh out of university and eager to make big changes. succumbs to the plant 
manaser's coaxing, promises of a quick promotion and a chance to work abroad. He breaks up with his 
university sweetheart Lena in order to accommodate the aggressive advances of the director's daughter. The 
factory produces large amounu of faulty stock, and someone must take the blame. When an inquiry is 
launched the director sends Danailov to represent the factory, hoping that the latter would cover for the 
management's lackadaisical work ethics and point the guilt elsewhere. Engineer Zakharieva is marked as 
the scapegoat. When she learns of the unjust accusations she attempts suicide. After this incident and an 
unexpected meeting with Lena. Danailov's sense of responsibility is restored. and he decides to fight for the 
uuth. 



TITLE: Nezavubrsbeni Igri Unfinished Games  
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1963 
DIRECTOR: Simcon Shivacbev 

SCRIPT: Nikola Colanov, Georgy Yanev 
CAMERA: Christ0 Valtchaoov 

PRINCIPAL ACTORlACTRESS: I van  Encbev (Mitko), 
Peter Cyurov (Chavdar), Dolya Popova (Ganh) 

GENRE: partisan 

RESUME: The film is dedicated to Mitko Palaouzov. a young boy who dies a hero of the antifascist 
pmisan underground resistance. 
Children are playing at war. Chavdar of the resistance is sneaking about, trying to get to Pdaouzov's house. 
Soldiers at target practice: an officer is harassing a flimsy short-sighted soldier by pushing his face into the 
mud for everyone's amusemenL Out on the field with his goat. Mitko is playing with a dove. As he lets the 
bird go the soldiers shoot it. The next morning Chavdar has a rendezvous with a girl who turns out to be an 
informer. Chavdar is ambushed and wounded. but he manages to cxape. nie girl is killed in the shoot-out. 
Mitko organises a children's guerrilla group. They smuggle antifascist literature around town with the help 
of the shon-sighted soldier. The underground movement has been betrayed and Mitko's father is forced to 
join the rebels in the mountains. Mitko and Mrs. Ganka Palaouzov are arrested on suspicion of assisting in 
illqal activities. When they are released they join Mitko's father and Chavdar in the mountains. 
At the partisans' hide-out Mitko witnesses the theft of a loaf of bread. The punishment for such a crime is 
death, but Mitko takes the blame knowing that as a kid he will be forgiven. On Hallow e'en' the partisans 
walk down to the village disguised in costumes. and torch the tax archives. A little boy in the crowd around 
the burning building is playing with Chavdar's wristwatch. Mitko redises that his friend must have been 
killed. The police storm the partisan hide-out. Mitko Lakes a gun and fires in blind rage ... he kills the shon- 
sighted soldier. The boy is devastated. 
\:inter. Mitko and his mother care for several wounded comrades in a little dugout in the middle of the 
forest. The young man. the student who had stolen the bread, can no longer stand the misery and starvation. 
and runs away. Captured by fascists, subjected to savage torture. he reveals the location of the dugout. 
Leadins them to it. he sees Mitko's little footprints in the snow and cries to cover them up, but the 
commanding officer shoots him. The partisans are surrounded. Mitko's mother is first to die. then one by 
one all the freedom fighters perish. Mitko picks up a gun and shoots until he runs out of bullets. The police 
throw a hand-grenade into the dugout. During his last moments the boy sees a vision of the promised life. 
making through a misty forest with his best friend Chavdar. 

TITLE: Lcgenda Za Poissii The Legend of Paissii 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1963 
DIRECTOR: Stefan Surchajiev 

SCRIPT: Nadezhda Dragova & Parvan Stefanov 
based on their play Zvazda Kervanjyika (The Convoj Star) 

CAMERA: V d  Holiolchev 
PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Viktor Daachenko (Paissii) 

GENRE: historical (bio) revolutionary 

RESUME: The life and times of father Paissii of Chiliandari (Hilendar). Heralding the dawn of the 
Bulgarian national revival, he was the first to write a History of the Bulgarians. 
Having lost his beloved to a rich merchant in a faraway land, Petko becomes a man of the cloth at the 
Monastery of Chiliandari on Mount Athos and is given the name Paissii. On his death bed the abbot 
conjures Paissii and Euthirnius to preserve the Slavonic history scattered throughout the crumbling pages of 
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a few rare books. Paissii begins a devoted search for Slavonic writings and wants to become disciple to 
Eugeneus Voulgares. a champion of freedom for the nations held under the Muslim influence of the Turks. 
From one monastery to another Paissii collects and copies ancient books. At Chiliandary. upon hearing a 
Bulgarian recite a prayer in Greek, Paissi exclaims (in old Bulganbn) "0 thou foolish Herod, why dost thou 
shame in being Bulgarian. dost thou neither read nor speak thine own tongue?" Meanwhile Paissii's one 
tlme beloved has left her Graecophile husband and has returned home with her children. Her father wants to 
pay the monastery to free Paissii of his vows. but the monk refuses: he is now dedicated to a greater cause. 
Together with Euthirnius, he breaks into the restricted "Pestilent Chapel" wherein they find stacks of old 
Bulgarian books telling of the ancient glory of the Bulgarian kings. Other monks try to bum the books, but 
Paissii saves them and escapes. His Slavonic History of the Bulgarians circulates in hand-written copies 
throughout the enslaved country. making it's inhabitants aware of their national identity. 

TITLE: Ivaylo 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1964 
DIRECTOR: Nikoh Vuhltchtv 

SCRIPT: Evgeni Konstantinov, Nikola Vuhltchev 
based on E. Konsranrinov's novel Tleeshra Uarava (The Glowing Embers) 

CAMERA: Konstantin Yanakiev 
PRINCIPAL ACTORfACTRESS: Bogomil Simeonov (Ivaylo), 

GENRE: nationalist epic 

RESUME: A peasant uprising is led by the commoner Ivaylo in 13th century feudal Bulgaria. 
A.D. 120 1 .  This is a time of internecine discord. dynastic intrigue, and foreign invasions. The people. 
driven to utter misery and despair. rise in arms. The insurgent farmhands, ploughmen. and shepherds elect 
IvayIo - a poor serf. but a gifted military commander - to lead them into battle. Ivaylo's ragtag and bobtail 
army repels the T a m  invaders and then turns against the king's soldiers- They take one fortress after 
another. until at a decisive battle with the king's army Ivaylo defeats and slays Tsar Constantine Assen. The 
wc~ght of power forces Ivaylo to compromise and abandon his Beloved and marry the widowed queen. in 
order to appease the nobles and prevent them from swearing allegiance to Byzantine. 

TITLE: Chernata Reka The Black River 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1964 
DIRECTOR: Zakharyi Zhandov 

SCRIPT: Nikola Tikbolov 
CAMERA: Emile Wagenstein 

PRINCIPAL ACTOFUACTRESS: Georgi Georgiev-Geb (Dobn),  
Georgetta Cbakuhrova (Donka), Ivan Tonev (Minko), 

Vessels Radoeva (Sevda) 

GENRE melodrama 

RESUME: Minko. a storekeeper at the "Black River" logging camp, is courting his assistant Sevda 
It's New Year's Eve. and he goes to town hoping to spend the evening with her. He spots his wife Donka 
and keeps out of sight. Donka is trying to get a lift to "Black River," and the trucker Dobry offers to drive 
her there. During the tedious and difficult journey through the snowy mountains the two feel more and more 
attracted to each other. until finally Dobry can stand it no longer, and makes love to her. Meanwhile, Sevda 
and Minko are ce!ebrating in a restaurant. He has bought her a new coat. Sevda isn't entirely satisfied and 
an argument erupts, inevitably followed by a brawl. Donka and Dobry reach the logging camp. Everyone 
knows where Minko is, but no one dares tell his wife. Dobry feels guilty for what he has done. and drives 
back to fetch Minko. The inconstant husband presents his wife with the coat he bought for Sevda. In it's 
pockets Donka finds someone else's lipstick and handkerchief, and decides to leave Minko. Dobry takes 
this opportunity to offer her a fresh start. .. 
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TITLE: PriWyucbenie v P o l o u d t  A Midnight Ekploit 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1964 
DIRECTOR: Anton Marinovich 

SCRIPT: K i d  Voynov, Anton Marinovich 
inspired by Andrei Goulyashki 's novel of the same rirle 

CAMERA: Christo Vdchanov 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Lyubomir Dimitrov (A vakoum Zokhov), 

V d a  Radocva (Irina) 

GENRE: spies & saboteurs 

RESUME: State Security agents uncover an espionage network designed to sabotage and discredit Socialist 
medical research. 
Abundant supplies of imported vaccine prove ineffective against an outbreak of F.M.D. (foot-and-mouth 
disease) epidemic in several borderland districts. Major .4vakourn Zakhov of Counterintelligence is 
assigned to the case .... A warehouse manager has been found dead in his office, and Zakhov suspects it is 
connected to the outbreak. Suicide or murder? As the pieces begin to fall into place, captain Kovatcnev of 
Zakhov's investigation team comes up with a reasonable hypothesis: Dr Toshkov. head of the Infectuous 
Disease Lab. is a subversive foreign agent who has used the deceased to achieve his evil ends. At the launch 
of an investigation the deceased has realised the gravity of the situation, and unable to live with himself. has 
poisoned himself. Major Zakhov's own theory, however, is based on iron logic and hard facts derived 
straight from the coroner's lab. "It's elemenmy, my dear Kovatchev," says he. Someone has entered the 
deceased's office through the window, poisoned his water glass, and taken the documents identifying the 
real saboteur. The criminai turns out to be Dr Toshkov's young and attractive assistent, Irina Theophilova. 
The major finds out that the girl has been blackmailed into becoming a reluctant murderer. He is tom 
between his duty to the state and his love for Irina. After intense soul-searching he finally repons the guilty 
party to the authorities. In an action-packed midnight conclusion major Zakhov arrests the ringleader. the 
new warehouse manager. but loses Irina who commits suicide. 

TITLE: Valchitsata The she-wolf 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1965 
DIRECTOR: Rangel Valcbaaov 

SCRIPT: Hatim Oliver, Rangel Vdchanov 
CAMERA: Dimo Kohrov 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ ,4CTRESS: IUia Zafirova ( the She-wolfl, 
Georgi Kalojanchev (rhe direcror Kondov), Krasimira Apostolova (Big Gall Mara) 

GENRE: delinquent youth 

RESUME: A girl from reform school gets a job at a factory with phony papers. The fraud is detected 
and the culprit is brought to court. At the trial she behaves like a young she-wolf: nevertheless. she pleads 
guilty. She is sent to another reform school right at the time when the principal is about to have the 
perimeter fence brought down. To him. the reform school is not a prison, and the inmates are victims of 
unfortunate circumstances rather than delinquents. He has already managed to win some of them over to his 
way of thinking. The She-wolf. as she is now known to all. arrives and wrecks the results of the principal's 
labours. She smuggles in liquor and cigarettes and instigates the inmates to defy the regulations. One 
evening a fire breaks out in the building. The police begin an investigation. The principal keeps his 
suspicions of She-wolf and Big Gall Mara to himself. While he tries to restore their credibility, however. the 
rwo girls run away from the school. In Sofia they rejoin She-wolfs old company. That same evening. she 
finds out that Big Gall Mara has stolen several boxes of chocolates from the school. Furious. she sends 
Mara back to the school. The inmates are relentless. They punish her by making her eat everything publicty. 
A bunch of drunken bullies arrive from Sofia and burst into the school, demanding the two girls' freedom 
from the principal. but then they decide to stay. After a fresh snowfall, the principal gives the go-ahead for 
the removal of the fence. Teachers, supervisors and inmates all storm outside with jubilant cries- 
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TITLE: Operaziya "Pealeve" 771e Penleve Operarion 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1967 
DIRECTOR: Ceorgi Stoyanov 

SCRIPT: Svoboda Buchvarova, 
Peter Nezxu&omov, Evgeni Koastrntinov 

CAMERA: Victor Chichov 
PRWCIPLE A n O R  1 ACIRESS: Naum Sbopov, 

Konstantin Kotsev, Emilia Radeva 

GENRE: official historical 

RESUME: Three grotesque novellas whose action takes place at different times of the recent past 
(the two World Wars and afterwards) are united by a common thematic key. Their protest against violence 
and militarism is expressed by means of a kind of absurd humour. 
Musicians is shot against the tragic background of the war: the return of the wounded and the funerals for 
dead. The instruction of the young musicians begins with funeral marches. 
Penleve is a story about the 'tragic' death of the favourite cock of a wartime major. His solicitude for the 
cock and its ceremonious burial stand in sharp contrast to his brutality to the starving people whom he 
humiliates at all times. 
Paying o visir reveals with merciless sarcasm the fate of the officer from the second novella whom we now 
see as a reserve colonel after the Second World War. The petty-rnindedness and the grudge of the former 
officer are contrasted to the morality of contemporary times. 

TITLE: Iconostasat The Iconosrasis 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1970 

DIRECTOR: Todor Diaov, Christo Christov 
SCRIPT: Todor Dinov, Christo Christov 

afrer a work by Dimitar Talev 
C-afERA: Anasfhas Tassev 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/A(ZTRESS: Dimitar Tachev, 
Emilia Radeva, Violetta Gindeva 

official - historical 

RESUME: The Bulgarian national revival in Macedonia becomes a nationalist affirmation. 
The people's yearning for freedom and enlightenment is made all h e  more worthy against the backdrop of 
Turkish dominatim. It is also an apology for the freedom of creation vs. all oficial conformism possible: 
social. political. religious. 

T I L E :  Chernite angeli The Bhck Angels 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1970 

WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY: Vulo Radev 
CAMERA: Atanas Tassev 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Stefan D a d o v ,  
Dorothea Toncheva, Violeta Gindeva, Yossif Surchadjiev 

GENRE: resistance fighter 

RESUME: The film tells about young underground resistance fighters and the activities of their 
combat unit. Six members of the Young Communist League form a combat unit to carry out death sentences 
on enemies of the people. During the first mission, Isba's pistol fails to go off, but the Count shoots and 
fulfils the assignment. On the next day Katina, the cell's leader, the Count, Racheto, Panther and Andro 
congratuiate each other on the success of the operation. During the next mission, Iskra does better. and the 
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fascist General Lazarov is gunned down on the doorstep of his flat. A passer-by tips off the police before 
Andro can silence him. A young man stans making up to Racheto. Katina realises that he is a 
plainclothesman and shoots him - thus saving all three girls from mest. The chief of the police is executed 
by the recklessly bold Panther during a ceremony in a cenval city square. After a chase and a rooftop 
escape. Panther gets away with the help of his friends. Katina is only too glad to welcome him back to the 
safe house but will not let her feelings s m d  in the way of the struggle: iskra is kiIled when she tries to 
execute the Public Prosecutor. Andro. who is in love with her. tries to shoot his way out but is killed in a 
tram. The Count and Racheto pow timidly close. When they learn about their comrades' death, the 
resistance fighters go to the Palace of Justice to avenge them. Racheto guns down the Prosecutor. Katina 
guesses where the rest of the cell members may be and comes to the rescue together with Panther. but the 
four of them fall. one after the other. in a gun battle with the police. 

TITLE: Muzhe bez rabota Idle Men 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1972 

DIRECTOR: Ivan Tcrriev 
SCRIPT: Nikolai Nikiforov 

CAMERA: Roumen Georgiev 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Stefan Peicbev, 

Vdentin Gadjokov 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

X E S  UhlE: A road-building team is forced to stay idle a couple of days since asphalt has not been 
delivered. Provided they are willing. the members of the team can help clean the dusty square in a near-by 
village. The village authorities start negotiating with them but the boys are openly hostile to the idea. The 
old team leader. the best person in the g~oup. decides t~ do the job himself. Gradually. ail the rest. for 
various personal reasons. join in the work. Through a sequence of small everyday happenings revealed with 
fine sense of the flow of life. the individual characters amve at the idea that one's personal qualities exist 
on1 in the eyes of others. and that one's genuine values are shown in collective work. 

TITLE: Lyubov Affecrion 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1972 
DIRECTOR: Lyudmil Staikov 

SCRIPT: Alexander Katasimeonov 
CAMERA: Boris Yanakiev 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Violeta Doaeva, 
Nevena Koknnova, Stefan Danailov, Nikolai Binev 

GENRE construcrion of socialism (inrellecrual's transformation) 

RESLME: Maria has great difficulty getting along with her parents because of their blind, 
consumerist approach to life. Traumatised by continuous family dramas. having experienced the 
disappointments of first love, Maria decides to get away for a while, to a little hotel in the mountains. There 
she meets a conceited architect, a shy teacher. a finicky lawyer, and a timid journalist (all of them 
representatives of the intelligentsia) who are domineered by the manager of the hotel and his "problems." 
Maria's resignation changes into rebellion against impersonal submission and sheepish complicance with 
those in power. Thus Maria endures a long period of introspection and builds up the strength of her 
character. She finds moral support in her memory of her aunt Irina who once look part in the antifascist 
struggle as a partisan and later died as a surgeon in the Vietnam war. Irina's example becomes the epitome 
of how life should be lived for h e  sensitive girl. 



TITLE: Nakovdnya ili tchuk Hummer or Anvil 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1972 

DIRECTOR: Hristo Hristov 
SCRIPT: Lyuben Staaev and Ivan Radocv 

CAMERA: AtnbPc Tassev 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Stefan Gctsov, 

F d  Oberm~a, Silvia Rangelova 

GENRE: historical (bio) revolutionary 

RESUME: A political picture of the great Bulgarian revoiutionary Georgi Dirniuov - one of the 
leading figures in the national struggle against Nazism. He gained world fame during the Reichstag Fire 
Trial in 1933. where trumped-up charges of having set the Reichstag on fire were brought against him. At 
the uail the valiant communist exposed the machinations of the Nazis and turned from a defendant into an 
accuser. Central to the story is the face-to-face political duel between Dimiuov and Goering- Extensive 
documenmy evidence has been used in the film whose title is a widely popular quote from Goethe which 
Dirniuov used in the speech he made in his own defence. Dimitrov's contacts with ordinary Germans. the 
memories of his wife and comrade Lyuba Ivoshevich who died young. and the meetings with his mother 
Parashkeva alternate with documentary scenes from the time of Nazi Germany. This is a film about the 
clash of two irreconcilable outlooks on the world. about the need for political struggle in the cause of 
humanism and social progress. 

TITLE: Ivan Kondanv 
YEAR OF PRODUCTON: 1973 
DIRECTOR: Nikola Korabov 

SCRIPT: Nikola Tiolov and Nikola Korobov 
based a novel by Emiliyan Stanev 

CAMERA: Emil Wagenstein 
PRINCIPLE ACTOR / ACTRESS: Anton Gorchev, 

Katya Paskaleva, Stefan Danailov 

GENRE: historical (bio) revolutionary 

RESUME: A sweeping portrayal of the popular struggle against fascism in 1923. Ivan Kondarev. the 
protagonist. is a convinced revolutionary prepared to burn in the struggle for the cause of the people. Here 
is an intelligent man formed under the influence of socialist ideas and the lessons of class warfare. Central 
to the sron are the relations between the members of the large Djoupounov clan. The character of young 
Konstantin Djoupounov distinguished by a dark passion for the land, is revealed especially forcefully. One 
of Kondarev's principal foes is the public prosecutor Hristakiev. a blind follower of fascism who uses his 
power to detain the revolutionary. Hristakiev takes a satanic pleasure in his ideological disputes with 
Kondarev. set in the prison cell where. taking advantage of his position of power. he can give vent to his 
cynical philosophy. Hristina, who is in love with Kondarev but has married Djoupounov. is another 
noteworthy character. The film. distinguished for its rich visual style and the authenticity of the historical 
atmosphere, reveals the spiritual intensity and the impossibility of reconciliation in the class struggle. 



TITLE: Y doide denyat And rhe &y came 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1W3 
DIRECTOR: Georgi Dyulgerov 

SCRIPT: V a d  Ayov 
CAMERA: Radoslav Spassov 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: PIPmcn Maslarov, 
Elena Mirchovska, Pantelci Panteleev 

GENRE: partisan 

RESUME: September 9th. 1944. The first day of freedom. The enemy still fights back. but parcisan 
detachments descend to the rescue fiom their mountainous hideouts. Moustafa is a young panisan who has 
to proclaim the revoiution in a small village, and at the same time answer to himself the important moral 
questions. which the revolution asks of every man. He must decide for hirnseIf where exactly the boundary 
between justified and unjusufied violence lies. The longest day of Moustfa's life is the day of his coming of 
age. On this day he senses that he has the situation under control and immediately his first doubts. He 
administers justice and feels himself unjustly punished by the death of his closest friend. On this same day 
he falls in love with the lovely rebel Pshenichka, but they are soon separated because of enemy fire. In spite 
of dl that the torrents of the Revolution rage on triumphantly. The Revolution is the end and the beginning 
of a gear lacework of reason and emotion. 

TITLE: Selganinut s volosipeda The peasant on the bicycle 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1974 

DIRECTOR: lyudnd Kir kov 
SCRIPT: Georgi Mishev 

CAMERA: Ccorgi Roussinov 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Ctorgi Georgiev-Gets, 

Georgi Roussev and D i m  Chefebieva 

rmgration cycle 

RESUME: The protagonist and his family have recently moved to a new town. but every Sunday he 
gets on his bicycle and rides back to his native village. During the week he is a worker. but come Saturday 
his soul is filled with a longing for the lost paradise of the countryside. It is here. in the little orchard of his 
father's house. that he begins a beautiful love affair with a pretty chemist. But the girl remains only for a 
short time. Will he manage to adapt his delicate inner world to the new urban life? His neighbour. also a 
peasant. does not feel the change at all. He is raising pigs between the blocks of flats and will nor be 
bothered by either memories or dreams of the past. Different human characters are placed in the same 
situation. opposite views of life arising at this stage of socio-economic development. 

TITLE: Duwo bez koreni A tree without roots 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1974 

DIRECTOR: Hristo Hristov 
SCRIPT: Hristo Hristov and Paatelei Pantcleev 

CAMERA: Atanass Tassev 
PRINCIPAL ACfOR / ACIXESS: Nikola Danov, 

Nevena Kokanova, Maria Yanev 

migration cycle 

RESUME: Having remained alone in his village, old Gutyo must move in with his son and daughter 
in law in their flat in the city. They receive him with great understanding and sympathy but cannot find the 



key to his heart. Tom away from his natural environment and left bewilderingly rootless. this good man 
cannot adapt himself to the urban way of life. He does not like the mayonnaise he is offered, nor does not 
h o w  how to use the lift. The people hwrying down the streets seem to him indifferent, and some even sly 
and deceitful. He sees the city as a place full of hostile people and inanimate objects. He misses the warm 
human touch of the village. Death is the only possible solution to the tragic conflict of his peasant. crucified 
between the archaic and the modem, and unable to adapt to the urban Iifestyle. 

TITLE: Zarevo nad Drava Glow over Draw 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1974 

DIRECrOR: hcco Heskia 
SCRIPT: Pavel Vezhinov and Range1 Ignatov 

CAMERA: Kroum Kroumov 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Georgi Ctorgitv-Getz, 

Georgi Cberkelov, Lidia Vulkova 

GENRE: battalia 

RESUME: A two-pan film about the participation of the Buigarian army in the Second World War. 
On the eve of September 9. 1944. insurgent masses liberate a large group of political prisoners from the jail 
in Varna. Boyan Vassilev. The central character, is one of them. The joy of the liberation. however. is 
overshadowed for him by the fact that his wife has not waited for him. He is dispatched to the front-line as 
a political officer. In tracing his personal fate the authors have created an epic picture about the 
paniciparion of the Bulgarian army in the last stages of the war and the final defeat of Nazi Germany on the 
bartlc-fields of Yugoslavia and Hungary. Against the backdrop of the impressive battle scenes the film 
focuses on [he complex relationships between the numerous characters, reflecting the social and political 
conrradlctions in Bulgaria at the end of the war. We see former career officers who are attempting to 
sabotage the work of the military command. There are also honest military officers who are experiencing an 
excruciating change of views while remaining true to their patriotic duty. 

TITLE: Pri oikogo With nobody 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1975 
DIRECTOR: Ivadca Grubcheva 
SCRIPT: Ceorgi D a d o v  
CAMERA: Yatsek Todorov 

PRINCIPAL PICTOR / ACTRESS: Aleko Kochev, 
Ani Bakalova, Stoicho Mazgalov 

GENRE: family drama 

RESUME: The central character is emerging from his childhood and standing on the threshold of 
marurity. At 13 he is asked to make his first important choice: with which one of his parents (who are about 
to divorce) he wants to live. The answer is, " With no one!" the film traces the life of the character which 
has led to this decision. In contrast to many films about children the characters of the parents are not 
oversimplified sketches. The drama of the adults, divided by the discrepancies in their characters, and the 
peculiarities of heir professions - the father is employed at distant construction sites and is rarely at home - 
is also carefully examined. Instead of the usual criticism of the parents, who stand accused of the suffering 
and the IoneIiness of their children, the film offers a psychological analysis of the contradictions in the life 
of the contemporary family, which have a painful impact of children. 



TlTLE: Vilna zona The summer house district 
YEAR OF PRODUCI'ION: 1975 
DIRECTOR: Edward lmbnriev 

SCRIPT: Georgi Misbev 
CAMERA: Radoshv Spassov 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Katya Paskaleva, 
Itzhak Fitsi, Evstati Strstev 

migration cycle 

RESUME: A trenchant social satire of contemporary phiIistinism fashioned in the typical style of 
u-riter Georgi Mishev. which exposes the moral distortions and the coarse consumerism created by the 
discrepancy between growing Iiving standards and sluggish moral evolution. V i l ~  Zona opens with a party 
ar a small suburban villa. The youngest son of the family has been called up to join the army and is having 
his farewell pany. However, tension replaces the festive mood as soon as he announces that he bas married 
a girl whom his parents consider unsuitable, not least because of her poor financial prospects. The natural 
defensive reaction of the parents is expressed in a series of aggressive acts, but the mutiny of the young man 
against the rank consumerist passions and the narrow-mindedness of his parents shakes the fragile 
foundations of their philistine well-being. 

TITLE: Hirurri Surgeons 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1976 
DIRECTOR: Ivanka Grubcbeva 

SCRIPT: Georgi Danailov 
CAMERA: Yatsck Todorov 

PRINCPAL ACTOWACI'RESS: V d l  Mihailov, 
Mihail Mihdov,  Tsvetana Maneva 

GESRE construction of socialism 

RESUME: This is a film about the moral dilemma which surgeons face. Dr Panov. the head doctor 
of a provincial hospital, has a keen sense of duty and he *Aces risks in the name of Me a lot more often than 
his colleagues. The filmmakers place their central character in a make or break situation when a dying child 
is brought to the hospital. The parents refuse to have their child operated upon. In spite of that Dr Panov 
tries ro save the child but the latter dies. There follows an investigation. Dr Panov is fired. A11 this affects 
his family life. His wife is tired of following her husband from town to town. Like the rest of his 
collsagues. she is convinced that it ali stems from his inability to communicate with people. As a matter of 
fact he is unable to put up with red-tape, with apathy and careerism. Instead of doing nothing and thinking 
only of himself, he chooses action. It is this altruism which renders him inepIaceable during the accident in 
the neighbowing mine when he is called back to the hospital. 



TITLE: Apostolite I h e  apostles 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1976 
DIRECTTOR: Borishv S b a d e v  

SCRIPT: Vesselin and Georgi B m e v  
CAMERA: Atanas Tassev 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR 1 ACIRESS: Radko IMdiev, 
Antony Genov, Stoyan Stow 

GENRE: historical revolutionary 

RESUME: The fitm is based on Zahari Stoyanov's "Notes on the Eidgarian Uprisings", a classic late- 
19th-century memoir. The narrative revolves round the preparation, the ups and downs. and the crushing of 
the Bulgarian uprising against Ottoman domination which broke out in April 1976. An event of great 
significance for the awakening of the national consciousness of the Bulgarian people. it attracted and held 
h e  attention of the European public. People across the continent were shocked b y  the bloody outrages of 
the oppressors. The film manages to present a sweeping picture of the complex and contradictory nature of 
the events i t  deals with. Revolutionary fervour, self-sacrifice and breath-taking heroism had to fight against 
crushing odds: the immense numerical superiority of the enemy, as well as certain instances of cowardice, 
disrardliness and infamous treason. The film examines the personal experience of the leaders of the 
uprising. its heroes and martyrs (very successfully impersonated by a cast of young actors) against a 
backdrop of fearsome upheavals and in the face of moments of greatness and downfalls, triumphs and 
defeats. 

TITLE: Dopalnenie kum zakona za zasbtita na darrbavata 
Amendmenr to the Stare Defence Acr 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1976 
DIRECTOR: Lyudmil Staikov 
SCRIPT: Angel Wagenstein 
CAMERA: Boris Yanakiev 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Stefan Getsov, 
Ivan Kondov, Georgi Cberkelov 

GENRE: historical revolutionary 

RESUME: In September 1923 an ant-fascist uprising in Bulgaria is crushed and drowned in blood. A 
year and a half later a bomb planted by left-winged terrorists explodes in the St Nedelya Church in Sofia 
where the cream of society has gathered. One hundred and fifiy people are killed and three hundred sustain 
serious injuries. The Tsar and some government ministers escape because their arrival in church is delayed. 
In an atmosphere of unbridled fascist terror a large number of progressive people get blacklisted by the 
police. The faiIure of the attempt on the life of the Tsar provides a pretext for further atrocities. The 
passing of the iniquitous State Defence Act is a prelude to latter-day St Bartholomew's Day Massacre. 
unprecedented in twentieth-century Europe. The extremely complex political situation caused certain ulua- 
left forces to reson to individual tenorism. While examining the reasons for this erroneous decision. the 
filmmakers denounce the fascist social system and policies, which led to it. The facts forming the basis of 
the story afford a number of parallels with certain contemporary events in the world. 



TlTLE: Matriarchat Matriarchy 
YEAR OF PRODUCrlON: 1977 

DIRECTOR: L y u d d  Kirkov 
SCRIPT: Georgi Mishev 

CAMERA: Georgi Roussinov 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR I ACTRESS: Nevena Kokaaova, 

Katya Choukova, Katya Paskalcva, Georgi Ceorgicv-Gea 

migration cycle 

RESUME: The film is about the drama of a group of women who have been left alone in their 
"female kingdom" - a vilIage deserted by all its men folk. The women work. have fun and enjoy a wonderful 
sense of solidarity. However, it turns out that each of these women has her own personal drama Old 
Yordana. whose son is a professor, has chosen to await death alone. Ganctaes husband wants her to seduce 
an auditor in the hope that the embezzlemenls for which he is eventually imprisoned will be overlooked. 
Some time later she commits adultery against her wilt and suffers under the burden of her sin.which is 
known by alI. Shtipana. for her part. finds her only solace in the brandy she distils at home. And Zheia just 
Iike Yordana. faces a lonely old age. Tana despises her husband for being unable to arrange their departure 
to the nearby city. This is a film about the rapture of family ties and the characters' deep-rooted love for 
their simple life close to nature. 

TITLE: Muzhki vnmena A time for men 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1977 
DIRECTOR: Edward &hariev 

SCRIPT: Nikolai Haitov 
CAMERA: Radoslav Spossov 

PRLNCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Grigor Vachkov, 
Mariana Dimitmva, Pavd Poppandov 

GENRE migraticn cycle 

RESUhlE: The film. a free adaptation of Nikolai Haitov's short stories "A time for men" and 
"h l smoy"  . traces the vicissitudes of Banko - a representative of an extinct romantic breed of professional 
bride thieves. He has made a bargain to ambush and abduct the pretty Elitsa and deliver her to the man who 
wants to marry her. However. she puts up a stiff resistance. In the beginning she implores him to set her 
free and then threatens to jump into a ravine. At first Banko, who has become used to the submissiveness of 
his victims. is taken aback by her reaction which runs counter to the established norms of the patriarchal 
code of conduct. His confusion evolves into a conflict between the call of duty and his emerging love for 
Eliua. To Banko this love, which seems to be reciprocated by his victim, is tantamount to the breaking of 
his word of honour. He runs the gauntlet of desire, suffering and doubt, and sees his profession in a 
drfferent light. This is a film about the dawning of understanding in an unencumbered primitive mind. a 
turning point in the development of Edward Zahariev who in his subsequent films has proceeded to examine 
the role of love as a morive force of man's striving for freedom. 



TITLE: Basseynut The Swimming Pool 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1977 
DIREnOR: Binka Zbelyadcova 

SCRIPT: Hristo Ganev 
CAMERA: I v d o  Trenchcv 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR 1 ACTRESS: Kosta Tsonev, 
Yanina Kasheva, Kliment Denchev 

official contemporary 

RESUME: Apostol, an architect on this side of forty, meets by chance Bella at a swimming pool on - 
the night of her school-graduation party. Boyan. an actor and a comic impersonator, also appears. The 
complex reiationships between the three characters hover between friendship and love and involve certain 
professional motifs. The architect, an even-tempered man. is dispirited because the bold design decisions 
he has been taking have been regularly rejected. The overly playful actor surrounded by durnmics and 
stage-props. builds his life exclusively on outer effects. But deep inside he is sad because he knows that he 
has no real talent- Bella. unexpectedly mature for her age, cannot remain indifferent to the falsehoods and 
rhe laissez-faire attitude to life. She is in conflict with her own mother - a shallow television journalist. 
Bella's unconscious protest finds its real bearings only when she gets a glimpse of the anti-fascist past of the 
architect who is already infatuated with her. The film is notable for the vivid symbolism of iu imagery. The 
swimming pool is not only the place of the action but also a metaphor of human life. 

TITLE: Vsichko e lyubov All is Love 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1979 
DIRECTOR: Borislav S h a d e v  

SCRIPT: Boyan Papazov 
CAMERA: Stefan Trifonov 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR I ACRESS: Ivan Ivanov, 
Yanina Kasbeva. Maria Stefanova 

GENRE melodrama 

RESUME: Rado. an orphan who has committed several petty crimes, is send to a refom school. 
Unfonunately he cannot reconcile his pride and sense of justice with the kind education provided by people 
who are more often than not deprived of sensibility and human warmth. As a result he makes several escape 
attempts. Suddenly he falls in love with Benny, a student. the daughter of a well-educated and sophisticated 
famil). This intensifies his desire for Freedom and independence. Naturally, conflicts are not slow to appear. 
Dead set on putting an end to the "unequal" union. Benny's mother forces the girl to have an abortion. The 
fruit of "reckless" love is killed and first genuinely powerful feelings between two young people betrayed. 

TITLE: Han Aspanah Khan Asparoukh 
(681 A D .  : The G l o ~  of the Khan) 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1981 
DIRECTOR: Lyudmil S taikov 
SCRIPT: Vera Mutafchieva 
CAMERA: Boris Y a d e v  

PRINCIPAL ACTOR I ACIRESS: Stoiko Peev, 
Antoay Genov, Bogomil Sirrwonov, Anya Pencbeva 

GEhTRE: nationalist epic 

RES W E :  The 7th century, the time of the Great Migration of the Peoples. Under the pressure of 
the invaders the proto-Bulgarian tribes of Khan Koubrat are forced to split into four parts in the hope that 
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one will survive. For twenty long years Koubrat's youngest son Khan Aspatoukh led his people across 
many foreign lands to find eventually a new homeland in the Balkan Peninsula and this time for ever. The 
stor) is told by the Byzantine Velisarius, a hosmge with the Bulgarians who witnesses the whole of their 
difficult march. He sees the suffering of the people whom he already feels close to his heart and personal 
drama of their Khan - Asparoukh. In 682. in an alliance with the local Slav tribes. the proto-Bulgarians deal 
a decisive blow on the numerous Byzantine army, thus 13 centuries ago the foundations of the Bulgarian 
state and nation were laid down. This is a spectacutar epic in which more than one thousand horses and tens 
of thousands of extras take part. In BuIgaria alone the three parts of the film have been seen by 12 million 
people. 

TITLE: Spasenitto The Rescue 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1983 
DIRECTOR: Borislav Pouncbev 

SCRIPT: Stdm Stvernyak and Peter Pcichev 
based on rhe novel Ohrid Ballad &y Serirfm Sevtmpk 

CAMERA: Ivan Gekoff 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Kosta Tsoaev, 
Nevena Kokanova, Jan Nouicki, Michd Bajor 

official historical 

RESUME: The screenplay is based on real events, which took place in the town of Ohrid towards the 
end of the Second World War. A retreating German military unit has brought along a group of 25 
Bulgarian prisoners of war. With the assistance of the local people the Bulgarians manage to escape and 
hide in the old quaner of Varosha. The searches yield no result because it is impossible to distinguish the 
prisoners. who have been given civilian clothes fiom the citizens of the town. The German comrnandanr of 
Ohrid holds a group of prominent local citizens as hostages and delivers an ultimatum: release the prisoners 
by sunset or Varosha will be razed to h e  ground. In the tense hours that follow the people of Ohrid are 
faced with a dreadftil dilemma: they can save the town by committing an ignominious beuayal or preserve 
their honour and sacrifice their homes. Then a new ultimatum is issued: the Germans require 10 kg of gold 
as a ransom. The citizens must part with their last pieces of jewelry and precious keepsakes. The theme of 
h e  mass heroism of ordinary people who choose human dignity rather than security is conveyed in a 
context of relentlessly mounting suspense. 



Czechoslo-uak Films ($9484989) 

historical genres C-CB 

historical (bio) 
revolutianaq holoflur( 

I partisan 

contemporary genres 
- --- - --.- 



Sets of Binary Oppositions in 
Totalitarian Genres 

Historical Films 

Indigenous is good 
Poor 
Revolutionary 
Secular 
Public 
Community 
Russia (not for Polish cinema) 
Subversive activities 
Village 
the Future 
Struggle for imdependance 

After National lndependancg 

Socialism 
Social Democracy 
Communism 
Internationalism 
Communism 
Poor 
Public 
Society 
Political struggle 
Strike 
Uprising 
Soviet Union 
the Future 
Life 

Communist 

Group 
Public 
Party orgalization 
Devotion to the cause 
Solidarity 
Soviet Union 
Resistance struggle 
Life 
the Future 

foreign is bad 
Rieh - hesitant - Traitor 
Sacred 
Private 
Individual 
Other Empires 
Negotiations and other peaceful means 
Town 
the Present 

Capitalism 
Li beralisrn 
Social Democracy 
Nationalism 
Fascism 
Rich 
Private (home, love, family) 
Individual 
Neutrality and peaceful means 
Negotiation 
parliamentatism 
other Great Powers (Germany and the USA) 
the present 
Death 

1. Fascist (German, Italian) as well as local 
collaborators: the Croat Ustasha, Slovak 
Gardists, Romanian Iron Guard, Bulgarian 
Legionnaires. 
2. Non-communist resistance: Serb 
Nationalists, Loyalists, and Chetniks, the 
Polish Armiya Krayova (Home Army) 
Individual 
Private 
Home with family, romantic love 
Betrayal 
Solitude 
the Axis, the Allies 
Collaborationism 
Death 
the Present 



Sets of Binary 
Totalitarian 

Oppositions in 
Genres cont. 

Construction Drama of industrialization and collectivization 

Communism 
Progress 
Socialist morality 
Solidarity 
Atheism 
Determination 
Denouncing the enemy 
Society 
Public 
Working class 
Working class 
Peasantry 
Education 
Women's liberation 
Collectivization 
Nationalization 
Urbanization 
Communal appanment 
System integration 
Work 
the Past 

Spies. Saboteurs. and Detectives 

Communist 
East 
Soviet Union 
Work 
Progressive 
Folklore 
Indigenous music 
Society 
Solidarity 
Honesty 
Poor 

Capitalism 
Tradition 
Bourgeois morality 
Solitude 
Religious beliefs 
Hesitation 
Covering up the enemy 
Individual 
Private 
Peasantry 
Intelligentsia 
Intelligentsia 
Backwardness 
Patriarchy 
Private fanning 
Private property 
Village life 
Private residence 
Sodal integration 
Leisure 
the Future 

Capitalism 
West 
United States 
Leisure 
Decadent and com~pt 
Jazz 
RocKn'mll 
Individual 
Solitude 
Dishonesty 
Rich 



Czechoslovakia 
The Stolen Frontier Uloupena hranice 

The Siren Sirena 

The Wolfs Den Vlcie diery 

M i t e  Darkness Bila Tma 

Predators Dravci 

The Iron Old Man ('Train and Smoke) Zelezny dedek 

The Silent Barricade Nema Barikada 

A Great Opportunity Velka Prilezitost 

Trcqo Fires Dva Ohnk 

Perisro~tka Five Hundred Crown Bill 

Mr. Novak Pan Novak 

Conscience S vedomi 

The Trap Past 

The Lasr Shot Posledni Vystrel 

Road to Happiness Cesta ke stesti (Traktoristka) 

A Pike in rhe Pond Stika v rybnice 

Tonzorrorr. There Will Be Dancing Eveowhere Zitra se bude tancit vsude 

Kidnapping Unos 

Fallir~g 1rz Litze Nastup 

The Tank Brigade Tankova Brigada 

The Wooden Village Drevena Dedina 

Vladirnir Oimer's Guilt Vina Vladimira Olmera 

E a v  Life Snadny Zivot 

Cirizen B r y h  Obcan Brych 

H i m  sunr leorzes Zde jsou Ivi 

Three Wishes Tri prani 

Romeo, Juliet, and the Darkness Romeo, Julie a tma 

A wakening (Sentenced to Life) Probuzenj 

Smugglers of Death Kral Sumavy 



The Grear Solitude Velka Samota 

The Highest Principle Vyssi princip 

The Slip Smyk 

Coward Zbabelec 

A broadcasr with a noose around the neck Reportaz psana na opratce 

Spring Breezes Jarny povetri; Part two of Obchan Brych 

Nocturnal Visitor Nocni host 

Rabbits in Tall Crass Kralici ve vysoke trave 

Midnight Mass Polnocna ornsa 

Green Horizons Elene obzory 

Transport from Paradise Transport z raje 

Dearh is called Engelchen Smrt si rika Engelchen 

... And the Fifih Rider is Fear ... A paty jezdec je Strach 

Shop or1 Main Streer Obchod na korze 

Little pearls on the bottom Perlicky na dne 

Close/! Watched Trains Ostre sledovane vlaky 

Shame Stud 

Incineraror of Cadavers Spalovac Mrtvol 

The Joke Zert 

The Ke? Klic 

And Give MJ Love ro rhe Swallorcs A pozdravy Viastovky 

Hippoporamus Hroch 

192 9 Dvacaty devaty 

WIO Is hoking for the Golden Bottom? Kdo hleda zlate dno? 

The Bells Won'r Toll For You Tobe hrana zvonit nebude 

The Apple Game Hra o Jabloko 

A time to love me Den pro moi laski 

Victorious People Vitesny lid 

1979 Goslings Housata 



TITLE: Uloupena hranice me S~olen  Frontier 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1947 

DIRECTOR: Jiri W e b  
SCRIPT. Miloslav Fobera, Bohumil Stepanek, Jiri Weiss 

CAMERA: Jan Rotb 
PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTaESS : L.H. Strum (Srbek), 

Rudolf Deyl jr. (Vrba), Milica Kolofikova (Anna-~tfarie), 
Eduard Linkers (C'pan), Rudolt Siroky ( P y m e k )  

official - historical 

RESUME: Autumn 1938. The Czech-German border is in turmoil. The Czech population 
flees to the interior of the country, while those who remain are terrorized by local German fascists. 
who are armed and instructed by Germany. This tragic situation perturbs private lives, divides 
mixed coupIes, m s  brocher upon brother ... Finally the people come to a fiagile understanding, 
and even some tolerance. but all this would soon be destroyed by the Munich accords which force 
the rest of the Czech population to flee. 

TITLE: Sirena The Siren 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1947 

DIRECTOR: Karel Stekly 
SCRIPT: Jiri Weiss 

based on Marie Majerova's novel of the same rirle 
CAMERA: Jaroslav Tuzar 

PRLNCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Marie Vasova (Hudcova), 
Ladislav Bohac (Hudec). Oleg Reif (Rudolf), Nadezda Mauerova (Ruzena), 

Pavla Sucha (Entca), Josef Bek (Karel Hampl) 

GENRE historical revolutionary 

RESrnIE: 
th 

Towards the end of the 19 century working conditions in the mining town Kladno 
become unbearable. and exploitation of the workers increases. Some, like the miner Hudec, desen work and 
family and find solace at the pub, but most people unite and struggle. Feelings of discontentment swell in 
the factories and mines, mutiny is on the way. Hudcova and her three children join the struggle, Houdec 
repents and seeks redemption with the protesters. The owner of the mines refuses to negotiate and summons 
the arm)-. During a religious celebration a policeman shoots a worker. and the incident signals an all-out 
revolt resulting in the deaths of many innocent workers. As the workers attack the mansion of the proprietor 
Bacher a stray bullet kills Hudcova's youngest daughter Emca. The revolt is suppressed, Hudec and his son 
are arrested. The only remaining daughter wants to start a new life in America with her fiancee. and mother 
Hudcova despairs at the thought of being left all alone. She nevertheless finds the courage to accompany her 
daughter on her departure. A siren goes off, and mother Hudcova replies "You can howl all you want, but 
you'll never drown us out!" The police begin arrests. some workers decide to carry on the fight from 
abroad, many others pass into the underground. 



TITLE: Vlcie diery 7 l e  Wolfs Den (Slovak) 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1948 

DIRECTOR: P d o  Bielik 
SCRIPT: Waldempr Sent, Lcopold Lahola, P d o  Bielik 

CAMERA: Karol I(rsko 
PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Beta Ponicanova (mother Svrcinova), 

Jozef Budsky (Ondrej), Mikulas Huba (Marus), 
Lmdislav Chudik (Stefan), Jumj Scbok (Juno) 

GENRE: partisan 

RESUME: In 1 9 4  the Slovak people prepare for a final conflict with the German enemies 
and their local collaborators. the Guardists. The action takes place in a little village populated by 
the most typical inhabitants. The widow Svrcinova and her four sons fight on the side of the 
partisans against the fascists. The family is tom apan by the war. but ultimately brought togerher 
by the all-out national effon inspired by the arrival of the Red Army. 

TITLE: Bila Tmn Whire Darkness 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1948 
DIRECTOR: Frantisek Cap 

SCRIPT: Marie R. Fischerova, K. Fobera, Frantisek Cop, Leopold Laboh 
CAMERA: Vaclav Huaka 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Julius Pan tik Marie Prechovska, 
Boris Andrejev, Natasa Tanska 

GENRE: panisan 

RESUME: A small band of rebel participants in the Slovak National Uprising have taken 
refuge near a remote village where the locals bring them food at the risk of their own lives. Here. 
plagued by wounds and a harsh winter. all await deIiverance by the Soviet Army. while the 
remorseless agenrs of Fascism tighten their grip. Important emphasis is placed on the archetypal 
Russian "advisor." 

TITLE: Dravci Predarors 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1948 

DIRECTOR: Jiri Weiss 
SCRIPT: Xliloslav F a b e d  Joseph Mach, J. W., 

CAMERA: Karel Degl 
PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Vietezslav Veijrazka, L. H. Strum, 

Milos Nedbal, Sasa I ta~bm,  Jiadrich Ptachta, jiri Plachy 

GENRE: consuuction of socialism 

RESLrhlE: A young architect wards off the temptation to join his boss's evil money-grubbing 
schemes for the sake of his family. his beloved, and the good of the people. The guilty are punished and 
everyone has learned their lesson. 



TITLE: Zelezny dtdek The Iron Old Man (Train and Smoke) 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1948 
DIRECTOR: Vachv Kubasek 

SCRIPT: Jaroslav Zrotal, K d  Stckly, Jaroslav Mach 
CAMERA: Josef Strecha 

PRLNCIPAL -4CTORlACTRESS: JaroJlPv Marvan, Mark Jezkova, 
Otomar Krejca 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESUME: Pan Matis is the quiet hero whose job as an engine man of a locomotive is his only 
justification and reward for his existence. Using his cumulative knowledge and natural intelligence. he 
manages to prevent major railway accidents both during and after the war. When the chief engineer forces 
the old man to step down. Pan Matis becomes introspective and withdrawn. Soon. however, his professional 
help is needed with the repairs of a locomotive, and Matis is reinstated in an honorary position as advisor to 
young locomotive specialists. The people celebrate Pan Matis's retirement and congratulate him as a living 
legend of h e  railway. Pan Matis laves the jubilation behind and drive his locomotive into the sunset. 

TITLE: Nema Barikada The Silent Barricade 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1949 

DIRECTOR: Otakar Vavra 
SCRIPT: Jan Drda, Otakar Vavra 

inspired by Drda's collecrion ofshon stories Nerna Barikada 
CAMERA: Vaclav Hunk? 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Jaroslav hucha (Hosek), 
Barbara Drapinska ( H a f i ~ ) ,  Jaroslav Marvan (Brucek), 

Marie Vasova (Nedvedova), Wadimir Smeral (Frantisek Kroupa) 

G E N E :  resistance fighter 

RESUME: The  opening documentary shots of the attack on Berlin by the Soviet Army set 
the mood for his  dramatic tale of the liberation of Prague. All citizens are unanimously united 
against the German occupators. .4s shots are viciously fired at the masses cheering for Soviet 
victory. people from al! walks of life gather to fight the common enemy. They build a Barricade. 
the selfless defence of which becomes a collective goal. The film closes with more documentary 
footage as the people celebrate the German defeat. and the Soviet army enters the city to the music 
of Dvorak and the Soviet anthem. 

TITLE: Dva Ohni Two Fires 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1949 
DIRECTOR: Vaclav Kubasek 
SCRIPT: Bohumil Stepanek 
CAMERA: Josef Stncha 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Jan Pucik 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESUME: The self-assured and dignified middle-European working class takes charge. The workers 
at a brick refinery take over the rnanagment uifh the encouragement of a potent organiser and Klement 
Gortwald's radio speeches. All social types are present in this vividly relistic narrative. 



TITLE: Petistovka Five Hundred Crown Bill 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1949 

DIRECTOR: Martin Fric 
SCRIPT: Jiri Stastoy1 Joscf Neuberg, Frantisek Vlcek 

CAMERA: Jan Roth 
PRINCIPAL ACTORIACTRESS: Frantisek Hanus, Bobumil Hradil, 

Eduard Linkers, Bela Judrova 

G E h I :  construction of socialism 

RESUME: An intensive effort on the part of the workers and specialists in a motorbike factory 
produces a new engine capable of competing in the international market. The winning spirit of the people is 
personified by Pepik. a professional test driver and a charming young man. In spite of some mishaps - like a 
fire at the factory. and a few wipe-outs during the final race - Pepik and the crew emerge as the victorious 
promoters of this jewel of Czechoslovak engineering, the Meteor motorbike. 

TITLE: Pan Novak Mr. Novak 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1949 
DIRECTOR: Borivoj Zermn 

SCRIPT: F. A. Dvorak, Borivoj Zermn 
CAMERA: Julius Vegricht 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Jindrich Placbta, Meda Valentova, 
Ludmila Frankova, Josef Pehr 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESUME: About the miraculous transformation of a shy and clumsy office clerk under the 
inspiring influence of the newr regime. 
The insignificant Pan Novak. tutored by the Party. undergoes a radical transformation. He gains strength as 
a member of a iabour brigade and under the wings of his communist superiors finally attains the self- 
confidence to emerse as a new man; no longer soft and sensitive, but harsh and just. 

TITLE: Svedomi Conscience 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1949 

DIRECTOR: Jiri Krejcik 
SCRIPT: Vladimir Vdenta, Jiri Fried, J. A. Novotny 

CAMERA: Rudolf Stahl jr. 
PRIKCIPAL ACTORIACTRESS: Marie Vsova (Zdpna Dolezalova), 

MiJos Nedbal (Karel Dolezal), Jan Prokes (Jirko), 
Irena Kacirkova (Vlasttz), Bobus Zahorsky (RudolfMautner) 

GENRE: construction of socialism (intellectual's transformation) 

RESUME: The corporate officer Karel Dolezal leaves on a surprise inspection to another town. He 
discovers some discrepancies in the bookkeeping of his subordinate. but an attractive secretary takes his 
mind off business at an elegant restaurant. After dinner the two spend the night together. In the morning the 
dishonest husband leaves hurriedly, leaving his glove behind. Speeding home he accidentally hits a little 
child. but continues on his way. The immoral secretary and her gambling boss mail the glove to the 
corporate officer's wife in an attempt to blackmail him. Meanwhile Karel learns from the radio that the 
child is dead, and the description of the vehicle involved fits that of his own car. Infemng the truth about his 
father, lirtle Jirka attempts to report him up to the police, but his courage fails, and he returns weeping 



home. Faced with clear evidence of his delinquency, the corporate officer's conscience finally forces him to 
give himself up voluntarily. 

TITLE: Vclka Prilezitost A Great Opponuniq 
YEAR O F  PRODUCIION: 1949 

DIRECTOR: K.M. W d o  
SCRIPT: Martin Gaz& & K.M. W d o  

CAMERA: Julius Vtgricht 
PR[NCIPAL ACTOR/ACIRESS: Josef Stefl, 

k t a  Chramostova 

GENRE: consvuction of socialism 

RESLWE: Following Klement Gottwald' s amnesty a young delinquent, formerly imprisoned on not 
so convincing capitalist charges. finds a place in the forgiving arms of the party. Joining a labour brigade 
the hero toils peacefully until a saboteur makes a poor attempt at ruining the fruits of the people's effort. 
Pushed by the capitalist aims of remnants of the bourgeoisie the saboteur attempts to poison h e  water while 
the workers are quietly enjoying a performance of folk music and dances. In a High-Noon - style situation 
the hero confronts the saboteur - an oid criminal acquaintance. The latter confesses to his sins when he is 
disarmed. 

TITLE: Past 7he Trap 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1950 

DIRECTOR: Martin Fric 
SCRIPT: Miloshv Drtilek, Vaclav Gajer 

Based on a novel by K. J. Benes 
CAMERA: Vaclav Hanus 

PRIXCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Vluta Chrmostova, Marie Tomasova, Miloslav Holub, 
Vladimir Raz 

GENRE: resistance fighter 

RESLWE: Rozena. a member of the resistance, is arrested and imprisoned for carrying false papers. 
Beaten and tortured. Rozena keeps her identity secret. The Germans put a skilful spy in her cell. posing as a 
convict. The new cell mate nearly gets a confession out of the desperate woman. but Rozena shows 
vigilance. and upon detecting the truth about her new 'Yiiend." shoots and kiIls the woman agent. 

TITLE: Posledni Vystrel The Last Shot 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1950 

DIRECTOR: Jiri Webs 
SCRIPT: Milan Rusinsld 

CAMERA: Ferdinand Pecenka 
PRIXCIPAL ACTORfACIRESS: Antonin Kliuma, Antonin Kostka 

GENRE: resistance fighter 

RESUME: The Osuava steel workers put up a bloody and heroic fight for the defence of their great 
steel forges, which the retreating Germans intend to use for repairs and production of weapons. Character 
types (the leader. the traitor, the enthusiastic and sceptical worker) play a vital role within this group image 
of Czech proietariat. Everyone is a willing helper to the advancing Russians. 



TITLE: Cesta ke stesti Road to Happiness (Trakrorisrka) 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1951 

DIRECTOR: Jiri Sequens 
SCRIPT: R o m ~ b  Hlavac, K i d  Iiiacbev 

CAMERA: Vachv Pazdernik 
PRINCIPAL ACTOFUACTRESS: Jirina Svorcova, hhumil Svarc, 

Otakar hdak 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESUME: Vlasta is a determined young woman living in a determined age: a time when the 
community. not the individual. will prosper thanks to the advantages of modem technology. VIasta's father 
is d ispnt led  with his daughter's choice to pursue a career as a tractor operator. Her dream is further 
obstacled by the unfit attitude of a fi-ustrated mechanic with family problems, who attempts to discredit the 
young woman. Finally. however. d l  works out for the best as Vlasta finds love and professional fulfilment 
under the guidance of the party secretary. 

TITLE: Stika v rybnice A Pike in the Pond 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1951 

DIRECTOR: Vladirnir Cech d: Oldrich Novy 
SCRIPT: Jaroslav MottI, Vladimir Cech 
afrer Karel Sranislar. ' sp lay  of the same title 

CAMERA: Bohumil Kohtor 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Jaroslav Vojta, Ludmila Vendlova, 

Josef Pehr, Emnn Fida 

GENRE: consuuction of socialism 

RESUME: The movie takes place at a construction site where beautiful young girls and boys are 
building for rhe future. aided by their wise and capable seniors. The old work with ski11 and experience to 
the veneration of the young. who nevertheless can do just as well. A young female worker teaches her 
colieagues new methods of construction. Families resolve their everyday differences. the young love one 
another. friendship and peaceful toil are as much a reward as they are a right to the faithful. 

TITLE: Zitria se bude tancit vsude 
Tomorrow There Will Be Dancing Everywhere 

YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1952 
DIRECTOR: Vladimir Vlcek 

SCRIPT: VIadirnir Vlcek, Bozena Socbova, Pave1 Kohout 
CAMERA: Vachv H u h  
MUSIC: Ludvik Podest 

PRINCIPAL ACTORIACTRESS : Zdenek Buchvaldek, Eva Kubesova, 
Milos Nesvadba, Marcela Martiakova 

GENRE: musical 

RESUME: An international folklore festival in Prague is just the beginning of the 
performance Odyssey of a group of young Czech and Slovak dancers and musicians. After 
exchanging ideas with other performers. the group decides to put together an ensemble of the finest 
representatives of their indigenous culture. They travel throughout the country, and abroad, 
galhering experience and getting ready for the Berlin International Youth Festival. As the war is 



still fresh in everyone's memory. the young men and women vow to use their music and dances to 
prevent disasters such as Hiroshima by bringing everyone together. One &er another the groups 
perform on a large stage with a red star and the portraits of Stalin, Wilhelm Pick, Mikoyan and 
Ernst Thellmann on the background. In the end all unite in a collective dance. white doves fly over 
the wartime ruins of Berlin and into the free blue skies.., 

TITLE: Unos Kkfmpping 
YEAR OF PRODUCI'ION: 1952 

DIRECTOR: Jan Kadar & Elmar Klos 
SCRIPT: Elmar Klos, Jan Kadar, Bretisbv Kuac 

CAMERA: Rudolf Milk 
PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: RudoU Chrushiaski, Jiri Dohnal, 

Ladislav Pesek, Antonin IUimsa, Jaroslav Mares 

GENRE: spies & saboteurs 

RESUME: A hijacked Czech plane lands at the American military base "Ronin" ("Samurai without a 
masrer" in Japanese) in Germany. The goal of the mission is to compt  and convert the socialist abductees. 
and undermine communist credibility. The passengers are offered freedom in exchange for disowning their 
fatherland. A few. among which the engineer Prokop and the party secretar).. are subjected to unorthodox 
persuasion methods. but the secretary manages to escape and alert the Czech ambassador to Germany in 
Munich. The Communist Party in Munich gets involved, and even the UN. An American soldier of Czech 
descent decides to help the unjustly imprisoned peaceful Czech citizens because he feels the strength of 
their commitment to communism. While he onIy obeys his general's orders, the prisoners have the entire 
Czech nation behind them. 

TITLE: Nastup Falling In Line 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1953 

DIRECTOR: Otakar Vavra 
SCRIPT: Otakar Vavra 

afier Vaclav Resac's novel of the same title 
CAMERA: Vachv Hanus 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Ladislav Chudik, Joroslav Mares, 
Karel Hoger, Andrej Bagar, Vlasta Fabianova 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESUME: The Red Army finally brings order and peace to Czechoslovakia. A little 
picturesque village Gruenbach in the Sudetten l a d s  is surrendered by its prosperous German 
(Voiks Deutscher) inhabiunts to the l~njustIy poor Czechs. Gmenbach will be renamed Potocna; 
the Czech history professor explains and justifies everything that is happening to the unenlightened 
masses. The Volks Deulscher leave willingly. A German anti-fascist and communist also departs: 
he knows that his rightful destiny is to spread the light among his own people. There remains, 
however. a parasitic element: some Czechs of German leaning who carry the old attitudes and 
transmit the decadence of the modem western wcrld. For now though. there is plenty to do without 
bohering with those: setting up the new socialist economy, and dodging foreign sabotage. It is 
time for the Liberators of the Red h y  to return back home. The people come out to bid them a 
sad adieu, but all swear eternal comradeship between the two nations, and loyalty to their great 
leaders Gottwald and Stalin. 



TITLE: Tlakova Brigada The Tank Brigade 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1954 

DIRECTOR: Ivo Toman 
SCRIPT: Jaroslav Klima 
CAMERA: Jan Curik 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: O t o m  Krcjca, Bedrich Prokos, Marin Ruzek, Vladimir 
Bicik, Gustav Heverle, Jana Ditetova 

GENRE: battalia 

RESUME: This historical dramatisation involving both real and fictitious characters is about the pan 
played by the First Czechoslovak Tank Brigade in the liberation of Ostrava. Marshal1 Konev. guided and 
insp~red by the Soviet officer Andrey Pavlolich, succeeds in performing wildly daring and heroic deeds of 
bravev. A mixture of Old-Regime militar). hard-liners. sceptical slackers, unpretentious enthusiasts. and a 
happy-ending love story. 

TITLE: Drevena Dedina The Wooden Village (Slovok) 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1954 

DIRECTOR: Andrej Lettrich 
SCRIPT: Jan Minac, Josef TaUo 

afier Frantisek Hecko 's novel of rhe same ride 
CAMERA: Josef .Micek 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Samuel Adamcik, Andrej Bagar, 
Maria Bancikova, Karol Machata 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESUME: The events in a ma11 Slovak village from 1945 through 1948 - the coming of 
Socmlism. The retreating Germans leave behind a country tormented by social and political 
differences. The new Communist rule is fiercely challenged by the land-owners. whose possessive 
attitude towards their na~ionalised property is used by anti-Communist activists to undermine the 
new order. It is election time, and everyone makes an effort to gain the people's uust - the 
Comunists strive for new achievements. while their opponents attempt to discredit those through 
sabotage. Those who have chosen the right path are in the end rewarded with blue skies, peace, and 
quiet joy. 

TITLE: Vina Vladimira Olmera Vladimir Oimer's Guiir 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1956 

DIRECTOR: Vaclav Gajer 
SCRIPT: V. Gajer, Miloslav Drtilek, Jiri Mares, Milos V. Kratochvil 

CAMERA: Jan Kalis 
PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Eduard Cupak, Dana Nejdlova, 

Jiri Broz, Alena Vranova, Staaislav F i r ,  Jana Brejchova 

GENRE: 

RESUME: 
company who 
party. Behind 

delinquent youth 

Vladimir Olmer is a medical student with good potential. Neverthe!ess. he falls into bad 
I attempts to corrupt him. Vladimir's beautiful girlfriend. the barmaid Helena. is having a 
the bottles in her father's liquor cabinet there is a gun. As the young people gradually get 

more intoxicated. Vladimir accidentally shoots his friend Emile in the leg. They dress the wound at 
VIadimir's house, Emile claims to have shot himself to cover for his fiend. Viadimir's father, Dr. Olmer the 
elder, finds the gun in his own home and faints. Bitterly disappointed by his son the old man cornmils 



suicide. Viadirnir wants to give himself up to the authorities, who by this time have been alened to the 
situation by Helena. The depraved Emile. however. persuades the young man not to do so, and instead they 
visit a jazz club. Helena is flirting with older men. and Vladimir is heartbroken. He wants to leave his 
father's house. contrary to his fellow student Mirko's advice. He is all alone and utterly confused. He is 
unable to pap his smalI rent and stops attending university. Helena's brother and EmiIe help him out 
financially. but ultimately they want to blackmail him. Emile's sister Irina tries to help the young men, but 
no one heeds her counsel. The three of them steal a car and Helena's brother is caught by rhe police. He 
blames the other two. WhiIe awaiting mal Vladimir Olmer accepts a position as a laboratory assistant in the 
country. while Ernile. Frustrated with his inability to achieve anything in life. shoots his girlfriend. In court 
the faithful are forgiven and the guilty punished because socialist justice knows its people. 

TITLE: Snadny Zivot Eaq Life 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1957 

DIRECTOR: Milos Makovec 
SCRIPT: Milem Tobolova, Jiri Brdeckaejcak 

CAMERA: Jaroslav Tuzar 
PRINCIPAL AflOFUACTRESS: Jiri P a p ,  

Alena Martiaovska, Soma Danielova, Ivan Pdec 

GEXRE: delinquent youth 

RESUME: An undergraduate student lives the life of a playboy and sacrifices both love and honor to 
careerism- He receives his due punishment. both professional and emotional. for his mercenary attitude 
rowards Iife. 

TITLE: Obcan Brych Citizen Bnch 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1958 
DIRECTOR: Otabr Vavara 

SCRIPT: Otahr Vavra 
based on Jan Otcenasek's novel of the same title 

CAMERA: Jan Kalis 
PRINCIPAL ACTOFUACTRESS: Karel Hoger, Vlasta Fialova, Otomar Krejca, Zdenek 

Stepaaek 

GENRE: spies & saboteurs 

E S b W E :  After the Communist seizure of power in 1948 a young inteliectual has a difficult time 
accepting the new order of things, An anti-Communist acquaintance takes advantage of the man's hesitancy. 
and offers him to flee the country together with his wife and a small group of defectors. During the horrible 
night before the border crossing, the young man has time to reflect. and realizes that he does not beIong to 
the hysrerical bunch of frenzied renegades with whom he is about to commit a most dreadful and 
unthinkable crime against his country. He understands that all he needs: love, work, and the beauty of 
nature. are right here in his native land. 



TITLE: Zde jsou Ivi Hinc s u m  leones 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1958 
DIRECTOR: Vaclav Krska 
SCRIPT: Oldrich Danck 

CAMERA: Jaroslav Tuzar 
PRINCIPAL ACTOFUACTRESS : Karel Hoqger (engineer Alexander Sterba), 

Dana hiedricksl (Vilmu Hadlova), Jarmila Smejkdova (Jan Sterbova), 
AIena Kreuzm~nnova (Eliska), Bedrich Vrbsky (Hron) 

official contemporary 

RESUME: A film about the mid-life crises of the talented engineer Sterba. In his youth his mine 
drilling plans caused the death of a worker. He was uied for professional neglect and his communist party 
membership was revoked. Having lost all credibility and being tossed from one position to another. Sterba 
takes to drinking Years later a capable young engineer. fiesh out of university, presents drilling plans 
identical to those that caused Sterba's downfa11. In spite his protests and warnings the team decides to go 
ahead with the plans. The mine is threatened by a cave-in. but Sterba prudently anticipates the danger and 
arranges for a safe evacuation. Driving home that night he suffers a serious car accident. The doctors fight 
for his life. and his cotleagues anxiously await news of his recovery. 

TITLE: Tri pmni Three Wishes 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1958 

released on[?. in 196.3 
DIRECTOR: Jan Kadar, Elmar Klos 

SCRIPT: Vratislav Blazek, J. Kadar, E. Wos 
CAMERA: Rudolf Stahl 

PRLXCIPAL A(3OR/'ACTRESS: Rade Markovic, Tatjana Beljakova, Vlastimil Brodsky, 
Bohus Zaorsky 

official - contemporary - comedy 

RESUhIE: A young doctor of economics works in a position well below his academic background 
and can nor enjoy the lifestyle that he feels he is entitled to. One day he offers his seat to an old man who 
gives him a magic bell in return. The bell summons the old man. who is actually a genie. to fulfill one's 
wishes. The economist and his wife wish for many nice things. When there isn't anything else to wish for. 
they realize that a good friend is in trouble and needs their help ... But, alas. the bell has disappeared. It is 
their little boy who has taken it to force the old man to perform tricks. No more wishes. the old man says. i t  
is now up to the  young couple to do something good for their friend - on their own - in return for the 
miraculous help they have received from the genie. 



TITLE: Romeo, Julie a trim Romeo. Juliet. and the Darkness 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1959 

DIRECTOR: Jiri Wciss 
SCRIPT: Jiri Weiss 

based on Jan Otcenasek's s top  of rhe same title 
CAMERA: Vachv Hanus 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Ivan Mistrik, Daniela Smutna, Jirioa Sejbdova, Frantisek 
Smolk, Blanka Bobdamva 

GENRE: holocaust 

RESUME: The beautiful young Jeulsh woman Anka, whose family has been exiled to a 
concentration camp. hides in the attic of the apartment building where she used to live. Her ycung 
neighbour Pavel spends a lot of time with Anka, reading Latin. admiring the stars. and savouring the little 
peace and joy their sanctuary offers. At school. all goes smoothly for Pavel. but home is becoming a death 
trap for the young people: the local flirt constantly entertains German soldiers. and a man with communist 
convictions is deponed from the building. Pavel is suddenly under pressure from his girlfriend at school, 
who feels something is wrong. and from the flirt. who has developed quite a fancy for the young man. Soon 
some of the residents begin suspecting the truth. and Pavel makes a scene on the stairs of the building. 
threatening to never return home if anything happens to Anka. He goes to the train-station to find a man 
affiliated with the resistance. With his help Pavel hopes to take Anka to safety. When he returns. however. 
Anka. is gone ... 

TITLE: Probuzenj Awakening (Sentenced to Life) 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1959 
DIRECTOR: J iri Knjcak 

SCRIPT: Otaknr Kirchner, Jiri Krejcak 
CAMERA: Vldaimir Novotny 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACIRESS: Jam Brejchova (Jitka Andrasova), 
Jan Smid (Tonek), Petr Kostka (Vilda), 

Jiri Kodet (Emil), Ladisbv Pesek (Tonek's father) 

GENRE: delinquent youth 

RESUME: Jitka. a sixteen year old girl. is arrested during a scuffle and sent to a reform school. She 
escapes and rejoins her gang of juvenile delinquents. One day they go to a caf6 where she gets acquainted 
with the young waiter Tonek who falls in love with her. When the kids attempt to cheat Tonek and run away 
wirhout paying Jitka is caught. and escapes arrest only thanks to Tonek's noble intervention. This is thc 
beginning of a wildly romantic relationship as well as the beginning of Tonek's trip down the dark path of 
corruption. He runs away from home with the family savings and loses his job only to be with his 
sweetheart. Not long after Jitka realises that he is somehow different, better than the others. Not wanting to 
loose him she returns to the reform school of her own free will. Free at last. she waits for Tonek in front of 
the restaurant where he  works. 



TITLE: Krai Sumavy Smugglers of Death 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1959 
DIRECTOR: K a n l  ICacbyna 

SCRIPT: Rudolf ?bdcik, F. A. Dvorak, Kad Kacbyna 
CAMERA: Josef Illik 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Radovan Lukavsky, Jiri Vda, 
Jirina Svorcova, Jaroslav Mawaa 

GENRE: spies & saboteurs 

RESUME: A group of troops is sent to the border to reinforce the border pa rd ,  and to put an end to 
the activities of a certain very experienced smuggler of arms. and guide to defectors, also known as "he  
King of the Bohemian forest." One of the newly arrived soldiers falls in love with the beautiful barmaid 
whose ex-husband has fled the country afier killing a man in a car accident. The long absent refugee 
suddenly reappears when his wife's affections have been bestowed upon another. and murders a young 
Gypsy in  his jealous rage. The troops are now on full alert. and the smugglers decide they must act quickly 
before they are discovered. A soldier celebrates his wedding to a local girl. The smugglers take that 
opportunity to pose as musicians. carrying weapons in their instrument cases. It is. however, not that easy to 
fool the well trained soldiers, and the right side ultimately prevails. 

TITLE: Velka Samota The Great Solitude 
\'EAR OF PRODUCIION: 1959 
DIRECTOR: Lrrdislav Helge 

SCRIPT: Ivan ICriz, Ladislav Helge 
bared on Ivan Kriz's novel of the same title 

CAMERA: Ferdinand Pecenb, Josef Novotny 
PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Julius Pantik (Martin Soucek), 
Blanka Bohdanova (Anna iClalcova), Bobumil Smida (Malec), 

Rudolf Hrusinsky (Ktlab) ,  Vaclav Lohnisky ( S l a m )  

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RES LNE: The young leader of a vineyard cooperative encounters peat  difficulties in 
achieving the collaboration of the people. 
For sometime already Martin Soucek. president of the cooperative. has been nominated to work at 
the ministry of agriculture. He returns to his native village to marry his fiancee Anna. and take her 
to Prague. Upon his arrival. however. he observes that his former cooperative is in a deplorable 
state. He quits his position at the ministry and with redoubled efforts forces his subordinates to 
rebuild the vineyards. His stem attitude disaffects Anna and the other peasants, and in spite of his 
success Martin remains all alone. 



TITLE: V yssi princip The Highesr Principle 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1960 

DIRECTOR: Jiri Knjcak 
SCRIPT: Jiri Krejcak, Jan Drda 
based on a shun srory by Jan Drda 

CAMERA: Jaroslav Tuzar 
PFUNCIPAL ACTOR/ACIRESS : Fraatisek Smolik (Professor Malik), 

Jam Brejchova (Jam), Ivan  Mistrik (Vlastik), 
Radovan Lukavsky (a professor), Marie Vasova (Rysankova) 

GENRE: resistance fighter 

RESUME: 1932, introduction of martial law following the assassination of councilman Heydrich. 
protector of the interests of the Reich. Three students are arrested for a small jest, and although the cynical 
Gestapo officer considers the charges trivial. they are executed. An old Latin professor. nicknamed 'We 
Highest Principle" for his seeming detachment from reality. addresses the students. He publicly condemns 
Nazi terror. and thus prevents the other professors. complacent or afraid. fiom justifying the acuons of the 
occupants. 

TITLE: Smyk The Slip 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1960 
DIRECTOR: Zbyaek Bqmych 

SCRIPT: Jiri Vda, 2. Brynych, Pavel Kohout 
CAMERA: Jan Kak 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Jiri Vala, 
Jirin Svorcova, Jirina Jiraskova, Vdtr Taub, 
Ivan Palec, Josef Vinklar, Jarmila Kurandova 

GENRE: spies &: saboteurs 

RESUME: A man suffers serious uauma following the death of his sister in an automobile accident 
caused by himself. The accident leaves him with a totally transformed appearance. and in his weak 
condition he becomes the property of evil anti-Communist agents from the West. Having gone to Germany 
ro reuieve his misguided sister, the man can not bear to return home after her tragic death. In this precarious 
state he agrees to work for western saboteurs. His altered looks allow him to return to his native land to 
c a r p  out the dark plans of foreip secret services. Upon seeing the obvious advantage of his own homeland 
o\.er the rotten government that employs him. however. he has a change of heart. and dies an exoneratcd 
death while punishing his evil masters. 

TITLE: Zbabelec Coward 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1961 

DIRECTOR: Jiri Weiss 
SCRIPT: Ivan Bukovcan, J. Weiss, Ota Ornest 

CAMERA: Josef Stncha 
PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Ladislav Chudik. Daniela Smu tna, 

Oleg Strizenov, Hrilbelm Koch-Hooge, Jindrich Narenta 

GENRE: paiiisan 

RESUME: It is the winter of 1944. and the Germans are beginning to feel that their rule is coming to 
an end. During this fragile political situation a Soviet paratrooper lands on the roof of the house of a country 
schoolmaster. and fa1Is unconscious. The teacher's wife takes care of the handsome wamor, while her 



husband is arrested for breaking curfew while looking for a doctor for his secret guest When his wife gives 
the authorities a logical explana~ion for his nocturnal promenade he is released. The paratrooper now hides 
in the attic of the school, but the schoolmaster feels insecure and womed about the consequences. The 
German CO has taken a liking to the intelligent schoolmaster's company. and converses with him often. 
while the Soviet soldier and the Czechoslovak woman are busy carrying on the fight for liberation: they set 
fire to a cottage full of Gennan hounds. The CO is furious and demands that as many people be killed as 
dogs. As the wife takes Oleg to her partisan friends in the mountains, the CO appoints the priest. the 
innkeeper, and the schoolmaster to choose 20 people for the execution. As the people are led to the gallows. 
the schoolmaster - until this moment considered an indecisive coward by all - claims responsibility for the 
crime. At that moment his wife returns and reveals the truth. They both die for the higher cause. inspiring 
their contemporaries with combative spirit and dignity. 

TITLE: Reportaz psana na opratce A broadcast with a noose around the neck 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1961 

DIRECTOR: Jaroslav Balik 
SCRIPT: Julius Fucik, Jiri Weiss, Jan Otcenasek, Jaroslav Bdik 

CAMERA: Vaclav Hanus 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Ilja Racek, Zdenek Stepanek, 

Rudolf Hrusinsky, Rudolf Deyl Jr., Libuse Svormova 

GENRE: historical (bio) revoIutionary 

RESUME: The Czech freedom fighter and ardent communist Julius Fucik lets 
himself be captured by the German invaders in order to save other members of the underground. In 
prison he tries to pass on the communist ideals to his feIlow cell-mates while the depraved German 
warden artempts to rum Julius over to his side. In spite of the many persuasion methods and 
constant abuse. Julius Fucik remains loyal to his beliefs. As news of the Soviet advance spreads 
throughout the prison the warden becomes utteriy fixed on crushing the partisan's spirit. Julius 
refuses to yield and chooses death with the words "My people, I loved ye. Be vigilant!" 

TITLE: Jarny povetri Spring Breezes 
Pan nyo of Obchan Brych 

Y E A R  OF PRODUCTION: 1961 
DIRECTOR: Ladislav Helge 

SCRIPT: Lsldislav Helge 
based on Jan Otcenasek's novel "Obcm Brych" f "Citizen Bnch ") 

CAMERA: Josef Novotny 
PRINCIPAL -4CTCWACTRESS: Lubise Svormova, Karel Hoger, Jiri Vda,  Blanka 

Bohdanova, Marie Vasova 

GENRE: construction of socialism (inrellectual's rransfonnation) 

ESUME: A young girl is caught between her ambitious and possessive boyfriend, and her old- 
fashioned and dominating father. Wherever Iana turns she is confronted by people attempting to assign her a 
place and dictate her choices. Her father wants her to stay away from politics, while her boyfriend is 
ignorant of her academic goals and treats her as a pet. The young woman finally finds the guidance she 
needs at special meetings of women-party members, and is resolved to be treated with no less respect than 
she deserves. On her birthday Iana takes the decision to take full control of her fate. and moves to live 
independently in the university residence. 



TITLE: Nocni host Nocrumal Visirar 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1961 

DIRECrOR: Otakar Vavra 
SCRPT: Ludvik Askennzy, 0. Vavra 

CAMERA: Jaroslav Tuzar 
PRINCIPAL ACTORIACTRESS: Jiri Vda, Martin Ruck, 

Rudolf Hrusinsky, Jam Hlavacova, SveUa Amortova 

GENRE: spies & saboteurs 

RESUME: One stormy night a visitor from West Germany stops at a roadside inn in 
Czechoslovakia. His excessively flippant personality begins to arouse interest, especially in the 
waiter Emil Klaus. who was an inmate at a German POW camp during the war. Suddenly Emil 
realizes that the visitor is none other than his hateful jailer, and experiences violent rekindling of 
unpleasanr memories. The drunken (West-) German talks about his wanime exploits. and his hare 
for communism. Meanwhile the young girl that travels with him waits patiently upstairs, sobbing 
quietly. A man comes in and announces that the visitor is suspected of being a spy ... Emil attacks 
the German. and the latter runs away. When the police arrive he reappears, but they can not arrest 
him due to lack of evidence. He departs arrogantly. leaving his enigmatic mistress behind. 

TITLE: Kralici ve vysoke tmve Rabbits in Tall Grass 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1961 
DIRECTOR: Vaclav Cajer 
SCRIPT: Ota Hofman 
CAMERA: Jiri Vojta 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: hlichal Koblic, 
Antonie Hegerlikova, Elo Romorncik 

GENRE: children's film 

RESUME: The story of a boy growing up in a catholic community. where religion is an 
excuse to keep away from the liveliness of the new society. Martin is a choirboy at the local parish 
along with his cousin the bully. and a couple of other children. They attend service regularly. while 
their peers can be heard laughing and playing outside. At a wedding Martin witnesses the priest's 
drunkecness. and his fellow choirboy's thievery. and realizes that religion has not been educational 
for anyone. The boy finds solace in playing with his pet rabbits and reading about the things his 
family will not let him be a part of: the pioneer parade and other Bolshevik activities. At a secret 
meeting Martin and his fellow choirboys swear by a terrible oath to never help out at church again. 
When his parents force him to be present on the following Sunday, Martin decides to commit 
suicide rather than break his word. He steals some pills from his mother. but then decides to drown 
himself. In the end. ashamed and downhearted. Martin returns home ... 



TITLE: Polnocna o m  Midnight Mass (Slovak) 
YEAR OF PRODUCZION: 1%2 

DIRECTOR: Jiri Krejcik 
SCRIPT: Albert Manncin 

aferr Peter Karvas 's novel of the same title 
CAMERA: Rudolf Stahl 

PRINCIPAL ACTOIUACTRESS: Hana Mtlickova, Josef Kroner, 
Margit Baarova, Hmjo  Haase, 

Lodislrv Chudik, Emilia Vasaryova 

GENRE: resistance fighter 

RESUME: After the Slovak National Uprising of 1944. the Germans, aided by collaborating 
Guardists. surround a little village where panisans have chosen to hide. They execute without trial 
and without mercy. It is Christmas, and people are preparing for the holiday. Suddenly a wounded 
man enters a house just as a family is about to sit at the dinner table. He is the younger son. who is 
a resistance fighter. His elder brother is a collaborator, but he chooses not to turn him in. because 
"since the Soviets will be here soon, I'll be grateful for having a brother partisan!" The mother 
confesses all that has transpired to the priest. A German officer has invited himself to dinner 
(because he has taken quite a fancy to the daughter), and while he is making merry with wine and 
piano music, the p d s a n  suffers under a surgeon's knife upstairs. German soldiers arrive to carry 
out a search. but leave having found nothing. When the family leave for midnight mass. however. 
the Germans return and arrest the partisan and his sister who is the only one who stayed behind to 
take care of him. The farniIy denounces their children, and brother and sister are both executed in 
the little attic room of the family house. 

TITLE: Zelene obzory Green Horizons 
YEGR OF PRODUCIION: 1962 

DIRECTOR: Ivo Novak 
SCRIPT: Ivo Novak 

afier Jan Prochaska's nor*el of the same ride 
CAMERA: Vaclav Hanus 

PRINCIPAL ACTOIUACTRESS: Petr Kosth ,  
Vaclav Lohinsky, Marie Tomnsova, Jana Brejchova, 

Otomar Krejca, Radovan Lukavsb 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESUME: A responsible young veterinarian begins work in a rural district where the people's 
attitude is selfish and neglectful. He wins the peasants' respect with his skills and personality. However 
there are those who feel threatened by the activist ideals he preaches. The veterinarian is very popular with 
the upright and moral ladies. but unfortunately he chooses to bestow his affections upon a less deseming 
young woman. This provides an excuse for his opponents to gang up on him, and savagely attack him. His 
most passionate admirer realizes something is amiss, and after finding h e  battered young man rushes him to 
the hospital. In the ambulance their glances meet with warm affection. 



TITLE: Transport z raje Transpunfrom Parodise 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1962 
DIRECTOR: Zbynck Brynych 

SCRIPT: Z. Brynych, Arnold Lustig 
after Arnold Lustig's novel "Night of Hope " 

CAMERA: Jan Curik 
PRINCIPAL ACTORlACTRESS: Zdtnek Stepanek (Loewenbach), 

Ilja Pracbar (Moric He& L A d k b v  Pack (Roubicek), 
Jindrich Narenta (general Knechr), %timil Brodsky fMukl) 

GENRE: holocaust 

RESUME: An SS general inspects the Terezienstadt ghetto. At the same time a film crew is shooting 
a "documentary" fiIm about the magnificent life of Jews deponed by Hitler. The general is satisfied with his 
inspection until he sees a sign reading "Death to Fascism!". He orders that a convoy be sent as punishment 
to the death camp Birkenau. The prisoners in the ghetto react differently to the tragic news. The 
representarive of the Jewish Councii refuses to acknowledge the order. but another member of the Council 
does it for some minor benefits. The clandestine resistance is unable to prevent what is happening The 
convoy departs. and life in the "Terezin paradise" continues. Among the condemned people are the ones 
most dear to the community: politicians. military men. scientists ... The German general orders a bottle of 
champagne to celebrate his base victory. 

TITLE: Smrt si r i b  Engelchen Death is called Engelchen 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1963 

DIRECTOR: Jan Kadar, Elmar Klos 
SCRIPT: J. Kadar, E. Klos 

afier Ladislav Maacko 's novel of the same title 
CAMERA: Rudolf Mil ic  

PRINCIPAL -4CTORfACTRESS: Jan Macer, Eva Polakova, 
Martin Ruzek, Blazena Holisova, 

Pave1 B a d ,  Ezard Hausmann 

GENRE: resistance fighter 

RESUME: Shonly after the liberation. a wounded partisan recalls the hardships and horrors of the 
H.ar. As the end of the war approaches, and victory for the Slovak people - aided by the Soviets - is 
imminent. Fleeing Nazis. however, with the co1laboration of the Slovak militia led by the savagely brutal 
Engelchen. refuse to give up in the face of an ultimate disadvantage, and torment the population. The 
partisan remembers how gallows were erected for innocent civilians accused of helping the resistance. His 
own combat unit counseled by a Red Army officer. on the other hand. shows soldierly honor and mercy to 
the retreating Germans. Most importantly though. he remembers his beloved Maria who nursed him and 
numerous other partisans through many a battle scar. Freedom is heavily paid for, and Maria decides to 
leave all that reminds her of the terrible times behind. She goes to the land of her forefathers. Israel, while 
the partisan - now recovered - is determined to seek out and punish the traitorous leader of the militia 
collaborators Engelchen. 



TITLE: ... A paty jezdec jt Stracb ... And the FiBh Rider is Fear 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1964 
DIRECTOR: Zbynck Brynych 

SCRIPT: Hano Belohrrrdska, 2. Brynich 
based on Hana Belohradska 's novel "Bez &razz. bez limce " 

CAMERA: Jan KPLis 
PRINCIPAL ACTORfACTRESS: Miroslav Machactk (A mim Braun), 

Olga Scheinpflugova (rhe schooimisrress), Zdcnka Proc&zkova (Veselo), 
Jiri A Anmim (rhe a r r o m q  Vesely), Josef Viklrrr (Fanra) 

GENRE: holocaust 

RESUME: In 193 1,  the Nazis have occupied Czechoslovakia. An old Jewish physician who 
has been banned from practice cares for a wounded resistance fighter. Various people inhabit his 
building: some courageous. some indifferent, and some even collaborating with the enemy. The 
doctor has to confront his greatest adversary, Fear. Ultimately he saves the wounded man. but only 
after having accepted the finality of his own life. 

TITLE: Obchod na korre Shop on Main Streer 
YEAR O F  PRODUCTION: 1965 

DIRECTOR: Jan Kadar, Elmar Klos 
SCRIPT: Ladislav Grosman, J. Kadar, E. Klos 

based on Ladislav Grosman 's novel of the same title 
CAMERA: Madirnir Novotny 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Ida Kaminska (Roralie L.aurrnannor.a), 
Josef Kroner (Tono Bnko), Frantisek Zvarik (KolkolocAy), 

Hana Slivkova (Evelyna), Martin Holly (Kuchar) 

GENRE: holocaus~ 

RESUME: The carpenter Brtko is obliged. almost against his will. to take over the boutique 
of Mme Lautmann, an elderly Jewish lady. The half deaf Mme Laurmann does not know anything 
abour the new misfortune that has befallen her fellow Jews. The Jewish community offer Brtko a 
fixed saIary in exchange for the old lady's peace. and the carpenter gladly accepts. A fond 
friendship forms between Brtko and ,Mme Lauunann. but one day the Jews are forced to leave. He 
desperately wanrs to save the woman. In a situation of immediate peril he accidentally pushes Mme 
Laurmann. and she falls badly, When he tries to help her up, Brtko realizes that she is dead. He 
hanps himself. 



TITLE: Perlicky na doe Pearls at the bonom 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1965 

DIRECTOR: Jiri M e n d ,  Jan Nemec, Evdd Scborm, 
Vera Ch-vtilova, Jammil Jim 

SCRIPT: Bohumil Hrabd, J. Menzd, J. Nemec, 
E. Schorm, V. Cbytilova, J. Jim 
based on rules by Bohurnil Hrabal 

CAMERA: J a r d v  Kucera 
PRINCIPAL ACTOIUACIRESS: Pavla Marsalkova (rhe morher), 

Ferdinand Kruta ([he father), Miios Ctracty (the singer), 
Vaclav Zak (rhe anist), Vera Mrazkova (the bride), 

Dana Vdtova (Margirka), Ivan Vyskocil (Gaston Kosilka) 

dissident - new wave 

RESLME: This film consists of five independent short features: 

Snut  pana Baltazara The Dearh of Mr. Bulrhatar 
by Jiri Menzel 

A mother. a father, and an uncle meet a one-legged man at a motorcycle race. The 
handicapped man cheers for Mr. Balthazar who. to everyone's shock. dies in a horrible collision. 

Podvodnici Liars 
by Jan Nemec 

In a hospita1 room two old men tell each other of their success in life. Soon after they 
wind up in the morgue. A hospital employee realizes that nothing of what they told each other was 
m e .  

Durn Radosti House of Joy 
by Evald Schorm 

A couple of insurance salesmen solicit house to house until they reach the home of a 
curious painter. Evey nook and cranny is covered with paintings. As the painter's mother explains 
why. the insurance representatives realize they will not make a sale here ... 

Automat Svet Self-senice Universe 
by Vera Chytilova 

In a little suburban resraurant a couple are celebrating their wedding. The waiter discovers 
a girl who has hung herself in the bathroom. The police arrest the husband. The wife does not 
want to be alone. She leaves with a young man. probably the dead girl's fiancee. 

Romance 
by Jarornil Jires 

A young plumber meets a lovely gypsy girl and invites her to his place. She begins to plan 
for their future life together, bur he is not at all enthusiastic. 



TITLE: Ostn sledovane vkky Closely Watched Trains 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1966 

DIRECTOR: Jiri M e n d  
SCRIPT: Bobumil Hrabd, J. Menzel 

based on B. Hrabal 's novel of the same title 
CAMERA: Jaromir Sofr 

PRINCIPAL ACTORIACTRESS : Vaclav Neckar (Milos Hrma), 
Jitka Bendova (Masa), Josef SOW (Hubicka), 

Jitka Zeleno horska (Zdenicka Svata), Na& Urbankova ( Vikroria Freie) 

dissident 

RESUME: This tragicomic story takes place during the Second World War. Milos, an apprentice 
railwayman. begins work at a little country station. He falls in love, but his schedule prevents him from 
making love to his sweetheart. and he does not get a second chance. As he contemplates suicide his friend 
Hu'oicka find an experienced woman that helps MiIos join the ranks of men. The sabotage of a German 
munitions uain occupies everyone at the uain station. Milos launches the explosives at the train and 
desuoys h e  freight at the price of his own life. 

'ITIZE: Stud Shame 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1967 

DIRECTOR: Ladislav Helge 
SCRIPT: Ivan Kriz, L. Helge 

CAMERA: Jiri S a d  
PRINCIPAL ACTOFUACTRESS: Julius Pantik (Arnosr Panek), 

Stepan Zemanek (the driver), Richard Lederer (the agronomisr), 
Ludovit Gresso (Milofa), Bohuslav Cap (the secreran), Ida Rapaicova (Sasa) 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESUME: Kvasil is considered to be an honest and vustwonhy worker. He is appointed 
president of a cooperative farm by Panek. a functionary of the Communist Party. Panek learns that 
Kvasil h3s been arrested on charges of fraud and profiteering. Panek feels responsible and wants to 
make thinzs right. but hates himself and gathers courage to resign from his position. 

TITLE: Spdovac Mrtvol Incinerator of Cadavers 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1968 

DIRECTOR: Juraj Herz 
SCRIPT: Ladislav Fuks, J. H e n  

based on L. Fuks 's novel of rhe same title 
CAMERA: Stanislav Milota 

PRINCIPAL ACTORfACTRESS: Rudolf Hrusinsky (Kopjkringl), 
Vlasta Cbramostova ( b k m e ) ,  Jana Stehova (Zina), 
Milos Vognic (Mili), Dja Prachar (Walrer Reinke) 

dissident - new wave 

RESUME: Mr. Kopfkringl is an exemplary father and a husband: he never smokes. never drinks, and 
works dili_gently at the crematorium. With the arrival of the nazis he begins to identify with their ideology, 
and believes he has German bIood. He therefore murders his wife and son whose Jewish origin might 
endanger his new career. He accepts a commission to collaborate on the design of large scale cremation 
furnaces ... 



TITLE:  Zcrt The Joke 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1968 

DIRECTOR: Jammil J i m  
SCRIPT: Milan Kundera J. Jires 

based on M. Kundera's novel "The Joke" 
CAMERA: Jan Curik 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS : Joscf Somr (Ludvik Jahn ), 
Jana Ditetova (Helena Zemankova), Ludek hlunzar (Pave1 Zemanek), 

Jaroslava Obermaierova (Markera), Evdd Scborm (Kosrka) 

dissident - new wave 

RESUME: Victim of an unjust denunciation during his youth, a man discovers at great expense that 
revenge may never come. 

TITLE: lilic The Ke_v 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1971 
DIRECTOR: Vladimr Cecb 

SCRIPT: Knmil Pixa, Kristian Topic, V. Crch 
CAMERA: Vaclav Hunke 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Frantisek Vicena, Wilhelm Koch-Hooge, Zdenek Kampf, 
Eva Jirouskova 

GESRE: resistance fighter 

RES CME: The film is based on the life of Jan Ziky, president of the znd illegal election 
Council of the Czechoslovak Communist Party. Captured by the Gestapo shortly after Heidrich's 
assassination. Jan Ziky's only belongings are a gun. false papers. a Communist Party membership 
card. and a mysterious key. In retrospect. he recalls the events leading up to the assassination. 
while a sinister Gestapo agent attempts to force him to betray his friends, his beliefs. and most 
importantly. the purpose of the key. At the beginning of his poiitical and anti-fascist life. Jan had 
been deeply impressed by his visit to the Soviet Union and the Kremlin. He then decides to fight 
for [he same worthy cause in his own country. The key leads to a secret communication center. 
uhsre Czcchoslo~ak rebels could seek advice from Moscow. Jan meets with representatives of the 
Czech government in exile in London. and after complicated discussions on which direction the 
future lies in. all decide that Heidrich must be killed. Jan's consequent capture leads to the arrest of 
his tiiends who are mercilessly beheaded by the Gestapo guillotine. as the agent Friedrich 
endeavors to discover the secret of the key. Jan Ziky slices his own wrists to prevent possibly 
betraying his asociatos due to his failing health. and dies soon thereafter, in spite of the fact that 
the cynical agent has promised to grant him his life. 



TITLE: Hroch Hippopotamus 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1973 

DIRECTOR: Karel Stekly 
SCRIPT: Kanl SteWy 

CAMERA: Frantisek Uldricb 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Oldo Hlavacek, Helga Cockova, 

Svatopluk Matyas, Helena Bleharova 

GENRE official comedy 

RESUh;lE: A bank clerk is chosen to adopt and be the official sponsor of a sick hippo in the 
Prague zoo. Due to the overly complicated situation. though, the clerk chooses to hide inside the 
animal's stomach. while the journalist, the minister, and the police run into numerous absurd and 
comical situations trying to resolve this extraordinary situation. 

TITLE: Dvacaty devaty 1929 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1974 
DIRECTOR: Antonin Kachlik 

SCRIPT: Jaroshv Matejka, A. Kachlik 
CAMERA: Ivan Slapera 

PRINCIPAL ACTOIUACIRESS: Miroslav Zounar, Adolf Filip, 
Josef Langmiler, Vaclav Svorc 

GENRE: historical revolutionary 

RESUME; Reconsvuction of the events from the fifth congress of the 
Czechoslovak Communist party in 1929. Gottwald is still a young man. and although he is an 
accomplished politician. he still requires advice and guidance from Moscow. There is a schism in 
the political vieus of the members of parliament and not everyone yet sees the wisdom of 
Gottwald's policy, because they are too concerned with the fact that it has its roots in the Kremlin. 
Nevertheless. the statesman succeeds in convincing everyone that the iron logic and determination 
that has worked for the USSR will work anywhere in the world. 

TITLE: Kdo hleda date dno? Who Is Laokiq for the Golden Borrom? 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1974 

DIRECTOR: Jiri Menzel 
SCRIPT: Vojtech Mestan, Rudolf Raz, Zdenek Sverak 

CAMERA: Jaromir Sofr 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Jan Hrusinsky, Jana Giergielova, 

Julius Pantik Frantisek Husak, Mila Muslikova 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESUhlE: A young man briefly rejoins his fianck before starting work as a driver at a 
major excavation and construction site. The charming simple life of the workers appeals to him, 
but his girIfriend refuses accept that he will not return to Prague with her. In the end she offers him 
a final choice between her and his work. The young man i s  upset by her attitude. but his fellow 
workers cheer him up. and once again hc sees the merits and artless beauty of his occupation. 



TITLE: Tobc hrana zvonit nebude The Bells Won't Toll For You 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1 9 f S  
DIRECTOR: Vojtecb Trapl 

SCRIPT: Vojtecb Trapl 
CAMERA: Jiri Tarantik 

PRINCIPAL AaOR/ACTRE-SS: Jirina Petrovicka, Josef Mh, 
Eva Vanatkova, Martin R U Z C ~ ,  
Bobus Zaborsky, Zdem Birdova 

GENRE: construction of socialism (inreiligenrsia rranrformation) 

RESLME: Following the Soviet military intervention of August. 1968. supporters of Prague 
Spring post signs with the names and photographs of those they call "collaborators" to the Soviets. 
When a young woman tries to take down a poster, the agitators create a disturbance. which deeply 
vaurnalizes h e  woman. The tiospitaiized victim owes her rescue to a woman prosecutor, who 
undertakes to investigate and punish those responsible. Among the guilty are many representatives 
of society who have in their own way contributed to the overall commotion. The active instigators 
are few. but the blame falls equally on the passive observers. There are attempts by some people in 
positions of importance to hinder and deflect the investigation, but the prosecutor has Justice on 
her s~de.  

TITLE: Hra o Jabloko The Apple Game 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1976 

DIRECTOR: Vera Cbytilova 
SCRIPT: Kristina Vlacbova, Vera Cbptiiova 

CAMERA: Frantisek Vlcek 
PRINCIPAL ACTORIACTRESS: Dagrnar Blahova (Annu Simora), 

Jiri Menzel (Dr. Josef John), Evelyna Steim~rova (Marta), 
Jiri Kodet (Amosr), Nina Popelikova (John's morher) 

GEXRE: Family drama 

RES LrhlE: Anna. who has recently graduated from medical school. works as a nurse a[ a c h i c  where 
she becomes most popular for her numerous blunders. She is noticed by Dr. John who is a libertine seducer, 
and already has a mistress - the wife of one of his colleagues. He flirts with Anna, but his attitude is not at 
all responsible. When he finds out that she is pregnant. his manner is unruly and insulting. Anna resigns. Dr. 
John consequently runs into many obstacles in his professional and private life, and is forced to leave his 
clinic. Appointed in a little hospital in the country he finds Anna once again, pregnant, and she takes him in 
with a Iittle bit of l~ght irony ... 



TITLE: Den pro moi laski A time to love me 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1976 

DIREtTOR: Juraj Hen 
PRINCIPAL ACIXXl/ACTRESS: Marta Vaucurova, 

V l a s t i d  Harapas 

official contemporary 

RESUME: The sudden and serious illness of their daughter brings a couple together after a long 
period of indifferent coexistence. The husband spends most of his time in the company of his drunk friends. 
or with his mistress at work. while the wife is immersed in her daily chores and hobby as an amateur 
photographer. When the little girl passes away at the hospital. the couple decide to take a short hofiday and 
think things over. Upon their return the wife is once again pregnant, and life begins anew. 

TITLE: Vitesny lid Vicrorious People 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1977 
DIRECTOR: Vojtech Tmpl 
SCRIPT: Vojtech Trap1 
CAMERA: Andrej Barla 

RINCIPAL ACTOIUACTRESS: Julius Pantik, Jiri Pleskot, Josef Mixa, 
Karel Dobr, Miroslav Zounar, Ladislav Sirnek 

GENRE: historical (bio) revolutionary 

RESUME: In February of 1938 the Czech people must choose a new government capable of 
managing the new spirit of nationalization and political freedom. Klement Gottwald personifies the 
people's ideal for a true and able communist leader. but he must first prove tus worth and expose 
his opponents' incompetence. Gottwald's cunning strategy is laid out in detail and executed over 
the course of just under two weeks. during which time he succeeds in taking the reigns of the 
country without any of the anticipated bloodshed. 

TITLE: Housata Goslings 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1979 

DIRECTOR: Smyaek 
SCRIPT: Irena Charvatova, K. Smyctek 

CAMERA: Jiri Kolin 
PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Yvetta Kornova (Marie), 
Jaromira Milova ( S a r k ) ,  Veronika Gajerova (Monika) ,  

Svatava Radkova (Blanks), Irena Visnarova (Dana) 

GENRE: delinquent youth 

RESUME: In a boarding school young women learn how to work in the textile industry. Monika is 
beautiful and superficial and never tacks admirers. She is obliged to reply Ota's letters. one of her 
handsome suitors, and asks her roommate Marie to write it for her. Ota is seduced by the letters of the 
young girl, and decides to pay her a visit. Monica becomes interested in the matter. and a little jealous. She 
has no difficulty writing just as well as Marie, and the uue author is suspected of making false and dishonest 
claims. 



German Films (t--f 989) 



East Germany 
The murderers are among us Die Moerder sind unter uns 

Marriage in Obscurity Ehe im Schatten 

Council of the Gods Der rat der Goetter 

For the King ofPrussia Der Untertan 

Stronger than the Night Staerker als die Nacht 

Berra~ed until the last day Betrogen bis zum juengsten Tag 

Five Bullet Shells Fuenf Patronenhuelsen 

The King 's children Koenigskinder 

Xaked before the Wolves Nackt unter Woelfen 

Dirided SAT Der getei lte Himmel 

.4n hare am / Das Kaninichen bin ich 

Lor's w$e Lots Weib 

Traces of Stone Spur der Steine 

I rrBas nineteen Ich war neunzehn 

The second Dr. Sommer Dr. med. Sommer II 

On the Road to Lenin Unterwegs zu Lenin 

Time of the Storks Zeit der Storche 

The Legend of Pard and Paula Die Legende von Paul und Paula 

Love at sixteen Liebe mit 16 

Jacob the Liar Jakob der Luegner 

Maddening smeN of fresh hay Ein irrer Duft von frischem Heu 

Mother, I'm alive Mama, ich lebe 

Solo Sunny 

Apprehension Die Beunruhigung 

Application for adoption Antrag auf Adoption 

A jump backwards Kaskade rueckwaens 

Adulthood starting today Ab heute erwachsen 

The weight of another's burden Einer wage des anderen Last 



TITLE: Die Mwrder sind unter uas The murderers are among us 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1 W 6  
DIRECTOR: Wolfgang Staudte 

SCRIPT: Wolfgang Staudte 
CAMERA: F r i d  Behn-Gruad, Eugea Khgermann 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR I ACTRESS: Hildegard Knef (Susanne Wallner), 
Ernst Wilbelm Borcbert (Dr. Menens), Erna Sellmer (Frau Brueckner), 

Robert Forsch (Mondschein), Arno Paulscn (Ferdinand Brueckner) 

official historical 

RESUME: The silhouette of a city in ruins symbolizes the mental state of the hero, the play of light 
and shadow reflects his inner struggle. dialogues frequently take place against a background of bombed-out 
houses with broken windows. The entire film is infused with the irrevocable sensation of a terrible 
catastrophe and perhaps also a terrible mistake. One of millions of Germans returns to Berlin and decides 
that he  4 1  administer justice to a superior who was responsible for the execution of hostages. Staudte takes 
a sharp stand against war criminals. who hurry to blend with post-war life, but he allows his hero to arrive at 
a philosophical form of accusation - although he does not make him forget or forgive. 

TITLE: Ehe irn Schatten Marriage in 0bscun.q 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1947 

DIRECTOR: Kurt Maetzig 
SCRIPT: Kurt Maetzig 

based on "Es wird shun nichr so schlimm " by Hans Schweikart 
CAMERA: Friedl Behn-Grund, Eugen KlagenMm 

PRI,YCIPAL ACTOR/ACIRESS: Paul Klinger (Hans Wieland), 
Ilse Steppat (Elisaberh), Alfred Bdtboff (Kun Bernsrein), 

GENRE: resistance / holocaust 

RESLRLIE: Elisabeth and Hans Weiland are two happily married actors. although Elisabeth is soon 
forced to abandon her career because she is Jewish. The persecutions of 1938 convince Elisabeth that the 
best thing to do is emigrate, but Hans still believes he will be able to protect his wife from persecution, even 
after returning from the front. With strong mounting pressure to divorce his wife, Hans and Elisabeth opt for 
more drastic measures than being separated. Kun Maettip's fxst film. considered one of the best of the era. 
IS based on the true story of Joachim and Meta Gottschalk. 



TITLE: Dcr rat der Goctter Council of the Gods 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1950 
DIRECTOR: Kurt Maetzig 

SCRIPT: Friedricb Wolf ,  Philipp Gecbt 
CAMERA: F r i d  Behn-Gmnd 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Paul Bildt (Geheimrar Mauch. president of rhe 
"God's Concil"), Fritz Tim~nn (Dr. Hans Scholz. Chemisr), 

WiUy A. Kleinau (Mr.  Lawson), Hans-Georg Rudolph (chief accounranr - Direk~or Tilgner), 
Albert Garbe (uncle Karl), Helmu th Hinzelmann (Obersr Schirmind), 

Inge Keller (Edirh Scholz), Yvonne Merin (Claudia Mauch) 

official historical 

RESUME: Opening with the slogan "Friends of peace all over the world." this movie is about the 
perpetual war machine shiftme and twisting irs ways to suit the times. 
A chemical warfare and research facility hosts the meeting of imponant anns dealers and military 
representatives in one of its elegant salons. Among them are some Americans who enthusiastically hail a 
future of good business. This is the "Council of the Gods." 
Documentar). images reveal the strengthening of Hider's war machine. The workers from the chemical 
facllity are planning a strike. but storm troopers disperse the protesters. Meanwhile the members of the 
CounciI enjoy horseback riding and ober leisurely activities at an Alpine chalet. War breaks out and 
absolute militarization is declared- German weapons are made with American parts. Documentary scenes 
from the war recount Stalingrad and the German military demise. At the end of the war Geheimrat Mauch. 
the chairman of the "CounciI of the Gods." complains about his enormous financial loss. 

Concentration camps. At a trial in Numberg the prosecutor proves that the gas used to kill 
prisoners was produced in Mauch's chemical plant. The accused, however. old and weak. convinces the jury 
of his innocence. The honest Dr. Scholtz tells the uuth and exposes the guilty party. but no one takes him 
seriously. After the division of Germany, the Council moves West. There is an explosion at the plant and 
many workers are killed. As Mauch stands before chem to speak, they call him "liar." and the silent figure of 
Dr. Scholtr emerges from the background. He says chat he wants to continue working here. but not for 
hlauch. and not for war. The "Gods" are once again assembled with an American in their midst. A dirty old 
hanging conceals a bare spot on the wall where a portrait of the German dictator used to hang. Documentary 
scenes of East-Germans on a cheerful parade with placards. Scholu is among hem. The Dove of Peace flies 
into the heavens ... 

TITLE: Der Untertan For rhe King of Prussia 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1951 
DIRECTOR: Wolfgang Staudte 

SCRIPT: Wolfgang Staudte, Fritz Staudte 
based on a novel by Heinrich Mann 
CAMERA: Robert Babtrske 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS : Werner Peters (Diederich Hessling ), 
Paul h e r  (Regierungspraesident von Wilkow), Blandine Ebinger (his wife) 

official historical 

RESUME: The Kaiser's Lackey satirizes the German bourgeoisie, its slave mentality and blind 
obedience to imperial power. A spoiled child in the beginning. Diederich HeSling becomes one of King 
William 11's most fervent supporters and is dedicated to fortifying his glory. He is at the height of his 
happiness at a ceremony in honor of his venerated King when his world suddenly clouds over. When the sky 
finally clears up the counvy is lying in ruins. 



TITLE: Staerker ah die Nacht Stronger than the Night 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1954 
DIRECTOR: Slatoa Dudow 

SCRIPT: Jeane & Kurt Stern 
PLAYWRIGHT. Karl Ccorg Egd 

CAMERA: Karl Plintzncr 
PRINCIPAL ACTORIACTFES S : Wilbdm Koch-Hooge (Hans Loening ), 
Helga Wring  (Gerda Loening), Kurt OLigmuder (Erich Bachmann), 

Rita Gdkrne ier  (Lone Bachmann), Jobannes Arpe (Gauleiter [the nag]), 
Adolf Peter Hoffmann (police [Gestapo] comrnirsioner Knappe) 

GENRE: resistance fighter 

RESUME: The focal point of the film are Hans Lonig and his wife Gerda: communist workers fiom 
Hamburg. representative of thousands of German antifascists. 1933. Gerda is expecting her first child. After 
Hitler's seizure of power Hans joins the underground. He is arrested at a workers' rally for claiming that the 
Reichstag fire was a conspiracy against Communism. When Gerda gives birth, Hans is not there ... He is 
imprisoned for seven years in a concentration camp, but Gerda remains true to their common ideals. When 
Hans is released. he knows that he might not survive a second arrest. Nevertheless, he organises a resistance 
p u p  for military sabotage. and distributes pamphlets against the military government. A traitor among 
Hans' acquaintances reports him to the Gestapo, and he is arrested once more. At the vial he deliberates on 
the future of Communism. a theme which seems to make everyone in the courtroom uncomfortable, since 
the Russians are striking back with tremendous swiftness. Condemned to die, Hans  rites a farewell letter. 
When reading it his wife breaks down with tears. and the child continues reading aloud where she left off ... 
All political prisoners in men's and women's penitentiaries revere Hans as a martyr: one of his guards says 
"now there was a real human being!" New Deutschland: harvesters. factories. merchandise ... 

TITLE: Betrogen bis zum juengsten Tag Betrayed until the last day 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1957 
DIRECTOR: Kurt Jung-Alsen 

SCRIPT: Kurt Bortfeidt 
inspired by the novel Kameraden by Franz Fuehmann 

CAMERA: Wdter Febdmer 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Rudolf Ulrich (Corporal Wagner), 

Wolfgang Kieiing (Private Lick), Hans-Joachim Martens (Recruit Private Paulun), 
M'alther Suessengutb (Caprain von der Saale), Renate Kuester (his daughter Angeliko), Peter Kiwitt 

(General Lick of the SS) 

official historical 

RESUME: June 193 1. A detachment of German infantry is stationed near the Lithuanian border. 
During a leave Corporal Wagner goes hunting together with privates Lick and Paulun. A stray shot fatally 
wounds the Commander's daughter who happens to be in the vicinity. Afraid. the three soldiers conceal the 
body. Paulun's conscience is deeply troubled and he brutally attacks Lick. Wagner interferes. but Lick is 
afraid to call for help. His father is a General of the SS: he would know how to conceal the truth! 
On the day of the German invasion of the Soviet Union the corpse is "found," and the Russians are blamed 
for the gruesome murder of a German woman thanks to General Lick's propaganda. just as the Captain is 
about to execute a Lithuanian girl in retaliation, Paulun tells him the truth. Lick accuses Paulun of mental 
inadequacy. Paulun. whose nerves are completely shaken by all that has happened, dashes off in 
desperation. and is shot in the back by Lick. Wagner is witness to yet another murder, but he does not have 
t!!e courage to confront the murderer Private Lick. 



TITLE: F u c d  Patroncahuclsen Five Bulter Shells 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1960 

DIRECrOR: Frank Beyer 
SC- Wdttr Gorrisb 

SCREEhTLAY: W-olfgang Ebeling 
CAMERA: Gucnttr Maraidcowsky 

PRINCIPAL ACTOFUACTRESS: Ervin Gescbonneck (Kommissar [comissionner] 
Wilting, German ), Ulricb Their ( Vassya. Russian), Edwin Marian f Jose. Spaniard), 

Emst-Georg Schw-ill (Willi, German), Armin M u d c r - S W  (Pierre. French), 
.Manfred Krug (Oleg . Pole), Guenter Naurmnn (Dimirr, Bulgarian) 

GENRE: historical revolutionary 

RESUME: During the Spanish civil War kommissar Witting is in constant communication with five 
Inter-brigadiers from different battaiions. They receive orders to push beyond the enemy lines. During the 
offensive Witting is heavilx wounded and there is a pressing need for munitions. He gives his five comrades 
a repon for the General Headquarters: the repon is portioned in five sections each placed in a bullet shell. 
"To keep togetner and persevere" is their motto. The mission spurs them on, but the Frenchman Pierre can 
not take the burning Sierra heat. He separates from the rest in search of water, and fails victim to the 
enemy's malevolence at a poisoned well. The others finally reach the Headquarters. There they learn of the 
contents of the report: an entreaty towards the intelligence commanders of each battalion for all to co- 
operale as one ... 

TITLE: Koenigskinder The King 's children 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1962 
DIRECTOR: Frank Beyer 

SCRIPT: Edith m d  Walter Corrish 
CAMERA: Guenter Marczinkowsky 

PRINC1P.U ACTOFUACTRESS: Amekathrin Bucrger (Magdalena), 
Armin Mueler-Stahl (Michael), Ulrich Tbein (Juegen) 

GEXRE: historical revolutionary 

RESUME: Magdalena and Michael are child-workers from Berlin. Inseparable for as long as they 
can remember. they vow to be m e  to one another forever. With the Nazi seize of power their love is put 
through a difficult test. Michaei, now a young brick-layer and a Communist is imprisoned for 15 years for 
nonconformity to the Fascist ideology. Afraid of persecution due to her political acuvi~ies. Magdalena 
leaves the country to continue her work abroad. She is sent on a special reconnaissance mission which goes 
u-rons; luchly. a childhood friend, Juergen, is there to help. He fights on the side of the SA, but his 
conscience is heavy with remorse. Forced to fight in a prison battation. Michael runs into Juergen who is 
now a lieutenant-colonel. They lie in the trenches together, and flee from the Red Army together. Deep 
inside MichaeI srill carries some hope to see Magdalena again ... 



TITLE: Nackt unter W d e n  Naked before the Wolves 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1963 
DIRECTOR: Frrnlr Beyer 

SCRIPT: Bmno Apitz, F d  k y e r  
based on a novel of the same name by Bruno Apitz 

CAMERA: Guenter Marczinkowski 
PRINCIPAL ACT3RlACTRESS: Erwin ~ h o n n t c k  (Kraemer), 

Armin ~Mueller-Staid (H* fell, Krrysttyn W* jcik (Kopinski), 
Fred Delmare (Pippig), Gerry WOW (Bochow), 

Viktor A w d j d k o  (Bogorski), Boleslaw Plotnicki (lankowski) 

GEB RE: resistance fighter 

RES LME: X few weeks before the end of the war, the Pole Jankowski is sent to a labour camp at 
Buchenwald. He carries a big and heavy trunk, but lets no one help him carry it. In the mess room the two 
prisoner-guards Pippig and Hofd force open the lock and upon glimpsing at h e  contenrs of the trunk are 
mounded to find a little child hiding within. Keeping the kid out of sight is not very difficult. but it may 
jeopardise the rather prosperous and secure black-marketing among the prisoners. Someone rats on the kid. 
and both Hijfel and Jankowski are severely beaten and interrogated about the "little Jew." The leader of the 
illegal Communist Party organisation at the labour camp decides that if the kid stays with them any longer 
everyone risks being sent to a dealh camp. At one of his meetings the oldest inmate, Walter Kriimer 
proposes a rescue operation. He finds a lot of support, and with courage. imagination. and selfless sacrifice 
Humanity finally uiurnphs over the SS. As the Allied forces advance, the prisoners mutiny and liberate their 
tormented fellows. 

TITLE: Der geteilte Himmel Divided S k  
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1964 
DIRECTOR: Konrad Wolf 

SCRIPT: Christa Wolf, Gerbard Wolf, Konrad Wolf, 
H'illi Brueckner, Kurt Barthel 
based on a novel by Christa Wolf 
CAMERA: Werner Bergma- 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Renate Blume (Rira Seidel), 
Eberhard Esche (Manfred Her+rrh), Hans Hardt-Hardtloff (RolfMerernagel) 

official contemporary 

RESUME: Rita never imagined that her life with Manfred would end up like this. While Manfred 
gave her courage and confidence, he was also increasingly drowning her in bitterness and skepticism. After 
a professional setback at work in 196 1, Manfred decides to move to West Berlin. When next they meet. 
Manfred does not realize that Rita is saying good-bye for good. Even the sky above their divided city. "this 
vault of hope and nostalgia" (Christa Wolf), will henceforth be divided. 



TITLE: Das Knninicben bin ich An hure am I 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1965 

released in 1990 
DIRECTOR: Kurt Maetzug 

S C m :  Manfred Bieler 
based on a novel of the same rirle by Manfred Bieler 

CAMERA: Endm Cusko 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Angelika Wder  (Marta Morzeck), 

Alfred -MueUer (Paul Deisrer), Ilst Voigt (aunr Here), 
Wolfgang WinkIer (Dieter) 

RESUME: Maria Morzek is nineteen years old and has just finished school. She wanted to do Slavic 
Studies at the university, but was refused admission because her brolher was arrested for political agitation. 
As there was no public trial, and she does not quite know how or against whom he committed his offenses. 
By chance. Maria makes the acquaintance of Paul Deister - h e  judge who actually sentenced her brother. 

TITLE: Lots Wcib Lor's wife 
YEAR OF PRODUKTION: 1%5 

DIREKTOR: Egon Guenther 
SKRIPT: Egon Guentber, Helga Schuetz 

KAMERA: Otto M e n  
PRINSIPAL AKTOR/AKTRESS: Marih Boehme (Karrin Lor). 
Gueather Simon (Richard tor) ,  Klaus Pinotck (Paul Lehmann), 

Gerry Wolff (Max Braun) 

GENRE: famil? drama 

RESLTME: The mamiage between Katrin and Richard Lot is built on routine. She is completely 
occupied by her job as an athletics instructor. while he comes home every fony days from Naval 
Headquarters. The kids grow up happy, but Kavin is worried that her marriage lacks the essential: Love. 
She wants a divorce. Richard is quite unresponsive though. because he does not want to deal with the 
inevitable reproaches from his political Party group. Kavin then resolves to very unusual means to achieve 
her end. She steals from a department store in order to force her husband into a divorce on the grounds of 
"Immoral Behaviour." She is put on vial for theft. but none of the witnesses can testify against her, as hey 
all describe her as a wonderful person. The court decides she is guilty, but Kavin is released. Throughout 
thls ordeal her will is suengthened and she decides to never again live with lies. 



TITLE: Spur der S h i m  Traces of Stone 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1966 

banned for 23 years as it was 
considered "hostile to the state, " re-releaed in 1990 

DIRECTOR: F d  Ikyer 
SCRIPT: Karl Georg Eogd, Frank k y e r  

based on a novel of the same rifle by Erik Neutsch 
CAMERA: Gueater Marczinkowski 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Manfred K m g  (Hannes Balla), 
Krystyna Stypulkowska (Kari Klee), Eberhard Escbe (Werner Hortath) 

RESUME: The huge, anarchistic brigade leader Hannes Balla, with his powerful team of workers, 
has absolute rule over the large construction-site Schkona. His workers would walk through fire for Balla as 
long as the pay cheques keep coming in. But when the young engineer, Kati Kfee. and the new idealistic 
Communist Party Secretary, Werner Homth. amve, Balla's life becomes more complicated as he and 
Horrath both fall in love with Kati and his reputation is put in danger. 

TITLE: Ich war neuxuehn I was nineteen 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1968 
DIRECTOR: Konrad Wolf 

SCRIPT: Wotfgang Kohlbase, Konrad Wolf 
CAMERA: Werner Bergm~m 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Jaccki Scgwan (Gregor), 
Vassili Livanov (Vadim), Aleksei Eiboshenko (Sasha) 

GENRE: historical (bio.) revolutionary 

RESUME: The Moscow-born son of a Jewish German exile, Gregor Hecker is a dedicated 19 year 
old lieutenant in the Red h y .  During the Soviet counter-offensive, because of his knowledge of German. 
Gregor is recruired to persuade German soldiers to surrender. During his two year tour of Germany, Gregor 
encounters hawed, mistrust. spiritual blindness and hope. On the last day of the war. he loses his best friend 
in a senseless attack by an S.S. unk Ashamed of the German people. he nonetheless realizes that Germany 
can only be changed by those who survived and that the road to recovery, in a11 senses. will be long and 
difficult. The camera, in a documentary style. explores a complex. disparate reality without oversimpli@ing 
it. The film was based on Konrad Wolfs experiences as a lieutenant in the Red A r m y  in Germany in 1935 



TITLE: Dr. med. Sommer Il The second Dr. Sommer 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1910 
DIRECTOR: Lothar Warneke 

SCRIPT: Hanna Hiittner 
Drumclrurgr Christel G r S  
CAMERA: Roland G W  

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Werner Tietze (Dr. Sommer), 
J uline Korea (Emmy lie), Martin Fliirchinger (Prof Hagedom), 

Wolfgang Cruse (Dr. Sommer I) 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESUME: A little country hospital in GDR. Medical Doctor Sommer (the second, since the head 
doctor is also named the same) is here on a specialized professional training as a surgeon, required to 
complete his studies. He arrives with high ideals, asking for nothing more than a reliable and professional 
relationship between colieagues and patients. Conscientious, friendly. and attentive, he makes an effort to 
fuIfill his ideals every day. When a problem requires immediate correction. he naturally seizes the 
opportunity to do so: he scolds a young colleague, the nurse Emmylie. about her cynical attitude towards the 
cleaning lady. and sees to it that the incident does not repeat. He takes to heart the advice of experienced 
doctors and broad-minded professors. always yielding good results. but he must also deal with setbacks 
such as the suicide of a cancer patient. Ultimately, in spite of all differences and problems, he learns that the 
doctors are a team above all else, and their sole purpose in life is to love and serve their patients. 

TITLE: Unterwegs tu Ltnin On the Road to Lenin 
Co-producrion GDR / USSR 

YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1970 
DIRECTOR: Guenter Reisch 

SCRIPT: Helmut Bderi, Yevgeni Gabrilovich 
SCREENPLAY: Guenter Reisch, Herbert Fischer 

CAMERA: Juergen Brauer, Valeri Vladimirov 
PRLNCIPAL ACTOFUACTRESS: Gottfricd Ricbter (Victor Kleisr), 

Micbail Oulyaaov (Lenin), Helmut Habel (Manin), 
Lev Krougli (Georg), Heidermrie Wenzel (Lore), 

Inge Keller (Frau von Roerrger) 

GEXRE: historical revolutionary 

RES LNIE: The communist evolution of a young German intellectual. 
19 19. The wandering intellectual Viktor Kleist, son of a bourgeois family and a communist, begins a long 
journey to meet Lenin. He undertakes the trip alone. carrying nothing but two letters in his pocket as a 
courier for the German Communist Pany (KPD). This is an adventurous and dangerous voyage. At the first 
encounter with the Red Army Viktor is greeted with his hands up. However, when his identity and papers 
are verified he is released and helped hasten his arrival to Moscow. He witnesses the regular, matter-of- 
facrly everyday life of the Revolution, where everyone works hard. At Lenin's bidding, Viktor works 
together with the revoIutionary Lena on an official address to Communist Youth all over the world. Then 
comes the shocking news of the coup dTCtat of the Buyerischen Rarerepublik. Finally the long anticipated 
meering with the Romantic Revolutionary Lenin takes place, and Viktor is given a specific assignment for 
the struggle in Western Europe. Victor begins his long journey back. On the train he sits next to POWs 
returning home ... The determined idealist realizes then that in order to prevent Germany's decline he must 
henceforth put dl his efforts towards a brighter future. 



TITLE: Zcit der Storche Time of the Storks 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1971 
DIRECTOR: Siegfried Kiibn 
SCRIPT: Rtgine Kiihn 

based on a ston. of the same title by Herbert Otto 
Dmmnrurg: Gtrbard Hartwig 

CAMERA: Ericb Cusko 
PRINCIPAL ACfOR/ACTRESS: Heidexmarit Wend (Susanne Kmg), 

Winfried Glatzeder (Chrisrian Srnolny), Jiirgen Hentsch (Wolfgang Fischer) 

GENRE: family drama 

RESUME: The school principal Suzanne Krug, a candidate for h e  SED. lives together with the 
scientist Wolfgang. Nothing exciting has happened during their two years togerher. simply a harmonious co- 
existence. fcsc before their p p e r  and seasoned marriage Suzanne wants to visit an old friend in a little 
village in t9s country. On the way she gets acquainted with Christian: a miner who leads an unconventional 
and relaxed Iife. and is not very earnest when it comes to relationships. With Suzanne, however. he feels 
something for the first time. and falls in love with her for real. She also loves him. but can not reconcile her 
emotions with her lifestyle. They have a fight and she Ieaves. Back home it is clear that Wolfgang has 
learned about Christian. He arranges a meeting with him. but is prepared to accept the facts. 

TITLE: Die tegende von Paul und Paula The Legend of Paul and Paula 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1973 

DIRECTOR: Heiner Carow 
SCRIPT: Ulrich Plenzdorf 
Dramnaturg: Anne Pfeuffer 
CAMERA: Jiirgen Brauer 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Angelica Domriise (Paula),  
Winfried Gatzender (Paul)  

GENRE: family drama 

RESUME: Paul and Paula h o w  each other we11 ... from a distance. However, they are both involved 
with different people, His business career is not too dazzling because of an unhappy marriage; her life is 
harder still. as a single morher of two. But with their first real meeting a passionate love develops. For 
Paula. who has already considered a secure marriage to another man. this is a welcome compromise. Paul. 
however, is confused and not ready to jeopardize his position in the Ministry of external affairs. They enjoy 
the brief momcnts of private bliss. but Paul resumes his distant manner in the presence of his colIeagues. 
One day they decide to break up; at the same time Paula's son is killed in a tragic car accident. When he 
realizes the depch of Paula's depression, Paul casts away all caution and fear, and humes over to her 
apanrnent. N'ith the approval of the neighbors he breaks down Paula's front door and wins her back. 
Paula learns that she might not survive the birth of her third child with which she is pregnant ... 



TITLE: Liebe arit 16 Love ar s h e e n  
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1974 

DIRECTOR: He- Zschloche 
SCRIPT: Giscla Steheckert, R.iacr Simon, Ulrich Plenzdorf 

CAMERA: Guenttr Jaeute 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Sirnone voa Zglinicki (IM). 

Heinz-Peter Linse (Mani), Katharina L i d  (IM 's mother), 
Martin Trettau ( h a ' s  farher). Marylu P o o h  (Mani's mother), 

Christoph Engd (Mani 's father) 

GENRE: family drama 

RESUME: The eighteen-year old Mani. who has not as yet payed much attention to Ina. begins to 
notice how the young girl has bloomed by her sixteenth birthday. Now. during dance class, the two have a 
chance to get well acquainted. Their parents do not share the young people's enthusiasm, bul Ina and Matu 
are indifferent to how others view their relationship. One night they indulge in intimate affections at the 
boathouse. but Ina does not feel any fulfilment from the experience, and instead grows more distant. The 
couple's parents finally meet during a dance class. whereupon they forget their past reservations and gladly 
appraise what a good ma~ch their children make. Ina and Matti consider this with understanding and realise 
that perhaps their relationship 1s not over. 

TITLE: Jakob der Lutgaer Jacob the Liar 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1975 

DIRECTOR: Frank Beyer 
SCRIPT: Jurek Bekcr 

CAMERA: Guenter Manridcowski 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Vlastimil Brodsky (Jakob), 

Erwin Geschonnek (Kowalski), Henry Huebcben (Misba) 

GENRE: holocaus: 

RESUME: JakoC? Heym is a Jew living in the Warsaw ghetto in 1943. While in the Gestapo office. he 
overhears a radio broadcast that the Russians are approaching, which signals the imminent end of his fellow 
Jews' collective nightmare. But no one believes Jakob - that is until he claims that he has a hidden radio. 
The good news then spreads like wildfire and hope returns to the people. To keep this hope alive. Jakob 
intents rcguIar "news reports" on the development of the war. until the day the Gestapo announces the 
beginning of the massive deponations to the concentration camps. 



TITLE: Ein h e r  Duft von friscbem Heu Maddening smell offiesh h+ 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1977 
DIRECTOR: Roland Othmc 

SCRIPT: Rudi S W ,  Roland Ochmt 
based an a work of the some name 5y Rudi Strahl 

CAMERA: Juergen Lenz 
PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: U d  Werner {Dr. Angelika Unglaube), 

Peter Reuse (Manes), Martin Hellberg (Pastor Himmelsknecht), 
Jam Tika (Aventuro) 

G E E :  comedy 

RESL'ME: Mattes is a farmer and a Party Secretary from Trutzlaff who has the gift of clairvoyance. 
He predicrs the weather. helps settle problems in the community. and is always in good spirits. Word 
spreads dl over, eventually reaching the Vatican! Two agents arc assigned to investigate this phenomenon: 
Comrade Dr. Unglaube (Dr. Unbeliever) of the ministry and Monsignor Romeo Aventuro of Rome. The 
two experience real miracles and Dr. Unglaube eagerly resolves to find a scientific explanation. Mattes is 
not offended at all; he is, on the contrary, even a little amused. He knows that in the end people will accept 
his prophesies. The local Pastor Himmelsknecht (Heaven's slave) is engaged in a constant quarrel with the 
P m y  Secretary. and refuses to acknowledge his abilities. Dr. Unglaube, however. succumbs in the end to 
Matres' charm. 

TITLE: Marua, ich lebe Mother. I'm alive 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1977 

DIRECTOR: Konrad Wolf 
SCRIPT: Wolfgang Kohlbaase 
CAMERA: Werner Bergmann 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Peter Prager (Becker), 
Uwe Zerbe (Pankonin), Eberhard Kirchberg (Koralewski), 

Detlef Griess (Kuschke), Donatas Banionis (Mauris), 
hlargarita Terechova (Swerlana) 

official historical 

RESLWE: A POW camp in the Sovier Union. Four young Germans exchange their uniforms for 
Russian ones. hoping that by co-operating with their former enemies they might put a swift end to the war. 
In their new rniIitary apparel they head for the front together with their Russian guide. At first the Germans 
find i r  difficult to conceal heir identity. but with the help of their guide Kolya hey  soon adapt to their new 
environment. They undergo vigorous training in the art of military sabotage. and await orders to be sent on a 
mission into the German lines. One day three of them go to the Woods to visit a partisan camp. when they 
are attacked by German soldiers. Unable to reruin fire in time, Kolya is killed. His death is a tragic loss for 
the men. who have grown attached to their benevolent captor. Meanwhile, the fourth German and the Soviet 
radio operator Swetlana have fallen deeply in love. When orders to launch the espionage operation finally 
arrive. the men take their leave of the village that has become their home, never to retwn again alive. 



TITLE: Solo Sunny 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1980 

DIRECTOR: Konrad Wolf, Wolfgang KohlhPnfP 
SCRIPT: Wolfgang Kohlhaase 
CAMERA: Ebtrhrrrd W c k  

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Relute Krocssaer (Sunny), 
Alexander Lang (Ralph), Heide Kipp (Christine) 

GENRE: youth problems 

RESUME: In her struggle to escape her lackluster existence as a factory worker, Sunny becomes a 
singer and joins a traveling group of performing artists. Her talent is limited but. in a world of tinsel and 
make-believe, she nonetheless dreams of the spotlight performing her solo. When it comes to men. she 
dictates her own rules - that is until she meets Ralph, for whom she abandons all caution and mistrust. only 
to discover that he's cheating on her. When she is thrown out of the band. she turns to drugs as a crutch. In 
Konrad Wolfs last feature. his unique narrative style - a combination of  laconic dialogue and documentary 
imageq - is at its best. With uagi-comic undertones. Wolf audaciously and precisely targets the existential 
void felt by East German youth. 

TITLE: Die Beunruhigung Apprehension 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1982 
DIRECTOR: Lothar Wameke 
SCRIPT: Helga Schubtrt 
CAMERA: Thornas Plenert 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Christine Schorn (Inge Herold), 
Hermann Beyer (Dieter Schramm) 

GENRE: family drama 

RESUME: Inge Herold is speechless - she has just been diagnosed with cancer. Suddenly realizing 
that her days are probably numbered, she sets out on a course of self-reflection. And what is her life like? 
Thiny-something. divorced with a teenaged son and a relationship with a married man who sees her 
whenever it's convenient for him - Inge Herold is starting to have some serious doubts. A film with a 
documentap panache whose quality is due to the intense manner of the actors' performance. 

TITLE: Antng auf Adoption Applicarxon for adoption 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1983 
DIRECTOR: Ursula Boahof'f' 

GENRE: delinquent youth 

RESUME: When afier a drug overdose she slips into a coma in a high-school corridor, the authorities 
decide to put Celine, a troubled teenager, up for adoption. Hopefully a new environment will make things 
easier for her. I t  becomes obvious that it will be a long time before the legal procedures are completed, and 
private citizens take it into their own hands to expose the drug-dealers. However. without assistance from 
h e  law. the vigilantes are vulnerable. The drug-dealers beat them and smash their surveilfance equipment. 
In the end the bureaucratic machinery is so slow to begin turning things around. that Celine is completely 
lost to drugs and prostitution. 



TITLE: Kaskade nreckwatrts A jump backwards 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1984 

DIRECCOR: Iris Gusacr 
SCRIPT: Iris Cusner, Roland Kaestner 

CAMERA: Roland Dnsscl 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Marion Wicgnrann (Maja Wegner), 

Johanna Schd (Carola Brehme), Siegfried H<nchst (Gerd "K"), 
Jaecki Schwarz (Toni) 

GENRE: family drama 

RESUME: Maja Wegner. a woman in her late thirties. wants to begin a new life. She leaves her job 
as 3 dispatcher. sells her country house, and together with her teenage daughter moves to the big city to 
work as a vain conductor. In her desire to find a man she puts up a small ad in the paper. and screens a11 the 
candidates together uith her well-off friend Carola; none of them, however. seem suitable to her. Maja 
makes a lot of new friends in the big apartment building where she lives. Among them is the composer Toni 
from upstairs. with whom she has a close relationship. but he soon disappoints her. In the end she lets her 
colleague Gerd. a long time secret admirer, to be her partner in life. 

TITLE: Ab heute emachsen Adulrhood starring torloy 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1985 
DIRECTOR: Gunther Scholz 

SCRIPT: Helga Schubert, Gunther Scholz 
CAMERA: Michael Goethe 

PRINCIPAL ACTOFUACTRESS: Jutta Wachowiak {Johanna), 
Kurt Boewe (Sfefan), Sabine Steglich (Chrisrd) 

GENRE family drama 

RESUME: 
th 

Stefan's 18 binhday. His mother Johanna, a single parent. and Stefan celebrate 
together. However inconceivable it  sounds to her. Stefan declares that it is time to move out and 
Ilve life on his own. After a furious argument. Stefan leaves. He works as an apprentice-mason. and 
is quire a good one. He feels he can stand on his own two feet. He finds a temporary job as a 
janlror for Mr. Graubaum. the manager of a little hotel, in exchange for a tiny room. but it turns out 
that he is being grossly exploited. One day he meets the pretty mulatto girl Cecilia who rejects his 
advances. but allows him to spend a night at the Women's Community Accommodation Centre. 
Stefan gets acquainted with the post-woman Christel who initiates him into lovemaking. The young 
man begins to understand the responsibilities in life. and realises how much he misses the little 
family happiness with his mother. Stefan in now finally in search of his true self. He finds a little 
apartment and prepares for a new. mature relationship with his mother. 



TITLE: Einer trage des andenn Last The weight of anorher's burden 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1988 
DIRECTOR: totbar Warmekc 

SCRIPT: Wolfgang Hdd 
CAMERA: Peter Ziesche 

PRINCIPAL AnORIACTRESS: Manfred M* ck (Huberzus Koschenz), 
Joerg Pose (Josef Heiliger), Karin Gregorek (Head-nurse Walburga), 

Heinz Dieter Knaup (Dr. Stoe$mann), Suzanne Locning (Sonja Kubanek) 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESUME: A private Lungdisease c h i c  in the German Democratic Republic in the early fifues. Two 
young men suffering from Tuberculosis share the same room: Josef Heiliger. officer of the People's Police. 
and Hubenus Koschenz, an Evangelist Vicar. The Marxist and the Christian do not get along very well. On 
one night-table lies a book by Srafin. the Gospels on the other. One reads Man and Lenin, the other reads 
the Bible. One sings the "Internationale" each morning, the other sings "A solid mountain is our Lord." 
Heiliger finally requests that he be moved to another room, but the Head doctor dissuades him. and helps 
him see that the two men must learn how to get along. The determined Head-nurse Walburga undertakes the 
rask of mediating between the two fighung roosters. During their frequent debates. Heiliger and Koschenz 
realtze that they share common humanistic views. Meanwhile the brief but tender affair between Heiliger 
and the beautiful patient Sonja is tragically ended by Sonja's death. Heiliger and Koschenz work together 
on the Vicar's New Year's sermon. Without his roommate's knowledge, Koschenz orders an expensive 
Western medicine at the Church's expense for his new friend. and Heiliger recovers within the month. 



Hungarian. Films (1848-1 989) 



Hungary 
Dream Car Meseauto 

Song of the Cornfields ~ n e k  a  Blizamezokrol 

The Soil Under Your Feet Talpalatnyi Fold 

Mickey Magnate Miska MBgn5s 

Mattie the Goose-Boy L~das Matyi 

Johnny Janika 

Mrs. Arina Szabd Szabone 

Felezbadult Fold 

Honour and Glory Becsiilet ES Dicsoseg 

T q  and Win Civil A P A y h  

Battle in Peace Utkijzet Bekeben 

West Zone Nyugati Ovezet 

Young ar Heart Szivvel Ujri 

The Sea has Risen Folthadott a Tenger 

The Day of Wrath A harag napja 

The Birth of MenhPrr Simon Simon Menyhkn Simon 

2x2 Is Sometimes 5 2x2 Nkha 0 t  

Lave Travelling in a Coach Hint6njir6 Szerelem 

Me and M? Grandfather ~n ES a Nagyph  

Keep Your Chin Up!Fel a Fejjel 

The Bridge of Life Az €let Hidja 

Hit and Run Gizolis 

A Strange Mark of Identity Kiilonos Ismenetojel 

1 956 Professor Hannibd Hannibal tanar ur 

1956 A Formal Supper Unnepi Vacsora 

1956 Abyss Szadbk 

1957 At Midnight ~jfdkor  

1957 Fever Liz 

1957 Dance Macabre A Tettes Ismeretlen 



Two Confessions Kit Vallomik 

Up the Slope Felfeli a Lejton 

Pillar of Salt S 6 b d v h y  

What a night!Micsoda ~jszaka 

The Right Man A Megfelelo Ember 

Our Land A Mi Foldiink 

Crime ar Dawn Merenylet 

A Few Steps to the Border Pir U g s  a Hatk 

Red Ink Voros Tinta 

Yesterday Tegnap 

Day is Breaking Virrad 

L a v e  and mane?. A Noszty fid esete T6th Marival 

Three Stars Hirom Csillag 

Until the Break of Day Amig Holnap Lesz 

Alba Regia Alba Regia 

Four Children in the Flood NCgyen az &ban 

Memories of a Strange Night Az Utols6 Vacsora 

Tales of a Long Journey Legenda A Vonaton 

Hail Days Fagyosszentek 

Angyalok Foldje 

The Man Who Doesn't Exist Egy Ember, Aki Nincs 

Photo Haber Foto Haber 

Villa Negra Hattyiidal 

Sklark Pacsirta 

Well. Young Man ? Hogy ~ l l u n k ,  natalember? 

Evidence Ha Egyszer Hdsz EV Mrilva 

Men and Banners A Koszivu Ember Fiai I-II. 

Tlze Corporal and the Others A Tizedes Meg a Tobbiek 

The Lost ofthe Nabobs Egy Magyar Nabob 

Vdtoz6 Felhozet 



Zol tb  Karpithy 

A Study about Women TanuIm6ny a Noekroel 

The Lost Talisman Egri Csillagok I-i l  

Hisrorica f private aflairs Tortenelmi Maghiigyek 

Face to Face Szemto Szembe 

I Lived under Thirty Two Names Harminck6t Nevem Volt 

Flee to be Captured Fuss, Hogy Utoli jenek ... 
A Fragrnnt Way to Pass Away lllatos ~t A Semmibe 

Palkb Csr'nom Csinom Palk6 

The Pendragon Legend A Pendragon LRgenda 

Once upor1 a Rail\r*ay ... Kt5 Pont Kozt a Legrovidebb Gorbe 

Black Diamond Fekete GyCmintok 

A Rose Garden of Sik Acres Hatholdas R6zsaken 

Thonty Path Korkedvezmhy 

I Dream abour Cololtrs Szintes Tintik6l ~ l m o d o m  

Miklbs Akli 



TITLE: Mcseauto Dream Car 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1934 

DIRECTOR: Bila G d  
SCRIPT: bisd6 Vadarri 

CAMERA: Balascb Heinrich 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Jeno Tiirzs (Jdnos Szucs bank direcror), 

Zita Perczel (Vera Kovdcs), Gyula Kabos (Aloda'r Halmos) 

GENRE: melodrama 

RESUME: J h o s  Szucs. chief executive of the central bank, buys the car of his dreams, hoping to get 
away for a few days. far away and by himself. His interest is aroused by a young Iady shopping around in 
the same automobile salon. Szucs arranges for the woman, Vera Kov6cs. to receive the car as a promotion 
present from the vendors. Vera is a recent recruit to the bank who makes a modest living, and she has never 
even seen Szucs before. He chooses not to reveal his identity, and enters the service of his beloved as 
volunteer driver. Love awakens also in Vera. but she wants to break off the refationship when she teams of 
Janos's uue identity. But his emotions are sincere, and Vera, forgiving. accepts their mutual happiness. 

TITLE: ~ n e k  a Buzamezokrol Song of rhe Cornfields 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1947 
DIRECTOR: Istwin Szots 

SCRIPT: Istvib Szots 
based an Ferenc M6ra's novel of the same ride 
CAMERA: ~ r ~ a d  Makay, Barnabis Hegyi 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Alice Szellay (Etel), 
Janos Gorbe (Ferenc), Marcsa Simon (Sziile) 

GEXRE: melodrama 

RESLWE: Ferenc. a dragoon retuning home at the end of World War I. has to his peaceful life as a 
widower. Save for his liule boy. Ferenc is all alone. He has a horrific secret on his conscience: he is 
responsible for his compatriot R6kus's death. because he refused to  share his last piece of bread with the 
s tming man. Ferenc is encouraged by Szule to many R6kus's wealthy widow. Etel. in the interest of his 
own son. Etel is attracted to him and the two are happily married. A healthy baby boy is born to them, and 
[he tu.0 children are brought up together. When Ferenc's own child. Peterke. drowns in the bog while 
rcaching out his hand for a piece of bread. the man can no longer keep his cursed secret. Hc confesses to 
his wife. and Ere1 is so upset that she loses grip of reality. She becomes fanatically religious. and soon after 
commits suicide. News reaches Ferenc that R6kus is in fact alive and living in Russia. However. he has no 
intention of returning home. Ferenc's destiny is to bring up their child alone. 



TITLE: Tdpalatnyi F6ld The Soil Under Your Feet 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1948 

DIRECTOR: Frigycs B h  
SCRIPT: Magyar Film Dranmturgiai Munkakiiziissige, S a d o r  DaUos 

CAMERA: ~ r ~ a d  Makay 
PFU3CIP.U ACTOR 1 ACTRESS: A&IU Szirtes (Idska G k ) ,  

~ g i  Mkairos (Marika luhos), Orban Viola fold Mrs. Gds) 

GENRE: historical revolutionary 

RESUME: 1930. J6ska G6z and Marika Juhos are very much in love. Marib is forced into marrying 
Ferke T6th Zsiros because of her parents' debts. J6ska and her run away during the wedding pany. Jbska 
must make enough money to be able to marry Marika. He joins the navy. When he has made some money 
the rwo of them purchase a tiny piece of land on which they toil all day digging a well for irrigation. The 
T6th family. however. desire satisfaction. and ruin the newly-dug well. J6shka. in defence of both justice 
and his friend. becomes inadvertently a key figure in a murder case. He is sent to jail. The inscription on 
the door of his cell reads ' T o  be released in 1935." 

TITLE: Miska Mi& Mickey Magnate 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1948 
DIRECTOR: Marton Keleti 
SCRIPT: Isvan Bikeffy 

based on KAroly Bakonyi's novel of rhe same rifle 
CAMEIU: h a n  Eiben 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Mikl6s Cabor (Miska), 
ligi M M r o s  (Marcsa), Marika Nimeth (Rolls) 

RESUME: Pista Baracs. a railway construction engineer, works on a site near the Korlarhy estate. He 
falls in love with Rolla, a countess disguised as a peasant girl. The count is giving a party to ceiebrate that 
the rsil\\.q line passes rhrough his lands. During the celebration. Baracs recognises Rolla, and, to add to the 
fun. introduces his own valet, Miska as counr EIemiry. Rolla. in return, has Marcsa. her servant. dressed up 
as countess Elemkc. Both the outfir and the derneznour of Miska and Marcsa soon turn into a parody of 
hish society manners. Enter Elemery. the real one, who is an enlightened, modem man, and stands by the 
engineer in the Baracs versus Korldthy dispute. Baracs and Rolla eventually find their happiness. 

TITLE: Ludas ,Matyi Martie the Goose-Boy 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1949 

DIRECTOR: Kit& Nidasdy, L i d o  
SCRIPT: Gyorgy Szinetoir 

based on a novel of [he same title by Mihay Fazekas 
CAMERA: Barnabis Hegyi 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRf3S: Imre So6s (Mattie the Gooes-boy), 
Erzsi Pirtos (mother), Gyorgy Solthy (Dobrogi) 

official historical 

RESUME: The story takes place during the reform era. Mattie. whosc geese are taken away by 
Dobrogi's men and is himself brutally beaten. is not done in his struggle to teach the landlord a lesson. His 
attempts at revenge are at first aided by Gergely, a seneschal (squire), and Piros, his sweetheart. Later they 
are joined helped by a group of wandering theatrical players and a Debrecen professor. When he is on the 
point of repaying Dobrogi for the third time, he has a11 the people of Hungary, as it were. on his side- 



TITLE: Janika Johnny 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1949 
DIRECTOR: Marton Kdeti 

s c m :  Istv6n Bikiffy 
CAMERA: Is tvh  Eibcn 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: I& Tumy (Gizi and Johnny), 
Sandor Szabo (Jdnos Ballo), Maria Mezey (Daisy) 

official contemporary 

RESUME: J h o s  Balla. a writer who emigrated during the 1930s for political reasons. arrives in 
Budapest with his American fiancee. to get an official divorce from his wife. Gizi has. in the meantime. 
become a popular actress. Right before Balla's arrival, she is offered the role of Johnny, a 15-year old boy. 
which she is afraid of accepting. She is found in the midst of "tentatively trying her hand" at the role of that 
15-year-old boy by her husband. who unexpectedty turns up in her flat, thinking that the "boy" is his own 
son. Gizi. however, goes on with "acting out" the role, not telling her husband about her true identity. 
Balla realises that . despite the propaganda dinned into the ears of the people like himself, life is worth 
liv~ng in this country. where the challenge to write is one that he cannot resist. In the end he and his wife 
Gizi are happily reunited thanks to "Johnny". 

TITLE: Szab6ni Mrs. Anna Szabd 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1949 

DIRECTOR: Fdix MPridsy 
SCRIPT: Gyorgy Szinetir, Piter Ba&, Tamis Banovicb 

CAMERA: G y o r e  IUQ 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR ACTRESS: Kornilia Sdai  (Mrs. Sabd) ,  

Sandor Picsi (Hddis), Erzsi Orsolya ( Mrs. Oravecz) 

GENRE: construction of socialsm 

RESUME: Worker mangers of the Hungarian National Iron Casting Works assign an important 
official responsibility to the young widow Mrs. Szab6, an excellent worker and mother, distinguished 
member of the factory committee and the party organisation. She is in charge of smoothing out certain 
conflicts among the workers. Mrs. Szabo does not only transform the women of the workshop into an 
o\,erachie\ing industrious t e rn  rooted in solidarity, but also manages to change thc one woman rebel, the 
easy-going Hodis. into a serious innovating and responsible individual whose two main priorities are the 
good of the community, and faithful love for her husband. 



TITLE: Felczbaduit Fold 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1950 
DIRECTOR: Frigyes B i n  

SCRIPT: Frigyes Ban 
CAMERA: Gy6rgy I116 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: ~daim Szir&s(Jdska Go:), 
~ g i  M&ziros(Marika), Beno Tau&(Juhos) 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESUME: While imprisoned at the 'Csillag" ("the Star") prison in Szeged, J6shka G6z becomes a 
communist. In the meantime. GAbor Kovscs discourages the people fiom J6shka's native village from 
joining the German-commanded Hungarian army. The peasants hide among the reeds. The soviet army 
liberates Szeged. and J6shka is allowed to return. Marika and J6shka both actively participate in reshaping 
rhe village. which provokes the anger of the former landowners. J6shka is opposed ro every effort to spoil 
the newly acquired village property. He successfully keeps both the fish-pond and the sock of grain under 
control. which makes him the enemy of virtually everyone including the poor peasants. GPbor Kovdcs 
finalIy announces the redistribution of lands. J6shka's plans for the future are. however, different. He 
believes in  communal agricultural production. 

TITLE: Becsiilet ks Dicsiiseg Honour and Gloq 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1951 

DIRECTOR: Victor Gertler 
SCRIPT: Istvaa Orkeny based on his novel HhtArsak 

CAMERA: Istvan Eiben, b a n  P W o r  
PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Janos Grbe (Lugosil, 

Maria Sulyok (Mrs. Eszrer Lugosi), bin Szatmdri (Luckd, their son ) 

GENRE: spies tk saboteurs 

RESUhlE: Lugosi works in the engine factory as a lathe operator. He earns hardly enough to make a 
living. He is negligent about his assignments in the Communist Party. His invention gets no attention at all. 
The reason behind his discontenr is that his wife. bearer of the title "outstanding worker" . of the factory 
manufacturing trzctors. is a cheerful woman with a salary higher than hat  of her husband. and is encouraged 
to go on to higher party education. Lugosi, an innocent man. gets involved in a case of sabotage. but he 
realises the seriousness of the situation just in time. He does his best to correct his own mistake trying to 
reveal the real culprits. His former friend is one of them. Helped by Bikov, a Soviet stachanovist. his 
invention brings him success. Now he can buy his mother Zephyr. a particular rype of stove he has wanted 
to buy for such a long time. He can also buy Eszter the winter coat with a lining of wadding. They go to 
the SlAra hills together on holiday at state-sponsored reduced rates. 



TITLE: Civil A P a y h  Tq and Win 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1951 

DIREmOR: Mdrton Keleti 
SCRIPT: Istvh Bkkeffy, U r o l y  N6ti 

based on Szepesi. Gyula Gulyi ,  
and Istvdn Csillag 'sfilm-novella of the same title 

CAMERA: Gyiirgy Illb 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Imn M s  (Pisfa Racz), 

Kilmin Latabir (KariIrds), Jhos Giirbe (Dunai) 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

ReSUME: Pista R6cz. bearer of the title "outstanding workman" is opposed to all forms of sport. and 
is especially antagonised by Joska Teleki. a first class spomrnan. who seems to be a drawback for Racz's 
brigade in terms of work quantity performance figures. To please Marib Teleki, however. Pista takes on 
the title of sports official. becoming an enthusiastic representative of those making their best to enhance the 
quality of what is known as the sports movement of the masses. A reactionary coachman wants to involve 
Joska Teleki in a plot aimed to sabotage work. what is more, he plans to persuade him into defecting to the 
West. Honesty. however. is the winner of a fight that takes place in J6ska's mind to decide which way he 
should go. and. in a Iast-minute effon, he restores the fame of the football side he is as a player of. Karikh, 
a clumsy character. boasting of his successes in sports that he never actually had. responsible for the 
registration of the output figures of individual brigades in the factory. In the end. Pista and Marika become 
happy lovers. 

TITLE: ijtkiizet Bikkben Barrle in Peace 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1951 
DIRECTOR: Victor Gertler 

SCRIPT: P4ter Hal& 
CAMERA: Istwin P h t o r  

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: ~ c l i r n  Szirtes (Andras Beke), 
Labzlo Banhidi (Sr. Beke), Pin Pdry (Andrbs's mother) 

GENRE: consvuction of socialism 

RES CWE: The military propaganda film is about the successful transformation of a daredevil peasant 
boy inlo a mil and proper young soldier. Beke And&. assigned to one of the toughest armoured divisions 
of the army. learns by experience that education. hard work. and solidarity - not heroics. are the answers to 
life's contemporary challenges. Beke's spiritual transformation is helped by his superiors and fellow 
conscripts. who at times teach the obstinate young man a few good lessons. Love. naturally, is in the 
picture. to help the young soldier become the epitome of a hardworking man. 



TITLE: N-vugati 0v-t Wesr Zone 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1952 
DIRECTOR: Zoltb Varkonyi 

SCRIPT: 2 0 1 t h  Varkonyi, Pkter B a d  
CAMERA: I s t v h  Eibcn 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / A-S: Arhir Somlay, 
~ d i m  Szirtu, Sandor P W ,  Eva Sphnyik 

GENRE: spies & saboteurs 

RESUME: Professor k o s .  a world-famous scientist arriving in East Berlin is then lured to West 
Berlin. thanks to a bevayal by a colieague of his. Kddas, who accompanies the professor, is interned. h o s  
pretends to accept the situation, but insists on having Kddas. his assistant by his side. Pikos and Kadas 
prepare their plan to escape from the American Embassy. They get h o s  out of the way, who is eventually 
killed. paying the price for his betrayal. In East Beriln with the help of a group of communists they arrange 
to return home. "Real science serves the cause of peace and one's own country" reads the slogan above the 
head of professor h o s  while delivering his lecture at the conference. 

TITLE: Su'wd Ifju Young ar Hean 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1953 

DIRECTOR: Marton Kcleti 
SCRIPT: P h r  B a d  

CAMERA: Gyorgy 1116s 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Gyula G n z o n  (grandfarher Dani), 

Sindor P k i  (Sandor Dani), Im re  S&s (Jdnos Dani) 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESUME: In the vocational school the professionally excellent J h o s  Dani works on his oum 
invention in  his leisure time. but does not like learning. However, even his own father learns in the 
evenings. he will become a teacher. Janos is selected to be the leader of a work brigade. maybe this will  
help. After a recruiting uip to the country new faces turn up in the school. Kati came from a village. she is 
lonely. in the workshop she is clumsy, shy. Florina. a Greek girl is encouraging her. The invention of Jdnos 
proves to be a failure. so his mates dismiss him. The example of his father makes him realise that he will 
ncvcr be a good worker uithout learning. He puts some effort in and passes the exam splendidly. The ship 
voFage at the end of the term. the cookies of uncle Matejka and his jokes are well deserved by everyone. 

TITLE: Folthadott a Tenger The Sea has Risen 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1953 
DIRECTOR: IRszl6 Ran6dy 

SCRIPT: GpL my& 
CAMERA: Barnabis Hegyi 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR I ACTRESS: J b o s  Giirbe (Sdndor Perofil, 
Zoltin M a U r y  (Bern), Lajos Bisti ( b j o s  Kossurh) 

GENRE: historical (bio) revolutionary 

RESUME: March 15, 1838; the revolution breaks out in the town of Pest. Yet at cafe Pilvax, in 
among the revolutionary youth, there is the informer of the imperial court as well. Hearing the news of the 
attack led by Jellasics, the inhabitants of the villages pour into the national army, and Gyurka Hajdri also 
escapes from his landlord. Perofi is there at the camp of the revolutionaries, raising them to enthusiasm 



with his poetry. During the months of December 1848 and January 1849. the cause of the revohtion 
appears to be lost. Petofi goes to Transylvania to join the army led by Bern. and the situation is soon 
reversed. Wirh the cannons of GAbor h o n  arriving in the last moment. general Bern wins the battie at 
Xagyszeben. The Rumanian irregulars of ~ v r h  Iancu join the Hungarians in spite of the conspiracy led by 
clerical reactionaries. Although Gyurka Hajdlj dies a heroic death. thousands more take his place to fight 
for the cause of the nation and of freedom. 

TITLE: A harag napja The Day of Wrath 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1953 
DIREmOR: Zol& Varkoayi 

SCRIPT: Piter B a d  
based on Kdmain Sihdor's drama of the same title 

CAMERA: B a f b ~ b i s  Hegyi 
PRLXCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Ferenc BcsJcnyti (Ferenc Sds), 

Ensi Somogyi (Julis&a Sds), Juci Komltk (Mag&), 
Bila Barsi (Stedhcsek) 

GENRE: historical revolutionary 

RESUME: In May 19 19 in a small rural town beside Salg6tarjdn the local high society wants to get 
the power back with the leadership of dr. Miririss. exploiting the outside attack launched against the 
Republic of Councils. Feri and Magda who have known each other since their youth. arrive from the capital 
to organise rhe revolutionary forces. The opponents are motivated by their personal hun feelings as well to 
fight a final battle. Now the Reds. now the Whites take over, but at the end the Red Army arrives under h e  
command of the commissioner of Revolutionary Governing Council. They launch an attack on the enemies 
of proletarian power. 

TITLE: Simon Menyh6rt Simon The Binh of MenyhP'n Simon 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1954 
DIRECTOR: Zoltin Varkonyi 

SCRIPT: Tibor Mry 
CAMERA: Istvan Pisztor 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: ~ d h  Szirtes(lsvdn Simon), 
ligi M M r o s  (Eva, his wife), Siador PCcsi (Bonto) 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESUME: IstvAn Simon is a forester who lives in tiny cottage high up in the Biikk mountains 
together with his expecting wife. It is winter, and according to the forecast a snowstorm is due. ~ v a .  out of 
inexperience. misses the last opponunity to get down to the hospital in Eger and Simon is forced to assist 
delivering the baby. Instructed by Bonta the party secretary. everyone makes an effort to help. The doctor 
and the midwife need to be transported to the young woman because it turns out to be a difficult delivery. In 
the knee-deep fresh snow the forester. the woodcutter, the railway worker. and the horses struggle to ensure 
a safe birth for little Manyhkt Simon. 



TITLE: 2x2 N6ha Ot 2x2 Are Somerimes 5 
YEAR OF PRODUCI'ION: 1954 

DIRECTOR: Gyorgy Rev62 
SCRIPT: Dines Kovics, Albert Vajda 

CAMERA: B a m k  Hcgyi 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR 1 ACTRESS: Ferenc a n t h e  (Andra's Kerekes), 

Violetta Ferrari (dr. Parvla Tdth), 201th M a r y  (professor) 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESUME: Andrk Kerekes is a sports hero and an aspiring pilot who fails an exam supervised by 
assistant lecturer Panna T6th. Unexpectedly they meet again: Andrds is working on an aeroplane and 
Panna has to check his computations. They regard each other as great opponents. but in reality they are 
beginning ro fall in iove with each other. Panna points out some miscalculations, and And* takes off with 
the machine in reply. suffering a serious engine failure. In his shame he retires ... With the help of the 
community. however. he begins to learn and work hard. The virgin flight of his newly designed machine 
~ . i l i  be accompanied by Panna - not accidentally. Their confessions of iove is witnessed through the ether 
b. the entire World. 

TITLE: Hint6njar6 Szerelem Love Traveling a Coach 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1954 
DIRECTOR: L i d 6  Ran6dy 

SCRIPT: E m  Urban 
CAMERA: Jhos BadaI 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR 1 ACTRESS: Maria Medgyesi (Vilma Peczoli), 
  dam Szirtes (Berci Majsa), Zoltin MaWiry (Sdndor Peczoli, pornologist) 

GeNRE: conswcrion of socialism 

RESUME: The top management of the co-operative in the rural community at Lake Balaton goes on 
coaches everywhere to imtate Mrs. PeczMi, the snobbish wife of the only individual farmer. Peczoli would 
readily join the co-operative, should it not oppose his apple improving experiments. Though there is a 
dispute between the Peczolis and the co-operative. Vilma, daughter of Peczoli and Berci. son of the 
president love each orher. Peczoli turns to a professor from Budapest for advise, and the professor, 
droppins in for the vintage party and "my god-modrer" Terka. secretary of the party arrange everything. 
Peczoli joins, Mrs. Peczoli sits in a coach, the youth marry. It is only the horses which are bolting. 

TITLE: En h a NagypQrn Me and My Grandfather 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1954 
DIRECTOR: Viktor Gertler 
SCRIPT: Boris Pdotai 
CAMERA: Istvan Eiben 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR I ACTRESS: Gyula G z o r  (grandfather), 
KAJdn Koletir (Berci), Eva Ruttkai (Aunt Margir school mistress) 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESUME: Many arrive in the new socialist city as migrating birds, like the drunkard old man with 
his grandson Berci, or from the country like the family Dm. Berci provokes the wrath of the children 
because he proves to be more skilful and ingenious than they are: he wins the bicycle race. scores well. he 
is courageous in collecting waste iron. Kati i s  considered an odd person because of her goose and 



homesickness. Love is unfilding between the two children- Due to the caring love of Aunt Mar& the class. 
and Uncle Krrilik the community and the two friends find each other soon and even the garidfather takes a 
turn to be a sober fellow. 

TITLE: Fcl a Fcjjcl Keep Your Chin Up! 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1954 
DIRECTOR: M6rton Kdeti 

SCRIPT: Matgit Chpair, K r o l y  N6ti, Pittr S z k  
CAMERA: Gy6rgy IUb 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: IWmh Latabar (Peri clown), 
Violetta Ferrari (Annuska), Cyula Benko (Janos) 

GENRE: holocaust 

RESUME: In the Spring of I935 the Jackson circus is heading towards the border with the clown 
Peti and Aida, the elephant. They have to perform for the Hungarian Fascists. but Peti is hiding the two 
Jewish women Annuska and Sanyika. Miiller finds that out, but allows them to escape. Peti and Aida meet 
the Fascisrs once again on their way home. and this time they save the life of JAnos and the bearded man. 
but Aida is confiscated ... In Budapest the Jacksons get Aida back, but Peti is no longer needed. The circus 
is running again. The betrayed Peti proposes to Annuska, but it turns out that Jhos .  who suddenly 
reappears. is her longlost lover. In the circus however, the bearded man becomes the director and Peti 
finds home in the arena again. 

TITLE: Az   let Hidja The Bridge of Li$e 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1955 

DIRECTOR: Marton Keleti 
based on his novel of the some title 

SCRIPT: Gyula Hay 
CAMERA: Gyorgy Ill& 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: J h o s  GiirbefMihdl? Bddog), 
&i Mkz5rosfEcsi. his wife), 201th MaklQry(Varga) 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESUME: The war is over. and B6do_e family are without work. Their acquaintance Varga finds a 
temporar) job for the husband, and the couple's life begins improving when Mihaly is recruited to work on 
the consuuc~ion of the Kossuth bridge. Mihaly B6dog is a bridge construction mason. and works with 
selfless enthusiasm although he does not get salary. Aunt Ilus decides to take Erzsi and her little baby into 
her care, and she recommends Erzsi as a maid to a University professor. As E d  listens ro the radio one 
day she hears the distress calI of her husband who holds on heroically. is spite of the wearisome working 
conditions and rough weather. She hijacks a truck convoy and makes her way to the bridge. to help her 
husband. The bridge stands mightily on its sound supports in the midst of an ice storm. just like the country 
itself. 



TITLE: Gholis Hit and Run 
YEAR OF PRODUCI'ION: 1955 
DIRECTOR: Victor Gcrtler 

SCRIPT: Piter S z k  
CAMERA: Bamabk Hegyi 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: I v h  Darvas (judge Andras Csanridi), 
Violetta Fernri (Judir Zenrhe), Rudolf Somogyvari (LegQndi) 

GENRE: delinquent youth 

RESUME: Judge Andrib CsanAdi makes a confession to his boss one night: he fell in love with the 
pretty. modem driver woman. Judit Zenthe in a fencing room. The girl silddenly returned his feelings. One 
night she confessed to him crying: she hit someone. the case was assigned to CsanAdi, who wanted to 
investigate the circumstances meticulous1y despite his feelings. Thus the so far hidden life of Judit. which is 
bound to the past former worId and its values is now highlighted. He is confused, asks his boss to absolve 
him from the assignment, but refuses to do so. Csanadi redises in the court room: Judit kept on telling fies. 
she played the lover for her own interest. The judge passed his crisis. he will deliver a fair sentence. 

TITLE: Kiiloniis lsrnertetojd A Strange Mark of ldenrit?. 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1955 
DIRECTOR: Zolt6n Varkonyi 

SCRIPT: Endre V k i  
CAMERA: m a n  P h t o r  

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Ferenc Bessenpei (Imre Szabd), 
Ervi  Somogvi (his mother), h r e  Sinkovits (Kdti), Eva Ruttkai (Eszri) 

GENRE: resistance fighter 

RESUME: 1912. Imre Szab6, secretary of the illegal Communist party. arrives in secnet in 
Budapest. in order to start the publication of a party newspaper in his suuggIe to stop war. He can not risk 
seeing even his own mother. When the paperbppears. it is widely distributed and triggers peaceful 

t demonsvation at the Petofi monument on 15 of March 1942. Gara's girlfriend. a university student called 
Fslho . helps in organising the meeting with Endre Zsilinszky-Bajcsy. Gara has been a traitor once befcre. 
so the secret police approach him for information. Imre Szab6 is caught. Felho commits suicide. and the 
morher mourns her forever lost son without a tear drop. 

TITLE: Hannibal m a r  ur Professor Hannibal 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1956 
DIRECTOR: Zoltan Fabri 

SCRIPT: Zoltan Fabri, Istvan Gyenes, Peter Szasz 
afier Ferenc Mora 

CAMERA: Ferenc Szccsenyi 
PRINCIPAL ACTOWACIXESS: Erno Szabo, 

Manyi Kiss, Mihdy Sclmeczi 

official - historical 

RESUME: An insignificant history professor publishes an article on Hannibal which falls in the 
hands of Hungarian ultra-right nationalists. In Hungary of 1920, this essay takes on a very anti-fascist 
meaning gaining conuoversial popularity. The professor makes some enemies in whose interest it is to 
encourage the arricle's notoriety, in order to feed public hatred. This is an imponant allegory, relevant to the 
political context of Hungary in the '50's, which the events of 1956 are to change drastically. 



TITLE: ffnnepi Vacsora A Formal Supper 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1956 

DRECTOR: Gyorgy RCvbz 
SCRIPT- Boris Pdotai 

based on his novel of the same title 
CAMERA: Gyorgy Illu 

PRINCIPAL A m O R  / ACTRESS: KUri T o b y  (Mdna), 
Lajos Bksti (Varsa), Mag& Oltby (Zrdfi), 

Ferenc Wai tfuci) 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RES t ! l E :  The engineer Varsa receives the Kossuth award for his txceflent work. His career once 
began at the farniIy enterprise of his wife. so the woman invites her relatives to a dinner celebration. Varsa 
invites his relations as  well. whom he was forced to keep at a distance because of his wife. MAm is 
compeiled to agree with the experiment of reconciliation. During the dinner controversy erupts. and it is 
revealed how poor the noble kinship is in spirit, how much of their past is suppressed, and how morally 
superior are the mother- and brothers-in-law of Varsa's wife. MAm realises that the peat honour the state 
has bestowed on her husband has strengthened the bond between him and his kin. and she must accept it if 
she loves him. 

TITLE: SzadCk Abyss 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1956 

DIRECTOR: W 6  Ranay 
SCRIPT: 

CAMERA: I s v b  P k t o r  
PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Margit Bara (Klari Horc.dth Bliroc:), 

Ferenc Bessenyei (Honlarh Boroc:), Josef Bihari (Uncle Jani Vere'b) 

GENRE: consuvction of socialism 

RESL.TE: Istvh Nagy. the formerly poor peasant boy returns to his native village as a teacher. His 
conviction is that the abyss between rich and poor can be diminished by good will. The rich Kl* Horvdth 
Borocz returns his love. and also Horvdth Bijrocz is willing to help the poorest family, the Bakos. Jdska 
Eakos. who was sent to serve the tough Horvath Borijcz as a payment, dies of an infected wound and the 
peopIe in the village hold the teacher liable as well. Istvan Nagy realises that the abyss cannot be crossed. 
whar is more. i t  is impassable. He breaks up with his fiancke and stands by the side of the poor. 



TITLE: e j f i l ~ o r  At Midnight 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1957 
DIRECTOR: Gyiirgy R C v b  

SCRIPT: Ivlia B o l d i d r ,  Gyiirgy Rivb+, L i d 6  Bhk 
CAMERA: Barnab& Hegyi 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR I ACTRESS: e v a  Ruttlkai (Viki), 
Miklbs Cabor (Jdnos Kurolyi), Zsuzsa B b k i  (Agi, his wge), 

Istvin Rovos ( E d )  

GENRE: official contemporary 

RESUME: On New Year's Eve in 1956 an intellectual couple. the actor J h o s  and the dancer Viki, 
are hastily packing. While they are waiting for the car which is to take them across the border. their entire 
life is replayed in front of their eyes. Viki was exposed to negligence due to her origin. J h o s  left his wife 
for her. For a while they could only meet in secret. The news about the revolution reached them on their 
honeymoon. in Tihany. The mother of Viki calls from Vienna: she expects them there. The woman feels 
she can only continue her career abroad. Jainos. master of Hungarian words cannot leave the stage. 

TITLE: L i z  Fever 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1957 

DIRECTOR: Victor Gertier 
SCRIPT: Piiter S A z  

CAMEIL4: Barnabis Hegyi 
PRIYCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Ferenc Bessenyei (Barnn Szabd), 

Zsuzsa Cordon f2ruzsa S;egdN), Istvan Soml6 (Szegdfl) 

official - hisrorical 

RESL'ME: 1920. The striving engineer, Szab6 Barna, returns from captivity. He finds employment at 
Szeg611 Co. The attention of the company's owner is caIled upon him and fiom the position of dog walker 
he soon advances to become an official of the plant. He is a nobody, but he wants everything. At a party. 
he wins the h e m  of Szegall's daughter. The father does not refuse the idea of marriage. Szab6 may finally 
fulfil his dreams. Flora. the school-teacher. is in love with him. Although the attraction is mutual. Szab6's 
attentions are vain. The bauxite-business relationship with the Germans is ended by the boycott of Hitler. 
Sze_edll. following a secret agreement, escapes abroad. Zsulsa follows him with a sad heart. Szab6 is only 
inlerested in his mission. bauxite, and stays. This is not the kind of life Flora dreamt about. and in spite of 
her love. she rejects him. From here, the roads only lead downwards. Szab6 goes bankrupt and returns to 
the dogs. 

TITLE: A Tettes Ismeretlen Dance Mucubre 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1957 

DIRECTOR: IRszl6 Ran6dy 
SCRIPT: L&d6 Nidasy 
CAMERA: CXiyrgy Ill& 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR I ACTRESS: Andor Ajtay (doctor Schneider), 
Margit Bara (his wfe), Giiyrgy Birdy (Jano') 

GENRE: family drama 

RESUME: Life goes on in the old house of Vizvkos. Kids at the piayground. The adopted son of 
the janitor, hlatyi. is hopelessly in love with Juli. He would like to emigrate to America with her. She 
prefers Jan6, the driver. who is a great womaniser. fuli's friend is courted by Jan63 colleague. The engineer 



IS abandoned by his wife for the sake of a young biker. Doctor Schneider is sometimes haunted by his 
family that perished in the war, even though he remarried. One of the kids finds a live hand grenade while 
playing. It is swapped among the kids, then suddenly blows up. Several children get hurt, Matyi dies. 

TITLE: K i t  VaUowis T w  Confessions 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1957 

DIRECTOR: M Jrton Keleti 
SCRIPT: Gyorgy Haimos, Gabor Thunb, Marton Keleti 

CAMERA: Istvan Pkztor 
PRLNCIPAL ACTOR / ACIXESS: Mari Tiirocsik (E-i), 

Marianne Kreacscy (hi), Tibor Csogiir (Marci)  

GENRE: delinquent youth 

RESUME: This neo-realistic story is recounted in the form of two confessions delivered ar the police 
station. Erzsi could not get along with her mother and moved to live with her female friend from the textile 
factory, Ibi. By the time she realises that Ibi is the member of a gang of thieves. she herself has become 
involved in their doings. Marci Csogor never knew his parents. Before he met Erzi he attended reform 
school. from where he escaped. She is the first to turn towards him with love. Even Marci joins the gang. 
Meanwhife. Erzsi gets to know Laci CzifTra. and the two of them attempted to break out of the vicious 
circle. The jealous Marci. however. seriously wounds Laci. The ruling of the coun is not only against 
them. but against their irresponsible environment. Finally. Marci's father turns up. and E m i  can start a 
new. honest life as well. 

TILE: Felfelk a LRjton U p  the Slope 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1958 

DIRECTOR: Victor Gentler 
SCRIPT: Szilard Darvas, Pd Kidlyhegyi 

CAMERA: Isbin Eiben 
PRLNCIP.4L ACTOR 1 ACTRESS: Erzsibet ~ 6 z ~ ( & v a  TakBcs), Gyorgy Kilmiin(Lajos Mester), K u a l  

Uszl6 (Api )  

GENRE: spies & saboteurs 

RES L W  E: The somewhat awkward hfastcr Lajos work in a leather factory and is in love with ~ v a .  a 
kinderganen-teacher. ~ v a  would like to become a singer. Vannai. the sly music teacher arranges for her to 
sing in the night-ciub "Kakukk", expecting her devotion in return. €va and Lajos are at the point of 
confessing their love to each other when the boy (through his friend, the scoundrel Api) gets involved in a 
theft and is sacked. ~ v a  gets him new employment with Vannai's help. Lajos believes ~ v a  to have given 
herself to the music teacher and the two lovers quarrel. Vannai, a secret international spy. attempts to get an 
invention out of the country by using &a. Incider~ally Lajos unmasks the conspiracy and catches rhe gang. 
The lovers confess their love to each other and ~ v a  starts her career as a singer. 



TITLE: S 6 M v h y  Pilhr of Salt 
YEAR OF PRODUCTTON: 1958 
DIRECTOR: Zoltio Virkonyi 

SCRIPT: Gabor Tburri 
CAMERA: Istvin Pisztor 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Antal Pager (doctor Mohui), 
Anna Tokb (Mrs. Margittai), Bva Ruttkai (ElziJ, IrCn Psota (Mandi) 

official - historical 

RESUME: In 1944. Margittai Feri escapes from the front, but his mother sends him away from home. 
The lieutenant is wounded, and doctor Mohai tries to save his life in vain. During the operation. one of the 
doctors denounces the Communist Erdei. dressed up as an assistant, to the Hungarian fascists. After the 
war. even Mohai is called to account for the event. The doctor, who comes from a middle-class background. 
feels that the new poiitical system would like to get rid of him. He meets Mrs. Margittai. She learns about 
the death of her son from the doctor. but refuses to believe it. Her suppressed bad conscience almost drives 
her mad. Her daughter. Elza, tries to help her in vain. The desperate Mohai starts to understand that if he 
does not bravely face himself, he will fall into the same trap. Supported by Eiza's love, he takes the decisive 
step. 

TITLE: Micsoda ~jszaka Whar a night! 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1958 

DIRECTOR: Gyorgy R C v k  
SCRIPT: lv in  B o l d i d r ,  Sandor IU6,  Gyorgy R i v m  

CAMERA: Ott6 Forgacs 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: K 6 h h  J.,atabir(Anral Toros), 

lilari Tolnay (Kldra Karsai), Tivadar Horvatb ( Willy), h a  Ruttkai (Vera) 

official - contemporary 

RES Lib1 E : Antal Toros. teacher of mathematics. does not like and trust people. No wonder he is not 
liked b! anybody. either. Only his colleague. K k i .  takes a liking to him. Toros is in love with her, and to 
prove this. he tries to forget about his previous life-philosophy. One night, the IittIe son of the woman with 
whom KlAri rents an apartment together is badly in need of medication. It is up to Toros to get hoId of the 
medicine. He must go through a series of adventures as a gang of burglars crosses his way. But eveqa ing  
turns our a11 right in h e  end. Taxi drivers, his students, and all the wedding guests of a marriage ceremony 
help him. He gets hold of the medicine. the burglars are arrested, and he wins Klfi's love. 

TITLE: A Megfelelo Ember The Right Man 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1959 

DIRECTOR: Gyorgy R i v k  
SCRIPT: Istvan Kdlai, Gyiirgy R i v k  

CAMERA: Barnab& Hegyi 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: K d  Feleki (Jeno Kis), 

Samu Baks (fhzk8vi), Maria Mueg (Bemfcska, Malvinka 's mother), 
Juci Koml6s (Ilona Csabai school reacher) 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESUME: This is a satirical comedy poking fun at favouritism. Jeno Kis proposes to Malvinka each 
year. but in  vain. as the mother of his beloved considers him hopelessly unfortunate. Jeno enrols at 



~rczkovi's career school. The first task of the students is to undermine the situation of the employee 
recently hired in place of Mrs. ~rczkovi at the HORSIMPEX Company, namely Jeno Kis. Dark scheming 
starts. but director Somos has full confidence in Jeno. Our hero, with the help of the school teacher 11Iona 
Csabai, unmasks the cormption of the head of the Csik6spuszta horse farm. In the meantime the ~rczkovi 
family ensures Malvinka's hand for their son, Hug6. The disappointed Jeno falters for a moment. but 
continues fighting against corruption. His perseverance is crowned with success: he is appointed head of 
the horse farm. He proposes to the school-teacher, and her answer is yes. 

TITLE: A Mi Foldiink Our Land 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1959 

DIRECTOR: Jozsef Magyar 
SCRIPT: J6mf Magyar 

CAMERA: J 6 d  Magyar 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS : B d b  Fenyvcsi (Pal Szahxiiy), 

Ckza LCka {Giza Baranyai), Lisd6 Jo6 (Pbl Sike), 
Ferenc Voriis (Tdni Karryds) 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RES UME: The fiim tells a real-life story in the original environment. partly played by the original 
actors. The spring of 1959. Everywhere in the country the organisation of agricultural co-operatives is 
fully underway. Campaigner Miiller arrives in Sokor6pPt)ra. a little village in the country of Gyor-Sopron. 
He tries to persuade the farmers to entcr the co-op with sheer force. without giving any reasons or 
aquments. But the log-headed farmers stick to their views. and dl the men in the village go up into the 
mountains to avoid the campaign. The delegation that arrives the next day is led by s e c r e w  Ba16. Miiller 
is removed. and Balo stam persuading the farmers one by one. until eventually all of them sign the 
declaration. Sometime later the villagers recount the events of these two days in a merry aunosphere. 

TITLE: Mednylet Crime ar Dawn 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1959 
DIRECTOR: Zolatin Varkonyi 

SCRIPT: Cabor n u n 6  
CAMERA: Isvin Hildabrand 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: A n d  Pager (Hdvel), 
Lajos B b t i  (Julius Marschaikd), Tank Major (head inspecror Halrnagyi), 

Gyula Horvath (Schwerz) 

official historical 

RESUME: Private inspector Hdvel happens to be on a train robbed at BiatorbAw. His attention is 
drawn by a suspicious man. and in the next few days he confirms that it was indeed that man who committed 
the crime. Yet the police does not accuse the lunatic Marschalk6, but the Communists. An innocent man is 
sentenced to death. Hgvel needs to find evidence, and lays a trap. His old acquaintance, the head inspector, 
refuses to help him, even though Marschalk6 is already preparing another hit. HBvel manages to stop him. 
It is revealed that all throughout the police knew everything, but wanted to put the blame on the 
comunists. In the meantime, two more death sentences have been issued. 



TITLE: Par L4p6 a Ha& A Few Steps to the Border 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1959 

DIRECTOR: Martoa Kdeti 
SCRIPT: MiWk Hubay 

based on Lajos MesterhAzi 's novel of rhe same ride 
CAMERA: Barnab& Hegyi 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR 1 ACTRESS: AC&O Szirtes ( Ferenc Szabd), 
Gyula Szab6 (Be'lo Balogh, S~bd'sfricnd),  2 ~ 1 t h  Varkonyi (T'mds pokol) 

GENRE: historical revolutionary 

RESUhIE: 192 1. A death sentence awaits Szabd Ferenc. the previous people's deputy commissar. in 
the prison of Vac. His fianc6e sends him a message, asking him to escape and assuring him that she will 
help him get over the border. Szabo is sent to work in the garden with his prison-mates. In an unguarded 
moment. he jumps over the fence. Bela Balogh accompanies him and the sick Schonfeld conceals them. 
The pursuing team is ied by Szabo's old enemy, captain Tarnis Pokol. The border is dosed down. the 
runaways go to all their acquaintances, while Poko! continues to chase them. Szab6's fianct5e is arrested. In 
the crowd of the May Day festival in Gyor, he meets the captain face to face. but manages to escape with 
the suppon of the workers. Pokol dies in an accident during the hunt, and Szab6 and his friends manage to 
ger over the border. 

TITLE: Voros Tinta Red Ink 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1959 

DIRECTOR: Victor Gertler 
SCRIPT: .Magda Sab6 

based on her novella "Voros" 
CAMERA: Janos Toth 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR I ACTRESS: Cyiirgy Pdos (Zafi  ACS), 
~ v a  Vus (Mdria Kdddr), N6m Tabori (Mrs. E m i  ACS) 

GENRE: intelligentsia transformation 

RESUME: Mosr of her colleagues take M&ia KadAr. the new school teacher. to be a communist 
party-worker. and only Irma and Zoli ACS treat her kindly. Mairia starts working with great enthusiasm. and 
her studenrs learn to love her in  a short time. Kati, Zoli's daughter. is outright devoted to her new teacher. 
Zoli falls in love wirh Miria, but at first she refuses him. Later hey unite in love. Kati discovers their secret 
relarionship. and her disappointment in both her father and her teacher is great. Mairia is offered a 
prestigious job in the country. Zoli wants to divorce his wife and marry MAria. His unsuspecting wife asks 
M5ria's help. as her daughter's head-master, to solve the family crisis. Miria visits Kati and asks her to 
believe in honesty and in the school. She sacrifices her love and accepts the position in the country. She 
says good-bye to no one and leaves the school without a word. 



TITLE: Tegnap Yesterdrr). 
Y E A R  OF PRODUmON: 1959 
DIRECTOR: Marton Kdeti 

SCRIPT: Imn Dobozy 
based on his drama "Sze'lviha r " 
CAMERA: Batnab& Hcgyi 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: 2 0 1 t h  Mlrklary (Sr. Imre Csendes), 
Ferenc Ladinyi (Lieutenanr-Colonel Szabd), Shdor  Pksi (Major Fekete) 

GENRE: consuuction of socialism 

RESUME: October. 1956. Lieutenant-colonel Szab6 sends a platoon with the mission of calming the 
protesting people. The platoon is under the direct command of Lieutenant Csendes and the soldiers are 
ordered to fire at the demonsuators. Kis Szusza changes sides. and Csendes is unable to shoot at his 
childhood mate. They withdraw. Csendes's father is in charge of guarding the property seized by the 
agricultural co-operative from the former landowner. Mscsay, who would otherwise have carried it away. 
The naive Kis Szusza returns to his native village where MQcsay and his collaborators shoot him. 
Lieutenant Csendes returns home to ask for the advice of his father. The old man. however. has been 
abducted by Macsay and his men. The Lieutenant frees his father and the two men stand guard side by side 
In Front of the co-operative warehouse. 

T I T L E :  Virrad Day is Breaking 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1960 
DIRECTOR: Marton Keleti 

SCRIPT: Imre Dobozy 
CAMERA: Barnabk Hegyi 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Fennc Lad6nyi (Colonel lieutenant Szabo), 
Klari Tolnay (Elza, his wife), J6zsef Bihari (Gerendas) 

GENRE: historical revolutionary 

RESUhIE: In the first days of November 1956. Szab6 and Csendes arrive in Budapest from the 
coun-side. Szabo's wife wants to keep him at home. but he chooses to put things in order instead. He 
visits Gerendis. his oId friend in the metal factory. Seeing the confusion there. he promises to bring help. 
Szabo does not like the atmosphere in the ministry, either. The members of the Defence Committee arrest 
the colonel lieutenant. but Csendes manages to escape. At the prison the Communists led by Szab6 take 
over. An attack. however. is launched from outside. The outcome of the fighting is decided by the arrival of 
Soviet troops called in by Csendes. Order is restored and Gerendh stands p a r d  in front of the ministry in a 
quilted jacket. 



TITLE: A Noszty firi esete T6tb Marival Love curd money 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1960 
DIRECTOR: Viktor Ccrtler 

SCRIPT: Gabor T h u d  
based on KailrnAn Miksdth 's novel of rhe same ride 

CAMERA: Istvin P W o r  
PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACXIESS:  Tivadar Uray (Pal Nosrr).), 

Kiiroly M k  (Fen NOSZI)', his son), 
Marianne Krencsey (Vilma Nostn ,  his daughrer} 

official - historical 

RESUME: Feri Noszty falsified a bond of exchange, and the bond expired. His father gets the 
money from a business man in exchange for the hand of Vilma, his daughter. But Feri's fraud is thrown light 
on. and he therefore has to resign his title- PAI Noszty arranges a position of lord-lieutenancy for his new 
son-in-law. and Kopereczky's first move is to provide Feri with position of district administrator. The 
young gentleman is now looking for a wife and a good dowry. They select the daughter of the millionaire 
Toth. a common man who made his fortune on rolls and who has recently returned from America. During a 
vintage festival the young people are in disguise and fall in love. Mihaly T6th. however, being aware of the 
confused affairs of the Noszty family, refuses the young man. One night, Feri arranges to compromise Mari, 
and the father can no longer refuse him. On the day of the wedding ceremony the vuth is still revealed. A 
scandal breaks out and the marriage does not take place. 

TITLE: Harom Csillag Three Stars 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1960 
DIRECTOR: Miklis Jan& 

SCRIPT: Lajos Galambos ,  J6zsef Bikb ,  Zoldn Varkonyi 
CAMERA: Istvan Hildebrand 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Aposztol Karamitev ( M i h i l ) ,  
bi ikl6s Gibor (Imre Markus), gva Ruttkai (Mari), 

Lajos Bkt i  (caprain Szikstai) 

official historical 

RESUME: The film consists of three loosely connected episodes and takes place in Hungary, during 
the last months of World War 11. 
Jancs6-episode: A sabotage takes place in the ammunitions factory. The court sentences the culprit Imre 
Miirkus to death. and the workers go on strike. Captain Szikszai promises him reprieve on the condition 
that he persuades his companions to commence working again. Mdrkus seemingly agrees, but in his speech 
he encourages workers to go on striking. He is shot on the spot. 
Wiedermann-episode: Three Soviet soldiers (Mihail, VAnya and J&a) save and take care of the orphaned 
Miska. As fighting goes on, a young woman in the neighbouring hamlet gives birth to a boy. She seeks to 
baptise him desperately, finally Mihail and his friends get a priest for her. 
Vhkonyi-episode: Budapest. Rehearsals continue at a feverish speed in the theatre. whiie fugitives hide in 
h e  cellar. Dr. Rad6, who was set free from prison, is aIso here. Mihail and his friends are the first to amve 
in  the cellar, the actors play for them while outside the battle is still raging. Dr. Rad6 saves the life of 
Mihail at the price of his own and two other soldiers die. Closure: April the 4th. the 15th anniversary of the 
liberation of Budapest. Mihail. who arrives with the Soviet delegation, meets Miska. whom he saved. for 
t h e  first time in many years. 



TITLE: Aaig H o h p  Ltsz Until rhe Break of Day 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1961 
DIRECTOR: Marton Kdeti 
SCRIPT: Inue Gyiingyiissy 
CAMERA: Barnab& Hegyi 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Imre Sinkovits (Mihdly Zdgon), 
iigi M W r o s  (Piroska. his wife), Margit Dqjkn ( the mother of B g o n )  

GeNRE: consuuction of socialism 

RESUME: MihAly B g o n  has been struggling with his conservative mother-in-law for a long time. 
Now, that his wife is pregnant, the old woman wants Piroska to stay in bed. Mihay is elected to be the 
president of the co-operative. but nobody is happy about this back home. His wife often pretends to be ill to 
keep him by her side. The newly established co-operative has trouble starting work. Only the agronomist 
Viola Szab6 stands by Mihay. Once Piroska leaves to find her husband in pouring rain. She falls ill and 
dies. The co-operative is getting stronger. Viola is expected back to her former job. Mihay visits her and 
tells her that they would not let her go. There is one week left before her departure. 

TITLE: Alba Regia Alba Regia 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1961 
DIRECTOR: Mihay Szemes 
SCRIPT: Gyorgy Palisthy 

CAMERA: Barnab& Hegyi 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR 1 ACTRESS: Tatyjana Szamojlova (Alba), 

Miklos Gibor (docrot Hajnal), b e  Riday (Konrrid), 
Hidi Viradi (nurse) 

GENRE: resistance 

RESUME: 1945. Doctor HajnaI is unwilling to discuss politics. He stays when the Germans 
evacuate SzekesfehtrvAr and he stays likewise when the Soviets retreat from the German counter-attack. He 
gives shelter to Alba who pretends to be a Transylvanian refugee. Following a visit by German officers. the 
girl reveals the doctor that she is not a refugee but a Soviet intelligence agent. It is in this tense situation 
[hat Hajnal confesses her his love. A German officer suspects the girl and wants to arrest her. The 
returning doctor kills him. The Gestapo drag Hajnal right out of the hospital for an interrogation. The lucky 
doctor. taking advantage of the confusion caused by a sudden Soviet air-raid. escapes. Back home. Alba's 
message awaits him: "I shall return to you." The story is recounted by doctor Hajnal when he already 
knows that the girl has died during the siege of Berlin. 



TXTLE: Nigyen az ~ r b m  Four Children in the Flood 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1961 

DKRECTOR: Cyorgy R i v k  
SCRIPT: Fennc h i  

CAMERA: Ottb Forgacs 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: G&a Nagy (Laci), 

Gyorgy MarkoHPe'rer), E-bet M U  (Kari), 
Karoly B o g ~ r  (Karcsi. Laci's brother) 

official contemporary 

RESUME: December 1956. The region by the Tisza is evacuated because of a flood threat. Laci. 
Karcsi. and Peter leave their home on the lorry owned by Laci's father to find Kati. the forester's daughter. 
The girl takes along her favourite fawn. The water forces the children to leave the lorry. They find shelter 
on h e  hill-side. In the meantime. the parents notice their absence, and notify the police. After lengthy 
disputes. the children build a raft and escape at night. The shabby consuuction breaks to pieces in the 
water, but the children manage to climb onto the ruins of a bridge. The rescue patrol find the little company 
by the morning. dl safe and sound. 

TITLE: Az Utots6 Vacsora Memories of a Srrange Nighr 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1962 
DIRECTOR: Zoitin Virkonyi 

SCRIPT: P6ter S& 
CAMERA: lstvin Hildebrand 

RINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: A n d  Pager (Richa'rd Danuss), 
Mikl6s Szakits (Endre Ddnusz), Maria Sulyok (Klari), 

Mikl6s Gabor (Tamds Danusz) 

GEYRE: construction of socialism 

RESUME: On the night of nationalisation the DBnusz family celebrates the 75th birthday of the head 
of rhe family. The eldest son. Tam&. drops by to show his respect. The decadent sibling rivalry concerning 
the pmirion of their father's business, however. goes on as always. DBnusz the elder had saved his wealth in 
bonds that everyone wants to lay hands on. The all-too-friendly and charming Tam& turns out to be a 
cynical murderer and the lover of Petrilla Knight's nymphomaniac wife. DBnusz dies of a heart-attack 
during the night. The fight is on for the spoils. It is only the youngest. Ricsi who is honest and feels 
sympathy for the new regime. By the next morning Pbzt6, the president of the workers' committee. 
nationaiises the factor).. Tam& tries to steal the bonds but is arrested. 

TITLE: Legenda A Vonaton Tales of a Long Journey 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1962 

DIRECTOR: Tam& Rinyi 
SCRIPT: MihPily VQrkonyi 
CAMERA: Ott6 ForgPcs 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR /ACTRESS: Imre Sinkovits (Karld), 
  dim Szirtes (doctor), Ddik6 P k i  (Ica), Jozsef Madam (Gugis) 

GeNRE: construction of socailism 

RESUME: On the crowded train, the workers entertain each other by telling stories. - Doctor is 
pushing his team being a bad manager. until he is made aware of his shortcomings by his colleagues under 
KarI6's leadership. A thief gets into the team. Karl6 has to give up his prejudices. because he first of all 



suspected the innocent G-vpsy boy. The members of the team cannot move the stump blocking progress. but 
Karl6 manages to master the situation even though he is d m k ,  A new manager arrives in the doctor's 
absence. but the haughty SAbo is soon taught a lesson by the urn. Ica prefers the new boy, Kulacs, to her 
old suitor, Bonus. B6nus does not want to accept his failure. until he is made sober by Karlo's two slaps on 
the face. The stories are not legends. as Karl6 watches everything, smiling from the next compartment. 

TITLE: Fagyosszentek Hail  Days 
YEAR OF PRODUCITON: 1%2 

DIRECTOR: Mrgy R i v k  
SCRIPT: Gyulrr Fekttc 

CAMERA: Fennc Sdcsinyi 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR / AClXESS: Gabor Agiri (Andras Czimer), 

Juci Komlos (Olga, his wife), Maria Maey (Andrds's Mother), 
Fen= Bessenyci (Sdndor Gyepes) 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESUME: Although And& Czimer has been living away from his village for over twenty years. he 
is the first person considered for the position of new chairman of the local agricultural co-op. Long ago he 
left the village when his love for the wealthy peasant daughter, Margit, was rejected. Today Margit is the 
wife of Sandor Gyepes. Czimer starts working enthusiastically but rigorously, and soon the villagers turn 
against him. He also interferes with the life of the daughter of the Gyepes family. The girl's parents refuse 
to let Rozi marry the Gypsy boy Bdint. although the two are deeply in love. In a way, Czimer orders them 
to get married. By this deed he provokes everybody's, even Baint's, anger. The time of frost is about to set 
in. Czimer orders the men to work in the night. but his orders are boycotted. Gyepes is the first to conquer 
his negative emotions and start working for the common goal. SIowly he is followed by the others. and. 
working together. they fight off common danger. 

TITLE: Angydok Foldje The Land of Angels 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1962 

DIRECTOR: Gyorgy R i v k  
SCRIPT: MiklBs Hubay 

based on lojos Kassdk 's novel Angyalfold 
CAMERA: Ferenc Szicsinyi 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: T a d  Vigvari (Miklds Mirrovac;), 
Klari Toitmy (his mother), Ferenc Zcnthe (his father), 

Franciska Cyoery (Aranka) 

GENRE; historical revolutionary 

RESUME: The film is a ballad about the dwellers of a block-of-flats in Angyalfold. The Miuoviicz 
family makes ends meet with only the salary of the father, a locomotive driver. Mikl6s. in spire of his 
mother's scornfulness, makes friends with their Communist neighbour's son. MiuovPcz goes to work dmnk. 
crashes and dies. A stowaway blackmails his wife. The family cannot pay their rent. but their neighbours 
show tolerance and solidarity, and all declare a strike by refusing to pay their rents- Gendarmes dislodge 
the whole house except for the Mitrovscz family and a bachelor accountant who kept out of the strike. The 
blackmailer seduces Aranka. Mik16s1s sweetheart and makes her perform in a circus show. The young man 
wins the girl back. Imruska faIls seriously ill. Mikl6s convinces the Association to help them move back 
the dislodged people. Imrushka dies the same night. He is mourned by the song of the old hurdy-gurdy 
man. 



TITLE: Egy Ember, Aki Nina  The Man Who Doesn't Exist 
YEGR OF PRODUCTION: 1963 
DIRECTOR: Victor Gtrtler 

SCRIPT: And* Polgar, A m  Borby, Mdor Kovacs 
based on Jeno S h t 6 ' s  novella of the same rifle 

CAMERA: Barnabk Hegyi 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Mikl6s Gabor (captain Timdr), 

kva Vass ( K r i s z t i ~  Dimes), Andor Ajtay (lieuremnr-colonel) 

GENRE: spies & saboteurs 

RESUh-IE : In a mining disaster the police, suspecting murder, arrest the only survivor whose pick- 
axe is stained with the blood of one of the victims. During the investigation it turns out that the victim is not 
identical with the body. The cave-in was deliberate and the miner thought to be dead is on the run ... He is 
later found with a mutilated face at the edge of town. The dead man exhumed in the cemetery is identical. 
on paper. to the most recently murdered one. Leads point to a fascist who. after having escaped in 1945, has 
spying for the West ever since. 

TITLE: Foto Haber Photo Haber 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1963 

DIRECTOR: Zoltin Varkonyi 
SCRIPT: Marianne Szemes, D d  Radvinyi 

CAMERA: W a n  Hildebmnd 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: ZoltSn Latinovits (Gdbor Csr'k?.), 

Miklc% Szakits (Hdber), eva Ruttkai (Anna Barabas), 
M o  Csikiinyi (Schmidt) 

GENRE: spies & saboteurs 

RESUME: The downtown photographer Hdber and his gang collects target photos and carries out 
other secret missions for an unknown spy organisation. Csihy, the counter-intelligence agent catches the 
scent from Gemesi. a nabbed member of the gang. The alleged theologian Gemesi has to help the gang 
manage its greatest task. steal the blueprints for the RlOO radar issue. Haber has Annui follow Csiky. but 
the girl falis in love with the pries[. and she sends out misleading materials abroad. After the action Csiky is 
discharged by [he Big Boss. the tobacconist lady fiom the store beside Haber's studio. Anni informs the 
police just in rime. 

TITLE: Hattyidd Villcr Negra 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1963 

DIRECTOR: Marton Keleti 
SCRIPT: Imre Dobozy 

CAMERA: Istvan P k t o r  
PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: A n d  Pager (Tamburds), 
Zoltnin Virkonyi (Dokror), ~ d & m  Szirtes (police sergeanr) 

GENRE: delinquent youth 

RESUME: A past world is revived in a little cottage in the ourskirts of a big city. next to new housing 
blocks still under consuuction. Tambur& the old hobo. collects mixed up street youth: Di6k desires 
freedom. a driver who is deprived of his license for having hit someone with his bus, and the rest. They live 
an easy life, with music, petty thievery, the odd job, and mostly through trickery. Eventually though, 



Tamburzis is abandoned by his companions: DiAk is lured by a young school girl. the driver gets his license 
back. and the spreading constructions development overrun "Villa Negra". 

TITLE: Pacsirta Skyizrk 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1963 

DIRECTOR: Idsrld Ran6dy 
SCRIPT: Tamis Huszty 

based on Dezso Kosztolihyi 's novel of ;he same title 
CAMERA: Ciiyrgy IUb 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Aatal Piger ( ~ k o s  V a j k q ) ,  
Klari T o b y  (Tbni, his wile), Anna Nagy (Pucsirra. rheir daugher) 

GENRE: family drama 

RESUME: To the great disappointment and sorrow of Vajkay, an archivist by profession. nobody 
wants to marry his daughter, Pacsirta. a withering and rather unattractive girl. The world closes off around 
the Ioving parents and their daughter who is quite an awkward person. in spirit as well. Their days keep 
passing by in tedious monotony disguised by the family's meek serenity and gentleness. When Pacsirta 
ieaves them for the first time to visit some relatives, the parents suddenly return to their former IifestyIe: 
they stm going to restaurants. casinos, and the theaue again. 

TITLE: Hogy h u n k ,  natalember? Well. Young Man ? 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1963 

DIRECTOR: Gyorgy R i v k  
SCRIPT: Sindot Totb Somogyi 

based on his novel "Gyermekriikiir " 
CAMERA: Ferenc S z W n y i  

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS : Ferenc Kpillai (Bdlinr. the fuhrer), 
KIari Tolnay (Mrs. Bdlinr), B a l k  Kosttolanyi (Andrds Bdlinr), 

~ v a  Molnar (Kati  Bdlint) 

official - contemporary 

RESLTME: Andrk is almost an adolescent boy. He needs the trust and encouragement of his family. 
but his dad is too preoccupied with his job, The father has the choice of either exposing the company's 
corruption or covering it  up. He keeps on disputing with his wife what is more important for him: his 
mental balance or his exisrence. AnrdrAs overhears things which are to be kept secret from him. He wants 
LO see a hero in h ~ s  father. who is not able to bear the tension and even Ieaves the house. Andris challenges 
his father to be honest. His father slaps him. yet finalIy he chooses the right way out. 



TITLE: Ha Egyszer Hik &v Mlilva Evidence 
YEAR O F  PRODUCTION: 1964 
DIRECTOR: Mirton Keleti 
SCRIPT: Zrmtsrr Bit6 

CAMERA: I s t v h  P a o r  
PRINCIPAL A n O R  / ACTRESS: Istvh Bujtor (Pkzer Taka'cs. Pkter Gad) ,  

Ferenc Besenyei (Sandor Takdcs), Margit B a n  (Mrs. Takdcs) 

official historical 

RESL'ME: Peter Takacs is determined to learn the whole truth about his father, Peter GaAl's death. 
According to his mother. Gad was killed at the battle-line on 2nd December. 1944. However. a friend of 
his father's, K h i t z .  a film director. shows him a fragment of a film in which Ga6l can be seen in the middle 
of December. Following the story told by Ka;nitz, Tats goes to see the eye-witnesses. Doctor Klira last 
saw Ga5I in the company of a doctor pretending to be a Hungarian arrow-cross Nazi: they were secretly 
providing help to the resistance fighters and deserters. The Nazi Mensics force him to shoot at Jewish 
people. but Ga5l flees and finds shelter with a baker who later witnesses Peter Gaal's murder during a Nazi 
raid on 24th December. Young Peter is shocked by the story revealed. He needs the compassionate support 
of his ex-girlfriend. Anna. 

TITLE: A Koszjvu Ember Fiai I-II. Men and Banners 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1965 

DIRECTOR: Zolt6n Varkonyi 
SCRIPT: Janos Erdody 

based on M6r J bkai 's novel of the same title 
CAMERA: 1s-b Hildebrand 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Maria Sulyok (Mrs. Baradlay), 
Tibor Bitskey (Odon Baradlag). Karoly M k s  (Richard Baradla~i, 

C&a Tordy (Jend Baradlay) 

GEKRE: historical revolutionary 

RESUME: This heroic-romantic film demonsuates that truth and honour are triumphant even in 
death. through the Iives of the three Baradlay brothers who fight against compt  cowardice. compromise and 
careerism. After the death of Kiizmer Baradlay, an ardent supponer of the Emperor, his sons, denying their 
father's last wish and stand behind the cause of I848 with the encouragement their strong. revolutionary- 
minded mother. Jeno. who seems to be the weakest and who is faces a wonderfully bright career. risks 
everything for rhe life for his brothers. 

TITLE: A Tiuedes Meg a Tobbiek The Corporal and the Others 
YEAR O F  PRODUCTION: 1965 

DIRECTOR: Marton Keleti 
SCRIPT: Imre Dobozy, Piter Szak 

CAMERA: Istv6n P h t o r  
PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Imre Sinkovits (corpolar Molnar), 

Ivan Damps (Eduard Gdln) ,  T a d  Major (Alben) 

GeNRE: historical - partisan 

RESL'hlE: In the last days of World War II, corporal Molnk deserts with the pay of his battalion. 
hidden in grenades. He finds shelter in a castle with a few other deserters. Albert, the cool-headed butler of 
baron Drexler, takes care of them. As heroic soldiers, they accept forced labourer Szijjiht6 captured by the 



Hungarian Nazi. They set off to get hold of some food. On their way they save Grisa, the Soviet soldier. 
hiding in the forester's house. They avoid bolh the Soviets and Germans. A Hungarian Nazi squad finalIy 
reveals them. The hidden pay burns in h e  oven. Exploiting the situation. they get access to red grenades 
and when the Nazi want to execute them. they take up the fight. Trying to escape. they get into Soviet 
captivity. Here they organise their team into a squad. Corporal Molndr is preoccupied with saving his own 
life. so he is omitted from the squad, and Grisa takes his place. The partisans set off, while the corporal 
takes the opposite direction. In the end, however. he changes his mind and follows them. 

TITLE: Egy Magyar Nibob The h t  of the Nabobs 
Y E A R  OF PRODUCTION: 1966 
DIRECTOR: Zol tb  Varkonyi 
SCRIPT: Jhos Erdody 

based on Mor J6kai 's novel of the same tide 
CAMERA: Istvain Hildtbrond 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Fcnnc Bessenyei (Idnos Kdrpdrhy), 
Ivan Damas (Abellino Karparh~), Zoltain Latinovits (count RudolfSzenrif11(0~), Tibor Bitskey (Miska 

Kis) 

official historical 

RESUME: Abellino KArpBthy intends to inherit his uncle's great estate. He mes to kill Janos 
Kkpath! in various ways. JBnos. who has suffered a stroke, is looked after by his devoted friend 
Szentirmay and his wife. Abellino cracks some ugly jokes even at his death bed and he swears that he will 
win the hand of the rich and beautiful. but ill-famed Fanny Mayer. Jhos, ultimately recovered from his 
serious illness. offers a part of his great wealth for flourishing the counuy and at the same time, thwans 
Abellino's plans as well: he himself marries the girl. Fanny. who gives a birth to a son. 

TITLE: Vdtoz6 Fclboret 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1966 

DIRECTOR: Marton Kcleti 
SCRIPT: P6ter Kuaka 

CAMERA: Istvan Hildebrand 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Imre Sinkovits (Bdlinr Modok), 

T a d  Major (inspecror), Lajos Bbti (Hiibner) 

GENRE: historicaI - resistance 

RESUME: At the end of World War 11, Bdint, a deserter tries to obtain forged papers. He gets 
involved in funny adventures. he is chased by the police. too, but finally he manages to escape. He gets in 
touch with an organised resistance group of workers from the shipyard who are preparing to blow up a ship 
built for the Germans. Somebody, however, beats them to the ship and plants a bomb. After the explosion 
they knock our the third party, and are surprised to see that Wagner, who was thought to be a Nazi 
collaboralor. is in fact Bakos. the same person who was desperately sought by Bdint because of the forged 
papers. 

TITLE: Zoltia Karpaithy 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1966 
DIRECTOR: Zoltin Virkonyi 

SCRIPT: Jinos Erody based on Mdr Idhi ' s  novel KirpBthy Zoldn 
CAMERA: Istvn Hildebrand 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR I ACTRESS: Istvia Kovacs (Zoltdn Kdrpdthy), ZolGn 
Latinovits (Szenri-y), ~ v a  Ruttkai (Abbelino), Lajos Bhti  (Wesselhyi) 



RESUME: The "lawsuit of the century" is underway between Z o l h  KArpikhy. now an adult young 
man. and Abellino. for the possession of the lWp&hys' fortune. Abellino sells his right to lawsuit to 
Kocserepy, whose daughter was rescued by Z o l h  during the big ff ood in Pest. Vilma. who suffers from a 
lung disease. falls in love with Zolciin, but he remains faithful to Katinka Szentirmay, his guardian's 
daughter. During the lawsuit. Abellino comes up with his principal argument. to reveal that Zoldn's father 
is Szentimy, not Janos Kkpathy. As a sign of protest at the slanderous remarks made at his late mother. 
201th waives his right to the inheritance. leaving Kocserepy in beneficiary position. Meanwhile. the 
documents upon which the lawsuit has been based turn out to be fake. Rudolf, innocent of all 
misdemeanours. falls victim of the conflict. sacrificing his life only to save ZoltAn's, who is at once a happy 
heir and Katinka's future husband. 

TITLE: Tanuhiny a Nockrwl A Study about Women 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1%7 

DIRECTOR: Martoo Keleti 
SCRIPT: Mikl6s Gyarf6s 

CAMERA: Istvin Hildebrand 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: ~ v a  Ruttkai (Eva Balogh), 

Zoltin Latinovits (Sdndor Balogh), Antal Pager (Balinr Geguc;) 

official - contemporary 

RESUME: Szusza, ~ v a  and Jolan decide to divorce their husbands. Their attorney is the young Vera 
who visits the husbands one after the other with great enthusiasm as this is her first case. The bafflement of 
the sanguine Pdter. the materidistic Siindor and the indolent Bdint lasts only for a few moments: after that 
they all fall in love with the pretty lawyer. Gegucz, an old man, blurts out the truth at home. As the women 
realise the situation. they become at once the most faithful wives in the world. Vera's practice in the legal 
profession. however. is suspended for a year by a disciplinary committee consisting of males only. all 
prejudiced hard-liners. But Denes. a writer. passionately searching the secrets of the female soul, 
appreciates Vera indeed. and the profoundness of her life experiences. They two will be the fourth in the 
row of happy couples. 

TITLE: Egri CsiUagok 1 4 .  The Losr Talisman 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1968 
DIRECTOR: Zoltcin Varkonyi 
SCRIPT: Istvan Nemeskiirty 

based on Giza GArdonyi 's novel of the same ride 
CAMERA: Fereac S z M n y i  

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Istvin Kovacs (Gergely Bornemissza), 
Vera Venczel (Eva Cecey), Imre Sinkovits (Isrvun Dobd), 

Gyorgy Korga (Jancsika Bomernisszal 

official historical 

RESUME: This romantic and grandiose histcrical film depicts the era of the constant incursions and 
heroic battles fought by the defenders of the castle of Eger, led by captain Dob6 Istvdn. against heavy odds 
and superior numbers as seen through the eyes of two of the captain's female acquaintances, Gergely 
Bornemissza and ~ v a  Cecey. Gergely is inaugurared as a fighter aiready at the age of 7. when she escapes 
the captivity of the one-eyed Turk Jumurdzsak with 'his' friend Vica and a lot of spoils. In thiny years' time 
he becomes the first assistant of captain Dob6 and the strategian behind the castle's impenetrable defences. 
His fire-throwing inventions contribute greatly to a bloody victory achieved at a great cost. Gergely's wife, 



~ v a  Cecey. must likewise fight her own kind of war against the Turks. when she attempts to get back her 
abducted child from Jumwdzsak. 

TITLE: Tortinelmi Maghiigyek Historical private afairs 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1969 
DIRECTOR: Marton Keleti 
SCRIPT: Milch  Gyarf6s 

CAMEU: Istvin Hildebmd 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: 6va Ruttkai (Man Terinyi), 

Lajos B&ti fdirecror Endre Horvarh), L i d 6  M e d r o s  (comrade Uszld Bur) 

official - contemporary 

ReS M E :  A light comedy of four love-stories. History always interfered with Miria's pursuit of 
happiness. Her first husband, Hal&, who teaches at a children's home. emphasises his arguments in a 
debate with two slaps across her face. But since this is not enough to start the divorce proceedings, Mdria 
asks her ex-director. Honpath to testify to her adultery. A few years later the party calls her to account for 
her divorce. But instead of exctuding her, Comrade Bor, who leads the investigation, mames her. But 
soon he is imprisoned and then dies in an air-crash. Now, Z a l h .  the journalist consoles Miria, He turns 
out to be a careenst. and in order to divorce him. this time, Mairia commits real adultery with HonrAth. 

TITLE: Szemto Szembe Face to Face 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1970 
DIRECTOR: &Itin Varkonyi 

SCRIPT: Imre Dobozy 
based on Imre Dobozy 's play of the same title 

CAMERA: Gyorgy IIlb 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Lajos Bibti (Sajbdn), 

Iilari Tolnay (Mrs. Sajbdn), Imre Sinkovits (Ferenc Bodaki), 
Guyla Benko (dr. Osrkdr Redec*) 

official historical 

RESUME: The members of a rifle-corps unit gather in a village by the western border to pay tribute 
to the memory of their martyr fellows on occasion of the 25th anniversary of the Soviet liberation. They 
hold a kind of self-examination session and wonder why their 63 brothers-in-arms and the same number of 
Soviet soidiers had to die. An uninvited guest arrives, captain Sajbh,  who is blamed by everyone for the 
senseless deaths. In the last minutes of the battle they are remembering. Sa jbh  was ready to surrender to 
the Soviet troops. but he failed to order a stop to firing. The participants of the ceremony now act out the 
story of the uagic days. 



TITLE: Harminck6t Nevem Volt I Lived under Thirty Two Names 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1972 
DIRECTOR: Marton Kclee 
SCRIPT: Gyula Mair 

based on Ervin HoIl6's novel of the same rille 
CAMERA: Gyiirgy Illis 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / A-S: P6ter Huszti (Endre Sugvari), 
W B  Tahi T6th (Kdlmbn), Erika B d r  (ludir) 

GENRE: resistance fighter 

RESUME: The film, paying tribute tot he memory of Siigv&i Endre. a cornrnunist hero. goes back to 
the summer of 1944. Through Colonel Gombos-Gotz who has recognised that the Nazi Germans will be 
ultimately defeated. S6gvh-i. the leader o i  the Young Communist Workers' Association asks C s i s d ,  the 
commander of the barracks in Andrbsy street to provide him with guns to help release the Communist 
prisoners in Tam. Kalmh. Iiaison-officer to Sdgviiri, is happy to see his sweetheart Judir, who has just been 
released from prison. He moves her into Forrai's summer home in Piinkosdfiirdo. He does not know that 
the detectives who follow catch and torture Forrai until he reveals everything. When SAgvAri, coming from 
Csiszir. wants to inform KilrnBn in a confectioner's shop in Budakeszi street. the police gets them both. 

TITLE: Fuss, Hogy Utolirjenek.. Flee to be Caprured 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1972 

DIRECTOR: Mirton Keleti 
SCRIPT: Istvan K a i  based on Lajos Lenkei's novella 

CAMERA: Istvan Hildebtand 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Sindor Pksi(Guspdr Tokaji. invoice audiror), Gyula Bodrogi (Arrila 

Tokaji), Sarolta ZPlatnay (Kari) 

GENRE: spies & saboteurs 

RESUME: Members of an international gang disguise themselves as managers of a music publishing 
house in order to get the plans of an important Laser study, which gets mixed up with the receipts of Tokaji. 
the Opera Theatre's invoice auditor. Tokaji is the bait for the beautiful and professional judo-wrestling 
policewoman. As producers. the pang members buy the music of Tokaji's son. Attila. in exchange for the 
valuable documents. In spite of the opera director's despair Attila's young orchestra and his sweet-heart. 
Kari. rhe singer gives a popular gala performance guarded by the police. 

TITLE: Illatos frt A Semmibe A Fragrant Wa? ro Pass Awaj 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1973 

DIRECTOR: J6zscf Margyar 
SCRIPT: J6mf  Margyar, Istvin Eiirsi 

CAMERA: Tibor Banok 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Cyorgy Birdy (Erno Ozorai), Ferenc K5lIai (Zoltdn Mikd), Imre 

Sinkovits (Guszri Cseko * I ,  Imre Pongmcz (Hompola) 

GENRE: spies & saboteurs 

RESUME: After receiving several fraud reports, an inspector comes to the building co-operative in 
Biharos. The three managers have peculated funds and abused their authority. They begin looking for ways 
to avoid responsibility. Ozorai, the president, has Homola the inspector knocked out and robbed, but they 
cannot find the compromising documents in his clothes. So they decide that one of hem has to sacrifice 
himself and drink the poison called "A Fragrant Way to Pass Away." They fill 12 identical glasses, one of 



which has the poison in it. when Homola turns up. The president is a b u t  to bribe him with half a million 
when he suddenly notices the only remaining glass. 

TITLE: Csinom Pdk6 Pulkd Csinom 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1973 

DIRECTOR: Mirton Kdeti 
SCRIPT: IstvhBikcdFy 

based on h d r h  DekAny's 
CAMERA: Fcnnc Szicsinyi 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Cabor NagyfPalkd Csrirom), 
Pkter Benko (Jankd Csinom), Pitcr Huszti   dm Balogh) 

official historical 

RESLWE: The musical adventure film goes back to the early eighteen century. the times of the 
battles between the Hungarian insurrectionists and the pro-Austrians. Palkd and Jankd are about to join the 
insurrectionist army when they fall in hands of pro-Austrian troops. Jank6 is capturcd and put in Count 
Kohiry's prison. In the Hungarian insurrectionist camp Palk6 falls in love with &lushka, the daughter of 
h l h o n  Rosta, a honey-cake maker. Rosra and her daughter assume the identity of Biberich. a pro-Austrian 
~mprisoned nobleman. and go to Kohiry's castle with the intention of thwarting the Austrians' strategic 
pIans. ~dushka visits Janko in secret. and he immediately falls in love with her. The real Biberich. in the 
meantime. escapes from his prison and this results in a very embarrassing situation. Palkd storms the castle 
with shrewdness and happily embraces his love. lank6 also finds comfort in h e  arms of Czinka Panna. a 
maveiling musician girl. 

TITLE: A Pendragon Legen& The Pendragon Legend 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1974 
DIRECTOR: Gyorgy R Q v k  
SCRIPT: Gyorgy R i v b z  

based on A n d  Szerb ' s  novel of rhe same tirle 
CAMERA: Gyotgy 1116s 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: 201th Latinovits (dr. Janos Bdrb.), 
Ivan Darvas (Earl of Gwynnedd), IstvOn Bujtor (Maloney), 

B41a Timir (Osborne) 

official contemporary 

RES UbIE: Bdtky Janos is a 20th century intellectual who studies history of the Rosicrucians at the 
Nat~onaI l i b r q  of London libraries during h e  day. and during the night takes pleasure in entertaining the 
fair sex. He suddenly enters into a wild ghost story in the mysterious castle Pendragon of Wales, where the 
Earl of Gwynnedd from the 18th century still makes experiments to accomplish his ancestors' device "The 
Body Resurrected." In the meantime St. Claire. a beautiful demonic woman, and her associates try to kill 
the Ear1 for his enormous legacy. BAtky and his friends save Gwynnedd, hetped by the resurrected 
Pendragon, and the century-old secrets are revealed before them. 



TITLE: Ki Pont Kiizt a kgriividebb G r b e  Once upon a Railway ... 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1975 

D I R E O R :  Gyiirgy R i v k  
SCRIPT: Gyiirgy Rivisz 

based on Ti bor Sziinto 's novel "DenevCrkartely " 
CAMERA: Fenmc Szicsinyi 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACITESS: Fereac Osztcrbauer (Marci Csdka), 
Gyorgy Randai (Dt?nes Fiilop), Pitcr H a d n y i  (Pisra Szeder), 

Eszter Cadb(&rzsi) 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESUME: The children of SornsabAtony decide to build the country's first railway as they very much 
would like to make their birth-place famous. The blacksmith is already straightening the rails, and Idalgi, 
the world-famous painter paints a large picture ponraying the construction works. Yct as a result of the 
intrigues of the wife of Captain Ko6s the majority of the aduit population opposes the project and even the 
children turn against each other. Fiilop Dini, Madak and Szeder Pista are the first to leave the site. and 
Marcr runs desperately after them. Suddenly a land mine from the war explodes. The blinded Marci learns 
i n  the hospital bed that Szeder Pista is dead, and the settlement becomes infamous because of the accident. 
However. while waiting for his operation, he only receives good news: the eccentric bIacksrnith finds oil 
and the talent of the CsdszArs's own pop-group "Denevir" is discovered. 

TITLE: Fekete Gyemintok Black Diamond 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1976 
DIRECTOR: 201th VPrkonyi 

SCRIPT: Zoltin Varkonyi, Janos Erdody 
CAMERA: Gyorgy Illb 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR 1 ACTRESS: Piter Huszti (Ivan Berend), 
Piter Haurmnn f FPlix Kaulmann), Sdlvia Sunyovszky (Evila), 

Sindor Szab6 (abbot Samuel) 

official historical 

RESvJME: IvAn Berend, a mine-owner and an engineer in BondavAr. falls in love with the beautihi 
miner girl. Evila. This girl is afraid that her drunkard fiancC. PCter Szaffkin will take revenge on Berend, so 
she rejccrs him. A Viennese banker, Kaulmann. man of the extra profit, buys the whole territory on the 
Exchange. He cheats and steals, bribes everybody who stands in his way and even entices Evila to Vienna. 
But then he goes bankrupt in his doubtful doings. In revenge. Szaffran blows up Kaulmann's Bondavar 
mine with himself inside. Berend. known world-wide for his scientific results, buys up the mine's now 
wonhless shares and Evila can return safely return to him. 



TITLE: Hatboldas R b d e r t  A Rose Garden of Six Acres 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1918 
DIRECTOR: L&zl6 R d y  

SCRIPT: L&do Ramkjy, L i d 6  Nadasy 
based on Mihay Babits' novel of the same title 

CAMERA: Gyiirgy Illis 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR I ACTRESS: mri T o b y  (Aunt Ih), 

Liszl6 T6th Tahi (Franci Gnrber), A d m a  DrPboe (Ir4n Cservey) 

official contemporary 

RESUME: Aunt Ilka, who likes company. opens the doors to her lovely house standing in the middle 
of a six-acre rose garden to golden youth of the town. As a result of her benevolence. the tenants benefit not 
only from the roses, but from the company of a select collection of old maids. Franci Gruber, a young law 
student also falls into the trap of Aunt Ilka who chooses him to match her "adopted daughter." the 
somewhat ageing and ail too experienced I r h  Though Franci likes Gizike more. moment's attention is 
enough to place him in the bed of hen. Yet in the end he escapes the spinster-rescuing operations of Aunt 
Ilka. because he misses the train for his wedding. 

TITLE: Korkedvezmkng Thorny Path 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1979 

DIRECTOR: J6zsef Magyar 
SCIUPT: J6zscf Magyar 
CAMERA: Tibor Banok 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS : G6za Polgir (Sdndor Nagj), 
with a personal appearance by S. Nagy hirnselfI 

Ibolya Pkva (So'ndor Nagy's lover), Ildik6 Dobos (pregnant young wonran) 

construction of socialism 

RESUME: SBndor Nagy. the chairman of an agricultural co-operative, looks back upon his Iife in this 
film. through a series of scenes occasionally played by actors. Between 1935 and the time of making the 
film Sandor has committed everything to be able to stay clean as a human being. He has worked according 
to [he best of his knowledge and talents for his viliage. his co-operative and for the people. He recalls the 
p g - f m .  his persecution because of rhe house he built for himself with his own efforts, but also his 
achie~ sment awards. During the past 30 years, he has become physically disabled and forced into an eariy 
retirement. Now he asks himself the question: was it all worth it? 



TITLE: Srintes Tiitikr6l h d o m  I Dream about Colours 
YEAR OF PRODUCITON: 1980 
DIRECTOR: L6d6 R u d y  

SCRIPT: Istv6n K u l d r  K o d ,  Liszl6 Ranay ,  
L i d o  Nadasy, Erika S h t 6  

based on D e z o  KosztoldnyiT shon srories: A kulcs(The Key). 
Fiirdis (Bathing), Kinai Kancs6 (The Chinu Vase) 

CAMERA: Lajos Koltai 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR / ACTRESS: Duso Kosztolinyi (on amareurfilm), 

Frigyes Karinthy (on amareurf?lm), ~ d i m  Kosz toby i  (the wirer )  

official contemporary 

RESUME: The director has intenwined an old amateur film about the Kosztoihyi family, with three 
adaptation of shon stories by the author. Just like the actors of the amateur film. the main characters of the 
three stories are making desperate attempts to appear easy-going and self confident in the eyes of the world. 
In the hero of The Key, the father who at home appears to be an unapproachable. important person, is 
suddenly revealed to be an insignificant and humiliated ofice clerk before his son. In Bathing. it is the 
severe. "tough guy" father who is unaware of his own character and causes an hedeemable. magic accident 
out of depression. In The China Vase the important guest who has been invited with great reverence shatters 
the only ueasure of the poor clerk couple with a nonchalant gesture. Yet, there is hope: after many years. 
the woman tells the mystically enlarged story with appropriate self-irony. 

TITLE: Mikl6s Akli 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1986 
DIRECTOR: Cyorgy Rivikz 
SCRIPT: Gyorgy R i v b z  

based on Kalman M i k d t h  's novel "Miklds Akli " 
CAMERA: Ferenc Szksknyi 

PRLNCIPAL ACTOR 1 ACTRESS: Istvan Hiding (Miklds Akli), 
Istvan Kovacs (colonel Kovacs), IRsz16 Heylcy (emperor Ferenc), 

Eva Vejmclkova (Ilonka) 

official historical 

RESLWE: The main character of this story, which takes place at the beginning of the nineteenth 
century. recalls the real life historical personages of Miklds Akli. the count jester to the Emperor Ferenc. 
The romantic love which emerges between Akli and the Emperor's ward. the daughter of an innocent victim 
of an attempt on h e  Emperor's life, Colonel Kovdcs cannot be tolerated for political reasons. Then again. 
for the same reason they have to marry urgently in order to stop further conspiracy. There is nothing else 
but two people wanting to love each other in the midst of dark intrigue and political madness ... 



- -- -- - 

historical genres 
resistance 



Poland 
1938 The Last Stage Ostatni etap 

1938 Forbidden Songs Zakazane Piosenki 

1938 Border Street Uliza Graniczna 

1 938 -50 Unvanquished City Miasto nieujanmione/ Robinson Warszawski 

Chopin ' s  Youth Mlodosz Chopina 

Cellulose Celuloza (Part I of the Phrygian Star) 

Five Boys of Barsku Street Piatka z Ulicy Barskiej 

Under the P h ~ g i a n  Star Pod Gwiazda Frygijska 

Generation Pokolenie 

The Hours of Hope Godziny nadziei 

The Shadow Cien 

Canal Kana1 

Deserte r Dezertir 

Ashes and Diamonds Piopol I Diament 

Free C i q  Wolne miasto 

A SAT of Storte Kamienne Niebo 

Cross of Valorrr Krzyz walecznych 

Lotna 

Shadows of the Past Powrot 

Assassination/ Zamac h 

The Teutonic Knights Krzyzaczi 

Innocenr Sorcerers Niewinni czarnodzieje 

Reality Rzeczywistosc 

Birth Cenzjicate S wiadecestwo urodzenia 

Past Tense Czas Przeszly 

Panic on a Train Ludzie z pociagu 

Tonight the City will Die Dzis v nocy umrze miasto 

Samson 

Seargant Kaled Burning Mountains Ogniomistn Kalen 



Surrounded by  Flames Skapani w ogniu 

Black Wings Czarne skrzydla 

Mother Johanna of Angels Matka Joanna od aniolow 

Beater Naganiacz 

The End of Our World Koniec naszego swiata 

The Passenger Pasazerka 

The Colors of War Barwi Walki 

Ashes Piopli 

The Wooden Rosary Drewnian y Rozaniec 

Manuscript Found in Surugossa Rekopis znaleziony w Saragossie 

The Master Mistrz 

The Description Rysopis 

The Pharaoh Faraon 

Westerplatte 

Somersault Salto 

The Barrier Bariera 

The Deluge Potop 

Eveqrhing for Sale Wszystko na spnedaz 

Desrination Berlin Kierunek Berlin 

The Last Days Ostatni dni 

N e ~ v  Nowy 

Olynzpic Torch Znicz olympijski 

Operation "Brutus "Akcja "Bmtus" 

Cardiogram Kardiograrn 

Agent number ]Agent nr. 1 

The Wedding Wesele 

The Dark River Ciemna rzeka 

Con Amore 

The Man of Marble Czlowiek z marrnuru 

The Mart of Iron Czlowiek z zelaza 



198 1 Konopielka 

1984 Digniv Godnosc 

1 985 Who is That Man ? Kim jest ten czlowiek 



TITLE: Ostatni etap The Last Stage 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1948 
DIRECTOR: Wanda Jakubowska 

SCRIPT: Gerda Shneider, Wanda Jakubowska 
CAMERA: Borys M o m - r s k i  

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Barbara DraphsIro, Zofm Mrozowska 

GENRE: holocaust 

RESUME: An epic tale of the life and struggle of heroic women fiom different ethnic backgrounds, 
who were imprisoned in Aushwiu-Birken. The film develops in several parallel segments. Marta. a Polish- 
Jewish interpreter, and a member of the Polish resistance. dies in an escape attempt. A Russian prisoner, 
doctor Eugenia. who is heals sick and the wounded, is subjected to savage tonure. The Geman communist 
Anna falls into the hands of the Nazis. The tragic fates of the female inmates, the barbarism and sadism of 
the Germans, the synthetic image of Oswiencim reality are seen told through the eyes of a real Life camp 
survivor - the director of the film herself. 

TITLE: Zakazane Piosenki Forbidden Songs 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1948 
DIRECTOR: Leonard Buczkowski 

SCRIPT: Ludwig Starski 
CAMERA: Adolf Forbert 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Danuta Szaflarska, Jerry Dusrynski 

GENRE: resistance fighter 

RES L.lE: Roman Tokarski. composer and coIlector of melodies from the occupation period. tells a 
story to a young patriotic soldier stationed in England during the war. of the "forbidden songs." Varsovia 
recalls the events of 1939: patriotic street concerts in which him and his sister Halinka participated 
enthusiastically. Together. they organized other public events in order to help the nation- Then they worked 
with the resistance delivering weapons and ammunition, participating also in diverse military activities. 
After the Warsaw uprising they went underground along with many other patriots. Their destinies crisscross 
with that of a that of a nazi collaborator from a Jewish origin. 

TITLE: U b  Graniczna Border Srreer 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1948 
DIRECTOR: Aleksander Ford 

SCRIPT: Ludwig Starski, Jan Fethke, Aleksander Ford 
CAMERA: Jaroslaw Tuzar 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Maria Bronitwska, Mieczyslawa Cwiklinska 

GENRE: holocaust 

RESUME: Warsaw 1939. Doctor Bialek's young daughter Jadzia. becomes close fiiends with two 
boys. One is Bronsk. son of a taxi driver. and the other is Wladek Wojtan, son of a bank manager. Ail live 
in the same building. Among the other occupants. the Libermanns and Kusmierkow are owners of a procery 
shop. 
-The war begins followed by the German occupation. Banker Wojtan is arrested by the nazis and young 
WIadek Wojtan has to support the family. Bronek and Wladek run a riksha. but the former is annoyed by 
his friend's anti-Semitic attitude. At the same time, the Kuszmicrkow have signed a "Volkslist" in sign of 
solidarity for their Jewish neighbors. Wojtan escapes from the camp and comes home for a short period of 
time. The Libermanns give him clothes. Soon the Gestapo discover Wojtan's discarded prison fatigues. 



They torture his Mr. Libermann who, in spite of being a Jew, does not denounce his anti-Semitic friend 
Wojtan. Wanda Kuszmierek becomes the lover of The nazi officer. Hans. Consequently her family hopes to 
move into a nicer home. 
Accidentally Wanda's brother Fred notices the destruction of old photographs. He saves one photo of an old 
Jewish man with Hebrew writing on it. David Libcrman translates that the man is called Bialek. The 
Libemanns are moved to the ghetto. Every day David sneaks outside the ghetto walls. Old Kusunierek tells 
doctor Bialek that he is familiar with his Jewish origin. The doctor decides to go to the ghetto. He hides 
Jadzia in her aunt's home. He lies to Jadzia that he is going to Lublin. When she discovers that her father is 
in Warsaw. she escapes from her aunt's home and returns to the building where the Kuszmierkow family 
live. She is terrified. David brings her to the ghetto. As she passes through the tunnels, she finds a limping 
dog. Its her boyfriend's d o g  Jadzia takes care of the animal. gaining its friendship. The doctor becomes 
seriously i l l  and dies. David's uncle Nathan. decides to take Jadzia away from the ghetto. Because her aunt 
was also arrested, the girl cannot go back. Jadzia hides in Bronek's gange with the dog. Encouraged by his 
father. Witek dismisses his anti-Semitic views. Shortly after the bank director Wojtan is shot by the Nazis. 
Hans discovers Jadzia. The dog jumps on Hans when the soldier attempts to kill her. She escapes. but Fred 
Kuszmicrek catches her. A military policeman mistakes Fred for a Jew and kills him. Jadzia returns to the 
ghetto and works in a sewing workshop. An uprising and riots ensue. During those David calls Bronek to 
tell him that with Jadzia he will try to go on the Polish side, using the tunnels. Bronek gives Jadzia's beret to 
the dog in order to uack her down. Jadzia remains with Bronek and Wladek. but David being a real hero. 
returns to the ghetto to finish the fight. 

TITLE: Miasto nieujanmioad Robinson Warszawski Unvanquished Cin 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1948-1950 

DIRECTOR: Jerry Zarrycki 
SCRIPT: Jeny  Andrzejewski, Jerzy Zarzycki 

based ort the sroc "Warsaw Robinson" by Czeslaw Milosz and Jerzy Andrzejewski 
CAMERA: Jean Isnard 

PFUNCIPAL ACTORS: Jan Kurnakowia, &fia Mrozowski 

GENRE: holocaust/resistance 

RESUME: October 1944. After his rise to power Governor Fisher of Warsaw receives orders to Ievel 
pan of the city by the riverbank to the ground. The civilian population abandons the capital. Andre receives 
an order to conceal himself and to aid a Soviet parachutist. He accommodates the Soviet, along with Janek 
and JuIek. in  the ruins of the old ghetto. Peter lives alone in the ghetto with sheep-dog who is his best 
friend. Perer observes the pillage and murder of the occupants. After the execution of a group of hiding 
Jews. he brings to his hideout a wounded girl. He successfully retrieves the bullet From Christina's body. 
saving her life. The captured Soviet telegraph operator gives away the location of his hideout and is killed 
just as his fi-iends attempt to rescue him, Andre finds Christina in the ruins. and brings her to the hideout. 
A11 of them uy to cross the river Wsla to Pfague, but only Andre and Christina succeed. in the following 
January. Peter sees them walking in the group of the Polish soldiers entering the capital. 



TITLE: Mlodosz Cbopina Chopin 's Youth 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1952 
DIRECTOR: Aleksader Ford 
SCRIPT: .Qlelwader Ford 

based on rhe novel "Chopin" 
CAMERA: Jarasiov Tuzar 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Czedaw WoUejko, Alelssrrndra Slaska 

GeNRE: historical (bio.) revolutionary 

RESUME: Warsaw between the years of 1825-1 830. Frederick Chopin studies music with his mentor 
Elsner. Lively interested in romantic idealism. he joins a group of students interested in his field. Among his 
friends; Maurice Mochnacki. In a cafd, the classical followers laugh at the romantic artists and this triggers 
annoyance. Chopin performs at count Jablonowski's house and enchants h e  listeners with his own 
compositions. On paper, he becomes one of the most talented students of the Great Music SchooI. He 
receives the award of genius from the professors. He becomes friends with Constance Gladowska. During 
h e  mass he listened to her beautifuI soprano. He replaces the organist in order to play to the singer's lovely 
voice. He gets acquainted to her at some architectural projections and undergoes a romantic fascination. 
From that time forward, he tries to be with the woman at every occasion. Love at youth is mainly remained 
ro the platonic level u-ithout lust. The concen in Warsaw has a big influence on Frederick. He runs on stage 
to salute h e  great violinist. He constantly looks for great inspirations that he finds in the public. He travels 
to villages in order to discover something new that will inspire him more, he listens to weddings. which 
inspire him more with his compositions and finalIy he decides to leave the country. He composes 
Revolutionary Etude based on his knowledge on the November Rising which results in the solidarity of the 
public towards the newcomers. 

TITLE: Cduloza Cellulose 
- Part I of the Phrygian Star - 

YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1954 
DIRECTOR: J e w  Kawderowiu 

SCRIPT: Igor Newerly & Jerry Kawderowicz 
based on Igor Newerly 's novel "Pamiatka : Celuloq " 

CAMERA: Seweryn Kruszynski 
PRINCIPAL ACTOIUACTRESS : Josef Nowak (Srctesny), 

Stanislaw Milski, Zbigniew Skowroaski, Teresa Szimigielowna 

GENRE: historical revolutionary 

RES VME: The impulsive rebel Stastny tells the story of how he became a determined enemy of 
social injustice. Coming from a very poor family, he is very sensitive towards how the rich humiliate the 
poor. The people strike because their salaries have not been paid, but Stastny does not participate. However, 
he begins to see the light when, followitig a speech by a socialist striker, all the conscientious workers sing 
the Internationale while the indifferent ones. afraid to fight for their own interests. condemn such 
independent actions. He begins an affair with the lovely Zosa who, in spite of her wealth. is a very 
intelligent girl, and urges Stastny to read and learn. The military is recruiting men from the factory and 
Stastny is taken because of his political views. The service is  hard and the Major takes particular pleasure in 
making Stasrny's life miserable because he is "a lazy communist swine." He is forced to fist-fight with other 
soldiers for the enjoyment of the officers. Stastny returns to Zosa after his term, but she has a new lover. By 
now Stastny has become an aware individual destined for a noble purpose. He stumbles across a secret 
communist meeting where an acquaintance offers to help him. A new strike is underway. Stastny finishes 
telling his story to a girl who hands him the newspaper "Red Standard." He takes a longing look at her with 
hope in his eyes. 



TITLE: Piatka z Ulicy Barsldcj Five Boys of Barska Street 
YEAR OF PRODUCITON: 1953 
DIRECTOR: Aleksander Ford 

SCRIPT: Aleksander Ford, Kazimitrz Kozniewski 
based in K .  Kozniewski 's novel of the same title 
CAMERA: Jaroslaw Tuzar, Karol Chodura 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Aleksandra Slaska ( H u h ) ,  
Tadeusz Lomnicki (Lutek), Marian Rulka (Zbyszek), 

Tadeusz Janaar (Kazek), Wlodzimicrz Skouylas (Franek), 
Micayslav Stoor (Marek) 

GENRE: delinquent youth 

RESUME: The five boys of Barska street got used to w a r - h e  Life. Now. finding it difficult to adjust 
to the new way of life. they become juvenile delinquents. Accused of theft. they are sentenced at the 
People's Tribunal to two years in jail because a key witness. a certain comrade Radziszewski. chose not to 
testify. The worker Wojciechowski becomes their legal mentor, but his effom are impeded by agents of the 
clandestine reactionary resistance. which makes the ideological re-education of the young men a very 
difficult task. The reactionaries insvuct the boys to "neuualise" the witness Radziszewski. The boys lure 
h m  into an ambush; during the fracas he falls into a cellar and dies. This accidental murder lies heavily on 
the boys' consciences. Thanks to their mentor two of them begin work on the great East-West highway. One 
of those. Kazek. falls in love with the chief architect's aid, Hanka. The clandestine movement of 
reactionaries plans to destroy the new highway and the five boys of Barska Str. are expected to participate. 
They refuse, and warn the authorities instead. The militia succeed in preventing the disaster. but Kazek is 
badly wounded. It is not clear whether he will sun-ive, and whether the five boys wiIl finds themselves 
before the tribunal: once again ... 

TITLE: Pod Guiazda Frygijska Under the Phpgian Star 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1954 
DIRECTOR: Jery Kawderowicz 

SCRIPT: based on Igor Newerly 's novel Pamiatka z Celulozy 
CA!!RA: Seweryn Kruaynski 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Josef Nowak (Ssczesny), Lucy- Winnicka, Halina Pnybylska 

GEKRE: historical revolutionary 

SHORT RESLME: In a working class neighbourhood the a group of young people quietly savour the 
rare moments of simple joy, while the world outside conceals traitors, violence, and social injustice. Magda 
reads Suastny's palm, and learns that he was born under the Phrygian star and will die young. just like 
herself. The police burst in and start harassing the merrymaking young people. Stastny kills the provocateur: 
an action not condemned. but reproached by the party. Him and Magda begin a relationship. When she has 
to leave on a mission. her parting words are that the Phrygian star is a symbol of the French Commune. 
The Dirnitrov trial in Leipzig. The Spanish civil war. A meeting of protest agamst Plisoudski in front of the 
political prisoners' penitentiary. Stastny sings L'Internationale along with the multitude. 
A suike. barricades, Proletariat songs. A provocateur attempts to direct the fnrstration towards the rabbis 
and synagogues. but Stastny puts him in line with a few biows. The factory owner's secretary warns the 
people of bloodshcd, and says that all she wants is to iive like a normal human bein&.. Magda is arrested as 
she pets off at the train station to join Stastny, and riot police surround the barricadss. An ultimatum is 
issued. but Stastny, who has now emerged as a true leader and has been initiated into positive 
apprenticeship. urges the people to fight. A slow-motion struggle ensues. and the wounded S~astny is carried 
away by loyal fellow-strikers. Floating on a raft down the river with a bandaged head, Stastny's eagle eyes 



peer into the future as he vows that he will not flee to Australia because there is no such place - war is 
everywhere and a man has to stand and fight for his happiness. 

TITLE: Pokolenie Generation 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1955 

DIRECTOR: Andrzej Wajda 
SCRIPT: Bohdan Czcszko 

Based on his own stor). 
CAMERA: Jerry Lipman 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Tadeusz Lomnicki, Ursula Modrzyuska 

GENRE: resistance fighter - PoIish School 

RES t . 1  E : Warsaw during the German occupation. Such begins work as a carpenter in Berga which 
1s home to a division of tfie Home (Krayova) b y .  Sekula, one of the workers, is a Marxist and a member 
of the National Guard. He teaches Such about capitatist exploitation and becomes his friend. The young 
Stach is inspired to ieam more. After school, Dorothy persuades her fellow students to fight the German 
oppressors and instructs them about the new public justice. Stach has made up his mind to enter Fighting 
Youth Union and tries to establish contact with Dorothy. He steals a gun from rhe carpenter's workshop 
which belongs to the Home &my. At the Union meeting, he takes a soldier's oath. He cries to convert his 
friend Jack Krone. but the latter refuses because of his father. Stach is wrongly accused of stealing wood 
and is beaten by a German officer. The boys decide to avenge this assault. Jack Krone is suspected of 
stealing the gun and is arrested. Such and Dorothy become close fiends. At a picnic one day Such 
confesses to killing a German to Dorothy. The girl feels remorse about having staned a secret society born 
in blood. During the Ghetto uprising the boys decide to help out the fighting Jews. As they steal a German 
muck Jack is killed. The Home Army soldiers are searching for the stolen gun in the workshop and Such's 
home. but are chased away by the neighbors from the industrial sector. Stach becomes mature enough to 
become the leader of the Fighting Youth Union. Dorothy decides that Stach will live with her for a while. 
The next morning. as Stach goes to get some groceries, Dorothy is apprehended by the Gestapo. He sees her 
being taken away into a military truck. Tears roll down Stach's cheeks. 

TTTLE: Godzing nadzieil The Hours of Hope 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1955 

DIRECTOR: Jan Rybkowski 
SCRIPT: Jeny Pomianowski 

based on his s t 0 5  "Beginning and End" 
CAMERA: Wladyslaw Forbert 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Zbigniew Jozefowicz, Krystyna Kajninska 

GENRE: battaiia 

RESUME: Spring 1945. Spared by the Red Army, a small town in the western part of the country 
runs a military hospital whose head surgeon is also commander of a small garrison. He is not aware that a 
German division lead by SS lieutenant Negal is camping in the nearby forest. The commander attempts to 
pass, charging. through the town using the only road in the western pans. The action is lead by von Lynx. 
son of the town's chief landlord. who was arrested during a reconnaissance act. Brought before the 
commander, he is charged with endangering the lives of many European citizens by the German Street 
Pauol. Consequently. thc commander orders an evacuation of the civilians over the lake that ends 
successfully. Defending the town. lieutenant Basior dies surrounded by enemy troops, while a Polish 
cavalry arrives just in time to eliminate the Germans. 



TITLE: Cica The Shadow 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1956 
DIRECTOR: Jerzy Kawderowia 

SCRIPT: Aleksander Scibor-Rylski 
CAMERA: J e w  Lipmon 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Zygmunt Kestowia, Adolpb Chmaicki 

GENRE: spies & saboteurs 

RESUME: Driving dong with his girlfriend, Steven notices a man jumping out of a train. Conducting 
an autopsy on a corpse in the town of Jaworow. doctor Knyszyn is having doubts as to the body's 
identification. In the same process. he talks about his accomplishments as an officer in the underground 
m y .  In the meantime, railway men from the Brzezin train station apprehend a young male. probable 
suspect, carrying two jackels. Captain Kabrowslci and doctor Knyszyn go to acquaint themselves with the 
affair. In the car. the captain talks about his expIoits in Lubelszczyn. Mikul's quesrioning reveals that he 
was responsible for a deadly sabotage in the mines working as a blind tool for some Stantey. Therefore, 
Mikul's realization drove him into killing Stanley. According to the description. the "Shadow" (Stanley). 
was also a traitor in Knyszyn's story and it was him that either jumped out of the train or was pushed off by 
Mikul. 

TITLE: Kand  Canal 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1957 

DIRECTOR: Andnej Wajda 
SCRIPT: J e w  Stephan Stawinski 

based on his own novel 
CAMERA: Jerry Lipman 

PIUNCIPAL. ACTORS: Teresa Ittwska, Tadeusz Janczar 

GENRE: resistance tighter - Polish School - Wajda Film 

RESUME: Warsaw 1944. The awakening comes to an  end. After a failed attempt to penetrate the 
German camps, lieutenant Zadra's campaign enters the canal on the comer of Balucki and Szustr. They go 
towards Makatow's quarter. but most of the troops die in the process. The squad, then. is divided into three 
smaller groups wandering aimlessiy in the smells of the capital. Woman liaison officer "Daisy" and 
wounded "Korab" are stopped by a grid at the canal's exit. "Halinka" committed suicide. Micheal the 
composer becomes insane. "Smany" falls into the hands of the German patrol. After seventeen hours of 
long wandering. Zadra. Bullet and SmukIy finally reach what might have looked like a probable exit. The 
corporal dies while disarming grenades and Zadra returns for his friends unaware that the Geman patrols 
got to them first. 

TITLE: Dezerter Desener 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: I958 
DIRECTOR: Witold Lesiewicz 

SCRIPT: Jeny  Stephen Stawinski 
CAMERA: Sergiusz S p ~ d i n  

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Maria Ciesielska, Joscf Nowak 

GENRE: resistance fighter - Polish School 

RESUME: Forced into the "Wehrmacht". a Gestapo division. Roben runs away from the army. 
hlling a Gestapo officer in the process. He hides in the cellar of the widow Karol. Her daughter who is a 
nurse brings him to the mines where she hides him in the galleries. Heinrich, a Polish-German sympathizer, 



better known as "Volksdeutch". discovers Robert. In order to protect Elizabeth. the nurse who was bringing 
food to Roben, the hero kills the Volksdeutch. Love binds the nurse and Robert together. They hide in a 
church's treasure room; they get help from an old miner Sliwiok. In the meantime. the Gestapo are looking 
for Heinrich. Robert and Elizabeth escape the chase through the flooded galleries and the mine's ventilation 
system. On their way, they confront Steiner. a Gcrman officer. Thanldully they are victorious. Steiner 
denies defeat to his fellows. Finally, the mine's train wagon brings the couple out to safety. 

TITLE: Piopol I Diament Ashes and Diamonds 
YEGR OF PRODUCTION: 1958 

DIRECTOR: Aadrzej WajQ 
SCRIPT: Jerry Aadrzejewski, A d m e j  Wajda 

CAMERA: Jerry Wojcik 
PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Zbigniew Cybulski, Ewa Krryzewska 

Wajda Film - Polish School 

RESUME: May 1945. first day of victory. Maciek Chelrnicki and Andrzej Drewnowski. two young 
soldiers of the Krayova Army, receive an order to assassinate the PPR (Communist Party) secretary 
Szczuka. who is corning to town for a visit. They fire from a military car. but the bullets hit innocent 
bystanders and Szczuka arrives safely. That night everyone at hotel Metropol is getting ready to celebrate 
the end of the war. Maciek and Andrzej recall their lost brothers at arms. Chelmicki receives an order to kill 
Szczuk just as he is about to go to bed with the beautiful barmaid Kristina. He is hesitant. but must fulfill his 
military oath. Drewnowski, who was given the title of President's personal secretary. gets drunk and stam a 
brawl. hlaciek spends the last hour before dawn with Kristina, promising her that he will abandon the 
military and stan a normal life. Szczuka learns that his son is a captive of officer Wilk of the Krayova 
Army. He leaves the building alone and heads to their Headquarters. Maciek follows him and brutally 
murders him as shors are fired by the celebrating soldiers. When Maciek returns to the festivity a military 
pauol unit attempts to stop him. but he does not react. He is shot and dies in the city's garbage dump. The 
soldiers continue their celebration. 

TITLE: Wolne miasto/ Free ciry 
YEAR O F  PRODUCTION: 1958 
DIRECTOR: Stadey Rozewicz 

SCRIPT: JamJoseph Szacpanski 
CAMERA: Wladyslaw Forbert 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Bronishw Dardzinski, Wlodimien Ziebinski 

GENRE: battalia 

RES Ub1E: This film tells the story of the brave post-office workers that fought against the Nazis. The 
old postman Rajc dreams of a retirement that may never come ... The pretty telegrapher Irene takes care of 
the wounded. Everyone awaits immediate reinforcements ... During the initial German onslaught Konrad, a 
Polish officer recently arrived from Warsaw, is killed. and the civilians are left to their own devises. After a 

few skirmishes the Germans bring heavy artillery with tremendous firepower. Following the twelve hour 
conflict. running out of ammunition, wounded, and completely worn out. the postmen sunender. The nazis 

execute dl trying to exape from the flaming post office. 



TITL.E: Kamienne Niebo/ A Sky of Stoat 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1959 

DIRECTOR: Ewa 4 Czeslaw Petelscy 
SCRIPT: Jerry Kryrzton, Ewa and C d w  Petdscy 

based on a story by Jerzy Kryszton 
CAMERA: Kurt Weber, Wladydaw Forbert 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Tadeusz Lomnicki, Z o h  Slaboszowska 

GENE: Polish Schooi 

RESUME: Manius the thief, a city rat, returns to the tenements where he lives. A great fire saves h e  
people from the torments of the rising Warsaw. Dramatic battles are taking place for water. A mother and 
her child. an old professor and his wife and a young girl Ewa. find refuge in the old tenements with Manius. 
The old lady proprietor sends her husband to get water. Shortly after, an explosion occurs blocking all the 
exits to the tenments: the inhabitants are trapped. However, they overlook the possibility of someone 
digging them out. They dig into &e walls and pass from one place to another senselessly. After forty-eight 
hours. the old lady gets a nervous breakdown and her husband is blinded. Manius and Ewa perform brutal 
sex and the mother fights to the end for air and water for her child. The oil lamp slowly burns itself out. 

TITLE: Knyz wdeamychl Cross of Valour 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1959 

DIRECTOR: Kazimierz Kutz 
SCRIPT: Joseph Hen 

based on his shon  srories 
CAMERA: Jeny Wojcik 

PRINCIPAL A n O R S :  J e w  Turek, 
Aleksander Fogiel, Bronislaw Pawlik 

GENRE: resistance fighter 

RESUME: All events take place during the Second World War. 
I )  A regular soldier with a plebeian name, Socha. nicknamed "the Runt." performs an act of bravery. He 
receives the Valiant Cross and gets promoted to corporal. A few days of retirement allows him to return 
home. Socha travels with a heroic smile. Upon his arrival. however, he sees nothing but ashes of his home 
town. Not even an old timer can tell him what happened nor who did this. 

11) Near the front line. a German sheepdog came to see the Polish soldiers. The soldier's roads cross each 
other with the dog's paths. One of the soldiers wants to kill the Nazi's-little-helper and another feeds him 
with a loaf of bread. The winning attitude consists on pure humanism. 

111) Small town on the conquered grounds in which a group of soldiers became citizens. Slowly, the life of 
the miniature population comes to an order. The mostly respected persons in h a t  population is the widow of 
captain Josh. The woman falls in love with a newcomer who is not well acccpted by the others. 
Consequently. he decides to leave the population with the widow by his side. 



TITLE: Lotna 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1959 

DIREnOR: Andznj Wajda 
SCRIPT: Wojttk Zulrrowski, Aadrrej Wajda 

based on a story by Wojtek Zukrowski 
CAMERA: Jerry Lipmpn 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Jeny Picbelski, Adam Pawlikowski 

GENE: batcalia - Wajda Film 

RESUME: September 1939. The Uhlan squadron lead by captain Chodakiewicz, stops for baiting on 
a nobleman's courtyard. By the dying nobleman's side, stands a beautiful mare, Lotna which the old man 
offers to the captain as a token of gratitude for his victorious acts. Sometime on their paths, the squadron 
intercepts an ambush of civilians by the German troops which results in the destruction of the squadron and 
death of the Whlan captain. Brabowski, an officer cadet, inherits the horse. The young officer marries his 
Iove Ewa. The couple and the remaining squadron take h e  road that leads to their deaths. The young 
Grabowski dies and the mare is passed down ro lieutenant Wodnicki who decides to end this senseless exile. 
A11 the remaining soldiers receive a part of the Polish flag and each leaves in a different direction. During 
their departure the horse gets stolen by sergeant Laton. He chases the horse across the battlefield, Lotna 
breaks a leg and Laton is forced to kill her. 

TITLE: Powrot/ Shadow of the Past 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1960 
DIRECTOR: Jerry Passendorfer 

SCRIPT: Roman Bratny 
based on his szoy "Happy Sufferers" 

CAMERA: Kazimir Konmd 
PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Andnej Lapicki, Alina Janowska 

construction of socialism 

RESUME: Siwy. once a soldier of the underground and participant in the Warsaw uprising, comes 
back to Warsaw from Paris. He visits Andrzej to ask his help in finding his old friends with whom he would 
like to recall the good old times. The meeting with his friends disappoints him when he learns that they do 
not want to hear anything of the old times because their lives have continued and things have evolved 
drasticaily. Even the detachment commander can not clearly remember Siwy. Siwi's feelings for h a .  a 
liaison officer. are nothing but a memory. The two of them can not find a common language. although they 
do try. Disappointed. Siwy returns to Paris. 

TITLE:  Zanr~chl Assassinarion 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1959 
DIRECTOR: J e w  Passendorfer 
SCRIPT: Jerzy Stephan Staminski 

CAMERA: Jeny Lipman 
PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Bozena Kurowska, Tadeusz Lomnicki, Stanislaw- Mikulski 

GENRE: resistance fighter 

RESUME: A film from the period of the Nazi occupation of Warsaw. The story is based on the 
famous attempt on Chief Commissioner Franz Kutscher's life, better known as "the butcher of Warsaw," 
who personally gave orders for brutal and random executions in the capital. There are detailed reparations 

St 
or the events which are to take place on February 1 . 1944. A division of the Armya Krayova is lead by 
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captain "Roadblock." As Marta is preparing the hand-grenades, "Lynx" crashes into the armored car of the 
Commissioner's bodyguard with his Kutschner, "Black delivers deadly rounds of hell fire while 
"Colossus" launches hand grenades at the Germans. 'Zagle" and "Roadblock attempt a retreat. but are 
blocked from behind by the German troops. As they try save themselves from the massacre, they fall dead 
into the Wisla river. Most of the soldiers are dead. and very few escape. The rest must fight to the bitter 
end. 

TITLE: Kszyzaczi /Teutonic Knights 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1960 
DIRECTOR: Alehuder Ford 

SCRIPT: Jerzy Stepban Stowinski, A l e M e r  Ford 
Based on the novel by Henry Sienkiewicr 

CAMERA: Mieczyslaw Jaboda 
PRINCIPAL ACTORS: U d a  Modrzynrki, Mieczyslaw Wenik 

GENRE: nationalist epic 

RESUME: Zbysiek and Danuta, a loving couple, have been abducted by the Teutonic Knights. 
Danuta's father Jurand of Spychow. and a few noble friends amongst which the mysterious young knight. 
declare a private war against the Order. A serious conflict develops between Jurand and the Grand Master 
of [he Order of Teutonic Knights. Zygfield de Lowe. in this colorful depiction of the conflict at 
Gruene\vald. 

TITLE: N i e w i d  aarnodziejd Innocent Sorcerers 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1961 

DIRECTOR: Andnej Wajda 
SCRIPT: Jerzy Andnejewski, Jerzy Skoiimowski 

CAMERA: Christopher Winiewicz 
PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Krystyna Stypulkowska, Tadeusz Lornicki 

Wajda Film 

RESUME: A young doctor, Andrzej works in a sports club. He has a passion for Jazz and plays the 
drums i n  an amateur band. He Ieads a typically expensive life. likes fancy clothes and has an Italian 
mororcycle. From time to time he likes to flirt with women and his relationships are intense but brief. One 
nisht he goes to the "Mannequin" Nightclub where his friend Edmund, sees a gorgeous woman on the dance 
floor. Andrzej takes initiative and in a short while 'corrupts" her. She, however. is witty and manipulative. 
Together they begin a game of relationship damination. She introduces herself as Pelagia and he is Bazyl- 
They plan their first night. First. a giass of vodka followed by a little kiss. later an intellectual conversation 
and finally to bed. They try to overcome their spontaneous mutual feelings. The play a matches game of and 
she loses. but makes a classic comeback by taking off some of her clothes. Andrzej does not allow her to 
continue though. At dawn. she falls asleep on the sofa. A poup of merry friends call Andrzej out of the 
apartment. When he comes back, Pelagia is no longer there. He goes afkr her. This is when he realizes how 
important she is to him. After a long search, he finds her back at his place. He still pretends to be a cynical 
player. Pelagia leaves him with a "good-bye" and a promise to return. 



TITLE: R t u q w b t o d  Reality 
YEAR OF PRODUCilON: 1961 
DIRECTOR: Antoni Bobdziewia 

SCRIPT: Tadeusz Byrski, Antomi Bobdziewia 
based on a stor). by Jerzy Putrament 

CAMERA: Kndmir K o m d ,  Tadcust Wiczur 
PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Henryk Boukolowski, Pols R&sa 

GENRE: historical revolutionary 

RESUME: 1937; a trial against the illegal Communist Party in Poland. Julius Schultz is a young ' 

doctor of law who witnesses a strike in a small country town. and writes an article about it in the 
"Spolecnost" newspaper. However. Shultz does not realize that he has touched upon a delicate subject, and 
by now the spying authorities want to get their hands on the controversial and politically active young man. 
Julius is under great pressure. and all he wants is M o m  for his country. He is arrested and tried for his 
newspaper's illegitimate political leaning. Julius SchuIz remains loyal and betrays nothing. He is acquitted. 
On his way to thank his beloved Marysa for her support during the mal, he is seized by a couple of security 
men and unlawfulIy detained. Officially Schulz has committed suicide, but the corrupt and crumbling 
capitalist judicial svucture is to blame for his brutal murder. 

TITLE: Suiiadectwo urodzenia /Binh C e n ~ ~ c a r e  
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1961 
DIRECTOR: Stanislaw Roztwicz 

SCRIPT: Tadeusz Rozewicz 
CAMERA: 

PRLNCIPAL ACTORfACTRESS: Wojciech Simion 

GENRE: historical revolutionary 

RES LrM E : The war seen through the eyes of the most vulnerable, and yet the most important part of 
humanit),, the children. 
Par1 1 A Iirtle boy travels with a group of refugees. Among them is an officer from the disbanded Polish 
army and the two soon become good friends. On their way they witness vile acts of violence and atrocity by 
the German invaders. When a German tank division opens fire at the little convoy the boy. almost blind 
with panic. runs into the woods while his valiant friend attempts to defend the people. 
Part 2 A Russian POW seeks refuge with three young boys who live all alone. With their parents fighting 
in the war. the Russian soldier emerges as a father-figure. They treat him with reverence and hospitality. 
Soon after the arrival of heir guest. one of the boys passes by the POW camp; it is desened and all the 
prisoners have been killed. 
Pan 3 A orphaned Jewish girl seeks shelter with an old university colleague of her father's. She is given a 
new name and papers and sent to an orphanage. Here at last she feels protected, even happy for a while. 
One day German officers arrive to check the ethnic content of the orphanage. A little girl with black hair 
and dark eyes is singled out and questioned. The heroine's turn grows near. They determine that she's of 
Nordic descent, perhaps even a drop of German blood in her veins which can not be wasted - her racial 
beIonging manifests itself everywhere. 
Eyes fulI of tears, she gives them her false name: "Marisa Marinovska." 



TITLE: Czas przcs+ly/ Past Tense 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1961 

DIRECXOR: Lmnard Buczkowski 
SCRIPT: Leonard Buczkowski, Andrzej Szczypiorski 

based on the story of Andrzej Szczypiotski 
CAMERA: Jerry Wojcik 

PRINCIPAL AmORS: Adam Hanuszkiewia, Gustaw Holoubek 

GENRE: resistance fighter 

RESUME: In  1941 a military diversity group is planning an ambush on a Gestapo officer. von 
Steinhagen. Discovering the scheme, the Germans arrest Filip's group: Fram. Hugh, Antoni and Red. After 
several hearings Fram escapes. The rest are executed along with Antoni who turns out to be a uaitor. The 
German have planned Frarn's escape to let him show them the way to Filip's hideout. Monika, Frarn's 
girlfriend. awaits him at home. She learns about the poup's misfortunes and drives Fram out to the 
farmhouse. In 1935, Fiiip conducts Fram's hearing and learns that he is a uaitor. The accused claims that 
Monika never got in contact with him in 1944. Everybody steps out of Frarn's way after his c o w ' s  release. 
In 1960. a another Gestapo officer by the name of W e k r  comes forward in the coun. His lawyer gets in 
touch with von Steinhagen and the Weber's accomplices. Von Steinhagen's friend Klara. is presently in 
love with judge Blankie. Monika finds Fram once she learned about the Weber's coun hearings. 
Ineffectivel.. she talks Fram into Weber's hearing in order to have his charges dropped as a uaitor. Weber. 
manipulatively gets only the minimal sentence. 

TITLE: Ludzie z pociagd Panic on a Train 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1961 
DIRECTOR: Kazimierz Kutz 

SCRIPT: Marian Brandys, Ludwiga Woznicka 
based on a story by Marian Brandys 

CAMERA: Kurt Weber 
PRINCIPAL ACTORS: J d n a  Traczykowna, Andrzej Maj 

GENRE: official historical 

RESUME: From a high-speed moving train. someone throws a bouquet of flowers. An informer at 
the uain station tells the story of an event that happened in the fall of 1943 to an intrigued assistant by the 
name of Kalinski. Due to a mechanical defect in  two train wagons. a group of passengers is forced to pass 
one day at the uain station. Among them are thieves. smugglers. pickpockets, smart guys from a little 
village. a woman with her daughter. a boy with a dog in a basket. and a loving couple. The group's 
atmosphere produces friendly new acquaintances as well as conflicts among the people. Confidence- 
tricksters steal some jewelry from a baby-sitter, the lovers make up after a quarrel. A gun shot from a drunk 
station worker brings the SS officers in the scene. The drunkard escapes. The officer allows five minutes for 
the proprietor of the neglected firearm to come forward, otherwise he will shoot every fifth passenger. No 
one answers. Consequently. Ihe officer aligns the passengers is about to start shooting when a courageous 
boy claims to be the gun's owner. At the same time. the drunkard is found and the affair was resolved. 
Beaten by the SS. the boy explains to the skeptical officer that he is not part of any organization, but if he 
Lvere he would never tell. 



TITLE: Dzis v nocy umnc miasto Tonight A City will Die 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 196 1 

DIREnOR:  Jan Rybkowsld 
SCRIPT: Leon KruczJ~owski, Jan Rybkowski 

CAMERA: Boguslaw Lambach 
PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Andrzej Lapicki, Berrta Tyszkienicz 

GENRE: Polish School 

RESUME: Peter. a concentration camp convict. escapes during a transfer to another prison. He does 
not find help under the given address. thus he wanders on the streets of Drtzden on his own. He notices a 
woman officer of the SS. but she does not pay much attention to his flirtatious anitude. Suddenly. an air-raid 
from the allied uoops ravages the city which is transformed into a field of flames. During the evacuation. 
rhe SS woman turns LO Perer for help. Together they manage to get on the other side of the city. There. they 
fall into the hands of the German uoops who separate the foreigners from the country's citizens. 

TITLE: Samson 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1961 

DIRECTOR: Andzrej Wajda 
SCRIPT: Kazimir Brandys, Andnej Wajda 

based on a s t o n  by Kazimir Brandys 
CAMERA: Jeny Wojcik 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Serge Merlin, Alina Janowska 

GEh'RE: holocaust/resistance - Wajda Film 

RESLWE: Warsaw in the last years before the beginning of the war. A young Jewish man. Jacob 
Gotdber~ .  is attacked by fascist students. He kills one in self defense and is thrown in  jail. The beginning of 
the w u  in 1939 sets him free. but he becomes a prisoner of the ghetto. He works as a grave digger. and afier 
his mother's death he manages to escape. He finds refuge in many different places. but he is very IoneIy and 
alienated; he decides to return to the ghetto. but it does not exist anymore. Stumbles upon a communist 
printing press. When the Germans surround the building. he How himself dong with his enemies. 

TITLE: Ogniomistn K d e d  Seargant Kalen (Burning Mountains) 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1961 

DIRECTOR: Ewa and Czeshw Petelscy 
SCRIPT: Ewa and Czcslaw Petelscy 
Based on the story by Jan Gerhard 
CAMERA: Mieczyslaw Jaboda 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Wieslaw Colas, Zofia Slaboszowska 

GEhaE: resistance fighter 

RESLBIE: Bieszczad 1946. A group of Ukrainian NationaIists are fighting against the Polish 
underground army. Sergeant Major KaIen dreams to come back home during a pursuit lead by his captain, 
Wierzbicki. of the Zubryd derachrnent. Part of the soldiers die in a mine field and the rest are beheaded by 
the enemy. Undergoing torture. KaIen pretends to be a deserter and a traitor. His escape. bare foot in the 
snow. extends his life for a few hours. untiI he uses his body as a human shield to protect a woman and her 
child from the attack of the enemy squadron. 



TITLE: Czarme skrzyW Bbck Wings 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1963 

DIRECTOR: Ewa and C d w  Petdscy 
SCRIPT: Alelurrnder Sdbor-Rylski 

Based on the story by Julius Kadena-Bandrowski 
CAMERA: Kurt Wcber 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Kazimir Opalinski, Czesiaw WoUejko 

GENRE: historical revolutionary 

RESL'ME: 1923, Zaglebie Dombrowski. Miners from "Erazm" mine are threatening to strike because 
of constant salary reduction. A leftist minister of parliament, Miniewski will moderately interfere into the 
salary cutback. His son, Ted, once a legion officer, offers his invention to the director of the mine 
Kostyniow: a paste to clean the floors. Ted docs not realize that Kostyniow wants to blackmai1 his father. A 
French administrator Coeur, orders the miners to work under dangerous conditions. An explosion occurs; 
rhe mine is in flames- Miners rake justice into their own hands against Coeur. During their manifestations 
rhry carry the bodies of the victims: they are beaten by the police. 

TITLE: M a t h  Joanna od aniolow/ Mother Johanna of Angels 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1963 
DIRECTOR: J e w  Kawalerowicz 

SCRIPT: Tadeusz Konwicki, jeny KawderovFicz 
based on a sroc by Jaroslaw Iwaszkiewicz 

CAMERA: J e n y  Wojcik 
PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Lucyna Winncka, Miecqlaw Voit 

GENRE: literary adaptation 

RESUME: A monastery on the Polish frontier during the eighteenth century. Father Suryn comes to 
exorcise rhe demons from Joanna's body but his mission fails when love develops between them. In his 
desire to save Joanna. he commits absurd crimes against innocent peasants and condemns their soul for all 
eternity. Infecred by the need of physical love. that the image of Joanna has caused, he becomes a victim of 
false ideas flowing from his unbending faith in dogmatism. The awakening of his basic instincts drives him 
crazy. and if those needs are not attended to. the uuth about the human soul and body will be crushed ... 

TITL.E: Naganiacd Beater 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1964 

DIRECTOR: Ewa and Czeslaw Petelscy 
SCRIPT: Roman Bratny 

CAMERA: Stephan Matyjaszkiewicz 
PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Bronislaw Pawlik, Maria Wachowiak 

GENRE: holocaust 

RESUME: Last year of the war. Once a participant in the Warsaw uprising, now hiding in a country 
granary. Micheal helps Jewish refugees to escape to Hungary. Unfortunately. the Germans are wandering 
about in the same area. The refugees panic and they run out of their hiding place. In the open they stand no 
chance. The result of the German's hunt is: 40 rabbits, 2 Foxes and 16 Jews. A woman runs away from 
Micheal under the impression that he has caused the massacre. Lonely and bitter, he leaves the area just as 
the Red A m y  arrives. 



TITLE: Skapani w ogniu lSurrouded by Flames 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1!l68 
DIRECTOR: Jeny P~sscndorfer 
SCRIPT: Wojtek Zukrowski 

based on his novel 
CAMERA: Antoai Nurcynski 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: SLoaislaw Mikulsld, Beata Tyszlriewia 

oficial contemporary 

RESUME: The year is 1945. The west territories have been deserted; the houses are empty and the 
fields neglected. The soldiers ensure order, vansport repairs, and work in the field. Once an officer of the 
AK t home army). captain Sowinski is keeper of the in the village of Kamien. He screens all the newcomers. 
and easily resolves what seem to be uncontrollable conflicts. The locals are badly treated by the newcomers 
who want LO occupy heir property- Rutka, is a native girl who is arrested for illegal possessions of firearms. 
After Sowinski's intervention in the affair, Rutka is set free and falls in love with him. After her arrest. 
though. she no longer has the desire to live in Poland. Events turn from bad to worse: many smugglers and 
bandits invade the village bringing confusion to the population. Peace will, however, be restored at all cost. 

TITLE: Koniec naszego swiaW The End of Our World 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1964 
DIRECTOR: Wanda Jakubuwska 

SCRIPT: Wanda Jakubowska 
based on rhe novel by Tadeusz Hotuj 
CAMERA: liazimir Watrrzyniak 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Lecb Skolimowsld, Teresa Wicibska 

GENRE: holocaust 

RESUME: When visiting the Aushwitz Museum. a young American wants to learn mote about the 
atrocious concentration camp. He does not know, however, that the engineer who brought him to the 
museum is survivor of that period. The engineer talks about the camp's resistance movement that had for a 
goal to reduce the suffering of the prisoners. 

TTTLE: Pasazerka The Passenger 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1964 

DIRECTOR: Andnej M u d ,  Witold Lcsiewicz 
SCRIPT: Zofia Posmysz, Andnej Munk 

based on rhe aurobiography of Zofia Posmysz 
CAMERA: Christopher H'iniewicz 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Aleksandra Slrrska, Anna Ciepielewska 

GENRE: holocaust - Polish School 

RESUME: A psychological drama unfolds itself in the present, that has its toots in the days of terror 
at the concentration camp in Aushwitz-Brzezinka. On a docked transatlantic cruise ship. Walter and Lisa 
are going on a trip. At one point Lisa. who was a guard for the SS, notices a woman passenger getting on 
the ship. The image of the mysterious woman reminds Lisa. who is drowned regret. of an inmate at the 
camp. Between the two women - executioner and victim - a psychological and complicated game is 
develops. The "Aufsehnerin" Lisa. has not succeed in breaking the other woman who should have been 
dead long ago. Now looking for redemption, Lisa revealed her true identity to her husband Walter. but even 
that is half the truth. 



TITLE: Barwi Walki The Colors of War 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1965 
DECTOR:  Jerry PasscMlorter 
SCRIPT: Wojciech Zukrowski 

based on the story by Mieczyslaw Moczar 
CAMERA: Kfzimir Konrad 

PRLVCIPAL ACTORS: Tadeusz Shmidt, Kmysztof Cblndec 

GENRE: battaiia 

RESUME: 1944. On the Polish grounds. the Soviets are chasing the Germans, ravaging everything in 
the process. In the reach of the mountains SwietCiokrzysk. the Home and Public A m y  as well as the 
Peasants Battalions. lead strong military operations. The Public Army division receives an order to hand 
over the cenual committee to the city of Helm. Unfortunately, the deputy is arrested and driven out into an 
unknown destination. The Kolacz division finds him lightly wounded in a biown-up train. He is vansponed 
beyond the front line. In the mountains. the battles between the Germans and Polish partizants still continue 
to unfold. 

TITLE: Piopli Ashes 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1965 

DIRECTOR: Andnej Wajda 
SCRIPT: Aleksander Scibor-Rylski 
based on a sron by Stephan Zeromski 

CAMERA: Jeny Lipman 
PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Daniel Olbrychski, Boguslaw Kierc 

GENRE: ru'ationalist Epic - Wajda Film 

RESUME: Traveling through Italy in 1798. prince Gintult comes across some soldiers in tom 
military uniforms singing the Polish anthem. He returns to his winter mansion. where his guest, the young 
nobdman Ralph OlbromsZii. falls in love with lady Helen. Ralph. travelling with the prince as his secretary. 
is Iured into freemasonery in Warsaw by prince Poniatowski. DeWihtto is another member of fine society, 
whose wife turns out to be none other than Helen. RaIph and Helen run away into the mountains where she 
is krlied by renegade soldiers. As Ralph arrives to the home of Chstopher Cedro. he notices Napoleonic 
troops on the march. Olbromski and Cedro rush to Great Poland in order to arrange the preparation of a few 
Polish divisions. The two of them fight side by side in the battle of Raszyn and in the conquest of 
Saragossa. Their faith and patriotic freedom, though. have little in common with the rules of the 
Napoleonic wars. Ralph saves Gintult's life. but the prince later perishes in the flames of the Olbromski's 
court. RaIph ends the battle and undertakes replenishing the national treasury. In 18 12. Christopher Cedro 
visits RaIph and asks him to join them in the conquest of Moscow. The winter conditions prevented them to 
go forward. Cedro never realizes that RaIph is half blind and dying. 



TITLE: Drewniany R o d e c  The Wooden Rosary 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1965 

DIRECTOR: Ewa and Czeslaw PetelSCy 
SCRLPT: CzuIaw Petclscy 

based on a story by Natalia Rolleczek 
CAMERA: Stefan M a t y j d e w i a  

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Elizabeth Karkoszka, Barbara Horawianka 

GENRE: historical revolutionary 

RESUME: 1936. A Girls' Catholic boarding school at Zakopany. Celine is a tender young girl who is 
completely new to the petty intrigues of a Catholic girls' boarding school. and therefore falls prey to those 
who would take advantage of her incompetence and naivete. When a loaf of bread is stolen from the 
kitchen, Celine is accused of the theft. The other girls either ignore or bully her. Their favourite pastime is 
tellin_u each other tall-tales about their parents and imaginary boyfriends. Hypocrisy and insensitivity drive 
Celine almost to the point of burning out her own eyes out with methanol. When her school mates learn 
about this. their esteem and compassion for her awakened. they seek out and severely punish the blond thief 
and alleged bully Natalia. The next morning CeIine does not feel we11 - she has no appetite and coughs 
badly. She gives away her bread and coffee, and faints. All the girls. even Natalia. pray for her as the 
Mother Superior tends her on her death-bed for she is dying of Tuberculosis. Unpredictably, a scandal 
erupts in the orphanage. During the riot Rosa. who hides her pregnancy, has a miscarriage. The nuns throw 
her c u t  of the monastery. The girIs revolt. Nun Modesta examines the girls bedrooms. While the nun is 
turned away. they jump on her. Humiliated. the nun loses her authority, and can no longer "take care" of the 
girls. The chief nun tries to tame the situation. She cannot account for the unfairness of life in the 
orphanage. 

TITLE: Rekopb znaleziony w Saragossie Manuscript Found in Saragossa 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1965 

DIRECTOR; Christopher Penderecki 
SCRIPT: Tadeusz Kwiatkowski 
based on a stor). b! Jan Potocki 
CAMERA: Mieczyslaw Jahoda 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Zbigniew Cybulski, Francis Pieczka 

GENRE: literary adaptation 

RESUME: During the Napoleon's campain in Saragossa. Spain, the commanders of the opposing 
forces consider mysterious manuscript. As they are reading the viewer is engulfed in a fantastic. surreal 
world of the ancient past crisscrossed with riddies and philosophical questions. The brave officer Alfons 
von Worden returns to Madrid taking shortcut through the Castille mountains, where he is faced with a 
series of unusual adventures. The narrative is disrupted in time and space: Alfons wakes up in an old inn 
after each adventure, each told From a different perspective. 



TITLE: Mistrz/ The Masrer 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1966 

DIRECTOR: Jeny AntaPk 
SCRIPT: Zdislaw Skowmnski 
CAMERA: Jan Janczewski 

PEUNCIPAL ACTORS: Janusz Warnecki, Ignacg Gogolewski 

GENRE: resistance fighter - Polish School 

RESUME: December 1934. In an old monastery a group of refugees spend harsh times. Among them 
is an old bookkeeper. pretending to be an actor by the stage name ''the Master." who dreams of performing 
a major Shakespearean role, particularly Hamlet. During heir stay at the monastery a group of PoIish 
panizants destroy an excellent strategic military point of the Germans. In retaliation the nazis select the 
intellectuals from among the group of refugees to be executed. A lawyer, a doctor. a pianist, and a teacher 
are lined up against the wall with the sole exception of the "actor." In order to prove that he  really is an 
actor, he proposes to an SS officer to enact pan of Macbeth. the scene where Duncan is murdered. The 
actor plays the role so emotionally. so metaphorical~y, refemng to the actual events. that the SS officer ends 
up believing him. Consequently. the officer places the actor against the wall along with the others. Many 
years since that tragic event a distinguished actor from a popular theater company interprets MacBeth in 
accordance with the Master's own version. 

TITLE: Rysopis The Description 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1966 
DIRECTOR: J e q -  Skolimowski 
SCRIPT: Jeny Skolimowski 

CAMERA: Witold Mickiewia 
PRINCLPAL ACTORS: Jerry Skolimowski, Elizabeth Czyzewska 

dissident 

RESUhlE: Dawn. Andrtej Leszczyc leaves his sleeping girlfriend quietly and goes to the recruiting 
cffice. To the amazement of the recruiting sergeant, he demands for immediate enrollment into basic 
training. He explains that he dropped out of Ichtyology studies and through the army he plans to enter into 
the real world. With his draft card in hands, just a few hours before his train is about to take him away from 
a pointless existence. he changes his mind and returns to his abandoned girlfriend. He goes our to buy 
goceries. He takes his sick dog to the veterinarian, and leaves the pooch to be put to sleep. He borrows 
money from friends. In a tramway he comes across a cenain Barbara who, he believes. is the woman of his 
Ilfe. After a quarrel with his friends. he comes back one last time home, takes his luggage and at the last 
moment jumps on the train. Through the window. he sees Barbara waving at him. 



TITLE: Fauaon The P h o i  
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1966 
DIRECTOR: Jerry Kawalemwia 

SCRIPT: Tadeusz Konwicki, Jerry hwderowicz  
Based on the story by Boleslaw Rwa 

CAMERA: Jerry Wojcik 
PRINCIPAL ACTORS: J e n y  Zclnik, Widawa Mazurkiewia 

literary adaptation 

RESUME: Ramses. the successor of the throne in ancient Egypt, participates in military activities as 
a leader. He undertakes difficult decisions carelessly. The high-priest, Herhor. who is the minister of war, 
informs the Pharaoh about Rarnses. Consequently. Ramses is relieved of duty. At the military training he 
sees a beautiful Jewish woman Sanh who becomes his lover. Ramses cannot bare the fact that the high- 
priests hold the high hand over the country and possess great riches hidden in their underground catacombs 
while the pharaoh is but an instrument of their command. Ramses concludes for the declaration of war 
against Syria in order to enrich his country. The priests sign a peace treaty with Syria; they promise to 
exclude Phoenicia. Alarmed by this, the Phoenicians ally themselves with Ramses. In the meantime. the 
a n _ q  Lebanese are revolting. Being at the head of the Army, Ramses attempts to restrain the revolters. 
During the combats. Rarnses learns about his father's death, Ramses XII, as well as the murder of Sarah and 
her son related to the prince. The killer was a Phoenician along with a Greek. Lykon. looking like Ramses. 
Lykon was trained by the priests to become the successor of the throne. Ramses becomes Faroah. He 
attempts to alter the country's ruling and retake the priests treasures. In the last elections. however. there 
was no question of handing over the treasures hidden under the city's catacombs. In this case. Ramses 
decides to take the treasures by force and imprison the high-priests for treason of the nation. With their 
great knowledge on the subject of the sunset, priests combine their resources for their own goals. A few 
minutes before the sunset, the high-priests Herhor speaks to his A r m y  and the revolted population. He 
summons the god of the sun. Amon. The army interprets the fallen darkness as the wrath of god. The army 
panics. Ramses XI11 is not affected and decides to pursue the battle against Herhor, who is murdered by 
Lykon. 

TTTLE: Westerplatte 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1968 
DIRECTOR: Stanislaw Rozewia 
SCRIPT: Jan Joseph Szaepanski 

CAMERA: J e n y  Wojcik 
PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Zygmunt Hubner, Arkadiusz B d  

GENRE: battalia 

RESUME: August 3 1, 1939, on the island Westerplatte. The final twenty-four hours before the 
beginning of the war. A mine explodes by the guardhouse on the first of September, which mark the 
beginning of the Second World War. The Polish ammunition depot has to be constantly guarded for twelve 
hours before relief arrives. Suddenly. the Germans attack from land, air and sea at once. "Prom." the first 
m i l i t q  outpost. goes down leaving lieutenant Pajak heavily wounded. On the following day, the NR-5 
barracks are destroyed. After twelve hours of slaughter the allies are still waiting for reinfcrrcements. All the 
ammunition. food and medical supplies are exhausted- Major General Suharski decides to surrender rather 
than prolong this senseless defense. Most of the soldiers follow him. On the seventh of September, after the 
destruction of NR-2, the general surrenders Westerplatte. The Germans salute the Polish soldiers who have 
offered a brave defense. 



TITLE: Sdto Sornersauli 
YEAR OF PRODUCTTION: 19617 
DIRECTOR: Tadeusz Koawicki 

SCRIPT: Tadeusz Konwicld 
CAMERA: Kurt W e k r  

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Zbignitw Cybulski, Custaw Holoubek 

dissident 

RESUME: In a strange little town. somewhere between a surrealism and fantasy, appears an unusual 
man with a completely inconsistent personality. Its Kowalski-Malinowski, a Polish Jederman (German). He 
is a constant sufferer. mytho-maniac and a self-proclaimed fortuneteller. He tells all sorts of made up stories 
about his brave exploits during the war, and the people believe him unquestioningly. He talks to leaders of 
the community such as the Captain. the Jewish man, and the Poet, and even they trust his every word and 
turn out to be pathetic little men, naive to the incantations of h e  Jederman. The polymerized population is 
lured into some son of a mind game developing into a hypnotic trance called the "somersault." The spell is 
broken when Kowdski-MaIinowski's wife arrives and reveals his true identity: a pimp and a liar. 

TITLE: Bariera The Barrier 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1968 
DIRECTOR: J e w  Skolimowski 
SCRIPT: Jeny Skolimowski 
CAMERA: Jan Laskowski 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Jan Now-icki, Joanna Szczerbic 

dissident 

RESLWE: A universit> graduate runs away with a suitcase in his hands. He leaves everything behind 
including his Polish pride, taking his life's earning in search of a better life. The film is a realization of 
discarding one's idealistic views of the world and entering into a more realistic setting aiming to earn a 
living. a car or money. However. our hero's behavior does not conform to the rule mentioned above: he 
goes down on a skiing slope with his suitcase containing his earnings, he lets destiny guide his actions, he 
fighrs a car with a sword that he refuses to sell because it is a family treasure. He jumps on a tramway to 
meet a beautiful woman driver to whom he reveals himself. Both are convinced. however. that they arc not 
meant for one another. 

TITLE: Potop The Deluge 
YEAR GF PRODUCTION: 1968 
DIRECTOR: Jerzy Hoffman 

SCRIPT: J e n y  Hoffman, Adam Kersten, Wojciech Zukrowski 
based on the sroy bj Henry Sinkiewicz 

CAMERA: Jeny Wojcik 
PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Daniel Otbrychski, Malgorzrrta Braunek 

G E N E :  nationalist epic 

RESUME: The romantic adventures of ensign Andrzej Krnicic and OIa Billewiczow against the 
historical background of the Swedish onslaught, in the years 1655 and 1660. In the beginning, Kmicic 
claims to be a liaison of the Swedish family of Radziwil, which he uses to kidnap Bopslaw Radziwil. 
Under a the false name of Babinicz, he serves his country and is covered with glory defending a monastery 
on Light Hill. During a particularly involved operation he is injured and decides to abandon his military 
caieer. His pauioric actions are rewarded by Ola's hand in marriage, and some good old-time drinking. 



TITLE: Wnystko ua sprzedsz Everything for Sale 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1969 

DIRECTOR: Andrzcj Waj& 
SCRIPT: Andnej WajQ 

CAMERA: Witold Sobocinski 
PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Beata Tyszkiewicz, Daniel Olbrychski, Aadnej Lapicki 

Wajda Film 

RESUME: A director makes a film in which the main characters are his friends. The lead actor does 
no; show up. The director removes him from the train scene. Elizabeth, the actor's wife who also has a pan 
in the film. is looking for her husband in vain. She runs into Beamce. the actor's ex-lover. now married to 
the director. This whole situation is nothing but images. Daniel is a devoted fan who is also looking for rhe 
actor. Beatrice and Elizabeth go to Warsaw where the actor is supposed to have had his last performance. 
On their way home, the women learn that the actor has fallen to his death under a fast moving. This tragic 
event is a shock to everyone. but the show must go on. Danicl takes the actor's place. 

TITLE: Kierunek Berlin Destination Berlin 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1969 
DIRECTOR: Jerzy Passendorfer 

SCRIPT: Wojtek Zukrowski, Jerzy Passendorfer 
CAMERA: Kazimir Kondrat 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Wojtek Siemion, Jeny Jogalla 

GENRE: battalia 

RESUME: April 1945. the Iast weeks of the second world war. Soldiers of the First Polish Army 
panicipate in "Operarion Berlin". Among them are: corporal Wojciech Warog, lieutenant Kaczmarek, 
private Osuejko Baginski. Zalewski and Bacioch as well as Polish-Russian major belonging to the Polish 
Army. Farmer's Batallions also participate in the battle as well as Warsaw revolutionaries and Buga 
emigrants. The film ends with the conquest of Berlin and the hanging of the Polish and Russian Flag on the 
uaIls of Reichstag. 

TITLE: Ostatni dni The Losr Days 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1969 
DIRECTOR: Jerzy Passendorfer 

SCRIPT: Wojtek Zukrowski, Jerry Posscndorfer 
CAMERA: Kazimir Konrad 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Wojciech Sicmion, Jew Jogdla 

GENRE: batralia 

RESUME: April 9, 1935. The first Polish Army is located forty-four kilometers fiom the capital of 
the third Reich. The soldiers of the Army intercept and destroy German cavalry coming to aid their uoops. 
Corporal Narog receives orders to deliver some important documents along with a certain P.O.W. In the 
process of completing his mission, the corporal comes across his father who he has thought long dead. The 
important documents as no longer relevant. As the events take shape, violent battles were being unfold in 
the outshns of Berlin. At the same time corporal Narog participates with a determined division in hanging 
h e  Polish Flag on the Gates of Brandenbursk. 



TITLE: Nowy New 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1969 

DIRECTOR: Jeny Ziarnik 
SCRIPT: Jerry Iliamik 

CAMERA: Jerzy Chluski 
PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Daminn Damiecki, Edward Dtiewonski 

official contemporary 

RESUME: Heniek Sochnacki, a twenty-two year who has just completed his military service. lives in 
the suburbs of Warsaw. Having worked at a big farm co-operative for a long time, he has lost interest in 
tractors. Instead. he prefers to work in the big city building pumps. However. he needs required proof of 
skills and proper documentation. The gathering of these takes several days of his time, and he faces many 
meaningless rules and absurd regulations, such as passes several medical and psychological tests. He bring 
a letter of recommendation. a photo and written authorization that should allow him to work. He gathers 
man!, signatures from many department managers with whom he has never worked. Finally. he is hired for a 
trial period. R'hen he finally wants to begin his work, he realizes that more authorization signatures are 
required. He goes through similx procedures. In the end he stands in front of the lathe. and the siren 
announces the end of the day. 

TITLE: Zniu  otimpijski Olympic Torch 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1969 
DIRECTOR: Lech Lorentonicz 
SCRIPT: Zdislaw Skowronski 

based or: "Night Traits" by Cezary Chlebowski 
CAMERA: Boguslaw Lambacb 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Wanda N e u m m ,  Tadeusz Kalinowski 

GENRE: resistance fighter 

RESUME: 1930. The German ski-instructor Shmidt is sent to the town of Zakopany to recruit PoIish 
skiers under the German Flag. He attempts to entice Bolek. but the man refuses to respond. Bolek and his 
friends are involved in conspiracy activities. He is a courier between Budapest and Zakopany. The leader of 
the little resistance group is captain Szarotka, and his femaIe courier companion is Hanka. Following a 
rcurine delivery they fall into the hands of the Germans. 

TITLE: Akcja "Brutus" Operation "Brutus " 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1970 
DIRECTOR: Jerzy Passendorfer 
SCRIPT: Zbigniew Nienacki 
CAMERA: Kazimir Konnd 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Zygmunt Hubner, 
Ewa Krzyzewska, Witold Pyrkon 

GENRE: spies & saboteurs 

RESUME: A dramatic year 1916; a period of the internal wars. In one of the counties Bonrta's gang 
is committing terrorist acts against government officials. Since Bonrta can always escape from a round-up. 
he obviously has contacts with h e  city's security agency. Albert, disguised as a historian, comes to town to 
weed out chose corrupt contacrs. He arrives to a monastery and where he finds out that Bomta's liaison is in 
fact the lovely abbess Anastazia. She. on the other hand. gets the impression that he is a western parachutist 



and brings him before her leader. Albert talks him into a 'temporary" cease-fue a transfer of his 
headquaners to LubeIszczyn. from where he will eventually arrange for a plane to take everyone to London. 
Before his mission is over Albert has to reveal his identity to the city's chief of police so that the latter will 
not interfere in the assassination of lieutenant Krzysiak's spy. The road is blocked, and Boruta alters his 
escape route. 11. A sudden poiice intervention, his car explodes killing Bonrta. Albert survives, and 
Anastazia is arrested. 

TITLE: Kardiogram Cardiogram 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1971 
DIRECTOR: Romoh ZPluski 
SClUPT: Inneusz Iredynski 

based on the story "Never in the Worid" by Aleksander Minkowski 
CAMERA: Janusz Pawlowslri 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Tadeusz Barowski, Anna Scniuk 

official contemporary 

RESLrME: Dr. Adam Rawicz accepts a position in a small town. Although he cares much about his 
patients. he does not feel at home. The only close person to him is Teresa. a school director's wife who has 
to hide her romantlc affair with Adam. When Wilinski's bastard child dies. Adam wants to bring the case to 
the procurrrror since the death is not defined. A parish-priest, the hospital's director convinces the doctor to 
hush up this case because the disgusted townspeople want to expel Wilinski. After another autopsy. Adam 
concludes that the child has died of natural causes. Nevertheless, the angry townspeople vandalize 
Wilinski's home. 

TITLE: Agent Nr. YAgenr number I 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1972 
DIRECTOR: Zbigniew Kuzminski 
SCRIPT: Aleksander Scibor-Rylski 

based on Stanislaw Strumph- Wojkiewic novel 
CAMERA: Wieslaw Rutowia 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Karol Stasburger, 
M o ~ k a  Soluba, Stojczo Mazgdow 

official historical 

RESUME: Jerzy Szajnowicz-Iwanow. son of a Russian-Pole raised in Greece offers himself as a 
candidate ro the Karpac Brigade in 194 1.  The Poles had doubts about him. The British proposed to create a 
sabotage-reconnaissance net in the surroundings of Athens. In a short amount of time the net begins to 
work: information flows, transports blow-up and ships are sinking. The brave Jerzy does not give up. He 
gets caught but manages to escape - he risks his life for another prisoner. He organizes a great sabotage: his 
people desuoy plane engines. cargo trains and single-handedly. he sinks ammunition boats. The British 
demand more: however. this only depends on the lots of the African Campaign. A courier wants to steal 
money because of her lack of faith in the allied troops. Jerzy gets burnt: while recuperating the stolen 
money. he gets caught by the enemy. The British refuse a proposition to negotiate and. therefore, Jerzy is 
executed. 



TITLE: W d e  The Wedding 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1973 

DIRECTOR: A-j WajQ 
SCRIPT: Andnej Killowski 

based on Stanley Wyspanski 's drama of the same title 
CAMERA: Witold Sobocinski 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Ewa Zictek, Ikaid Olbrychski 

Wajda Film 

RESUME; The film begins with documentary images from a wedding ceremony at the Mariacki 
church in Krakow. On its way. the wedding procession encounters road crosses and someone's funeral. The 
celebration begins in a small royal court. developing in an intellectual confrontation between townspeople 
and the country folks. All sorts of conflicts develop between people different backgrounds and mentality. 
fueled by wild folk music and alcohol. Jack the Gold Horn. jumps atop a white horse and gallops through 
the German and Russian border stations. When the dcohoI has faded away the men try to account for the 
evil of the previous night. 

TITLE: Ciemna rzcka 7he Dark River 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1973 
DIRECTOR: Sylwester Szyszko 
SCRIPT: Sylwester Szyszko 

Based on a story by Jerzy Grzymko wski 
CAMERA: Maciej Kijowski 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Maciej Goraj, Alicia Jachiewia 

GENRE: resistance fighter 

RES UhlE: April I931 in Lubelszczyn. The Germans terrorize a farm killing its owner and burning 
the buildings. To  the rescue comes the Farmer's Battalion. The bravest is Zenek, a cripple. After the 
battalion has been disbanded he does not return the weapons. and claims to be on no one's side: neither the 
Polish Pmizants nor the Battalions. He fights against any who invade his farm town. Because of an illegal 
possession of firearms. he is thrown in jail. After a few months he is released. He decides to wed Hela, his 
longrime girlfriend. At his wedding he is shot by one of the partisans, because one way or another he was 
with the opposirion during the battles. 

TITLE: Con Amore 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1976 

DIRECTOR: Jan Batory 
SCRIPT: Krystyaa Benvinska 
CAMERA: Boguslaw Immbacb 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Mdgomta Snopkiewicz, Joanna Szaepkowska 
Miroslaw Konarowski, Wojciech Wysocki 

official contemporary 

RESUME: Preparation for the Chopin piano competition are under way. Among the candidates there 
are two good friends. Andrzej and Greg, as well as Zofia. daughter of the professor who takes care of the 
two boys. Both of them have great chances of winning. They rival with each other for Ewa's love, Greg's 
girlfriend. who falls in love with Andrzej. Ewa becomes very ill and a surgery is required. She feels very 
lonely and Greg does not pay enough attention because he is too busy with the competition. She breaks up 
with Greg and secretly surrenders to the surgery. When Andrzej learns about that he starts to take care of 



Ewa desperately. In order to get some money, he pIays at a night club. sacrificing his practice time. Zofia 
who is also in love with Andrzej, has faith in him and Pies to get him first place. even against her father's 
wishes. Secretly, she finds a sanitarium for Ewa, but all in vain. Ewa gets out of the uain and goes home. 
Andrzej takes her to the farm. Depressed, losing faith in medical treatments, she attempts to commit suicide. 
Andrzej saves her at the last minute, Further medical tests reveal that Ewa has a chance of survival. Finally. 
comes the time of the contest. Andrzej cannot compete because of his lack of practice. therefore he is 
eliminated and Greg gers the first prize. Greg desperately wants to return to Ewa but she chooses Andrzej 
over him. 

TITLE: Cdowitk z marmum The Man of Marble 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1976 
DIRECTOR: Andzrtj Waida 

SCRIPT: Aleksander Scibor-Rylski 
CAMERA: E d w d  Klosinski 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Jerry Radbwilowia, Krystyna Jan& 

dissident - Wajda Film 

RESUME: Year 1952. A team of workers takes down a big portrait of a work leader. Mathew Birkut, 
hanging on the wall of the New Factory. Year 1976. Television station in Warsaw. Agnes. a film student. 
tries to convince the producer of her exceptional idea (on Birkut's life) which he ends up accepting. She 
looks through several documentaries of the New Factory. In the process she encounters problems with the 
financing of the project. 
The documentary film of Jerzy Burski 'They build our Hope". is an apology on behalf of heroes from the 
prewous years. From Burski. she learns about the filming of the interviews. which arc merely a stage 
adaptation. In Burski% version Birkut becomes famous and gets an apartment. His statue of marble is 
displayed in Zachecie. Birkut becomes an instructor, and along with his friends Witek and Micheal. teaches 
the people the are of masonry. Micheal tells a story of how Birkut was competing at a construction site, and 
was breaking the record. when someone planted a hot brick. thus crippling the man. Birkut becomes a union 
member- Behind the Micheal affair. Witek is arrested. Desperately. Birkut is searching for his friend and 
falls into the hands of the military service. He loses everything and is thrown out of his own home with his 
pregnant wife. Deeply angered. Birkut throws a rock into the military service headquarters and is arrested. 
Agnes was films her conversation with Michael, but discovers that the tape was destroyed. The producer 
g ram her another chance under the condition that she gets an interview with Witek who is working for the 
Katowice Factory. She looks at some filmstock on Birkut's stubbornness and political espionage. After his 
rehabilitation in 1956. Birkut begins the search for his wife who has left her husband and moved to the 
south. Agnes finds Hanka Tomczyk and decides not to use her camera for this interview. 
In 1957. in  his hometown. Birkut votes dong with everybody. The producer rejects her project because she 
has not found the hero. Discouraged, Agnes returns home to her father who gives her support. Hopeful. she 
goes off again and finds Maciek Tomczyk, son of Birkut, He informs Agnes that Birlcut is dead. Agnes 
fights to the end. The final scene shows them walking in the hallway of the television studio. 

TITLE: Czlowiek z zelaza The Man of Iron 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: I981 

DIRE-OR: Andzrtj Wajda 
SCRIPT: Aleksandtr Scibor-Ryls ki 

CAMERA: Edward Klosinski, Janusz Wcinski 
PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Jtrzy Radziwilowicz, Krystynrr Jan& 

dissident - Wajda Film 

RES LI1ME: August 1980. The beginning of strikes on the sea-shores. An assistant-producer calIs in an 
editor-in-chief and hands him documents about Maciek Tomczyk, an illegal activist. He suggests to the 
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editor to go to Gdansk and prepare documentary material about a compromising striking committee. In 
Gdansk, the editor Winkie; comes across Badacki, a party activist, who strongly favors the weight and 
importance of Winkiel's work. After the conversation, Bedacki hands him a bottle of Gin. For Winkiel the 
alcoholic it is a great present because of total prohibition by the committee. Winkiel tries to get access into 
the stock room in order to retrieve some valuable information. His search is in vain. When he returns to the 
hotel, an oficer of the peace service awaits him with a file on Tomczyk. The police allow him to see 
Maciek's wife. Agnes who is arrested for supporting the smkc. Agnes tells him her life story. In 1976. she 
was forbidden to pursue her career in the film industry and thus could not finish the documentary film on 
Maciek's father. Mathew Birkut. Her acquaintenance with Maciek turned into love. During the following 
years of their marriage they were persecuted for anti-governmental activities. Maciek went to jail and Agnes 
went home to her father with the baby where she learned about the smkes. On the way to Gdansk. the police 
arrest Agnes. After the conversation with Agnes. Winkiel relives the moments by telling the story to the 
public at the worker's demands. 
Conversations between the government commission and Institutional striking committee are corning to an 
agreement on how to help the workers. Winkiel's friend was granted an interview after proving worthy of 
his goals. As the IoneIy editor walked on the street, Badecki stopped him with the car. WinkieI told him 
that the agreement between the workers and the government was nothing more than an irrelevant piece of 
paper. The continuation of Birkut's familial lots are presented in the Marble Man. 

TITLE: Koaopielka 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1981 
DIRECTOR: Witold Leszczynski 
SCRIPT: Witold Leszczynski 

based on the novel by Edward Redlinski 
CAMERA: Zbigniew Napiorkowski 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Christopher Majchmk, Anna Seniuk 

official contemporary 

RESUME: In the western part of Poland. the backwards town of Taplar has completely gone to 
decay. Under a lonely tree, a young married Kaziuk dreams of God and the Holy Mother. In the morning. 
the man leaves home to get some firewood with his truck. Upon his return, because of bad hygiene, a 
prematurely born cow awaits him. A wandering beggar, and the school teacher both accuse the man of 
negIect. The naked teacher is in  Kaziuk's dreams, and later becomes his tenant. The school year begins, and 
the children's "discoveries" are badly perceived by the parents. As for Kaziuk's son, he is not even allowed 
to pmicipate in class. The discoveries are that their attractive teacher has been seen playing strange erotic 
games with the land surveyor. Kaziuk talks Handzia, his wife, into trying out some new positions. Harvest- 
Kaziuk breaks the tradition and instead of using a scythe he uses a sickle to mow the corn. He has a long 
way to go because the day has just begun. 

TITLE: Codnoso Dignity 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1984 
DIRECTOR: Roman Wioaczek 
SCRIPT: Jerry Grrymkowski 
CAMERA: Wladyslaw Nagy 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Jerry Aleksander Braszka, Halina Kossobudcka 

GENRE: official contemporary Solihriry 

RESUME: Last weeks before the annunciation of the state of war on the thirteenth of October 198 1. 
Karol Szostek with his children. Jedrek, Bozena with her husband Waldemar Rztpinski all go to work at 
"METAPOL". There is a meeting of solidarity on which radical postulation changes to the hitheno existing 



order. The gathering of h e  strikers begins. Tfre line-union meeting causes the leader to quit. The best leader 
with a great general knowledge is the calm Szostek. His wife awaits Szostek and the rest of the family 
impatiently at home. The younger generation protests against the overpowering party and explains the 
radical visions. Karol Szostak becomes the leader of the line-union. In the meeting with the solidarity leader 
Jack Haiduk, he talks him into teamwork and a resignation of smkes and rallies. Solidarity activist is against 
the proposition of the line-union Ieader; they are supposed to work cooperatively with the party. The activist 
is demanding to remove all the line-union workers from the factory. Szostak is laughed at by defending his 
friends. Solidarity announces strike. Szostak cakes the blow but retaliates with an article in the city paper. 
Solidarity party wants Szostek out for sabotaging the union. The company's director asks Szostek gently for 
an apology. The next morning, a group of workers under the management's orders, drags Szostek out on a 
little chariot. 

TITLE: Kim jest ten czlowiek? Who is Thr Man? 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1985 

DIRECTOR: Ewa and Czeshw Peteiscy 
SCRIPT: M.M. Gromar 

based on his novel 
CAMERA: Jeny Janrga 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS: Henryk Tdar, Ewa Szykulska 

official historical 

RESUME: In the Spring of 1939. captain Adam Iwinski is arrested for smuggling milirary 
merchandise. that is scrap. In prison. he attempts suicide. Once he is released. he is left with no means of 
survival. The counter-espionage division proposes a teamwork. His liaison officer is Maria. his pianist 
friend from Paris. They fall in love and go to Gdansk where the Polish spy-net is destroyed by 'Wotana". 
Iwinski has orders to recognize and to neutralize him. In the beginning all findings lead to Maria. therefore 
he is forced to kill her. Later. his leader Kuziernski receives classified documents that reveal that 
"Wotarnen" is major Stanley. For security reasons, Kuziemski hides Iwinslii in a psychiatric hospital. When 
Stanley shows up. Iwinski shoots him. Adam is imprisoned because he cannot prove to anyone about 
Stanley. Kuziernski dies in a car accident. The beginning of the war frees Adam and allows him to go to the 
battlefront- 
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Romania 
The V a l l e ~  Resounds Rasuna valea 

Eruption Eruptia 

Danube Waves Valurile Dunarii 

Thirst Setea 

The Stolen Bomb S-a furat o bomba 

Tudor 

The Golden Key La clef d'or 

Codin 

A sk rvithout nets Cerul n-are gratii 

La virsta dragostei 

Four paces away from infinity La patru pasi de in finit 

Moftury 1900 

Forest of the Hanged Padurea spinzuratilor 

The White Trial Procesul Alb 

Swzda~ at 6 o 'clock Duminica la ora 6 

The 6'h Round Runda 6 

The Dacians Daci i 

The Uprising Rascoala 

Death and the Major Majorul si Moartea 

The lust stand of Childhood Ultima noapte a copilariei 

The Death of Indian Joe Moartea lui Joe Indiannl 

Yourh without Age Tinerete fara batrinete 

A wornan for the season 0 femeie pentru un anotimp 

The Seven Haidouk Riders Haiducii lui Saptecai 

Adrvntures in Onfario Aventures en Ontario 

The Birth of Light Facerea Lumii 

Michael the Brave Mihai Viteazul 

Stony Nights Nunta d e  pietra 

Veronica 



The Blue Gates of the City Portile Albastre ale Orasului 

Gold in the Mountain /The Chest Duhul aurului / Sunduk 

The ashes of an empire Prin cenusa hperiului 

The Course Cursa 

Uncle Marin the Millionaire Nea Marin rniliardar 

Earthquake Mai presus de orice 

The Last Night of Love Ultima noapte de dragoste 

The pale lighr of sorrow Lumina palida a durerii 

Scenes from a carnival De ce trag clopotele mitica 

Competition Concurs 

Sand Clif/s Faleze de nisip 

Lighr on the Eighth FIoor 0 lumia la etajul zece 

The Cruise Croaziera 

The Mororneti Family Morometii 

No couples allowed Pas in doi 

The Beech Wood Padurea de tagi 

November, Last Ball Noiembrie ultimul bal 

Replacernerzr at Start Reserva la start 

The rvhire satin dress Rochia alba de dantela 



TITLE: b o a  v d e a  The Valley Resounds 
(the first Romanian film afier natio~lizarion) 

YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1949 
DIRECTOR: Pad Cdinescu 
SCRIPT: Mircea Stefmmscu 

CAMERA: Wilfrid Aurcl B o b  
PRINCIPAL ACTORfACTRESS : Nicobc Sireteanu, 
Puiu Dimitnscu, Puiu Hulubei, Eugenia Popovici 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESUME: The Young Brigadiers Movement in Romania. Young men and women from all over the 
country volunteer to work as brigadiers where help is needed most. Niko, the son of a wealthy landowner. 
declares that he also will join the group effort. At the construction site he meets a lovely brigadier-giri, and 
they become fast friends. Nico's parents are ashamed, to say the least. but the labow brigade's 
achievemen~ quickly gain popular suppon. The brigadiers organise an entertainment event. which consists 
of songs. dances. and marches. Nico sings a song too: "I used to be a wealthy heir, but now I'm a 
brigadier!" Meanwhile an evil agent is at work. Posing as a brigadier. the saboteur had first attempted to 
take advantage of a defenseless woman. and now he is about to plant explosives in excavation tunnel #I7 ... 
The brigadiers. however, decide to work into the night in order to complete the task sooner. They stumble 
on the villain, subdue him. and neutralize the threat. The work is complete, and very soon a train passes 
beneath the mountain. 

TITLE: Eruptia Eruption 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1957 

DIRECTOR: Liviu Ciulei 
SCRIPT: Petre Luscdov 

PRINCIPAL ACTORIACTRESS: Eva Cristian, 
Lucia-Mara Dubija, Lica Popescu, 

Grvziella Albiai, Jean Bart 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESUME: Anna is a drilling specialist on an apprenticeship in a remote and dangerous area. The 
elegant and beautiful young woman is welcomed by hard working, down to earth people; their manners are 
a little rusty. but they mean well. The engineer-in-chief and his assistant Nina help the young woman adjust 
to her new environment; Anna is still haunted by memories of her frivolous life in the city. I11 rumours 
spread about the new comer, and Anna climbs to the top of the pumping tower in desperation. Her admirer. 
a former drunk, catches up with her and saves the young woman from an rash mistake. Suddenly there is a 
great eruption of an oil well and the workers are unable to tackle the crisis. Anna's reformed admirer steps 
in. and with the help of a few brave men blocks the opening. Anna finishes her apprenticeship and goes 
home enriched by her experience. 



TITLE: Vdurile Dunarii Danube Waves 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1960 

DIRECTOR: Liviu Ciulci 
SCRIPT: Fmcisc Muntianu, Titus Popovic 

CAMERA: Grigore Ionescu 
PRINCIPAL ACTORIACTRESS: Lasar Vrabie (Tomas). 

Liviu Ciulei (Caprain Mihai Srrejean). him Petnxu (Anna) 

GENRE: resistance 

RESUME: Captain Mihai Strejean, a we11 known sea wolf, risks his life as skipper of a little barge 
ferrying munitions for the Germans up the Danube. He is accompanied by his beautiful wife, Anna. to 
whom he has been just wed. The POW Tomas. a former officer in the Romanian guard. is also aboard. The 
uanspon is heavily guarded, and unbeknownst to Mihai, Tomas is there on a special mission. Anna wary of 
the suspicious stranger. follows him one night to see him steal German guns and hide them in the hull. 
Tornas shows pear bravery and self control when he single-handedly saves the ship from a mine. Anna is 
aruacted by the mysterious passenger. Mihai's wild jealousy forces her to confess all she knows about the 
prisoner. Tomas succeeds in convincing the captain to deliver the barge to the resistance instead. A bloody 
and uneven fight ensues. during which Mihai looses his life, but the patriots triumph. 

TITLE: Setea Thirst 
YEAR OF PRODUCTON: 1961 

DIRECTOR: Mircea Dragan 
SCRIPT: Titus Popovich 

based on his novel of the same name 
CAMERA: AIexandru Rosianu 

PRINCIPAL ACTORIACTFESS: narion Chobanu (Mirru Morr), 
Kolya Ruoutu (the Communist-worker Ardelianu), 

Gheorghe Kalboryanu (the khufack Gawila) 

GENRE: consuuction of sociaIism 

RESUME: Afrer the war. the poor peasant Mitnr returns home bringing new ideas about a change in 
the established order. a long-due compensation for the disadvantaged peasants. A serious hostility develops 
between him and the chokoy baron Pap de Serind. Gavrila, the baron's right-hand man, mes to win the 
young man over. but not even Miuu's love for Gavrila's daughter is strong enough to push him off the 
chosen path. Evenrs speed up. and Miuu takes over as mayor of the little community. The communist 
worker Ardelianu orpanises the people to divide de Serind's land among thenrselves. but he is assassina~ed 
by the fascist Iegionnaire Banichu who hides in the baron's barn. The murder unites everyone against de 
Serind's reactionary politics, and the people's thirst for justice prevails. The baron is forced to witness h e  
partitioning of his estate. Skilled workers plough the free land. 



TITLE: S-a brat o bomba 7he Stolen Bomb 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1962 
DIRECTOR: Ion Popescu-Gopo 

SCRIPT: Ion Popescu-Gopo 
CAMERA: Stefan Honat 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Yuric Darie, 
Haralambie Boros, Lliana Tomescu, 
Eugenia Babure, Puiu Kalinescu 

GENRE: fantasy 

RESUME: In some western Metropolis a top-executive businessman and a mob boss witness the 
testing of a new kind of weapon: the Super Minibomb. The businessman wants to use it for his own ends, 
but the mobster steals it from the lab and puts it into an ordinary briefcase. While the mob boss ceiebrates 
his easy victory with a seductive dancer. his men get into a comical-heroic fight with the police and the 
briefcase winds up in the hands of an indifferent bystander. The young man is looking for a job on a bulletin 
board. and can not understand why all these people keep grabbing at the briefcase, albeit very cautiously ... 
He soon finds out what the contents are. but can not decide what to do. The lovely bus-usher girl helps him 
out of this miserable situation: he breaks the bomb into little pieces, as if it were chocolate. and distributes 
the pieces among the distressed citizens of the poorer quarters, so that they can profit from its miraculous 
energy. The young woman and man fall in love, and they live happily ever after. 

TITLE: Tudor 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1963 
DIRECTOR: Lucian Btatu 
SCRIPT: Mihnia Georgiu 

CAMERA: Konstnntine Chuboeru 
PRINCIPAL ACTORIACTRESS: Emanoil Petruc (Tudor), 

Gbeorgbe VrrrkP (Burkowyanu) 

GENRE: nationalist epic 

RESUhlE: The Russo-Turkish war of 18 12 is in futl swing. The rebel Tudor commands his pandws 
w ~ t h  an iron fist. A passionate love deveIops between Tudor and the rebel Oarke's sister. However. they 
decide that duty is more important than passion, and Tudor undertakes to plan an all-out national and social 
uprising. in this endeavour he is assured of Burkovyanu's assistance, but the treacherous pretender to the 
Romanian throne betrays Tudor, who barely escapes Turkish ambush. After the King's mysterious deah  he 
royal entourage unanimously side with Burkovyanu. The uaitor swears allegiance to Tudor once again. 
promising his support for national liberation. Tudor takes Krayova and marches to Bucharest. The villain, 
fearing the social direction the fight is taking, sends his guard against the rebcIs. The captain of the guard 
Beneku. however. is an old acquaintance of Tudor's, and the two join forces. The people of Bucharest greet 
Tudor's men with enthusiasm, because he intends to punish the thieving nobles, and then turn on the 
Turkish invaders ... But through Burkovyanu's treachery Tudor falls into enemy hands. The faithful Beneku 
can not saw him, and decides to take a last stand with the pandurs. 



TITLE: Lm clef d'or The Gofden K q  
YEAR OF PiXODUCTION: 1963 
DIRECTOR: Elisabtta Bostan 

GENRE: fantasy 

RESUME: Once upon a time ... there lived a shepherd and his wife. to whom was born a beautiful 
baby boy. The boy was visited by three fairies who endowed him with three virtues: courage, strength. and 
wisdom. His destiny was preordained: to go to the kingdom beyond the clouds. and deliver the king and 
queen from exile. 

TITLE: Codin 
!a co-production with France) 

YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1963 
DIRECTOR: Hcnri Colpy 

SCRIPT: Ives Camiaquts, Dimitrou Karabutz 
bused on Panaite Isuati's novel of the same name 
CAMERA: Marcel Weiss, Stapbrmt Chorvat 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Aleksandru Virgil Platon (Codin rho Giant), 
Ruzvan Petrescu (Adrian, the widow's son), Francoise Brion (the young widow) 

GE?iW: melodrama 

RESUME: th 
End of the 19 century; Romania is ravaged by cholera. In Komorovka. a secluded 

district of Danube's harbor of Braila, dockers and general workers dwelI alongside thieves and prostitutes. 
A beautiful widow and her little son Adrian move to this slum. where she works as a washer-woman. Their 
neighbor, Codin the Giant, saves Adrian from the local bullies and the two become fiends. Codin. who has 
been in prison for murder. is now arbiter for the dockers : he distributes the work equally to all. His only 
comfort in life is his love for the immoraI Irina. Adrian gets acquainted with Irina, and Codin's best friend 
Alexie. The cholera epidemic reaches Adrian's mother, but Codin fearlessly carries the young woman to the 
safety of the contryside, where she miraculous!y recovers. Irina is jealous and cheats on Codin with his best 
fiiend. Codin kills Alexie, and runs away. He visits Adrian and his mother one last time before going to ask 
his own mother for some money. Instead, the old womm, deranged by avarice, kills her own son by pouring 
boiling lamp oil down his throat ... 

TITLE: Cerul n-arc gratii A s b  wirhuur nets 
YEAR OF PRODUCI'ION: 1963 
DIRECTOR: Francisc Munteanu 

GENRE: resistance 

RESUME: An imprisoned resistance fighter remembers. Amidst the colourful chaos before the war, 
where the building of churches was not an uncommon sight, and French speech often heard. Mihai, a young 
artist discuses "Balkan sensitivity" with his friends, to the sounds of Beethoven. His radical views offer him 
exposure, but notoriety of such kind is bound to get him into trouble. A controversial picture makes the 
headlines, and soon the poor artist sets up a whole exhibition in a courtyard, attended by numerous 
influential individuals. As the exhibition gains popularity security agents come along and deface the 
canvases. Times change, the brief parliamentary democracy is replaced by the iron fist of Antonescu, and 
his art is banned. Accused of provocation through his paintings, Mihai is arrested. The officer offers to 
release Mihai if his girlfriend would spend a night with him, but she refuses. She would rather wait. The 
warden approaches the cell and says "daybreak!" Mihai gazes at the sunrise with optimism. 



TITLE: Lm Vi* dragtci  
YEAR OF PRODUCI'ION: 1963 
DIRECTOR: Francisc Muatemmu 
CAMERA: Grigorc lonescu 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Barb. Baranga 

GENRE: family drama 

RESUME: After a serious car crash Mihai. a negligent driver, is sentenced to do time in a state 
security labour penitentiary. After the sentence is complete. the young man returns to the real world and 
finds a job as a construction worker. His old fiends encourage him to continue university, but he is happy . 
with what he does. Mihai and Anna begin a serious relationship. Anna is the daughter of a foreman on the 
construction site. Her father doesn't know about her love for the ex-con Mihai, but is concerned about the 
new m2n in his daughter's life. When he finds out that the new m~ is his employee Mihai. the father is 
enraged. The other workers talk to the foreman, explaining to him that this is no crisis, really. because 
Mihai is a very bright and able young man. Anna's father has a talk with Mihai. urging him to complete his 
education and to take good care of his daughter. 

TITLE: La patru pasi de infinit Four paces away fiom i n f i n i ~  
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1964 
DIRECTOR: Francisc Munteanu 
SCRIPT: Franckc Munteanu 
CAMERA: V d c  Ogliada 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWAClRFSS: Irim Gurdescu (Anna), 
Silviu S tunkulescu (Mihai), CLUa D i m  (Anna 's mother), 

Mircea Septilic (the doctor) 

GENRE: resistance 

RESUhdE: Mihai is a young officer in the Romanian army, and a patriot. He successfully completes a 
mission to blow-up a convoy of German munitions. but is wounded in the process. He seeks refuge with 
complete strangers. and luckily the host turns out to be a doctor. Although the doctor fears for his life. his 
compassion for the wounded soldier prevails. A deep and sincere live develops between the doctor's 
daughter Anna. and Mihai. Unable to walk. Mihai sends messages to his comrades through Anna. The 
sensible young woman wants to free her parents from the burden of responsibility. and hides Mihai in the 
attic. Anna's mother. however. discovers h e  hiding place, and reports the officer out of fear. A horrible 
dearh separates the two lovers on the very eve of Freedom ... 

TITLE: Mofhrry 1900 
YJSAR OF PRODUCIION: 1964 
DIRECTOR: Jean Georgtscu 

PRINCIPAL ACTOFUACTRESS: Celh Dim, 
Grigore V d u  Birlic, Alexandru Ciugaru, Ion Lucian 

GENRE: official historical 

RESWME: Fin de ci&e in Romania. The coming of a new millennia does not seem to upset the 
regular pace of people's lives. Two men carry on with their daily occupations, anitudes, and habits ... until a 
child is born. One of them is the father ... 



TITLE: Padurea spinzuratilor Forest of the Hanged 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1965 

DIRECTOR: Liviu Ciulei 
SCRIPT: Titus Popovic 

based on a novel of the same nume by Liviu Rebrianu 
CAMERA: Ovidiu Gologan 

PRINCIPAL ACTORIACTRESS: Victor Rebeqjuk (Lieutenant Aposrle Bologa), 
L. Chulei (Captain Chpka), Anna Scles (Ilam) 

GENRE: official historical 

RESUME: The Great War. Somewhere in Transilvania, on the Ausuo-Hungarian front. The 
Romanian Lieutenant Apostle Bologa. recruited by the Habsburgh Empire, is forced to carry out the death 
sentence of Czech oficer Svoboda (Freedom). Fiery arguments erupt in the officers' mess following the 
execution, and Lt. Bologa gradually gives in to feelings of doubt and regret. His acquaintance with the 
newly arrived Czech Captain Clapka adds to his uncertainty. After a heroic accomplishent, Lt. Bologa 
requests transfer from the Romanian front. which awakens suspicions in his superiors. He decides to desert. 
but is wounded ir! battle and sent on rest and recreation leave. During this time, the Lieutenant realises that 
he can not stand his spoiled fiancee, and returns to the front more bitter and disappointed than ever. His 
render love for the Hungarian farmer's daughter Ilona is his only solace. Refusing to command the hanging 
of 12 peasants who had ploughed into no-man's land, he attempts to escape to rhe Romanian positions, but 
is captured and sentenced to death. Ilona brings him supper for the last time.,. 

TITLE: Procesul Alb The White Trial 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1965 

DIRECTOR: Julian Mihu 
SCRIPT: based on a novel by Eugene Barbu 

CAMERA: Autel Sanrson (wide-screen format) 

GENRE: resistance 

RESUME: A look at the activities of the Romanian resistance during the libertine forties. After the 
liberation. a uial is held against the Siguranza: the security police and collaborators. The main character is a 
Jewish woman who fights for the resistance. She is a beautiful young singer who gets involved with a man 
from the underground. and participates in subversive activities. A cross-cut of the Romanian pre-communist 
lifestyle and attitudes. In conclusion - all will be tried, and some will be forgiven. 

TITLE: Duminica la om 6 Sunday ar 6 o 'clock 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1965 

DIRECTOR: L. Piu tilie 
CAMERA: Sergio Huzum 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Irina Petrcscu (Anka), Dan Mitu (Radu) 

GENRE: resistance (poetic trend) 

RESUME: A woman and a man from the Romanian resistance meet, exchange passwords. and set a 
date for an important appointment: "Sunday at 6 o'clock." Antonescu black-shim arrive and begin 
disrupting a young people's get-together. Radu stam a fight and sneaks out with his date. An earnest love 
develops between them, and Anka decides to accompany Radu to his Sunday appointment. At 6 o'clock. as 
Anka is waiting for Radu, she is harassed by a man who turns out to be in the secret service and arrests her. 
Radu informs his underground connections, but nothing can be done. When Anka comes home she does not 
want to say anything about what was done to her. Their love grows, as does the danger in Radu's 



underground activities. He kills an agent who has fotlowed him to Anka's house. She is wounded and 
unabIe to run far: Radu is desperately looking for a doctor. On a Sunday at 6 o'clock sharp Radu gets off a 
train to meet another resistance connection. She has already been captured, and Radu is pursued along the 
beach until he finally turns around to face his killcrs. 

TITLE: Rut& 6 dh Round 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1965 

D E C T O R :  hdirair  Popescu - D o m u  

GENRE: spies & sab~teurs 

RESLWE: The war nears its end, and it is obvious to everyone that Germany will not live up to its 
assurances of ~vorld domination. The old bourgeoisie are desperately in search of Swiss passports. while 
some of those in charge still believe that help wiII come - if not from their German aiIies. then at least from 
powers interested in putting an end to communism. Agopian is mixed with a massive network of spies. and 
his house becomes a cross-road for international agents. The political differences of their respective 
countries are settled with death at Agopian's house. but in the end his mercenary attitude costs him his life. 
Only his daughter. Lhe lovely Laura comes through unharmed because of her innocence and purity. 

TITLE: Dacii The Dacians 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1966 
DIREnOR:  Scrgiu Nicolaescu 
CAMERA: Costache Ciubotaru 

PRINCIPAL ACTOIUACTRESS : A- Pellea, 
Pierre Briel, Marie- J& Nat 

GENRE: nationalist epic 

RESUME: The Dacians are a peaceful people who live in harmony with nature. However, they can 
be a force to be reckoned with. as the Romans are soon to learn. Caesar's general realises that he needs five 
legions instead of one. The Dacians attack the enemy camp and kill an influential noble: the Romans 
capwe a Dacian. who kills himself rather than live in shame. Severus is on a diplomatic mission to the 
Dacian king's court. When he spends some time with the people, his loyalties become severely divided: his 
oun father was Dacian. The king demands tribute in exchange for peace, and the Roman regretfully has to 
refuse. Back at the Roman camp Sevens challenges another noble to a duel. because the other had insulted 
the Dacian people. He emerges as victor, and is commanded by Caeser himself to take charge of the legions. 
The armies clash. Bioody victory is assured for the antique sires of the Romanian nation. The Dacian king 
kills Severus with the words 'that's all 1 could do for you!" 



TITLE: Itassoda The Uprising 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1966 
DIRECTOR: Mircea Muresan 

SCRLPT: Petre Sulhrdi.bu 
based on Liviu Rebrianu's novel of the same title 

CAMERA: Niku S t a ~  
PRINCIPAL ACTOIUACTRESS: brio0 CbubPnu (Petre), 

Nikolae Sekurianu (Miron Yuga), Mat& Aleundru (Balolyanu), 
Ion Besoiu (Grigora Yuga), Adriano Nikolacscu ( N ~ M  Yuga) 

GENRE: historical revolutionary 

RESUME: Grigora Yuga and his wife Nadina accompanied by their friend the lauyer Balolyanu. 
arrive at the estate of the old chokoy Miron Y u p  The liberal men arc scandalid by the old landlord's 
despotic attitude towards his peasants. They notice and justify the people's obvious unhappiness. Petre. 
infuriated with the unfair treatment of his impoverished fellow peasants, rtalises that an uprising is the only 
way to freedom. The carefree Yuga household lavishly celebrates Christmas, and Nadina flirts with all the 
young men. Meanwhile the peasants march towards the mansion in search of justice and equality. The 
uproar becomes an all-out rebellion. They tear the old landowner to pieces. burn and pillage the property. 
and destroy the ensIaving land-allotment contracts. Nadina tries to escape, but Petre catches up with her in 
the fields, rapes her, and then kills her. The uprising spreads like a forest fire from one farm to another. 
BaioIyanu. appointed as prefect to the region. forgets his liberal views and sends in soldiers to subdue the 
commotion. Petre is shot and dies with a handful of blood-soaked soil in his hand. 

TITLE: Majorul si  Moartea Death and the Major 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1967 
DIRECTOR: Alexandru Bobngiu 

PRINCIPAL ACTOFUACTRESS: G. Dinica, 
V. Tastaman 

official contemporary 

RESUME: A gang of robbers break into the house of an old woman with the intention to rob her wall 
safe. A little boy witnesses the crime. and the thieves kill him. Some time after, the Major assigned to the 
case manages to identify his suspects. but there is not enough incriminating evidence for an arrest. An older 
member of the gang confesses under the adamant interrogation of the Major. and the others decide to get rid 
of the annoying investigator. They lead him to a remote park and shoot him. This, however, is the Major's 
intention: through a cunning sequence of daring diversions he had managed to replace the bullets in the 
criminals' guns with blanks. Now, that things have got personal, he can finally make an arrest. While 
waiting for backup he faces the criminals, and a chase ensues through the frozen winter alleys. There is a 
shoot-out and the gangsters are finally arrested. 



TITLE: Ultima noapte a copilariei The losr stand of Childhood 
YEAR OF PRODUCITON: 1967 

DIRECTOR: S a d  Stiopul 
SCRIPT: Dumitru Carabat 

CAMERA: Ion Antun 
PRINCIPAL ACTORIA-S: Anton Tad, 

Cornel Gurita, Irina Gardescu, Sivia Badcscu 

GENRE: family drama 

RESUME: Lucian is a sensitive young man who plays the piano. When his parents sepparate. he has 
a difficult time adjusung. and grows distant towards them. Lucian and his best friend Dudu are both in love 
mith Fanny. who can not make up her mind whether she prefers athletes or musicians. When Dudu looses a 
boxing match to h e  crowd's favorite, Max, Fanny states that boxing is an arrogant and conceited sport. As a 
result. Dudu turns on Lucian and threatens to break his fingers. Their friendship de~eriorates and Lucian has 
a lot of time to thir.k things over. After a long night spent in thought, the young man finds Dudu. and the 
two of them straighten things out. This is the last night of Lucian's childhood. 

TITLE: Xioartea lui Joe Indiannl The Death of Indian Joe 
(French - Romanian co-producrion) 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1968 

DIRECTOR: Mihai Iacob, Wolfgang Liebencier 
based on Mark Twain 's classic "Huckleberry Finn " 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACITESS: Roland Dcmongeat, 
Marc Dinapoli 

GE?IiRE: children's film 

RES UbIE: An adaptation of Mark Twain's classic adventure. "Huckleberry Finn." 

TITLE: Tinerete f a n  batrinete Youth withour Age 
Y E A R  OF PRODUCTION: 1969 
DIRECTOR: Elisabeta Bostan 
SCRIPT: EIisrrbeta Bostan 

CAMERA: Julius Druckman 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Vladimir Gaitan 

GENRE: fantasy 

RESUME: In a remote highIand village a child of extraordinary beauty is born. However. the child 
can nor stop weeping. and its father. a poor shepherd, promises the baby boy youth without age. and life 
~ i t h o u t  death. When the boy grows into a handsome youth, he longs for his father's promises, and sets out 
into [he world in search of the land of Youth without Age. When he finally arrives there after numerous 
adventures. the handsome hero confronts the evil powers of the Wicked Witch, and delivers the Good Fairy 
from the hands of the malicious Emperor Krivda (Evil). He defeats and kills both the witch and the emperor. 
but the emperor's heinous son steals the Goiden Key of Wisdom and the Golden Wheat-Ear and gives them 
to the King of Youth without Age in exchange for his daughter. the Good Fairy. The hmdsome hero 
escapes a deadly uap in time to stop the forced marriage ceremony, and the thieving imposter is punished. 
A wedding celebration begins according to the ancient customs. The handsome hero can not suppress his 
hunser for knowledge, and defying the King's decree, descends into the Valley of Sonow to drink from the 
Well of Tears. Feeling suddenly homesick, he becomes mortal once again, and together with the Good Fairy 
returns home. 



m E :  0 femeie pentm un .notimp A woman for the season 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1969 
DIRECTOR: Ghcorghe Vitanidis 

SCRIPT: Nikolae Bnban 
CAMERA: A u d  KostrPLievic 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Irha P e r k r m  (Annu Patn'ciu), 
Yune Dane (Dr. Palaloga), Virgil Ogushaau (Dr. Nikolae) 

GENRE: romantic drama 

RESUME: The renowned surgeon Dr. Palaloga tells his colleague Dr. Nikolae of his affection for the 
only woman he has ever truly loved. With the confidence of a man to whom all is permitted, he asks his 
assistant Anna out to dinner. His plan for an easy conquest does not work out and sparks in him a desire. 
soon becoming an obsession. to win the beautiful young woman. Anna however, is always distant - even 
when for an instant she seems to love him. Their holiday, spent on the remote beach of Mamaya among the 
majestic monasteries of northern Moldavia, bring them closer together, giving rise to deep and beautiful 
feelings between them. The lovers wish that their happiness could last forever, but Pdaloga realises that this 
love is built solely on his self-love. Soon the inevitable separation that he so dreads finally arrives, and 
Anna leaves both him and her job in order to free him completely. Palaloga can not forget her and feels 
deep remorse. Dr. Nikolae helps him realise his great loss. 

TITLE: Haiducii lui Saptecai The Seven Haidouk Riders 
YE.4R OF PRODUCTION: 1970 

DIRECTOR: Dinu Coca 
SCRIPT: Eugen Barbu, Mihd Opris 

CAMERA: George Voicu 
PRINCIPAL ACTORIACTRESS: Florin Piersic, Marga Barbu 

GENRE: nationalist epic 

RESLWE: th 
In this hybrid between a 19 century popular novel and a western, Angel haidouk is 

caprured by Turks and taken to a remote place to be executed. Instead. they let him go, because the Turkish 
commander is his father. Angel's bravery and love for a beautiful widow take him on a amazing journey 
rhrou_gh Europe. helping the needy and the distressed. 

TITLE: Aventures en Ontario Adventures in Ontario 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1970 
DIRECTOR: Scrgiu Nicolacscu 

GENRE: children's film 

RESUME: This is a story of the friendship between a white trapper and an Indian tribe: about the 
artless inriocence of those who live close to nature and the corruption of the representatives of the British 
crown. The trapper saves a damsel in distress. and they live happily ever after. 



TITLE: Facerea Lumii me Birfh of Light 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: l W l  
DIRECTOR: Ghcorghe Vitanidis 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Liviu Ciulei 

GENRE: resistance 

RESUME: After the liberation. a young woman leaves her home to become what she always wanted 
to be. a ballerina- The reasons for her departure, however, are more complicated. She remembers the past as 
the daughter of a communist before and during the Antonescu regime; the humiliating hardships and hard 
work to make ends meet. Her father's ascetic attitude towards life, and her existential crisis. Her affair with 
a well-off handsome older man- When freedom finally comes. she has no one to turn to ... 

TITLE: Mihai VitcPzrrt M i c h e l  the Brave 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1971 
DIRECTOR: Sergiu Nicohcscu 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Amza Ptlea, 
OIga Tudotlche, Ion Besolu, Irim Gardcscu, Mircea Albulescu, 

Septimiu Sever, Florin Piersic, Fory Etterle, Cola  Rautu 

GENRE: nationalist epic 

RESUME: The story of Michael the Brave who reigned between 1593 and 1601. and who first 
established the union of Romanian principalities. 
hlichael and Selim are childhood friends whose fates bestow upon them very different roles in life. Selim 
becomes a mercenary in the Sultan's service. while Michael grows up to become a champion of freedom for 
the Romanian peopie. The great powers have a common interest in  Romania's fall, but Michael the Brave 
always succeeds in anticipating where t!!e action will take place. Under equipped and fewer in number. his 
men courageously defend their fatherland. In exchange for Michael's vassalage the Hungarian prince 
Sigismund Barhory offers to represent Romania before the great powers. Loathing his lesser rank, Michael 
brings d0~k.n Sigismund at a joust. which infuriates the Hungarian. Sigismund betrays Michael. and the 
Romanian hero gives a last heroic scand with his men. facing the mighty army of the Sultan commanded by 
h ~ s  childhood friend SeIirn. 

TITLE: Nunta de pietra Srony Nights 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 197 2 

DIRECTOR: Dan Pita, Mircea Veroiu 
SCRIPT: Dan Pita, Mircea Veroiu 

afier Ion Agirbiceanu 
CAMERA: Iosif Demian 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Lcopoldina Bdanuta, 
Mircea Diaconu, Radu Boruzescu 

GENRE: consuuction of socialism 

RESUME: A film in two parts (Fefeleaga and Once upon a nighr) which depicts the life of peasants 
and miners in the Carpatian mountains. A panorama of national customs, portraying a harsh and remarkable 
environment. exploring Romanian national identity. 



TITLE: veronica 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1973 
DIRECTOR: Elisrrkta Bostrur 

SCRIPT: VncililP h h ,  ElicPke BOS- 
CAMERA: Julius Druchrrnn 

PRINCIPAL ACTORIACTRES S : Lulu Mibucrcu (Veronica), 
Margareta Puslam (the Kindergarten teacher) 

GENRE: fantasy 

RESUME: In a wonderful kindergarten little Veronica is celebrating her birthday. As the cake is 
brought in. h e  candles suddenly blow our and everything becomes dark ... The Good Fairy appears and 
gives Veronica a magic pouch. The little girl. however, does not fuifil the Fairy's request to be hardworking 
and obedient, and h e  pouch flies away to the nearby forest, There Veronica gets acquainted with Foxie. 
who teaches her to lie and cheat. Later she meets the silly and boorish Tom-cat who looks like the cook. 
The little mice and bunnies help Veronica escape from him. After many adventures Veronica learns to 
distinguish between right and wrong. truth and lies, friendship and shallow display of affections. She returns 
ro the kindergarten and the pouch returns. The Good Fairy turns out to be her teacher. but Veronica is happy 
nevenheless. 

TITLE: Portile Albastre ale O d u i  The Blue Gates of rhe Cin 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1974 
DIRECTOR: Mircea Muresan 

SCRIPT: Marin Predo 
CAMERA: Julius Dtuckman 

PRINCIPAL ACTORJACTRESS: Romeo Pop, 
CosteI Constantin, Dumitru Furdui, 

Dan Nutu, Ernilia Dobrin 

GENRE: panisan 

rd 
RESLTME: The bravery of the Romanian partisans during the anti-fascist uprising of August 23 , 
1934. A single hour of the lives of these men is worth an entire existence. As the oficers of the old m y  
discuss how to save their skins. the soldiers are resolved to continue fighting. In spite of the poor morale. 
the men find strength in the noble purpose of their struggle. 

TITLE: Duhul aurului Gold in the Mountain 
Sunduk The Chesr 

YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1974 
DIREmOR: Mircea Vetoiu 

Dan Pita 
PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: M. Alexandru, 

Ernest Maftei, Lucia Boga 

official historical 

RESUME: Duhul aurului Gold in rhe Mounrain 
During the time of the Austro-Hungarian empire, the people of a mountainous region in 

Romania are seized by a gold rush. Gold dust outweighs all else in their lives becoming a diabolical 
obsession. Meanwhile battle-weary soldiers pass through the little hamlet; executions. prisoners. war songs. 
bur rhe crazed gold hunters are too busy turning on each other to notice. 

Sunduk The Chesr 



A rich widower attends his wife's funeral. It is said of him that he hoards a chest full of 
gold somewhere in his house. A beautiful young woman marries the rich old man. One day he falls ill and 
believes the end of his life to be drawing near. However, he will not open the chest and give his wife any of 
the gold. In the middle of the night the greedy young woman tries to wake her husband, but he is stone dead. 
She frantically looks for the key to open the chest ... which is full of stones. Her husband's bewildering 
laugh at that instant startles her and she falls dead on the floor. The old man picks up the key- At the funeral 
he is already on the lookout for a new victim. 

TITLE: Prin cenusa Impcriului The ashes of an empire 
YEAR OF PRODUCXION: 1915 
DIRECTOR: A d n i  Blaier 

based on "Playing with Death" by Zaharia Stancu 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Gbcorgbe Dinica, 

Gabriel Osccioc, C o d  Cornon 

GENRE: official historical 

RESUME: The poetic saga of two men approaching a determining confrontation with death and the 
tragedies of the bloody Great War. 

TITLE: Cursa The Course 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1975 
DIRECTOR: Mircea Daneliuc 
SCRIPT: Mircea Dancliuc 

PRINCIPAL ACTORfACTRESS: Mircea Albulescu, 
Tom Vasilescu, Constantin DipIm, 
Olga Bucataru, Mircea Daneliuc 

GENRE: social drama 

SHORT RESUME: Two u-uckers have to transport some giant machinery. On the road they meet 
Maria, who asks th:.n for a lift to the city where she intends to join her fiancee. At their destination they 
learn that the "fiancee*' has been married for two months already ... 

TITLE: Nea Marin miliardar Uncle Mann rhe Millionaire 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1976 
DIRECTOR: Sergiu Nicolaescu 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Amza Pellea, 
Draga Olteanu-Matei, Jean Coastantin, Stefan Mihailcscu-Braila 

GENRE: light comedy 

RESUME: Marin Juvele leaves his native village to spend his short holidays at h e  seaside. His 
nephew. a reception clerk at a luxurious hotel, puts him up for a night in a room rented by a renowned 
millionaire, Marlon Juvette, who arrives on the next day. Marin and Marlon are absolutely identical ... 



TITLE: Mai pnsus de orice Earthquake 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1918 

DRECTOR: Nicolae Marghanu, Dan Pita 

official contemporary 

RESUME: The earthquake of 1977 leaves Bucharest in ruins. There are many dead, over 100.000 
people are left homeless. This is the story of the rebuilding of a dream. of the communal future which 
concerns all alike. A woman gives birth in the totaI darkness of a shelter full of scared and hysterical people. 
A doctor urges everyone to remain calm. The people run around the streets looking for their loved ones. A 
man returns from abroad only to find the rubble of what was once his beautiful family home. A group of 
actors meet to share their grief. Prime Minister Chauchescu and his wife Elena visit the disaster region to 
comfon the suffering nation. Children and doves ... the bright future will inevitably be. 

TXTLE: Ultim~ noapte dt dragoste The Lasr Night of Lave 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1979 
DIRECTOR: Sergiu Nicolaescu 

inspired by a novel by Camil Petrescu 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Vladimir Gaitan, 

Ioana Pacula, Sergiu Nicolaescu, Sebastian Papaiani 

GENRE: official - historical 

RESUME: This film retraces the social and spiritual journey of an intellectual during the Great War. 

TITLE: Lumina palida a durerii The pale light of sorrow 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1979 

DIRECTOR: Iulian Mihu 
PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTFESS: Liliaoa Tudor, 
Gheorghe Marin, Violeta Andrei, Andrei Finti 

official historical 

RESUME: During the summer of 1913 the people of a little village near Buzau hear the first echoes 
of the war. Destinies in~ersect, h e  Germans advance on the village, people's lives are shattered. A superb 
depiction of the epoch. 

TITLE: De ce trag clopotele mitica Scenesfrom a carnival 
Y E A R  OF PRODUCTION: 1980 

DIREmOR: Lucian Pintifie 
based on I.L. Caragiale 's phy of rhe same title 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Victor Rebengiuc, 
Mariana Mihut, Ghcorgbe Dinica, Tom Vdescu,  
Mircea Diaconu, Petn Gheorghiu, Stefan Iordache 

GENRE: dissident (authorized for release in 1990) 

SHORT RESUME: A world which engenders Chaos in order to endure; where dissolution is 
essential ... A world where to survive one has to play the fool and deceive everyone else to swvive. 



TITLE: Concurs Competition 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1981 

DIRECTOR: Dam Pita 
PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: M u i n  Moraru, 

Gheorgbe Wca, Ad- Schiopu, 
Claudiu Bleont, Stefan lordache 

GENRE: dissident 

RESUME: An ordinary competition of wilderness orientation becomes a perilous expedition through 
the labyrinths of conscience, more winding than the forest trails, The men, all equipped differently, 
participate "at their own risk" Among them, the bicyclist seems to be the only one who really knows the 
way. but the others mock and reject him. Surrounded by suneal images the contestants delve deeper and 
deeper into an imaginary world where absurdity is reality. On their way they are accosted by folklore 
characters. a ridiculous women's orchestra where everyone wears bikini, arrogant miners, an odd village 
wedding ... Ar the end they run into a trap and all are blown to pieces - except for the bicyclist- 

TITLE: Fdeze de nisip Sand Cliffs 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1983 

DIRECTOR: Dan Pita 
SCRIPT: Dan Pita, Bujor Nedelcovici 

CAMERA: Wad Paunescu 
PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Victor Rebengiuc, 

Marin Moraru, Gheorghe Vim 

GENRE: dissident 

RESUME: A successful surgeon who is robbed at the beach insists on accusing a young man of the 
crime. rather than admit to his own carelessness. His true personality is exposed one day, putting an end to a 
grossly unjust power uip. and the boy is cleared of all charges. This film was banned for a long time after 
it's making. 

TITLE; 0 lurnia la etajul zece Lighr on the Eighth Floor 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1984 
DIRECTOR: Mdvina Ursianu 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: kina Petrescu, 
Gheorghe Dinica, Mircea Diaconu 

GENRE: official contemporary 

RESUME: This is the story of a woman released from prison after a 20 year sentence. Her ex- 
husband arranges for her to live on the eight floor of a new apartment building which is still partly under 
consuuction. It is difficult for her to adjust to her new environment, but with the help of a caring party 
secretary she manages to set her life on the right track, The former internee becomes more social and makes 
new friends. She attends a party congress wearing a decoration for her accomplishments. She has become a 
confident and responsible individual. 



TITLE: Croaziera The Cruise 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1984 
DIRECTOR: Mircea Daneliuc 
SCRIPT: Mircea Daneliuc 
CAMERA: Gabor Tzrko 

PRINCIPAL AflOR/ACI'RESS: Tom Vasilescu, 
Mircea Daneliuc, Nicohc Albani, Pad Lavric 

GENRE: dissident 

RESUME: A group of workers take a cruise down the Danube. During the formal departure the 
characters are gradually introduced, while happy children with red pioneer neck-ties run about. However, 
little by iittle the cruise becomes a nightmare. The men and women are ordered about, and prevented from 
communicating with each other. The boats encounter plenty of shallows, and the people have to push and 
pull. The limited entertainment they get consists primarily of folk songs and dances. among which the 
classic "tomorrow we'll live like in a dream, and that's for sure!" Meanwhile a couple have been missing 
for three days already ... The "spoons" game some had played earlier has become so popular that it has lost 
its charm. The people are tired and bored. They turn to gossiping and informing on each other. One of the 
Ieaders begins to terrorise the excursionists maiung them row upstream. His sound principles are 
conuadictory to his orders: in the background the song "where are the mountains tha~  we will move with 
chains - where. oh. where?" In spite of the hardships and shortcomings of the cruise. the people amve in 
cgood spirits to match the mood of the welcoming group of officials. Everything bad has been forgotten. only 
the good times remain! 

TITLE: Morometii The Moromeri Family 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1986 

DIRECTOR: Stere Culea 
based on rhe Romanian classic novel 
of rhe same rifle by Marin Preda 

CAMERA: ACTOWACTRESS: Victor Rubengiuc, 
M. Visan, M. Popescu, M. Gheorghiu 

GENRE: official - historical 

RESUME: The Morometi family are hardworking peasants whose lives reflect the turbulent social 
th 

and economic changes of the early 20 century. The sons want to join the army rather than smy on the 
farm. One of them has a relationship with the rich man's daughter, while old Morometi has to sell his horses 
to afford his youngest son's education. Small town attitudes are most evident in the people's mistrust of 
politics. while at the same time agricultural reforms interest and concern them the most. 



TITLE: Pas in doi No couples allowed 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1986 

DIRECTOR: Don Pita 
SCRIPT: Dan Pita, George Busecan 

CAMERA: Martin StPnciu 
PRINCIPAL ACTORfACTRESS: Claudia Blea~t, 

Ecrrterina Nazare, Petrt Nicolae 

GENRE: official contemporary 

RESUME: Two friends of completely opposing personalities share a room at the plant's dormitory- 
Their love life complicates things even further. because marriage seems to be the only way for them to 
acquire an apanment of their own. A critical took at living conditions in Romania in the 80s. 

TITLE: Padurea de tagi The Beech 'Wood 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1986 

DIRECTOR: Cristino Nichitus-Mibailescu 
PFUNCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Rduca Penu, 

Tom Vasilescu, Trslian Stanescu, Dionisie Vitcu 

GENRE: resistance 

RESUME: During the second world war a group of Romanian women who work as phone operators 
and communications specialists are taken to safety by German and Romanian soldiers. In these uncertain 
times their everyday lives continue with ignorant naivetd. but soon they realise the danger. as German 
officers rape one of them. Ilhe war is over for Romania. and the Germans have to pull out. In an act of 
malicious ruthIessness the German troops open fire on the women, who courageously defend themselves. 
Only two survive to see the coming of a new age. 

TITLE: Noiembrie ultimul bal November. Last Ball 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1987 

DIRECTOR: Dan Pita 
SCRIFT: Serban Velescu 

PmCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Stefan Iordacbe, 
Siomita Lupu, Sergiu Tudose 

G E N E  official - his~orical 

RESUME: Year 1890. in a little region of the province of Moldavia. Lai Cantacuzin is the spoiled 
offspring of an old Boyar family. He spends his time hunting. entertaining Aglae, the libertine wife of an 
ageing general, and courting Daria, the young girl whose education he is responsible for. Daria loves him 
secretly, but Lai can not renounce his easy life for her sake ... 



TITLE: R e s e n a  la start Replacement at S~an 
E A R  OF PRODUCTION: 1987 

DIRECrOR: Angbd Mom 

GENRE: official contemporary 

RESUME: Amidst the luxury of the seaside, among lavish hotels, fine entertainment. and relaxed 
attitudes, a coach and an athlete train for an important triathlon competition. Their opinions about the sport 
differ. but their goal is one. The whole event takes on a very personal significance for the old man, as this is 
his only chance of passing along his life's learning. Therefore. he is at times rather tyrannical towards the 
young sportsman. The coach suffers a sudden stroke and is hospitalised. His visions reveal deepest concern 
for his pupil. and the two reconcile their differences before the coach's untimely death. 

TITLE: Rochia dba de dantela The white satin dres  
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1988 

DIRECTOR: Dan Pita 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS : Diana Cheorghian, 

Claudiu Bleont, Al. Repan, Andrei Finti, 
Claudia Nicohu, Manuela Harabor 

GEXRE: family drama 

RESUME: Doina, a fashion designer, is diagnosed with a tenninal illness. Love proves to be the only 
suppon for a couple faced with an existenlial drama. 



Yugoslav Fttms n$#-f9SS) 

contemporary genres - 



Yugoslavia 
SIavica 

This nation will live Zivjece ovaj nard 

Valley of Peace Dolina miru 

The Big and the Small Veliki i mali 

Sarur&y Night /Doctor  / l play great jaz  Subotom Uvece / Doktor / Svira odlican dzez 

Don ' t  wait 'till Spring Ne cakaj na maj 

A Train Withour Schedule Vlak bez voznog reda 

The Ninrh Circle Deveti krug 

X 25 Reporrs X 25 javlja 

The lost pencil Izpbljena olovka 

Captain LRsi Kapetan Lesi 

The Siberian Lady Macbeth Sibirska LRdi Magbet 

Co~tple Dvoje 

Face to Face Licem u lice 

Radopolje 

Prornetherts from Visevica Prometej s otoka Visevice 

Maiden Devojka 

Three Tri 

The Dream San 

Monday or Tuesday Ponedeljak ili Utorak 

Before the War Pre Rata 

Saboteurs Diverzanti 

The Holiday Praznik 

The Birch Breza 

The Waking of the Rats Budjenje pacova 

Morning Jutro 

When I Be Dead And Ghastly Kad budem mrtav i beo 

Do Not Mention teh Cause of Death Uzpok smrti ne pomnjati 



The End Of 7he World Cometh ForthwitN It Rains in My Village 

Bice skoro propast sveta 

Noon Podne 

Battle an the Nererva River Bitka na Neretvi 

Bloody Lullaby Krvava bajka 

A Green Pine Groweth In the Forest U gori raste zelen bor 

How. to Die Kako urnreti 

Granade Launchers Bombasi 

Autumn Blossom Cvetje v jeseni 

Flight of a Dead Bird Let rnrtve ptice 

Deps 

The Den~ish and Death Dervis i smrt 

The Wedding Svadba 

Dr. Mladert Doktor Mladen 

Ward No. 6PaviIjon VI 

The Occupation In 26 fmmes Okupacija u 26 slika 

I ra l~ ' s  Do\tmfall Pad Italije 

The Thirreertth of Jdy  13. Jul 

Balkan Express Balkan Ekspres 

You Need Three To Be H a p p ~  Za srecu je potrebno troje 



TITLE: Slavica 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1947 

DIRECTOR: Vjekoslav Afric 
SCRIPT: Vjdcoslav Afric 
CAMERA: Zon Skrigin 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACrRESS: Ircna Kolesar, Dubravko Dujsin, 
Maijan Lovric, Carka Jovanovic, Jou, Lmurtncic, Boza Nikolic, 

Ivka Rutic, Dejm Dubajic 

GENRE: resistance fighter 

RESUME: Marin, his wife Slavica, and other young fishermen have founded a co-operative before 
the war. During the Occupation. the Italians u m t  to confiscate the co-operative's new boar which the young 
patriots successfully manage to hide. Marin and Slavica are imprisoned, and upon their rescue they join the 
Resistance. Slavica dies heroically in a sea batrle and the co-operative boat. having become one of the first 
Yugoslav navy vessels. is narncd after her. 

TITLE: Zivjece ovaj norod This ~ r i o n  will live 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1947 
DIRECTOR: Nikola Popovic 
SCRIPT: Bradco Copic 

CAMERA: Oktavijan Miletic 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Vera Ilic, 

Sbisa Ravasi, Fraa Novakovic 

GENRE: partisan 

RESUME: After the invasion of Yugoslavia by the Italians from the south. and by the Germans from 
h e  U'esr. the lung's army is disbanded. Many soldiers. however. refuse to surrender arms. and withdraw to 
the mountains ro begin guerrilla warfare along with the partisans. While they fight for the fatherland. 
tchetnick and ustasha gangs collaborate with the invaders, and torment the popuIation. After some 
skirmishes comrade Marshall Tito unites the dispersed detachments and leads them on a successful 
offensive of Kozars followed by a liberation march over other territories. His forces are spread thin, 
however. and the treacherous tchetnicks and ustasha viciously attack. Ivan and Yagoda are closely bound to 
the struggle for iiberation. but they become separated forever when Yagoda chooses death rather that 
betraying her ideals. Just when things look the grimmest for the partisans. Tito marches in with 
reinforcements. The sound of his artillery is the sound of freedom. In spite of the losses. Marshal Tito 
concludes ha t  "this nation must live!" 

TITLE: Dolina Miru Valley of Peace 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1956 

DIRECTOR: France Stiglic 
SCRIPT: Ivan Ribic 

CAMERA: Rudi Vavpotic 
PRINCIPAL ACTOFUACTRESS: John Kitzmiller, Evclyne Wohlfeiler, 

Tugo Stiglic, Boris K d j ,  Maks Furijan, Janu Cuk 

GENRE: partisan 



RESUME: Two orphans (Marko. a little Slovenian boy. and Lotti. a little German girl) meet each other in 
a group home. Lotti relates to Marko a story her grandmother often used to tell. about the "valley of peace" 
where war does not exist. Marko thinks it must be the place where his uncle lives. They run away with 
Germans in hot pursuit and find safety with Jim, an Afiican-American airman. Having arrived at the uncle's 
valley. they find the house abandoned. With the Resistance on one side and the Germans on the other Jim. 
Lotti and Marko are caught in a terrible trap. Jim is stabbed in the back uying to disarm a German soldier. - 
The children, however, manage to escape hoping to one day find their "valley of peace." 

TITLE: V e W  I Mali The Big and 77w Small 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1956 
DIREnOR: Modinrir Pogacic 
SCRIPT: Miodrag Djurdjevic 
CAMERA: Alexrrndrrr Sckdovic 

PRINCIPAL A ~ O W A C I I E S S :  Jozo Laoruncic, Ljuba Tadic, 
Severin Bijelic, Nikoh Ivkovic, Milan Srdoc 

G E N E :  resistance fighter 

RESL'ME: Chased by police, the resistance fighter Pave1 hopes to be able to hide at his friend's 
house. His friend however, fears for the safety of his children. As Pavel is leaving Aca, his friend's ten year 
old son. offers to hide the rebel in his room. The boy manages to warn Pavel's friends who are in safety, and 
they help him escape. They also ask Aca's father to join them, but he is unable to make up his mind. Just as 
he is on the brink of a decision. he is killed in front of his own house. 

TITLE: Subotom Uvece Sarur&y Night 
Doktor Doctor 

Svira odiican dzez I play grear j a z  
(Three novellas) 

YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1957 
DIRECTOR: Vladimir Pogacic 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Mila Srdoc, Pavle Vujisic 

GENRE: official contemporary 

RESUME: Subotom Uvece: 
A young couple kiss each other at the buss stop. The bystanders - mainly old ladies - are 

outraged by this exhibitionism and approach the young people with reproachful remarks. Some even miss 
the bus because they are so engaged in preaching virtues. The situation escalates until a policeman arrives 
on the scene. at which point the crowd begins defending the young man. At Police HQ the policeman is 
irritated because the man called him "kuka" publicly; other cops lecture him in morals. In the end al! 
becomes clear: the couple are newlyweds, and having no place of their own yet, they are forced to kiss in 
public. Neither the family of the bride, nor the co-workers of the groom know about it. for if the couple 
were to ask their permission for marriage hey would never have wed. 

Doktor: 
This is the story of a man who imagines himself to be the private physician of a famous 

boxing champion. He is the archetypal "little man" in shabby clothes and with big dreams, for whom the 
crowd has either contempt or pity. With the help of a real doctor he attends a boxing match where he gives 
"professional" advice to the boxers. When one of the contenders wins, the physician takes personal pride in 
the victory. He feels like a pan of the team, and even asks to ride in the winner's car. but he is cruelly 
rejected. Sad as the pantomime character Pierrot. he stands in front of the deserted boxing hall and picks up 
a cigarette butt from the street. 

580 



Svira Odlican dzaz 
There is a young people's dance and two young men are getting ready. Unfortunately 

one's suit is locked up and he can not find the key. Meanwhile two girls are dso  dressing up for the same 
event. but one of them pours ink on her dress ... At the get-together everyone is dancing to the lively sounds 
of jzzz. The boys and the girls pretend not to notice one another, but their conversations arc always about 
the opposite sex. The young people from the beginning have managed to show up in spite of their bad start. 
They bump into one another and immediately feel a closeness. It stam to rain and everyone takes cover 
under the big umbrellas ... All except for the odd couple: he is not much of a dancer, but they enjoy each 
other's company. 

TITLE: Ne Cakaj Na Maj Don ' r  wait 'till Spring (English title Don ' f  Whisper) 
Sequel ro the comedy V e s ~  

YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1957 
DIRECTOR: Frantisek Cap 

SCRIPT: Frantisek Cap 
CAMERA: Jan- KPlisaik 

f WNCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Metka Gabrijelcic (Vesna), Stane !Sever (Proj: Slapar) 
Elvira Krdj (Teta Ana), Franek Tnfdt (Samo), Metka Bucar (Kocjanova), 

GENRE: romantic comedy 

RESUME: The high school graduates known from the film Vesm are now university students. The 
girls have planned to spend their winter holidays at a mountain hotel and want as many boys as possible to 
accompany them. The girls' gym teacher therefore proposes to Strbajs, the sky-diving instructor. to have his 
rescue unit perform some exercises for the ladies. Samo, who has promised to drive Vesna and her over- 
protective aunt to the hotel. is summoned by Subajs. and has to let the two women go on their OWTI. When 
the boys "fall from the sky" the girls are ecstatic - all except for Vesna who watches Samo parachuting 
down with Zora. She locks herself in her room, but her aunt encourages her to go dancing. Vesna dances 
with Kristof who is embarrassed to be held so close to her; Zora dances with Samo. just to make Vesna 
jelous. She gets angry and runs away, but in a little while Samo and Vesna, in Vesna's room. become 
friends again and kiss each other "good-nigh1 ..." 
Back home Vesna fatigue. which worries her aunt that she might be pregnant ... She tells Vesnz's father (the 
Professor) of her suspicion. and he in turn scolds her for not having kept an eye on his daughter. Vesna 
unexpectedly arrives at Samo's. Samo leaves infuriated that she might be pregnant by someone else and gets 
drunk. Next morning. however, the two lovers make up and everything becomes clear. Meanwhile their 
parents are our shopping for baby things. and are u;lpleasantly surprised to learn that the girl is not pregnant. 
Samo and Vesna find that the best way to escape is among the clouds in the sky-diving school aeroplane ... 



T I L E :  Vlak bu vomog r d a  A Train Wirhour Schedule 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1959 

DIRECrOR: Veljko Bulajic 
SCRIPT: Vdjko Bulajic, Stjepan Perovic, Ivo Brrut, and Elio Petri 

CGMERA: Knso Grcevic 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: OLivera Markovic, Ivica Pajer, 
lnge Ilia, Ljiljana Vajler, Milan Milosevic, Stojan Arurdjelovic, 

Velimir [Bata] Zivojinovic, Lia Rbo-Barbieri 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESUME: In the spring of 1946 poor inhabitants leave the acid and rocky regions of southern 
Yugoslavia to relocate to Voivodina, where they have been allocated fertile ground. They travel in special 
trains with inconstant schedules and frequent stops during which the passengers have a chance to make new 
acquaintances. Leaving their birthplaces and homes with some sadness, the people and await the future with 
apprehension and anxiety: would the north lands meet heir expectations? Along the route one gets 
acquainted with the poorest layer of Yugoslav post-war society and their unenlightened political attitudes. 
Mother Brikora travels with three of her four sons Lowe. Duje. and Pesho. The eldest has refused to leave 
his native home. Lovre. a war veteran and leader of the group, finds happiness with the merry widow Ika. 
Duje travels with his pregnant wife and, for once. spends time with her. Pesho. the youngest. falls in love 
with a pretty young girl. The future organises itself and everybody is set on the road to enlightenment. 

TITLE: Deveti Krug The Ninrh Circle 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1960 
DIRECTOR: France Stiglic 
SCRIPT: Zora Dirnbach 
CAMERA: Ivan Marincek 

PRLVCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Dusica Zegarac, Boris Dvornik, 
Desanka [Beba] Loncar, Dragan Milivojevic, Emm Dragman, 

Branlro Tatic, Mihajlo Kostic 

GENRE: holocaust/resi~rance 

RESUME: The young Jewish woman Ruth is not swept by the waves of deportation, and remains in 
Zagreb. hiding in the house of her father's friend Vojnovic. Because of h e  difficulties and dangers of 
sheltering a fugitive. Vojnovic decides to marry his son Ivo (19 years old) to Ruth (17). The marriage is. of 
course, fictitious. Ivo participates in this exploit without considering the consequences which. surely 
enough, are quick ro manifest themselves. His reaction is aggressive. However, after realisinp that Ruth's 
very life is at his discreticn, his attitude towards her changes. His feelings for the young woman transform 
from a superficiaI amity to profound and sincere love, a love which develops under most uncomfortable 
circumstances. All this is soon to end due to an unforeseen event: the Germans arrest Ruth, and she is 
deported. Ivo is determined to follow her even if he has to go all the way to the ninth circle of Hell. He finds 
her in a concentration camp. The marriage certificate is of no consequence here. It is in this Inferno that the 
final events develop as a nightinare. Ivo desperately tries to save Ruth and himself. but there is no way out 
of the circle ... 



TITLE: X 25 javlja X 25 Repons 
(French ride " Parachurage d'espion ") 
YEAR OF PRODUCnON: 1960 

DIRECTOR: Frantisek Cap 
SCRIPT: Fmtisek Cap 

CAMERG: Joncz Kslisnik, Zaro Tusar 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACrRESS: Dusan Jdcijcvic (Mirko Simic), 

Tamara Miletic (Hilde Kramer), Angelica Hlebce (Mati), 
Mata Milosevic (Zoran), Stevo Zigon (Binder) 

G E h W :  resistance fighter/partisan 

RESUME: Simic is lucky to make the acquaintance of a wise Communist Mentor who teaches the 
young man about the right and wrong sides of life. Simic decides to take or! a dangerous assignment: work 
as a double agent and infiltrate the Gestapo in order to weed out a dangerous traitor. He k t  uses the 
influence of his cousin. the collaborator Binder. to get a simple desk job with the Gestapo. Soon the young 
man begins to spark interest in Gestapo Command: perhaps they can use him to spy on the partisans. He 
undergoes rigorous training in the art if military intelligence. and parachutes into partisan territory. Simic is 
captured by the freedom fighters who suspect him for a spy and he must prove his true faith. When his 
identity and purpose have been made clear, he cleverly uproots the real traitor and proceeds to go back to 
Gestapo and finish the enemy with the lethal knowledge they gave him. He manages to salvage the attractive 
young secretary Miss Krarner, a misguided young German woman, who has long cherished secret affections 
for him. He is now an independently functioning socially aware individual. 

TITLE: Izgubljena olovk? 77te Losf Pencil 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1960 

DIRECTOR: Fedor Skubonja 
SCRIPT: Stanislava Berisavljevic 

CAMERA: Hrvoje Saric 
PRINCIPAL ACTOFUACTRESS: Mira Nikolic, Bosko Gasevic 

GENRE: construction of socialism 

RESUME: This elementary school psychological drama is about the relationship between a little boy 
and his teacher. In a mountainous region in Yugoslavia where - until recently - the social conditions were 
cold and pauiarchal. the children are at last able to attend school after generations of illiteracy. The school 
itself is high up in the mountains and all school-related items such as writing utensils have to be brought in 
by horses from afar. The parents cut the pencils in two or three pieces so that the children would not lose the 
whole thing a11 at once. When the main character is suspected of having stolen a pencil, the teacher begins a 
search for the truth and suffers from psychological crises in the process. A sentimental story of respect and 
honour among the youngest members of the community. 



TITLE: Kapetan Ltsi Captain Lesi 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1960 

DIRECTOR: Zika Mitrovic 
SCRIPT: Zi)u Mitrovic 
CAMERA: B. Ivatovich 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACRESS: Alexander Gavrilich 

GENRE: partisan 

RESUME: Captain Lesi is a war hero retwning home to help establish the new order. He is comes 
back to a divided community where the people are openly upset with nationalisation. and some have 
withdrawn to the mountains to wage guemlla warfare with the state. It is Lesi's duty to establish order. and 
h e  does so skilfully and cleverly. Lesi's hother Akhmed sees the error of his ways, and with the help of the 
lovely school teacher escapes from his former guerrilla associates in order to join the Captain in his upright 
fight. The misguided but amactive singer at the local pub is not so lucky: in spite of her brief affair with the 
Captain. she is passionately in love with the guemlla leader Kosta - an older and imposing man. When she 
decides to go to the mountain and join him, however, Kosta strangles her in a fit of jealousy. Finally the two 
meet: Lesi is champion of all that is right and good, while Kosta is leader of deranged German soldiers and 
maniacal killers. Good ultimately prevails. 

TITLE: Sibirska Ledi LCiagbet The Siberian Ludy Macbeth 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1961 
DIRECTOR: Andnej Wajda 

SCRIPT: Sveta Lukic 
after Semjonavic Ljescov 

CAMERA: AleksanQr Sekulovic 
PRINCIPAL .4CTOR/ACTRESS: Olivera Markovic, 

Ljuba Tadic, Ingrid Lotharius 

Wajda Film 

RESUME: A setting of Shakespeare's play in the context of XIXth century feudal Russia. A 
ponrayal of a brutal and miserable universe in which nothing can be changed but tfirouph violence. 

TITLE: Dvoje Couple (aft. French rirle: Eile et lui) 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1961 

DIRECTOR: Aleksaadar Petrovic 
SCRIPT: Aleksandar Pettrovic 

CAMERA: Ivan Marincek 
PRINCIPAL ACTORIACTRESS: Beba Loncar, Miha Bdoh 

GENRE: romantic drama 

RESUME: Jovana is a young student at the Musical Academy, and Mirko, an aspiring architect. They 
accidentally bump into each other one summer evening in front of a cinema theatre in downtown Belgrade. 
After this brief encounter Mirko ceaselessly searches for the young girl that he fell in love with at f i t  sight. 
After a long while he once again meets Jovana at a party, and he learns that she is in love with another maq. 
But Mirko persists. He waits in front of the Music Academy every day until finally, drawn by him, Jovana 
decides to break up with her boyfriend. The love of the two young people reaches its climax within the 
ye ar... And then it begins to fade, but only in Mirko's heart. Suddenly he realises that nothing lasts for ever, 
and tries in  vain to salvage the last ties between him and Jovana. One evening, over a cup of coffee, Jovana 
learns the bitter truth ... Her reflection in the coffee table is wiped out by the waiter..- 



TITLE: Licem u lice Face 10 Face 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1%3 
DIRECTOR: B&o Bauer 
SCRIPT: Bogdur Jovrrrrovic 
CAMERA: Branko BlPbnn 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Ilija Dzuvalekovski, Vladimir Popovic, 
Husein Cokic, Milan Srdoc, Boris Dvornik 

GENRE: constriction of socialism 

RESUME: Milun Koprivica. a worker at a construction company. opposes a decision by the 
directorship that he deems unfair, and panicularly seeks confrontation with his some-time comrade, and 
now boss, Cumic. Principal founder and in charge of development of the enterprise, Cumic has become a 
major obstacle in its expansion. Under pressure of the other bureaucrats, Cumic arranges for Milun's 
suspension from work. Milun, however, is supported by colleagues who appreciate his honesty. and defend 
him. During an important meeting. a grave reflection shines new light on the problem: the director is not the 
only one responsible for the decline of the enterprise, but the workers themselves have largely contributed 
to i t  with their negligent actions and attitudes. The meeting continues Iate into the night. At daybreak 
everyone leaves the conference room assured that at least some of the problems have been resolved by the 
illuminating revelations. 

TITIE: Radopolje 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1963 

DIRECTOR: Stole 3ankovic 
SCRIPT: Arscn Diklic 

CAMERA: Aleksandar Sckulovic 
PRINCIPAL ACTORtACTRESS: Gizela Yukovic, Ana Karic, 

Vesna Krajina, Milena Dravic, Fbde Markovic, Beta Zivojinovic, 
Zoraa Milosavljevic, Blazenh Katalinic, N d a  Mladenovic, 

Ljiljana Jovanovic, Boris Dvornik, A l k n d a r  Gavric, Olivera hlarkovic 

GEh'RE: construction of socialism 

RESUME: Radopolje is a village with no men. During a disciplinary mission in January 1942 the 
vilIage was burned down, and dl the men killed. The widows, daughters, and little children have long 
awaited the end of the war in utter misery and in desolation. Kata Plecas. president of the People's 
Committee. holds a meeting of the "black scarves" (of sorrow) society, hoping that if they tidy up the 
houses and marry their daughters. RadopoIje will be the same as before. Kata visits the Development 
authorities to ask for the help of qualified masons who would help clean up the village. Help is readily 
promised. but none delivered. One by one men begin arriving - the first is Ilija Krivalj (the crook-legged). 
the only man of Radopolje who survived. Then a young sergeant betroths Kata's daughter. Bozina Vmdak. 
a demobilised soldier, also comes to make his home at Radopolje. It seems that Kata's dream is corning 
true. However. the surrounding mountains are still shelter outlaws and war-criminals. and in an attempt to 
smoke them out the young sergeant perishes. Ilija Krivalj becomes their next victim. Bozina Vrdnik dies in 
a consuucrion-yard accident. Everyone. even Kata, looses hope. In spite of the building brigade which is 
finally sent to Radopolje. the women leave for the big city to begin life anew. 



TITLE: Prornetej s otoka Visevice Promerheusfrom Visevica 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1964 
DIRECTOR: Vartoshv Mimica 

SCRIPT: Vartoslav Mimica, Slavko Goldstein, and Krunoslav Quien 
CAMERA: Tomislav Pinter 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS : S l o w  Dimitrijevic, Mira Sardoc, 
Janez Vrbovec, Dim Rutic, Pavle Vuisic, Huscin Cokic, Dragomir Felba 

GENRE: construction of socialism (poetic trend) 

RESUME: A film about a veteran who becomes a responsible but lonesome leader. Mate is an 
executive director in a big city factory. He arrives to his birthplace on the isle of Visevica to attend h e  
inauguration of a monument to the people killed in WWII. He remembers his past, the Liberation, and his 
struggIe to modernise Visevica. All his efforts to bring electricity to the isle are in vain and he is deserted by 
ail. including his wife. He then decides to begin a new life on the continent. with the help of an old war 
comrade. 

TITLE: Devojka Maiden 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1965 

DIRECTOR: Mladomir [PurisP J Djordjevic 
SCRIPT: Mhdomir [Purisa] Djordjevic 

CAMERA: Branko Perak 
PRLNCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Milena Draric, Ljubisa %mprdzic, 

Rade Markovic, Sinisa Ivetic, Bekim Fehmiu, Mija Aleksic 

GENRE: panisan (poetic trend) 

RESUME: This is a love story between two yoclng members of the Resistance: a soldier. and a young 
girl. The director presents a subjective panorama of Wl events through the narratives of the soldier. the 
photographer. and the German officer. all linked by that of the girl. In the end her Icve triumphs in  spite of 
the uagic circumstances. 

TITLE: Tri Three 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1965 
DIRECTOR: Altksmdar Petrovic 

SCRIPT: Antonije Isakovic & Aleksandar Petrovic 
Based on a novel by A nconije Isakovic, Paprat i vaua 

CAMERA: Tomislav Pinter 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Velimir [Bata] Zivojinovic, 

S e n h  Veletanlic-Pttrovic, Woja Miric, Ati Raner, 
Slobodan Perovic, Mica Tomic 

GENRE: partisan 

RESUME: During the second world war, the revolu[ionary Milos finds himself thrice face to face 
with Death. The first time he witnesses the execution of a Jewish man at a line-up for food rations. The 
second time, hunted by the Germans, Milos looses a fellow partisan and is himself in pave danger. The 
third rime. at the end of the war, Milos is responsible for the lives of his own troops: to pardon a capital 
offence or condemn the man to death ... A group of people are accused of collaboration with the Nazis, 
among which a young girl is confirmed to be a former Gestapo agent, Making a futile attempt to escape she 
is caqht. and taken away to the frring range - all must pay for their sins. Milos runs after her but his way is 



blocked by a loud wedding procession. The responsibiIity of lives and deaths poses a dilemma even after 
the war. 

TITLE: San The Dream 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1966 

DIRECTOR: Mladomir [Purisa] Djordjevic 
SCRIPT: MLdomir [Purh] Djordjtvic 

CAMERA: MibPilo Popovic 
PRINCIPAL ACTOIUACTRESS: Ljubisa S9m9rdzic, M i b d o  Janketic, 

Olivera Vuco, Mija Aleksic, Ljuba Tadic, S i  Ivetic, Aleksandar Stojkovic, 
Velimir [Bata] Zivojinovic, Stojan Arandjdovic 

GENRE: partisan (poetic trend) 

RES LIME: 191 1 : dthough all of Europe is practicdiy occupied by the Germans. a couple of any 
viliages in western Serbia are still free. The two young heroes dream of the future. but the war brings them 
back to the harsh reality. The Germans advance. the partisans retreat. and only the dead gain numbers. But 
the dream perseveres, for nothing can kill it. 

TITLE: Ponedeljak ili Utorak Monday or Tuesday 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1966 

DIRECTOR: Mimica 
PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTFESS: Olivera Baco 

GENRE: construction of socialism (poetic trend) 

RESCWE: On the backdrop of a dark and shapeless urban landscape Marko, a photographer, has 
frequent colourfu1 visions which show how an artist perceives the world. Images from the past and 
prospects for the future are influenced by his meditative observations. In surrealist dreams he sees himself 
as a child. his father's death. torrential war memories. even his own funeral with his wife and mistress both 
attending. His girlfriend has become an announcer for the television. and she wants to abort their baby. 
Divorce. child support. chance acquaintances. the recurring air balloon symbolising happiness. all unite to 
form a steady bur enigmatic stream of consciousness. 

TITLE: Pre R a w  Before the War 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1966 

DIRECTOR: Vuk Babic 
PRINCIPAL ACTORIACTRESS: Bata Zivojinovk 

comedy 

RESUME: An engineer attempts suicide and is presumed dead and buried by those closest to him. 
Already his widow is having an affair. He comes home to find a pack of relatives poking around his house 
looking for valuables. Now with the help o f  a former student, for whom he has taken quite a fancy, the 
engineer nies to salvage his life's work from the thieving throng of poor relations. The "deceased" is later 
arrescd for attempting to revolutionise science but in the end all works out. He stands face to face with his 
own tombstone. 



TITLE: Divtrzanti Saboteurs 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1967 
DIRECTOR: Hajmdin Knavac 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Radc Markovic, 
Ljubisa Samardjic, Bata Zivojinovic, 

Jovan Jancievic, Kole Angelovski 

GENRE: panism 

RESUME: A small group of partisans is surrounded by a solid detachment of German forces. Their 
only way out is directly through the enemy's headquarters. 
Commander Korchagin plans a sabotage manoeuvre on the German air base, but the operation goes wrong 
and the mission remains unfinished. The partisans are forced to flee with their wounded and dying soldiers, 
but the enemy has destroyed every safe haven in the area- A few freedom fighters dress in German uniforms 
and pretend tc have captured their own fellows in order to gain access to a train car. The German officer at 
the train station realises that something is not quite right and orders the train intercepted. The partisans 
escape once again and take refuge with the lovely Olga in a little signal-house by the railroad tracks. When 
the Germans come to search the house, the resowctfuI woman puts a "beware of Typhus epidemic" note on 
the door. Having gained some time to rethink their strategy the partisans decide to take the air base in one 
swift co-ordinated atrack. Most of them die heroically. but the mission is finally accomplished. 

TITLE: Praznik The Holiday 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1967 
DIRECTOR: Djordje Kadijevic 

SCRIPT: Djordje Kadijevic & Alexandar Petkovic 
CAMERA: Alexandar Petkovic 

PRINCIPAL ACTORIACTRESS: Jovan Janicijevic, 
Dusan Janicijevic, Ankn Zupanc, Velilair [Bato] Zivojinovic, 

Janez Vrhovec, Rrrstko Tadic, ifaim Muderija 

GENRE: partisan 

RESUME: It's Christmas day 1943 in a Serb village, when two American parachutists land and are 
welcomed by the Tchetniks. The commander of the Serb quislings* comes to the village asking questions 
about the American pilots. He finds no co-operation and kills a Tchetnik out of frustration. for which he is 
himself viciously murdered. Following this tragic episode the Tchetniks change their brave and secure 
attitude. In fear of German retaliation they disarm and imprison the Americans. Those however, manage to 
escape and avoid detection. The Tchemiks murder two of the men who accompanied the quisling 
commander, dress them in the pilots' clothes, and present the bodies to the Germans who have meanwhile 
arrested the real Americans ... It's only now that the leader of the Tchetniks comes back from a long absence 
and uies in vain to settle this bloody business. 

*quisling [Vidkun Quisling 1945 Now. politician who collaborated with the Nazis] : a traitor who 
collaborates with the invaders of his counuy 



TITLE: Bmza The Birch 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1%7 

D I R E O R :  Ante Babaja 
SCRIPT: Slavko Kohr, Ante Babaja, .ad Bozidar Violic 

CAMERA: Tomislav Pinter 
PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Mmca Kosir, Fabijan Sovagovic, 

Velimir mats] Zivojinovic, Nda Erzisnik, Strac Sever 

GENRE: Novi Film 

RESUME: Unlike her friends, Janica is a tender young woman, charming and discreet. It is said that 
she is "a birch among the beech-trees." Still. in her village the beeches are usually held in a higher esteem- 
Only the forestry inspector-general notices the sohness and beauty of Janica, and he enueats his employee, 
the ranger Marko. to marry her. Janica's happiness is shon-lived: she looses her new-born child. and 
becomes seriously ill. Marko is looking forward to attending a wedding where he will be standard-bearer. 
bur his wife's affliction threatens to keep him home. His problem is soon rcsoIvcd: Janica dies and is buried 
before the wedding. and Marko can go unobstructed. At the wedding Marko is having the most fun. 
However. his guilty conscience torments him as, on his way home. he notices a birch ... 

TITLE: Budjenje Pacova The Waking of xhe Raxs 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1967 
DIRECTOR: Zivojin Pavlovic 

SCRIPT: Cordan Mihic & Ljubisa Kozom~ra 
based on the novel Neznanka by Momcile Milankov 

CAMERA: Milorad Jaksic-Fandjo 
PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Slobodan Pemvic, Durisa Zcgarac, 

Severin Bijelic, Mirjana Blaskovic, Mica Tomic, 
Nicda Milk, Pavle Vuisic 

GENRE: Novi Film 

RESUME: Velirnir Bamberg manufactures neck-ties and lives in seclusion from the rest of the world- 
His only socia1 activity is singing in an amateur choir. Bamberg has a sick sister that he would like to send 
to a beach resort, bur he does not have the means. Although in serious need of money, this man remains 
loyal to his principles. and refuses the offer of an old friend to get involved in black market pornography. 
'A'hile looking far a way out of his desperate financial situation, he goes through a series of tragic-comical 
incidents, and ends up falling in love with a mysterious young lady. With her he is ready to put an end to his 
former absurd way of life. He is hoping to realise that with a little money borrowed from a friend. but in the 
end his illusions dissipate as the girl runs away with the money. Velimir has no other choice. but to continue 
his monotonous existence. 



TITLE: Jutm Morning 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1967 

DIRECTOR: Purisa (Mbdomu) Djordjevic 
SCRIPT: Purisa Djordjevic 
CAMERA: M W o  Popovic 

PRINCIPAL AmOWACTRESS: Milem Drrvic, Ljubisa SlmrPrdzic, 
Milia Aleksic, Neda Aracric, Ljuba Tadic, Olga Jmceveckn, 

Jelena Jovanovic-Zigon, Neda Spasojevic, Famk Begolli 

GESRE: partisan - (poetic trend) 

RESUME: The war has seriously divided the population. Experiencing the different conflicts in the 
first days of peace (settling of accounts with the collaboraton. and the executions of the traitors). the 
veteran Ljubisa discovers that the war isn't over. he continues to struggle with his surroundings and with 
himself- His long ago sweetheart Alexandra has been beaten and raped by the fascists until finally she has 
revealed the names of comrades fallen in battle. The fascisls, however. have sought out their living relatives 
and murdered them. Now Alexandra is considered a traitor and assassinated. Ljubisa murders her killer. 

TITLE: Kad Budem Mrtav I Beo When I Be Dead And GhsrIy 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1967 
DIRECTOR: Zivojin Pavlovic 

SCRIPT: Gordon Mihic & Ljubisa Kozom~ra 
CAMERA: Milorad Jaksic-Fandjo 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Dragan Nikolic, Ruzica Sokic, 
Dara Cdenic, Neda Spasojevic, Severin Bijelic, Nikola Milk, 

&ria Sur~dinac, Slobodan Aligrudic 

GENRE: Novi Film 

RESUME: It's time for Janko. known as Dzoni (Johnny) Barka. and his girlfriend Lilica to leave 
their job as seasonal workers. Unemployed and unmotivated, they can only look forward to an uncertain 
future. The young man can not find a job in spite of all his efforts. and his mother, a poor washerwoman, 
can nor help them. Desperate for money Dzoni robs some construction yard workers. and while saving his 
own skin. looses Lilica. Now begins Dzoni Barka's odyssey. By becoming the lover of a lounge singer he 
learns how to sing, and practices this new talent, charmingly out of tune. at fairs, isolated garrisons, and 
little industrial towns. One day he meets a young woman dentist and decides 10 travel with her t~ B e l ~ a d e  
to take part in a competition for young dents. This is. however, yet another failure, and he gives up 
atlogeher. Somewhere on a ship he comes across Lilica who makes her living through extortion and false 
pregnancies. Using this last method they hope to squeeze their former boss for a IittIe bit of money. The 
boss uncovers the deceit. and during a settling of accounts shoots Dzoni. 



TITLE: Uzpok Smrti Nc Pomnjati Do Not Mcnrion the C a w e  of Death 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1968 
DIRECTOR: Jovan Zivrraovic 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACfRESS: Bata Zivojiaovic 

GENRE: resistance fighter 

RESL'ME: A quaint Yugoslav village during WWIl is plagued by corrupt officials and immoral 
German soldiers. The dye man Mihailo, however. is not interested in politics. Business is steady, and him 
and his wife are content. Soon. though. frenzied German soldiers wreak havoc: they ruthlessly torture, 
murder. and rape the helpless inhabitants of the picturesque village. MihaiIo's son has a sweetheart who is 
raped and driven to insanity after her family is taken away. His son himself dies defending her. Then his 
own wife is betrayed by a childhood friend and violated by a group of soldiers- Mihailo can no longer stand 

- 

aside. He murders the traitor, but now all the villagers are against him ... He should have acted earlier, when 
other people were getting hurt! 

TITLE: Bice Skoro Propast Sveta The End Of The World Cometh Fonhwith/Ir is Raining in My Village 
or Il Pleur Sur Mon Village 

YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1968 
DIRECTOR: AltLcPndar Petrovic 

SCRIPT: Aleksandar Petrovic 
CAMEU: Djordjt Nikolic 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Annie Girardot, Ivan Pducb, 
Mija Aleksic, Dragomir Bojanic, Eva Ras 

GENRE: Novi Film 

RESUME: Life in a little rural village in Voivodina. with all of its enmity, vengeance, primitive 
customs. dullness ... The arrival of an attractive arts teacher brings uneasiness to the village. The swineherd, 
obsessed by his love for the newcomer. goes as far as murdering his mentally handicapped girlfriend. Her 
father rakes the blame. but on his deathbed he exposes the m e  murderer. The villagers take justice into their 
own hands condemning the guilty man to a singularly cruel death. Still, life goes on: there are elections. the 
inauguration of a new church. and the young teacher continues to trouble the men. 

TITLE: Podne Noon 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1968 

DIRECTOR: Mladomir [Purisa] Djordjtvic 
SCRIPT: Mladomir [Purisa] Djordjevic 

CAMERA: Mihailo Popovic .ad Jovan Jovanovic 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Ljubisa Slunordzic, N d a  Americ, 

Faruk Begolli, Ljuba Tadic, Mija Aleksic, Dusica Zcgarac, 
Olga Jancevecka, Elena Barbieri, Huuin Cokic 

GENRE: partisan - poetic trend 

RESUME: A young Russian man. Misko, works at the Soviet Embassy in Belgrade. He is in love 
with Neda. a young Yugoslav woman. Their relationship began in 1948, when they met at a reception 
given by the Soviet Cultural Institute in Belgrade. Misko and Neda marry, but during their wedding night 
the radio announces the ideological rupture between the communist parties of their countries. Misko and 
Neda are each summoned by their respective party. This is a sad adieu, with very little hope for a future 
meeting ... 



TITLE: BitJca na Neretvi Banle on the Nererva River 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1969 
DIRECTOR: Vdjko Bulrrjic 

SCRIPT: Ugo Pirro & Vdjko Bulojic 
PRINCIPAL ACTORIACTRESS: Milem Dravic, 

Sylva Koshina, Orson Wellcs, Frurco Ncm, 
Oleg Vidov, Serguey Bonbrchuk 

GENRE: battalia 

RESUME: Early in 1943 Hider sets in motion Weiss's plan to eliminate the partisans in Yugoslavia- 
Under pressure of I8 German and Italian divisions, and due to the treasonous actions of the Ustasha 
colIaborators. the partisan army is forced to retreat. They are ournumbered six to one, thousands are sick 
and wounded. After long and heavy battles the partisans find themselves surrounded in the valley of the icy 
waters of the mighty Neretva river. After two months of siege, marshal Tito orders the Neretva bridge 
destroyed. Surprised, the enemy accredit this act to desperation, and begin ferrying their troops to the other 
side in hopes of a quick victory. Secretly. however, Tiro orders the consuuction of a temporary bridge 
which the partisans use to escape to safety. 

TITLE: Kmava Bajka Bloody Lullaby 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1969 

DIRECTOR: Branimir [Tori] Jankovic 
PRINCIPAL ACTOEUACTRES S : Mija Aleksic, Bata Zivojiaovic 

GENRE: resistance fighter 

RESLME: A Gypsy community is shattered by the German invasion of Yugoslavia. The children are 
evicred from their school which is to be the new German HQ. The cruel invaders take sadistic pleasure in 
denying the rnosl basic human respect to the locals: they flush leftover food down the sewers rather than 
give it to the stming beggars. When some kids attempt to steal supplies from a train car, the Germans shoot 
at them killing one boy. The other children set up shoe-shine stands across the street from the school. where 
members of the resistance often meet. A public map indicating Germany's victories has been set fire to. and 
young men are randomly rounded up to be publicly executed in rebuttal. The people are forced to pay 
dearly for every action on the part of the resistance: most of the male population is amassed. taken to the 
countv.  and shot in cold blood. Even the shoe-shine boys do not escape this cruel destiny. In the end. all 
that is left are a handful of women weeping over the mass graves of their dear ones ... 

TITLE: U gori raste zelen bor A Green Pine Growerh In the Forest 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1911 
DIRECTOR: Antm Vrdoljak 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTESS: Boris Dvornik 

GENRE: partisan 

RESUME: A large detachment of panisam surround and capture a platoon of new recruits from the 
Yugoslav Loyalist Army. The Partisan's goal is to convert as many soldiers as possible to their side. One of 
the Partisans gives a passionate political speech, and indeed, a few recruits remain behind, while those 
unwilling to wage war for the righteous cause are stripped of their uniforms and sent home. The freedom- 
fighters use the newly acquired uniforms to penetrate a Ustasha camp and take ammunitions and supplies. 
All Usmha resistance is subdued. and the camp is burned. Many who would not fight on the Partisans' side 
are executed, including a loyalist officer who is accused of treason against the people. The partisan 
Commander whose family has been brutally murdered, understands the pain of the loyalist officer. who is a 
family man. The latter is also a man of duty. loyal to his King and Country. However, the "human element" 
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has to be ignored in the name of the upright cause. Yet another Ustasha platoon of recruits is attacked and 
disbanded ... In the end the enemy send in large forces to neuualise the Partisan threat. 

TITLE: Kako Umreti How ro Die 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1972 

DIRECTOR: Miomir St.IIKnkovic 
CAMERA: Lube Petrovski 

PRINCIPAL ACTORtACTRESS: Famk BcgoUi 

GENRE: resistance fighter 

RESUME: A freedom fighter from Kosovo carries out a successful mission against the Italian 
invaders. The Italians, aided by the Ustasha, are in hot pursuit of the rebel and harass those who help and 
protect the resistance. The prominent Muslim h i  Bega uses his influence among the locals to lend his 
assistance to the rebel. Bei Bega wants to keep his official neutrality and be fair to everyone ... However, 
when :he rebel sees what the enemy have done to his closest and dearest people, he falls ill and is captured- 
Bei Bega and his daughter (who bas long cherished tender affections for the young man) plead for mercy on 
his  behalf. ?he Italians are relentless: they will shoot both him and his cell mate in public. The partisans 
descend from the mountains to attempt a daring rescue, but loose to the numerous and well equipped 
enemy. On the day of the execution bei Bega bids the two doomed men: "Show them how people of our 
nation die!" They each put an arm around the other's shoulder and die heroically. 

TITLE: Bombasi G r a ~ d e  Launchers 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1973 
DIRECTOR: Predrag Golu bovic 

PRINCIPAL ACTORIACTRESS: Ljubisa !hmarjic, 
Bata Zivojinovic, Renata Frajskorn, Ana Zupancic 

GENRE: partisan 

RESUME: Joko and Kovac are warlike partisans specialising in granade launching. They are happy- 
go-lucky feIlows. superb marksmen. and inseparable friends. It is thanks to their free spirit. bravery, and 
sense of humour chat they survive ovewhelming odds and always emerge victorious. At the end of the war 
they realise h a t  the changing world has no room for a couple of good-natured rogues such as themselves. 
and they fondly remember the old days. 



TITLE: Cvetje v jeseni Autumn Blossoms 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1973 
DIRECTOR: Matjaz Klopcic 

SCRIPT: Mitjr Mejak 
Based on a work of the same name Ivan Tavcar 

CAMERA: Zpro Twar 
PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Milena Zupancic (Metu), Polde Bibic (Dr. lane:), 
Dusa Pockaj (Luca Skalar), Sleilro Drolc (Barba), Bert Sotlar (Bosrjan Presecnik), 

GENRE: melodrama 

RESUME: Dr. Janet is a middle-aged lawyer tired of life in the city. longing to get away for a few 
weeks. He decides to pay a visit to his distant relative Resccnik, a prosperous farmer in the mountainous 
regions. Rustic life holds many delights, particularly the affections of Presecnik's beautiful young daughter 
Mera. Having spent some profoundly romantic moments with Meta in lush surroundings, Jantz is reluctant 
to return to Ljubijzna and resume his office work. He can not get Meta out of his mind; he is determined to 
purchase a property near Presecnik's and start fanning. He calls on the Prcsecniks to ask for Meta's hand in 
marriage. When she learns that she is to become Janez's wife. Meta is so exited that her h e m  gives up on 
her and she dies ... From then on Ivan Janez often visits her grave. always bringing flowers which - like the 
autumn blossoms - bear no fruit. 

TITLE: Let Mrtve Ptice Flight of a Dead Bird 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1973 
DIRECTOR: Zivojin Pavlovic 
SCRIPT: B d o  S o w n  

CAMERA: Milorad Jaksic-Fandjo 
PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Leopold woldel Bibic, Rudi Kosmac, 

Janez Vrhovec, Marko Simcic, Peter Ternovsek, Jozica Avbelj, 
Ivanka Mezan, Majda Grbac, Arnold Tovornik, Joze Zupan, Tone Cogda 

G E N E :  melodrama 

RES LME: The action takes place in a Slovenian village on the Austrian border. Here the countryside 
and the villages are picturesque, but abandoned - popliialeli onij by the elderly. since the young men and 
women work in Austria and return only on weekends. The houses are beautifdIy furnished with state-of-the- 
an appliances, the newest agricultural machinery is lying about unused because the people are not there. 
The film tells the story of a young woman, Anka, who remains behind. Her husband - much older than her - 
is obsessed by his advanced age and failing virility. Considered nothing more than an object by him. Anka 
isolates herself from the world - she, who could have had it all. Anka has admirers, but when her husband 
can no longer bear the shame and gossip, he shoots her and runs away to West Germany, but can no[ escape 
his gu11ty conscience. 



TITLE: Dcps 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1974 
DIRECTOR: Antun Vrdoljak 

CAMERA: Vjenceslav Obmkovic 
PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTaESS: Fabijm Sovagovic (Deps), 

M i e m  Dt.vic 

GENRE: delinquent youth 

RES LWE: Deps. a 36 year old convict. is released from prison after 12 years of doing time for petty 
crimes. He is placed under surveilIance, but escapes and rejoins the bad company of his former associates. 
Arrested once again for disturbing the peace, the young man is forced to account for his behaviour to a 
judge. and more importantly. to himself. Once he confronts his untamed side. Deps finally finds peace. 

TITLE: Dewis I Smrt The Dervish and Death 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1914 

SCRIPT: Borislav Mihdovic & 2 Velimirovic 
based on a novel by Mesa Selimovic 

PRlXC!F4L ACTOWACTRESS: Olivera Baco 

GENRE: nationalist epic 

RESUME: The dervish Nurudin finds a Yugoslzv rebel hiding in his orchard. but spares his life and 
gives him refuge. The dervish's own brother, however, is amested on a count of high treason. The dervish 
u i e s  to use his influence to free his brother, and even attempts to bribe the guard but to no avail. Meanwhile 
the disuicr khadiya's (judge) son Hasan spends a lot of time at the bordello amusing himself with Christian 
xomen. The khadiya is killed in a conflict with the rebels led by his wife's brother, and the dervish becomes 
khadiya. He frees those unjustly jailed and becomes unpopuIar among the local nobility, especially after 
arresting the coun assassin for insubordination. He also frees the renegade son Hasan. even though the latter 
helped a Christian woman escape to Dubrovnik. The dervish's dilemma: he !m to choose between friends 
and n t h  - it is best for a judge not to have friends. 
All the while memories from his youth flash back, memories of a beautiful blond Christian woman. The 
khadiya's scribe and Hasan run away to Dubrovnik, the scribe is killed. Nurudin receives a death sentence 
for poor performance of his duties. A young boy presents himself as Nunrdin's son from the blond woman. 
and the father lovingly caresses the boy as soldiers come to take him away. The corn assassin is the evil 
traitor. 

TITJI: Svadba The Wedding 
(A co-production with Kiev, Studio Dovthenko) 

YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1974 
DIRECTOR: Rndomir Sannovic 

SCRIPT: based on a novel by Michail LaIic 

GENRE: partisan 

RESUME: A communist partisan escapes heroically from the hands of the nationalist chetnicks. 
1933, Stalingrad: the war is nearly over for the Russians, but in Yugoslavia the enemy within impedes the 
communist panisans from protecting their homeland. A prison high up in the Yugoslavian black forest 
mountains conceals the dark and bloody deeds of the Tchetnich who savagely torture their fellow 
countrymen and their families. With their final onslaught on the Eastern Front the Germans attempt to wipe 
out both organisations. but the true patriots put up a heroic fight and many escape. The communist smggle 
continues. 



TITLE: Doktor Mladtn Dr. Mladen 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1975 

DIRECTOR: in memory of Midbat Muepcic 
who passed away before the completion of the film 

PRINCIPAL ACTQWACTRESS: Ljuba Tadic (Dr. Mladen Stojanovic), 
Ljubisa Saamdzic, Pavd Vuisic 

GENRE: partisan 

RESUME: Dr. Mladen Stojanovic is a young surgeon who secretly treats wounded partisans. When 
he is arrested and imprisoned, the doctor realises that he would have saved all these lives for nothing if he 
does not take up the struggle into his own hands. He sets his own cell on fire and performs a daring escape. 
He assumes leadership of a partisan platoon and fights Germans and Ustasha fascists alike, becoming the 
people's saviour. and terror for anyone who might venture to trespass. During the attack on a Ustasha camp, 
MIaden's squad is badly beaten and he is captured. Killed because of the treason of a childhood friend. the 
warrior-doctor becomes a symbol of enlightenment and fighting spirit for the generations to come. 

TITLE: Paviljon VI Ward No. 6 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1978 
DIRECTOR: Lucijan Piatilije 
SCRIPT: Lucijan Pintilije 

Based on a novella of the same name by A.P. Chekov 
CAMERA: Milorad Joksic-Fandjo 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Slobodrrn Perovic, Zoran RPdmilovic, 
Slavko Simic, Pavle Vujisic, Ljuba Tadic, Stevo Zigon 

GENRE: dissident 

RESUME: A doctor in a provincial hospital in Tsarist Russia spends his days in utter apathy and 
indifference for his regular work. One day in Ward No. 't'! for mental patients, he meets one of his former 
students - a man of restless and rebellious disposition. Intrigued by the patient's original views the doctor 
spends more and more time with him. He begins regular meditation and slowly looses touch with reality. 
His colleagues first ridicule and then reject him, until the doctor himself winds up in Ward No. VI. He 
meets with a tragic end when his former subordinates, the guards at the mental ward, sadistically beat him ro 
death. 

Ti 
TITLE: Ohvpacija u 26 slika The Occuparion in 26frames 

YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1978 
DIRECTOR: Lordan Zafranovic 

SCRIPT: Mirko Kovac & Lordan Zofranovic 
CAMERA: Karpo Acimovic-Calina 

PRINCIPAL ACTOIUACTRESS : Frano Lasic, Boris Kralj, Milan S trljic, 
Stevo Zigon, Zvonko Lcpttic, Tanja Pobennik 

GENRE: resistance fighter (naturalistic trend) 

RESUME: Niko, Toni, and Miho. are very close friends from wealthy Dubrovnik families who lead 
happy and carefree lives. Toni (of Italian descent) falls in love with Niko's sister Ana, but just as the two 
young people are to be engaged, the country is invaded by Italy. Their friendship continues, but the new 
situation brings abrupt changes to their lives: Toni becomes a fascist functionary; Miho, a jew, barely 
escapes the Ustasha slaughterhouse; Niko joins the underground resistance movement. Ana, in spite of 
everything. is still in love with Toni, and marries him. Her father, outraged by the fascist atrocities, joins the 
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resistance but is arrested and killed. Toni moves into his house where he confronts Niko who blames him 
for his father's death. In this tense atmosphere Miho makes desperate attempt to renew the old Friendship by 
piaying their favourite songs on his lute, but to no avail- Niko kills Toni and goes off to join the fight for 
freedom together with Miho. while Ana is left alone. having lost a father. a husband. and a brother. 

TITLE: Pad Italije The Fall of Italy 
(alrernarive English title: Island Chronicles) 

YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1981 
DIRECrOR: Lordan Zafranovic 

SCRIPT: Mirko Kovac & Lordan Zafranovic 
CAMERA: Boddar Nikolic 

PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS: Daniel Olbryebski, 
E m  Begovic, Gorica Popovic 

GENRE: resistance fighter (naturalistic variation) 

RESUME: Italy's downfall during WWII creates a dreadful climate of insecurity. Panic. cruelty. fear. 
and revenge reign far and wide; violent skirmishes are a common sight. In a secluded island village in the 
Mediterranean this historical situation !eaves deep scars. Here is a place of long dry summers. terrific heat. 
smoking ashes, and temperamental people. Davorin, a commander of a partisan detachment. is an an 
epitome of the ascetic revolutionary dedicated to his struggle. aloof. sharp, and loyal to his aims. He falls in 
love with a beautiful girl whose father is the owner of a large estate and a collaborator. From that moment 
on he can not separate his love from his struggle and becomes increasingly weaker and uncertain. His 
younger brother. Lovre. has been raised in the spirit of the revolution. and dissociates himself from Davorin, 
condemning the latter to be shot. This story is told in the form of chronicles and is based on historical facts 
accompanied by a large mosaic of personalities and events. 

TITLE: 134 Jul The 73rineenth of July 
YEAR OF PRODUCIION: 1982 

DIRECTOR: Radomir-Bajo Saranovic 
SCRIPT: R. Durovic, V. Micunovic, P. Perovic 

CAMERA: Predrag Popovic 
PRINCIPAL ACTOR/ACTRESS : P. Manojlovic, P. Banicevic, R. Serbedzija, 

V. Zivojinovic, V. Mandic, Lj. Dragutinovic, P. Vujisic, A, Bercek, 

GENRE: partisan (naturalistic trend) 

RESUME: April 194 1. Yugoslavia capitulates and Montenegro is occupied by Italian troops. Stevan. 
a student with communist ideals, comes back to his hometown and meets with his best friend, Branko. 
Stevan's grandfather is the one who champions freedom for the people, while his father has the more 
realistic hopes that Montenegro will be declared independent under the protection of Italy (which is what 
hagpens). The German invasion of the USSR hastens the beginning of more bloodshed. At daybreak on July 
13 guerrilla operations begin. and the town is liberated. However, there will be no peace: a detachment of 
"Blackshim" strikes back and takes some of the inhabitants prisoner. Reprisals begin. Stevan's father tries 
LO speak on behalf of the population and is executed. Branko risks his life in an attempt to free some of the 
hostages, but is himself arrested. Stevan decides to attack. The fascists shoot Branko along with the other 
prisoners, but the town is liberated once more. All of Montenegro is up in arms. The Italian counter- 
offensive begins. The people hide into shelters. while Stevan and what is left of his band continue the fight 
from the mountains. 



TITLE: BnClcrn Ekspres Balkan Erpress 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1983 

DIRECTOR: B d o  Baletic 
SCRIPT: Gordan Mihic 
CAMERA: Zivko &lar 

PRINCIPAL ACTOWACTRESS: Dragon Nikolic, Bota Todorovic, 
Tmja Boskovic, Olivera Markovic, Velimir [Bau] Zivojinovic, Ratko Polk 

GENRE: resistance fighter 

RESUME: In April 194 1 Serbia savours it's last peaceful days. A group of petty thieves pretend to 
be a travelling music-theatre company by the name of "Balkan Express." As the war unfolds. the 
pickpockets' only concern is to save heir skins. Nevertheless these terrible and heartless times force heir 
destiny out of its insignificant path. making them the heroes of an epoch. Little by iinle their patriotism 
comes forth. When they refuse to perform "LilIy Marlene." a German officer eager to teach them manners is 
accidentaHy killed. Following this bloody accident, they take refuge in a freight vain transporting Jews. 
"Balkan Express" pick the locks, and release the people. They befriend the German officer who they had 
originally targeted to rob. He is a communist, and refuses to believe that they are not. A sabotage plan is 
suggested: to bum the invaders' provisions and supplies. However. one of the pickpockets. Popeye. says 
that it would be a shame because the people are starving: it must not be done even if the Germans panake of 
the same food. .4t a dinner with the Nazis they are photographed for the newspaper; the resistance then 
condemns them as traitors in spite of the fact that they shelter a little Jewish girl, Lea. In the end they 
sacrifice their own lives in the terrorist bombing of a German assembly. 

TITLE: Za srecu je potrebno troje You Need Three ro Be Happ 
YEAR OF PRODUCTION: 1985 
DIRECTOR: Rajko Grlic 

SCRIPT: Rajko Grlic & Dubmvka Ugresic 
CAMERA: Zivko U a r  

PRINCIPAL ACTORIACTRESS: Predmg [Miki] Manojlovic, Mim Furan, 
Dubravka Ostojic, Bogdan Diklic, Vanja Drach, Ksenija Pajic 

GENRE: romantic drama 

RES L ? l E :  This is the story of people who desperately try to change their lives through the power of 
love. Driven by misery and despair. a man hoIds up a little provincial store armed with a plastic toy-gun. 
Released from prison three years later, he meets two women in Zagreb who have a positive influence on his 
life. He also runs into his ex-wife. The old flame is not entirely gone, but the ex-wife's rich and powerful 
lover is insanely jealous and uses his influence to have the man imprisoned once again on fabricated 
poli t id charges. 


